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Résumé
Ceci est une étude des dynamiques de la violence islamiste sunnite en Arabie
Saoudite, et en particulier des causes de la violence qui éclate en 2003. La mouvance
djihadiste saoudienne est analysée dans un cadre à trois niveaux emprunté à
Donatella Della Porta, théoricienne des mouvements sociaux. La thèse s’appuie sur
des sources primaires recueillies en Arabie Saoudite ainsi que sur l’Internet.
L’analyse au niveau micro se base sur 787 biographies de militants saoudiens.
L’analyse montre que lʹArabie Saoudite nʹa pas connu de mouvement islamiste socio‐
revolutionnaire, et que le djihadisme saoudien s’inspire plutôt d’un nationalisme
pan‐islamique. La violence en 2003 représente le résultat d’un mouvement qui s’est
développé en trois phases. Dans les années 1980 émerge la mouvance djihadiste dite
“classique” qui s’engage dans des conflits locaux contre des non‐Musulmans. Le
djihadisme classique jouit du soutien de l’Etat, ainsi que de l’importance accordée au
nationalisme pan‐islamique dans la politique intérieure du royaume. Le milieu des
années 1990 voit l’émergence d’une branche plus extrême, celle du “djihadisme
global” représenté par al‐Qaïda. Ben Laden s’oppose a la présence américaine dans la
Péninsule, mais suspend les opérations en 1998. Après lʹinvasion de lʹAfghanistan en
2001, Ben Laden décide de rouvrir un front dans le royaume. Les vétérans
d’Afghanistan mobilisent et lancent une campagne en mai 2003. Les militants
échouent car ils sont perçus comme révolutionnaires et parce que les jeunes recrues
préfèrent partir se battre en Irak. L’Arabie Saoudite se distingue ainsi des
républiques arabes, où la violence islamiste tend à sʹorienter vers les régimes, et est
alimentée par des problèmes socio‐économiques.
Abstract
This is a study of the dynamics of Sunni Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia which asks
why unrest broke out in 2003 and not earlier. It analyses the Saudi jihadist movement
using a three‐level framework borrowed from social movement theorist Donatella
Della Porta. It uses new primary sources from jihadist Internet sites and fieldwork in
Saudi Arabia. A collection of 787 biographies supports the micro‐level analysis. The
main finding is that Saudi Arabia lacks a strong socio‐revolutionary Islamist
movement, and that Saudi militancy is driven by pan‐Islamic nationalism. The 2003
violence marked the homecoming of a movement which had developed in three
stages. In the 1980s emerged the “classical jihadist” movement which fought non‐
Muslims in local territorial conflicts. It grew strong because it enjoyed initial state
support and because pan‐Islamic nationalism played a special role in Saudi politics.
In the mid‐1990s arose the more extreme “global jihadist” branch represented by al‐
Qaida. Bin Ladin violently opposed the US presence in the Kingdom, but was first
unable, and then unwilling to launch operations at home. After the 2001 invasion of
Afghanistan, Bin Ladin decided to reopen a front in Saudi Arabia. His deputy Yusuf
al‐Ayiri recruited hundreds of returnees from Afghanistan and launched an anti‐
Western guerrilla campaign in May 2003. The campaign failed because the militants
were perceived as revolutionaries and lost recruits to Iraq. The dynamics of Saudi
Islamist militancy thus differ from the Arab republics, where violence is more
inward‐oriented and driven by socio‐economic grievances.
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Footnotes and Bibliography
Footnote numbering restarts in each chapter. Bibliographic references appear in
“Chicago 15th A” style. Full bibliographic details are provided only at first reference;
subsequent references appear in shortened form. Titles in foreign languages are only
translated on first reference. Page numbers are not preceded by “p.” References to
Internet sources usually do not include full URL address, but all cited documents are
stored electronically by the author. Some interviewees have been anonymized.
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Introduction

It was a quiet Monday evening in Riyadh when the car bombs ripped through the
expatriate housing compounds. The triple suicide attack on 12 May 2003 was the
largest of its kind in Saudi history and marked the beginning of a protracted wave of
bombings, shooting sprees and clashes between security forces and militant
Islamists1 calling themselves “al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula” (QAP). By the end
of 2006, the QAP campaign had left around 300 people dead and thousands
wounded. Never before in its modern history had Saudi Arabia experienced internal
violence of this scale and duration.
The QAP campaign is intriguing, because it put an end to a “Saudi exception”
as well as a “Saudi paradox” in the history of militant Sunni Islamism. The “Saudi
exception” refers to the fact that Saudi Arabia had experienced considerably less
Islamist violence than many other countries in the region. The “Saudi paradox” hints
at the curious discrepancy between, on the one hand, the high number of Saudis
involved in militancy abroad in the 1980s and 1990s and, on the other hand, the low
level of Islamist violence inside the Kingdom in the same period.
Research Question and Focus
Why was there an outbreak of Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia in 2003? The question may
seem straightforward at first sight, but in fact it encapsulates a number of intriguing
puzzles which require in‐depth analysis. It raises four particularly important sub‐
questions which I shall try to answer in this doctoral thesis: First, why and how did
the QAP emerge when it did? Second, why were so many Saudis engaged in

1 I define “Islamism” very broadly as ”Islamic activism.” A detailed discussion of this and other
concepts will follow in Chapter 1.
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militancy abroad in the 1980s and 1990s? Third, why was there relatively little
Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia prior to 2003? Fourth, to what extent do the
dynamics of Islamist militancy in Saudi Arabia differ from those in other countries?
These research questions are complex because they are rooted in at least three
semi‐independent fields of academic inquiry, namely the study of Saudi politics and
society, the study of Islamism and the study of political violence. The overall purpose of
this thesis is to make an intellectual contribution to these three academic fields
through an analysis of the jihadist movement in Saudi Arabia.2 For those studying
Saudi politics and society, the case of the QAP campaign presents conundrums such
as: How did this campaign relate to previous waves of political activism in recent
Saudi history? How strong is the Islamist opposition really in the Kingdom? From
which parts of Saudi society did the militants recruit? For scholars of political Islam,
our inquiry raises a number of issues, notably: What were the aims and the ideology
of the militants behind the campaign? How did the QAP relate to other Islamist
groups and currents, inside and outside of Saudi Arabia? How strong was al‐Qaida’s
foothold in the Kingdom? For the student of political violence and terrorism, the
Saudi case raises intriguing questions such as: How could there be a violent
campaign in a context with no visible political or socio‐economic crisis? How does
individual radicalisation occur in ultra‐conservative, tribal and wealthy societies?
How was the QAP able to grow so strong under a supposedly authoritarian regime?
While these questions will not be answered in full in this thesis, they do provide an
indication of the broader significance of this inquiry.
The focus of the study is on the dynamics of Sunni Islamist violence in
modern Saudi Arabia. While the analysis will hopefully shed some light on more
general issues relating to the history and politics of the Saudi Kingdom, the primary
criterion defining my research object is that of physical violence. Non‐violent Islamist
actors will be considered where relevant, but this is neither a study of Saudi
Islamism as such nor of the Saudi political system as a whole. I will also leave out
Shiite Islamist militancy, which represents a separate political phenomenon.
In this thesis, the term ”jihadism” used on its own is simply a synonym for ”militant Islamism.”
However, as I shall explain below, ”Saudi jihadism” connotes a more specific political orientation,
namely ”militant pan‐Islamic nationalism.”

2
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Conversely, this study will include time periods and phenomena which may not
immediately seem relevant to our primary research question. The QAP campaign is
widely considered to have begun on 12 May 2003 and to be still ongoing – albeit at a
reduced rate – at the current time of writing (June 2007). However, my analysis will
delve as far back as the late 1970s, when the first significant Islamist violence
occurred and when the main Saudi Islamist currents began to crystallize. I will not,
however, consider historically more distant manifestations of Islamist militancy,
such as the so‐called Ikhwan revolts of the 1920s. At the other end, the chronological
focus ends on 31 December 2006, which concludes the last full calendar year before
the submission of this thesis. Similarly, the analysis will place considerable emphasis
on Saudi militancy outside the Kingdom, notably in foreign conflict zones such as
Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya. This is because the QAP phenomenon, as we
shall see, was closely linked to the private participation of Saudis in foreign conflict
zones and in foreign‐based organisations such as Usama Bin Ladin’s al‐Qaida. A
major line of inquiry in this analysis will thus be the nature of the relationship
between the international and the domestic activities of militant Saudi Islamists. Put
simply, therefore, this thesis focuses on the history of the Saudi jihadist movement
from 1979 to 2006.
Existing Literature3
The main justification for this study is that violent Islamism in Saudi Arabia remains
notoriously understudied and that the existing literature fails to explain the outbreak
of the 2003 violence. In the academic literature on violent Islamism, Saudi Arabia
remains one of the least known parts of the Middle East, for two main reasons. First

In this review I exclude my own writings on Saudi Islamism, which include Thomas Hegghammer,
ʺViolence politique en Arabie Saoudite: Montée et déclin dʹal‐Qaïda sur la péninsule arabiqueʺ in
Quʹest‐ce que le salafisme?, ed. Bernard Rougier (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2007); Thomas
Hegghammer and Stéphane Lacroix, ʺRejectionist Islamism in Saudi Arabia: The Story of Juhayman al‐
Utaybi Revisitedʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 39, no. 1 (2007); Thomas Hegghammer,
ʺCombattants saoudiens en Irak: Modes de radicalisation et de recrutementʺ, Cultures et Conflits 64
(2007) Thomas Hegghammer, ʺReview of Dore Gold, Hatred’s Kingdom: How Saudi Arabia Supports the
New Global Terrorismʺ, British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 34, no. 2 (2007); Thomas Hegghammer,
ʺTerrorist Recruitment and Radicalisation in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Middle East Policy 13, no. 4 (2006); Thomas
Hegghammer, ʺSaudi Arabia: Terror threat reduced ‐ for time beingʺ, Oxford Analytica Daily Brief (2006);
and Stéphane Lacroix and Thomas Hegghammer, ʺSaudi Arabia Backgrounder: Who Are the Islamists?ʺ
(Brussels: International Crisis Group, 21 September 2004).
3
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is that the Kingdom long remained out of reach to Western social scientists, and that
until recently, the Saudi government was very secretive on security issues. The
second reason is that scholars and analysts have long tended to exempt Saudi Arabia
from critical scientific inspection. Essentialist perspectives on Saudi Arabia have
come in two types – pro‐Saudi and anti‐Saudi – both of which are equally limiting.
Pro‐Saudi essentialism discourages academic inquiry into political contestation and
violence and because it is embarrassing to the regime. Anti‐Saudi essentialism skirts
basic scientific principles in its urge to highlight some fundamentally “wrong” aspect
with Saudi state and society.4 The result of this exemption from scientific inspection
is a deficit of both empirical knowledge and operational theories on the comings and
goings of militant Saudi Islamism.5 This deficit is reflected in the literature on the
violence that broke out in 2003.
The QAP campaign has been subject to a certain amount of analysis, but the
vast majority of articles are descriptive and more concerned with the policy
implications of the violence than its causes.6 In the few works that deal with the QAP
in some depth, we do not find adequate answers to the abovementioned research
questions. Broadly speaking, the literature contains three main types of causal
explanations.
First are organisational‐level analyses which attribute the 2003 violence to the
decision by Usama bin Ladin and al‐Qaida to open a battlefront in Saudi Arabia. This
is, simply put, the explanation found in the work of Nawaf Obaid and Anthony
Cordesman, who see the QAP campaign as the latest in a series of attempts by

See for example Stephen Schwartz, The Two Faces of Islam: The House of Saud from Tradition to Terror
(Doubleday, 2002); Dore Gold, Hatredʹs Kingdom: How Saudi Arabia Supports the New Global Terrorism
(Washington: Regnery, 2004) or Mark Silverberg, The Quartermasters of Terror: Saudi Arabia and the Global
Islamic Jihad (Lima, OH: Wyndham Hall Press, 2005). For a criticism of this perspective, see Thomas
Hegghammer, ʺReview of Dore Gold, Hatred’s Kingdom: How Saudi Arabia Supports the New Global
Terrorism,ʺ British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 34, no. 2 (2007).
5 There are very few works that focus specifically on the issue of Saudi Islamist militancy – as opposed
to Saudi Islamism more generally – in the 1980s and 1990s. A rare exception is Joshua Teitelbaum, Holier
Than Thou: Saudi Arabiaʹs Islamic Opposition, vol. 52, (Policy Papers) (Washington: Washington Institute
for Near East Studies, 2000).
6 For the best accounts and policy analyses of aspects of the QAP campaign, see the writings of Michael
Knights (in the publications of Jane’s Information Group and the Olive Group) and Stephen Ulph (in the
publications of the Jamestown Foundation). The Saudi journalist Faris Bin Huzzam has also published a
number of good analyses on parts of the QAP campaign on the al‐Arabiya website and in al‐Riyadh
newspaper.
4
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Usama bin Ladin to topple the Saudi regime.7 Obaid and Cordesman provide very
valuable insights into the early history of the QAP organisation and show how the
QAP mobilisation was dependent on key entrepreneurs such as Yusuf al‐Ayiri. A
variant of this explanation has been presented by Dominique Thomas, who traced
the emergence of a Saudi jihadist current in the mid‐ and late 1990s which took to
arms in 2003 upon the order of Bin Ladin and the mobilisation of al‐Ayiri.8 Thomas
puts more emphasis on ideology than Obaid and Cordesman and sheds light on the
important role played by radical scholars such as Nasir al‐Fahd in the build‐up to the
2003 violence. However, these analyses do not adequately explain why Bin Ladin
suddenly decided to launch the campaign in 2003 and why there was a 7 ½‐year gap
between

the

1995 Riyadh

bombing

and

the

QAP

campaign.

Moreover,

organisational‐level analyses tend to skirt the deeper causes of the violence. Obaid
and Cordesman’s paragraph on “Underlying causes of support for al‐Qaeda” only
lists a broad range of political and economic problems without explaining how they
relate to violence.9
A second and related type of explanation is based on social movement theory
and views the QAP campaign as the violent phase in a “cycle of contention” of the
Saudi Islamist movement. This is the approach used in Roel Meijer’s detailed and
balanced book chapter on the QAP campaign.10 Meijer argued that the violent phase,
which began in 1995, was brought about by the state repression of the non‐violent
Islamist opposition of the early 1990s. He explained the absence of violence before
2003 as the result of a tactical choice by Usama bin Ladin to focus his military
activities elsewhere. However, Meijer somewhat problematically assumes the
existence of a coherent “Saudi Islamist movement”, while in fact there are important
ideological differences and few organic links between the QAP and the Sahwist

Nawaf Obaid and Anthony Cordesman, ʺAl‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Asymmetric Threats and Islamic
Extremistsʺ (Washington: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 6 January 2005). The report is
reproduced in Anthony H. Cordesman and Nawaf E. Obaid, National Security in Saudi Arabia: Threats,
Responses, and Challenges (Westport, Conn.: Praeger Security International, 2005), 112‐121.
8 Dominique Thomas, Les hommes dʹAl‐Qaïda: Discours et stratégie (Paris: Michalon, 2005), 39‐58.
9 Nawaf Obaid and Anthony Cordesman, ʺAl‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Asymmetric Threats and Islamic
Extremistsʺ (Washington: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 6 January 2005), 21‐22.
10 Roel Meijer, ʺThe ʹCycle of Contentionʹ and the Limits of Terrorism in Saudi Arabiaʺ in Saudi Arabia in
the Balance, ed. Paul Aarts and Gerd Nonneman (London: Hurst, 2005). See also Roel Meijer, ʺJihadi
Opposition in Saudi Arabiaʺ, ISIM Newsletter 15 (2005).
7
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opposition of the early 1990s. Moreover, Meijer does not adequately explain why
Usama bin Ladin changed his mind and refocused on Saudi Arabia in 2003.
Third are the structural explanations, which see the QAP‘s violence as the
natural result of deep socio‐economic problems or fundamental dysfunctions in the
Saudi state system. Some emphasise the economic dimension; Robert Looney, for
example, has argued that Saudi Arabia experiences violence because it is in a
terrorism‐prone stage of economic development.11 Others, such as Joshua
Teitelbaum, acknowledge the importance of socio‐economic factors, but suggest that
the real problem is the “ideology of religious extremism” which underlies the
legitimacy of the Saudi State.12 A related, but more sophisticated analysis is that
presented by Madawi al‐Rasheed, who sees Saudi jihadism as one of the many
permutations of Wahhabism after the authoritarian Saudi state lost the monopoly
over Wahhabi discourse under the pressures of globalisation.13 Al‐Rasheed’s book
Contesting the Saudi State is by far the best available study of radical Saudi Islamism,
not least because it is one of the few works to rely extensively on primary sources.
Al‐Rasheed rightly emphasises the indigenous nature of Saudi jihadism and
eloquently explains the fluid and complex relationship between jihadist, Sahwist and
official religious discourse. Unfortunately she does not articulate a clear explanation
to the outbreak of the 2003 violence, partly because this is not the focus of her book.
She does, however, strongly allude to the authoritarian nature of the state and its
instrumentalisation of Wahhabism as root causes of Saudi jihadism.14 Structural
explanations are no doubt important in identifying underlying causes of violence.
However, they require rigorous testing against empirical evidence, something which
Robert Looney, ʺCombating Terrorism Through Reforms: Implications of the Bremer‐Kasarda Model
for Saudi Arabiaʺ, Strategic Insights 3, no. 4 (2004).
12 Teitelbaum noted that “Saudi Arabia is beset by many acute problems, such as the need for economic
and political reform, corruption, unemployment, and a burgeoning population. […] they are close to
insurmountable, since Saudi legitimacy is based on an ideology of religious extremism” ; Joshua
Teitelbaum, ʺTerrorist Challenges to Saudi Arabian Internal Securityʺ, Middle East Review of International
Affairs 9, no. 3 (2005).
13 Madawi al‐Rasheed, Contesting the Saudi State: Islamic Voices from a New Generation (Cambridge:
University Press, 2007), 134‐174. See also Madawi al‐Rasheed, ʺDeux prédécesseurs saoudiens de Ben
Ladenʺ, Critique Internationale, no. 17 (2002).
14 Al‐Rasheed notably stated that “it is essential to consider the role played by the Saudi regime in
creating a context that allows it to grow. In many respects, the violence of the jihadis represents a mirror
reflecting the violence of the state and its official ulama”; Madawi al‐Rasheed, Contesting the Saudi State:
Islamic Voices from a New Generation (Cambridge: University Press, 2007), 137.
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neither Teitelbaum nor al‐Rasheed really undertakes. Moreover, such explanations
very rarely account for variations in levels of violence over time and are not
sufficient to account for the timing of the QAP campaign. If authoritarianism or
Wahhabism is the problem, how do we explain the absence of a Saudi jihadist
movement prior to the mid‐1980s and the low levels of violence inside Saudi Arabia
prior to 2003?
This brief review shows that there is a significant gap in the academic
literature regarding the causes of the QAP campaign and on the general
phenomenon of Islamist militancy in Saudi Arabia. It also highlights a number of
methodological challenges, notably that organisational‐level analyses omit root
causes, structural explanations cannot explain timing, and social movement theory
does not work well on the “Saudi Islamist movement.” How, then, shall we analyse
the problem at hand?
Methodology and Sources
The basic analytical procedure followed in this thesis consists of viewing the QAP as
part of a Saudi jihadist movement – defined as an undercurrent of Saudi Islamism –
and to study the emergence and development of this movement using a three‐level
framework borrowed from social movement theorist Donatella Della Porta.15 The
justification and details of this approach will be further explained in Chapter 1, but to
put it simply, I posit that the nature of the violence in question requires an analytical
framework with several levels of analysis in order to capture both the underlying
causes and the tactical factors which determine the timing and form of violent
campaigns. Della Porta studied leftist extremism in Italy and Germany by
distinguishing between macro‐level variables such styles of protest policing, meso‐
level variables such as underground organisational dynamics, and micro‐level
variables such as recruitment and radicalisation processes. This is a powerful
framework which allows for conceptualising the effect of synchronic changes at
different levels of analysis. After all, political violence is rarely the product of a single
cause, but of constellations of factors at different levels.
15 Donatella Della Porta, Social Movements, Political Violence and the State: A Comparative Analysis of Italy
and Germany (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 9‐14.
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My analysis also applies Della Porta’s concept of “social movement family” to
the Saudi context. Given that Saudi Islamism is politically too heterogeneous to be
analysed as a social movement, I view it instead as a family of social movements, one
of which is jihadism. I view Saudi jihadism as an extreme pan‐Islamic nationalist
movement whose rationale for the use of violence is the protection of the Muslim
nation and the liberation of its territories. The Saudi jihadist movement is distinct
from the non‐violent Saudi reformist movement (or Sahwa) and from the pietistic
“rejectionist movement.” Saudi jihadism can be considered a social movement
because it meets the four criteria in Della Porta’s definition of social movements,
namely that 1) they are informal interaction networks between a plurality of
individuals, groups and/or organisations; 2) they have shared beliefs and a sense of
belonging; 3) they are engaged in collective action focusing on political and/or cultural
conflicts 4) they use protest, i.e. unconventional styles of political participation.16 An
important assumption is that the Saudi jihadist movement has a long history which
must be analysed in stages. The analysis will therefore identify the most crucial
chronological periods and study each of them on the macro, meso and micro level.
The central concern at each stage is to understand and explain mobilisation, i.e.
how political entrepreneurs acted to mobilise the human, material and immaterial
resources available to them in given political contexts. The underlying theoretical
inquiry is therefore related to the agent‐structure problem in the study of collective
action.17 Having said this, the ambition of this work is not to develop political science
theory, but to use the most relevant analytical tools on a poorly known body of
empirical data to provide the best possible answer to the research question.
The process of collecting this body of empirical data was fraught with
numerous source‐related problems, as is always the case in the study of small violent
actors. Militant groups are clandestine by their very nature, and they are involved in
bitter struggles which solicit strong emotions and invite manipulation of information
by all parties to the conflict. This particular case study would seem even more

Donatella Della Porta and Mario Diani, Social Movements: An Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999),
14‐15.
17 See for example Jeffrey Berejikian, ʺRevolutionary Collective Action and the Agent‐Structure
Problemʺ, American Political Science Review 86, no. 3 (1992).
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problematic to study academically, because the QAP remained completely out of
reach to researchers and journalists, and because the campaign took place in the
hitherto inaccessible and secretive Saudi Arabia.18 It is fair to say that if the QAP
campaign had happened ten years ago, it would not have been possible to write this
doctoral thesis.
However, recent years have seen a number of important developments which
made it possible to collect a considerable amount of primary and secondary sources
on the Saudi jihadist movement. The first and most important factor is the Internet,
which has revolutionized the academic study of militant Islamism by making
primary sources much more widely accessible. Since the late 1990s, an international
community of radical Islamists has used the Internet as a distribution platform,
library and information exchange for texts, recordings and videos. Active groups
embraced the Internet as a means to publicise their agenda, document their activities
and hail their martyrs. The QAP in particular published an astonishing amount of
documentation about itself, making it one of the best documented militant Islamist
groups in history.19 Jihadist media entrepreneurs also used the Internet to document
the past, by scanning texts, digitalising old videos and tape recordings going back to
the 1970s, and posting them online. Documentation from jihadist websites must
obviously be used with caution, because its origin is difficult to verify and because it
nearly always has a propaganda purpose. However, while the question of
authenticity must be taken seriously, it is less of a problem than sceptics think. Most
long‐time observers of “jihadism online” agree that falsification is rare. Forgery is
difficult because individual documents can always be checked against other sources
for consistency of style and content. Moreover, the sheer quantity of documents in
circulation means the propaganda value of individual documents is limited.

Active QAP militants never gave a single face‐to‐face interview with outsiders in the 2002‐2006
period. Their hostility was evidenced by the tragic killing of BBC cameraman Simon Cumbers and the
near‐fatal wounding of his colleague Frank Gardner in Riyadh in June 2004.
19 The remarkable textual production of the QAP included five different publication series: Sawt al‐Jihad
[Voice of Jihad], published in 30 issues (30‐50 pages each); Mu’askar al‐Battar [Camp of the Sabre], 22
issues (30‐50 pages); al‐Khansa [named after a 7th century female poet], one issue; al‐Taqrir al‐Ikhbari
[News Report], 23 issues; and the Bayan [Statement], at least three issues. The QAP also produced
several 40‐90 minute films documenting their operations in remarkable detail; such as Wills of the Heroes,
Martyrs of the Confrontations, Badr of Riyadh, the Quds Squadron and the Falluja Raid.
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Authenticity issues arise mostly in the case of key documents that are exploited in
high‐level politics, such as the alleged letters between Ayman al‐Zawahiri and Abu
Mus’ab al‐Zarqawi, which were used by U.S. officials keen to delegitimise the Iraqi
insurgency. Accuracy, on the other hand, is a more serious concern, but this problem
can be addressed by relying on accumulated evidence. This study is based on
thousands of texts, recordings and videos systematically collected from the Internet
over a period of five years. The quantity and variety of this material is too large for
everything to be discussed here, so I will instead assess specific sources in the course
of the analysis.
The second factor which made this study possible was Saudi Arabia’s
opening to Western social scientists from around 2002 onward. Thanks to the King
Faisal Centre for Research and Islamic Studies in Riyadh, I was able to visit Saudi
Arabia on four occasions – each time for a period of 3‐4 weeks – in April 2004, April
2005, November 2005 and January 2007. Although the fieldwork was not without its
challenges of the practical and cultural kind, I was never at any point obstructed,
guided or “minded” in my travels and interview requests, at least to my knowledge.
The KFCRIS provided visas, office facilities and introductions without ever asking
for details about my research. I say this in all sincerity – if I wanted to be
sycophantic, I would not have judged Saudi prison torture or counterterrorism
inconsistencies as harshly as I do in Chapters 7 and 10. Although I was never able to
access active QAP members, I conducted numerous interviews with former radicals,
relatives of militants, moderate Islamists, journalists and expert commentators across
the country. I was also able to collect unique documentary evidence from Saudi
libraries and private collections. Interviews helped me develop a broader
understanding of Saudi Islamism which I could never have acquired from textual
sources alone. They also provided me with crucial factual details and insights. I have
anonymized a certain number of my sources upon their request or out of a concern
for their security. Information from interviews is of course not unproblematic and
must be treated with the same caution as other subjective documents. The credibility
of each source depends on his or her position and history, which must be evaluated
in the course of the analysis.
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The third major development which facilitated data collection was the fact
that Saudi authorities were considerably more forthcoming with information about
security incidents from May 2003 onward than they had been in the past. The change
likely reflected a realisation that the Internet and Satellite TV had broken the state’s
monopoly on information, and that the government needed to use information
warfare to win the hearts and minds of the population. The Saudi Interior Ministry
published regular press releases and appointed official spokesmen, allowing for an
unprecedented level of detail about security incidents and investigations in the
media. Local Saudi media were also allowed to undertake a certain amount of
investigative reporting, which added depth and detail to the coverage. Given the
State’s influence over the Saudi press, local media sources must be used carefully.
However, when accumulated and combined with other sources, the vast media
coverage represents an important resource.
The material made available by these three developments is different enough
in kind to allow for a sound triangulation of sources. By triangulating jihadist
literature, local media reports and interviews, I can establish a historical narrative
which takes into account the perspectives of militants, the government and outside
observers. By complementing this narrative with secondary sources from the
academic literature and the international media, I hope to further reduce the risk of
error. Given the clandestine and politicised nature of my research object, the analysis
will inevitably contain inaccuracies and misinterpretations. Nevertheless, I argue that
the source data is rich enough to provide an empirically founded answer to the
research question.
Argument and Outline
The central argument in this thesis is that the QAP campaign represented the
homecoming of an extreme offshoot of a Saudi jihadist movement which had
emerged and developed abroad over two decades and in three stages.
The first stage lasted from the mid‐1980s to the mid‐1990s and saw the
formation of a “classical jihadist movement” which engaged in local struggles of
national liberation in places such as Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya in the name
of pan‐Islamic nationalism. The classical jihadist movement emerged because it was
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encouraged by the state and because pan‐Islamic nationalism came to play a special
role in Saudi politics in this period.
The second phase, from the mid‐1990s to 2001, witnessed the emergence of
the more radical “global jihadist” branch of the Saudi jihadist movement. The global
jihadists were also extreme pan‐Islamic nationalists, but differed from the “classical
jihadists” by their anti‐Americanism and their willingness to use international
terrorist tactics. The global jihadists, represented by the al‐Qaida organisation,
attracted many Saudis in the late 1990s because Bin Ladin succeeded in establishing a
local recruitment infrastructure, winning the support of radical clerics and exploiting
popular sympathy for the Chechen and Palestinian causes.
In the third phase, from 2002 to 2006, the global jihadist branch produced an
organisation, the QAP, which waged war on the Western presence in Saudi Arabia.
The immediate cause for the QAP campaign was a strategic decision by Usama bin
Ladin, taken after the U.S.‐led invasion of Afghanistan, to open a battlefront in the
Kingdom. In the spring of 2002, several hundred Saudi fighters returned from
Afghanistan to Saudi Arabia and began making military preparations under the
supervision of Yusuf al‐Ayiri. The mobilisation was facilitated by inconsistent
policing, a polarisation of the Islamist field and new symbols of Muslim suffering.
I also argue that the Saudi jihadist movement, from the classical jihadists to
the QAP, must be understood as a manifestation of extreme pan‐Islamic nationalism,
not as a socio‐revolutionary phenomenon. There is a crucial analytical distinction to
be drawn between socio‐revolutionary activism, which focuses on regime change,
and pan‐Islamic nationalism, which focuses on the defence of the umma. The first is
inward‐oriented and rationalised as a response internal oppression and corruption.
The other is outward‐oriented and rationalised as a reaction to external aggression
and occupation. The QAP was extremely hostile to the Saudi state, but both its words
and deeds reflected an emphasis on the outside enemy. The top leadership hoped to
trigger regime change, but the organisation mobilised followers with pan‐Islamic
nationalist discourse.
I further argue that there has actually never been a strong socio‐revolutionary
movement in Saudi Arabia and that this is the most important idiosyncrasy of Saudi
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Islamism. Most of the Islamist violence in modern Saudi history has been directed
against Western targets, and there has practically never been a successful attack
against a member of government or a government building outside of the security
establishment. The fundamental reason, I argue, is that the main drivers of socio‐
revolutionary militancy, namely violent regime oppression and socio‐economic
crises, have been considerably less pronounced in Saudi Arabia than in for example
Egypt, Algeria or Syria. Another important factor is the role of religion in Saudi
society, which makes the state less vulnerable to accusations of apostasy and which
promotes obedience and order more often than rebellion. One of the main reasons
why the QAP campaign failed was that the regime succeeded in portraying the
militants as socio‐revolutionaries, thus undermining their already very limited
public support.
The analysis proceeds in four basic steps. The first part provides the
theoretical and historical background necessary for the core analysis. Chapter 1 thus
outlines and justifies the theoretical framework and clarifies the key concepts used
throughout the text. Chapter 2 provides an overview of Sunni Islamist violence in
Saudi Arabia between 1979 and 2006 and establishes two key premises of the
subsequent analysis, namely that the QAP violence was unprecedented and that
most of the violence in the Kingdom has been directed against Westerners.
The second part analyses the emergence of the Saudi classical jihadist
movement between 1979 and 1995 on the macro‐, meso‐ and micro‐level. Chapter 3
examines the key macro‐level variable, namely the role of pan‐Islamic nationalism in
Saudi politics. It explains why the Saudi state promoted pan‐Islamic nationalism in
the 1980s and how it was caught in a bidding game with the Sahwa in the early 1990s
which made jihadism politically and socially acceptable. Chapter 4 focuses on the
meso‐level organisational structures which sought to mobilise Saudis to early jihad
fronts such as Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya. Chapter 5 examines the micro‐
level dimension of the mobilisation to the early jihad fronts through quantitative and
qualitative analysis of a collection of 161 biographies of early Saudi militants.
The third part moves forward in time, narrows the focus to the global
jihadists and analyses the mobilisation of Saudis to al‐Qaida between 1996 and 2001.
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However, the trio of chapters providing the macro‐, meso‐ and micro‐level analysis
requires a clarification of the ideology which drove al‐Qaida and the QAP. Chapter 6
therefore explains the origin, construction and main themes of global jihadist
ideology and discourse. Chapter 7 examines the macro‐level factors which affected
mobilisation to al‐Qaida, namely patterns of policing, changes in international and
domestic politics, and the recomposition of the Saudi Islamist field. Chapter 8
provides the meso‐level analysis through an analysis of the al‐Qaida organisation
and its infrastructure in Saudi Arabia between 1996 and 2001. Chapter 9 looks at the
micro‐level dynamics of recruitment of Saudis to al‐Qaida’s training camps through
a collection of 197 biographies of Saudis who went to Afghanistan in this period.
The fourth and final part examines the mobilisation to the QAP campaign
from 2002 onward on the macro‐, meso‐ and micro‐level. Chapter 10 thus explains
the macro‐level factors which shaped the political opportunities for activism in Saudi
Arabia, notably the late 2002 police crackdown, the emergence of new symbols of
Muslim suffering and the polarisation of the domestic Islamist field. Chapter 11
examines the way in which actors at the meso‐level, represented by the Yusuf al‐
Ayiri network, mobilised fighters in the Arab Afghan community and built the
military organisation which came to be known as the QAP. Chapter 12 moves down
to the micro‐level and analyses recruitment to the QAP through a collection of 259
biographies of QAP militants. Chapter 13 serves as an epilogue explaining how the
QAP campaign evolved, why it failed and how this confirms the main findings from
the preceding analysis.
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Analysing Islamist Violence in Saudi Arabia

Debates over the causes of political violence have always stirred strong emotions and
produced diverging opinions. Add Islamism to the equation, and you get a muddled
debate in which there is little consensus on basic assumptions, perspectives and
concepts. Scholars have approached the study of violent Islamism from different
angles and with different vocabularies. It is thus all the more important to relate the
approach and concepts used in this study to existing paradigms, to justify the choice
of analytical framework, and to highlight the scope and limitations of this particular
approach. This is the purpose of the current chapter.
The chapter is divided into three sections. The first part explores the issue of
how to analyse and explain small‐scale political violence, the key dependent variable
in this study. The second part focuses how to conceptualise and analyse the actors, in
this case militant Islamist groups or movements. The third section is devoted to the
issue of the context, i.e. Saudi society and politics. In broad terms, these sections
address three of the most crucial methodological issues raised by our research
question, namely: How does one explain low‐level political violence? How do we
describe and classify Islamist actors in an analytically useful way? And what
implications may the specificities of the Saudi context have for our analysis?

1. Explaining Low-Level Political Violence
Our inquiry must start with the following basic question: Exactly which
phenomenon are we trying to understand? Is it “terrorism”, “rebellion”,
“insurgency”, “war” or some other form of activism? The question is important
because it has implications for the way in which we try to explain the phenomenon
at hand. This section aims to clarify the nature of the violence we are dealing with, to
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explain its specificities, and to justify the choice of theoretical framework to be used
in the analysis. I shall start by identifying the nature of the QAP violence, before
highlighting the epistemological challenges raised by this particular type of violence.
I will then offer a brief review of the existing literature and the main alternative
explanatory paradigms, before outlining the specific framework I will be using in the
ensuing chapters.
Definitions
Without reiterating the well‐known debates about the definition of terrorism, I argue
that the term must be used with great care.1 Although social scientists have made
some progress toward a more neutral understanding of the phenomenon, terrorism
remains a politically charged and relatively vague descriptor.2 My decision to limit
the use of the term terrorism in this study is not based on political correctness or
intellectual snobbery, but on the view that it is analytically unproductive for the
particular problem at hand. The main drawback to the concept of terrorism is that it
is static, while the phenomenon we are dealing with is dynamic. The use of the term
“terrorism” focuses the attention to the issue of whether a particular act constitutes
terrorism or not, and whether a person is a terrorist or not. In reality, however, acts of
violence may have different degrees of legitimacy and individuals may reach different
degrees of radicalisation. This is relevant in the Saudi context because many QAP
militants underwent long and windy processes of radicalisation and engaged in a
variety of more or less controversial activities before they staged bombings inside
Saudi Arabia.
It is therefore preferable to resort to more neutral and descriptive terms such
as “violence” or “political violence.” The seemingly intuitive concept of violence has

For a thorough review of the definitional debate about terrorism, see Alex P. Schmid and Albert J.
Jongman, Political Terrorism : A New Guide to Actors, Authors, Concepts, Data Bases, Theories and literature,
Revised ed. (Amsterdam: North‐Holland Pub. Co., 1988). See also Bruce Hoffman, Inside Terrorism (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 13‐44 and Adrian Guelke, The Age of Terrorism and the
International Political System (London: I.B. Tauris, 1995), 18‐34.
2 Charles Tilly has warned against reifying terrorism on the grounds that it does “not identify causally
coherent and distinct phenomena”; Charles Tilly, ʺTerror, Terrorism, Terroristsʺ, Sociological Theory 22,
no. 1 (2004). Nevertheless, Brynjar Lia noted that there does appear to be a growing consensus in
academia on the definitional issue; Brynjar Lia, Globalisation and the Future of Terrorism: Patterns and
Predictions (London: Routledge, 2005), 11.
1
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been subject to considerable academic debate, but this study employs it in the
narrow physical sense of “deliberate infliction of harm on people.”3 Political violence
is violence committed in the pursuit of political aims. The term “religious violence”
is deemed less appropriate here, because it connotes violence driven by religious
fanaticism, while the Saudi militants’ discourse and behaviour was highly political.
However, political violence is a very broad term which encapsulates not only very
different levels of damage (from wars to demonstrations), but also phenomena of
very different duration (from individual incidents to prolonged war). Clearly, it is
difficult to speak of “the causes of political violence” without specifying which level
and form of political violence one is dealing with.
At the most basic descriptive level, the phenomenon we are trying to
understand is the occurrence of a series of acts of violence committed by a non‐state
actor in a relatively systematic fashion in a relatively short space of time. In concrete
terms, these incidents consisted of both instant high‐casualty events such as
explosions as well as slow and low‐casualty processes such as kidnappings. Some of
the incidents were unilateral attacks by militants, while others (the majority, in fact)
were exchanges of gunfire between militants and security forces. The 44‐month
period studied here (May 2003‐December 2006) witnessed at least 81 incidents with
human casualties (see Appendix 1). Approximately 32 of these were initiated by
militants while the rest were initiated by police. The human casualties per incident
ranged from 0 to 35 deaths and from 1 to about 200 wounded. Only four of the
incidents caused more than 10 deaths. Even if we account for the many alleged foiled
attacks, the violence in Saudi Arabia belongs at the lower end of the scale. The level
of violence does not qualify for the term “insurgency”, much less that of “civil war”.
Moreover, these incidents occurred during peacetime, i.e. in a context of undeniable
monopoly of violence by the state.4
It is also important to specify the nature of the violence, in particular to
establish whether the violence is functional or communicative and whether it is
premeditated or spontaneous. Functional violence is associated with conventional
3 For a good and succinct discussion of the concepts of violence and political violence, see Stathis N.
Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 19‐20.
4 For the difference between violence in peace and war, see Ibid., 22‐23.
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military activity, guerrilla warfare or sabotage, where the purpose of the act of
violence is to destroy or incapacitate a particular object (e.g. a bridge or an airport).
Communicative violence, which is closely associated with terrorism, dissociates the
physical victim from the political target and aims at influencing a broader audience
by symbolic acts.5 Premeditated violence such as bombings must be distinguished
from spontaneous violence such as demonstrations. There is little doubt that the
violence in Saudi Arabia was premeditated and communicative. The militants chose
targets and attack modes carefully to enhance their message, and they were obsessed
with the “media war” against the Saudi state media. Thus the QAP campaign
represented low‐level political violence of the premeditated and communicative
kind. As we shall see, this type of phenomenon presents a number of analytical
challenges.
Epistemological Challenges
Low‐level political violence of the kind we are dealing with in the Saudi case poses
significant epistemological problems. The most important point to note is that we are
dealing with a relatively small number of small incidents committed by small groups of
people. While wars are made up of thousands of individual acts of violence involving
hundreds of thousands of people, terrorist campaigns in peacetime usually consist of
a very limited, indeed countable, number of violent acts. The number of individual
decisions underlying a terrorist campaign is thus infinitely smaller than the number
of decisions underlying a war or a mass rebellion. This has a number of very
significant implications.
First, it means that coincidences play a relatively more important role in
determining the course of events in a terrorism campaign. The difference between
the success and failure of a major attack may sometimes depend on a single
individual, a single event or a single transaction. For example, the investigation into
the 9/11 operation has revealed a number of critical junctions at which the entire plot

5 For violence as communication, see Alex P. Schmid and Janny De Graaf, Violence as Communication:
Insurgent Terrorism and the Western News Media (London: Sage, 1982) and R.D. Crelinsten, ʺTerrorism as
Political Communication: The Relationship Between the Controller and the Controlledʺ in Contemporary
Research on Terrorism, ed. Paul Wilkinson and Alasdair Stewart (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press,
1987).
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could very well have been derailed by minor incidents.6 For example, the so‐called
Hamburg cell, which was crucial to the operation’s success, ended up in Afghanistan
after a random encounter with a recruiter on a train in Germany. Conversely, there
are many examples of potentially devastating operations which never took place due
to sheer coincidences; a case in point being the decision by the so‐called shoe bomber
Richard Reid to light the fuse of his bomb with matches instead of a lighter, thus
allowing fellow passenger to prevent him from blowing up the airplane mid‐air.7 In
this study we will see a number of examples of chance encounters that changed the
course of jihadist history, and of key individuals playing crucial roles in generating
violence.
Second, the scope for irrational and ideologically driven decisions is larger in
terrorist campaigns than in mass‐movement based violence. The smaller the group or
the cell, the bigger is the scope for ideology in the decision process. This is because
the behaviour of such groups is determined by a small number of decision‐makers
who tend to get cut off from the battlefield and their alleged constituency. While
armies at war are also commanded by small groups of people, generals have access
to much more and better information about the context they are operating in than do
leaders of underground groups. Hence a violent attack may be instigated by an
individual or a small group with idiosyncratic motivations, and may not represent a
broader strategic intent or a clear political programme. Violence may also be carried
out by a group that has lost touch with the population it claims to represent or the
reality in which it operates, and therefore relies more on ideology. As we shall see in
Chapter 11, the QAP was very much driven by ideology and had a distorted view of
the degree of popular support for its cause.
Third, explanations at the structural or systemic level are generally less
relevant for explaining specific terrorist incidents or specific campaigns than they are

The 9/11 Report showed that the operation depended to a large extent on the competences of the four
members of the so‐called Hamburg Cell, who only decided to go to Afghanistan after a chance meeting
with a recruiter on a train in Germany in 1999; The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton &
Co., 2004), 165. Lawrence Wright showed how the 9/11 plot could have been stopped by U.S.
intelligence had individual analysts communicated adequately at the right times; Lawrence Wright, The
Looming Tower: Al Qaeda and the Road to 9/11 (New York: Knopf, 2006), 340‐344.
7 For a good account of the attempted shoe bombing, see Sean OʹNeill and Daniel McGrory, The Suicide
Factory (London: HarperCollins, 2006), 215‐217.
6
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for explaining war and mass rebellion. Intentions are not enough; violent action also
requires military capability. However, operational capability is not necessarily a
linear expression the level of support for the group or the cause it represents in the
overall population. Access to advanced technology or military expertise may
empower some small actors in a way that is out of proportion with their popular
support. A small group or single individual may thus carry out an act of political
violence without necessarily representing a deep social grievance. As we shall see in
Chapters 10‐12, the QAP campaign did not coincide with a broader political or socio‐
economic crisis in Saudi Arabia.
This leads to the fourth point which is that in most cases, it is the
organisational level of analysis which becomes the most important in explaining the
timing and specific form of an attack or a campaign. The problem, however, is that
academics will always lack good information about what is happening inside
underground organisations, particularly in its innermost circles or top leadership.
Another problem is that what we call the “organisational level of analysis” is actually
rather vague and multifaceted. Scholars in the fields of conflict studies and terrorism
studies have identified a large number of factors and mechanisms which may make a
group initiate or escalate attacks, or change strategy and tactics. On the whole, low‐
level political violence is a phenomenon which presents scholars with considerable
analytical challenges. This complexity has generated a considerable corpus of
literature on the causes of low‐level violence and terrorism.
Existing Literature on Islamist Violence and Terrorism
Until recently, the phenomenon of violent Islamism was primarily studied within
two relatively distinct social science traditions, namely Middle Eastern/Islamic
studies and so‐called terrorism studies. In the past few years, methods from a third
major academic tradition, namely social movement theory, have also been applied to
this phenomenon. We shall now take a brief look at these three bodies of literature
and assess the relevance and applicability of their respective methods for our
particular research question.
In the field of Middle Eastern and Islamic studies, violent Islamism began
receiving particular attention in the 1980s, after the Iranian revolution, the
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assassination of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and the activities of Hezbollah in
Lebanon had highlighted the role of Islamism in Middle Eastern Politics. The unrest
in Algeria and Egypt in the early 1990s further stimulated research in this field, and
since 9/11 there has naturally been a large increase in the number of area specialists
devoting their efforts to this phenomenon.
The most important point to note about the topic of violence in the area
studies literature is that violent Islamism has nearly always been dealt with in
connection with broader studies of Islamism. Islamist violence is very rarely studied
as a distinct phenomenon; instead it usually features on the margins of general
inquiries into the causes and origins of broader Islamist movements. Many excellent
studies have traced and explained the development of Islamist opposition
movements in various countries across the Middle East.8 This approach has had
important benefits such as contextualising political violence and highlighting the
ideological origin of the militant groups. However, the reluctance to distinguish
analytically between Islamism and Islamist violence has given birth to two different,
but equally limiting, paradigms for explaining Islamist violence.
The first major tendency is the structuralist‐functionalist one, which views
Islamism as the linear product of structural strains or imbalances in the political,
economic, social or cultural spheres. These strains may include economic
inequalities, social mobility closure, relative deprivation, social cleavages, regime
oppression and the like. Put very simply, this approach posits that the higher the
strains, the stronger or more radical the Islamist movement. Violent Islamism thus
becomes the “natural” result of very high structural strains or particularly serious
imbalances. From this perspective, Islamist violence is fundamentally reactive and
caused by factors exogenous to the Islamist movement itself.
The structuralist‐functionalist perspective has produced considerable insights
into the importance of factors such as regime brutality and social mobility closure in
fomenting regime‐critical Islamist activism in countries such as Egypt, Syria and

See for example R. Hrair Dekmejian, Islam in Revolution: Fundamentalism in the Arab World (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1985); Nazih Ayubi, Political Islam (London: Routledge, 1991) and Gilles
Kepel, Jihad : expansion et déclin de lʹislamisme (Paris: Gallimard, 2000).
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Algeria.9 However, there are many problems and limitations with this approach
when it comes to the question of small‐scale violence. For a start, structuralist‐
functionalist explanations can rarely explain the timing and variations in the level
and nature of violence, nor can it explain the absence of violence in countries with
very oppressive regimes or serious economic problems. Moreover, this perspective
presupposes that violence is but the summit of a pyramid of broad popular
discontent. While this was true to some extent about the socio‐revolutionary
Islamism in Egypt and Syria in the 1970s, it is less relevant for Saudi Arabia, where
regime oppression is less violent and economic problems smaller than in most of the
Arab republics. This shows how problematic it is to conflate Islamism with violent
Islamism. For a start, non‐violent political protest and political violence are not
simply protest activities with different degrees of intensity. As Sydney Tarrow has
shown, violent repertoires of action have different dynamics than non‐violent ones.10
Moreover, as we shall see below, there are different types of Islamism and different
types of Islamist violence, which may have distinct causal dynamics. It is easy to see
the role of regime oppression (mass arrests, torture etc.) in inspiring the socio‐
revolutionary violence of 1970s Egypt, much less so in the case of the QAP.
The other main explanatory paradigm in the Middle East Studies field is the
ideological one, which views Islamist violence as the product of ideological changes
and permutations within the Islamist movement. This perspective views violence as
largely endogenous to the Islamist movement. Studies in this tradition focus on the
ideological production of key thinkers and explain the radicalisation of certain
groups by their invention or adoption of particularly extreme concepts and outlooks.
From this perspective, the history of militant Islamism is closely related to the
intellectual history of contemporary Islamism.

See for example Olivier Carré and Gerard Michaud, Les Frères Musulmans: Egypte et Syrie (Paris:
Gallimard, 1983); Gilles Kepel, Le Prophète et le Pharaon. Aux Sources Des Mouvements Islamistes (Paris: Le
Seuil, 1984); Luis Martinez, La Guerre Civile en Algérie (Paris: Karthala, 1998); Mohammed M. Hafez, Why
Muslims Rebel (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 2003).
10 Sidney Tarrow, Democracy and Disorder: Protest and Politics in Italy, 1965‐1975 (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1989).
9
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Ideology‐oriented

studies

of

radical

Islamism

have

deepened

our

understanding of the political and religious thinking behind Islamist activism.11 This
has been essential for our understanding this phenomenon, because Western
scholarship did not use to have the conceptual tools for the analysis of movements
that were simultaneously religious and political. However, ideology is often
overrated as an explanatory paradigm for timing and variations of violence, because
violence requires capability and organisation, not simply intentions. Not all
extremists are able to carry out violence at a significant scale. Moreover, ideology‐
oriented studies are too often post‐facto reconstructions of ideological trajectories;
they rarely address the issue of mobilisation, and thus fail to provide good
explanations for the relative popularity of competing ideologies in given contexts, or
for the timing of particular ideological permutations.
The best works on radical Islamism in the Middle East Studies field combine
the structural and ideological perspectives and link the ideological changes to socio‐
political developments in the Muslim world. However, while this produces deep
insights into the origin and nature of the intentions of radical Islamists, it still does
not address the issue of capability, which is usually determined at the organisational
level of analysis. Overall, the Middle East studies tradition suffers from a severe lack
of detailed studies of violent Islamism at the organisational or group level. This is
partly due to the difficulty of obtaining information about the inner workings of
militant groups. Another reason may have been a general reluctance by area
specialists to venture too closely to the more contested field of terrorism studies.
Terrorism studies emerged as an independent field of inquiry in the late
1970s partly as a result of the spectacular international operations of Palestinian
militants in the early part of the decade. Ethnic‐separatist and left‐wing extremism in
Europe combined with the spillover from the Lebanon conflict shaped the field in the

See for example Olivier Carré, Mystique et Politique: Lecture révolutionnaire du Coran par Sayyid Qutb,
Frère musulman radical (Paris: Presses de la Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, 1984) and
Johannes Jansen, The Neglected Duty (New York: Macmillan, 1986). The ideology‐oriented approach is
also very common in polemical works such as Vincenzo Oliveti, Terrorʹs Source: The Ideology of Wahhabi‐
Salafism and its Consequences (Birmingham: Amadeus Books, 2002).
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1980s, while the increase in religious terrorism and attempted mass‐casualty attacks
was a major theme in the 1990s.
It is no secret that the terrorism studies field has a bad reputation in
university circles.12 It has long been considered the right‐wing counterpart to the
traditionally left‐leaning area studies. Terrorism studies are often associated with
sensationalist and normative speculation in the service of governments and
intelligence agencies. While many of the criticisms levelled against the field of
terrorism studies are valid, the terrorism literature today is much more extensive and
diverse than the caricatures of the “TV terrorism pundit” would suggest. The post
9/11 climate has certainly produced a lot of bad books on terrorism, but it has also
stimulated a growing corpus of apolitical and rigorous research.
Two methodological features have shaped the field of terrorism studies both
for better and for worse. In the early days of terrorism studies, there was a tendency
to isolate the actor from its political environment. While the Middle Eastern studies
field has tended to “over‐contextualise” violent groups and ignore dynamics specific
to violent behaviour, terrorism specialists have often “under‐contextualised” actors
and studied them in isolation. The second characteristic of terrorism studies is the
tendency to view terrorism as deviance, and to shape inquiries thereafter. Many
studies in the terrorism literature set out to identify causes of what is implicitly
considered aberrant political behaviour. This is probably a result of the
abovementioned conceptual problems with the term terrorism, which does not allow
for analysing degrees of participation – for one is either a terrorist or one is not.
The terrorism literature on causality tends to focus on identifying causal
factors on one of four levels: the individual, the organisation, the society and the
international system.13 Terrorism research at the individual level has tended to fall

For critical views on the terrorism studies field, see for example Joseba Zulaika and William A.
Douglass, Terror and Taboo: The Follies, Fables and Faces of Terrorism (New York: Routledge, 1996) and
Edward Herman and Gerry OʹSullivan, The Terrorism Industry: The Experts and Institutions that Shape Our
View of Terrorism (New York: Pantheon Books, 1989). Brynjar Lia rightly noted that much of the
literature on terrorism “falls into the trap of being ideologically biased, purely psychological,
speculative commentary”; Brynjar Lia, Globalisation and the Future of Terrorism: Patterns and Predictions
(London: Routledge, 2005), 10.
13 For a thorough review of the literature on the causes of terrorism, see Brynjar Lia and Katja Skjølberg,
ʺCauses of Terrorism: An Expanded and Updated Review of the Literatureʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian
12
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into either the psycho‐pathological school, which looks for a “terrorist personality”
in the psychological characteristics of militants, or the structuralist school, which
views violent behaviour as a reaction by the individual to exogenous structural
strain, such as relative deprivation, geographical displacement, or even sexual
frustration.14 Apart from relative deprivation theory, many of these approaches are
now widely contested, either because they yield hypotheses that do not stand up to
empirical scrutiny, or because the factors identified are shared by too many people to
be operationally significant. In recent years scholars such as Marc Sageman have
presented a third, more social process‐oriented approach to terrorist recruitment and
radicalisation, which has proved very fruitful.15
Studies at the organisational level tend to explain terrorism as the result of
strategic choice by collective actors in particular circumstances.16 This approach is
based on the premise that in order to understand terrorist groups, one must put
oneself in their place and recognise that there is a strategic logic to terrorist violence.
The typical study in this genre is the “terrorist group profile” which analyses the
history, ideology and political outlook of a group with a view to understanding its
behaviour. These studies place great emphasis on identifying the strategic rationales
for terrorist violence, such as the exhaustion of non‐violent means of influence, the
belief that symbolic violence will “cause the people to rise”, dynamics of vengeance,
spoiler strategies etc.17 Yet other studies in this genre emphasise organisational

Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Report), 2004). See also Martha Crenshaw, ʺThe Causes of
Terrorismʺ in International Terrorism: Characteristics, Causes, Controls, ed. Charles W. Kegley Jr (New
York: St Martinʹs Press, 1990).
14 For the psycho‐pathological school, see for example Jerrold M. Post, ʺTerrorist Psycho‐Logic: Terrorist
Behavior as a Product of Psychological Forcesʺ in Origins of Terrorism: Psychologies, Ideologies, Theologies,
States of Mind, ed. Walter Reich (Washington D.C.: Woodrow Wilson Center, 1990). For the structuralist
school, see for example James C. Davies, ʺToward a Theory of Revolutionʺ, American Sociological Review
27, no. 1 (1962) and Elaine Hoffman Baruch, ʺPsychoanalysis and Terrorism: The Need for a Global
ʹTalking Cureʹʺ, Psychoanalytic Psychology 20, no. 4 (2003).
15 Marc Sageman, Understanding Terror Networks (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004).
16 See for example Paul Wilkinson, ʺTerrorism: An International Research Agenda?ʺ in Contemporary
Research on Terrorism, ed. Alasdair Stewart (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1987) and Martha
Crenshaw, ʺThe Logic of Terrorism: Terrorist Behavior as a Product of Strategic Choiceʺ in Origins of
Terrorism: Psychologies, Ideologies, Theologies, States of Mind, ed. Walter Reich (Washington D.C.:
Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 1990) .
17 For “propaganda by the deed”, see for example Bruce Hoffman, Inside Terrorism (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1998), 160ff. For dynamics of vengeance, see for example Peter Waldmann, ʺRevenge
Without Rules: On the Renaissance of an Archaic Motif of Violenceʺ, Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 24,
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learning curves and dynamics of contagion of violent tactics between groups.18 The
organisational perspective is a very fruitful one which has generated considerable
knowledge about rationales and dynamics of symbolic violence. However, there are
important limits to this approach, particularly in terms of explaining why and how
organisations emerge, accounting for the origin of radical ideas, and analysing the
behaviour of complex and decentralised organisations.
Research into the causes of terrorism at the societal or international level
focuses on identifying structural factors that contribute to increases in the level of
terrorism in particular countries or regions of the world. Many analyses in this
tradition are quantitative and use as dependent variable the number of terrorist
attacks in a particular context or period. At the societal level, studies have looked at
the link between terrorism and economic factors such as poverty, economic system
and growth rates; political factors such as regime types or ethnic cleavages; or social
factors such as crime levels.19 Inquiries on the international level have looked at the
effect of globalisation, the international order, and international conflicts on levels of
terrorism.20 A branch of this school focuses on the role of technological development

no. 6 (2001). For spoiler strategies, see for example Stephen J. Stedman, ʺSpoiler Problems in Peace
Processesʺ, International Security 22, no. 2 (1997) or Andrew Kydd and Barbara F. Walter, ʺSabotaging the
Peace: The Politics of Extremist Violenceʺ, International Organization 56, no. 2 (2002).
18 For the contagion theory, see for example Manus I. Midlarsky, Martha Crenshaw, and Fumihiko
Yoshida, ʺWhy Violence Spreads: The Contagion of International Terrorismʺ, International Studies
Quarterly 24, no. 2 (1980) or Gabriel Weimann and Hans‐Bernd Brosius, ʺThe Contagiousness of Mass‐
Mediated Terrorismʺ, European Journal of Communication 6 (1991). For tactical learning processes, see for
example Brynjar Lia and Katja Skjølberg, ʺCauses of Terrorism: An Expanded and Updated Review of
the Literatureʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Report), 2004), 17‐21.
19 For two conflicting views on terrorism and poverty, see Alan B. Krueger and Jitka Malečková,
ʺEducation, Poverty and Terrorism: Is There a Causal Connection?ʺ Journal of Economic Perspectives 17,
no. 4 (2003) and Quan Li and Drew Schaub, ʺEconomic Globalization and Transnational Terrorism: A
Pooled Time‐Series Analysisʺ, Journal of Conflict Resolution 48, no. 2 (2004). For terrorism and economic
systems, see for example Michael Mousseau, ʺMarket Civilization and Its Clash with Terrorʺ,
International Security 27, no. 3 (2002). For extremism and economic change, see for example Samuel P
Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968). For terrorism
and regime types, see for example Paul Wilkinson, Terrorism and the Liberal State (Basingstoke:
Macmillan, 1986) or Jan Oskar Engene, ʺPatterns of Terrorism in Western Europe, 1950‐95ʺ (University
of Bergen, 1998). For terrorism and ethnic cleavages, see for example Katja Skjølberg, ʺEthnic Pluralism,
Legitimacy and Conflict: West‐European Separatism 1950‐95ʺ in Annual Convention of the International
Studies Association (Los Angeles: 14‐18 March 2000). For terrorism and crime, see for example Chris
Dishman, ʺTerrorism, Crime, and Transformationʺ, Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 24, no. 1 (2001).
20 For terrorism and globalisation, see Brynjar Lia, Globalisation and the Future of Terrorism: Patterns and
Predictions (London: Routledge, 2005). For terrorism and the international order, see for example
Thomas J. Volgy, Lawrence E. Imwalle, and Jeff J. Corntassel, ʺStructural Determinants of International
Terrorism: The Effects of Hegemony and Polarity on Terrorist Activityʺ, International Interactions 23, no.
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in industrial societies in empowering small groups and providing a fertile
environment for symbolic violence. Scholars have analysed the peculiar dynamics of
terrorism and media, as well as the effect of increasingly sophisticated
communications technology, rising urbanisation, and weapons proliferation on the
ability of small groups to carry out political violence.21 While these theories are
important to identify the deeper roots of violence, they often fall short of explaining
the timing and variations of specific terrorism campaigns.
As we have seen, terrorism studies is a heterogeneous field with many sub‐
branches, some of which are useful for our analysis, others of which are less so.
However, even the most relevant approach, namely meso‐level analyses, when used
on its own, fails to explain the emergence of terrorist groups at particular points in
time, as well as differences in strength between groups operating in the same field. In
short, they do not address the crucial issue of mobilisation. This is why we have to
turn to another academic tradition, namely social movement theory.
A Social Movement Theory Approach
Since its emergence in the 1960s, the influential and popular academic tradition
commonly referred to as social movement theory (SMT) has produced deep
theoretical insights into the dynamics of social mobilisation and collective action.
Among the most important advances was the development of theories on “resource
mobilization”, which rejected structural‐functionalism and focused instead on social
movements as rational actors of mobilisation.22 By examining the ways in which
social movements managed and mobilised material and non‐material resources to

2 (1997) or Albert J. Bergesen and Omar Lizardo, ʺInternational Terrorism and the World Systemʺ,
Sociological Theory 22, no. 1 (2004). For terrorism and armed conflict, see for example Brynjar Lia and
Katja Skjølberg, ʺCauses of Terrorism: An Expanded and Updated Review of the Literatureʺ (Kjeller:
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Report), 2004), 63‐70.
21 For terrorism and media, see for example Alex P. Schmid and Janny De Graaf, Violence as
Communication: Insurgent Terrorism and the Western News Media (London: Sage, 1982); Bruce Hoffman,
Inside Terrorism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 131‐155 or Brigitte L. Nacos, Mass‐
Mediated Terrorism: The Central Role of the Media in Terrorism and Counter‐Terrorism (Maryland: Rowman
& Littlefield, 2002). For modernisation and conditions for terrorism (the “ecology of terrorism”
hypothesis), see for example Charles W. Kegley Jr, International Terrorism: Characteristics, Causes, Controls
(New York: St Martinʹs Press, 1990).
22 See especially Anthony Oberschall, Social Conflict and Social Movements (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice‐Hall, 1973) and John D. McCarthy and Mayer N. Zald, ʺResource Mobilization and Social
Movements: A Partial Theoryʺ, American Journal of Sociology 82, no. 6 (1977)
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their benefit, they were able to provide better answers to the difficult questions of
how grievances are translated into collective behaviour, and why some agents fail
while others succeed. Another very significant theoretical development came with
the emergence of “political process” theories, which focused on the relationship
between social movements on the one hand and their political context on the other.
By operationalising the notion of “political opportunity structures”, scholars in this
field explained how temporal shifts in the institutional political environment affect
the ability of social movements to mobilise or exert influence, thereby addressing the
crucial issue of timing of collective behaviour.23 Social movement theory seems to
provide the most powerful theoretical perspectives for dealing with the research
question and research object in this study.
However, it is important to be aware of the limitations of social movement
theories. One problem is that for a long time, social movement scholars paid
relatively little attention to political violence. Most of the empirical research in this
field focused on essentially non‐violent actors such as the civil rights movement.
From the late 1980s onward, social movement theorists like Sydney Tarrow and
Donnatella Della Porta have recognised the important differences between non‐
violent and violent repertoires of protest activity and explored the unique dynamics
of clandestine and violent movements.24 Nevertheless, political violence remains
understudied in the social movement theory tradition. Moreover, most SMT research
has focused on movements in Western Europe and the United States. With the
exception of a few studies on Iran, specialists of SMT have practically not dealt with
the Middle East or the Muslim world.25
Conversely, scholars of Islamism and the Middle East have been very slow to
make use of concepts and analytical frameworks from social movement research.

See notably Peter K. Eisinger, ʺThe Conditions of Protest Behaviour in American Citiesʺ, American
Political Science Review 67, no. 1 (1973), Doug McAdam, Political Process and the Development of Black
Insurgency (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982) and Sidney Tarrow, Power in Movement: Social
Movements and Contentious Politics, 2 ed. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
24 See Sidney Tarrow, Democracy and Disorder: Protest and Politics in Italy, 1965‐1975 (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1989); Donatella Della Porta, ed., Social Movements and Violence: Participation in Underground
Organizations (Greenwood: JAI, 1992); and Donatella Della Porta, Social Movements, Political Violence and
the State: A Comparative Analysis of Italy and Germany (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995).
25 Exceptions include Charles Kurzman, ʺStructural Opportunity and Perceived Opportunity in Social‐
Movement Theory: The Iranian Revolution of 1979 ʺ, American Sociological Review 61, no. 1 (1996).
23
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However, in recent years, an increasing number of Middle East specialists have
started applying these perspectives, so far with promising results.26 However, only a
handful has focused on Saudi Islamism.27 The field is still in its infancy, and there are
important unsolved issues relating to the implications of the authoritarianism and
religion for social movement activism in the Middle East.
Third and most importantly, SMT is not really a coherent theory, but rather a
set of approaches and perspectives that address many different questions.28 Critics
often point to the vagueness of social movement theory and its uncritical application
to widely different social and political phenomena. It is therefore very important to
specify which types of questions are raised by the problem at hand. In our case we
are primarily interested in movement emergence (why did the actor emerge when it
did?) and collective violent behaviour (why did it launch the campaign when it did?).
Our inquiry also raises other issues like that of recruitment (why and how do
individuals join violent movements?).
Because these questions address dynamics on different levels of analysis –
individual, group and society – we face the particular problem of integrating and
determining the relative importance of factors on different levels. It is rarely possible
to explain the political behaviour of small violent groups by looking at factors at one
level of analysis only. It is primarily for this reason that we shall use the approach
developed by Donnatella Della Porta, which seeks to integrate micro‐, meso‐ and
macro‐level factors into one analytical framework.29 Della Porta studied the

See for example Carrie Rosefsky Wickham, Mobilizing Islam: Religion, Activism and Political Change in
Egypt (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), Quintan Wiktorowicz, Islamic Activism: A Social
Movement Theory Approach (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), and Quintan Wiktorowicz,
Radical Islam Rising: Muslim Extremism in the West (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005).
27 See Gwenn Okruhlik, ʺMaking Conversation Possibleʺ in Islamic Activism: A Social Movement Theory
Approach, ed. Quintan Wiktorowicz (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), Gwenn Okruhlik,
ʺNetworks of Dissent: Islamism and Reform in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Current History (2002), and Roel Meijer,
ʺThe ʹCycle of Contentionʹ and the Limits of Terrorism in Saudi Arabiaʺ in Saudi Arabia in the Balance, ed.
Paul Aarts and Gerd Nonneman (London: Hurst, 2005).
28 For example, in their textbook on SMT, Goodwin and Jasper articulated nine of the most important
questions addressed by the SMT literature, namely: When and why do Social Movements Occur? Who
joins or supports movements? Who remains in movements and who drops out? What do movement
participants think and feel? How are movements organized? What do movements do? How do the state
and mass media influence movements? Why do movements decline? What changes do movements
bring about? Jeff Goodwin and Jeff Jasper, The Social Movements Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003), v‐viii
29 Donatella Della Porta, Social Movements, Political Violence and the State: A Comparative Analysis of Italy
and Germany (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 9‐12.
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dynamics of political violence committed by leftist extremists in Italy and Germany
by distinguishing between macro‐level variables such styles of protest policing,
meso‐level variables such as underground organisational dynamics, and micro‐level
variables such as recruitment and radicalisation processes.
In this thesis I shall apply this framework to explain the emergence and the
behavioural changes of the movement which produced the 2003 violence. I shall
break down the evolution of the actor in relevant historical periods, and examine the
relevant macro‐, meso‐ and micro‐ level factors that may help explain the particular
evolution of the actor in that particular time period. Like Della Porta, I shall take a
flexible approach to the selection of variable types at each level and at each period.
Broadly speaking, I focus on two types of variables at the macro level: the State’s
posture toward the jihadist community and the dynamics of the broader Islamist
field. At the meso level, I focus on the ways in which political entrepreneurs
mobilised resources for action. At the micro‐level I focus on drivers and processes of
individual recruitment and radicalisation.
The advantage of Della Porta’s framework is that it is dynamic and thus
allows for conceptualising the effect of synchronic changes at different levels of
analysis. It is reasonable to assume that certain types of changes in behaviour or
levels of mobilisation are not simply the product of a specific factor, but of
constellations of factors at different levels. Moreover, variables at different levels of
analysis influence each other over time. For example, an attack by a violent group
may prompt state repression, which in turn affects long‐term individual recruitment.
It also enables us to account for the fact that at different stages in the evolution of a
social movement, certain levels of analysis will be more important than others. For
example, while macro‐level factors may be important to explain the emergence of a
social movement, such factors give way to meso‐ and micro‐level factors once the
organisation reaches post‐mobilisation phase and passes a certain level of
radicalisation and ideological conviction.
The theoretical framework is purposely vague, because the main ambition of
this analysis is not to develop the field of social movement theory, but to provide an
accurate and specific answer to the research question. This will involve drawing on
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insights and approaches from several disciplines at relevant stages of the analysis.
This pragmatism is justified on two grounds; first of all this study covers a relatively
broad set of issues over a relatively long time period; and second, the topic at hand
lies at the intersection of several disciplines.
Once we have decided on a way to analyse the occurrence and variation of
small‐scale violence, we are faced with the question of how to define the actor that will
be the focus of the analysis. In other words: which social movement are we dealing
with?

2. Toward a Typology of Islamist Social Movements
The purpose of this second section is to present and justify the actor typology used in
this thesis. In order for social movement theory to be analytically fruitful, it is
essential to define and delineate the social movement in question in a sufficiently
precise way. If the movement is defined too broadly or too narrowly, the analytical
framework loses its power. This becomes evident in the cases where scholars try to
apply social movement theory to the phenomenon of Islamism as a whole, because
Islamism encompasses actors with very different, often competing, political agendas.
Conversely, if a social movement is defined so narrowly that it overlaps with an
organisation, it excludes from the analysis all actors who are not technically part of
that organisation, even if their political behaviour and motivations are very similar.
This is a problem in the case of contemporary militant Islamism, because
organisations are often decentralised and loosely organised. We therefore need to
introduce a level of analysis between that of “Islamism” and that of individual
organisations, which can enable us to establish analytically useful categories of
Islamist actors.
For this purpose I shall adopt Della Porta’s useful concept of “social
movement families” which refers to “movements that, regardless of their specific or
individual goals, have similar basic demands and a common constituency”.30
Although Della Porta uses the term to speak of the “left‐libertarian” social movement
family in the context of her work on German and Italian leftist movements, I shall

30

Ibid., 3.
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transpose to the field of political Islam and conceive of Islamism as a social movement
family. Now the challenge is to identify the main social movements that make up the
Islamist movement family.
There are essentially two different ways of establishing actor typologies. The
essentialist approach recognizes the idiosyncratic nature of Islamist doctrines and
roots labels in concepts that are used by the actors themselves. The interpretative
approach, on the other hand, presumes the existence of a political core beneath the
culture‐specific language and prefers to root labels in observable differences in
political behaviour and preferences.
The key criterion for any choice of terminology and typology must be
analytical relevance and usefulness. But what do we mean by “analytically useful”? I
argue that in this context, where we are trying to understand a particular form of
political behaviour (violence), we must find a typology whose distinctions have
implications for the way in which actors behave. I therefore posit that a useful
typology is one which integrates all relevant actors in the field while highlighting the
distinctive features that explain recurring differences in behaviour. Examples of such
features are
•
•
•
•
•

overall political agenda or intention – What the actor is fighting for
immediate political priorities – What the actor considers the most important
issues to be dealt with right now
modus operandi – What the actor considers the best way of dealing with its
immediate priorities
discourse – How the actor speaks to its followers and its enemies
relations with the other – Who the actor considers to be its friends and its
enemies

There will always be many alternative ways of classifying Islamist actors, each with
its merits and flaws. I shall give preference to the typology that comprises as many as
possible of these measures of distinction.
This section starts with a review of the essentialist concepts and labels that
are most widely used in the academic discourse on radical Islamism and show why
they are problematic in the analysis of political behaviour and political violence. I
shall then present an interpretative typology which distinguishes between five
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different rationales for violent action. Finally I shall discuss the implications and
limitations of this approach.
The Limits of Essentialist Typologies
Students of radical Islamism have long recognised the need to distinguish between
different types of actors and ideologies. At the same time, the scholarly consensus
has been that qualifiers and categories rooted in Western languages are problematic.
For example, the term “Islamic fundamentalism” or the French “intégrisme
musulman”, both widely used in the 1970s, are now very rarely used in the academic
discourse. Similarly, terms like “radical Islamism” or “Islamist extremism” require
qualification, because radicalism or extremism is in the eye of the beholder. “Violent”
or “militant Islamism” is more descriptive, but reflects only the form, not the content
of the activism. The dominant tendency in the scholarship on Islamism has therefore
been to use qualifiers, usually Arabic terms, that reflect the actors’ ideological
orientation, as defined either by themselves or their local enemies. At the radical end
of the Islamist spectrum, where we find the perpetrators of the violence in Saudi
Arabia and other actors associated with “al‐Qaida”, the most commonly used
qualifiers include terms such as “jihadi”, “takfiri”, “salafi” and “salafi jihadi.” Let us
now examine the origin and usage of these four terms and assess their applicability
to the analysis of Islamist violence.
Among of the most widely used terms in the contemporary academic and
media discourse on radical Islamism is that of “jihadism” and the associated
adjective “jihadi” or “jihadist”, which derives from the Arabic and Islamic term jihad
(“struggle” or “holy war”). Jihadism is a relatively new term which gained currency
only in the late 1990s.31 Since 9/11, it has made its way into mainstream discourse as a
relatively useful term to distinguish violent from non‐violent, “democratic” or
progressive Islamists. Many writers no doubt find it to be a preferable alternative to

A Google Scholar search indicates that before 1990, the English words “jihadi” or “jihadist” are only
found in academic articles on Islam in 19th century Africa, the oldest of which goes back to 1964. A
search in the New York Times electronic archive, which goes back to 1851, reveals that these words were
first used in 1999 and 2000 respectively. A similar search shows the Washington Post first used this term
in 2002.
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the more contentious word “terrorist”. Its also owes some of its popularity to its
vagueness, which allows for some analytic flexibility.
It is worth noting, however, that “jihadism” is almost never defined by those
who use it. At first sight, the term would seem to convey a meaning very close to, if
not synonymous with, that of “militant Islamism”. In practice, however, the term has
a more selective application. For example, it is never used of violent Shiite groups
like Hizbollah. Perhaps more interestingly, it is very rarely used of Palestinan
militant groups like Hamas or Palestinian Islamic Jihad, while it is used of other
groups fighting a local territorial struggles, such as militants in Kashmir and in
Chechnya. Jihadism, it seems, has acquired the curious meaning of “militant Sunni
non‐Palestinian Islamist.”
One might argue that this is not a problem as long as most writers have the
same intuitive understanding of its meaning; after all, there are few good alternative
words for these phenomena. The term “jihadist” should not be discarded, but must
be explicitly defined and contextualised to ensure analytical clarity. It is not
analytically useful to speak of “the jihadist movement” without specification,
because it leaves open the issue of the movement’s political agenda and orientation. I
will use the term “jihadist” in the Saudi context as a descriptor for Saudi Sunnis who
take part in military activity for a pan‐Islamic nationalist cause. I will distinguish
between “classical jihadists” who conduct semi‐conventional warfare against non‐
Muslims in a defined geographical setting and “global jihadists” who are prepared to
use all methods in any location in their struggle against the U.S. and the West.
The term “jihadism” is often met with scepticism by Muslims, not because of
its conceptual limitations, but because it is seen as wrongly associating the noble
religious concept of jihad with illegitimate and criminal violence. While Western
academics (and liberal Muslim writers) use the term in a descriptive sense, based on
the fact that militants themselves often use it, conservative Muslims see the term as
having normative implications that unfairly associate Islam with terrorism. When
Muslim states speak of militant Islamists they consider illegitimate, they therefore
tend to use explicitly delegitimising terms such as “terrorists” [irhabiyun],
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“criminals” [mujrimun], “deviants” [munharifun], or members of “the misled sect” [al‐
fi’a al‐dhala].
It was a similar desire to delegitimise radical Islamist opposition groups
which led Arab states to introduce the term “takfiri” in the public discourse in the
1970s.32 When members of the sect‐like group jama‘at al‐muslimin [The Group of
Muslims] led by Shukri Mustafa went to trial in Egypt in the mid 1970s, they quickly
became known as al‐takfir wa’l‐hijra [Excommunication and Exile], despite the fact
that they had never used this name themselves.33 The name had in fact been invented
by the state‐controlled press to ridicule and delegitimise the defendants.
The delegitimising force of the term takfiri stems from the very controversial
nature of the religious concept of takfir, which means “excommunication” or “the act
of pronouncing a Muslim as an infidel.” In classical Islamic jurisprudence, takfir is an
extremely serious measure which can only be pronounced by qualified religious
authorities under very specific circumstances. These restrictions are in place to
prevent the privatization and proliferation of the use of excommunication among
Muslims, which would lead to instability or fitna (sedition). However, at certain
periods in history, the debate over the scholarly monopoly of takfir was rekindled by
actors who considered the behaviour of other nominal Muslims as being so
unislamic that they merited excommunication.
In the modern political context, takfir is essentially a way to denounce and
legitimise violence against other Muslims. In practice, it is evoked in three main
types of situations. The first is when an opposition group seeks to topple what they
view as a politically illegitimate Muslim regime. By declaring the ruler infidel, they
justify the use of violence against him. The second is when official or self‐appointed
representatives of a conservative majority seek to intimidate holders of minority
(usually progressive) views on religion. The third is when a small sect views
Muslims around them as so morally corrupt that it considers them infidels and seeks

Although the word “takfir” had already been used by islamologists for some time, it was first used by
mainstream media in 1977 in connection with the Shukri Mustafa case. Neither the New York Times nor
the Washington Post used the word “takfir” between 1981 and 2000. The adjective “takfiri” was
introduced in the media discourse later; the New York Times first used it in October 2001.
33 Gilles Kepel, Muslim Extremism in Egypt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 70.
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to isolate itself from the rest of society. This is a rare an inward‐looking use of takfir
which most often produces withdrawal, not violence.
It is very important to note that takfiri is a label, not a self‐appellation. Islamist
actors, however radical, virtually never call themselves takfiri, but get labelled as
such by their enemies.34 In the contemporary usage, the word takfiri connotes
“someone who considers other Muslims infidels and is prepared to use violence
against them.” When states, liberal journalists or mainstream Muslims employ the
term takfiri of a group of Islamists, they accuse that group of extremism that poses a
danger to the rest of society. The state discourse very rarely distinguishes between
actors who excommunicate individuals such as political leaders [takfir al‐‘ayn] and
those who excommunicate the whole society around them [takfir al‐‘umum]. This
distinction is not relevant for the states because the purpose is to make the group in
question to appear as crazy fanatics, not to explain the political content of their
ideology. The Arab states’ use of the term “takfiri” is thus very similar to the way in
which Western states use the term “terrorist” to delegitimise their political
opponents.
The Arab regime discourse on “takfiri” groups has led to the serious
misunderstanding in certain academic and journalistic circles that “takfirism” is a
distinct ideological doctrine or movement. Some have even suggested that there
exists today an organisation or global network of activists operating under the name
al‐takfir wa’l‐hijra.35 Both views are very problematic, to say the least. Not only are
there practically no actors who call themselves takfiris, there is also no corpus of
texts that outline a “takfiri ideology” in any meaningful way. Moreover, any such
A rare possible exception was the case of a Sudanese group which allegedly called itself “al‐takfir wa’l
hijra” and carried out several attacks on a moderate Islamist group called Ansar al‐Sunna between 1994
and 2000; see ʺAttack on a Mosque in Sudan By Fundamentalist Kills 20ʺ, New York Times, 10 December
2000.
35 In 2001, the French terrorism judge Jean‐Louis Bruguière told the New York Times that “Takfiris are
members of a radical sect that traces its origins back to Egypt in the 1960ʹs. Fiercely devoted to
destroying those they see as the enemies of Islam, they are willing to adopt local customs to blend in
with foreigners. Takfiris withdraw from mosques – praying in their apartments instead – making them
much harder to track” (Chris Hedges, ʺA Powerful Combattant in Franceʹs War on Terrorʺ, New York
Times, 24 November 2001). Echoing this view of takfiris as an invisible underground organisation,
Ma’moun Fandy described them as “the mothers and fathers of sleeping cells” (Bruce Livesey, ʺThe
Salafist Movementʺ, Frontline (www.pbs.org), 25 January 2005). See also Tamara Makarenko, ʺTakfiri
Presence Grows in Europeʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 17, no. 2 (2005) and Hayder Mili, ʺJihad Without
Rules: The Evolution of al‐Takfir wa al‐Hijraʺ, Terrorism Monitor 4, no. 13 (2006).
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hypothesis would run into the problem of defining the precise political content of
this alleged ideology: who exactly do they excommunicate, for what reason and for
what purpose? As mentioned above, those who consider other Muslims as infidels
do it to different extents (individual, regime or society), for different reasons, (moral
or political) and for different purposes (revolution, intimidation or isolation). Finally,
most of those who practice a form of excommunication fiercely resist accusations that
they are takfiri. For example, in 2003, al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula expressed
deep frustration in their texts that they were being unjustly described by the
Government as being takfiri. All of this makes it very problematic to speak of the
Saudi militants as part of a “takfiri movement.”
Another very frequently used concept in the contemporary discourse on
Islamism is that of “salafism”.36 In the Islamist community, “salafi” has the opposite
connotation value of “takfiri”, in the sense that nobody will admit to being takfiri,
while most will claim to be a salafi. However, there is considerable debate and
confusion about what constitutes salafism. The question of the definition of salafism
is too complex to be treated here, so I shall focus on the extent to which the term is
useful for analysing political behaviour. In other words, does it make sense to speak of
a “salafi movement” as a political actor?
Most definitions of salafism in the academic literature emphasise that the
term derives from the expression al‐salaf al‐salih (the pious ancestors) and that salafis
believe that the Qur’an and the hadith [Prophetic tradition] are the only legitimate
sources of religious conduct and reasoning. There is also a general understanding
that salafism represents a more literalist and more puritan approach to Islamic
doctrine and practice. When academics speak of “the salafists” or “the salafi
movement,” they allude to a nebula of actors whose practice of Islam is more puritan
and more rigorous than other Muslims.
Salafi is often used as a self‐descriptor by conservative Sunni Muslims and
Islamist groups of different shades and orientations. Religious Saudis, for example,
will object to being called Wahhabi, preferring instead the term salafi. Many Islamist
“Salafism” has been used in Western orientalist scholarship since the early 20th century. In the media
discourse, on the other hand, it’s a new term. The New York Times and the Washington Post did not use
the term “salafi” or “salafist” until 2000.
36
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groups and ideologues will readily declare themselves to be salafists. The word
“salafi” is also found in names of Islamist groups, from al‐jamaʹa al‐salafiyya al‐
muhtasiba in 1970s Saudi Arabia via al‐jama‘a al‐salafiyya li’l‐da‘wa wa’l‐qital in 1990s
Algeria to al‐jama‘a al‐salafiyya al‐mujahida in Iraq in 2003. The reason why the
adjective “salafi” is so popular among Islamist actors is that it connotes doctrinal
purity and therefore affords a degree of religious and political legitimacy to whoever
describes himself as such. It is therefore extremely important to note that the use of
the term “salafi” is thus more often a bid for legitimacy than an indication of a
positive political programme.37 Unfortunately, many Western scholars and observers
have uncritically seized upon these self‐descriptions and assumed that whoever calls
himself a salafi is a salafi. In fact, more often than not, “salafi” is simply as a
synonym for “authentic”.
This becomes more evident when we look at the political actors who have
been labelled salafi. In reality, the actors who tend to become subsumed in this
category constitute a politically very heterogeneous group. It even includes actors
who between themselves have diametrically opposing views on crucial political
issues. Alleged salafists include bitter enemies of the Saudi regime like Abu
Muhammad al‐Maqdisi on the one hand and Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia Abd al‐
Aziz bin Baz on the other. It includes overtly political Saudi dissidents like Saʹd al‐
Faqih as well as staunch advocates of apolitical Islam such as Rabi bin Hadi al‐
Madkhali. It includes apocalypticists like Juhayman al‐Utaybi and pragmatists like
Salman al‐Awda. The crucial, but oft‐ignored problem with the term salafism is that
it is a theological, not a political category. Used on its own, it says very little about the
political preferences of the actors described as salafists.
This is not to say that the term salafism is irrelevant. It is indeed possible to
delineate, in broad terms, a certain salafi intellectual posture or a set of salafi
intellectual traditions. One might speak of a common salafi approach to scripture
which may be characterized as literalist or anti‐rationalist. One might speak of a
salafi preference for specific early theologians, such as Ahmad ibn Hanbal and Ibn
37 For example, it has been noted that some of the actors in Algeria who called themselves salafi were in
fact heavily influenced by Sayyid Qutb; Hugh Roberts, ʺIslamism in North Africa I: The Legacies of
Historyʺ (Brussels: International Crisis Group, 20 April 2004), 3.
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Taymiyya. One might also argue that salafis tend to place particular emphasis on the
observance of details of ritual practice and moral behaviour. These factors may be
relevant for analysing the discourse of a given group or for writing more abstract
intellectual histories. However, most of these elements have minimal heuristic value
when it comes to explaining political behaviour.38 It is difficult, to say the least, to see
how the “salafi creed” informs the political preferences of specific groups,
particularly when the actors who fall into this category display such extreme
differences in behaviour.
It is true that in certain contexts, the term salafi does connote a more specific
idea of political preferences. When talking about Kuwaiti Islamism, for example, it
makes sense to speak of the salafis, because in that specific political context, the term
connotes distinct and coherent set of preferences which set the salafis apart from
other actors in the field (particularly the Muslim Brotherhood) and which explain
their behaviour. Similarly, the “salafists” in French suburbia represent an observable
sociological phenomenon with behavioural patterns distinct from those of their
“tablighi” or “ikhwani” neighbours.39 The same applies to other contexts such as
Morocco, Syria, Yemen, or Pakistan.40 In these cases the category is useful because it
is contextualised and defined in relation to competing actors in the local political
field. However, it is very problematic to assume that all actors known as salafis in
their respective contexts can be analysed as parts of one large “salafi movement”.
A related and equally popular term in the literature on radical Islamism is
“jihadi salafism” or “salafi jihadism” (and its derivatives “salafi jihadi”, “jihadi
salafi” etc).41 In the academic literature, the term was first used in 1998 in two

This point has been made by scholars such as Maha Azzam, who noted that “the key to the ideology
of Bin Laden lies not in Wahhabism or the Salafi practice of Islam, but rather in a political view of the
Middle East situation”; Maha Azzam, ʺAl‐Qaeda: The Misunderstood Wahhabi Connection and the
Ideology of Violenceʺ, Royal Institute for International Affairs Briefing Paper 1 (2003): 3.
39 ʺLa France face a ses musulmans: Emeutes, jihadisme et depoliticisationʺ (Brussels: International
Crisis Group, 9 March 2006), 13‐16.
40 See for example Itzchak Weissmann, ʺThe Politics of Popular Religion: Sufis, Salafis and Muslim
Brothers in 20th Century Hamahʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 37, no. 1 (2005).
41 This term was first used by the New York Times in 2005. It had then been used irregularly by al‐Sharq
al‐Awsat since at least 1999; see Nadia Mahdid, ʺ[Telephone Interview with Rabah Kebir]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐
Awsat, 10 September 1999.
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independent studies by Gilles Kepel and Kamil al‐Tawil.42 However, the term had
been in use in certain radical Islamist circles since the early 1990s. Kepel explained
that he first heard the expression from Abu Hamza al‐Masri during an interview in
London in February 1998.43 The first written reference – known to this author – to a
“jihadi salafi movement” [al‐haraka al‐jihadiyya al‐salafiyya] appears in an interview
with Ayman al‐Zawahiri published in the London‐based jihadist magazine al‐Ansar
in 1994.44 Similarly, in a 1996 interview with al‐Hayat newspaper, Ayman al‐Zawahiri
praised the GIA in Algeria for its “jihadi salafi method” [al‐manhaj al‐jihadi al‐salafi].45
Although the term was occasionally being used by certain radical ideologues
in the 1990s, it quickly became more popular among observers and critics of radical
Islamism than among the activists themselves. It is not uncommon for such actors to
be named by their enemies, but it is relevant to point out that contrary to what is
often claimed by analysts, the term “jihadi salafi” is not found very often as a self‐
descriptor in texts by radical Islamists. For example, it is sometimes said that jihadi
salafism was articulated as a doctrine in the early 1990s by Abu Muhammad al‐
Maqdisi and his student Abu Qatada al‐Filastini. However, when asked about the
term in a 2002 interview, al‐Maqdisi said “I would like to point out that we did not
give ourselves this name, but people have described us in this way, due to our
holding on to the ideology, practice and struggle of the pious ancestors.”46 Similarly,
when Moroccan police arrested and tried a number of suspected extremists mid
2002, the militants were consistently described in the Arab press as part of a network
called “salafiyya jihadiyya”.47 However, as Alison Pargeter has pointed out, ”rather

Kamil al‐Tawil, al‐haraka al‐islamiyya al‐musallaha fiʹl‐jazaʹir [The Armed Islamic Movement in Algeria]
(Beirut: Dar al‐Nahar, 1998), 60 and Gilles Kepel, ʺLe GIA à travers ses publicationsʺ, Pouvoirs 86 (1998):
70‐71. The Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi claimed in 2006 to have coined the term in the early 1990s,
but this is difficult to verify; see Lawrence Wright, ʺThe Master Plan,ʺ New Yorker, 11 September 2006.
43 Gilles Kepel, Jihad : expansion et déclin de lʹislamisme (Paris: Gallimard, 2000), 395.
44 Ayman al‐Zawahiri, ʺmawqifna min iran ‐ al‐radd ʹala tuhmat al‐taʹawun bayna al‐haraka al‐jihadiyya al‐
salafiyya wa iran al‐rafidiyya [Our Position on Iran ‐ Response to the Allegations of Cooperation Between
the Jihadi Salafi Movement and Rafidi Iran]ʺ, al‐Ansar, no. 91 (1994).
45 ʺal‐kalima al‐munawaʹa: hiwar al‐shaykh al‐zawahiri maʹ jaridat al‐hayat ‐ 1417 [Quality Speech: Sheikh al‐
Zawahiriʹs Conversation with al‐Hayat in 1996]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 1996).
46 ʺhiwar maʹ al‐shaykh abi muhammad al‐maqdisi sanat 1423 [Conversation with Sheikh Abu Muhammad
al‐Maqdisi in 2002]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2002).
47 See for example ʺsahifa maghribiyya: iʹtiqal 400 shakhs fi itar al‐tahqiq hawla ʺal‐qaʹidaʺ [Moroccan
Newspaper: 400 arrested in al‐Qaida Investigation]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 6 July 2002, and Anouar
Boukhars, ʺThe Origins of Militancy and Salafism in Moroccoʺ, Terrorism Monitor 3, no. 12 (2005).
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than being an organization, Salafia Jihadia appears more to be a convenient label
used by the Moroccan regime to lump together various jihadist strands. In fact the
radicals who were accused of membership of Salafiya Jihadia themselves rejected
this label.”48 In the cases where radical ideologues did speak of this term, it was often
after being prompted by a journalist.49 From 2002 onward, the term “jihadi salafi”
was found somewhat more often in the jihadist literature, but this may well have
been the result of external influence.50 One has to bear in mind that the use of the
term in the Arab press had increased exponentially in 2002 as a result of the events in
Morocco, and it was also being used much more frequently in the West after 9/11.51
Despite the popularity of the term “jihadi salafi” in the academic literature on
radical Islamism in recent years, it is surprisingly difficult to find a politically
substantial and specific definition of it. Definitions by radical Islamists themselves
are rather vague. For example, when Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi says that jihadi
salafism is “a current which unites the call to monotheism in all its aspects with jihad
for that purpose at the same time,” he is purposely elusive.52 More scientific
definitions also tend to be rather unclear. For example, Wikipedia in Arabic states that
“[jihadi salafism] calls for jihad to change what it considers wrong [munkar], outside
of Sharia [khurujan ‘an al‐shar‘iyya] and a deviation from religion [muruqan ‘an al‐din].

Alison Pargeter, ʺThe Islamist Movement in Moroccoʺ, Terrorism Monitor 3, no. 10 (2005).
See for example the interview with the Moroccan Islamist Abu Sayf al‐Islam in al‐Majalla, 18 May
2003.
50 The term has notably been used by the ideologue Abu Bakr Naji, see Abu Bakr Naji, al‐khawna [The
Betrayal] (www.tawhed.ws, 2002), 5‐6 and Abu Bakr Naji, ʺidarat al‐tawahhush [The Management of
Savagery]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2004), 3). It has also been used in group names; for example, in 2003,
there emerged a militant Islamist group in Iraq under the name “al‐jamaa al‐salafiyya al‐mujahida”; see
Brynjar Lia, ʺThe Rise of Salafi‐Jihadi Groups in Iraq: Some Preliminary Observationsʺ (Lecture
Manuscript, University of Oslo, 20 November, 2003).
51 A search in the electronic archives of al‐Sharq al‐Awsat (which go back to early 2001) shows that before
mid‐2002, “salafi jihadi” (and its variants) was only used in a handful of articles, mostly about Abu
Hamza and Abu Qatada (see for example Muhammad al‐Shafiʹi, ʺal‐shurta al‐britaniyya taʹtaqil ʺabu
qatadaʺ wa 4 usuliyyun jazaʹiriyyun [British Police Arrest Abu Qatada and 4 Algerian Fundamentalists]ʺ,
al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 14 February 2001). In contrast, between July 2002 and May 2003, there were nearly a
hundred articles containing this term, the vast majority of which were about the Moroccan
investigation.
52 ʺhiwar maʹ al‐shaykh abi muhammad al‐maqdisi sanat 1423 [Conversation with Sheikh Abu Muhammad
al‐Maqdisi in 2002]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2002) (accessed 5 January 2007).
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It considers jihad as an inescapable obligation on every Muslim and as the summit of
Islam.”53
The existing academic literature on militant Islamism suggests that most
scholars understand jihadi salafism as having three politically substantial
characteristics. First, jihadi salafi groups are perceived as more extremist and
intransigent than other groups.54 Second, they draw on salafi religious tradition and
discourse as opposed to the more pragmatic ikhwani ideology and discourse of
Sayyid Qutb and the Muslim Brotherhood.55 Finally they are more internationalist and
anti‐Western than other groups.56 While many scholars will nod approvingly at these
three points, there are several unsolved problems with this proto‐definition.
First, it is very difficult operationalise the notion of radicalism or
intransigence. At which level of extremism does an actor start or cease to be a jihadi
salafi? If the level of violence is the measure, then we have to explain the fact that on
several occasions, prominent scholars described as jihadi salafi have criticised certain
militant activists for their excessive use of violence.57 If refusal to negotiate is the
measure, then this does not set today’s jihadi salafis apart from 1970s rebels such as
Muhammad Abd al‐Salam Faraj or Juhayman al‐Utaybi. As we have seen, it is
problematic to argue that the “salafi outlook” imputes actors with a specific political
preference or a particular propensity for violence.
Second, it is not at all clear how operational the salafi‐ikhwani dichotomy is in
the world of contemporary militant Islamism. Sayyid Qutb is still being cited by

“al‐salafiyya al‐jihadiyya [Jihadi Salafism]”, Wikipedia in Arabic (http://ar.wikipedia.org; accessed 5
January 2007).
54 See for example Gilles Kepel, Jihad : expansion et déclin de lʹislamisme (Paris: Gallimard, 2000), 255, and
Brynjar Lia, ʺThe Rise of Salafi‐Jihadi Groups in Iraq: Some Preliminary Observationsʺ (Lecture
Manuscript, University of Oslo, 20 November, 2003), 2.
55 See for example Gilles Kepel, The Roots of Radical Islam, 2nd English ed. (London: Saqi, 2005), 15 ;
Gilles Kepel, Jihad : expansion et déclin de lʹislamisme (Paris: Gallimard, 2000), 404; Saud al‐Sarhan, ʺal‐
tayyar al‐salafi al‐jihadi [The Salafi Jihadi Current]ʺ (manuscript, 2003); Saud al‐Sarhan, ʺal‐walaʹ waʹl‐
baraʹ: al‐idiulujiyya al‐jadida liʹl‐harakat al‐islamiyya [Al‐Wala waʹl‐Bara: The New Ideology of the Islamist
Movements]ʺ (manuscript).
56 Se for example “Salafi”, Wikipedia in English, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salafi (accessed 6 January
2006) or Hugh Roberts, ʺIslamism in North Africa I: The Legacies of Historyʺ (Brussels: International
Crisis Group, 20 April 2004), 3.
57 Such was the case of Abu Qatada and Abu Hamza in London who broke relations with the GIA in the
mid‐1990s. Similarly, in 2005, Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi criticised Abu Mus‘ab al‐Zarqawi in Iraq for
his excessive use of suicide bombings. Sheikh Abu Basir al‐Tartusi also criticised the London bombings.
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groups seen as jihadi salafi.58 Activists associated with the Muslim Brotherhood
tradition such as Marwan Hadid and Abdallah Azzam are still being hailed as
martyrs and legends by groups described as jihadi salafi.59 Moreover, one might
argue that the difference in the respective discourses of the early Egyptian militants
and the jihadi salafis of the 1990s is overstated. Qutb and Faraj cited Ibn Taymiyya
throughout their texts. Islamologist Rosalynd Gwynne has shown that the discursive
and theological differences between Faraj’s Absent Obligation and Bin Ladin’s
Declaration of War are negligible.60 So‐called Qutbist expressions such as jahiliyya and
hukm bi‐ghayr ma anzala allah abound in texts by ideologues associated with jihadi
salafism. Admittedly, the expression ”al‐walaʹ wa’l‐baraʹ” (and its derivatives) does
not appear in Faraj’s Absent Obligation or Qutb’s Signposts, but it is not found in all
jihadi salafi texts either. The same is true for references to 19th century Wahhabi
theologians, which by no means are found in all texts associated with the jihadi salafi
movement. Moreover, far from all texts in the jihadi salafi tradition are complex and
archaic. There is a large corpus of texts by people allegedly belonging to the jihadi
salafi movement, such as Luis Atiyat Allah or Yusuf al‐Ayiri which make for a
relatively easy read. The problem with Kepel’s and al‐Sarhan’s assertions is that they
are each based on texts drawn from relatively small groups of writers operating in a
specific context, namely the London Islamist scene in Kepel’s case and the Saudi
Islamist scene in al‐Sarhan’s case. While their observations may be very pertinent
within their respective contexts, they may not always be applicable to other regional
contexts and to other authors.
An additional problem arises from the fact that several academics do not
include the salafi‐ikhwani dichotomy in their conception of jihadi salafism and do
not see a distinction between the militants of the 1970s and today’s jihadi salafis. The
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Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 13 (2004) and ʺmarwan hadid: al‐ʹalam al‐shahid [Marwan Hadid: The Martyred
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journalist and researcher Usama Munafisi described the early Egyptian militants as
representing a form of salafi jihadism. He has described the Absent Obligation as “one
of the first salafi jihadi texts”.61 Mamoun Fandy has stated that
“the origins of Salafi jihadism can be traced to the Muslim Brotherhood, the
seminal organization for Islamic terrorism. […] The Muslim Brotherhood is
the mother of all these movements, ideologically […] Salafist jihadism and the
activation of the views of the world of the house of Islam and the house of
war are the ideas that emerged from the writings and the teachings of the
Muslim Brotherhood.ʺ62
Yet others see jihadi salafism as representing a mixture of salafism and
qutbism. The Qatari cleric Abd al‐Hamid al‐Ansari noted that
“Salafiyya Jihadiyya […] is the result of, or a combination of, [the principle] of
the exclusive rule of Allah [the hakimiyya], conceived by [Sayyid] Qutb and
the Muslim Brotherhood, and the Wahhabi Salafiyya, that advocates takfir.
[The Salafiyya Jihadiyya group] is the one that united the Moroccan, Syrian,
Egyptian, Pakistani, Saudi, and Yemenite [Muslims] by means of a single
enmity and a single culture, which made them blow themselves up among
Muslims in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, and Chechnya, and among non‐
Muslims in America, Madrid, Britain, and the Philippines”63
The third allegedly distinctive criterion of jihadi salafism, namely its
international and anti‐western character, is also problematic, because several of the
key groups and thinkers known as jihadi salafi have focused their struggle on the so‐
called near enemy, not the West. Kepel, for example, first used the term jihadi salafi
in the context of the Algerian civil war to describe the GIA, which was fighting a
revolutionary struggle against the local regime.64 More significant is the fact that Abu
Muhammad al‐Maqdisi, who is considered one of the most important ideologues of
jihadi salafism, has in fact been much more concerned with the struggle against the
local Arab regimes than the confrontation with the West. Al‐Maqdisi defines jihadi
salafism as “the current which seeks to implement monotheism through jihad against
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the tyrants.”65 In Islamist parlance, the word “tyrants” [tawaghit] connotes the local
regimes. Few realise that in the 1990s, al‐Maqdisi was actively discouraging Islamists
from going to Bosnia and Chechnya on the grounds that it weakened the struggle
against the near enemy. Consider this extract from a 2002 interview:
”Q: The Fronts that have been opened in Chechnya, Afghanistan and
elsewhere have enticed many youth from this current and tens of them have
gone there. How do you view this move? It is said that you opposed it.
A: The fronts that have opened in Afghanistan, Chechnya, Bosnia and
elsewhere have clearly benefited the call and the struggle [al‐da’wa wa’l‐jihad].
I may not have been in favour of vacating the fronts near us and letting our
youth emigrate, but there have been benefits in terms of experience and
expertise in the military field […] and it has influenced the local populations,
and this is certainly a blessing for the struggle. However, I did ask the
influential proselytizers and the religious students in particular to stay in
their countries.”66
A similar problem arises in the case of foreign fighters that took part in specific war
zones such as Bosnia, Chechnya, Kashmir and Iraq. There is a tendency to describe
the foreign Arabs in these conflicts as jihadi salafis, because they are international
militants by virtue being away from their home countries. However, in the vast
majority of cases, the people who went to join these guerrilla struggles never
ventured outside of the main theatre of operations and never explicitly targeted
Westerners unless there was a large Western component to the enemy force.
Similarly, although there was a minority of North African and Levantine fighters
who were bitter enemies of their regimes at home, the majority were from the
Arabian Peninsula and had not been involved in socio‐revolutionary activism at
home. As we shall see in subsequent chapters, most Saudis who went to Bosnia and
Chechnya wanted to fight non‐Muslims in a (semi‐) conventional war theatre. As a
form of political behaviour, this was very different from the internal battle waged by
the GIA or the transnational terrorism of Bin Ladin.
What emerges, then, is a problem similar to the one posed by “salafism”,
namely that the political content of the term is so unclear that its application extends
to actors with very different political priorities and behavioural preferences. The
65 ʺhiwar maʹ al‐shaykh abi muhammad al‐maqdisi sanat 1423 [Conversation with Sheikh Abu Muhammad
al‐Maqdisi in 2002]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2002).
66 Ibid.
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most serious weakness of the concept of a “jihadi salafi movement” is that it conceals
what is arguably the most significant political rift in the world of militant Islamism
since the mid‐1990s, namely the issue of the fight against the near and the far enemy.
It also conceals the very real fact that some Muslims would fight in a local guerrilla
war against a defined enemy, but would never take up arms against their
government or blow themselves up in a Western capital. These are not simply
tactical disputes, but differences in political priorities which shape entire
organisations and generate predictable patterns of behaviour. It would in fact seem
that in the contemporary academic and media discourse, the term “jihadi salafism”
represents a classic example of a Durkheimian prénotion, i.e. a concept which is taken
for granted and encapsulates phenomena that are really distinct.
“Salafism” and “jihadi salafi” are not irrelevant terms. Both concepts are
useful for the analysis of texts and discourse, because they refer to positive
theological traditions and apparatuses and may help identify the intellectual origin
of particular texts, actors or ideological currents. “Salafism” also has analytical
relevance for understanding political actors in particular national or regional political
contexts. One might also argue that “jihadi salafism” has a certain use within the
context of Saudi Islamism, because it refers to a specific group of actors, as explained
in the writings of intellectuals like Saud al‐Sarhan, Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, and Yusuf
al‐Dayni.67
However, as general concepts, “salafism” and “jihadi salafism” have serious
limitations when it comes to analysing Islamist militancy. Put simply, the adjective
“salafi” highlights a distinction which is secondary in defining political behaviour
such as violence. Of course it is interesting to know that al‐Maqdisi’s discourse is
salafi, while the early GIA’s discourse was Qutbist, and that this caused friction in
mid‐1990s Londonistan, but it is more important to highlight that both called for
regime change – and not total war against America or jihad in Bosnia. The salafi‐
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ikhwani dichotomy is above all a discursive one with only minor implications for
behaviour. When we say that a jihadi has become salafi (or vice‐versa), it tells us
virtually nothing about who he considers his main enemy or where and how he is
going to fight. The operationally significant distinctions are the ones that emerge
from debates over political priorities and preferences. This suggests that we must
rather look for analytical categories which are rooted in observable political
behaviour and reflect differences in priorities and preferences.
A Rationale-Based Typology
While the essentialist approach emphasises the idiosyncratic nature of Islamist
ideologies, the interpretative approach to classification assumes that there is an
underlying political core to most Islamist discourses which can be captured in
regular non‐Arabic vocabulary. Interpretative typologies downplay the importance
of specificities of Arabic language and Islamic terminology and emphasise the
politics beneath the language.
The interpretative approach is not unproblematic, because it sometimes
involves imputing actors with intentions and priorities which they do not articulate
clearly themselves. If applied too freely, it runs the risk of projecting the scholar’s
personal and normative views onto the actors in question, under the pretense of
uncovering their “real intentions”. Unfortunately, the academic debate over
essentialist vs. interpretative approaches to Islamist ideology has polarised to the
extent that the interpretative approach has become associated with a normative “pro‐
Islamist” agenda. I argue here that the interpretative approach need not be
normative, and that it is perfectly possible to highlight the “politics beneath the
language” using rigorous and descriptive methods. The key is to focus on the
observable behavioural preferences of the actors and on the parts of the discourse that
highlight political priorities. There is no need to impose constructed political intentions
on actors, for there are enough observable indications of political preferences in their
actions and in their texts.
Behaviour‐based interpretative typologies are not new. Several such
typologies of Islamist groups have been presented in recent years. Generally
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speaking, such typologies emphasise either form or purpose.68 The most basic form‐
based typology distinguishes between violent and non‐violent Islamist groups.
Others are more elaborate. Quintan Wiktorowicz, for example, distinguished
between three types of salafists: “purists”, “politicos” and “jihadis.”69 The
International Crisis Group separated between “political”, “missionary” and “jihadi”
Islamism. 70 These categories essentially reflect the three main postures that Islamist
actors take toward their political environment: separation, engagement and violence.
However, they say little about the political substance or purpose of the activism.
Purpose‐ or rationale‐based typologies emphasise the concrete political
objectives underlying the behaviour of the actor. One of the first to dissect the
Islamist movement according to differences in political behaviour was Gilles Kepel,
who distinguished between the gradualist Muslim Brotherhood, the isolationist
Jama’at al‐Muslimin and the “bolchevik‐style” revolutionaries of Egyptian Islamic
Jihad.71 Since then, many scholars have used basic rationale‐based distinctions of
various types in their writings, for example to separate between groups fighting the
“near enemy” (local regimes) and those fighting the “far enemy” (America and the
West), or between actors fighting for “national liberation” and those fighting for
“revolution.”72 One of the first systematic attempts at creating a purpose‐based
typology was carried out by Dekmejian, who distinguished between “gradualist‐
pragmatic“,

“revolutionary”

and

“messianic‐puritanical”

Islamist

groups.73

However, because Dekmejian was writing in 1985, before Hamas and al‐Qaida, his
categories did not capture irredentist Islamism or global jihadist groups. Moreover,
Dekmejian’s categories mixed non‐violent and violent groups (“gradualists” and
“revolutionaries”).
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A more relevant typology which has gained currency in recent years is that
which separates between three different types of Islamist militancy: “irredentist”,
“revolutionary” and “global”. This is an analytically useful way to distinguish
between groups like Hamas who fight locally for a particular territory,
revolutionaries like Egyptian Islamic Jihad who fight the so‐called “near enemy”,
and global jihadists like al‐Qaida who fight the “far enemy”. The origin of this
tripartition is not clear, but it has been used by authors as different as the scholar
Fawaz Gerges and the Islamist ideologue Mulla Krekar.74 However, the typology
remains relatively rudimentary and underdeveloped. It does not relate these
categories to non‐violent Islamism and does not capture the entire field of violent
Islamist actors (such as sectarian militias). In the following, I shall build on this and
Dekmejian’s typology and present a more elaborate rationale‐based framework for
classifying Islamist actors.
My hypothesis is that there are five main rationales for action which underlie
most forms of Islamic activism. Under the term “rationale”, I subsume observed mid‐
term political aims and strategy. These rationales, which may be termed “state‐
oriented”,

“nation‐oriented”,

“Umma‐oriented”,

“sectarian”

and

“morality‐

oriented”, represent the most important reasons for which Islamists act. “State‐
oriented” Islamism is characterised by a desire to change the social and political
organisation of the state. “Nation‐oriented” Islamism is defined by a desire to
establish sovereignty on a specific territory perceived as occupied or dominated by
non‐Muslims. “Umma‐oriented” Islamism is distinguished by a desire to protect the
Islamic nation as a whole from external (non‐Muslim) threats. “Morality‐oriented”
Islamism is characterised by a desire to change Muslims’ social conduct in a more
conservative and literalist direction. “Sectarian” Islamism is defined by a desire to
reduce the influence and power of the competing sect (Shiite or Sunni).
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Each rationale has a non‐violent and a violent manifestation. The non‐violent
manifestation of state‐oriented Islamism is reformism, its violent form is socio‐
revolutionary activism. Nation‐oriented Islamism produces non‐violent irredentism
as well as nationalist‐separatist militants. Umma‐oriented Islamism may produce a
“soft” form of pan‐Islamism or extreme pan‐Islamic nationalism, the latter of which
comes in two main forms: Classical jihadism and global jihadism. Morality‐oriented
Islamism mostly manifests itself in pietism, but its violent form is vigilantism (or
hisba). Sectarian Islamism also comes in moderate and extreme manifestations.
I shall focus primarily on violent groups, for whom these rationales represent
the five most important reasons for which Islamists use violence. Socio‐revolutionaries
fight for state power against a Muslim regime perceived as illegitimate. Nationalist‐
separatists fight for a specific territory against a non‐Muslim occupier. Extreme pan‐
Islamic nationalists fight to defend the entire Islamic nation and its territories from
external aggression (Classical jihadists will fight conventionally in one local front at
the time, while global jihadists fight the West with all means in all places).
Vigilantists use violence to correct the moral behaviour of fellow Muslims. Violent
sectarians use violence to intimidate and marginalise the competing sect.
It is important to underline that these are rationales for action in the short‐ and
mid‐term, not long‐term political aims. This distinction is important, because the issue
of determining the end goals of an actor is both difficult and of limited analytical
relevance. This is because most militant Islamist groups tend to have very vague,
similar and utopian end goals which can be used to rationalise a vast range of
political and military strategies. Just like the declared aim of “a better world” tells us
little of the political preferences of Western political parties, Islamist slogans such as
“establishing the Caliphate” are essentially not very operational and hence not a
good starting point for an analysis of political behaviour.
The typology can thus be illustrated by Table 1, which distinguishes between
rationales on the vertical axis and manifestations on the horizontal axis.
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RATIONALE

NON‐VIOLENT FORM

VIOLENT FORM

Manifestation

Examples

Manifestation

Examples

State‐oriented

Reformism

Socio‐revolutionary

GIA, GSPC
EIJ

Nation‐oriented

Irredentism

MB (domestic),
Sahwa
Kuwaiti salafis
Yemeni Islah
Uighur
nationalists

Nationalist‐

Hamas, LeT, Chechen
mujahidin;
Islamic
Army (Iraq)

Separatism
Umma‐oriented

Pan‐Islamism

MWL,
HT,
MB(foreign)

Classical

Global

jihadism

jihadism

Arabs in
Chechnya

al‐Qaida,
QAP

Morality‐oriented

Pietism

Tabligh,
Madkhalis

Vigilantism

Unorganised hisba

Sectarian

Sectarianism

Sipah e Sahaba

Violent

Lashkar e Janghvi,
Iraqi militias

sectarianism
Table 1 A Rationale‐Based Typology of Islamist Activism
Abbreviations: MB=Muslim Brotherhood; domestic=domestic policy issues; foreign=foreign policy issues; GIA=Groupe Islamique
Armée; GSPC=Groupe Salafiste pour la Predication et le Combat; EIJ= Egyptian Islamic Jihad; LeT= Lashkar‐e‐Tayyiba;
MWL=Muslim World League; HT=Hizb al‐Tahrir; QAP= al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula

These are of course ideal type and schematic categories. Most violent Islamist actors
work to promote several or all of these agendas at the same time. However, I argue
that all actors have one rationale which is stronger than the four others at any given
time. The dominant rationale shapes the strategy and priorities of the actor and
usually determines the direction and form of its violence. For example, practically all
militant Islamist groups are explicitly hostile to the United States, supportive of the
Palestinian cause and critical of secular Arab governments. However, they disagree
on immediate priorities, i.e. what represents the most urgent threat and what needs to
be done first.
It is also important to underline that the distinctions between these ideal
types are gradual, and that the constellation of rationales underlying an actor’s
behaviour is dynamic. The ideology of a militant Islamist group or individual may
change over time to become more or less socio‐revolutionary or more or less pan‐
Islamic nationalist. Sometimes, though not very often, a group may change dominant
rationale and move, for example, from primarily vigilantist to primarily socio‐
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revolutionary activism. In other words, activists are fluid, but the categories
themselves are discrete.
There are two main variables that allow us to determine the relative
importance of the different rationales in the ideology of an actor, namely behaviour
and discourse. To each rationale there is an accompanying ideal pattern of behaviour
which is logically connected to the political substance of the rationale. Socio‐
revolutionaries attack mostly government targets. Nationalist‐separatists attack
primarily the local occupier. Classical jihadists also attack mainly the local occupier
in the area they have chosen to fight, while global jihadists usually attack Western
(primarily U.S.) targets in any location. Vigilantists tend to direct their violence
against morally transgressing Muslims and symbols of moral corruption in society.
Violent sectarians mainly attack members of the opposite sect. “Reading” an actor’s
behaviour is sometimes complicated by the fact that a particular target may have a
double symbolic significance (for example, for militant Sunnis in Iraq, Shiites
symbolise both the government and the Shia community), and by the fact that an
attack on a particular target may be an instrumental way of reaching another
objective (e.g. attacks on tourists in Egypt as a form of economic warfare against the
government). We therefore also need to look at what the actor is saying about his
own struggle.
Sometimes, radical Islamists articulate their immediate political priorities in
concise and specific language, which makes it easy to identify the dominant
rationale. More often, the discourse will be vague or ambiguous, citing general aims
such as “the implementation of God’s laws” or denouncing more than one enemy.
However, I argue that each rationale has an accompanying ideal‐type discursive
theme or “frame” which allow us to identify the dominant rationale. The socio‐
revolutionary discursive theme is the mismanagement of the Muslim ruler. The
examples used to justify the call for action are mainly tales of oppression, torture and
corruption, as well as the secularism and hypocrisy displayed the local regime. The
nationalist‐separatist discourse, on the other hand, focuses on territorial occupation.
The call for action is supported by evidence of the Muslim right to the land and
illustrations of the brutality and bloodthirstiness of the occupier. The extreme pan‐
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Islamic nationalist discursive theme focuses on the external threat to the life and
territories of all Muslims. Pan‐Islamic nationalists usually support their call for
action with long lists of examples of non‐Muslim infringements on Muslim territory
and symbols of Muslim suffering at non‐Muslim hands. Texts by morality‐oriented
Islamists emphasise the moral corruption and deviance of contemporary society,
while sectarian discourse is characterised by self‐victimisation as well as
demonisation of the other sect.
The discursive dimension is extremely important for understanding the
differences between various forms of militant Islamism, because discursive themes
affect dynamics of mobilisation. There is notably a clear difference between inward‐
oriented and outward‐oriented discursive frames. Socio‐revolutionary and vigilantist
discourses are inward‐oriented in the sense that the problem addressed is within the
Muslim community, and the target of the violence is fellow Muslims. Nationalist‐
separatist and pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse is outward‐oriented because it
describes a threat originating outside of the Muslim community and because the
target of the proscribed violence is non‐Muslims. The dichotomy between inward‐
and‐outward oriented discourses has two concrete implications for mobilisation.
First, each of the two frames highlights different sets of issues, so a given political
development will suit one frame better than the other. For example, a torture scandal
in the Egyptian prison system is likely to mobilise more socio‐revolutionaries than
pan‐Islamists. Likewise, a symbol of Muslim suffering like Guantanamo Bay will be
more readily seized upon by global jihadists than by sectarian groups. Second, there
is considerable evidence to suggest that outward‐oriented discursive frames have
more mobilising power than inward‐oriented ones. Put simply, it is generally easier
to mobilise against an external enemy – i.e. one who is not of “the nation” or “the
people” – than an internal one.
The difference between revolutionary and nationalist ideologies, highlighted
by scholars like Peter Waldmann, is one of the most useful analytical distinctions in
the study of political violence.75 Using this distinction, Waldmann documented

75 Peter Waldmann, ʺEthnic and Sociorevolutionary Terrorism: A Comparison of Structuresʺ in Social
Movements and Violence: Participation in Underground Organisations, ed. Donatella. Della Porta
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considerable differences in form, behaviour and mobilisation patterns between
terrorist groups in the European context. He showed that socio‐revolutionary groups
like Rote Armé Fraktion and Brigate Rosse were much smaller and less embedded in
their local populations than were ethnic‐separatist groups like ETA and IRA.
While it is easy to see how Waldmann’s observations from the European
context can be applied to the Islamist context to distinguish, for example, between
Egyptian Islamic Jihad and Hamas, my use of the term “pan‐Islamic nationalism” to
describe actors such as al‐Qaida requires further explanation. Many would
instinctively argue that the term nationalism is inappropriate, because it is closely
related to the nation‐state, while al‐Qaida transcends the nation‐states in the Middle
East and dismisses them as artificial creations of the West.76 However, scholars of
nationalism have pointed out that the nation does not necessarily overlap with the
nation‐state, and that nationalism is not simply an issue of political sovereignty.77
Louis Snyder highlighted the importance of micro‐ and macro‐nationalisms, which
unite imagined communities below and above the nation‐state level respectively.78
Challenging purely political conceptions of nationalism, John Hutchinson showed
the importance of “cultural nationalism,” while Mark Juergensmeyer developed the
concept of “religious nationalism.” 79
Drawing on Snyder and Juergensmeyer, I argue that pan‐Islamic nationalism
can be viewed as a religious macro‐nationalism. The concept of the umma, often
translated as “Muslim nation,” forms the basis of a conception of an in‐group
defined by religion, culture, territory, and to some extent by language (the Qur’an
being in Arabic), and of an out‐group which is potentially hostile to the Muslim

(Greenwich: JAI, 1992). The distinction between socio‐revolutionary and ethnic‐separatist terrorism had
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Violence as Communication: Insurgent Terrorism and the Western News Media (London: Sage, 1982), 60.
76 The association between nationalism and nation‐state is particularly strong in the work of scholars
such as Anthony Giddens and Eric Hobsbawm; See Anthony Giddens, The Nation‐State and Violence
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1985) and Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1990).
77 For a good summary of the criticisms of statist conceptions of nationalism, see Anthony D. Smith,
Nationalism and Modernism (London: Routledge, 1998), 73‐76.
78 Louis L. Snyder, Macro‐Nationalisms: A History of the Pan Movements (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1984).
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nation. If we look, for example, at the discourse of Usama bin Ladin after 1997, it is
very clearly outward‐oriented. As we shall see in Chapter 6, practically all of the
examples that bin Ladin lists to support his call for jihad against the United States are
either (perceived) territorial occupations of Muslim land by non‐Muslims or symbols of
Muslim suffering at non‐Muslim hands. It is relatively difficult to find references to
Arab regime brutality, injustice and corruption in these texts. The main criticism
levelled by Bin Ladin against the Saudi regime is not oppression, but collaboration
with the “Crusaders” and complicity to the U.S. “occupation of the Arabian
Peninsula.” In short, the overall theme in Bin Ladin’s texts is that the Muslim nation
is facing an existential outside threat from America and the Crusaders. Moreover, the
fact that the discourse has been accompanied by violence directed primarily against
Western targets lends more credence to the view of al‐Qaida as a group with
nationalist traits.
This rationale‐based typology no doubt requires further clarification,
elaboration and refinement in order to become a solid framework for analysing
militant Islamism. Nevertheless, even at this preliminary stage, a number of relevant
implications and hypotheses emerge.
Implications and Limitations
The rationale‐based approach has two particularly important implications. First is
that actors fight for different things and are driven by different political issues. It
follows from this that the causal dynamics that determine their strength or weakness,
or moderation or extremism, are going to be different from one type of actor to the
other. That is to say that the causes of socio‐revolutionary Islamism are likely to be
different from the causes of extreme pan‐Islamic nationalism or the causes of
vigilantism. It is not enough to look for the causes of “violent Islamism” in general;
we must also determine which type of violent Islamism we are dealing with. Based
on this we can speculate, for example, that socio‐revolutionary Islamism is likely to
be driven by factors relating to domestic politics, such as regime oppression and
economic problems, while classical and global jihadism is more likely to be driven by
external factors, such as the proliferation of symbols of Muslim suffering at the
hands of non‐Muslims.
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The second main implication is that the various forms of violent Islamism are
going to have more in common with the non‐violent counterparts within the same
social movement than with non‐violent manifestations of other social movements.
Very often, violent Islamist actors will originate from a non‐violent manifestation of
the same rationale. This is because their dominant rationale and discursive themes
are similar, and hence they are driven by largely the same types of issues. A
reasonable hypothesis to be drawn from this is that when the moderate
manifestation of a particular social movement grows particularly large and strong, it
is more likely to produce violent manifestation of the same social movement,
particularly if it encounters resistance. For example, when a strong reformist
movement is suppressed, the risk of socio‐revolutionary violence increases.
Similarly, if moderate pan‐Islamism gains strength in a given context, the level of
classical jihadist activism is likely to increase. As we shall see in Chapter 3 and 4, this
seems to have been the case in 1980s and early 1990s Saudi Arabia.
There are no doubt important problems and limitations to the rationale‐based
approach. In order for this typology to be analytically useful, one needs to clarify the
mechanisms that determine the changes in the relative importance of the different
rationales for a given actor. If an actor may be driven by several rationales, and if it
may change dominant rationale, we need to be able to logically account for these
changes, lest the categories lose their relevance. For instance, one cannot ignore the
fact that there is an important socio‐revolutionary dimension to al‐Qaida’s activism,
and that many of the Egyptians in the top leadership were hardcore socio‐
revolutionaries before joining Bin Ladin. One must also clarify the relationship
between instrumental strategies and dominant rationales. For example, is Ayman al‐
Zawahiri’s anti‐Americanism just a temporary and instrumental strategy to
undermine the Egyptian government or is it a driving rationale? This particular issue
will be addressed in Chapter 6.
The typology outlined above is likely to inspire four main lines of criticism.
First of all, some will argue that there is a danger of projecting Western analytical
categories onto an idiosyncratic phenomenon. This type of argument is often put
forward by liberal Arab intellectuals or journalists who imply that Western
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scholarship is self‐centred and unable to grasp the complex and unique phenomenon
of radical Islamism. This point is valid to some extent, because some Western
commentators have indeed tended to make prejudiced assumptions about the
intentions and motivations of Islamist actors. However, taken to its logical
conclusion, this line of argument leads to essentialism and would exempt militant
Islamism from social scientific scrutiny. If the concepts and categories used are
clearly defined, rooted in observable behaviour (action and discourse) and used with
attention to details and cultural specificities, then their “Western origin” is irrelevant.
Another, related line of criticism would consist of arguing that the typology
falls into the trap of excessive categorization of an inherently fluid and dynamic
phenomenon. Scholars like Madawi al‐Rasheed have warned against applying
categories and concepts that are too static to capture the complex and evolving
phenomenon of Islamism.80 While it is true that excessive labelling is a problem in
contemporary scholarship, analysis becomes impossible if we do not establish
categories. This is why al‐Rasheed herself cannot do without the categories “sahwis”
and “jihadists.” Of course, all ideal type categories face the problem of accounting for
gradualism and ambiguity, but the ideological fluidity and mobility of individual
activists does not eliminate the need for discrete categories.
A third and perhaps more pertinent line of criticism would point out that the
typology is almost exclusively political and does not take into account the religious
dimension of militant Islamist ideologies to a sufficient degree. On the face of it, this
typology leaves little room for dynamics of a religious or theological nature, such as
the ikhwani‐salafi dichotomy. It may also seem to impute militant Islamists with
purely political intentions, when many are clearly driven by genuine religious
beliefs. It is therefore extremely important to point out that this typology is intended
for a particular purpose, namely the analysis of the political behaviour of militant
Islamist actors. This typology is admittedly reductive, as are all typologies. What I
argue here is that for our purpose, categories rooted in political preferences are more
operational than those, such as salafism, that are rooted in theology.

80 Madawi al‐Rasheed, Contesting the Saudi State: Islamic Voices from a New Generation (Cambridge:
University Press, 2007), 80.
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A fourth and valid remark would consist of saying that this typology is very
abstract, and that its applicability might vary from context to context. There may be
important differences between Algerian, Egyptian and Pakistani groups labelled
“socio‐revolutionary.” In some contexts it may be easy to distinguish between types
of actors, while the picture might be more composite and unclear in other areas. I
argue that while movements may differ, the basic behavioural and discursive
patterns associated with each rationale tend to recur. Having said this, we must take
into consideration the fact that these ideal categories will always produce
manifestations that are to some extent context‐specific. This is why I shall now take a
closer look at the Saudi context.

3. Saudi Arabia as a Context for Islamist Activism
This third section will look at the general characteristics of Saudi Arabia as a context
for violent Islamist activism. The purpose is to identify factors that might affect the
application of our theoretical framework and our actor typology, as well as to
introduce the context‐specific concepts and references which shall be used in the
subsequent analysis. The section is divided into two parts. The first part looks at the
political, social and religious aspects that set Saudi Arabia apart from other countries
where Islamist violence has occurred. The second part examines the internal
composition of the Saudi Islamist field.
The Idiosyncrasies of Saudi Arabia
Few are the books and articles about Saudi Arabia which do not remark on the
“unique”, “paradoxical” and “enigmatic” character of Saudi politics and society.
First‐time visitors to the Kingdom regularly express puzzlement with the highly
visible contrasts between austerity and opulence, between conservatism and
westernisation, and between public displays of piety and underground debauchery.
Analysts lament the opacity of the bureaucracy, the royal family and the religious
sector, which make predictions of decision‐making – or the lack thereof – notoriously
difficult. Social scientists, on their part, have long struggled to deal with Saudi
Arabia as a research object, not just because it has been frustratingly difficult to
access, but also because many of the key concepts and analytical distinctions of
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Western social science do not seem to fit the Saudi case very well. Class perspectives,
distinctions between state, regime and society or between political and religious
spheres are not easy to apply straightforwardly to the Saudi polity.81 The enigmatic
image suits the Saudi authorities, whose official discourse regularly emphasises the
uniqueness and essentially different character of Saudi Arabian society, in order to
claim exemption from calls for political reform.
The challenge, therefore, is to account for the factors that characterise Saudi
Arabia as a context for Islamic activism without falling into the trap of essentialism.
Our premise is that it is possible to grasp the complexities and peculiarities of Saudi
society and politics with existing analytical concepts, and that the Kingdom is
influenced by many of the same socio‐political forces and dynamics as other
countries. However, some of the structures and processes of Saudi politics do seem
to differ from other countries in the region, and some of these characteristics may
have potentially important implications for Islamist activism. One might speak of
political, religious and social characteristics which may have concrete implications
for the articulation of, and mobilisation to, Islamism in the Kingdom.
On the political side, there are four points of particular relevance. First is that
the structural basis for the state is different from that of many other countries in the
region. Saudi Arabia is a monarchy whose legitimacy, it can be argued, rests on three
main pillars. One is the charismatic legitimacy of the Al Saud. Although the modern
state only dates back to 1930s and its main institutions to the 1960s, the Al Saud have
ruled central Arabia on and off since the mid‐18th century.82 Moreover, Saudi Arabia
was never colonised by Western powers and therefore avoided the turbulence of
anti‐colonial struggle which shaped many of the Arab republics. This relatively long
and stable legacy has provided the regime with more legitimacy than is often
acknowledged by observers. This may be part of the reason why there has been very

For an attempt at applying class perpectives, see Fred Halliday, Arabia Without Sultans, 2nd ed.
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little violence directed against the government, as we shall see in Chapter 2. Another
pillar is the religious legitimacy which the regime draws from its governance of a
country considered the cradle of Islam, and which state cultivates through the
implementation of religious laws, the promotion of religion in discourse and
spending, and the symbolic alliance between the Al Saud and the Al Shaykh
families.83 This means that politics are always articulated in religious language, and
that political legitimacy and credibility are intimately linked with displays of piety,
as we shall see in Chapter 3. It also allows the state to use religion to delegitimise
opponents.84 The third main pillar of regime legitimacy is oil wealth, which enables
the government to provide generous services without levying taxes, and to wield
influence and control through patron‐client relationships.
The second key point to note is that while the state seems all‐pervasive, the
political structures in Saudi Arabia are less formalised than in many other countries
in the region.85 Saudi Arabia has virtually no formal political non‐governmental
organisations. The conventional view is that there are only two real counterweights
to the state, namely the traditional networks, especially the tribes, and the
technocracy or new middle class. Part of the reason for this is historical and has to do
with the lack of colonial experience. Another reason is of course the authoritarian
policy of the state, which does not allow formal political organisation and long
monopolised information through state control of the media. The state has
systematically used oil rent and tribal links to break up bases of political mobilisation
and undermine class formation. The Consultative Assembly (Majlis al‐Shura), which
was established in 1992, does not represent a substantial formalisation of politics,
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because its members do not represent parties or organisations.86 However, this does
not mean that Saudi Arabia lacks a civil society or a politicised constituency, only
that politics has a more informal character than in other contexts, and that the
vehicles for political influence are different. In Saudi Arabia, the most important such
vehicle is not the party, but the patron‐client relationship, which very often has a
tribal or a family dimension. Many political processes take place through complex
patterns of interwoven patron‐client relationships.87 This is one of the reasons why it
is often said that in Saudi Arabia, it is difficult to see where the state ends and where
society begins. The informal nature of the Saudi polity is relevant for our analysis
because it partly explains why it has been so difficult to mobilise organised
opposition to the Saudi regime. The most powerful challenge to the Saudi state in
recent history, namely the early 1990s Sahwa movement, was crushed at the moment
it tried to form an organisation (the “Committee for the Defence of Legitimate
Rights”). The movement was later successfully broken up and partially co‐opted by
the government.
A third important aspect about Saudi politics is that the political culture is
more consensual and the State’s methods of social and political control less violent
and confrontational than in many other countries in the region, particularly the Arab
republics. There are several reasons for this. One is the relatively low degree of
militarisation of the state, which reflects a history of civilian government. Another
reason is the social and religious conservatism which has reduced the need for
aggressive criminal policing. Yet another reason is the state’s systematic and skilful
mobilisation of tribal and religious structures of authority in conflict‐solving. Finally
is the wealth of the state, which provides a broader spectrum of state leverage on the
individual above that of physical coercion. This is very significant for our analysis,
because it explains the relatively soft culture of policing and non‐confrontational
attitude of the Saudi security services toward the Islamist community. As we shall
see in Chapters 7 and 10, soft policing and low‐quality intelligence work made

86 For more on the Majlis al‐Shura, see for example R. Hrair Dekmejian, ʺSaudi Arabiaʹs Consultative
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mobilisation to jihadist activism in Saudi Arabia relatively easy in the crucial 1999‐
2002 period.
The fourth and perhaps most important point is that religion plays a more
important role in Saudi politics than in most other countries. This has numerous
practical implications for the way politics is conducted, from the macro to the micro
level. One visible implication is the power wielded by the religious establishment
and the broader community of ulama.88 The scope and nature of the influence of the
religious establishment is much debated, but the majority view is that the religious
establishment has lost most of its say in policy‐making, but continues to exert
considerable influence in the social sphere.89 The religious establishment dominates
the educational and judicial sectors and upholds the notoriously conservative Saudi
legislation on moral issues through the Ministry of Islamic Affairs.
A less visible but equally significant implication of the role of religion in
Saudi Arabia is the effect on political discourse and public debate. The state uses
religious discourse and symbolic acts for legitimacy reasons and mobilises the ulama
to silence political opponents or sanction controversial decisions. Opposition activists
must take great care to avoid accusations of secularism, doctrinal weakness, or
agitation, which are very discrediting in the Saudi context. Hence political messages
from both state and non‐state actors are practically always articulated in religious
discourse and rationalised with reference to Islam.90 Political actors are also often
forced into games of one‐upmanship of displays of religiosity. As we shall see in
Chapter 3, the bidding game between the State and the Sahwa over pan‐Islamic
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solidarity was a key reason for the rise of pan‐Islamic nationalism in the Kingdom in
the early 1990s.
Yet another important implication of the religiosity of Saudi society is that the
focus on religious study and worship has brought with is numerous institutions,
arenas and social practices at the micro‐level which function as important vehicles of
socialisation. This is significant because many of these institutions – such as youth
camps, after‐class lessons, post‐prayer meetings, study circles, etc – generate social
networks. The sheer size of the religious education sector and the high overall level
of religious activity mean that these religious networks are very extensive. The
crucial point to note about these networks is that they are double‐edged, in the sense
that they can be used both to maintain order and to create disorder.91 In most cases
and periods, the religious networks promote order, because the respect for religious
authorities and loyalty to the state is relatively strong. However, in certain times and
places, the same networks can be used for political mobilisation. They are then
particularly powerful, because they are subject to very little state supervision, and
because police crackdowns on sheikhs and mosques are extremely politically
sensitive.
If we move from the political to the religious specificities of Saudi Arabia,
what sets the Kingdom apart from most of its neighbours is of course the particular
importance accorded to the religious tradition known as Wahhabism.92 A full
analysis of the history and significance of Wahhabism is beyond the scope of this
study.93 The reader will notice that I do use the term “Wahhabi” very much in this
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thesis. I argue that the term is difficult to operationalise in my analysis, for three
main reasons. First of all, Wahhabism is not a static doctrine or ideology, but a living
religious tradition whose evolution must be analysed against the backdrop of the
political practice of the successive Saudi states and the role of the ulama therein. In
much of the contemporary literature on Saudi Arabia, there is a tendency to
essentialise Wahhabism and ascribe to it a specific political content; some portray it
as inherently reactionary and violent, others as progressive or simply pietistic.94
However, at various times in history, Wahhabi scholars have taken different
positions on the key political issues of the day. This has led Saudi lawyer and social
scientist Abd al‐Aziz al‐Fahd to speak of two competing trends, one hardline, the
other pragmatic, within the Wahhabi tradition.95 Second, the Saudi religious field is
not uniformly Wahhabi, but composed of several competing and partially
overlapping religious traditions in which Wahhabism is the dominant one.
Moreover, Wahhabism is not a sect to which there is membership; instead there are
degrees of Wahhabi orientation. Because the Wahhabi religious establishment enjoys
the resources of the state, Wahhabism has shaped the country’s religious culture and
has influenced most Sunni Islamist trends to a greater or lesser degree. Third, in
recent decades, the increasing political subordination of the official religious
establishment to executive power has led Wahhabism to become increasingly
associated with regime legitimisation and the advocacy of an apolitical, ritualistic
Islam. In short, Wahhabism is more of a theological than a political category.
In addition to the characteristics of the political system and the religious
culture, there are also aspects of the Saudi social structure which has implications for
Islamist activism. First is the tribal dimension of Saudi society which continues to
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(Washington: Regnery, 2004); Hamid Algar, Wahhabism: A Critical Essay (Oneonta: Islamic Publications
International, 2002); Natana J. DeLong‐Bas, Wahhabi Islam: From Revival and Reform to Global Jihad
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). In some regions, particularly Caucasus and Central Asia, the
term “Wahhabism” became synonymous with extremism, dissidence or criminality; see Miriam
Lanskoy, ʺDaghestan and Chechnya: The Wahhabi Challenge to the Stateʺ, SAIS Review 22, no. 2 (2002).
95 Abdulaziz H. al‐Fahad, ʺFrom Exclusivism to Accommodation: Doctrinal and Legal Evolution of
Wahhabismʺ, New York University Law Review 79, no. 2 (2004).
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affect processes of socialisation and dynamics of informal political power. Anecdotal
evidence from this author’s interviews with young Saudis suggests that tribal
identities continue to play a role, despite early predictions to the contrary by
modernisation theorists. However, rapid urbanisation and internal migration have
rendered many of the classical studies of Saudi tribes outdated, and there is a clear
lack on detailed studies on the sociology of tribes in contemporary Saudi Arabia.96
Like religious networks, tribal networks are double‐edged, and can be used to
promote social order as well as disorder. It must be stressed that tribal networks are
much less “disorder‐conducive” than the religious networks, perhaps because they
are less ideological and because their importance in the cities, where most of the
political mobilisation occurs, seems to be waning. However, tribal networks formed
the backbone of the Ikwhan rebellion of the 1920s and were a factor in the 1979
Juhayman revolt. In Chapters 5, 9 and 12, I will try to assess the importance of the
tribal factor in the jihadist movement in the 1980s and 1990s.
A second factor is the relatively high social conservatism in large parts of
Saudi Arabia and the relatively closed and culturally homogenous nature of
important segments of society. There are of course extremely important regional and
cultural differences that separate different parts of the Kingdom, but it is fair to say
that historically, due to the lack of a colonial experience, restrictions on non‐Muslim
entry, and strict state control of the media, comparatively large proportions of the
Saudi population long had limited access to information about, and limited
interaction with, non‐Muslim cultures. It is only in the last ten years that the State’s
monopoly on information has been broken with the advent of satellite TV and the
Internet. There are still regions of Saudi Arabia where the interaction with outside
cultures is minimal. This is relevant because social conservatism and cultural
homogeneity may accentuate the relative impact of and reaction to Westernisation.

Among the good but outdated early studies is Christine Moss Helms, The Cohesion of Saudi Arabia:
Evolution of Political Identity (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1981). Jean Baptiste le Moulec
has conducted interesting recent studies of the Utayba tribe; see Jean‐Baptiste Le Moulec, ʺʹUtayba:
Tribu Rebelle?ʺ (Masterʹs thesis (mémoire de DEA), Institut dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris, 2004) and Jean‐
Baptiste Le Moulec, ʺDéclinaison saoudienne: al‐Saoud, wahhabisme, ʹUtaybaʺ, Maghreb‐Machrek, no.
190 (2007).
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However, it is worth noting that recent empirical studies of conservatism,
religiosity and attitudes to the West in the Saudi population show a more complex
picture of Saudi public opinion than is often conveyed in the West.97 In a highly
interesting comparative study, Mansoor Moaddel showed that on certain (though
not all) social issues related to family matters, Saudis were indeed more conservative
than Egyptians, Jordanians and Iranians.98 However on most measures of religiosity,
Saudis scored lower than Egyptians and Jordanians.99 In terms of adherence to
territorial (state) nationalism, they were as nationalist as Jordanians, but more
nationalist than Egyptians and less than the Iranians. An equally interesting poll on
attitudes to America in eight Muslim countries was conducted by Zogby International
in 2002.100 It found that Saudi Arabia ranked in the middle in terms of attitudes to
various aspects of American culture and society.101 The same was the case with
attitudes to American foreign policy; on this measure Saudis were effectively more
anti‐American than Lebanese, Kuwaitis, Emiratis, Pakistanis and Indonesians, but
much less so than the Egyptians and the Iranians.102
A third relevant point is that Saudi Arabia has undergone a process of socio‐
economic modernisation whose pace seems to exceed that of most other countries in

Saudi researchers have also emphasised the high religiosity of Saudis; see for example Bakri
Mohammed Basha, ʺThe Significant Influences of Islamic Law on Decreasing Crime Rate in Saudi
Arabian Society: Attitudinal Comparative Studyʺ (United States International University, 1979); Abdul
Razagg al‐Zahrani, ʺSaudi Arabia: Development of Sociologyʹs Relation to Islam and its Impact on
Societyʺ (Washington State University, 1986).
98 Mansoor Moaddel, ʺThe Saudi Public Speaks: Religion, Gender and Politicsʺ, International Journal of
Middle East Studies 38, no. 1 (2006).
99 It is worth noting that some of Moaddel’s figures contrast sharply with studies from the 1980s.
Moaddel found that only 17 percent of Saudi males attend the mosque more than once a week. A 1984
poll of 404 Riyadh students showed 86.6 percent of the students and 89.9 percent of their fathers
attended the mosque at least once a day; See Ibrahim Ibn Mubarak al‐Juwayer, ʺDevelopment and
Family in Saudi Arabia: An Exploration of the Views of University Students in Riyadhʺ (University of
Florida, 1984), 161. While these two samples are not necessarily comparable, they do suggest that Saudi
society has become more secularized, as several scholars have argued; see for example Michel Nehme,
ʺSaudi Arabia 1959‐1980: Between Nationalism and Religionʺ, Middle Eastern Studies 30, no. 4 (1994),
Peter W Wilson and Douglas F. Graham, Saudi Arabia: The Coming Storm (New York: Armon K, 1994),
and Atif A. Kubursi, Oil, Industrialisation and Development in the Arab Gulf States (London: Croom Helm,
1984).
100 Zogby International, ʺThe Ten Nations ʺImpressions of Americaʺ Poll Reportʺ (2002).
101 See figures from Zogby International quoted in Giacomo Chiozza, ʺLove and Hate: Anti‐
Americanism in the Islamic Worldʺ (Paper presented at New York University, 22 November (available
at www.nyu.edu), 2004), 47.
102 Ibid., 48.
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the

region.103 The

sociological repercussions

of

this development

remain

underexplored, although scholars like Mai Yamani have provided useful insights.104
We shall focus here on the socio‐economic problems with implications for Islamist
activism. The two most important root causes of these problems are the high
population growth and the rapid urbanisation. Some 50% of the population were
under 18 years old in 2001.105 The urbanization rate was 78 percent in 1990 and 88
percent in 2004.106 The capital Riyadh, which counted 300,000 in 1968, now has a
daunting five million inhabitants. Jidda and the Dammam/Khobar, Dhahran cluster
have witnessed similar growth rates.
One consequence of the population growth and urbanisation is the increased
importance of “flexible” social structures such as religious and technocratic networks
at the expense of traditional and “static” social structures such as tribe and family.
Another consequence is the emergence and growth of disadvantaged suburban
neighbourhoods. The most significant consequence is unemployment, which, as we
shall see in Chapters 9 and 12, is likely to have been a factor in recruitment to jihadist
activism. Official unemployment figures did not exist until 2002, and the 2005 official
rate of around 8% is widely considered to be incorrect. This is because only 35
percent of the working age population is counted as “available labour force”, and
because there is considerable disguised unemployment (fictitious positions with
short working hours).107 There are many reasons for the high Saudi unemployment,
but a frequently cited reason is the inadequacy of the educational system. Although
the population increase led to a dramatic expansion of the education sector from the
1970s onward, the education system was not structured to meet the needs of the
economy. The result was that many Saudis obtained qualifications for which there

See for example J. E. Peterson, ʺSaudi Arabia and the Illusion of Securityʺ in Adelphi Paper (London:
International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2002), 44‐57. See also Tim Niblock, ed., State, Society and
Economy in Saudi Arabia (London: Croom Helm, 1982); Tim Niblock, Saudi Arabia: Power, Legitimacy and
Survival (London: Routledge, 2006).
104 Mai Yamani, Changed Identities: The Challenge of the New Generation in Saudi Arabia (London: Royal
Institute of International Affairs, 2000).
105 World Development Indicators Database (www.worldbank.org) and US Embassy Riyadh, ʺSaudi
Arabia: 2001 Economic Trendsʺ (Riyadh: US State Department, 2001).
106 World Development Indicators Database (www.worldbank.org).
107 Tim Niblock, Saudi Arabia: Power, Legitimacy and Survival (London: Routledge, 2006), 115‐116;
Interview with Steffen Hertog.
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was no real demand on the labour market. This was not a problem until the mid‐
1980s, when low oil prices generated an economic crisis which forced the
government to drop its “jobs for all” policy.108 This was felt particularly hard in the
field which had the biggest discrepancy between labour offer and demand, namely
religious studies. The number of Saudis specialising in Islamic studies had increased
considerably in the 1980s, and many of these individuals, who were practically
unemployable in sectors other than the judiciary, the ministry of education and the
ministry of Islamic affairs, faced unemployment from the late 1980s onward.109 As we
shall see in the subsequent chapters, some of these people became Islamist activists
in the 1990s. But who exactly are the Saudi Islamists?
The Composition of the Saudi Islamist Field
Juhayman al‐Utaybi’s seizure of the Mecca mosque in 1979 drew scholarly attention
to the paradox of Islamism in an Islamic state. Since then, a number of studies on
Saudi Islamism have removed some of the mystery of Islamist contestation in one of
the world’s strictest Islamic societies.110 However, considerably less has been written
on the issue of how the Islamic nature of the state has shaped forms and manifestations

Oil revenues declined from $110 billion in 1980 to $26 billion in 1985, with dramatic consequences for
the Saudi economy. Unemployment began to increase significantly in the mid 1980s. See Mohammad A.
al‐Harthi, ʺThe Political Economy of Labour in Saudi Arabia: The Causes of Labour Shortageʺ (State
University of New York, 2000), 140 and Matrook Alfaleh, ʺThe Impact of the Processes of Modernization
and Social Mobilization on the Social and Political Structures of the Arab Countries With Special
Emphasis on Saudi Arabiaʺ (University of Kansas, 1987), 184ff; Rodney Wilson, ed., Economic
Development in Saudi Arabia (London: Routledge, 2004). In 1985, the New York Times reported “As the
Saudi recession continues, […] university students […] can no longer count on key jobs in ministries or
governmental agencies when they graduate; technocrats within the system […] face drastic reductions
in pay and benefits,” Elaine Sciolino, ʺIn Saudi Oasis of Calm, Some See Seeds of Unrestʺ, New York
Times, 15 May 1985.
109 A Saudi study noted that ”as a result of the great increase in the number of graduates, the Saudi
labour market was not able to absorb [those with] certain theroretical specialisations, which represent
the lion’s share of the graduates. One study indicates that the percentage of specialisations in theoretical
and educational studies reached approximately 85% [of students] in the higher education
establishments, and that there is a surplus of graduates in islamic studies, social sciences, humanities
and education. And this is a surplus that increases year by year”; Muhammad bin Muʹjib al‐Hamid et
al., al‐taʹlim fi al‐mamlaka al‐ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [Education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh:
Maktbat al‐Rushd, 2002), 159.
110 See for example R. Hrair Dekmejian, ʺThe Rise of Political Islamism in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Middle East
Journal 48, no. 4 (1994); Joseph Kostiner, ʺState, Islam and Opposition in Saudi Arabia: the Post Desert‐
Storm Phaseʺ, Middle East Review of International Affairs 1, no. 2 (1997); Mamoun Fandy, ʺSaudi Arabia
and the Politics of Dissentʺ (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001); Gwenn Okruhlik, ʺUnderstanding
Political Dissent in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Middle East Report Online (2001); and Gwenn Okruhlik, ʺNetworks of
Dissent: Islamism and Reform in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Current History (2002).
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of Islamist contestation in the Kingdom. This section shall look at how is the Saudi
Islamist field structured internally, and why it is structured in that particular way.
However, before we can move to the specifics, it is necessary to reflect on
what it means to be an Islamist in Saudi Arabia. In a country where religion seems to
play such an important role in the lives of ordinary people and where all politics
must be articulated in religious language to a greater or lesser extent, what separates
a Saudi Islamist from a devout Saudi Muslim? I define an Islamist as an “Islamic
activist”, i.e. someone who exerts a systematic religious effort which goes beyond the ritual
observance of Islam and which is not organised by the state. A Saudi Islamist is thus
someone who engages in some form of systematic religious activity which exceeds
the standard level of religious observance in Saudi Arabia and which is not
controlled by the religious establishment. The religious establishment is defined as
the Ministry of Islamic Affairs and the three bodies of the Council of Senior
Scholars.111 For example, a religious scholar in a university is an Islamist if he
engages in political activities that go beyond standard expected behaviour from a
cleric (as Salman al‐Awda and Safar al‐Hawali did in the early 1990s). Similarly, a
person is an Islamist if he engages in moral vigilantism outside the framework of the
“Committee of the Promotion of Good and the Prohibition of Vice” [hay’at al‐amr bi’l‐
ma‘ruf wa’l‐nahy ‘an al‐munkar]. This is admittedly a very broad definition which
includes activisms of very different kind and intensity. More importantly, it
encapsulates activities with different agendas. Saudi Islamism is thus a composite
phenomenon with several distinct branches.
I argue that Sunni Islamist movement in Saudi Arabia consists of three main
currents: “reformism”, “rejectionism” and “jihadism”.112 These three movements
correspond to three of the ideal types of Islamist movements described in the

The Council of Senior Ulama [hay’at kibar al‐ ulama] is made up of three bodies: the ”Assembly of the
Council of Senior Scholars” [majlis hay’at kibar al‐ulama], The ”General Presidency for the Administration
of Scientific Research, Predication and Guidance” [al‐ri’asa al‐amma li‐idarat al‐buhuth al‐ilmiyya wa’l‐
da’wa wa’l‐irshad], and the ”Permanent Committee for Research and Issuing of Fatwas” [al‐lajna al‐da’ima
li’l‐buhuth wa’l‐ifta’]; see Nabil Mouline, ʺUlama al‐Sultan: Parcours et évolution dans le champ politico‐
religieux saoudien des membres du comité des grands oulémas (1971‐2005)ʺ (Institut dʹEtudes
Politiques, 2005), 23.
112 This tripartite typology was first presented in Stéphane Lacroix and Thomas Hegghammer, ʺSaudi
Arabia Backgrounder: Who Are the Islamists?ʺ (Brussels: International Crisis Group, 21 September
2004).
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abovementioned typology. “Reformism” (or Sahwism) represents a Saudi
manifestation of non‐violent, state‐oriented Islamism. Reformists work primarily to
change the political and social organisation of the Saudi state. “Rejectionism” is a
Saudi manifestation of non‐violent morality‐oriented Islamism. They act primarily
out of a motivation to improve the moral and ritual practices in the society around
them. Saudi “Jihadism” is a violent manifestation of umma‐oriented Islamism (or
pan‐Islamic nationalism). The following pages shall elaborate on the origins and
specificities of these three movements.
Saudi Islamism is a relatively recent socio‐political phenomenon. Saudi
Islamism really only started to emerge and crystallise in the 1960s. The leftist unrest
in the 1950s and 60s had reinforced the Saudi regime’s conviction that a reliance on
religious forces was the best means of social control. The accession to the throne of
the pan‐Islamist King Faisal in 1964 and the dynamics of the Arab Cold War further
increased the budgets and the influence of the religious establishment and the
Islamic organisations in Saudi Arabia. This created a context favourable to the
development of local brands of Sunni Islamism, from which later movements of
political‐religious opposition would emerge.
The most important phenomenon to emerge at this point was a reformist
movement which would become known in the 1980s and 1990s as the “Islamic
Awakening” [al‐sahwa al‐islamiyya] or the “Sahwa”. The Sahwa developed primarily
on university campuses after the arrival, from the late 1950s onwards, of large
numbers of members of the Muslim Brotherhood fleeing persecution in countries like
Egypt and Syria.113 These individuals – many of whom were academics or well‐
trained professionals – would rapidly become the backbone of the newly established
Saudi education and media sectors.114 It was partly through their impulse that the
Sahwa gained momentum in Saudi universities in the 1970s. After the 1979 rebellions

Interview with Abd al‐Aziz al‐Qasim; Interview with Muhammad al‐Hudhayf. For more on the
Muslim Brotherhood, see Richard P. Mitchell, The Society of the Muslim Brothers (London: Oxford
University Press, 1969); Brynjar Lia, The Society of the Muslim Brothers in Egypt: The Rise of an Islamic Mass
Movement, 1928‐1942 (Reading: Ithaca, 1998)and Olivier Carré and Gerard Michaud, Les Frères
Musulmans: Egypte et Syrie (Paris: Gallimard, 1983).
114 Interview with Abd al‐Aziz al‐Qasim. See also Khalid Bin Sayeed, Western Dominance and Political
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in Mecca and the Eastern Province, the state further increased the power of the
religious establishment in matters educational and social, thus strengthening the
Sahwa, whose foothold was in the educational sector. Sahwists began articulating
more openly political views and adopting a more polemical posture in the mid‐1980s
during the harsh debates between Islamists and writers representing the literary
current known as the hadatha (Modernism).115 After the Gulf crisis and the
deployment of U.S. troops to Saudi Arabia, the Sahwa, led by its icons Safar al‐
Hawali and Salman al‐Awda, became a veritable opposition movement which
presented formal political demands to the Saudi government, most famously
through the petitions known as the “Letter of Demands” [khitab al‐matalib] in 1991
and the “Memorandum of Advice” [mudhakkarat al‐nasiha] in 1992.116 At this point the
Sahwa movement also produced a formal organisation, the “Committee for the
Defence of Legitimate Rights” [lajnat al‐difa‘ ‘an al‐huquq al‐shar‘iyya], which was soon
forced into exile in London. After the 1994 crackdown and mass arrests in sahwist
circles, the movement was silenced until it re‐emerged in a more fragmented and less
polemic form in the late 1990s.
Ideologically, the Sahwa fused the social conservatism of the Wahhabi
tradition with the political awareness and pragmatism of the Muslim Brotherhood.117
As a social movement, it had three principal characteristics which distinguished it
from other Islamist currents in the Kingdom. First of all it was political, in the sense
that its thinkers addressed contemporary and contentious topics relating to the
organisation of society and state‐society relations. Second, it was pragmatic, because
the Sahwists were ready to use innovative methods such as cassette tapes to spread
their message, and because their approach to change was characterised by
engagement and dialogue. Finally, it mobilised the educated middle class. The Sahwa
emerged and operated in a university environment, its leaders were academics, and
many of its followers were students.
The Sahwa was not an organisation, but a composite and multifaceted
movement, containing different ideological undercurrents as well as very different
Interview with Abd al‐Aziz al‐Qasim; Interview with Ali al‐Umaym.
Mamoun Fandy, ʺSaudi Arabia and the Politics of Dissentʺ (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001).
117 Interview with Abd al‐Aziz al‐Qasim; Interview with Mansur al‐Nuqaydan.
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types and levels of member engagement.118 Broadly speaking, Sahwist ideologues
were distributed on a spectrum stretching from those with closer links to the
Wahhabi establishment, like Abdallah bin Jibrin, to those more closely identified
with Muslim Brotherhood circles, like Safar al‐Hawali. Sahwists also differed from
one another in terms of their main areas of interest, be it domestic politics, foreign
policy or social issues. They also differed in their degree of polemicism and desire for
confrontation. Many of these differences were laid bare during and after the
confrontation with the state in the mid 1990s and the ideological reshuffling of the
Saudi Islamist field since the late 1990s.
The Sahwa came to constitute the mainstream of Saudi Islamist movement
family. It represented the numerically largest and socially and politically most
influential Islamist current in Saudi Arabia in recent decades. However, on its
margins emerged smaller, albeit distinct Islamist movements which would certainly
have their part to play in Saudi history.
In the 1960s developed another important Islamist current which has gone
largely unnoticed in the research literature, in no small part because it has been
overshadowed by the Sahwa. This movement, which Stéphane Lacroix and this
author have termed “rejectionism”, is not comparable to the Sahwa in neither size,
coherence nor political influence, but it nevertheless constitutes a distinct
phenomenon in the Saudi Islamist landscape. “Rejectionism” refers to a
heterogeneous set of actors who were above all distinguished by their preoccupation
with ritual and moral issues and by their refusal to engage with the state and its
institutions.
While the heterogeneity of the movement means that its component parts
have relatively different histories, the roots of its most politically contentious
constituency go back to the 1960s, when the Wahhabi establishment promoted
pietistic groups, particularly in the Hijaz, at a time when new foreign ideological
influences, such as the Ahl‐e Hadith school promoted by the Syrian‐based scholar

118 Stéphane Lacroix, ʺUne sociologie politique de lʹislamisme en Arabie Saouditeʺ (PhD Thesis, Institut
dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris, 2007).119 This author asked between five and ten Saudi analysts and former
radicals to draw an ideological map of the Saudi Islam field. All the maps were overly complex
(between 5 and 20 categories) and each and every one was different.
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Nasir al‐Din al‐Albani, entered Saudi Arabia. Among the more organised
manifestations of this particular type of Islamism was an organisation established in
the mid 1960s under the name al‐jama‘a al‐salafiyya al‐muhtasiba [The Salafi Group
which Practices Hisba]. Starting as a Medina based proselytizing network, the JSM
developed into a nation‐wide organisation recruiting followers to semi‐isolated
communities practicing increasingly extreme forms of social conservatism. In the late
1970s, one of these communities underwent a process of radicalisation and was
driven underground, only to emerge as the rebels who seized the Mecca mosque in
late 1979. As we shall see in Chapter 2, a number of new rejectionist communities
emerged the Najd and the Hijaz in the late 1980s and early 1990s. These communities
sought to distance themselves from both the State and the Sahwists’ politics, and
drew from different sources of ideological inspiration, such as 19th century Wahhabi
theologians and the writings of Juhayman al‐Utaybi. By the mid‐1990s, some of these
ʺneo‐juhaymanistʺ communities would merge with the emerging jihadist movement,
while others disbanded. More discreet rejectionist communities, such as the Ikhwan
Burayda continue to exist to this day.
The rejectionist Islamist movement was defined by three key characteristics
which distinguished it from the Sahwa. First, it was pietistic, i.e. its representatives
were preoccupied with personal and ritual aspects of religion and expressed a
disdain for politics. Second, it was isolationist, as its members avoided any affiliation
with the state and often sought to distance themselves from the rest of society by
living in separate communities. Third, it was low‐class, because it attracted many,
though not exclusively, individuals from politically or economically disadvantaged
sectors of society. Rejectionists often remained economically marginalised because
they refused to study in universities or work in the public sector.
Rejectionists had an ambiguous, almost paradoxical approach to politics.
These groups would often make such active attempts to distance themselves from
political debates – and from those involved in them – that they were de facto engaging
in politics. One might also argue that by actively rejecting and moving away from the
state, they were taking a political stance. Herein lay the potential for violence, for
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while this rejection usually manifested itself in withdrawal, it sometimes produced
confrontation, as in the case of Juhayman al‐Utaybi.
The differences with the Sahwa are thus clear: where the Sahwa was overtly
political, the rejectionists shunned politics and focused on ritual and moral issues.
While the rejectionists refused to engage with the authorities and questioned the
very idea of a state, the Sahwa worked to influence government decision‐making and
never openly questioned the legitimacy of the state. And while Sahwists consisted of
scholars and intellectuals and were partially integrated in the system through the
education sector, the rejectionists were often, though not always, lower middle‐class
outsiders. In addition to these clear sociological differences, the two currents also
drew from distinct intellectual traditions: the Sahwists borrowing from mainstream
Wahhabi and Muslim brotherhood thinkers, and the rejectionists looking to the
hardline 19th century Wahhabi theologians such as Hamad bin Atiq and Sulayman
bin Abdallah as well as more recent ideologues like Nasir al‐Din al‐Albani and
Juhayman al‐Utaybi.
The 1980s witnessed the emergence of a third strain of Saudi Islamism which
I call “jihadism”. This movement, which shall be studied in more detail below, was
characterised by its pan‐Islamic nationalist orientation and its members’
participation in foreign conflicts where Muslims were under attack or occupation by
non‐Muslims. The jihadists’ views on domestic political issues were vague and
ambiguous. Some were very critical of the regime, while others again saw few
contradictions between supporting the regime and taking part in jihad abroad. As we
shall see below, the socio‐economic backgrounds of jihadist were quite diverse,
though in general it seems to have been primarily a lower‐middle class phenomenon.
The tripartite typology of Saudi Islamism presented here certainly has
limitations and weaknesses. One might argue that these categories are not
comparable entities, given that the Sahwa was broader and more homogenous than
the rejectionist movement. There was a degree of level of interaction between the
currents, and some individuals were involved with more than one of these
movements. There is also the question of what to do with the actors that do not fit
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into this typology, such as the so‐called “Madkhalis” who were pro‐regime, anti‐
Sahwa activists.
However, the strengths of this typology outweigh its weaknesses. Alternative
maps of Saudi Islamism are either too vague (distinguishing only between sahwists
and jihadists) or too complex.119 Moreover, there is empirical evidence to support
these analytical distinctions. Saudi Islamists interviewed by this author have
described the Islamist field in the late 1980s and early 1990s as being composed of
three main categories of actors. Mansur al‐Nuqaydan has distinguished between the
“Sururis” [al‐sururiyyun], the “neo‐salafists” [al‐salafiyun al‐judud] and the jihadists
[al‐jihadiyun].120 Yusuf al‐Dayni said that “until the Gulf war, there were three types
of Islamists in Saudi Arabia: the jihad youth [shabab al‐jihad], the “students of
knowledge” [talabat ‘ilm] and the preachers [du‘at].121 Moreover, it seems that two of
the socially most distinct groups were the talabat ‘ilm and the shabab al‐jihad. Some
former Islamists spoke of friends who “were with the talabat ‘ilm, but then they
started hanging out with the shabab al‐jihad.”122 Others explain how “I used to listen
to tapes of the sahwist sheikhs, but every once in a while, I’d go and hang out with
the shabab al‐jihad just to hear their stories.”123
Moreover, there is also evidence that the actors themselves saw themselves as
distinct from the other categories. There is practically no evidence of contact between
Juhayman’s JSM and the early Sahwists in Saudi universities in the 1970s. Former
members of rejectionist communities in Riyadh in the early 1990s have described
how they shunned the sahwist sheikhs because of the latter’s explicitly political
agenda. Essentially, the observable political behaviour as well as the ideological
production of these actors point to substantial differences between these categories
while indicating important commonalities within each one of them. Three
movements had different political priorities which produced differences in
behaviour. In short, these three social movements had fundamentally different

Interview with Mansur al‐Nuqaydan.
Interview with Yusuf al‐Dayni.
Interview with Abdallah al‐Utaybi.
Interview with Fahd al‐Utaybi.
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rationales for their activism: for one it was reforming the political system, for the
other it was promoting pietism, while for the third it was defending the umma.
Conclusions
This theoretical chapter completed three tasks. First it outlined how I intend go about
explaining the violence in Saudi Arabia and why I chose this particular approach.
The contingency of small‐scale violence suggests that the best tools for explaining the
emergence of specific actors and the timing of their violence are found in the
literature on social movements. This thesis shall therefore use Donatella Della Porta’s
dynamic tri‐level framework to analyse, on the micro, meso and macro levels, the
evolution of the movement that gave rise to the QAP.
Second, the chapter explained and justified the concepts I shall use in this
thesis to define and analyse the actors behind the violence. I discarded theological
categories such as salafism in favour of categories reflecting observable differences in
immediate political preferences. I then developed a typology of Islamist actors based
on five different rationales for political behaviour: “state‐oriented”, “nation‐
oriented”, “umma‐oriented”, “morality‐oriented” and “sectarian”. I argued that the
rationale of an actor is determined by observing its behaviour and discourse. These
rationales produce five ideal types of Islamist social movements, each with a violent
and a non‐violent manifestation. This typology generated a set of useful concepts for
analysing different types of Islamist militancy. Three of these concepts will be used
particularly frequently in this thesis, namely “socio‐revolutionary activism”,
“classical jihadism” and “global jihadism.” The first has a state‐oriented rationale,
while the latter two have an umma‐oriented rationale. The difference between the
latter two is tactical; classical jihadists wage guerrilla warfare in local separatist
conflicts involving other Muslims, while global jihadists fight America with all
means in all places.
Third, this chapter examined analytically relevant specificities of Saudi
politics and society and analysed the composition of the Saudi Islamist field. I noted
a number of aspects about the Saudi polity with important consequences for
mobilisation to violent Islamist activism, in particular the religious basis of the state,
the large social space for religion, the relative “softness” of Saudi policing and the
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fragmented and informal social structure. I further posited that in the Saudi context,
only three of the five main rationales for Islamist activism have produced significant
political manifestations, namely the state‐oriented “Sahwa movement”, the umma‐
oriented “jihadist movement,” and the morality‐oriented “rejectionist movement.”
The next step in the analysis will consist of relating these three movements to the
record of Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia in order to establish their respective role
in generating violence. In the next chapter I shall therefore take a look at the history
of Sunni Islamist violence in the Kingdom.
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2

Patterns of Islamist Violence in Saudi Arabia

The ways of Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia may seem inscrutable. Why on earth
did Juhayman al‐Utaybi attack the holiest sanctity of Islam? Was there no violence in
the 1980s or did we just not hear about it? Who was behind the 1996 al‐Khobar
bombing? The many unsolved questions about the basic historical record justify a
closer examination of the history of Islamist violence in the Kingdom. The purpose of
this chapter is twofold: first, to establish what has actually happened in terms of
Sunni Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia between 1979 and 2006, and second, to
identify the strands of Saudi Islamism which are the most relevant for understanding
Islamist violence in the Kingdom. The chapter shall leave aside pre‐1979 violence, as
well as attacks perpetrated by secular or Shiite actors. The only exception will be the
1996 Khobar attack, which I shall discuss because of the widespread speculations of
al‐Qaida involvement.
The chapter is divided into five sections. I shall start by examining Juhayman
al‐Utaybi’s seizure of the Mecca mosque in 1979. The second part will look at the
crucial period from 1990 to 1994 in which Sunni Islamists broke the taboo of violence
on Saudi soil. The third part analyses the two major incidents in the mid‐1990s,
namely the November 1995 Riyadh bombing and the June 1996 Khobar bombing.
The fourth section describes the “quiet insurgency” from 2000 to 2003, in which the
Kingdom saw a slow but steady increase in the number of attacks against Western
expatriates. The fifth and final part examines the nature and rationale of the 2003‐
2006 QAP campaign.
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1. Juhayman al-Utaybi’s Messianic Revolt (1979)
On 20 November 1979, the first day of the fifteenth century of the Islamic calendar, a
group of approximately 300 rebels led by a certain Juhayman al‐Utaybi stormed the
Great Mosque in Mecca, seizing control of the compound.1 The situation developed
into a two‐week siege which left a hitherto unknown number of people dead and
shocked the Kingdom as well as the outside world. The 1979 rebellion remained
poorly understood until about 2003, when Nasir al‐Huzaymi, a former associate of
Juhayman, began writing and speaking about his experiences. Al‐Huzaymi’s
account, when supplemented with other new historical documents and oral sources,
provides significant new insights into Juhayman’s rebellion. This section seeks to
explain the background and rationale of the 1979 event in three parts which will look
in turn at the origin, ideology and legacy of Juhayman’s group.
The Origin of Juhayman’s Ikhwan
Juhayman’s group emerged from a pietistic organisation called al‐Jama’a al‐Salafiyya
al‐Muhtasiba (JSM), which had been founded in Medina in the mid‐1960s under the
auspices of Sheikh Abd al‐Aziz bin Baz. The JSM was an apolitical network of
proselytizers which developed a nationwide infrastructure with followers all over
the country, although its centre of gravity was in Medina, where its headquarters,
known as Bayt al‐Ikhwan (House of the Brotherhood), were located. Its members
advocated a literal reading of religious texts inspired by the Syria‐based scholar
Nasir al‐Din al‐Albani, and they preached an extreme social conservatism. For
example, they opposed the use of identity cards and passports, because these
denoted loyalty to an entity other than God. They were against images of living
beings, not only on television and in photography, but also on coins. More
significantly, the JSM had peculiar views on rituals and prayers, which set the group
apart from, and caused some friction with, other religious communities at the time.

1 This chapter section is based on an article published in 2007 by this author together with Stephane
Lacroix. For more details and references to the primary sources, consult Thomas Hegghammer and
Stéphane Lacroix, ʺRejectionist Islamism in Saudi Arabia: The Story of Juhayman al‐Utaybi Revisitedʺ,
International Journal of Middle East Studies 39, no. 1 (2007).
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Juhayman had risen to prominence in the JSM in the mid‐1970s because of his
charisma, relatively high age and tribal pedigree.2 It was particularly his readiness to
openly criticise the ulama which drew the admiration of younger members of the
organisation. In late 1977, a split emerged in the JSM after a verbal confrontation
between Juhayman and senior Medinean scholars. Shortly afterwards, the authorities
tried to arrest Juhayman and his associates. Tipped off by an insider in the police,
Juhayman escaped and sought refuge in the desert. Juhayman’s isolation and the
increasingly sect‐like traits of his organisation further contributed to his
radicalisation and to the development of his peculiar Mahdist beliefs. Juhayman was
convinced that the arrival of the Mahdi (lit. “the guided one,” a messianic figure)
was imminent and encouraged his followers to look for divine signs of the identity of
the Mahdi in their dreams and visions. In late 1978, Juhayman informed his followers
that God had confirmed to him in a dream that his companion Muhammad al‐
Qahtani was the Mahdi. The designation of al‐Qahtani created a second major split
in the organisation. Many members, including Nasir al‐Huzaymi, were unconvinced
by the messianic talk and left the movement for good. It was this remaining core of
Juhayman’s followers who would seize the Great Mosque in Mecca.
In the two years following his escape from Bayt al‐Ikhwan, Juhayman would
lead a peripatetic life in the Northern desert regions, in a triangle‐shaped area
between Ha’il, Burayda and Hafar al‐Batin. He was accompanied by a small
entourage of people and remained in contact with the rest of his followers via
couriers. While large numbers of his followers were detained in at least two waves of
arrests, Juhayman himself escaping the police and would not be seen in public again
until he grabbed the microphone from Imam al‐Subayyil in the Mecca mosque on 20
November 1979.

Juhayman bin Muhammad bin Sayf al‐Utaybi was born in the early or mid‐1930s to a bedouin family
in the Ikhwan settlement (hijra) of Sajir in western Najd. His grandfather, Sayf al‐Dhan, was a horseman
who participated widely in bedouin raids before the emergence of the Saudi state under King Abd al‐
Aziz. Juhayman’s father Muhammad bin Sayf fought beside the rebel leader Sultan bin Bijad.
Muhammad survived the battle of Sbila in 1929 and lived until 1972. Juhayman left school very early,
and there are strong indications that he was dyslexic. Juhayman spent the bulk of his working life in the
National Guard. By most accounts, he joined in 1955 and left in late 1973 whereupon he moved to
Medina, where he attended classes at Dar al‐Hadith, an old institution specializing in the teaching of
hadith, which is affiliated with the University of Medina. It was during this time, i.e. in the early 1970s,
that he joined the JSM.
2
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The emergence of the JSM was linked to three important social processes in
Saudi Arabia in the 1960s and 1970s. First was the slow but steady push toward more
social conservatism from a religious establishment which sensed that it was losing its
grip on an increasingly liberal society. From the 1960s onward, the Wahhabi religious
establishment increased its support for pietistic groups and organisations engaged in
da’wa (missionary) work. This effort was stepped up in the 1970s, when urbanisation,
oil wealth and contact with the West brought a degree of social liberalisation in Saudi
Arabia. Thus religious communities enjoyed significant freedom of action and were
not seen by the security apparatus as a potentially significant threat. The second
factor was the arrival of new ideological currents that provided alternatives to the
established political and religious order. The arrival of new ideological influences
from the 1950s onward, such as the Ahl al‐Hadith and Jama’at al‐Tabligh,
undermined the Saudi Wahhabi establishment’s monopoly of popular pietism. It also
stimulated factionalism and inter‐group competition within the Islamist arena. A
third factor was the socio‐economic differentiation which accompanied the rapid
modernisation process. Analysis of the background of JSM members clearly show
that the network drew most, though not all, of its members from the politically,
economically and socially marginalized sections of Saudi society, in particular the
recently sedentarized nomadic tribes and the residents of foreign origin.
Urbanisation and social differentiation accelerated with the dramatic increase in oil
revenues after 1973.
The JSM exploited these structural opportunities for mobilisation by adopting
a clear organisational structure and by working systematically on recruitment. The
JSM’s extreme pietism and scepticism toward the state led it to establish isolated
communities in which members socialised and built in‐group loyalty. The group’s
recruiters – the musafirun jawwalun – specifically targeted villages in the countryside
as well as the cities with large communities of newly urbanised youth, such as
Medina, Mecca and Riyadh. If this organisation largely escaped police scrutiny, it
was because it was protected by senior scholars such as Abd al‐Aziz Bin Baz and
Abu Bakr al‐Jaza‘iri, and because it remained apolitical and did not engage in
violence (other than occasional heavy‐handed hisba [moral policing] in their local
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communities). However, it was precisely this apolitical line which caused the friction
between Juhayman al‐Utaybi and the historical JSM leadership.
Juhayman’s splinter group, the Ikhwan, seems to have followed a classic
pattern of group radicalisation, whereby a small faction breaks out of a larger and
more moderate organisation after a process of politicisation and internal polarisation.
It is not quite clear what caused Juhayman’s politicisation, but we know that in the
mid‐1970s, his attitude to the state tipped from rejection and separation to gradually
more outspoken criticism and confrontation. He notably began criticising the ulama
for their association with the government, thus antagonising the JSM’s learned
protectors. The rooftop episode and the subsequent police crackdowns accelerated
the radicalisation process. Finally, Juhayman’s desert existence combined with his
charismatic leadership drove the group to greater extremes and ultimately to the
decision to seize the Mecca mosque. After the rooftop episode, Juhayman’s Ikhwan
seems to have developed in virtual isolation. By all accounts the group did not
recruit new members in this period; instead it lost personnel after adopting
increasingly peculiar positions. Toward the end, only the most loyal and committed
members were left. The isolated nature of Juhayman’s Ikhwan in its most radical
form is one of several reasons why the organisation was easy to dismantle. Another
very important reason why this organisation disappeared, never to re‐emerge in
similar form, was Juhayman’s peculiar ideology.
Juhayman’s Ideology and Rationale for Violence
Juhayman’s ideological production began when he escaped into the desert.
Juhayman wrote a total of twelve letters which were published in batches of one,
seven and four. The texts were printed in Kuwait by the leftist newspaper al‐Tali‘a
(the Vanguard), whose owners were sympathetic to what they wrongly interpreted
as a potential working‐class uprising in the Hijaz. The pamphlets were distributed in
the thousands across Saudi Arabia and Kuwait from late 1978 onwards.
Juhayman’s letters were written in a relatively monotonous religious language
and did not reveal a particularly clear political doctrine. In the most political of his
letters, entitled “The State, Allegiance and Obedience” (al‐imara wa’l‐bay‘a wa’l‐ta‘a),
Juhayman accused the Saudi regime of “making religion a means to guarantee their
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worldly interests, putting an end to jihad, paying allegiance to the Christians
(America) and bringing over Muslims evil and corruption”. He added that in any
case, the Al Saud’s non‐Qurayshi origin (i.e. they were not descendants from the
tribe of the Prophet Muhammad) excluded them from the right to Islamic leadership.
This led him to the conclusion that the bay‘a (oath of allegiance) that united Saudis to
their rulers was invalid (batila), and that obeying them was no longer compulsory,
especially on those very issues where their behaviour and orders contradict God’s
word. He therefore called for his followers to keep away from the state’s institutions
by resigning if they are civil servants or by leaving school or university if they are
still

students.

However,

he

explicitly

stated

that

pronouncing

takfir

(excommunication) upon the rulers is prohibited as long as they call themselves
Muslims. He thus differentiated between the state as an institution – which he
deemed illegitimate and un‐Islamic – and individual members of the government –
whom he refused to excommunicate. Likewise, Juhayman was extremely critical of
the official religious establishment as an institution, but he was more careful in
expressing opinions about specific scholars such as Ibn Baz.
A central element in Juhayman’s ideology was that of the coming of the Mahdi
(the Islamic equivalent of the Messiah). The first of his “Seven Letters” is devoted
entirely to this theme. This text presented all the authentic hadiths about the Mahdi,
correlating them with recent events in the modern history of the Arabian Peninsula,
in order to demonstrate the imminence of the Mahdi’s coming.
The politics and the apocalypticism in Juhayman’s writings may seem
contradictory at first sight. After all, why bother taking a stance on the current
political situation if the end is nigh? However, the view of the state as illegitimate is
not necessarily inconsistent with eschatological beliefs. For Juhayman, the corruption
of the state and the society was one of the very indications that the Mahdi’s arrival
was imminent ‐ and necessary. According to tradition, the Mahdi would “fill the
earth will equity and justice as it was filled with oppression and tyranny.” ٍMoreover,
we must bear in mind that in the Islamic eschatological tradition, the arrival of the
Mahdi is not synonymous with the end of the world or judgment day. The Mahdi is
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expected to “establish Islam on earth” and to rule for seven years before the arrival of
the Messiah.
Juhayman’s ideology was thus both political and apocalyptical at the same
time. Juhayman’s diagnosis – i.e. description of the situation – was reminiscent of
socio‐revolutionary Islamism: Immorality, disbelief and injustice is spreading in
society because corrupt political leaders have strayed from God’s word. However,
Juhayman’s prognosis – or solution – was radically different. For Juhayman, the
solution to the mismanagement, corruption and sinfulness of this world was not to
forcefully topple the regime and install an Islamic government. No ordinary
believers had the right, he believed, to use violence in this way against other
Muslims. This is why Juhayman and his comrades never instigated attacks on Saudi
government targets (or any other types of targets for that matter). However, what he
and his comrades could do in order to change the state of affairs was to facilitate the
arrival of the Mahdi. Juhayman and his group believed that the Mahdi’s arrival was
imminent and ostensibly felt they had a responsibility to ensure the consecration of
the Mahdi in the Kaʹba compound ‐ with force if necessary.
There is no doubt that Juhayman and most of his associates genuinely believed
that their actions would lead to the consecration of the Mahdi, the engulfment of the
enemy army from the north followed by the establishment of true Islam on Earth and
the Mahdi’s seven‐year rule. At the same time, Nasir al‐Huzaymi insists that some of
Juhayman’s companions did in fact not believe in the messianic dimension of his
ideology. These individuals chose to stay and take part in the attack because they felt
a strong sense of loyalty to the charismatic Juhayman and to the group or because
they were convinced of other aspects of the ideology, such as the need for a moral
purification of society.
Juhayman’s worldview and ideology represents something quite unique in the
history of Islamism. There are certainly parallels and links between Juhayman’s
Ikhwan and other Islamist groups and currents. Yet there are practically no other
examples of Islamist groups – before or after Juhayman – who have developed this
curious form of politicised apocalypticism.
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The Legacy of Juhayman
Within a few months of the Mecca event, Juhayman’s organisation had been almost
completely dismantled, at least in Saudi Arabia. Those who were not victim of the
public executions on 9 January 1980 received long prison sentences. Saudi police also
arrested a large number of suspects across the Kingdom. Those who escaped arrest
or were released early sought refuge abroad, notably in Kuwait and Yemen, or in
remote or conservative parts of Saudi Arabia.
If Juhayman’s organisation dissipated, some of his ideas were carried on by
others. Most prominent among Juhayman’s intellectual heirs is Abu Muhammad al‐
Maqdisi (aka Isam al‐Barqawi, b. 1959), a radical Islamist ideologue of Palestinian
origin who grew up in Kuwait. In the early 1980s, he started frequenting Islamist
circles in Kuwait, where he came in contact with the local JSM branch, whose ranks
had swelled with the arrival of remnants of the Saudi JSM in 1980. He became friends
with Juhayman’s former associate Abd al‐Latif al‐Dirbas, who had come back from
Saudi Arabia after being released from prison. In 1981 or 1982, al‐Maqdisi went to
Medina to study religion, during which time he made many contacts with former
Juhayman sympathisers across the Kingdom.
Al‐Maqdisi’s writings are heavily influenced by Juhayman’s ideology.
However, he was more radical than Juhayman on a number of issues, notably on the
issue of takfir. In 1989, al‐Maqdisi wrote a book called “The Obvious Proofs of the
Saudi State’s Impiety” (al‐kawashif al‐jalliyya fi kufr al‐dawla al‐sa‘udiyya) in which he
praised Juhayman, while adding that “unfortunately, he [Juhayman] considered that
rebelling against these rulers, whatever they may do, (…) is contrary to the Sunna.
(…) Very unfortunately, he considered [the Saudi] government to be Muslim.”
Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi did not remain with the Kuwaiti JSM for long, as
he kept arguing with them over the issue of takfir. Instead he went to Peshawar in
1985 to join the Arab‐Afghan community, and he subsequently became a very
prominent jihadist ideologue. However, he preserved his admiration for Juhayman,
and in the late 1980s he would travel regularly to Saudi Arabia where he paid visits
to former friends of Juhayman in the Saudi desert. Al‐Maqdisi would play an
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important role in reviving the memory of Juhayman in the new rejectionist
communities which emerged in the Kingdom the early 1990s.

2. From Vigilantism to Political Violence (1990-1994)
The 1980s was an uneventful decade in the history of Sunni militancy in the
Kingdom. Not so for the 1990s, which would see the emergence of new and more
radical Islamist communities that were prepared to break the taboo of internal
violence. This section shall trace the evolution of these communities in the early
1990s by looking first at the rejectionist revival, then at the vigilantist violence
committed by the radicalised rejectionists, and finally at the crucial so‐called al‐
Hudhayf incident.
The Rejectionist Revival
Although the confrontation between the Sahwa and the government escalated and
ended with the incarceration or exile of most of the sahwist leadership, the
mainstream opposition remained essentially non‐violent. However, in the shadow of
the Sahwa emerged a number of new and radical rejectionist communities which
would engage in vigilantist violence. These communities were a direct result of the
islamicisation of the school system in the 1980s. Many of the young rejectionists had
been influenced as teenagers by Islamist schoolteachers and had socialised in Sahwa‐
run summer camps. However, these young men felt that neither the official religious
establishment nor the Sahwa could offer them what they searched for, namely pure
Islamic knowledge untarnished by politics or state control, so they gravitated toward
more informal religious circles.
The rejectionist revival took a variety of forms. Some people joined
established rejectionist communities such as the Ikhwan Burayda, a sect‐like group on
the outskirts of Burayda so conservative that they rejected all modern technology
including cars and electricity.3 Others established new settlements in the countryside

3 Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, ʺʹabd al‐karim al‐humayyid: min mutarjim fi aramko ila zahid yaskun al‐tin wa la
yarkub al‐sayyara [Abr al‐Karim al‐Humayyid: From Aramco Translator to Ascete Living in Mud House
and Not Riding Cars]ʺ, al‐Watan, 22 December 2002; Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, ʺal‐hijra ila al‐mustahil:
maqatiʹ min sira ruhiyya [Emigrating to the Impossible: Excerps from a Spriritual Life]ʺ, al‐Majalla, 2 May
2000 (article about Abdallah al‐Duwaysh).
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where they could practice their austere and ultra‐conservative religion undisturbed
by rest of society.4 Others again grouped up with like‐minded friends and hired
apartments in major cities such as Riyadh, which would act as meeting points for
broader networks of Islamists.
Common to all of these communities was a refusal to study in state schools or
work in the public sector, a focus on moral and ritual issues as opposed to politics,
and a strong scepticism toward the Sahwa and the jihadists. Members of these
communities would often refer to themselves as students of knowledge [talabat ‘ilm]
and placed great emphasis on reading and learning. They studied individually,
organised colloquia in their communities and took private lessons with Wahhabi
sheikhs seen as having integrity and a degree independence from the state.
While these communities were scattered and relatively independent, there
was also a degree of informal contact between them. A very important networking
vehicle was the date trade.5 Because the rejectionists had few skills and refused to
work in the public sector, they had limited sources of income. In this period there
were religiously conservative date farmers in Burayda who offered seasonal jobs to
the young Islamists. Rejectionists from different parts of the Kingdom, primarily the
Riyadh, Burayda and Jidda areas, were thus brought together on the date farms in
Burayda.
One of the most interesting manifestations of the rejectionist revival was the
so‐called Bayt Shubra community in Riyadh. It centred on a group of individuals
who considered themselves as the spiritual heirs of the JSM of the 1970s.6 They
rented an apartment in the Shubra area of Riyadh’s Suwaydi district to study religion
on their own. The apartment housed around 5‐10 people at any one time, but many
more would frequent the house on an informal basis. The Bayt Shubra community
shunned the Sahwa and looked to the writings of Juhayman al‐Utaybi, Abu
Muhammad al‐Maqdisi and the 19th century Wahhabi theologians such as Sulayman

Interview with Yusuf al‐Dayni.
Interview with Yusuf al‐Dayni.
6 The Bayt Shubra residents adopted the JSM’s extreme social conservatism, strong emphasis on ritual
matters, as well as its scepticism toward the state and its institutions. Juhayman’s Mahdist ideas,
however, do not seem to have been particularly important in Bayt Shubra, although some of its
residents did accept those ideas and continued to believe that the Mahdi had not died in 1979.
4
5
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bin Abdallah Al al‐Shaykh for religious knowledge. Because none of them were old
enough to have known Juhayman personally, they would seek out former members
of the JSM in various parts of the country as well as in Yemen.7 Abu Muhammad al‐
Maqdisi was held particularly high esteem may have visited the apartment during
one of his visits to Saudi Arabia.8
The significance of the Bayt Shubra community is evidenced by its impressive
list of alumni. They include Abd al‐Aziz al‐Mi‘thim, one of the four people convicted
for the 1995 Riyadh bombing, as well as some of the most prominent members of al‐
Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula, such as Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, Sa‘ud al‐Utaybi and
Ibrahim al‐Rayis. Another part of the community underwent an ideological
turnaround in the late 1990s and became prominent liberal intellectuals, such as
Mishari al‐Dhaydi and Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi.
The main reason why many rejectionists radicalised was the politicisation of
the Islamist field in the early 1990s, when the confrontation between the State and the
Sahwa intensified, and jihadists started returning en masse from Afghanistan. With
politicisation came the idea of taking more active measures to express one’s
dissatisfaction with the moral and political corruption in society. From about 1991
onward, some rejectionists started to experiment with violence.
The 1991 Vigilantist Violence
The first manifestation of this more aggressive form of rejectionism was more
vigilantist than explicitly political. This was not surprising, given the importance
accorded to morality as opposed to politics in the rejectionist movement. After all,
previous rejectionist groups such as the JSM had engaged in heavy‐handed hisba in
Medina in the 1960s and 1970s.9 For the rejectionists, it was less problematic to carry
out violence to enforce moral behaviour than to promote a political agenda.

Bayt Shubra residents were primarily in contact with bedouins in north‐western Najd, whom they
accessed through a Pakistani former member of JSM who lived in the town of al‐Rass. Interview with
Saud al‐Sarhan.
8 Interview with Source 3.
9 Thomas Hegghammer and Stéphane Lacroix, ʺRejectionist Islamism in Saudi Arabia: The Story of
Juhayman al‐Utaybi Revisitedʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 39, no. 1 (2007).
7
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In late 1990 or early 1991, a group of young Islamists began carrying out
violent attacks on symbols of immorality in Burayda and Riyadh, as well as in
smaller cities like Unayza and al‐Rass. In the course of about a year, the group
burned down four video stores and a women’s charity.10 They also blew up the
(empty) cars of six different police officers who were allegedly known for exploiting
their position to obtain sexual favours from local women.11 None of the attacks
caused human casualties.
The attacks on the video stores and the women’s centre were carried out
using gas canisters that were left to leak and fill the store with flammable gas which
were then ignited.12 The police cars were also blown up with gas canisters. According
to one of the people involved in the operations, the group had considered using
explosives (and allegedly had easy access to dynamite), but chose gas because they
thought explosives would attract too much attention and solicit a stronger response
from the state. “The idea was to use violence, but not too much; we wanted it to look
like kids’ games”, one of the members of the group later told this author.13 And it
worked – the police did not seriously investigate the incidents, and the group was
not arrested until over a year later.
People who took part in the attacks have said the violence was intended as a
form of hisba.14 They allegedly warned and threatened the owners of the video shops
in advance, in order to give them a chance to close their business voluntarily. The
women’s charity was targeted because the attackers “thought it wanted to free
women, that it was just pretending to be a charity” as one of them later explained.15
All of the attacks were carried out during night‐time, in order to avoid casualties.
Members of the group insist that they were not interested in politics at the time, and
that their actions were not in any way motivated by the 1991 Gulf crisis. In fact, one

Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
According to al‐Barrak, two of the videoshops were in Riyadh, one was in Burayda and one in
Unayza; the women’s centre was in Burayda. Four of the car explosions took place in Riyadh, one in
Burayda and one in al‐Rass; Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
12 Nasir al‐Barrak said he got the idea of using gas from his memory of an explosion caused by a gas
leak in his home village while he was in middle school; Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
13 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
14 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak, Interview with Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, April 2004.
15 Elizabeth Rubin, ʺThe Jihadi Who Kept Asking Whyʺ, New York Times, 7 March 2004.
10
11
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of the perpetrators says that he had no problems with the deployment of U.S. troops
on Saudi soil. “Our enemies,” he said, “were on the inside”.16
The entrepreneur of the group was Nasir al‐Barrak, a man in his late 20s from
a village near Burayda. Al‐Barrak was a former juvenile delinquent who had become
strictly religious in the mid 1980s under the influence of a Sahwist sports instructor.
A karate expert, al‐Barrak was more a man of action than a man of study.17
Ideologically, al‐Barrak was politically informed and aware, but he believed that
changing people’s moral behaviour was more important than influencing domestic
or international politics.
At some point in 1990, al‐Barrak decided to act and convinced acquaintances
in the religious community of Burayda to join him. He first recruited a group of
about five people, but the group later grew to about ten.18 The group was a mixed
bunch; most were rejectionists but some had a background from Afghanistan.19 Most
were connected by pre‐existing social links, and some had met in the date trade.20
The group did not constitute an organisation, but rather an action network consisting
of people from different communities which would come together on an irregular
basis and carry out attacks. Not everybody took part in all the operations. As the
instigator, al‐Barrak himself was involved in most attacks, while others only took
part in one or two incidents.
In March 1992, the group was discovered almost by coincidence.21 The police
picked up a Yemeni in Riyadh who was involved in the illegal weapons trade. The
Yemeni happened to be living in Bayt Shubra, so the police raided the apartment and

Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
Al‐Barrak said he was greatly influenced by the film about the Libyan resistance leader Umar al‐
Mukhtar, and that he saw himself as a modern‐day al‐Mukhtar; Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
18 In the first operations, al‐Barrak was assisted by Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, Sami al‐Muhaymid, Ibrahim
al‐Khuzayyim, Fahd al‐Khushayban and Sa‘d al‐Quways. Later they were joined by Mishari al‐Dhaydi,
Abdallah al‐Muhaymid, Abdallah al‐Hudhayf and others.
19 Mansur al‐Nuqaydan and Sami al‐Muhaymid had been part of Ikhwan Burayda, Mishari al‐Dhaidi
was part of Bayt Shubra. Fahd al‐Khushayban and Abdallah al‐Hudhayf had been to Afghanistan in the
1980s.
20 Most of the group were from the Burayda area. Abdallah and Sami al‐Muhaymid were cousins.
Abdallah al‐Hudhayf and Nasir al‐Barrak were from the same small village.
21 Al‐Barrak said he was released in December 1993 after spending 1 year and 8 months in prison;
Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak. This is corroborated by Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, who says he spent 1 year
and 9 months in prison; Elizabeth Rubin, ʺThe Jihadi Who Kept Asking Whyʺ, New York Times, 7 March
2004.
16
17
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arrested everyone there, including some of the people who had been involved in the
attacks.22 The Police were quickly able to round up the rest of the attackers, who were
awarded up to 16‐year prison sentences.23 A number of Bayt Shubra residents who
had nothing to do with the attacks were also sent to prison.24 However, they would
all be released early, due to another coincidence. In mid‐1993, there was a
rapprochement between the Saudi Government and the Kingdom’s main Shiite
opposition group, and in October they struck a deal which led to the release of large
numbers of Shiite political prisoners. This caused Sunni religious communities to
request the release Sunni Islamists as well. “How can you release the rafida while our
boys are in prison?” conservative sheikhs were asking.25 Thus in December 1993, al‐
Barrak, al‐Nuqaydan and their comrades were released.
Out of prison, the activists followed different paths. Those who had a
rejectionist background, like Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, Mishari al‐Dhaydi and Abdallah
Bijad, went back to a devout though relatively quiet life. Nasir al‐Barrak joined the
Sahwa – he started working closely with Salman al‐Awda and would play a very
active role in the Burayda events in September 1994. Another person in al‐Barrak’s
vigilantist network, the former jihadist Abdallah al‐Hudhayf, would soon set in
motion the wheels of bloodshed in the Kingdom.
“Opening the Gates of Blood”: The al-Hudhayf Incident
On 11 November 1994, a bearded man walked up to police officer Sa‘ud al‐Shibrin on
a street in central Riyadh and threw sulphuric acid in his face.26 The attacker was
Abdallah Abd al‐Rahman al‐Hudhayf, a 32‐year old father‐of‐six who ten years
earlier had been a student in the United States.27
The exact circumstances and motivations of the acid attack are not entirely
clear. Some insist that al‐Hudhayf was mentally disturbed; others say he was simply

Ibid.
Interview with al‐Nuqaydan. Ibid.. Al‐Barrak says a total of seven people were imprisoned; Interview
with Nasir al‐Barrak.
24 Interview with Abdallah al‐Utaybi.
25 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
26 ʺal‐sulta taftah bab al‐damm: awwal shahid fi masirat al‐islah [The Authorities Open the Gates of Blood:
The First Martyr on the Road to Reform]ʺ, Bayan (CDLR), no. 38 (1995).
27 Ibid.; Interview with al‐Barrak. Unconfirmed sources have suggested that al‐Hudhayf was the
nephew of the establishment scholar Salih al‐Luhaydan, but this remains unclear.
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very radical. Most agree that al‐Hudhayf was acting to avenge the Sahwists who had
been imprisoned two months earlier, some of whom, like Nasir al‐Barrak, were his
personal friends.28 Al‐Hudhayf allegedly believed that the detained Sahwists were
being gravely tortured in prison, and decided to exact revenge on al‐Shibrin, who
was a well known police interrogator in Ha’ir prison, where the Sahwists were being
held.29
For people who knew al‐Hudhayf, the attack did not really come as a
surprise. He has been described as someone who was willing to go further than most
people in the Islamist community. Al‐Hudhayf had allegedly radicalised as a student
in the United States in the early 1980s. After returning to Saudi Arabia in the mid‐
1980s, he travelled to Peshawar and fought in Afghanistan.30 In 1991, he became part
of al‐Barrak’s group of vigilantists, although he was clearly more politicised than the
rest. Al‐Barrak has explained that a‐Hudhayf was extremely anti‐American already
in 1991. When the al‐Barrak group was planning its attacks, al‐Hudhayf was
consistently pushing for more violent methods, including murder. Al‐Barrak also
said – very interestingly – that in several of these discussions, al‐Hudhayf suggested
bombing compounds for Westerners in Riyadh. He allegedly wanted to film the
bombings and send the tapes to the United States. 31
In 1993 or 1994, al‐Hudhayf became part of a new network of radical Islamists
that was forming in the Riyadh area. The network consisted of jihadists and a
number of radicalised rejectionists, several of whom had been part of the Bayt
Shubra community. After the closure of Bayt Shubra in March 1993, the community
had split up in different factions, largely according to their degree of radicalism and
politicisation. Some, like Mishari al‐Dhaydi and Abdallah Bijad, remained
rejectionists and continued to cultivate their fascination for Juhayman and the JSM.

In addition to their collaboration on the 1991 vigilantist attacks, al‐Hudahyf and al‐Barrak were born
two years apart (1962 and 1964 respectively) in the small village of al‐Baqariyya outside Burayda.
29 People who were detained in Ha’ir at the time have said that they were in fact not tortured. However,
after the September 1994 arrests, there were widespread rumours in the Saudi Islamist community that
the detained sheikhs were being subjected to the cruellest of treatments. The London‐based opposition
played a key role in spreading and maintaining these rumours through their publications. Whether true
or not, these rumours became the catalyst for the al‐Hudhayf’s attack.
30 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
31 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
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Others, like Saud al‐Utaybi, Ibrahim al‐Rayis and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Mi‘thim started
frequenting a group of jihadists that included Khalid al‐Sa’id, Riyadh al‐Hajiri,
Muslih al‐Shamrani and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin.32 This new faction was explicitly
excommunicating the government and was moving toward a takfiri position toward
the ulama.
The emergence of the jihadist‐rejectionist network in 1994 seems to have been
an indirect consequence of the confrontation between the Government and the
Sahwa. Although these new radicals had only peripheral links with the mainstream
Sahwist community, they saw the Government’s handling of the Sahwists as further
evidence of the regime’s unislamic character and submission to the Americans. The
September 1994 crackdown seems to have marked a watershed in this regard,
because it was seen as an unnecessary act of escalation by the government. It is
therefore no surprise that U.S. intelligence community noted that “the internal
security picture in Saudi Arabia began to change in late 1994. The volume and tone
of reporting on potential terrorist threats became more ominous”.33 However, the
Americans failed to link these signs to the stirrings in the jihadist community, for
they believed that ”much of this activity was a product of state‐sponsored actions.”34
Al‐Hudhayf was arrested in late 1994 or early 1995 after hiding for some time
with friends and relatives. In June 1995, the Saudi Interior Ministry announced that
al‐Hudhayf had been sentenced to 20 years in prison for his crime. However, two
months later, on 14 August 1995, the Ministry announced that al‐Hudhayf had been
sentenced to death and executed on 12 August. ʹʹSuch will be the fate of anyone who
breaches any aspect of our religion [...] or endangers the security enjoyed by this
country”, the statement said. It added that ten other people (including Nasir al‐
Barrak, Muhsin al‐Awaji and several of al‐Hudhayf’s relatives) had been convicted of
assisting al‐Hudhayf in various ways.35

Interview with Source 4.
ʺReport to the President and Congress on the Protection of U.S. Forces Deployed Abroadʺ
(Washington DC: US Department of Defense, 15 September 1996).
34 Ibid.
35 Muhammad al‐Hudhayf, Ibrahim al‐Hudhayf, Nasir al‐Barrak and Muhsin al‐Awaji were convicted
of “participating in the planning” – despite having been imprisoned two months prior to al‐Hudhayf’s
attack. Two others (Abd al‐Rahman Ali al‐Hudhayf and Salih al‐Barak) were convicted of providing
32
33
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The news of al‐Hudhayf’s death was received with outrage in the Islamist
community. The prevailing interpretation among Islamists was that al‐Hudhayf had
been tortured to death by vengeful security officers.36 The Saudi authorities did little
to counter these rumours; Al‐Hudhayf’s body was never returned to his family, and
the circumstances of his death were never elucidated.37 Al‐Hudhayf was the first
Sunni political prisoner to be executed since January 1980, and the first casualty of
the Islamist stirrings of the early 1990s. He immediately gained the status of a martyr
and became a legend in the jihadist community.38 If the September 1994 crackdown
had been seen by the Islamist community as an escalation, the execution of al‐
Hudhayf was a declaration of war. In the words of the CDLR, the Saudi government
had “opened the gates of blood”.39 For al‐Hudhayf’s comrades in the jihadist‐
rejectionist network, the gloves were off.

3. Targeting the Crusaders (1995-1996)
In the mid‐1990s, when the Saudi government seemed to have emerged victorious
from the confrontation with the Islamist opposition, the Kingdom was rocked by two
massive bombings of American military targets; first in Riyadh in November 1995
and then in Khobar in June 1996. This section will take an in‐depth look at each of

refuge to al‐Hudhayf. Three others (Khalid al‐Yahya, Sultan al‐Suwaylim and Sultan al‐Khamis) were
convicted of assisting al‐Hudhayf in an alleged aborted attempt to leave Saudi Arabia. See Urgent action
200/95, Amnesty International, 15 August 1995. Anonymous sources on jihadist websites have claimed
that Muhsin al‐Awaji was convicted for allegedly issuing a religious opinion authorizing attacks on
security personnel; see Ashiq al‐Mumayyiz, ʺmuhsin al‐‘awaji huwa man qatala al‐hudhayf rahamahu allah
[Muhsin al‐Awaji was the one who killed al‐Hudhayf]ʺ (www.3shaqalwifaq.net, dated 1 August 2004).
36 See for example ʺkayfa mata al‐hudhayf [How Did al‐Hudhayf Die?]ʺ, Bayan (CDLR), no. 39 (1995).
37 Urgent action 200/95, Amnesty International, 15 August 1995.
38 For example, anonymous callers would later claim both the Riyadh and Khobar bombings in the name
of the “Legion of the Martyr Abdallah al‐Hudhayfi”; Ethan Bronner, ʺBlast Points to Saudi Instability
Threaths From Within and Without Undermining the Authority of the Ruling Familyʺ, Boston Globe, 27
June 1996. Al‐Hudhayf has often been mentioned as the first in a long series of martyrs that include the
1995 Riyadh bombers and the more recent QAP fighters. For example, as late as October 2005, QAP
militant Muhammad al‐Suwaylimi wrote: “We will never forget the blood of our brothers Abdallah al‐
Hudhayf, Riyadh al‐Hajiri, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Mi‘thim, Muslih al‐Shamrani, Khalid al‐Sa‘id, Yusuf al‐Ayiri,
Turki al‐Dandani […]”; Muhammad al‐Suwaylimi, ʺʹkhadim al‐haramayn al‐sharifaynʹ ‐ hal huwa kadhalik
haqqa? [ʹCustodian of the Two Holy Mosquesʹ ‐ Is That What He Really Is?]ʺ (Minbar al‐Tawhid waʹl‐
Jihad, 3 October 2005). For a similar list, see Fahd bin Ali al‐Dukhayyil al‐Qabalan, ʺwasiyat fahd bin ʹali
al‐dukhayyil al‐qabalan [The Will of Fahd bin ʹAli al‐Dukhayyil al‐Qabalan],ʺ Sawt al‐Jihad 2004.
39 ʺal‐sulta taftah bab al‐damm: awwal shahid fi masirat al‐islah [The Authorities Open the Gates of Blood:
The First Martyr on the Road to Reform]ʺ, Bayan (CDLR), no. 38 (1995).
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the two operations and evaluate the main hypotheses about the identity and
motivations of the perpetrators.
The Jihadists Attack: The 1995 Riyadh Bombing
Shortly before midday on 13 November 1995, a car filled with around 100 kilograms
of sophisticated explosives detonated outside the Office of the Programme Manager
for the Saudi National Guard (OPM/SANG) on Thalatheen street in Riyadh’s Ulaya
district. Five Americans and two Indians were killed and some 60 people were
wounded. The bombing stupefied both Saudi and U.S. authorities, neither of whom
had the slightest expectation of such an attack.40 A series of mysterious claims of
responsibility added further speculation about the identity of the perpetrators.41 The
only thing which seemed clear was that the attack was directed primarily at the
United States. Suspicion fell on two types of perpetrators – Islamist militants or a
foreign country like Iran or Iraq.42 Although the Islamist resentment of the U.S.
military presence in Saudi Arabia was well known, there had been relatively few
attacks on U.S. interests since the troop deployment in late 1990. Only three isolated
minor attacks on U.S. targets had been reported during Operation Desert Storm in
early 1991.43

The so‐called Spencer Report on the 1996 Khobar bombing stated that “Prior to the Riyadh bombing
[…], U.S. threat analyses considered the likelihood of a terrorist incident against Americans in Saudi
Arabia very low”; ʺThe Khobar Towers Bombing Incidentʺ (Washington DC: House National Security
Committee, 14 August 1996), 9. In November 1996, a senior U.S. official told the New York Times that
ʺSaudi Arabia is a black hole. We have enormous gaps in understanding what is going on thereʹʹ; Jeff
Gerth and Elaine Sciolino, ʺU.S. Takes Hard Look at Saudis With Bombing and Shah in Mindʺ, New York
Times, 1 December 1996.
41 The picture was made no less chaotic by the emergence of three different claims of responsibility from
obscure groups. First was a claim from the “Tigers of the Gulf” [numur al‐khalij], a previously unknown
group. The second claim came from the “Islamic movement for Change” [harakat al‐taghyir al‐islamiyya],
the same organisation that had sent statements threatening attacks on U.S. interests to the newspaper al‐
Quds al‐Arabi in April and July 1995. The following day, a third and previously unknown group, the
“Partisans of God Fighting Group” [munazzamat ansar allah al‐muqatila] issued a communiqué stating
that the Riyadh bombing was the first of their jihad operations. Teitelbaum, Holier Than Thou. None of
these groups has ever subsequently been linked to specific individuals or heard from again. For a
comprehensive overview of the various claims including the full text of the statements, see ʺman al‐
masʹul ʹan al‐infijar? [Who is Responsible for the Bombing?]ʺ (al‐Haramain Islamic Information Center
(www.alhramain.com), undated).
42 Despite diplomatic signals from Baghdad and Teheran that these regional powers were not involved,
both U.S. and Saudi authorities initially suspected foreign involvement; Ibid.
43 On 3 February 1991, unidentified individuals doused a U.S. transport bus in Jidda with Kerosene.
Almost simultaneously, also in Jidda, unknown persons fired shots at a U.S. military bus, injuring three
U.S. soldiers and a Saudi guard. On 28 March another anonymous perpetrator fired at least six shots at a
40
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The size and international dimension of the Riyadh bombing meant that the
political pressure to find those responsible was enormous. However, the authorities
did not know exactly where to look, and thus decided to cast a wide net. The official
account of the investigation was that the police “set up numerous committees to
collect information about more than 10,000 people who had a link to the war in
Afghanistan and who took part in training and fighting there.”44 In practice, as we
shall see in Chapter 7, the police conducted mass arrests and brutal interrogations of
several hundred young Saudi Islamists.
Virtually no details of the investigation emerged until 22 April 1996, when
Interior Minister Prince Nayif appeared on television to declare that the Riyadh
bombers had been identified.45 Then followed a 40‐minute program in which four
young men, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Mi‘thim, Riyadh al‐Hajiri, Muslih al‐Shamrani and
Khalid al‐Sa‘id, appeared confessing to the crime and explaining in detail how it was
carried out.46
The four suspects said they had started entertaining idea of carrying out an
attack against the state in year 1415h, i.e. late 1994 or early 1995. They had initially
thought of assassinating or kidnapping government officials, but decided against it
for fear of being caught. Then they considered bombing government buildings or
installations, but had eventually settled for a U.S. target. After conducting
reconnaissance on a number of locations, they chose the OPM/SANG building
because it was easily accessible and had a parking space right in front of it. In early
October 1995, they split into two groups, one (Riyadh al‐Hajiri and Khalid al‐Sa‘id)
was responsible for procuring the bombing vehicle, while the other group (Abd al‐
Aziz al‐Mi‘thim and Muslih al‐Shamrani) was to get the explosives. They travelled to
Najran where they met up with a Yemeni friend of al‐Shamrani, who took them to a

U.S. Marine vehicle, injuring three marines; ʺReport to the President and Congress on the Protection of
U.S. Forces Deployed Abroadʺ (Washington DC: US Department of Defense, 15 September 1996).
44 al‐Majalla no. 846, (4 May 1996).
45 ʺFour Saudis Held for Riyadh Blastsʺ, Arab News, 23 April 1996; ʺFour Confess On Saudi TV To
Bombing Of U.S. Centerʺ, Reuters, 23 April 1996.
46 See ʺFour Saudis Held for Riyadh Blastsʺ, Arab News, 23 April 1996For verbatim transcripts of two of
the confessions, see ”i‘tirafat al‐mu‘taqal al‐awwal” [Confessions of the First Detainee],
http://alquma.net/vb/showpost.php?p=687552&postcount=21 (accessed 21 July 2006), and ”i‘tirafat al‐
mu‘taqal al‐thani” [Confessions of the Second Detainee],
http://alquma.net/vb/showpost.php?p=723472&postcount=22 [accessed 21 July 2006].
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weapons market in north Yemen. When they returned, they hid the vehicle and the
explosives in a small courtyard located on the outskirts of Riyadh. The night before
the attack, Khalid al‐Sa‘id assembled the bomb, and the next day, al‐Sa’id and al‐
Hajiri dressed up as Pakistanis and drove to the OPM/SANG building and left the
car.
To this day, questions still remain about the sincerity of the confessions.47
Some have suggested that the four were tortured into confessing.48 While such
scepticism is understandable, the fact is that the overwhelming majority of the Saudi
jihadist community seem to believe that the four were indeed responsible. In the
jihadist literature, they are consistently hailed as heroes and presented matter‐of‐
factly as the perpetrators.49 Of particular significance is the testimony of QAP leader
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin.50 Al‐Muqrin knew all the four bombers personally and was
particularly close to al‐Mi‘thim.51 Other QAP fighters, such as Saud al‐Utaybi and

Douglas Jehl, ʺEnvoys Are Skeptical On 4 Saudisʹ Confessionsʺ, New York Times, 29 June 1996. ʺinfijar
al‐riyadh: mazid min al‐maʹlumat [The Riyadh Bombing: More Information],ʺ al‐Islah, 17 June 1996.
48 The London‐based opposition leaders Saad al‐Faqih and Muhammad al‐Mas‘ari were the most vocal
in claiming the innocence of the four. See ʺwaqfa ma’ al‐hadath”, al‐Islah 6 (1996); ”ma wara’ al‐akama [More
to it Than Meets the Eye]”, al‐Islah, 8 (1996); ”bayna tafjir bisha wa tafjir al‐ulayya [Between the Bisha
bombing and the Ulayya bombing]”, al‐Islah 9 (1996); ʺmustajiddat hawla al‐iʹtirafat al‐mashbuha [New
Findings on the Apparent Confessions],ʺ al‐Huquq, 8 May 1996. At least two other independent sources
with inside knowledge of the radical Islamist community at the time have also expressed doubts. One
sceptic is Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi; Interview with Abdallah Bijad. Another is the Libyan jihadist Abu
Layth al‐Qasimi who was imprisoned in al‐Ruways with the four alleged bombers; ʺʹamaliyyat al‐farar
azharat ʹafan al saʹud ila al‐sath [The Escape That Brought the Decay of the Al Saʹud to the Surface],ʺ
Majallat al‐Fajr, June 1998.
49 For example, QAP ideologue Faris al‐Zahrani stated in one of his books: ”Those who executed the
[1995 Riyadh] bombing were the four heroes of Islam 1) Riyadh al‐Hajiri 2) […]”; Abu Jandal al‐Azdi,
usama bin ladin: mjuaddid al‐zaman wa qahir al‐amrikan [Usama bin Ladin: Renewer of the Century and Victor
over the Americans] (www.qa3edoon.com, 2003), 182. The four bombers feature prominently in the QAP
literature. An early issue of the magazine Sawt al Jihad stated: “The caravans of the first mujahidin have
passed: Riyadh al‐Hajiri, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Mi‘thim, khalid al‐Sa‘id and Muslih al‐Shamrani, Yusuf al‐
Ayiri […et al]”; Sulayman al‐Dusary, ʺal‐iftitahiyya [Opening Word],ʺ Sawt al‐Jihad 2003, 4. They also
feature in jihadist videos. The film Martyrs of the Confrontations, issued by the QAP in the autumn of
2003, begins with an enumeration of individuals who have died waging jihad in Saudi Arabia. First on
this list are the four 1995 Riyadh bombers.
50 In his military instruction book dawrat al‐tanfidh, al‐Muqrin wrote: “The bombing of the heroes Khalid
al‐Sa‘id, Riyadh al‐Hajiri, ‘Abd al‐‘Aziz al‐Mi‘thim and Muslih al‐Shamrani was like the opening shot”;
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, dawrat al‐tanfidh wa harb al‐ʹisabat [A Course in Operational Execution and Guerrilla
Warfare] (www.qa3edoon.com, 2004), 39.
51 Interview with Abdallah Bijad. See also Mishari al‐Dhaidi, ʺʹabd al‐ʹaziz al‐muqrin: kayfa tahawwala min
haris marma ila haris mawt? [ʹAbd al‐ʹAziz al‐Muqrin: How Did he Change from a Goalkeeper to a
Deathkeeper?ʺ al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 18 June 2005
47
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Ibrahim al‐Rayis, had also known the four personally.52 While this removes doubts
about the responsibility of the four suspect, questions remain about the motivation
and possible outside involvement in the operation.53 There are three main hypotheses
on this issue.
One suggestion is that the bombers were acting on the orders of Usama Bin
Ladin and al‐Qaida. Saudi security sources have claimed that there were strong links
between Bin Ladin and the bombers.54 Many Western commentators have taken the
al‐Qaida connection almost for granted, given Bin Ladin’s Saudi roots and anti‐
American agenda, and given that three of the four suspects were so‐called Afghan
Arabs.55 Two of the bombers (al‐Mi‘thim and al‐Shamrani) also said in their
confessions that they had received statements from Bin Ladin by fax in the years
prior to the bombing. Moreover, Bin Ladin has praised the four bombers numerous
times in his interviews and declarations.56 Nevertheless, such a connection remains

52 ʺliqaʹ maʹ al‐shaykh al‐mujahid saʹud bin hamud al‐ʹutaybi [Meeting with the Mujahid Sheikh Saʹud bin
Hamud al‐ʹUtaybi],ʺ Sawt al‐Jihad 2003; ʺsaʹud al‐qutayni al‐ʹutaybi : sawt al‐qaʹida al‐iʹlami wa raʹis al‐
tanzim al‐muftarad [Saʹud al‐Qutayni al‐ʹUtaybi: Al‐Qaidaʹs Media Voice and the Supposed Head of the
Organisation]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 6 April 2005; Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi; Interview with
Fahd al‐Shafi.
53 In mid‐1996, authorities were still searching for a Yemeni individual in connection with the bombing;
ʺYemen: Authorities Tracking Down Suspect in Riyadh Blastʺ, MENA, 7 August 1996. The London‐
based opposition wrote in June 1996 that “a member of the team of interrogators says that there are two
people whom the authorities have not found and who may have participated in the operation, and there
are indications of the implication of yet another person about whom nothing is known”; ʺinfijar al‐
riyadh: mazid min al‐maʹlumat [The Riyadh Bombing: More Information],ʺ al‐Islah, 17 June 1996.
54 The magazine al‐Majalla quoted a Saudi security source saying that the four bombers “had a close
relationship with Usama bin Ladin’s group and that their links go back to Afghanistan”; al‐Majalla, no.
846 (4 May 1996). However, similar sources have also tried to implicate other Saudi opposition figures
such as Muhammad al‐Mas‘ari. Al‐Majalla reported an anonymous source saying “that Saad al‐Faqih, in
a letter to Muhammad al‐Mas‘ari’s father after last Id al‐Fitr, admitted that Muhammad al‐Mas‘ari had
contacts with one of the Riyadh bombers, and that this person had promised al‐Mas‘ari to carry out
bombings in the country soon”; al‐Majalla, no. 846 (4 May 1996).
55 Michael Scheuer described the bombers as ”Bin Ladin associates”; Anonymous, Through Our Enemiesʹ
Eyes (Washington: Brasseyʹs Inc., 2002), 141; Rohan Gunaratna wrote that ”it is very likely that Al Qaeda
concealed its role in this operation”; Rohan Gunaratna, Inside al‐Qaeda: Global Network of Terror (London:
C. Hurst & Co., 2002), 143. A U.S. congressional report stated in 2002 that ”according to the Intelligence
Community, the cumulative body of evidence eventually suggested that Bin Ladin and a group he
supported were responsible”; ʺReport of the Joint Inquiry Into the Terrorist Attacks of September 11,
2001ʺ (Washington DC: US House of Representatives and US Senate, December 2002), 195.
56 For example, in 1997 he said: “We look upon those heroes, those men who undertook to kill the
American occupiers in Riyadh and al‐Khubar (Dhahran). We describe those as heroes and describe
them as men”; Bin Ladin’s Interview with CNN, March 1997. In 1999 he said, ”Thanks be to God, many
people responded favorably to our fatwa. Of these people were the brothers whom we regard as
martyrs. They were brother ‘Abd al‐‘Aziz al‐Mi’thim, who was killed in Riyadh, brother Muslih al‐
Shamrani, brother Riyad al‐Hajiri, and brother Khalid al‐Sa’id”; Al‐Jazeera program on Bin Ladin, aired
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pure conjecture. As the 9/11 report concluded, “nothing proves that Bin Ladin
ordered this attack.”57 In a November 1998 interview with a Kuwaiti newspaper,
Prince Nayif, the Saudi Interior Minister, explicitly said that Bin Ladin did not
mastermind the Riyadh bombing.58 However, he did not rule out the possibility that
the perpetrators were influenced ideologically by Bin Ladin.59 Key al‐Qaida insiders
have also ruled out such a connection.60 Most importantly, Bin Ladin himself has
denied direct involvement and expressed regret over the fact that he was not
implicated.61
A second hypothesis is that the bombing was masterminded by the Jordanian
ideologue Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi.62 The bombers were no doubt ideologically
influenced by al‐Maqdisi. Abd al‐Aziz al‐Mi‘thim also knew al‐Maqdisi personally
and visited him in several times in Amman in 1994 and/or 1995.63 However, there is

10 June 1999; English transcript available in Thomas Hegghammer, ʺDokumentasjon om al‐Qaida:
Intervjuer, kommunikéer og andre primærkilder, 1990‐2002 [Documentation on al‐Qaida: Interviews,
Communiqués and Other Primary Sources, 1990‐2002]ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2002).
57 The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 60.
58 al‐Siyasa, 4 November 1998.
59 Bin Ladin admitted that he may have influenced them ideologically. For example, in 1999 he told al‐
Jazeera: “If it means that I have something to do with instigating them, I would like to say that this is
obvious. I have frequently admitted to having done so”; Bin Ladin’s Interview with al‐Jazeera, 1999;
available in Thomas Hegghammer, ʺDokumentasjon om al‐Qaida: Intervjuer, kommunikéer og andre
primærkilder, 1990‐2002 [Documentation on al‐Qaida: Interviews, Communiqués and Other Primary
Sources, 1990‐2002]ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2002).
60 Bin Ladin’s former bodyguard Nasir al‐Bahri (Abu Jandal) has denied that the four had any
connection to Bin Ladin and al‐Qaida; al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 31 March 2005.
61 When interviewed by journalist Scott McCleod in April 1996 he “disavowed any involvement in the
Riyadh bombing”; Scott McCleod, ʺThe Paladin of Jihad,ʺ TIME, 6 May 1996. In 1997, Bin Ladin told
CNN: “I also say that what they did is a great job and a big honor that I missed participating in”; Bin
Ladin’s Interview with CNN, March 1997; available at http://www.anusha.com/osamaint.htm [accessed
21 July 2006]. In 1999 he said “As I said in the past, we missed a great honour in that we were not
involved in the killings of Americans in Riyadh”; Bin Ladin’s Interview with al‐Jazeera, 1999; available in
Thomas Hegghammer, ʺDokumentasjon om al‐Qaida: Intervjuer, kommunikéer og andre primærkilder,
1990‐2002 [Documentation on al‐Qaida: Interviews, Communiqués and Other Primary Sources, 1990‐
2002]ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2002).
62 According to the French writer Jean‐Charles Brisard, Maqdisi played ʺan active roleʺ as an operational
planner and had ʺclose tiesʺ with a Jordanian professor who helped finance the operation; Jean‐Charles
Brisard and Damien Martinez, Zarqawi: The New Face of Al‐Qaeda (New York: Other Press, 2005), 19‐20.
63 In his confession, al‐Mi’thim said “When I read this book Millat Ibrahim I became eager to visit Abu
Muhammad Isam al‐Maqdisi, and indeed I visited Abu Muhammad Isam al‐Maqdisi several times in
Jordan.” In a statement issued by al‐Maqdisi on 1 June 1996, the day after the bombers’ execution, the
Jordanian sheikh consistently referred to the four convicts as “our brothers”. More significantly, he
called al‐Mi‘thim by his pet name “Abu ‘Asim” [Father of Asim], although neither this kunya nor the
name of al‐Mithim’s oldest son was public knowledge at that point. At one point in the text, al‐Maqdisi
addressed al‐Mi‘thim in the second person; Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi, ʺwa‐hal afsada al‐din illa al‐
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little concrete proof al‐Maqdisi’s involvement. Al‐Maqdisi was primarily an
ideologue and a thinker who, like most radical sheikhs, would avoid involvement in
operational matters. An attack on a U.S. target would also have been inconsistent
with al‐Maqdisi’s socio‐revolutionary ideology (see Chapter 1).
The third and most likely hypothesis is the simplest one, namely that the four
bombers acted on their own. Three of the bombers (all except al‐Mi’thim) had
combat experience from Afghanistan, and one of them had also been to Bosnia.
Khalid al‐Sa‘id was trained in the use of explosives.64 All belonged to the jihadist‐
rejectionist network which emerged in Riyadh in 1994. Muslih al‐Shamrani’s family
said he had spent most of his time with his “Afghan friends” in the year before the
bombing and that “Muslih was convinced he had to kill Americans.”65 Muhammad
al‐Dawsary, a former radical who knew all four bombers personally, has said he
thinks “the main factor that sowed the seed of this group’s desire to fight was Khalid
al‐Sa‘id, because he was the one who had gone first to the training camps in
Afghanistan.”66 The timing of the operation suggests that the execution of Abdallah
al‐Hudhayf in early August 1995 served as a catalyst for the attack. Nasir al‐Bahri
(aka Abu Jandal), a Yemeni who worked as Bin Ladin’s bodyguard in Afghanistan,
has said that he “knew from some of the brothers who lived with the mujahidin […]
that the Riyadh operation was carried out to avenge the killing of Sheikh Abdallah
al‐Hudhayf in Saudi jails in 1995.”67 Nasir al‐Barrak, who also knew the bombers, has
said they got the idea of bombing a U.S. target from Abdallah al‐Hudhayf himself,
because he was known for having advocated such an attack for a long time.68
The 1995 al‐Ulaya bombing shook the Saudi state to the core. It broke the
taboo of large‐scale bombings on Saudi soil and showed that U.S. military targets

muluk wa‐ahbar suʹ wa‐rahbanuha? [Has Religion Ever Been Corrupted by Others Than Kings and Evil
Rabbis and Priests?]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, dated 1 June 1996).
64 ʺFour Saudis Held for Riyadh Blastsʺ, Arab News, 23 April 1996.
65 Ethan Bronner, ʺIn Bomberʹs Life, Glimpse of Saudi Dissentʺ, Boston Globe, 7 July 1996.
66 Mishari al‐Dhaidi, ʺʹabd al‐ʹaziz al‐muqrin: kayfa tahawwala min haris marma ila haris mawt? [ʹAbd al‐
ʹAziz al‐Muqrin: How Did he Change from a Goalkeeper to a Deathkeeper?ʺ al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 18 June
2005.
67 al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 31 March 2005. According to Abu Jandal, “many of those who were close to Muslih
al‐Shamrani reported that he would always say ‘By God, we are not men if we do not avenge shaykh
Abdallah.’”
68 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
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were vulnerable. If the authorities felt a sense of relief when the four bombers were
beheaded on 31 May 1996, the feeling did not last long. Less than a month later, a
charge between 20 and 100 times the size of the Riyadh bomb exploded on the
Kingdom’s East coast.
The 1996 Khobar Bombing: The Elusive al-Qaida Fingerprints
At 10 pm on 25 June 1996, a gigantic explosion struck the Khobar Towers housing
compound for the U.S. Air Force in Dhahran.69 A tanker truck filled with several tons
of TNT had detonated on a nearby parking lot, killing 19 U.S. soldiers and injuring
over 200 people.70 It was the largest attack on a U.S. target since the 1983 Marine
barracks bombing in Lebanon and the second bombing of an American compound in
Saudi Arabia in eight months. It prompted three official U.S. inquiries and led to a
relocation of most U.S. military personnel in Saudi Arabia from King Abd al‐Aziz
airbase in Dhahran to the more remote Prince Sultan airbase in al‐Kharj south of
Riyadh.71
Once again, investigators were in the dark. Initial suspicion fell on Sunni
militants, after a series of fake claims of responsibility.72 The Saudi authorities
therefore conducted a number of arrests in jihadist circles, notably in the Eastern
Province, in July 1996.73 One of those arrested was Yusuf al‐Ayiri, who would later
come to play an important role in the QAP. However, the focus of the investigation
quickly shifted to Shiite militants.74 In September, the Saudi Interior Ministry
announced the arrest of 40 Shiites and revealed important details from the

For detailed accounts of the Khobar Bombing see the three official inquiries: ʺReport to the President
and Congress on the Protection of U.S. Forces Deployed Abroadʺ (Washington DC: US Department of
Defense, 15 September 1996); ʺThe Khobar Towers Bombing Incidentʺ (Washington DC: House
National Security Committee, 14 August 1996)and ʺIndependent Review of the Khobar Towers
Bombingʺ (Washington DC: United States Air Force, 31 October 1996). See also the indictment of the
Khobar bombers; ʺUSA vs Ahmed al‐Mughassil et alʺ (Eastern District of Virginia, 2001).
70 Estimates of the quantity of explosives used vary from ”3000‐8000 pounds” (Downing Report) to
”20,000 pounds” (Air Force Report).
71 ʺPrince Sultan Air Baseʺ (www.globalsecurity.org).
72 Youssef M. Ibrahim, ʺSaudi Rebels Are Main Suspects In June Bombing of a U.S. Baseʺ, New York
Times, 15 August 1996; Joshua Teitelbaum, Holier Than Thou: Saudi Arabiaʹs Islamic Opposition, vol. 52,
(Policy Papers) (Washington: Washington Institute for Near East Studies, 2000), 84‐85.
73 Youssef M. Ibrahim, ʺSaudi Rebels Are Main Suspects In June Bombing of a U.S. Baseʺ, New York
Times, 15 August 1996.
74 In early August, unofficial sources began reporting mass arrests in Shiites in Saudi Arabia; al‐Quds al‐
Arabi, 5 August 1996.
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investigation, all of which pointed to a Shiite‐instigated attack.75 The ensuing
investigation, summarized in a detailed U.S. indictment and in several academic
studies, showed that the operation was carried out by a group of Saudi Shiite
militants led by a certain Ahmad al‐Mughassil, with substantial logistical assistance
from the Lebanese Hezbollah.76 The militants belonged to the pro‐Khomeinist
Hizbollah, which had become more active in 1993, partly in reaction to the
rapprochement between the mainstream (pro‐Shirazi) Shiite opposition and the
Saudi regime.77
Despite the overwhelming evidence that the al‐Khobar attack was carried out
by Shiite militants, speculation over possible al‐Qaida involvement continues to
resurface.78 This is part of a post‐9/11 tendency to review events from the 1990s in
search of Bin Ladin’s fingerprints. The theory that al‐Qaida perpetrated al‐Khobar
has notably been entertained by influential U.S. security analysts and intelligence
officials who believe in the existence of a secret alliance between Iran and al‐Qaida
dating back to the early 1990s.79 The 9/11 report stated that
“the operation was carried out principally, perhaps exclusively, by Saudi
Hezbollah, an organisation that had received support from the government of
Iran. While the evidence of Iranian involvement is strong, there are also signs
that al‐Qaida played some role, as yet unknown.”80

ʺSaudis Hold 40 Muslims In Fatal Bombingʺ, Associated Press, 6 September 1996; and Edward Cody,
ʺTrails of Many Muslim Fighters Mingle in Lebanonʺ, Washington Post, 18 August 1996.
76 For a convincing reconstruction of the planning process and execution of the operation, see ʺUSA vs
Ahmed al‐Mughassil et alʺ (Eastern District of Virginia, 2001). See also Joshua Teitelbaum, Holier Than
Thou: Saudi Arabiaʹs Islamic Opposition, vol. 52, (Policy Papers) (Washington: Washington Institute for
Near East Studies, 2000), 86‐94; and Anthony Cordesman, ʺIslamic Extremism in Saudi Arabia and the
Attack on al‐Khobarʺ (Washington DC: CSIS, June 2001). See also Ed Blanche, ʺSecurity and Stability in
the Middle East ‐ The Al‐Khobar Factor ʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 13, no. 6 (2001). In mid‐2002, the
perpetrators were allegedly convicted by a Saudi court, although the sentence has yet to be imposed;
ʺConvicted Khobar Bombers Are All Saudisʺ, Arab News, 14 June 2002.
77 Gerd Nonneman, Anoushiravan Ehteshami, and Iris Glosemeyer, ʺTerrorism, Gulf Security and
Palestine: Key Issues for an EU‐GCC Dialogueʺ (Florence: European University Institute, 2002), 30‐31.
American and Saudi authorities have also repeatedly claimed that Iranian officials were implicated in
the plot. See for example Louis Freeh, ʺKhobar Towersʺ, Wall Street Journal, 23 June 2006. On 22
December 2006, a U.S. federal court ruled that Iran was responsible for the bombing and ordered that
the Iranian government pay $254 million to the families of the 19 U.S. citizens killed; Carol D. Leonnig,
ʺIran Held Liable In Khobar Attackʺ, Washington Post, 23 December 2006.
78 As late as June 2007, former Defence Secretary William Perry said he believed al‐Qaida was
responsible; see ʺPerry: U.S. Eyed Iran Attack After Bombingʺ, United Press International, 6 June 2007.
79 See for example Dan Eggen, ʺ9/11 Panel Links Al Qaeda, Iranʺ, Washington Post, 26 June 2004; Al
Venter, ʺBin Ladenʹs Tripartite Pactʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 10, no. 11 (1998).
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In one of its staff statements, the Commission said: “we have seen strong but indirect
evidence that his organization did in fact play some as yet unknown role in the
Khobar attack.”81
One reason to suspect Bin Ladin’s involvement is of course that he had a
motive. Bin Ladin expressed satisfaction with the Khobar attack in a number of
statements and interviews.82 Some sources have also indicated that al‐Qaida tried to
ship explosives from Sudan to Saudi Arabia in mid‐1994.83 A third reason is that the
so‐called “Embassy bombing trial” in 2001 produced indications of contacts between
al‐Qaida and Iran as well as Lebanese Hizbollah in the early 1990s.84
However, this is far from sufficient to conclude that Bin Ladin was involved
in the Khobar attack. The fact remains that no concrete evidence links bin Ladin to
the operation. The design and size of the Khobar bomb was very different from that
used in the 1995 Riyadh bombing. Jamal al‐Fadl remains the single source on al‐

9/11 Commission, ʺOverview of the Enemy ‐ Staff Statement Number 15ʺ (16 April 2004).
Less than two weeks after the Khobar attack, Bin Ladin told British journalist Robert Fisk that “What
happened in Riyadh and Khobar when 24 Americans were killed in two bombings is clear evidence of
the huge anger of Saudi people against America. The Saudis now know their real enemy is America”;
Independent, 10 July 1996. In 1997 he expressed his “joy at the killing of the American Soldiers in Riyadh
and Khubar”, which “are the sentiments of every Muslim”; ʺInterview with Mujahid Usamah Bin
Ladinʺ, Nidaʹul Islam, no. 15 (1996). In 1997, he told CNN that “We look upon those heroes, those men
who undertook to kill the American occupiers in Riyadh and al‐Khubar”; Bin Ladin’s Interview with
CNN, March 1997.
83 ʺOverview of the Enemy ‐ Staff Statement Number 15ʺ (www.9‐11commission.gov, 16 April 2004).
84 Key prosecution witness and former al‐Qaida member Jamal al‐Fadl said Abu Hajir al‐Iraqi, a
prominent al‐Qaida ideologue, had advocated cooperation between Sunnis and Shiites in the fight
against the United States (ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001),
287). Al‐Fadl also said he witnessed a meeting in Sudan between al‐Qaida leaders (including Bin Ladin)
and a certain Sheikh Nomani, a representative of the Iranian government in Khartoum. Al‐Fadl said
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each other [sic].” (ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001), 289).
Al‐Fadl further claimed that a group of al‐Qaida members had gone to south Lebanon in the early 1990s
to train with the Shiite militia Hizballah. They were allegedly very pleased with the training and
brought back instruction videotapes. Al‐Fadl said he watched one of the tapes which concerned “how to
explosives [sic] big buildings.” ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York,
2001), 290‐291. The group that went to Lebanon allegedly included Abu Talha al‐Sudani, Sayf al‐Islam
al‐Masri, Abu Ja‘far al‐Masri, Abu Salim al‐Masri and Sayf al‐Adl. Some have suspected that the al‐
Qaida operatives trained with the legendary Hizbollah militant Imad Mughniyyeh. Some see Iran’s
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Iraqʺ, Washington Post, 6 September 2003.
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Qaida’s alleged Lebanon trip, and a number of jihadists have categorically denied the
existence of a link between al‐Qaida and Iran.85
Perhaps the most convincing argument against al‐Qaida involvement in the
Khobar bombing is the fact that the Saudi jihadist literature treats this incident very
differently from the Riyadh bombing or the al‐Hudhayf affair. Although the Khobar
operation is occasionally mentioned in this literature, it has not been integrated into
the jihadist narrative about the historical roots of the jihad on the Arabian Peninsula.
While Abdallah al‐Hudhayf and the Riyadh bombers are hailed as martyrs, no
reference has ever been made to the identity of the Khobar bombers.86 And while
several QAP militants have highlighted their links to the Riyadh bombers, nobody
has claimed a connection to the Khobar attackers – instead they have actually
distanced themselves from the incident. Yusuf al‐Ayiri blasted Saudi authorities for
innocently arresting and torturing him in the autumn of 1996, before “God allowed
for the real perpetrator to be discovered”.87 Al‐Ayiri’s assessment is particularly
important and credible because he grew up in Dammam and knew the jihadist
community in the Eastern Province very well. In sum, it is fair to say that the idea of
al‐Qaida involvement in Khobar relies more on conspiratorial thinking and guilt by
association than solid historiography.
Although the Khobar bombing was a Shiite operation, it had significant
indirect effects on the jihadist movement in Saudi Arabia. The American decision to

In a 1994 interview, al‐Zawahiri reponded fiercely to allegations of such cooperation ; see Ayman al‐
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Movement and Rafidi Iran]ʺ, al‐Ansar, no. 91 (1994). Another witness in the Embassy Bombings Trial,
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Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001), 1385.
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account of the Khobar bombing simply said “a compound for Americans was blown up in al‐Khobar”;
Abu Jandal al‐Azdi, khuribat amrika [America Has Been Destroyed] (www.qa3edoon.com, 2003), 81.
87 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003): 17. In another text, al‐Ayiri criticised the government for
its “premature” accusations against the people on the “list of 19” the for the 12 May 2003 Riyadh
bombings, saying “they did not issue verdicts against the rafida who blew up Khubar”; ʺghazwat al‐hadi
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relocate forces in Saudi Arabia after the Khobar Towers incident signalled to Bin
Ladin that the U.S. military could be coerced. More importantly, the bombings
provoked a classical government overreaction which radicalised many classical
jihadists (see Chapter 7). In the short term, the crackdown worked, because the late
1990s saw little violence in the Kingdom. However, the effect was only temporary,
for in the early 2000s came signs of a brewing storm.

4. The Quiet Insurgency (2000-2003)
The scale of the violence which erupted in May 2003 has tended to overshadow the
fact that in the years prior to the campaign, there was a small but significant trickle of
violent attacks on Western targets in the Kingdom. In fact, between November 2000
and 11 May 2003, as many as six Westerners were killed and 13 were wounded in a
series of bombings and assassinations (see Appendix 1). This section will take a
closer look at the main incidents in this period: first, the so‐called “alcohol trade
bombings” in 2000 and 2002; second, the series of mysterious bombings in 2001;
third, the Sakaka killings of government officials from late 2002 onward; and fourth,
the wave of assassinations of Westerners in early 2003.
The “Alcohol Trade Bombings”
In late 2000 and early 2001, a series of four lethal bombs targeted the cars of British
and Irish expatriates in Riyadh. On 17 November 2000, British citizen Christopher
Rodway was killed and his wife wounded by a bomb planted in their car in the
centre of Riyadh.88 Less than a week later, on 22 November, two Britons and an Irish
woman were wounded in a similar explosion in their car in Riyadh.89 On 15
December in Khobar, another Briton was wounded by a small explosive device
placed on the windscreen of his parked car.90 On 14 January 2001, police avoided a
fourth bombing by successfully defusing an explosive device placed in the car of an
Irishman in Riyadh.91
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While most outside observers assumed the involvement of Islamist militants,
Saudi authorities blamed the attacks on infighting between illegal Western alcohol
traders.92 Starting in December 2000, a number of expatriates were arrested.93 In early
February 2001, three of them appeared on Saudi television confessing to the
bombings.94 In March 2001, three more Britons were arrested, and they too appeared
on television in August.95 The issue caused a diplomatic crisis between the United
Kingdom and Saudi Arabia, but intensive British political pressure led to the release
of all the eight suspects on 8 August 2003.96
Most Western observers have questioned the Saudi investigation, which they
see as an attempt to cover up the involvement of Saudi Islamist militants. One
obviously has to be careful in drawing definite conclusions in such a highly
politicized controversy, but the evidence pointing toward a cover‐up is compelling.
Saudi authorities have never publicized the nature the forensic evidence against the
suspects. The only details to have emerged came in the televised confessions, but
suspects have subsequently denied any involvement in the bombings and alleged
torture.97 One of the suspects, Alexander Mitchell, published a book in 2005 outlining
his version of events in considerable detail.98 The suspects and the victims were well‐
paid professionals with no prior record of violent crime. There is also no evidence of
an escalation phase prior to the lethal bombings, as one would normally expect if

Javid Hassan, “Bin Laden involvement in serial blasts ruled out”, Arab News, 30 October 2001; ʺMoney
Behind Riyadh Attacksʺ, Arab News, 15 December 2000 ; ʺBritons Show Concern, But Do Not Panic After
Bomb Attacksʺ, Arab News, 18 December 2000.
93 The American Michael Sedlak was arrested en early December, but the U.S. Embassy intervened and
secured his release; Mark Hollingsworth and Sandy Mitchell, Saudi Babylon: Torture, Corruption and
Cover‐Up Inside the House of Saud (Edinburgh: Mainstream, 2005), 71. In mid‐December, police arrested
the Belgian Ralph Schyvens, Canadian citizen William Sampson and Alexander “Sandy” Mitchell from
the UK ; ʺ3 Britons Held in Kingdomʺ, Arab News, 23 December 2000.
94 ʺWesterners Confess to Saudi Bombsʺ, BBC News Online, 4 February 2001.
95 ʺBritons Confess to Saudi Bombingsʺ, BBC News Online, 13 August 2001; Mark Hollingsworth and
Sandy Mitchell, Saudi Babylon: Torture, Corruption and Cover‐Up Inside the House of Saud (Edinburgh:
Mainstream, 2005), 222.
96 ʺBritons Delighted at Saudi Releaseʺ, BBC News Online, 8 August 2003.
97 William Sampson and Alexander Mitchell said they were subjected to grave physical torture; see
ʺSaudi Justice?ʺ CBS News Online, 9 May 2004 and Mark Hollingsworth and Sandy Mitchell, Saudi
Babylon: Torture, Corruption and Cover‐Up Inside the House of Saud (Edinburgh: Mainstream, 2005). Others
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for hours on end”; ʺBelgian sues Saudi Interior Ministerʺ, Reuters, 29 October 2005.
98 Mark Hollingsworth and Sandy Mitchell, Saudi Babylon: Torture, Corruption and Cover‐Up Inside the
House of Saud (Edinburgh: Mainstream, 2005). See also ʺSaudi Justice?ʺ CBS News Online, 9 May 2004.
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there was criminal infighting. Finally and most importantly, attacks of very similar
type continued after the initial suspects had been imprisoned.
In mid‐2002 began a second round of car bombings in which Western
expatriates found themselves the targets of another four car bombings.99 On 20 June,
the British banker Simon Veness was killed when a bomb exploded under his car in
front of a residential compound in Riyadh.100 A little over a week later, on 29 June, a
Riyadh‐based American doctor discovered a bomb under his car, but escaped
unharmed.101 The device was said to be very similar to that which was used on 20
June.102 On 29 September, a German citizen was killed when a bomb in his car
exploded in Riyadh, very close to the scene of the 2000 Rodway bombing.103 On 30
November, a crude explosive device exploded under the car of a Dutch family in
Riyadh, causing no injuries.104
The Saudi Interior Ministry continued to insist that the car bombings were
linked to turf wars between illegal alcohol traders in Riyadh.105 After the Veness
bombing, police arrested British expatriate Glen Ballard, who allegedly confessed,
but later said his statement had been produced under torture.106 Alexander Mitchell,
who was in prison at the time, said his interrogators had interpreted the Veness
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bombing as evidence for the existence of “another Western cell” in Riyadh.107 The
credibility of the Saudi claims decreased with the continued refusal to publicize
forensic evidence backing up the allegations. Few outside Saudi Arabia seriously
believed that alcohol traders were behind the bombings, especially since a number of
other incidents in 2001 and 2002 made it increasingly clear that networks of militant
Islamists were operating in the Kingdom.
Mysterious Explosions
The year 2001 saw several violent incidents in Saudi Arabia, many of which went
unexplained. On 15 March, a bomb exploded in front of the al‐Jarir bookstore on al‐
Ulaya street in central Riyadh, slightly injuring a Briton and an Egyptian.108 No
further details of the investigation have emerged. The blast was not widely reported
in the media, as it practically coincided with the hijacking, and diversion to Medina
airport, of a Russian airplane on 16 March.109 On 18 April, Saudi police discovered a
home‐made bomb at the Jordanian embassy in Riyadh after embassy personnel
received a telephone call from an anonymous person warning about a coming
attack.110 A third incident took place in Khobar on 2 May, when the American doctor
Gary Hatch was injured by a letter bomb sent to his office in Saad Hospital.111 On 12
June, there were unconfirmed reports claiming that a group of people had been
arrested in Jidda and Medina after police discovered explosives in a car park in
Medina.112 The Saudi authorities continued to insinuate that the violence was
perpetrated by Western alcohol traffickers.113
The most serious incident in this period occurred in Khobar on 6 October
2001, when a bomb blast on a busy shopping street killed an American and wounded
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four others (an American, a Briton and two Filipinos).114 Initial reports suggested
someone had thrown a small bomb at the victims, but the Saudi authorities later said
they had found the body of a suspected suicide bomber, allegedly Palestinian, at the
blast site.115 The motivation and organisation behind the attack remain unclear, but
many commentators linked it with the U.S.‐led military invasion of Afghanistan
(Operation Enduring Freedom), which was launched the following morning.
The Sakaka Killings
In 2002 and 2003, an unprecedented series of five assassinations of government
officials took place in the Northern Saudi province of al‐Jawf. On 17 August 2002, a
policeman was shot and wounded by unknown assailants in the city of Sakaka.116 On
13 September, unidentified gunmen shot and killed Sharia court judge Abd al‐
Rahman al‐Suhaybani in the same city.117 A few months later, on 17 February 2003,
the deputy governor of al‐Jawf province, Hamad al‐Wardi, was also gunned down in
Sakaka.118 On 25 March, policeman Ali al‐Ruwayli was killed and his colleague
wounded when anonymous gunmen opened fire on them in Sakaka.119 In a similar
attack on 21 April, gunmen in a car shot and killed senior police officer Hamud al‐
Rubayyi on the street in Sakaka.120 These killings received relatively little
international media coverage, despite being entirely unprecedented in recent Saudi
history.121 Never before had Saudi government officials been the target of such
systematic violence.122
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However, the investigation was kept under a tight lid, and the affair had
almost been forgotten when on 1 April 2005, three young men – Hisham al‐Awda,
Muhammad al‐Balhud and Amjad al‐Jabir – were executed in Riyadh after being
found guilty of “kidnapping, robbery, murder, and shooting police, high officials,
imams and judges.”123 It was the first execution of people involved in political
violence in the Kingdom since the beheading in May 1996 of the four convicts in the
1995 Riyadh bombing. The Interior Ministry said four people had perpetrated the
Sakaka killings, namely the three executed and a certain Sultan al‐Mazyad, who had
provided logistical support.124 The four were described as recent returnees from
Afghanistan who had reunited upon their return to the Kingdom.125 The four had
allegedly stored weapons at various locations across Sakaka, before launching their
campaign with an abortive assassination attempt as early as 2 August 2002. By all
accounts, the Sakaka cell operated independently from the network of returnees
which would form the QAP.126 However, they were not alone in wanting to carry out
acts of political violence.
Hunting Westerners
In late 2002 and early 2003, the frequency of violent attacks aimed at Western targets
increased significantly. There was a marked increase in bomb threats and small
attacks such as Molotov cocktails at McDonald’s restaurants.127 In February 2003, a
series of lethal attacks on Western citizens put the expatriate community on high
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alert and made it impossible for the Interior Ministry to deny the involvement of
militant Islamists. In early February, an unidentified gunman fired at an Australian
expatriate near a compound in Khamis Mushayt.128 On 6 February, a British BAE
systems engineer was wounded by flying glass when unidentified gunmen in a car
fired five shots at his car as he drove into his residential compound.129 Two weeks
later, on 20 February, Robert Dent, another BAE Systems employee, was shot and
killed in Riyadh by a gunman who pulled up alongside his car as he stopped at a
traffic light.130 Saudi police chased and caught the suspected attacker, a Yemeni
named Saud Ali Nasir, who had recently returned from Afghanistan.131 The capture
represented the first arrest by the Saudi police of a local suspect in connection with
the assassination of a Westerner in the Kingdom since the quiet insurgency had
started in 2000. However, it did not prevent the attack on the military base in Jubayl
on 1 May 2003, in which a Saudi militant dressed in Saudi naval uniform penetrated
the base and killed an American before getting away unhurt.132 About a year later, an
article in the QAP magazine Sawt al‐Jihad described in detail how the militant named
Sami al‐Luhaybi had executed the attack, laid low for two weeks in a local mosque,
before making his way to Mecca, where he joined a QAP cell.133
By early May 2003, six Western expatriates had died and 13 people had been
wounded in various attacks across Saudi Arabia since the violence began in late 2000.
It was obvious to most informed observers that the majority of these attacks had
been carried out by militant Islamists driven by anti‐Western sentiment. The activity
on jihadist websites in the 2000‐2003 period indicated that there were large numbers
– probably thousands – of grassroot activists with extremely anti‐Western views in
Saudi Arabia. We know that hundreds of Saudis returned from Afghanistan in early
2002 and some of them had orders to launch attacks in the Kingdom (see Chapter
11). We also know that some of the methods used in 2002 and early 2003, such as
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drive‐by assassinations, were replicated during the QAP campaign. Even more
interestingly, the prominent QAP ideologue Faris al‐Zahrani wrote a book in 2004
entitled Encouraging the Heroic Mujahidin to Revive the Practice of Assassinations, a 114‐
page manual describing a variety of suggested assassination methods against
Westerners in a Saudi context.134 All of the methods which had been used in the 2000‐
2003 period – such as parcel bombs, car bombs and drive‐by shootings – were
described in detail in this book. While we cannot say whether al‐Zahrani or other
QAP militants were involved in the 2000‐2003 violence, it is reasonable to assume
that the manual was based on some kind of practical experience. Someone in the
circles frequented by al‐Zahrani must have tried these methods before.
The ability of grassroot activists to carry out so many lethal attacks must be
seen in the light of the limited capabilities and attitude of the Saudi security services,
as we shall see in Chapters 7 and 10. There is little doubt that parts of the Saudi
security establishment were in a state of denial toward the threat posed by Islamist
militants in the Kingdom prior to May 2003. This led to an institutional reluctance to
prevent or properly investigate low‐level attacks on Westerners between 2000 and
2002. However, it would be overly simplistic to suggest that Saudi authorities were
completely closing their eyes on Islamic radicalism in the Kingdom, because in 2002,
Saudi intelligence were busy tracking the activities of senior al‐Qaida operatives like
Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri. They were right in doing so, because while the “amateurs”
were carrying out low‐level attacks on individual expatriates, the more committed
militants were planning much larger operations.

5. The QAP campaign (2003-2006)
The triple suicide car bombing of expatriate compounds in Riyadh on 12 May 2003
initiated a campaign of violence on a scale never seen before in the modern history of
Saudi Arabia. The violent incidents were too numerous to be described in detail here,
but a complete overview can be found in Appendix 1. The purpose of this section is
to describe the level and nature of the violence, and to determine the dominant

Abu Jandal al‐Azdi, tahrid al‐mujahidin al‐abtal ala ihya sunnat al‐ightiyal [Encouraging the Heroic
Mujahidin to Revive the Practice of Assassinations] (www.tawhed.ws, 2004).
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rationale for the campaign. The key question is that of whether the violence was of
the vigilantist, socio‐revolutionary or jihadist kind. In most of the existing literature
and news coverage about the QAP campaign, it is taken for granted that the violence
was aimed at toppling the government, and hence that the militants were driven by
anti‐regime sentiment. We shall take a closer look at the actions and words of the
QAP and assess the validity of this assumption.
Attack Patterns
The first step in the analysis consists of examining the targeting preferences of the
militants as displayed in their operations. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
attacks against government targets would indicate a socio‐revolutionary rationale,
while attacks against foreign targets would indicate a pan‐Islamic nationalist
rationale.
The QAP executed between 20 and 25 operations in this three‐and‐a‐half‐year
period – not counting planned attacks that were foiled before they reached execution
stage.135 Most of these attacks were carried out in 2003 and 2004. The operations
consisted of:
o
o
o

Five suicide car operations (8 individual car bombs)
Three coordinated shooting sprees
Ten assassinations of individuals
The attacks reveal a clear targeting pattern: practically all were directed

against Westerners or Saudi security forces. Moreover, the QAP had a consistent
preference for Western targets. This is evident both from the overall distribution of
attacks and the chronological development of the campaign. A clear majority of the
premeditated attacks by QAP militants were directed against Western targets: 3 of 5
suicide car operations (or 5 of 8 individual car bombs); 3 of 3 shooting sprees; and 8
of 10 assassinations. Moreover, the QAP only started targeting security forces
relatively late in the campaign (from December 2003 onward), i.e. after the police had
cracked down heavily on the organisation. This suggests that the main priority was

135 The vast majority of security incidents were not QAP attacks, but shootouts between militants and
police, very often initiated by the latter.
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on Western targets, but that vengeance factors drew the militants into a spiral of tit‐
for‐tat violence with the police.
The crucial thing to note about the QAP campaign is that the militants never
actually attacked a government target outside of the security establishment. There
were no assassination attempts on the King, ministers or senior princes.136 No royal
palace or ministry was the target of car bombings (except the Interior Ministry), nor
were any Saudi embassies abroad attacked during the campaign. U.S. and Saudi
authorities have claimed that the militants had been planning large‐scale attacks on
government targets since 2002.137 One Saudi source even claimed that Yusuf al‐
Ayiri’s original ambition was to carry out simultaneous attacks on government
targets in Riyadh, oil targets in the Eastern Province and on the Great Mosque in
Mecca, with a view to bringing down the government.138 However, these allegations
have never been substantiated and there are no indications of such plans in the
QAP’s own texts. Until substantial evidence to the contrary is presented, one has to
work with the positive evidence, which clearly indicate that the QAP chose to spend
most of their military resources on attacking Western targets, not the government.
This is despite the fact that Western targets in Saudi Arabia are fewer and arguably
better protected than government targets.
It is worth noting that U.S. intelligence officials have alleged that between
2002 and 2004, al‐Qaida in Saudi Arabia planned major operations against U.S.
targets abroad, both in the United States and Europe.139 While these alleged plans
remain unsubstantiated, they would be inconsistent with a socio‐revolutionary
agenda.
Declared Purpose
The second step in the process of determining the rationale for the QAP campaign
consists of examining what the group has said about the purpose of their own
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actions and who the groups considers as its main enemy. The QAP literature is full of
explicit and implicit indications about the purpose and justification for the violence.
Space does not allow for a full review of these statements, but we shall look at three
key elements of the QAP literature: first, the QAP’s “manifesto”; second, the
declarations of the ideologues and the suicide bombers on the 12 May 2003 attack;
and third, the QAP’s responses to regime accusations of socio‐revolutionary
intentions.
One of the clearest outlines of the ideology of the QAP came in the book
entitled This is How We View the Jihad and How We Want It by Hazim al‐Madani.140
Although written in late 2002, the book can be considered a manifesto of the QAP,
because it was promoted on the group’s website al‐Qa‘idun and referred to in other
parts of the QAP literature as essential reading.141 Part two of the book, entitled “The
enemy… who is he?”, outlined an explicit hierarchy of enemies for the jihadist
struggle. It started with an analysis of the past experience of struggle against the
“ruling regimes” [al‐anzima al‐hakima], i.e. the local Arab governments, and the
struggle against the “global international regimes” [al‐anzima al‐duwaliyya al‐
‘alamiyya], i.e. the Soviet Union and the United States, from which the author drew
several conclusions, notably that that the struggles against the ruling regimes failed
because militants were politically isolated from the society and because the regimes
were supported by international powers. The coming struggle, the book stated, is a
civilisational struggle “between Islam and imperialism,” which “will last a
generation or more”. The author proceeded to listing a hierarchy of 11 types of
enemies divided into four categories: first, “the Jews”, the “Christians from the
West” and the “Christians from the East”. Second, “the infidel leaders (the ruling
regime)”, “ministers of state and evil scholars”, and “the security services”; third,
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“the state’s institutions”, “intellectuals defending the state” and “sinners
encouraging depravity (artists)”; and fourth: “Modern groups” and “political
parties”. Al‐Madani concluded by stating that
“the first two categories [Jews and Christians from the West] constitute the
Crusader‐Jewish alliance, which its leader America calls ‘the new world
order’. This is the enemy against which we must act at this stage. This is how
I understand the strategy of al‐Qaida, which I also consider to be the right
one.”
A second important indication that the QAP viewed the “far enemy” as more
important than the “near enemy” is found in the QAP’s justifications for the 12 May
attack. The numerous pamphlets published in the summer of 2003 convey a clear and
consistent message, namely that the purpose of the attack was to “expel the
Crusaders.” About two weeks after the attack, the leader of the nascent QAP, Yusuf
al‐Ayiri, issued a statement saying “we have not raised the banner of jihad to kill
believers [...] our one and only crime is to have waged jihad against the
Crusaders.”142 In July 2003, a book entitled Criticism of the Objection to the Riyadh
Bombings appeared on radical Islamist websites, seeking to refute the standard lines
of criticism which had been directed against the militants by more moderate
Islamists.143 It described the operation as an attack “by the fighters in the global
Islamic army (al‐Qaida)” against “American Crusader compounds in Riyadh.” The
basic premise of the debate reflected throughout the book was that the attack was
directed against the United States, not the Saudi government. The debate focused not
on the status of the regime (the takfir debate), but on whether or not foreigners in
Saudi Arabia were under treaty (the ‘ahd debate) and whether or not it was
legitimate to attack targets shielded by Muslims (the tatarrus debate). The two other
major works on the 12 May operation – The 12 May Raid: The East Riyadh Operation
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and Our War with America and its Agents and The Bountiful Spring of Supporting the
Jihad in Riyadh – both reflected similar arguments.144
The group’s “official” discourse was matched by statements by the suicide
operatives who carried out the attack. On 17 October 2003, “al‐Sahhab Foundation
for Media Production” distributed a film on the Internet entitled “Wills of the Heroes
– Martyrs of the Two Sanctities.”145 The 45‐minute film featured recorded statements
by four of the suicide bombers involved in the 12 May attack. Four of the alleged
bombers – Muhammad al‐Shihri, Abd al‐Wahhab al‐Muqit, Hazim al‐Kashmiri and
Ashraf al‐Sayyid – dedicated the operation to Usama bin Ladin, Mulla Umar, Ayman
al‐Zawahiri and Sulayman Abu Ghayth. The film also contained an 8‐minute audio
recording of the operation itself, which accompanied by a screen caption saying
“Live recording of the storming of the compound of the Americans and the British –
under the leadership of Muhammad bin Shadhdhaf al‐Shihri.” There was also a
sequence featuring an audio recording of the Chechnya‐based Saudi Sheikh Abu
Umar al‐Sayf who denounced the American presence on the Arabian Peninsula
while pictures of U.S. military bases in Saudi Arabia were shown in the background.
The discourse in the wills left no doubt that the suicide bombers themselves
viewed their action as part of a struggle against the United States and the West. For
example, Muhammad al‐Shihri said:
“Here are the Americans and other polytheists, coming and walking around
in the land of the two Sanctities as if it were one of their states. And here are
their military bases all over the place; here are their warplanes and their
tanks, their artillery their central staff, on the land of Muhammad!”
Hazim al‐Kashmiri’s statement opened with the following wo
“Here we are in the days after the end of the war on Afghanistan and now the
war on Iraq, and we have seen with our own eyes the malice of the Crusaders
toward the nation of Muhammad, and their killing of elders, women and
children, as well as their destruction of villages and cities. Now the Crusaders
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have spread their bases over the Arabian Peninsula, from which the Prophet
Muhammad told us to expel them. I swear by God that the Jews and the
Crusaders will not leave the Arabian Peninsula except by jihad.”
A third and equally illustrating component of the QAP’s ideological
production is the organisation’s response to accusations that it is fighting Muslims. A
recurrent theme in the QAP literature is the frustration, sometimes bordering on
despair, over the Saudi media’s alleged distortion of the organisation’s intentions.146
On several occasions, the QAP tried to address such accusations by making it clear
that the aim of the violence was to kill Westerners, not Muslims.147 For example, in
his statement after the 12 May bombing, Yusuf al‐Ayiri wrote:
“How come we went out and endured hardship and exposed ourselves to
dangers and temptations, how come we left our country and the pleasures of
a comfortable life to go to Afghanistan, Chechnya, Bosnia, Somalia, Kashmir
and other Muslim lands, why did we go there and endure all these hardship
and the dangers? We went there to defend the honour, religion and security
of Muslims, to preserve their lives and put our blood in their place. How
logical is it that we should sacrifice our blood and our throats for those far
away, and then decide to terrorize and shed the blood of our own people?
[…]”148
Similarly, after the very controversial Muhayya bombing on 8 November 2003 which
killed mainly Arabs, the QAP shot back at critics saying,
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“The Mujahidin always choose their targets with the greatest care […] and
each target is chosen after numerous stages of investigation, reconnaissance
and information gathering. It is inconceivable that they choose a target
housing Muslims. The observation and reconnaissance operations confirmed
that the vast majority of the residents in this compound were Christian
Americans, along with a number of British, Canadian an Australian
Christians.”149
The same desire to appear as targeting primarily outsiders shaped the QAP’s
declarations about Saudi security forces. In the early part of the campaign, the
militants explicitly said they would not target the security forces unless the latter
interfered to protect the crusaders.150 As the campaign proceeded, the militants were
drawn into a vicious cycle of violence with the police and began carrying out
premeditated offensives against Saudi security forces. This called for more
ideological clarification. After the 20 April 2004 bombing of a police building in the
al‐Washm district of Riyadh, the QAP published a book called The Prophet’s Guidance
on Targeting Emergency Forces. The book, written by a certain Abu Bakr al‐Husni,
represented an attempt by the militants to justify the recent attacks against security
forces. It blamed the police for provoking the violence:
“They [the security forces] know that al‐Qaida has a clear policy, namely to
target Crusaders and Jews and not engage with the Apostates except in self‐
defence, and yet they [the security forces] killed [the mujahidin], chased
them, imprisoned them. And despite all this, the [al‐Qaida] organisation still
follows the same policy and strategy”151
The text proceeded to explain that the aggression of the security forces had
prompted another organisation, the “Haramain Brigades”, to step in and defend the
mujahidin. The militants thus “outsourced” the operations against security forces to
another unit, in order to preserve the clarity of the QAP’s “Americans first” strategy.
This is not to say that the QAP treated the Saudi regime gently in its texts.
The QAP literature is full of vitriolic attacks against the Saudi regime in general and
the security establishment in particular. No strangers to humour and irony, QAP
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leaders would often use sarcastic terms such as kha’in al‐haramayn (the Traitor of the
Two Holy Mosques) instead of khadim al‐haramayn (Custodian of the Two Holy
Mosques) and hay’at kibar al‐umala (The Council of Senior Agents) instead of hay’at
kibar al‐ulama (Council of Senior Scholars).152 However, the main accusation levelled
by the QAP against the government was collaboration with the Crusaders, not
oppression of the people. On the whole it seems clear that the declared main purpose
of the QAP campaign was to evict the Crusaders, not to topple the Saudi regime.
Finally, the overall discursive theme of the QAP’s texts and videos was much more
pan‐Islamic nationalist than socio‐revolutionary.
Fighting the Near or the Far Enemy?
We have seen that both the behaviour and the discourse of the QAP strongly indicate
that the violence was driven by an umma‐oriented rationale very similar to the global
jihadism of al‐Qaida. However, is this enough to conclude that the QAP was a global
jihadist phenomenon? How do we know that the QAP was not simply
instrumentalising pan‐Islamic discourse for a secret socio‐revolutionary agenda?
This question raises the issue of the ultimate intentions of the top al‐Qaida or
QAP leadership behind the launch of the campaign. The precise intentions are
difficult to uncover, given that none of the key strategists are around to explain.
Yusuf al‐Ayiri was killed in May 2003, while Usama Bin Ladin, Ayman al‐Zawahiri
and Sayf al‐Adl are still on the run and have yet to comment on this issue.
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the top al‐Qaida leadership did want to
topple the Saudi regime. According to former CIA director George Tenet, captured
al‐Qaida leader Khalid Sheikh Muhammad allegedly told interrogators that Bin
Ladin’s highest priority was to spur a revolution in Saudi Arabia and overthrow the
government.153 Captured QAP militants have said that QAP leaders envisaged a two‐
stage campaign; a first phase aimed at mobilising the Saudi people for jihad against
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the crusaders, and a second stage in which the enthusiastic masses would turn
against the Al Saud.154
However, even if we suppose that such a secret plan existed, it would be of
limited analytical relevance in this context, for the simple reason that it had no
operational implications for the QAP’s behaviour. If the group behaved like a global
jihadist actor and most of its footsoldiers saw themselves as such, it simply does not
matter if the leadership had a secret socio‐revolutionary aim. The analytically
relevant factors are those that explain behavioural patterns and mobilisation
dynamics. In the case of the QAP, what drew most recruits to the organisation and
what shaped the organisation’s behaviour was the desire to strike at America, not the
Al Saud. Even if we assume that cunning strategists instrumentalised pan‐Islamic
nationalism for socio‐revolutionary aims, they did so for a reason, namely the
realisation that a socio‐revolutionary discourse and strategy would not draw
sufficient followers in Saudi Arabia. As we shall see in Chapter 6, global jihadism
was not simply a tactic; it was an ideology whose dynamics of mobilisation were
different from those of socio‐revolutionary Islamism. It is therefore analytically most
sensible to consider the QAP as an expression of extreme pan‐Islamic nationalism
and a part of the Saudi jihadist movement.

Conclusions
This review of manifestations of violent Sunni Islamism in Saudi Arabia since 1979
has allowed us to make a number of important observations. First of all, it confirmed
the intuitive claim that Saudi Arabia has experienced less Islamist violence than
many of its neighbours, and that the violence came later to the Kingdom than to
other countries in the region. Apart from the 1979 Juhayman episode, instances of
vigilantist violence in the early 1990s, Abdallah al‐Hudhayf’s 1994 acid attack and
the 1995 Riyadh bomb, there was practically no Sunni Islamist violence in Saudi
Arabia until the 2000s.

154 This was notably claimed by a captured QAP militant who appeared in a Saudi TV program Inside the
Cell; see Rawya Rageh, ʺEx‐Militants: al‐Qaida Preys on Young Menʺ, Associated Press, 22 September
2004.
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A second finding is that the QAP campaign did not come out of the blue – it
had in fact been preceded by two and a half years of sporadic attacks against
Westerners which left a total of at least 6 people dead and 13 wounded. It is fair to
say that if the Saudi authorities had investigated these incidents properly, they
would have been better placed to predict the outbreak of the QAP campaign.
Third, most of the Sunni Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia has been of the
vigilantist and jihadist kind. Rejectionists like Juhayman al‐Utaybi and his 1990s
followers carried out violent attacks in an effort to purify society of its moral
corruption. Jihadists like the 1995 Riyadh bombers and the QAP have launched
operations against Western targets rationalised as a jihad against Crusaders
“occupying” the Arabian Peninsula.
This leads to the fourth point which is that there has been conspicuously little
socio‐revolutionary violence in the Kingdom. While there have been attacks against
the security establishment, there has been practically no violence directed against the
regime as such. With the exception of the Sakaka killings, no member of the
government and no ministry building other than the Interior Ministry have so far
been subject to an attack by Sunni Islamists in Saudi Arabia.
Fifth and finally, we have seen that both the behaviour and the discourse of
the QAP make it clear that the group’s main rationale for action was of the pan‐
Islamic nationalist, not socio‐revolutionary kind. The QAP attacked mainly Western
targets and framed its struggle as a jihad against the Crusader‐Jewish alliance led by
the United States. The organisation saw itself as the Saudi branch of al‐Qaida and
considered Usama bin Ladin as its leader. Many of its members had previously
fought in places such as Afghanistan and Bosnia. It is therefore safe to assume that
QAP grew out of the Saudi jihadist movement.
This chapter has shown that, of the three main sub‐strands of Saudi Islamism,
the jihadist movement has clearly produced the most violence inside Saudi Arabia.
The Sahwa was essentially non‐violent, while rejectionists engaged in occasional
moral vigilantism. This means that the key to understanding Islamist violence in
Saudi Arabia lies in the evolution of the Saudi jihadist movement. I therefore now
leave the Sahwa and the rejectionist movement behind, and I devote the rest of the
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thesis to the history of the Saudi jihadist movement. The analysis shall proceed in
three steps. Part Two will explain the emergence of the classical jihadist movement
from 1980 to 1995; Part Three shall trace the rise of the global jihadist movement
from 1996 to 2001, while Part Four will focus on the emergence of the QAP. At each
stage, the analysis will examine the macro‐ meso‐ and micro‐level aspects of
mobilisation. I move now to Part Two; hence the next three chapters will provide the
macro‐, meso‐ and micro‐level analysis of the emergence of the Saudi jihadist
movement between 1980 and 1995.
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Part Two: The Jihad Begins
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The Politics of Pan-Islamic Nationalism

In the past few years, a number of sister Islamic nations […] have experienced
unusual crises and natural disasters […]. The government has consistently come to
the rescue of these ravaged countries in order to strengthen the ties of fraternity
among Islamic countries, inspired by the precepts of Islam that call for cooperation
and solidarity among mankind.
Saudi Ministry of Finance, 19911

From the mid‐1980s to the mid‐1990s, thousands of Saudis left quiet lives of material
comfort to go and fight in Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Bosnia and Chechnya. They put
their lives at risk for people they had never met and for territories they could barely
place on a map. In a time of low oil prices, the Saudi state spent billions of dollars to
liberate countries that did not have embassies in the Kingdom. Its army was too
weak to defend against Iraq, yet it encouraged its young men to fight in Europe and
Central Asia. This curious behaviour had a name: pan‐Islamic nationalism. This
ideology was based on the view that the Muslim nation was under threat from the
outside, and that Saudis had a responsibility to help oppressed Muslims anywhere
on the planet. The purpose of this chapter is to explain how and why pan‐Islamic
nationalism came to play such an important role in domestic Saudi politics in the
1980s and early 1990s and how it affected the conditions for mobilisation to jihadist
activism abroad. It will thus provide the macro‐level part of the explanation of the
emergence of the Saudi jihadist movement.
The chapter is divided chronologically into four sections. The first part looks
at the origins of pan‐Islamic nationalism in modern Saudi Arabia and focuses

ʺThe Kingdom Of Saudi Arabiaʹs Economic and Social Development Aid to the Islamic Worldʺ
(Riyadh: Ministry of Finance and National Economy, 1991), 24.
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especially on King Faisal’s promotion of pan‐Islamism from the late 1960s onward.
The second section examines the Saudi state involvement in the Afghan jihad in the
1980s. The third part deals with the rise of the Sahwa and its impact of on the growth
of pan‐Islamic nationalism in the Kingdom in the early 1990s. The fourth part looks
at Saudi state involvement in the Bosnian jihad and the conditions for jihadist
mobilisation in the Kingdom between 1992 and 1995.

1. King Faisal and the Origins of Pan-Islamic Nationalism
Pan‐Islamic nationalism did not come out of the blue. It had deep roots in Saudi
political culture, and especially in King Faisal’s adoption of pan‐Islamism as a
foreign policy doctrine from the late 1960s onward. It is necessary at this point to
clarify the distinction between pan‐Islamism and pan‐Islamic nationalism. I define
pan‐Islamism as a foreign policy doctrine based on the aspiration to political unity or
cooperation in the Muslim world, and pan‐Islamic nationalism as a political ideology
advocating action against non‐Muslim actors perceived as threatening the lives and
territories of Muslims. The term pan‐Islamism is most relevant for analysing state
actors, while pan‐Islamic nationalism primarily concerns non‐state actors.
In this section I shall first examine the rationale and characteristics of King
Faisal’s pan‐Islamism; then I shall look at the Saudi state support for the Palestinian
cause in the 1960s and 1970s, before explain how pan‐Islamism engendered pan‐
Islamic nationalism.
Pan-Islamism and King Faisal
Pan‐Islamism was rooted in the idea of the inherent unity of the umma or Muslim
nation. When the Prophet Muhammad moved to Medina, he established the ummat
al‐muslimin (nation of Muslims) to which all believers belonged, regardless of tribe or
social status. Unity and solidarity within the umma was prescribed by the Qur’an in
the verse “And hold fast, all together, unto the bond with God, and do not draw apart from
one another” (3:103). In the modern context, Pan‐Islamism emerged in the latter half of
the 19th century as part of the Islamic reformist movement led by Muhammad
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Abduh and Jamal al‐Din al‐Afghani.2 Pan‐Islamists advocated a return to political
unity among Muslims as a remedy to the weakness which had been laid bare by the
Western expansion in Muslim lands. In the early 20th century, the pan‐Islamist
movement found political expression in the so‐called World Muslim Congress which
held a series of symbolically important but politically inconsequential conferences
between the early 1920s and late 1940s.3
It was in the 1960s that pan‐Islamism became an influential paradigm in
Middle Eastern politics through the discourse and foreign policy of King Faisal.4 The
Saudi king did not call for a pan‐Islamic political union, but urged more cooperation
and mutual assistance between Muslim countries in the name of ”Muslim solidarity”
(al‐tadamun al‐islami).5 Pan‐Islamism became an important part of the Saudi regime
discourse from the 1960s onward because it served the state’s interests at home and
abroad. As a foreign policy doctrine, pan‐Islamism allowed Saudi Arabia to gain
political influence in the Arab world and to challenge pan‐Arab regimes such as
Nasser’s Egypt.6 In domestic politics, pan‐Islamist rhetoric and symbolic actions
were important as means to boost the regime’s political legitimacy. Scholars have
pointed out that Saudi Arabia after Ibn Saud lacked key elements of Max Weber’s
model on sources of legitimacy (in particular that of rationality/legality and
charismatic leadership), and that the regime has sought to compensate by promoting
other sources of legitimacy, such as religion, material wealth or social conservatism.7
In order to claim legitimacy from these sources, Saudi Arabia, like all states, needed

J. M. Landau, The Politics of Pan‐Islam: Ideology and Organization (Oxford: University Press, 1990).
Martin Kramer, Islam Assembled: The Advent of the Muslim Congress (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1986).
4 Alexei Vassiliev, The History of Saudi Arabia (London: Saqi Books, 2000), 385‐387. See also Ghassan
Salamé, al‐siyasa al‐kharijiyya al‐saʹudiyya: dirasa fiʹl‐ʹalaqat al‐duwaliyya [Saudi Foreign Policy: A Study in
International Relations] (Beirut: Arab Development Institute, 1980).
5 For more on King Faisal’s pan‐Islamism, see Nizar Obaid Madani, ʺThe Islamic Content of the Foreign
Policy of Saudi Arabia; King Faisalʹs Call for Islamic Solidarity 1965‐1975ʺ (American University, 1978);
Abdullah M. Sindi, ʺThe Muslim World and its Efforts in Pan‐Islamismʺ (University of Southern
California, 1978); Abdullah M. Sindi, ʺKing Faisal and Pan‐Islamismʺ in King Faisal and the Modernisation
of Saudi Arabia, ed. Willard Beling (London: Croom Helm, 1980); and Muhammed Abd al‐Mohsen Al‐
Osaimi, ʺThe Persuasion of King Faisal Ibn Abd al‐Aziz: A Case Study in Contemporary Islamic
Oratoryʺ (Indiana University, 1990).
6 See Malcolm Kerr, The Arab Cold War: Gamal ʹAbd Al‐Nasir and his Rivals, 1958‐1970 (London: Oxford
University Press, 1971).
7 Max Weber, ʺPolitics as a Vocationʺ in From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, ed. H.H. Gerth and C.
Wright Mills (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946).
2
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to demonstrate ”effectiveness”.8 Public gestures of Muslim solidarity thus became a
vital part of the regime’s strategy of survival. In times when the Kingdom’s ability to
demonstrate effectiveness in the economic or the pan‐Islamist arena has been
challenged – such as in the 1980s – the government has tended to make more
emphatic gestures of Muslim solidarity.
The rise of pan‐Islamism in the 1960s found its concrete expression in the
establishment of a number of institutions at the national and supranational level
which worked to promote cooperation, mutual solidarity and religious awareness in
the Muslim world. The two most important results of King Faisal’s pan‐Islamic
efforts were the Muslim World League [rabitat al‐‘alam al‐islami, MWL] founded in
Mecca in May 1962, and the Organisation of the Islamic Conference [munazzamat al‐
mu’tamar al‐islami, OIC], established gradually between 1969 and 1972.9 The MWL
became involved in a vast range of cultural, educational and charitable activities and
served as the umbrella organisation for a plethora of smaller organisations.10
Although formally a non‐governmental organisation, it has remained heavily
influenced and generously funded by Saudi Arabia. The MWL was also influenced
by the Muslim Brotherhood, whose members were strongly represented in the
organisation. Where the MWL operated on the societal level, the OIC was an inter‐
governmental organisation with greater influence on world affairs. In addition to
being a forum for coordination of foreign policies of Muslim countries, the OIC had
the power to set up financial institutions and charities, which were used to promote
pan‐Islamic solidarity, particularly after the 1973 oil crisis filled the treasuries of its
member states. Like the MWL, the Jidda‐based OIC was promoted by Saudi Arabia

“Effectiveness” is defined as the ”extent to which the system satisfies the basic functions of
government as most of the population and such powerful groups within it […] see them.” Seymour
Lipset, Political Man: The Social Bases of Politics (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981), 64.
9 For the MWL, see Reinhard Schulze, Islamischer Internationalismus Im 20. Jahrhundert (London: E. J. Brill,
1990). For the OIC, see Naveed S. Sheikh, The New Politics of Islam (London: RoutledgeCurzon, 2003) and
Mohammad El Sayed Selim, ed., The Organisation of the Islamic Conference in a Changing World (Cairo:
Center for Political Research and Studies, 1994).
10 Mahmud al‐Sayyid Hassan Dawud, al‐munazzamat al‐duwaliyya al‐islamiyya [Islamic International
Organisations] (Cairo: Rabitat al‐Jamaʹat al‐Islamiyya, 2003).
8
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who according to James Piscatori found in it a ”permanent institution in which to
express their views and emphasize their special role in the Islamic world.”11
The notion of Muslim solidarity was intrinsically linked with the perception
of Muslim suffering. The belief in the need for Muslim solidarity derived from the
perception that some Muslims were in dire need, and that they were best helped by
other Muslims. In practice, therefore, promotion of pan‐Islamic solidarity rested on
two pillars: Spreading awareness of Muslim suffering and providing assistance to the
needy. These two endeavours thus became the central concerns for international
Muslim organisations such as the MWL, OIC and their subsidiaries from the 1960s
onwards. To promote awareness of Muslim suffering, these actors sought to draw
attention to the situation of Muslims in all corners the world, and to present any
crisis or conflict involving Muslims as an issue of Pan‐Islamic concern.12 To provide
assistance to Muslims in need, these organisations developed institutional
frameworks to muster political support, raise funds, and provide on‐the‐ground
assistance. The Saudi Royal family came to preside over a vast network of charities,
and Saudi Arabia has long ranked among the world’s top three donors for
humanitarian causes.13
Since the rise of modern pan‐Islamism, the notion of Muslim suffering has
always had two dimensions: One apolitical, the other political. Apolitical suffering
included problems such as poverty, underdevelopment and natural disasters.
Politically grounded suffering included war, oppression and discrimination. In the
pan‐Islamic worldview, these types of suffering were two sides of the same coin.
Muslim solidarity therefore came to be used as justification for a range of different
types of assistance, from development aid on the one hand to clandestine weapons
shipments on the other. In the 1970s, the pan‐Islamic efforts of Saudi Arabia and the

James P. Piscatori, ʺIslamic Values and National Interest: The Foreign Policy of Saudi Arabiaʺ in Islam
in Foreign Policy, ed. Adeed Dawisha (Cambridge: University Press, 1983).
12 Ochsenwald noted in 1981 that a ”favourite theme in the Journal [of the Muslim World League] is the
plight of Muslim Communities living in predominantly non‐Muslim societies”; William Ochsenwald,
ʺSaudi Arabia and the Islamic Revivalʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 13 (1981): 281.
13 J. Millard Burr and Robert O. Collins, Alms for Jihad (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006),
28ff.
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OIC emphasised apolitical suffering.14 This period therefore saw the establishment of
numerous charities and development funds, which worked to alleviate poverty and
promote economic development in the Muslim world.15 The one significant exception
to the purely charitable focus was the Palestinian‐Israeli conflict, which occupied a
central position on the OIC agenda in the 1970s.16
Pan-Islamic Cause no 1: Palestine
For King Faisal, Palestine was the Pan‐Islamic cause par excellence.17 He generously
funded the armed Palestinian struggle against Israel and directed most of the Saudi
development aid to Israel’s immediate neighbours and enemies.18 Immediately after
the 1967 war, the Saudi government launched a number of domestic initiatives to
muster popular support and raise funds for the Palestinian cause. On 4 December
1967, King Faisal notably established the ”Popular Committee for Aiding Martyrs’
Families, Prisoners and Mujahidin of Palestine” [al‐lajna al‐sha‘biyya li‐musa‘adat usar

The primary objective of the OIC as stated in its charter was to ”promote Islamic solidarity among
member states.” The OIC charter did not specifically outline a framework collective security, but its
article II made several implicit references to the security implications of the vow of mutual solidarity; It
notably underlined the objective of ”strengthening of the struggle of the Muslim peoples with a view to
safeguarding their dignity, independence and national rights.” Mohammad El Sayed Selim, ed., The
Organisation of the Islamic Conference in a Changing World (Cairo: Center for Political Research and
Studies, 1994), 41, 116, 199.
15 See for example Abdel‐Rahman Ghandour, Jihad Humanitaire: Enquête Sur les ONG Islamiques (Paris:
Flammarion, 2002), J. Millard Burr and Robert O. Collins, Alms for Jihad (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2006), and Jonathan Benthall, ʺL’humanitarisme islamiqueʺ, Cultures et Conflits, no. 60
(2005).
16 According to Abdullah al‐Ahsan, ”the OIC not only resolved to declare jihad, but also founded [the al‐
Quds Committee], created an al‐Quds Fund to support its jihad activities, and decided to undertake in
all Islamic countries a psychological mobilization of the people through official, semi‐official and
popular uses of the mass media; member states were invited to open offices for volunteers ’wishing to
participate in the jihad for the liberation of the holy land.’” In practice, however, the support remained
diplomatic and financial; Abdullah al‐Ahsan, Ummah or Nation? Identity Crisis in Contemporary Muslim
Society (Leicester: The Islamic Foundation, 1992), 116‐117.
17 There is an enormous body of Saudi literature on the Palestinian issue. For an overview, see al‐
qadhiyya al‐filastiniyya bi‐aqlam saʹudiyya [The Palestinian Cause in Saudi Words], (Mecca: Umm al‐Qura
University, 2002), a 620‐page bibliographical reader of books and articles about Palestine written by
Saudi authors. A good number of these works highlight or embellish the role of Saudi Arabia and the Al
Saud in defending the cause; See for example Mubarak Bin Umran al‐Subayʹi, mawqif al saʹud min al‐
qadhiyya al‐filastiniyya [The Position of the Al Saud on the Palestinian Issue] (Riyadh: King Fahd National
Library, 1998).
18 See Abdullah M. Sindi, ʺKing Faisal and Pan‐Islamismʺ in King Faisal and the Modernisation of Saudi
Arabia, ed. Willard Beling (London: Croom Helm, 1980), 190, and James P. Piscatori, ʺIslamic Values and
National Interest: The Foreign Policy of Saudi Arabiaʺ in Islam in Foreign Policy, ed. Adeed Dawisha
(Cambridge: University Press, 1983), 42. Between 1973 and 1976, over 80 percent of Saudi aid went to
Jordan, Egypt and Syria; see André Simmons, Arab Foreign Aid (London: Associated University Press,
1981), 63.
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shuhada’ wa‐asra wa‐mujahidiy filastin], an organisation which exists to this day.19 The
Committee, chaired then as it is today by Prince Salman bin Abd al‐Aziz, worked ”to
offer all kinds of political, moral and material support to the Palestinian people.”20 Its
fundraising activities were organised in so‐called “projects” [mashari‘].21 In the 1970s
and 1980s, the Committee would organise special fundraising campaigns and
telethons, notably during regional crises such as in the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in
1982 and the outbreak of the Intifada in 1987. As we shall see, many of the
organisational structures and awareness‐raising mechanisms established in the late
1960s were reproduced in the 1980s and 1990s to muster support for other causes
such as Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya.22
The Saudi support for the Palestinian resistance was consistently justified and
rationalised with reference to religion. In its effort to legitimise support for a foreign
resistance movement in the name of Islam, the government sought the approval of
senior religious scholars. In late 1968, the abovementioned Popular Committee asked
Great Mufti Muhammad bin Ibrahim for a ruling on the issue of whether alms

Abd al‐Rahim Mahmud Jamus, al‐lijan al‐shaʹbiyya li‐musaʹadat mujahidiy filastin fi al‐mamlaka al‐
ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [The Popular Committees for the Support of Palestineʹs Mujahidin in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh: Darat al‐Malik Abd al‐Aziz, 2001), 26. On 13 July 1967, King Faisal had set up the
”Popular Committee for Aiding the Families of Jordan’s Martyrs” [al‐lajna al‐sha’biyya li‐musa’adat usar
shuhada al‐urdun] and appointed Prince Salman as its chairman; Abd al‐Rahim Mahmud Jamus, al‐lijan
al‐shaʹbiyya li‐musaʹadat mujahidiy filastin fi al‐mamlaka al‐ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [The Popular Committees for
the Support of Palestineʹs Mujahidin in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh: Darat al‐Malik Abd al‐Aziz,
2001), 21. It should be noted that the notion of popular aid committees was not new. In 1948, a
Committee of Aid for Palestine [lajnat ighathat falastin] was set up under the supervision of then Prince
Faysal. It launched ”a fundraising campaign in which all parts of Saudi society participated” which
brought in a total of five million saudi riyals.
20 Abd al‐Rahim Mahmud Jamus, al‐lijan al‐shaʹbiyya li‐musaʹadat mujahidiy filastin fi al‐mamlaka al‐
ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [The Popular Committees for the Support of Palestineʹs Mujahidin in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh: Darat al‐Malik Abd al‐Aziz, 2001), 34.
21 In 1968, it launched a project called ”Riyal of Palestine” [riyal filastin] under the slogan ”Pay a Riyal,
Save an Arab” [idfa’ riyalan tanqudh arabiyyan]. Another project was ”Record the Honour” [sajjil al‐
sharaf], a call for regular (subscribed) donations. The same year saw the launch of ”The Five Percent
Palestinian Committment Project” whereby Palestinians in Saudi Arabia committed to giving five
percent of their salary to the Popular Committee. This was followed in 1969 by ”The One Percent
Project” which called on Saudis to donate one percent of their salary. Several of these schemes are still in
place.
22 Official Saudi financial support to the Palestinian cause has continued to this day. Direct support for
Hamas was allegedly cut off in 2002, but it is no secret that indirect support for Hamas continues.
Matthew Levitt, ʺA Hamas Headquarters in Saudi Arabia?ʺ in Policy Watch (Washington DC:
Washington Institute of Near East Policy, 28 September 2005).
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money collected in Saudi Arabia could be used to fund the Palestinian struggle.23 On
3 December 1968, the Mufti issued a fatwa authorising ”the use of part of the zakah,
on the condition that it is the Government which supervises its expenditure, […] to
purchase weapons for the fida’in who are fighting the Jewish enemies of God.”24 This
ruling set an important precedent and contributed to a widening of the notion of
charity to include private support for violent struggle. However, apart from the
Palestinian cause, pan‐Islamists were mostly focused on apolitical issues. This would
change in the early 1980s.
From Pan-Islamism to Pan-Islamic Nationalism
From the late 1970s onward, the pan‐Islamist efforts of the OIC focused increasingly
on political and security‐related issues.25 The 1980 Islamabad conference adopted a
resolution entitled ”the Security of Muslim States and their Solidarity”, which for the
first time emphasised that ”the security of any Muslim state is a concern for all
Muslim states.”26 In the 1980s and early 1990s the OIC expressed solidarity with a
number of member states in conflict with non‐Muslim states (most of which
happened to be Christian): With Iran against USA in 1980, with Lebanon against
Israel in 1982, with the Comoros Islands against France in the 1980s, with Somalia
against Ethiopia in 1984, with Azerbaijan against Armenia over Nagorno‐Karabakh
in 1988, and with Sudan against ”foreign designs” in 1991.27 In the cases of
Afghanistan and Bosnia, the OIC members would also adopt measures that went far
beyond verbal condemnation.
This qualitative shift was also reflected in Saudi Arabia. The late 1970s and
1980s were characterised by greater Saudi involvement in international political
struggles pitting Muslims versus non‐Muslims. For a start, the level of Saudi
financial support for Muslims in conflict increased markedly from the late 1970s

Abd al‐Rahim Mahmud Jamus, al‐lijan al‐shaʹbiyya li‐musaʹadat mujahidiy filastin fi al‐mamlaka al‐
ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [The Popular Committees for the Support of Palestineʹs Mujahidin in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh: Darat al‐Malik Abd al‐Aziz, 2001), 46.
24 See the facsimile of the Mufti’s letter in Ibid., 94.
25 Mohammad El Sayed Selim, ed., The Organisation of the Islamic Conference in a Changing World (Cairo:
Center for Political Research and Studies, 1994), 117.
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid., 119.
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onward (se Figure 1).28 In the late 1980s in particular, spending on Afghanistan and
Palestine increased considerably, despite a marked decrease in oil revenues in the
same period (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).
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For example, the money raised by the Popular Committee for Palestine went from SR 14 million in
1975 to SR 54 million in 1981 to SR 163 million in 1982, followed by SR 80 million in the 1983‐1987
period, to peak again at SR 140 million in 1988. By comparison, the sum raised in 2001 was SR 20
million; Abd al‐Rahim Mahmud Jamus, al‐lijan al‐shaʹbiyya li‐musaʹadat mujahidiy filastin fi al‐mamlaka al‐
ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [The Popular Committees for the Support of Palestineʹs Mujahidin in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh: Darat al‐Malik Abd al‐Aziz, 2001) Similarly, money provided by the state to the
Afghan Mujahidin in Afghanistan went from about $30 million (SR 112 million) in 1981 to around $600
million (SR 2250 million) in 1987.
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Second, the nature of the support changed from passive, financial assistance
to more active, sometimes even military assistance.29 The Afghanistan war became
the first foreign conflict since the 1948 and 1967 Arab‐Israeli wars to see the personal
military involvement of Saudi nationals.30 Third, the geographical sphere of pan‐
Islamic involvement expanded, from the Arab world (Palestine and Yemen) in the
early 1970s, via the Horn of Africa (Ethiopia, Somalia, Eritrea) in the late 1970s and
Central Asia (Afghanistan) in the 1980s, to Europe (Bosnia) in the 1990s.31
Several factors help explain the “securiticisation” of Saudi Arabia’s pan‐
Islamism between 1975 and 1990. First, there was a de facto increase in the number of
violent conflicts in the region. Second, modernisation politicised Saudi society and
led to an increased popular awareness of international issues.32 Third, the failure of
Arab nationalism – laid bare by the Egyptian‐Israeli peace treaty and the Lebanese
civil war – left an ideological vacuum which Saudi Arabia may have sought to fill.
Fourth, many of the conflicts which preoccupied the Muslim world in the 1980s and

29 There had been cases of Saudi military support for actors in conflict in the past. During the civil war in
Yemen in the 1960s, Riyadh had supported the Royalists with money, arms, food and medicine. In 1978
and 1979, Riyadh had agreed to pay for the arms purchases of Yemen Arab Republic from the US. Saudi
Arabia also gave money to non‐Muslim states that were involved in anti‐communist struggles, such as
Zaire (against Angola). In 1976 Riyadh gave $50 million to Zaire for its war against Angola. In 1977, it
supported the NATO intervention in Zaire and paid for the airlift of Moroccan troops with U.S. aircraft;
Alexei Vassiliev, The History of Saudi Arabia (London: Saqi Books, 2000), 470.
30 A military unit of 513 Saudis allegedly took part in the 1948 war for Palestine, 134 of which ”fell as
martyrs”; Abd al‐Rahim Mahmud Jamus, al‐lijan al‐shaʹbiyya li‐musaʹadat mujahidiy filastin fi al‐mamlaka
al‐ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [The Popular Committees for the Support of Palestineʹs Mujahidin in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh: Darat al‐Malik Abd al‐Aziz, 2001), 18. See also Abd al‐Fattah Hasan Abu Alia and
Rafiq Shakir Al‐Natsha, al‐mamlaka al‐ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya wa qadhiyyat filastin [The Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and the Palestine Issue] (Riyadh: King Fahd National Library, 1999), 337ff and Aisha Ali al‐
Musannad, al‐mamlaka al‐ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya wa qadhiyyat filastin, 1939‐1948 [The Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and the Palestinian Cause, 1939‐1948] (Riyadh: Dar al‐Murikh, 1992). During the 1967 war, a Saudi
brigade of 3,000 soldiers was sent to southern Jordan but did not fight; Alexei Vassiliev, The History of
Saudi Arabia (London: Saqi Books, 2000), 384.
31 Saudi Arabia also reacted strongly to the Ethiopian revolution in 1974 and supported Somalia
diplomatically and financially in its failed war against Ethiopia in 1977. Saudi Arabia also supported the
Eritrean struggle for independence in the 1980s. See Alexei Vassiliev, The History of Saudi Arabia
(London: Saqi Books, 2000), 470 and Adeed Dawisha, ʺSaudi Arabiaʹs Search for Securityʺ (London:
International Institute for Strategic Studies (Adelphi Paper), 1979), 22.
32 It is reasonable to assume that increased levels of education, the expansion of Saudi media, improved
travel opportunities and the integration of Saudi Arabia in the international economic system
contributed to increased awareness of international issues in Saudi society in this period. The
newspaper circulation increased from 75,000 (10 per 1000) in 1975 to 507,000 (47 per 1000) in 1984. TV
reception increased from 130,000 (14 receivers per 1000) in 1976 to 2,541,000 (262 per 1000) in 1982; see
Matrook Alfaleh, ʺThe Impact of the Processes of Modernization and Social Mobilization on the Social
and Political Structures of the Arab Countries With Special Emphasis on Saudi Arabiaʺ (University of
Kansas, 1987).
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early 1990s occurred in non‐Arab countries (Afghanistan, Bosnia, Chechnya etc)
where pan‐Arabism had little sway.
However, the most important factor was that in the mid 1980s, two key
pillars of Saudi legitimacy, economic welfare and religious integrity, were challenged
by the economic crisis and the rise of revolutionary Iran. In the mid‐1980s, plunging
oil prices sent Saudi Arabia into economic crisis (see section 3 of Chapter 1). The 1979
Iranian revolution set the stage for a competition between Saudi Arabia and Iran
over the political leadership of the Muslim world.33 Saudi Arabia’s ability to
demonstrate ”effectiveness” in the two areas most important to the regime’s
legitimacy was thus considerably weakened. Moreover, these challenges followed
the traumatic Juhayman incident and coincided with the gradual rise of the regime‐
critical Sahwa movement inside the Kingdom.34 The reaction of the Saudi state to
these challenges was to get more actively and visibly involved in pan‐Islamic causes
such as Palestine and Afghanistan. The increased Saudi support for pan‐Islamic
nationalist causes thus represented a classic case of “diversionary politics”, which is
well known from other contexts. For example, Abdelaziz Testas showed how, in the
case of 1970s and 1980s Algeria, government religious spending increased as GDP
per capita went down.35 Pan‐Islamic nationalism was to some extent Saudi Arabia’s
“opium for the people.”
The promotion pan‐Islamism was related to, but largely distinct from the
program of domestic ”wahhabisation” which followed the Juhayman events. This
promotion of social conservatism had begun in the 1970s and was institutionalised in
the beginning of the 1980s when the religious establishment was awarded

See for example Jacob Goldberg, ʺSaudi Arabia and the Iranian Revolution: The Religious Dimensionʺ
in The Iranian Revolution and the Muslim World, ed. David Menashri (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1990).
34 See for example Elaine Sciolino, ʺIn Saudi Oasis of Calm, Some See Seeds of Unrestʺ, New York Times,
15 May 1985. Writing in 1987, Matruk al‐Falih noted that ”although the Saudi regime was violently able
to crush the Juhayman group, there is reason and evidence to believe that the Islamic movement, in
Saudi Arabia, has gained momentum, especially within the students’ sectors. Increasingly, some Islamic
elements of the society have started to question the sincerity and seriousness of the royal family’s
adherence to Islam”; Matrook Alfaleh, ʺThe Impact of the Processes of Modernization and Social
Mobilization on the Social and Political Structures of the Arab Countries With Special Emphasis on
Saudi Arabiaʺ (University of Kansas, 1987), 176.
35 Abdelaziz Testas, ʺThe Roots of Algeriaʹs Ethnic and Religious Violenceʺ, Studies in Conflict and
Terrorism 25 (2002).
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significantly increased power and budgets.36 The pan‐Islamic nationalist effort did
not gain significant momentum until the mid‐1980s, when the Kingdom decided to
throw its full weight behind the jihad in Afghanistan.

2. The Afghan War and Saudi State Support for Classical
Jihadism
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 would have profound repercussions in
the Muslim world in general and for Islamist movements in particular.37 The
invasion led the transnational Islamic organisations to issue calls for jihad against the
Soviet occupation. This gave the conflict a religious dimension which would
mobilize colossal levels of state and non‐state resources from the Muslim world.
With its involvement in the war in Afghanistan in the 1980s, Saudi Arabia moved
from a passive and financial to an active and military approach to pan‐Islamism. This
section shall examine the Saudi State policy toward and involvement in the Afghan
jihad in the 1980s. I shall start by explaining what was new about the Saudi
involvement in Afghanistan; then I shall look at the influence of the United States on
Saudi policy toward Afghanistan, before describing how the State its institutions
supported the resistance effort.
Unprecedented Involvement
Some might argue that there was nothing qualitatively new about the Saudi
involvement in Afghanistan, because the Kingdom had long supported the
Palestinian resistance. However, two points are worth noting. First, the special status
of Palestine in regional politics made it difficult for Arab countries in the region not
to support the resistance in some way or other. Second, the range and depth of Saudi
support for the Afghan resistance was in fact considerably greater than the support
for Palestine in the 1970s and 1980s. The Saudi financial support to the Afghan

Gwenn Okruhlik, ʺNetworks of Dissent: Islamism and Reform in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Current History
(2002); Michaela Prokop, ʺSaudi Arabia: The Politics of Educationʺ, International Affairs 79, no. 1 (2003):
78; and Tim Niblock, Saudi Arabia: Power, Legitimacy and Survival (London: Routledge, 2006), 83‐85.
37 For good accounts of the Afghanistan war, see notably Barnett R. Rubin, The Fragmentation of
Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the International System, 2nd ed. ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2002) and Mohammad Yousaf and Mark Adkin, Afghanistan: The Bear Trap, 2nd ed.
(Barnsley: Leo Cooper, 2001).
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Mujahidin between 1984 and 1989 was significantly larger than that provided to the
PLO in any five‐year period. The PLO received a total of SR 3.72 billion from the
Saudi government in the 14‐year period from 1978 to 1991, while the Afghan
mujahidin received a total of at least SR 6.75 billion in the three years from 1987 to
1989. 38 The Saudi military support in Afghanistan was also more direct than it had
been in Palestine. Saudi Arabia had funded many of PLO’s weapons purchases, but
the Palestinians never needed Saudi help for weapons procurement and they
certainly did not need unfit Saudi volunteers. Saudi Arabia’s alliance with the United
States also made it politically difficult to send fighters to Palestine. In Afghanistan,
on the other hand, the Saudi state provided direct military and logistical support,
and Saudi citizens were present on the battleground.
American Pressure
The Saudi state support for the Afghan resistance did not reach significant
proportions until the mid‐1980s, and when it did, it was partly a result of American
encouragement. In the early 1980s, the Saudi support was primarily diplomatic,
political and humanitarian.39 Diplomatically, the Saudis worked through the OIC to
ensure the isolation of the Kabul regime and to rally support behind the Afghan
resistance.40 Politically, Riyadh exerted considerable pressure on the Afghan
Mujahidin factions to close ranks and insisted on unity as a condition for expanding

See ʺThe Kingdom Of Saudi Arabiaʹs Economic and Social Development Aid to the Islamic Worldʺ
(Riyadh: Ministry of Finance and National Economy, 1991). These figures do not include private
donations from the popular committees for Palestine and Afghanistan.
39 Saudi Arabia allegedly provided some aid to Afghan Islamists in Pakistani exile in 1974‐75, but the
support ended when they adopted a policy of support for Daoud; Olivier Roy, Islam and Resistance in
Afghanistan, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 77. Saudi Arabia had allegedly
also funded several ”pseudo‐alliances” of exiled party leaders as early as 1978 and 1979. Barnett R.
Rubin, The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the International System, 2nd ed.
ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002), 193.
40 On 27 January 1980, the OIC held an extraordinary session in Islamabad for foreign ministers in
response to the invasion of Afghanistan. The Saudi delegation pushed for and obtained the suspension
of Afghanistan’s OIC membership and the decision to boycott the Moscow Olympics. At the third
summit held in Taif in late January 1981, the OIC agreed to take steps to directly support the Afghan
Mujahidin. In April 1981 Riyadh broke diplomatic relations with Kabul. William B. Quandt, Saudi Arabia
in the 1980s: Foreign Policy, Security and Oil (Washington DC: Brookings, 1981), 42; Steve Coll, Ghost Wars:
The secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 (New
York: Penguin, 2004), 82‐83; David Holden and Richard Johns, The House of Saud (London: Sidgwick &
Jackson, 1981), 537.
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aid.41 The Saudi regime was initially sceptical about the prospects of the resistance,
having been disappointed in supporting rebels against leftist regimes in Yemen and
elsewhere.42 The Saudi government also provided a certain amount of financial aid,
mainly to charities and to Abd (Rabb) al‐Rasul Sayyaf’s Ittihad party.43 The official
Saudi aid in the first few years was channelled through two organisations: the Saudi
Red Crescent, and the “Popular Committee for Fundraising” [al‐lajna al‐sha‘biyya li‐
jam‘ al‐tabarru‘at]. The latter was set up in early 1980 under the chairmanship of
Prince Salman on the model of the “Popular Committee” for Palestine. Later the
same year the Popular Committee was transformed into the Saudi Relief Committee
[lajnat al‐ighatha al‐sa‘udiyya].
While Saudi Arabia provided aid, the United States was pushing for more
Saudi funding for the military effort.44 The key to understanding the mid‐1980s rise
in the Saudi support to the Afghan jihad is the agreement struck between the Saudi
and the U.S. government on parallel funding of the Mujahidin. In 1980 or 1981, the
Kingdom pledged, at the request of the Americans, to match U.S. congressional
funding for the Afghan resistance.45 They agreed to contribute equally to a CIA‐

41 Barnett R. Rubin, The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the International
System, 2nd ed. ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002), 193. In the first half of the 1980s, a
series of formal unions were established – each time with Saudi money as the carrot ‐ only to break up
within months. In 1980, Saudi Arabia pushed for the creation of a ”Union for the Liberation of
Afghanistan” and donated $34 million to the participants. Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi
afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 37‐38.
42 Barnett R. Rubin, The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the International
System, 2nd ed. ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002), 193.
43 For example, in early 1984, Sayyaf received 30 million dollars, half of which came from Saudi royals,
and the other half from popular donations; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab
Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 60‐61. In April 1984,
Crown Prince Abdallah bin Abd al‐Aziz visited Peshawar and donated $5 million to the refugees. When
he returned, he allegedly convinced his brothers to give $10 million; al‐Ittihad, 24 April 1984; Akhbar min
al‐Alam al‐Islami, 30 April 1984; cited in Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab
Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 62. Sayyaf enjoyed a
special relationship with the Saudis because he had studied in Saudi Arabia. In 1985, he was awarded
the highly prestigious King Faisal Prize for Service to Islam.
44 Jonathan Randal argued that ”from the very start, Saudi Arabia was brought on board by the United
States. The Al Saud did what they knew best. They paid.” Jonathan Randal, Osama: The Making of a
Terrorist (New York: Vintage Books, 2004), 72.
45 There are two different accounts of how this agreement came about. One version states that Turki al‐
Faisal struck the deal with the CIA in July 1980; see Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The secret History of the CIA,
Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin, 2004), 81‐82.
According to the other version, CIA director William Casey approached the Saudi king in 1981 about
supporting the Afghans, whereupon the king said: ”What I’ll tell you I’ll do, I’ll do. But you have your
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administered fund destined for the Afghan Mujahidin from 1982 onward.46
However, in 1984 and 1985 the amount of money allocated by the U.S. Congress –
and by extension also by Saudi Arabia – skyrocketed as the result of political
developments on the domestic American arena.
Washington had watched the events in Kabul with great concern and had
approved limited covert support to Afghan rebels from as early as 1979.47 The
Reagan election brought more aggressively anti‐Soviet conservatives to Washington
in 1981, such as CIA director William Casey, who would take a personal interest in
the Afghan cause.48 However, the most important individual behind the subsequent
policy change was Charlie Wilson, a democratic congressman from Texas who
became an ardent supporter of the Afghan cause after a visit to Pakistan in late
1982.49 Wilson lobbied furiously for more money and more weapons to the
Mujahidin.50 In 1983, on Wilson’s urging, several congressional delegations toured
Pakistan and the Afghan Border regions, and in the first half of 1984, the political
pressure for deeper involvement increased significantly. In October 1984, congress
tripled the funding to the CIA’s Afghan programme to $250 million.51 The surge
continued the following year. The U.S. support grew from $30 million in 1980 to
more than $600 million in 1986.52 True to their pledge, the Saudis followed suit.53 The

Congress to deal with. So do what you can – and I’ll match it”; George Crile, Charlie Wilsonʹs War (New
York: Grove, 2003), 238.
46 George Crile, Charlie Wilsonʹs War (New York: Grove, 2003), 238. Each year, the Saudis would send
money to their embassy in Washington, whereupon the Saudi ambassador transferred the money to a
swiss bank account controlled by the CIA; Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The secret History of the CIA,
Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin, 2004), 81‐82.
47 Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to
September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin, 2004), 46; Robert Michael Gates, From the Shadows: The Ultimate
Insiderʹs Story of Five Presidents and How They Won the Cold War (New York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 1997).
48 Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to
September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin, 2004), 90.
49 George Crile, Charlie Wilsonʹs War (New York: Grove, 2003). Another important campaigner was
senator Paul Tsongas; George Crile, Charlie Wilsonʹs War (New York: Grove, 2003), 242.
50 Beginning in early 1984, Wilson began to ”force more money and more sophisticated weapons
systems inteo the CIA’s classified Afghan budget”; Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The secret History of the CIA,
Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin, 2004), 91.
51 Ibid., 102; Barnett R. Rubin, The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the
International System, 2nd ed. ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002), 180.
52 Barnett R. Rubin, The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the International
System, 2nd ed. ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002), 196.
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U.S.‐Saudi cooperation was facilitated by the appointment of Prince Bandar bin
Sultan as Saudi ambassador to Washington in October 1983. Bandar had an excellent
personal relationship with Charlie Wilson, who had supported a controversial 1982
arms deal which gave Saudi Arabia access to sophisticated AWACS aircraft.54
It is fair to say that without the American pressure and initiative, the Saudi
involvement in Afghanistan would probably not have taken the proportions it did.
The mid‐1980s funding increase was not just a budget issue. It was a clear political
signal to use “all means available” to help the Afghan Mujahidin. The alliance with
America emboldened Saudi Arabia to expand the level and range of its activities in
Afghanistan.
Military Support
It is extremely difficult to provide a detailed and comprehensive account of the
official Saudi support for the Afghan cause, because there was no clear separation
between the state and the private sphere in Saudi society as a whole. Saudi money
and support was provided through a plethora of semi‐official actors and
organisations involved in a wide range of activities. Many individuals also had
multiple roles or affiliations.
Some actors, such as the intelligence or diplomatic services, are easy to
describe as belonging to the state. The Saudi intelligence services cooperated closely
with the CIA and allowed the Agency to use Saudi territory as a transit point for
weapons shipments to Pakistan.55 Saudi intelligence also operated independently
from the Americans.56 At the height of the Saudi involvement in Afghanistan, Saudi

However, as the amounts increased, the Saudis were late with the matching money. Top CIA officials
William Casey and Gust Avrakotos would have to travel to Riyadh or Jidda to personally collect part of
the money; George Crile, Charlie Wilsonʹs War (New York: Grove, 2003), 239 and 413.
54 Ibid., 239. After the Afghan war, Bandar would arrange a hero’s welcome for Charlie Wilson in Saudi
Arabia. For Bandar’s role in the Saudi‐US AWACS deal, see Nicholas Laham, Selling AWACS to Saudi
Arabia: The Reagan Administration and the Balancing of Americaʹs Competing Interests in the Middle East
(Westport, CT: Praeger, 2002).
55 The CIA bought weapons from China, Egypt, Israel, Britain and India. Some shipments were airlifted
via Saudi Arabia, but most were shipped by sea to Karachi; Mark Huband, Warriors of the Prophet: The
Struggle for Islam (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1999), 10. The Pakistani intelligence service ISI complained
that the deliveries from Saudi Arabia were always late and incomplete; Mohammad Yousaf and Mark
Adkin, Afghanistan: The Bear Trap, 2nd ed. (Barnsley: Leo Cooper, 2001), 100.
56 Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to
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intelligence chief Turki al‐Faisal travelled to Pakistan up to five times a month.57
Prince Turki al‐Faisal had contact with Usama bin Ladin, although the precise nature
of their relationship remains unclear.58 Saudi diplomats and intelligence officials
cooperated with Abdallah Azzam’s “Services Bureau” and the Arab fighters in
Peshawar. Bin Ladin himself has described how the Saudi ambassador in Islamabad,
Tawfiq al‐Madar, helped him transport a bulldozer from Saudi Arabia to Pakistan in
1985.59 The bulldozer was later used for the construction of training camps in
Afghanistan.
However, much of the Saudi support to Afghanistan was administered by
semi‐official actors such as charities and religious organisations. In the mid‐ and late
1980s, a large number of Saudi charities were operating in Afghanistan and
Pakistan.60 Many, if not most of them, extended logistical and other services to
combatants in addition to their humanitarian or missionary activities. For example,
the MWL’s representative in Peshawar from 1986 onward was none other than Wa’il
Julaydan, a close friend of bin Ladin and early member of Abdallah Azzam’s
Services Bureau.61 The Saudi Red Crescent was part of the weapons pipeline – it
maintained offices in the border regions partly to alleviate the cost of transporting

Ibid., 82
Turki al‐Faisal himself has said that he met Bin Ladin about three times in Pakistan in the 1980s, and
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weapons.62 On at least one occasion, ambulances were used to transport healthy
fighters to and from the battlefront.63 According to Steve Coll, Saudi intelligence
established safehouses through Saudi charities operating in Peshawar.64 This blurring
of the lines between humanitarian and military assistance was an important corollary
of the rise of pan‐Islamic nationalism in the 1980s and 1990s, and contributed to the
view of participation in violent jihad as an act of charity, as we shall see in
subsequent chapters.
The precise division of labour between state, semi‐state and non‐state actors
may not be crucial for our analysis. The main point is that the political opportunities
for systematic mobilisation were excellent. The state did not place any obstacles
whatsoever in the way of those, like Abdallah Azzam and Usama bin Ladin, who
sought to recruit Saudis to Afghanistan and raise funds for their activities. If
anything, the state, or semi‐state entities like the Muslim World league, actively
encouraged the departure of Saudis to Afghanistan. Saudi Airlines gave a 75%
discount on flights to Peshawar.65 The government‐controlled media reported
extensively from Afghanistan from the mid 1980s onward.66 State television would
broadcast the Afghan Mujahidin leader Sayyaf’s lectures in Mina before the King
during Hajj.67 Saudi newspapers reproduced statements and fatwas from religious
scholars about Afghanistan, and some articles even reported the so called karamat
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(miracles) of Arab martyrs fallen in battle in Afghanistan.68 The authorities also
organised telethons to raise funds for Prince Salman’s Committee for the Assistance
of Afghan Mujahidin.69
Hesitant Ulama
Perhaps the only part of the state apparatus which was somewhat hesitant about
encouraging young Saudis to fight in Afghanistan was the religious establishment. A
common misperception in the historiography of this period is to present the
Wahhabi establishment as prime movers behind the mobilisation to Afghanistan.70 In
fact, very few, if any, of the scholars in the religious establishment actively promoted
the Afghan jihad as an individual duty (fard ‘ayn) for Saudis.71 The majority of
scholars viewed the jihad as a collective duty (fard kifaya) and were anxious to ensure
that the resources and personnel devoted to the Afghan cause went to people and
organisations with a sound doctrinal orientation. The Saudi government’s insistence
on funding the politically marginal Sayyaf, as opposed to other more powerful parts
of the Afghan resistance, was an implicit concession to the religious establishment.72
In the late 1980s, concerns over doctrine led to a divergence in the respective funding
preferences of the scholars and the government. While the Saudi intelligence
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favoured Sayyaf, the Wahhabi establishment endorsed Jamil al‐Rahman and his
community in Kunar (see below).73
There were also prominent scholars who cautioned young Saudis about
going to Afghanistan. Muhammad al‐Munajjid, a prominent religious figure in the
Eastern Province, was one such critic.74 The sheikhs of the Sahwa were also not
overly enthusiastic about the Afghan jihad. Al‐Hawali, for example, was sceptical
toward the Afghan cause because of the heavy involvement of the United States. In a
well‐known lecture, Safar al‐Hawali criticised Abdallah Azzam and advised against
going to Peshawar.75 This position was later used by his enemies in the jihadist
movement to discredit him.76 Salman al‐Awda’s position seems to have been
somewhat closer to the mainstream, in that he viewed jihad participation for Saudis
as permissible but not as a duty.77
In the second half of the 1980s, as the Afghan cause gained popularity, few
mainstream scholars would rule explicitly against going to Afghanistan. Most
scholars in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere adopted a rather vague position on the
Afghan jihad. For example, the leading Saudi scholar Sheikh Abd al‐Aziz bin Baz
ruled that ”helping and aiding our fighting and exiled Afghan brothers is an
individual duty on Muslims today, financially and physically or one of the two
according to one’s capability.”78 At first sight the fatwa looks clear – but on closer
inspection it does not say “all Muslims.” Most Saudi commentators interviewed by
this author, even liberal ones, agree that Bin Baz never said it was an individual duty
for all Muslims – and by extension for Saudis – to go to Afghanistan.79
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79 Another telling indication of Bin Baz’ evasive posture on the Afghan jihad issue came in the foreword
to Abdallah Azzam’s book In Defence of Muslim Lands, where Azzam explained that he showed the fatwa
to Bin Baz, who told him ”it is good,” but Azzam added that he was not able to obtain a written
foreword from Bin Baz because the latter ”was busy at the time.”
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Looking back on the 1980s, Saudi officials have insisted that they only
responded to a popular demand for action in Afghanistan. In a 2001 interview,
Prince Turki al‐Faisal said the government had no choice but to support the Saudi
volunteers. He said it would have been a “grave mistake” for any Arab state to have
prevented volunteers from doing their “sacred duty” in Afghanistan, because ”for
the first time in many years, many Muslims were doing something against an
invader and appearing to be succeeding.”80 Prince Turki’s advisor Jamal Khashoggi
has said that “it was the right thing for Saudi Arabia to send Jihadis to Afghanistan.
All Saudi Jihadis came back in 1992. They were nice people.”81
Such statements gloss over the fact that the state was not simply “letting”
people go to Afghanistan; it actively encouraged them to do so. The government
instrumentalised pan‐Islamic nationalism for domestic and foreign political gain. The
Afghan jihad constituted a golden opportunity for Saudi Arabia to consolidate its
image as the champion of Islamic causes and liberator of Muslim territory. The
Kingdom’s pan‐Islamic offensive thus gave the regime a momentary legitimacy‐
boost. However, it also set in motion the powerful forces of pan‐Islamic nationalism,
which would soon prove to be a potent tool in the hands of the domestic Saudi
opposition.

3. The Gulf Crisis and the Sahwa’s Contestation
The event which would reverse the fortunes of the Saudi state was Saddam
Hussain’s invasion of Kuwait on 2 August 1990. The Gulf Crisis is widely considered
a watershed in the modern history of Saudi politics, because it sparked the
emergence of an openly regime‐critical Islamist opposition.82 The ensuing

Jamal Khashoggi, ʺOsama offered to form army to challenge Saddam’s forces: Turkiʺ, Arab News, 7
November 2001.
81 Madawi al‐Rasheed, Contesting the Saudi State: Islamic Voices from a New Generation (Cambridge:
University Press, 2007), 102.
82 For more on the impact of the Gulf crisis on the Sahwa, see Mordechai Abir, Saudi Arabia: Society,
Government and the Gulf Crises (London: Routledge, 1993); Mamoun Fandy, ʺSaudi Arabia and the
Politics of Dissentʺ (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001); Daryl Champion, The Paradoxical Kingdom
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), 216ff; David Commins, The Wahhabi Mission and Saudi
Arabia (London: I.B. Tauris, 2006), 176ff; Madawi al‐Rasheed, A History of Saudi Arabia (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 163ff; and R. Hrair Dekmejian, ʺThe Rise of Political Islamism in
Saudi Arabiaʺ, Middle East Journal 48, no. 4 (1994).
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confrontation between the government and the Sahwa would further improve the
political opportunities for jihadist activism in the Kingdom. This section will examine
the implications of the Gulf crisis for the dynamics of pan‐Islamic nationalism in the
Kingdom. The section is divided into two; it will start by looking at how the State
struggled to reconcile the U.S. military deployment in the Kingdom with its pan‐
Islamic nationalist credentials, before explaining how the Sahwa began contesting
the state’s monopoly on pan‐Islamic nationalism as a source of legitimacy.
Infidel Assistance
When Saddam Hussain invaded Kuwait, the Saudi government found itself between
a rock and a hard place. The only real available defence was the deployment of
American troops on Saudi soil, yet such a deployment was considered extremely
sensitive, for two main reasons. First was religion; the presence of Mecca and Medina
on Saudi territory made the idea of a substantial foreign military deployment very
controversial. Second was nationalism: Having never been colonised, Saudi Arabia
was naturally cautious about preserving independence, or at least the impression
thereof. The Saudi leadership realised the sensitivities surrounding such a move and
was initially very reluctant.83 It took a high‐level U.S. delegation to Jidda on 6 August
1990 to convince King Fahd, who eventually approved, despite protests from other
senior cabinet members such as Crown Prince Abdallah.84 King Fahd knew he had
the crucial backing of the religious establishment, which he had consulted the
afternoon before meeting the U.S. delegation. On 14 August 1990, the Supreme
Council of Ulama issued a fatwa authorising the controversial decision.85
In the autumn of 1990, as the crisis escalated and American soldiers poured
into the Kingdom, the government did its best to frame the conflict with Iraq in pan‐

As Bob Woodward wrote in his account of the pre‐Gulf war planning, ”Cheney would be asking the
Saudis to confront a decision they had spent their lifetimes shying away from. It would be a radical
departure to accept forces of any size.” Bob Woodward, The Commanders (London: Simon and Schuster,
1991), 265.
84 Ibid., 266.
85 For a translation of the fatwa and an analysis of its implications, see Abdulaziz H. al‐Fahad, ʺFrom
Exclusivism to Accommodation: Doctrinal and Legal Evolution of Wahhabismʺ, New York University
Law Review 79, no. 2 (2004): 518. Nawaf Obaid wrote that the fatwa was issued after a meeting in Mecca
attended by 350 leading Islamic scholars; Nawaf Obaid, ʺThe Power of Saudi Arabiaʹs Islamic Leadersʺ,
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Islamic nationalist terms, and to mobilise both domestic and foreign Muslim support
“in defence of Islam’s Holy Places”. Saudi Arabia invited military forces from as
many Muslim allies as possible to come and fight under Saudi command – a request
met by 24 countries from West Africa to South Asia.86 The government also launched
an entirely unprecedented civil defence mobilisation effort. Recruitment centres were
set up across the country and volunteers were given uniforms and training – boot
camps for men and nursing courses for women.87 To boost patriotism, the Saudi
Press wrote about the overwhelming popular response to the call for homeland
defence, while describing in detail the atrocities of the evil Iraqi forces to the north.
However, the authorities were fighting an uphill battle. Many Saudis were sceptical
about the arrival of the U.S. troops and believed Saddam’s invasion had been staged
by the Americans to provide an excuse to invade the region.
Islamist Outrage
In Islamist communities inside and outside the Kingdom, the Saudi decision to call
for U.S. support was met with condemnation.88 This was not surprising, because
there was already considerable resentment toward the Western presence in Saudi
Arabia prior to the deployment. For example, in 1985, the New York Times quoted a
Saudi university professor as saying ʹʹWe should help our Moslem brothers by not
hiring any non‐Moslems here. We should drive away the nonbelievers from the
Arabian Peninsula.ʹʹ89 Another Saudi professor said “For the youth here, America has
no friends in the Moslem world. While things here are under control, in the long run
there could be acts of sabotage.ʹ”90
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Most Islamists saw the arrival of American troops as a defilement of holy
land and an affront to the Prophet’s alleged deathbed wish that “there should not be
two religions on the Arabian Peninsula.”91 For many, the intrusion of Crusaders was
far more serious than the threat represented by Saddam Hussain.92 Moreover, the
Gulf war itself was perceived by many as an attack on Islam by Crusader forces and
thus no less of a cause for jihad than Palestine, Afghanistan or Kashmir.93 The Gulf
war had a very deep impact on the Afghan Arab community and contributed
substantially to the anti‐Western shift in jihadist circles in the 1990s.94 In Saudi
Arabia, it was the Sahwa which reacted most strongly to the deployment of U.S.
forces.
The most well‐known and influential Sahwist criticism of the U.S. military
presence was articulated by Safar al‐Hawali in his book Revealing the Sorrow to the
Scholars of the Nation (also known as Kissinger’s Promise).95 Al‐Hawali’s book became
extremely popular and had a deep ideological impact both in Saudi Arabia and

For a good summary of the theological justifications for the sanctity of Saudi territory, see Bernard
Lewis, ʺLicense to Kill: Usama Bin Ladinʹs Declaration of Jihadʺ, Foreign Affairs 77, no. 6 (1998).
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Brotherhood. For example, the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood issued a statement in February 1991
calling on “the Muslims in all parts of the world to confront the aggressor infidels, join the battle of
destiny, and support their Brothers in Iraq to purge the holy land of Palestine and Najd and Hijaz from
the Zionists and the imperialists”; Beverley Milton‐Edwards, ʺA Temporary Alliance With the Crown:
The Islamic Response in Jordanʺ in Islamic Fundamentalisms and the Gulf Crisis, ed. James Piscatori
(Chicago: American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1991), 98.
93 A joint statement by Muslim Brotherhood‐affiliated organisations meeting in Pakistan “described the
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Suri, daʹwat al‐muqawama al‐islamiyya al‐ʹalamiyya [The Global Islamic Resistance Call] (2004), 46. I am
grateful to Brynjar Lia who identified and translated this passage.
95 Safar al‐Hawali, kashf al‐ghumma ʹan ʹulama al‐umma [Revealing the Sorrow to the Scholars of the Nation]
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elsewhere. The book was based on a compilation of lectures held by al‐Hawali in the
autumn of 1990, and styled as an open letter to the country’s most senior scholar Abd
al‐Aziz Bin Baz. Revealing the Sorrow was essentially a geopolitical analysis of the
implications of the Gulf war. Al‐Hawali argued that America had orchestrated the
Gulf war in order to secure a military presence on the Arabian Peninsula, humiliate
Islam and crush the Islamic movement. In al‐Hawali’s view, the U.S. policy was
clearly intended to control Saudi territory:
”It is clear to you that the calumny which has befallen the umma will not be
forgotten by history until the day of judgement. It began with the Iraqi
Baathist army’s invasion of Kuwait, then the invitation of the Christian
Western nations and their followers to the whole region, and the deployment
of tens of thousands American troops in Riyadh, Jidda, Taif, Yanbu and Asir,
rather than the Eastern and Northern provinces, and the encirclement of all
the sea shores of the Arabian Peninsula under the pretext of the economic
blocade on Iraq.”96
Al‐Hawali’s analysis was articulated in explicit pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse. It
emphasised the territorial infringement committed by non‐Muslim forces and
stressed that the issue concerned the entire Muslim nation.97 He spoke of an
“occupation” of the Arabian Peninsula by “Crusaders” who wanted to “steal the
resources” of the Muslim nation.98 The book was also extremely anti‐American and
reminded the reader that ”the West is our enemy from now till the day of
judgement.”99 Yet the audience was clearly domestic. By insisting on the graveness of
the situation, al‐Hawali sent a strong message to the authorities about his
disapproval of King Fahd’s decision. Although al‐Hawali’s book was unique in its
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length and sophistication, other leading Sahwists expressed their dismay over the
U.S. military presence.100
It is important to underline that the Sahwists’ use of pan‐Islamic nationalist
discourse was instrumental and populist. The core of the Sahwa’ agenda was internal
and structural political reform, as is evidenced by the substance of the two main
petitions that articulated the Sahwa’s political demands, namely the Letter of Demands
[khitab al‐matalib] and the Memorandum of Advice [mudhakkarat al‐nasiha].101 By
criticising the government’s failure to protect the Arabian Peninsula and deploring
the situation in Bosnia, the reformists tapped into the reservoir of pan‐Islamic
nationalism and used it in their confrontation with the government. The issue of the
U.S. troops was thus primarily a symbolic cause. The Sahwist critique represented a
severe challenge to the regime’s credibility as a champion of Islamic causes. The
political capital acquired through the support for the Afghan jihad had been swept a
way in a matter of months. Moreover, a considerable domestic opposition movement
was gaining momentum.
What the Sahwa did was essentially to contest the very same source of
legitimacy which had benefited the state in the late 1980s, namely pan‐Islamic
nationalism. The regime now found itself accused of betraying the pan‐Islamic
nationalist cause: How could the King aspire to the role as the liberator of Muslim
territory when his own territory was flooded with American soldiers?102 The
challenge from the Sahwa forced the government to look for ways to compensate for
the credibility lost by emphasising other Islamic causes. It was no coincidence that
the Saudi Ministry of Finance published a book in 1991 summarising the
government’s efforts of Muslim solidarity in the previous decade.103 Clearly the
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regime was on the defensive. However, in 1992, a new opportunity for displays of
pan‐Islamic solidarity would arise in the least likely of places: Eastern Europe.

4. The Bosnian War and Pan-Islamic One-Upmanship
The Bosnian War, which pitted Bosnian Muslims against Bosnian Serbs (and
temporarily against Bosnian Croats) between March 1992 and November 1995, was a
complex conflict in which religion was more important as an identity marker than a
driving force.104 However, pan‐Islamic nationalists in the Arab world saw the conflict
in simplistic terms as a war of aggression by Christian Serbs against oppressed
Muslims. Thus the “Bosnian jihad” became the first major pan‐Islamic battleground
after the end of the Afghanistan war and the new destination of choice for large
numbers of Arab volunteer fighters. As such, it was the first opportunity for the
Saudi state to regain some of the pan‐Islamic nationalist credibility lost in the Gulf
crisis. This section shall examine the political opportunities for mobilisation of Saudis
to Bosnia in three steps. First, I shall look at the international context for jihadist
involvement; Second, I will explain how the domestic opportunities were affected by
the Saudi state’s involvement in domestic and international bidding games over pan‐
Islamic nationalist credentials; Third, I shall examine the result of these processes,
namely the disproportionately large Saudi support for the Bosnian cause.
The Constraints of Jihad in the New World Order
The political opportunities for mobilisation of Saudis to the Bosnian jihad were
somewhat smaller than for the Afghan jihad, primarily because the international
community no longer welcomed the participation of Arab volunteer fighters. The
early 1990s witnessed a number of developments, such as the civil war in
Afghanistan, the Egyptian and Algerian insurgencies, and the 1993 attack on the
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World Trade Centre in New York, all of which gave the Afghan Arabs a bad
reputation. Moreover, Bosnian Muslims were more westernized and secular, and had
fewer pre‐existing links with the Arab world than the Afghans and Pakistanis. In
addition, there was no neighbouring country to provide strategic depth for the jihad
effort, as Pakistan had done for Afghanistan.105 Finally, while the Afghanistan war
was a “free zone” where actors were uninhibited by the minutiae of international
law, the Bosnian conflict was handled from an early stage within a UN framework
and with NATO involvement. All these factors restricted the ability of foreign
jihadists to establish a sizeable infrastructure in Bosnia. It also imposed considerable
limits on the types of support which the Saudi state was able to extend to the
mujahidin. Even if the government was willing to offer direct military assistance, the
UN arms embargo on former Yugoslavia made such support difficult.
Domestic and International Bidding Games
Inside Saudi Arabia, on the other hand, there was ample opportunity for private
recruitment and fundraising to Bosnia, because the regime was blowing the pan‐
Islamist trumpet more than perhaps ever before. The reason was that the regime was
facing both external and domestic competition over the championship of Pan‐Islamic
causes. Internally, as we have seen, the Sahwa was questioning the regime’s pan‐
Islamic credentials and presenting itself as a more legitimate and sincere defender of
the Islamic nation. In 1993 or 1994, Sahwist leaders issued statements criticising the
government for not doing enough for Bosnia.106 In 1995, Salman al‐Awda released a
statement from prison in which he declared that “what occurred in Bosnia was not
merely a war between Muslims and Serbs, but a war between Islam and Christianity.
This is how we must understand it: It was a war carried out by the entire West
against the Islamic world.”107
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Internationally, countries like Sudan and Iran were also trying to exploit the
Bosnian crisis for regional political gain. In 1991, in response to the Gulf War, the
Sudanese Islamist Hassan al‐Turabi created the Popular Arab and Islamic
Conference (PAIC) as a countermovement to the OIC, which he accused of
representing the “Islam of the Wealthy”. The PAIC was very quick to declare
support for the Bosnian Muslims, and Sudan’s open‐door policy for Arabs allowed
militant Islamist networks to run operations in Bosnia from Sudan.108 Iran had long
standing links with Bosnian Muslim political leaders and was the first Muslim state
to provide substantial material support to Bosnia. U.S. intelligence sources described
Iran as one of the main suppliers of arms to the Bosnia during the war.109 The
competition between Saudi Arabia and Iran over aid to Bosnia was reflected in a
number of public attempts by Saudi officials in the mid 1990s to downplay Iran’s
contributions and highlight the Saudi efforts.110
Disproportionate State Support
The official Saudi support for the Bosnian cause followed a tried and tested pattern.
Saudi Arabia used the OIC to rally support for the Bosnian cause, and to push for
UN sanctions against Serbia and a lifting of the arms embargo on Bosnia.111 The
Kingdom also urged its American ally to get more directly involved in the defence of
the Muslims in Bosnia.112 The next step was the establishment of the obligatory
fundraising committee chaired by Prince Salman. On 5 June 1992, the government set
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up the ”High Committee for Fundraising to the Muslims of Bosnia‐Herzegovina” [al‐
hay’a al‐’ulya li‐jam’ al‐tabarru’at li‐muslimiy al‐busna wa’l‐harsak] which incorporated a
number of local branches known as ”People’s Committees” [lajan sha’biyya].113 The
High Committee funded in a variety of humanitarian aid, including the airlift of
injured Bosnian children to the UK.
Then the government initiated a sustained media campaign to raise funds
and public awareness.114 Nearly all of the symbolic acts of solidarity from the war in
Afghanistan were reproduced in the Bosnian jihad. The Saudi government
sponsored pilgrimage travel for Bosnian Muslims and organised Id celebration in
Bosnia, just like they had done for Afghan refugees during the 1980s. In 1993, the
President of Bosnia‐Herzegovina Ali Izetbegovich was awarded the King Faisal
International Prize for service to Islam, just like Abd (Rabb) al‐Rasul Sayyaf had been
in 1985. The Ministry of Information organised trips to Bosnia for journalists.115 The
Ministry also organised a series of telethons, all of which were extensively advertised
and featured senior religious figures and members of the royal family:
o
o
o

“Ramadan call” on Middle East Broadcasting Corporation (MBC) – in the week
starting 16 March 1993 (collected $17 million)
OIC Day of Islamic Solidarity with Bosnia and Herzegovina [yawm al‐tadamun
al‐islami ma’ al‐busna wa harsak] – 27 December 1993.
Bosnia and Herzegovina week – starting Saturday 5 February 1994 (collected
SR108 million)116

Ziyad Salih al‐Hadhlul and Muhammad Abdallah al‐Humaydhi, al‐qissa al‐kamila liʹl‐dawr al‐saʹudi fi
al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [The Full Story of the Saudi Role in Bosnia‐Herzegovina] (Riyadh: Al‐Homaidhi Printing
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o
o

o

Second Bosnia Herzegovina week – starting 30 January 1995 (collected 104
million SR)
The Solidarity Campaign of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques with the
People of Bosnia and Herzegovina [hamlat khadim al‐haramayn al‐sharifayn li’l‐
tadamun ma’ sha’b al‐busna wa’l‐harsak] – 10‐day campaign from 11 to 21
August 1995
Third Bosnia‐Herzegovina Aid and Reconstruction week ‐ starting 19 January
1996 (collected SR52 million)
The scope of the media campaign and the centrality of the Bosnian cause in

the public sphere at the time were reflected in the amounts of Saudi money raised for
the Bosnians. By 1998, the High Commission had collected an astonishing SR 1,400
million.117 These sums exceeded the popular donations for Palestine and Afghanistan
and were arguably out of proportion both to the seriousness of the Bosnian crisis and
to the existing links between the two countries. By contrast, Saudi donations to the
Jordano‐Palestinian Committee for Support of Resistance in the Arab Occupied
Territories “only” amounted to SR 850 million in the entire 1978‐1991 period.118
Assessing the level of direct Saudi military support for Bosnia is difficult,
because, like in Afghanistan, there was not always a clear division between state
actors and private actors. However, there is evidence that the Saudi state provided
direct military assistance to the Bosnian Authorities. In February 1996, the
Washington Post cited high‐level Saudi sources as saying that the Saudi government
had funded a $300 million covert operation to channel weapons to Bosnia with the
knowledge and tacit cooperation of the United States.119
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[The Popular Committees for the Support of Palestineʹs Mujahidin in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia] (Riyadh:
Darat al‐Malik Abd al‐Aziz, 2001).
119 Michael Dobbs, ʺSaudis Funded Weapons For Bosnia, Official Saysʺ, Washington Post, 2 February
1996; Irwin Molotsky, ʺUS linked to Saudi Aid for Bosniansʺ, New York Times, 2 February 1996; Stephen
Engelberg, ʺU.S. Denies Aiding Saudis in Arming the Bosniansʺ, New York Times, 3 February 1996.
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It is often assumed that the Saudi state actively assisted the Arab Mujahidin
in Bosnia.120 There were admittedly support structures in place, such as healthcare;
some Arabs and Bosnians wounded in battle were sent to Saudi Arabia for hospital
treatment.121 However, by all accounts, most of the military assistance went to the
Bosnian army, not the Arab mujahidin. The state did make some attempts at keeping
support for the Bosnian jihad under state supervision. For example, in April 1993,
Saudi Arabia imposed a ban on private charitable contributions sent overseas
without approval.122 That year they also closed the Jidda office of the Islamic
Benevolence Committee (IBC), a charity which operated as the “Services Bureau” of
the Arab fighters in Bosnia (see Chapter 4).123 As a result, the Saudi state found itself
under frequent criticism from the jihadist community for not doing enough for
Bosnia. The Arabs in Bosnia themselves lambasted Saudi Arabia for not providing
any support to the Arab mujahidin and for channelling funds to international
agencies or shared reconstruction projects instead.124 Usama Bin Ladin complained in
August 1995 about the Government restrictions on jihad activity:
“The regime prohibited the travel of several independent leadership
personalities that had influence and effectiveness in purchasing arms for the
Mujahidin in Bosnia. […] Those who slipped away from the clutches of the
regime and joined their brethren in Bosnia in the defence of their religion,
were immediately arrested on their return.” 125

See for example Stephen Schwartz, ʺWahhabism and al Qaeda in Bosnia Herzegovinaʺ, Terrorism
Monitor 2, no. 20 (2004).
121 Tom Downey, “My bloody career”, Guardian, 23 April 2006; Similar structures were in place for
fighters in Chechnya in the mid‐1990s; see Aukai Collins, My Jihad (Guilford, CT: Lyons Press, 2002),
123.
122 Steve Coll and Steve LeVine, ʺGlobal Network Provides Money, Havenʺ, Washington Post, 3 August
1993.
123 Sam Roe, Laurie Cohen, and Stephen Franklin, ʺHow Saudi Wealth Fuelled Holy Warʺ, Chicago
Tribune, 22 February 2004.
124 Abu Abd al‐Aziz (aka Barbaros) said “many Muslim states collected material help, aired what is
happening in Bosnia, created relief agencies in all Arab and Muslim lands. But did these agencies
deliver this money or send it to fighters? I can assure you that no Muslim or Arab state delivered money
or food for Mujahideen”; ʺInterview with Sheikh al‐Mujahideen Abu Abdel Azizʺ, al‐Sirat al‐Mustaqeem,
no. 33 (1994). Bin Ladin observed that “the [Saudi] regime delivered some of the contributions that were
collected for the Bosnians to some Crusader organisations for distribution”; Usama Bin Ladin, ʺmaʹsat al‐
busna wa khidaʹ khadim al‐haramayn [The Bosnia Tragedy and the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques]ʺ
(Statement no. 18 from the Advice and Reform Committee, 1995).
125 Usama Bin Ladin, ʺmaʹsat al‐busna wa khidaʹ khadim al‐haramayn [The Bosnia Tragedy and the
Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques]ʺ (Statement no. 18 from the Advice and Reform Committee,
1995).
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However, at the end of the day, the official attempts at controlling the flow of
support proved futile. As one Saudi source told the Washington Post in 1993,
“no one can control the flow of money from Saudi Arabia. It is not one person
– it is a thousand. We are here. Money comes to us from inside Saudi Arabia.
We have private talks with businessmen. Sometimes directly, sometimes
indirectly. But it comes.”126
In order to fend off criticism from the Islamist community and to highlight its
contribution to the Bosnian jihad, the Saudi government sponsored the publication,
in 1998, of a 740‐page and expensively bound book entitled The Full Story of the Saudi
Role in Bosnia‐Herzegovina.127 The book opened with a dedication to
“the leader of the Muslim Umma […] King Fahd bin Abd al‐Aziz […] To the
commander of the Islamic effort [al‐jihad al‐islami] Prince Salman bin Abd al‐
Aziz who made Bosnia to a cause of every Saudi household […] To the
generous Saudi people who stood beside the Bosnian people in their plight”
What followed was a 700‐page enumeration of the contributions of the Saudi
government, and particularly the royal family, to the Bosnian jihad. The book
humbly concluded:
Thus it is abundantly clear […] that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in response
to its Islamic and humanitarian duties toward its brothers who are facing
suffering and bitter experiences, has been in the forefront amongst the
countries of the world which have taken a strong stand in supporting the
cause of Bosnia‐Herzegovina and its Muslim people. It will continue to do so
in the future.
The Saudi government’s public displays of pan‐Islamic solidarity did not
impress the jihadists. In an incisive commentary in 1995, Usama Bin Ladin noted that
“the King is attempting to escape from the internal facts by drawing attention
away from his problems to those going on outside the country. He is creating
a diversion, tickling the nation’s emotions by raising the slogan of the support
for Bosnia Herzegovina”128

Steve Coll and Steve LeVine, ʺGlobal Network Provides Money, Havenʺ, Washington Post, 3 August
1993.
127 Ziyad Salih al‐Hadhlul and Muhammad Abdallah al‐Humaydhi, al‐qissa al‐kamila liʹl‐dawr al‐saʹudi fi
al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [The Full Story of the Saudi Role in Bosnia‐Herzegovina] (Riyadh: Al‐Homaidhi Printing
Press, 1998).
128 Usama Bin Ladin, ʺmaʹsat al‐busna wa khidaʹ khadim al‐haramayn [The Bosnia Tragedy and the
Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques]ʺ (Statement no. 18 from the Advice and Reform Committee,
1995).
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The bidding game between the State and the Sahwa brought pan‐Islamic
nationalist fervour to unprecedented heights in Saudi Arabia in the early 1990s.
When asked in 2005 about the conditions for mobilisation to the Bosnian cause in
Saudi Arabia in the early 1990s, a former Arab fighter in Bosnia said that “all of
Saudi Arabia, starting with the government, the religious scholars, and the ordinary
people, was on the side of driving the youths toward jihad in Bosnia‐
Herzegovina.”129
Conclusions
This chapter has examined the macro‐level context for the emergence of the Saudi
jihadist movement between 1980 and 1995. I argued that the key to understanding
the high level of Saudi militancy abroad in the 1990s lies in the crucial role played by
pan‐Islamic nationalism in Saudi politics. From the mid‐1980s to the mid‐1990s, the
political opportunity structure for actors seeking to mobilize Saudis to jihadist
activism abroad was very beneficial. Classical jihadism became socially accepted in
the Kingdom, not as a result of Wahhabism or an inherent Saudi radicalism, but as a
result of historically specific political processes. State populism and dynamics of one‐
upmanship led to a rapid growth in pan‐Islamic nationalism, which in turn
produced a political climate where private participation in resistance struggles
abroad came to be considered as an act of altruism, and where the distinction
between military support and charity became blurred.
In early 1993, the Saudi government began to re‐evaluate its policy toward
non‐state Islamist actors involved in violent struggles abroad. It ended its direct
support of such actors and took measures to control private Saudi funding of, and
participation in, militant groups abroad.130 The regime had begun to realise that
jihadists were uncontrollable and a potential threat to international and domestic
stability. The change of mind had several causes. First was the sense of ingratitude
felt by the Saudis over the fact that many of the biggest recipients of Saudi financial

al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 2 April 2005.
Steve Coll and Steve LeVine, ʺGlobal Network Provides Money, Havenʺ, Washington Post, 3 August
1993.
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support publicly criticised the government for its handling of the Gulf crisis.131
Second was the rise of the domestic Islamist opposition, which worried the regime,
not least because it occurred in parallel with socio‐revolutionary unrest in other parts
of the region. Third was the involvement of Arab Afghans, from 1992 onward, in
atrocities in Algeria, Egypt and Bosnia as well as in several major terrorist plots in
the United States. The process of re‐evaluation came to completion in late 1995, when
the Riyadh bombing – undertaken by a group of Saudi “Afghans” – caused the final
break between the Saudi regime and its jihadist community.
However, despite the end of direct official support for jihadist causes, private
support would continue. Pan‐Islamic nationalism could not be ruled out by decree –
it would remain a very strong force in Saudi political culture for years to come. The
state’s ability to crack down on jihadist support networks in the Kingdom thus
remained restricted. Authorities could not easily arrest people involved in
fundraising to Chechnya in the late 1990s, for example, because most Saudis viewed
this sort of activity as charity and altruism, not terrorism. It was not until after the
outbreak of the QAP campaign that the Saudi regime dared take measures that ran
counter to pan‐Islamic nationalist sentiment and publicly admitted that its previous
soft stance on jihadism abroad was problematic.
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However, by that time, as we

shall see, the Saudi jihadist movement had exploited the beneficial opportunity
structure to grow remarkably strong.

Among the critics of the deployment of U.S. forces were some of the biggest beneficiaries of Saudi
largesse such as the Palestinian and Afghan Islamists. Abd Rabb al‐Rasul Sayyaf notably fell out with
the Saudis when he gave a speech at the OIC conference in September 1991 criticising the Saudi
handling of the Gulf crisis; Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
132 A 2002 press briefing stated, ”in the past, we may have been naive in our giving and did not have
adequate controls over all our donations […] With the new steps we are taking, this is now changing”;
ʺSaudi Arabia Announces Counter‐Terrorism Measures: Official Statements and Press Briefingsʺ
(Embassy of Saudi Arabia Information Office [press release], 3 December 2002).
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4

The Formation of the Saudi Jihadist Movement

When I wrote this text, it did not cross my mind that it might bring about such a great
revolution, so that our numbers would increase close to tenfold.
Abdallah Azzam, preface to the 2nd edition of Join the Caravan, 1988

One of the most remarkable aspects about the Saudi jihadist movement was the
speed at which it formed. In the early 1980s, there was no sizeable community of
militant Sunni Islamists in the Kingdom. Juhayman and his rebels represented a
small and exceptional phenomenon in the Saudi political landscape. By the mid‐
1990s, the jihadist community counted thousands of veterans from Afghanistan and
elsewhere. In the course of about a decade, social movement entrepreneurs had
succeeded in mobilizing significant portions of a Saudi youth population which had
long seemed relatively apolitical and lethargic compared to that of Egypt’s bustling
university campuses.
This chapter shall examine the formation of the organisational structures
which facilitated the participation of Saudis in jihad fronts abroad between 1980 and
1995. It will thus provide the meso‐level part of the analysis of the emergence of
Saudi jihadist movement. The purpose is not to write a complete history of the Saudi
contingent in these battlefronts, but to explain the mobilisation process. Our analysis
will thus be guided by two key questions: first, how was the Arab and Saudi
presence initially established? Second, how did key actors work to mobilise Saudi
resources and personnel to the battlefront? The chapter is divided chronologically
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into three. The first two parts are devoted to the two major areas of Saudi classical
jihadist involvement, namely Afghanistan and Bosnia. The third part will focus on
the minor jihad fronts such as Somalia, Tajikistan and Chechnya.

1. Afghanistan: Cradle of the Jihadist Movement
The Saudi jihadist movement was born in Afghanistan in the 1980s. The mobilisation
structures, internal culture and personal networks which would shape the evolution
of the jihadist movement in the 1990s were all created in Afghanistan. The
pioneering dimension and the positive outcome of the Afghan jihad gave it a
mythical status in the movement’s historiography as the “original jihad” by which all
subsequent mobilisation efforts would be measured. But how exactly did the
mobilisation to the Afghan jihad happen? To address this question, this chapter
section is divided into four. The first three parts examine the three crucial phases of
Arab and Saudi involvement in Afghanistan, namely the pioneering phase from 1980
to 1983, the mobilisation phase from 1984 to 1986 and the self‐sustaining phase from
1987 onward. The fourth and last part will look at the implications of the Afghan
jihad for the Saudi jihadist movement.
The Pioneering Phase: A Muslim Brotherhood Enterprise
In the first few years of the Afghan jihad, the Arab and Saudi presence was very
limited.1 When the Arab mobilisation gained momentum toward the mid‐1980s, it
was primarily as a result of the entrepreneurship of individuals from the Muslim
Brotherhood (MB). In November 1980, the Supreme guide of the Egyptian MB
dispatched an envoy named Kamal al‐Sananiri on a 40‐day trip to Pakistan to assess
the state of the Afghan jihad and consider the scope for involvement.2 The Egyptian

Jasir al‐Jasir, ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐saʹudiyyin [The Story of the Saudi Afghans],ʺ al‐Majalla, 11 May 1996,
20. In an October 1983 interview, the Afghan commander Abd (Rabb) al‐Rasul Sayyaf said ”If we
consider the participation of two or three [Arabs] a year, then maybe they are participating; and if we do
not take this number into consideration, then they are not participating.” Majallat al‐Dawa (Saudi
Arabia), 19 October 1983. Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in
Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 79.
2 Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 39; Ayman al‐Zawahiri, ʺfursan taht rayat al‐nabi [Knights Under the
Prophetʹs Banner]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 2‐12 December 2001. According to Basil Muhammad, al‐Sananiri
spent forty days in Peshawar trying in vain to unite the different mujahidin factions, but returned to
Cairo optimistic about the opportunities for further involvement.
1
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MB had a pan‐Islamic orientation on foreign policy issues and there were old links
between the Egyptian and Afghan Islamist communities.3 In October 1981, on the
way home to Egypt to bring his family to Pakistan, he stopped over in Saudi Arabia
for the Pilgrimage. In Mecca, he stumbled upon an old Jordanian‐Palestinian friend
and fellow Muslim Brother whom he had met in Cairo ten years earlier – a certain
Abdallah Azzam.4 Al‐Sananiri told Azzam about the situation in Afghanistan and
convinced the latter to travel with him to Islamabad. As al‐Sananiri went to Egypt to
pick up his family, he was caught in post al‐Sadat assassination dragnet and died
from torture in prison. However, Azzam kept his pledge and travelled to Islamabad
on his own in late October 1981. He would become the single most important
individual behind the mobilisation of Arabs to Afghanistan in the 1980s.
The chance encounter between Azzam and al‐Sananiri may constitute one of
History’s great accidents, but it also illustrates the crucial role of Muslim
Brotherhood networks in the creation of the Arab‐Afghan phenomenon. Between
1981 and 1984, MB members or MB‐inspired Islamists represented the main interface
between the Arab world and the Afghan mujahidin. This was illustrated in 1983,
when Afghan mujahidin leaders, having failed to agree on the leadership of a union,
delegated to a committee of 17 Arab scholars the appointment of a leader. Several,
perhaps a majority of the committee members were prominent MB figures.5 The MB

For the pan‐Islamist focus of the Muslim Brotherhood, see Haifaa A. Jawad, ʺPan‐Islamism and Pan‐
Arabism: Solution or Obstacle to Political Reconstruction in the Middle East?ʺ in The Middle East in the
New World Order, ed. Haifaa A. Jawad (New York: St Martinʹs, 1994), 105. For the links between
Egyptian and Afghan Islamists, see Olivier Roy, Islam and Resistance in Afghanistan, 2nd ed. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 70. The office of the Supreme guide of the Egyptian Muslim
Brotherhood had a unit known as known as the Special Order Group” [majmu’at al‐nizam al‐khass]
whose task was to travel around the Muslim world ; Ayman al‐Zawahiri, ʺfursan taht rayat al‐nabi
[Knights Under the Prophetʹs Banner]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 2‐12 December 2001.
4 Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 39. Abdallah Azzam’s son Hudhayfa said he witnessed his father’s
encounter with al‐Sananiri in Mecca; Interview with Hudhayfa Azzam. For biographical information on
Abdallah Azzam, see Thomas Hegghammer, ʺAbdallah Azzam: Lʹimam du jihadʺ in Al‐Qaida dans le
texte, ed. Gilles Kepel, et al. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2005) and Bernard Rougier,
Everyday Jihad: The Rise of Militant Islam among Palestinians in Lebanon (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2007), 70‐90.
5 The members included Abdallah ”Abu Badr” al‐Muttawa (Kuwait), Ahmad Bazigh al‐Yasin (Kuwait),
Yusuf al‐Falij (Kuwait), Saqr al‐Murri (UAE), Abd al‐Rahmanal‐Jawdar (Bahrain), Abd al‐Majid al‐
Zindani (Yemen), Abdallah al‐Zayid (Saudi), Abd al‐Ilah al‐Mu’ayyid (Saudi), Yusuf al‐Azm (Jordan)
and Mustafa Mashhur (Egypt); Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in
Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991). Abdallah al‐Mutawwa was spiritual
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also raised considerable funds for the Afghan mujahidin from wealthy private
individuals in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf.6 At least as important as the organisation’s
formal channels was the presence of MB‐oriented cadres in the international Islamic
organisations such as the Muslim World League. The MWL was present in Pakistan
in from 1981 or 1982 onward and would come to play a key role in the mobilisation,
not least because it presided over vast resources and a network of charities and other
organisations.

7

The magazine al‐Majalla later noted that the Muslim Brotherhood

was the Islamist group with the largest presence in Afghanistan in the 1980s.8
It was therefore not surprising that the first Saudi involvement in
Afghanistan came through the MWL and the MB, and that these networks would
remain the main bridge between Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan/Pakistan throughout
the war. Just like Azzam was not the first Arab to get involved in the Afghan cause,
Usama bin Ladin was not the first Saudi. The first Saudis to go to
Afghanistan/Pakistan were aid workers from the Saudi Red Crescent and the Saudi
Relief Committee who went in 1980.9 Then, in 1981, began the arrival of envoys of the
Muslim World League and students from the University of Medina. In fact, as we
shall see in Chapter 5, a large proportion of the Saudis who went to Afghanistan
before 1987 were from Medina or Jidda. It is not a coincidence that Medina is widely

guide of the Kuwaiti Muslim Brothers. Al‐Zaid may have been a Muslim brother, as he signed the
“malikiyya dusturiyya” and is considered a moderate Saudi Islam. He was president of the Islamic
University of Medina, at the time when Musa al‐Qarni was teaching there. Al‐Mu’ayyad was close to
the Muslim Brothers. I am grateful to Stéphane Lacroix for the biographical details on the latter three
figures.
6 In the very beginning, the MB would send money directly to its sister organisation in Pakistan, the
Jamaat e Islami. When Sayyaf gained prominence in 1981‐82, he received most of the money. As Basil
Muhammad wrote, “it was Abu Badr (Abdallah Ali al‐Muttawa) and a group of businessmen who
would pay money to the Pakistani Jamaat e Islami and say: ‘you are the people living in the field –
spend the money according to God’s wish and the weight [of the actors] in the jihad. Because
Hekmatyar was the militarily strongest part, he would receive 50‐60% of the funds while the rest was
distributed among the remaining parties. After the Union came, the funds would be given directly in
the name of the Union, and Hekmatyar’s share went from 60% to zero, and he had financial
difficulties.” Ibid., 46. Hekmatyar allegedly had to compensate for his weak links to the Gulf by focusing
on other part of the world such as South‐East Asia; Assem Akram, Histoire de la Guerre dʹAfghanistan
(Paris: Balland, 1996), 268.
7 Muhammad al‐Majdhub, maʹ al‐mujahidin waʹl‐muhajirin fi bakistan [With the Mujahidin and the
Emigrants in Pakistan], 1st ed. (Medina: Nadi al‐Madina al‐Munawwara al‐Adabi, 1984).
8 Jasir al‐Jasir, ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐saʹudiyyin [The Story of the Saudi Afghans],ʺ al‐Majalla, 11 May 1996,
20.
9 A 1996 article in al‐Majalla highlighted a certain Nasir al‐Rashid, a Saudi Red Crescent representative,
as one of the first Saudis in Peshawar; see Ibid.
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considered the main stronghold of the MB in Saudi Arabia.10 The Islamic University
of Medina, with its numerous international students, had long had a pan‐Islamic
orientation. Several of the people involved in the negotiations between the Afghan
factions in 1981 and 1982 were MB‐leaning professors from the University of Medina
or MWL employees from Jidda. This meant that the Afghan issue received
particularly high levels of attention in the Islamist communities in Medina and Jidda,
and that Afghan mujahidin leaders – particularly Sayyaf – would stay in the region
and socialise there during their visits to the Kingdom. Thus the initial mobilisation of
Saudis to Pakistan occurred along social networks of MB‐oriented communities
based in the Hijaz and centred on Medina. It must be stressed that the few Saudis
who came between 1981 and 1984 were mostly not volunteer fighters, but envoys
and humanitarian workers who stayed for shorter periods. The large‐scale military
involvement came only with the effort of Abdallah Azzam.
Of all the Muslim Brothers involved in the Afghanistan, none played a more
important role than Abdallah Azzam. The Jordanian sheikh had taken up a position
at the International Islamic University in Islamabad in November 1981, a job he had
obtained through his MB contacts in Jidda. During the following three years, Azzam
worked politically for the Afghan cause from his base in Islamabad.11 Like many
Muslim Brothers, he lobbied hard to unite the Afghan Mujahidin factions, notably
Sayyaf and Hekmatyar. From late 1981 onward, he travelled around the world
giving lectures about Afghanistan and raising funds for Sayyaf.12

Interview with Yusuf al‐Dayni.
Burr and Collins claimed that Azzam was a MWL representative in Peshawar until about 1984; J.
Millard Burr and Robert O. Collins, Alms for Jihad (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 85.
This is not supported by other sources.
12 Azzam later said: ”In this period, from ’81 to ’84, I focused my efforts on the following issues: first,
teaching and informing people about the Afghan cause in Muslim student conferences around the
world ‐ in America, Britain, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and other countries. In addition, I wrote in magazines
such as al‐Mujtama. It was in this period that I wrote Signs of the Mericful. Second, I would raise funds for
the Mujahidin and hand it over to the head of the Union, Sheikh Sayyaf. Third, I sympathised with
Sayyaf and Hekmatyar, because I saw them as the most sincere people leading this jihad, and I was
trying to bring them together. In this period we almost succeeded in uniting them – they were very
close”; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed.
(Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 45.
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In May 1982, he published his first article about the Afghan jihad in the MB
journal al‐Mujtama (Society).13 In 1983 he compiled his journal articles into a book,
Signs of the Merciful in the Afghan Jihad [ayat al‐rahman fi jihad al‐afghan], which
compiled stories on the karamat – the miracles which occur when the mujahid falls a
martyr.14 Signs of the Merciful became so popular and influential in the Arab world
that it would be printed in over ten editions over the next decade. In 1984, Azzam
published the book In Defence of Muslim Lands [al‐difa‘ ‘an aradi al‐muslimin], in which
he elaborated on a fatwa contained in chapter six of Signs of the Merciful, namely that
the jihad in Afghanistan is an individual duty [fard ‘ayn] for all Muslims.15 These two
books had an enormous influence on the mobilisation of Arabs to Afghanistan. As
Basil Muhammad later noted: “Two things mobilised Muslim public opinion to
Afghanistan: The karamat and the fatwas on jihad in Afghanistan.”16
Azzam’s fatwa on jihad in Afghanistan was not uncontroversial, because, as
noted in Chapter 3, the mainstream position of most scholars at the time was that
jihad was only an individual duty for the Afghans, not for all Muslims.17 As Azzam
himself later said, ”I distributed it, and some were angry, some were pleased, some
reproved. Our brothers scolded us and sent a storm in our face, saying ’you are
urging the youth to rebel against us.’”18 As the mobilisation gained momentum, Arab

”ayat wa basha’ir wa karamat fi’l‐jihad al‐afghani [Signs and Tidings and Miracles in the Afghan Jihad]”,
al‐Mujtama 569 (4 May 1982). He wrote another article called ba’d al‐aqlam al‐’almaniyya wa yasariyya
hawla karamat al‐mujahidin [Some of the Secularist and Leftist Comments on the Miracles of the
Mujahidin] in al‐Mujtama 584 (24 August 1982), pp 19‐38. See Ibid., 69.
14 Abdallah Azzam, ayat al‐rahman fi jihad al‐afghan [Signs of the Merciful in the Afghan Jihad], 1st ed.
(Zarqa: Maktabat al‐Manar, 1985).
15 Abdallah Azzam, al‐difaʹ ʹan aradi al‐muslimin [In Defence of Muslim Lands] (www.tawhed.ws, 1984).
16 Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 73.
17 Hassan al‐Turabi was one of those who disagreed with Azzam’s fatwa, on the basis that it amounted
to saying that all Islamic movements should assemble in Afghanistan, which would make them
vulnerable and would ignore the fight against infidels elsewere in the world; See al‐Jihad 37 (December
1987), 12. Ibid., 76. Yusuf al‐Qaradawi said in an interview with al‐Jihad magazine: ”Jihad in
Afghanistan is an individual duty for the Afghans, and those nearby and those after that until suffiency
is reached. [..] those with special military or medical skills that the mujahidin need have a duty to help
in that field. Muslims in general should support the jihad materially”; See al‐Jihad 5 (21 April 1985), 21;
and Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed.
(Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 74.
18 Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 89.
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states gave their blessing, and the tide of the war turned in favour of the Mujahidin,
more scholars adopted Azzam’s position.19
Abdallah Azzam made an extremely important ideological contribution,
namely the articulation of the classical jihadist doctrine. Before Azzam, the dominant
Islamist discourses were state‐oriented, i.e. focused on reforming or toppling Muslim
governments. Azzam criticised the socio‐revolutionary Islamists, saying that in the
short term, liberating Muslim territory is more important than reforming Muslim
states. He thus moved from a state‐oriented to an umma‐oriented rationale and
articulated an extreme pan‐Islamic nationalist ideology which formed the doctrinal
basis for the classical jihadist movement. Azzam, however, was no global jihadist;
although he sanctioned brutal combat tactics, he advocated military struggle in local
conflicts, not international terrorism.
The combined effect of the increased involvement of the Islamic
organisations, Sayyaf’s frequent visits to Saudi Arabia, and Azzam’s publications
was increased Arab interest in Afghanistan. From late 1983 onwards, the flow of
Arab volunteer fighters seems to have increased somewhat, albeit still only a levels
hovering around 3‐5 people a month.20 In early 1984, there was a group of about 10‐
20 young Arabs based in Peshawar, and the first steps toward coordinating a specific
Arab effort were taken.21 In February 1984, a group of Arabs were allowed to train in
the Sayyaf‐controlled Badr camp near the village of Babi on the Afghan‐Pakistani
border. The Badr camp had allegedly been paid for by a Saudi businessman named
Salih Kamil who had wanted “a Badr brigade of 314 men educated about Islam”.22

A declaration by 43 Pakistani scholars published in al‐Jihad in September 1986 stated that
”Participating in this jihad and supporting it is, according to the rule of proximity, an individual duty
on every Muslim, starting with the Muslim peoples in Pakistan, Iran and India, then the Muslim
peoples in Turkey and the Arab countries, and then Muslims in other countries. It is an individual duty
on all Muslims in the world to help this jihad with all their available energy.”; al‐Jihad 22 (September
1986), 32. Hasan Ayub:”Jihad is an individual duty in those countries nearest to the place of aggression.
But if there is not [sufficiency], it is an individual duty on all Muslims everywhere […] Know that this
jihad is an individual duty on every capable man”; al‐Jihad 40 (March 1988), 18. Ibid., 75.
20 This is an estimate based on a reading of Ibid.
21 Abdallah Anas said there were 12 Arabs in Peshawar when he arrived in late 1983; Abdallah Anas,
wiladat al‐afghan al‐ʹarab [The Birth of the Afghan Arabs] (London: al‐Saqi, 2002), 19
22 Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991).
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This was the beginning of the development of a training infrastructure specifically
for Arab volunteers.
Among the people to arrive in 1984 was Usama bin Ladin, the 27‐year old son
of the Saudi‐Yemeni construction mogul Muhammad Bin Ladin.23 Bin Ladin’s precise
date of departure for Afghanistan is not clear. He himself has claimed that he went to
Pakistan in 1980, almost immediately after the Soviet invasion, but this is most likely
not true – there is no evidence that he went before 1984. Abdallah Azzam’s son
Hudhayfa has insisted that Bin Ladin came to Pakistan for the first time in December
1984.24 However, the otherwise reliable book Arab Helpers in Afghanistan (1991) placed
Bin Ladin in Afghanistan in the spring of 1984 and in Mecca with Azzam and Sayyaf
in the autumn of 1984.25 Despite the considerable literature on Bin Ladin, we do not
know exactly what made him invest himself so much in the Afghan cause. Wright
has written that Bin Ladin was politicised in the late 1970s by a Syrian schoolteacher
who was a member of the Muslim Brotherhood.26 Randal has argued that Bin Ladin
became politically interested by the Islamist unrest in Syria between 1979 and 1982,
partly because his mother was Syrian.27 Many have speculated that Bin Ladin was
influenced by Azzam in 1980‐1981 when the latter was teaching at King Abd al‐Aziz
University, where Bin Ladin was studying business administration. Bin Ladin
himself has mentioned Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon as a turning point.28 All the
above factors may have played a part, but the trigger for Bin Ladin’s decision to get
involved in Afghanistan in 1984 was most likely Azzam’s writings or Azzam’s
lectures in the Hijaz in this period.

There is naturally a vast literature on Usama bin Ladin. The most important works include Peter
Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006); Lawrence Wright, The Looming Tower:
Al Qaeda and the Road to 9/11 (New York: Knopf, 2006); Jonathan Randal, Osama: The Making of a Terrorist
(New York: Vintage Books, 2004).
24 Interview with Hudhayfa Azzam. Hudhayfa said Bin Ladin met Abdallah Azzam for the first time in
Amman in the summer of 1984, when he came to learn more about the Afghan cause before going there.
Hudhayfa added that he and his father received Bin Ladin at Islamabad airport when the latter arrived
in December 1984. It must be noted that Hudhayfa was only 14 years old at the time.
25 Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991).
26 Lawrence Wright, The Looming Tower: Al Qaeda and the Road to 9/11 (New York: Knopf, 2006), 75.
27 Jonathan Randal, Osama: The Making of a Terrorist (New York: Vintage Books, 2004), 65‐66.
28 See his “Statement to the American People” in October 2005, available in Thomas Hegghammer, ʺAl‐
Qaida Statements 2003‐2004: A Compilation of Translated Texts by Usama bin Ladin and Ayman al‐
Zawahiriʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Report), 2005), 64‐70.
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The Mobilization Phase: The Role of the Services Bureau
The first turning point in the Arab mobilisation to Afghanistan came with the
establishment of the Services Bureau in late 1984. By mid‐1984, Azzam had grown
frustrated with the bickering between the Afghan Mujahidin leaders and the lack of
infrastructure to accommodate the Arab volunteers who were showing up in
Peshawar.29 “All this”, he later said,
“made me think of heading into Afghanistan and setting up a nursery
[mahdhan] for the Arab volunteers far from these negative influences, a
quarantine station [mahjar sihhi] far from the bacteria of rumours... this was
the idea behind the Services Bureau [maktab al‐khidmat].”30
Azzam discussed the idea with Usama bin Ladin, who agreed to provide funding.
During Hajj in September 1984, Azzam and bin Ladin met with Sayyaf in Mecca and
obtained permission to set up an organisation for Arabs.31 Thus the Services Bureau
(SB) was established in October 1984.
By setting up a new organisational entity, Azzam achieved a degree of
independence from the MB as well as from the Afghan Mujahidin leaders.32 Azzam
felt the established Islamic organisations focused too much on relief and inter‐
Afghan diplomacy, and too little on the war effort. He also thought that more of the
Arab money should be spent on Arab volunteers and not simply passed on to Sayyaf

Azzam later said, ”I found myself in 1984 unable to reconcile Hekmatyar and Sayyaf as I had hoped. I
found that Ittihad was a formal union which did not have the support of the parties that were militarily
important […]. I saw that the money and the help went to the exiles [al‐muhajirin] while the fighters [al‐
mujahidin] inside [Afghanistan] hardly received anything. Moreover, the Arabs who were coming full of
enthusiasm about the jihad began to return dispirited and disappointed with the jihad. If they came to
the Ittihad, they heard complaints about their brothers’ position toward the Ittihad; if they arrived at
Hekmatyar’s Hizb, they heard complaints about Sheikh Sayyaf’s monopolisation of the funds; if they
came to Rabbani, they heard complaints about Hekmatyar and Sayyaf and about the needs of the fronts.
So the young Arab keeps his head down and his mouth shut and stays for a week or two and returns
disappointed about the jihad and the mujahidin.”; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The
Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 61.
30 Ibid.
31 Azzam later said, ”we went for pilgrimage that year and we sat down with Sheikh Sayyaf, and
brother Usama presented the idea of gathering the Arabs in one compound to protect them and educate
them. Usama said: ’I will take care of every Arab who comes, in terms of housing, tickets, money and
family… from his departure from his country until his return to that country.’ So we agreed with Sheikh
Sayyaf on a salary for the Arab and his wife and what kind of housing would suffice. The idea had been
on my mind for some time, but God inspired brother Usama to support it financially.” Ibid., 88.
32 In 1984, Azzam distanced himself from the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood after the latter was
reluctant to send personnel to Afghanistan only to fight; Bernard Rougier, Everyday Jihad: The Rise of
Militant Islam among Palestinians in Lebanon (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007), 83‐84.
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and the other Afghan leaders. The SB allowed Azzam to start from scratch, with an
economically independent organisation for Arabs, untarnished by the factionalism of
the Middle East or Afghanistan.33 Bin Ladin’s money was crucial in this regard;
without it, the Services Bureau would not have played the role it did.34
The foundation of the Services Bureau was a turning point in the Arab
involvement in the Afghan jihad because it provided a framework for a much more
systematic approach to mobilisation. It streamlined of the entire mobilisation chain
from the fundraising and recruitment in Arab countries, via the reception and
accommodation of volunteers arriving in Pakistan, to the personnel deployment and
weapons distribution inside Afghanistan. In addition, the SB placed great emphasis
on media activities, such as the publication of the magazine al‐Jihad and the
production of propaganda videos, all of which greatly improved the awareness of
the Afghan jihad in the Muslim world from 1985 onward.35
In addition to providing structure to the mobilisation effort, it also pushed
other actors toward more military (as opposed to humanitarian) involvement. The
Services Bureau did this in two ways. One strategy consisted of having key SB‐
affiliated individuals appointed as representatives of the Islamic organisations in
Peshawar. Thus people like Jamal Khalifa and Wail Julaydan, who were both close
friends of Bin Ladin and active members of the SB, were in 1985 appointed Peshawar

In December 1984, Azzam gave a speech to the around 15 junior members of the newly established
Services Bureau: “We meet here in the Services Bureau on a single basis, which is to serve the Afghan
jihad. We have no specific colour and no specific party. If a Muslim Brother wants to fight, then he is
welcome. If a tablighi, or a salafi or a jihadi wants to fight, then the door is open. The Services Bureau is
a group of groups – whoever wants to fight is welcome. Come and live without previous loyalties and
factionalism. […] We are here for jihad. There is nothing else before us except firing guns. We are all
equal, the man and his courage. Have you seen the Tabligh how they organise and annual conference
where participants register at the end for periods of 30 days, 4 months, 6 months etc? [crowd says yes]
In the same way we want to send groups for missionary activity. But it will be missionarism by the
bullet and from the muzzle of a gun”; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab
Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991).
34 By 1986, Bin Ladin was allegedly providing an annual $300,000 in funding to the SB; Ibid. 198.
35 The first issue of al‐Jihad came out in December 1984. The magazine was published in over 60 issues
until the early 1990s. The SB’s film producer Abu Umran produced three videos called Tushawni 1,
Tushawni 2 and Reflection of Jihad [mira’at al‐jihad]; Ibid. 194. For more on the al‐Jihad magazine and the
other Arab media in Peshawar, see Ahmad Muaffaq Zaidan, The ʹAfghan Arabsʹ Media at Jihad
(Islamabad: ABC Printers, 1999).
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representatives of the MWL and the Saudi Red Crescent respectively.36 The other
strategy consisted of getting Arab charities and organisations in Peshawar to extend
logistical support to the SB, thus drawing them into the war effort. For example, in
mid‐1985, Azzam wanted to set up a system for the distribution of weapons to the
battlefronts, and managed to convince the head of the Saudi Relief Committee in
Peshawar, Salih al‐Dhayf, to enter into a joint venture with the Services Bureau.37
The foundation of the Services Bureau strongly affected the recruitment of
Saudis to Afghanistan. In late 1984, there were only a handful of Saudis in the Arab
community in Peshawar, and none of them were based there permanently.38 It was
only in 1985 that the recruitment of Saudi volunteer fighters slowly began to pick up,

Jamal Khalifa was Bin Ladin’s brother‐in‐law and had visited Peshawar once in 1984 before coming
back in the autumn of 1985 to open the MWL office in Peshawar. Abu al‐Rida al‐Suri later explained
how and why it was done: “Jamal Khalifa […] obtained, with the help of Dr Abdallah Azzam, the
agreement of the Muslim World League to open a MWL office in Peshawar as a cover so that the
brothers could work under its name and move freely around Pakistan”; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐
ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991)
165 and 193. Wa’il Julaydan was a Saudi from Medina who had interrupted his studies in the U.S. to
come to Afghanistan in early 1985, where he befriended Azzam and Bin Ladin. By the autumn of 1985,
he had become the official representative of the Saudi Red Crescent in Peshawar; Basil Muhammad, al‐
ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐
Islamiyya, 1991), 166.
37 This relationship evolved in two stages. At first, Azzam approached al‐Dhayf offering to transport
SRC material for free into Afghanistan. Azzam later said, “I told the head of the Committee Salih al‐
Dhayf that ‘these Arab youth have gone out to die in God’s path and they are going into Afghanistan
whether they are loaded or empty‐handed. We will give them what we have to bring, but if you have
anything you want to send with them, you are welcome’. He was very pleased and provided some
assistance”. A while later, Azzam approached al‐Dhayf again, this time with a request for money for the
transportation project. Al‐Dhayf was hesitant and asked for three days to think. Then al‐Dhayf called
Azzam in for a meeting attended by the Saudi ambassador Tawfiq Almadar, a certain Abu Mazin (head
of the Afghan desk at the Saudi embassy), and Wail Julaydan. They all agreed that the SRC had to
support the project. Azzam played on Saudi nationalism, saying “this is your countryman Wail
Julaydan whom you know […] He will be the liaison between the Services Bureau and the Saudi relief
committee”; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed.
(Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 140. Bin Ladin lated described the distribution project as
among the most important things the SB ever did. The success of the operation in turn increased the
funding to the SB, because Saudi businessmen were more willing to give when they learned that the
money was well spent.
38 The Arab community in Peshawar was dominated by Jordanians, followed closely by Syrians and
Egyptians, although several other nationalities were represented. Basil Muhammad’s history of the
Afghan jihad only mentioned six Saudis who had been to Afghanistan prior to 1985: Nur al‐Din al‐
Jaza’iri, “Abd al‐Rahim”, “Abu Anas”, “Majid”, Jamal Khalifa and Usama bin Ladin. There is a
reference to a Jaji battle on 27 Ramadan 1404 (27 June 1984) in which Bin Ladin took part together with a
certain Adil al‐Farahat, his brother in law Hisham Jilani, Abd al‐Rahma Makhlaf, and “six or seven from
the Eastern province, including Salim al‐Ghamidi” (Ibid. 85‐86), but the date is most likely wrong,
because there are few other accounts of hostilities involving Arabs during that period.
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but the permanent Saudi contingent would not exceed 50 people until early 1987.39 In
1985 and 1986, the recruitment effort was led by Usama bin Ladin personally. He
would give talks in Jidda and Medina, distribute the writings of Abdallah Azzam
and advertise the latter’s visits to the Kingdom.40 He urged his friends and
acquaintances to go to Afghanistan, and offered to pay for their expenses.41 Partly as
a result of Bin Ladin’s efforts, the majority of the Saudis who went to Afghanistan in
this period were from Medina and Jidda (see Chapter 5).42
In Pakistan and Afghanistan, bin Ladin surrounded himself primarily with
Saudis and began seeking a degree of independence from Abdallah Azzam and the
Services Bureau. In October 1986, after the Jaji battle had convinced him of the Arabs’
desperate need for training, he founded a separate camp in Afghanistan which
would later become known as the Lion’s Den [al‐ma’sada].43 This inspired him to step
up his recruitment efforts in Saudi Arabia considerably. From November 1986 to
May 1987, Bin Ladin went on at least five trips to the Kingdom, each time bringing
between 10 and 30 new volunteers.44 He also dispatched subordinates on recruitment
missions in the Hijaz.45

Author’s estimate based on a reading of Ibid.
Muhammad described Bin Ladin’s activities in late 1984: “In those days, Abu Abdallah would come
and go, he was working with funding only. When he came, he would go alone to the front to spend a
few days, then come back”; Ibid., 119. Bin Ladin did not settle permanently in Pakistan until March
1986; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed.
(Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 198.
41 Jasir al‐Jasir, ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐saʹudiyyin [The Story of the Saudi Afghans],ʺ al‐Majalla, 11 May 1996,
20.
42 Bin Ladin described his company in a training camp in Jaji in the autumn of 1986: ”I had some
brothers with me in Jaji, we were eleven in total. All of them were from Medina.” Basil Muhammad, al‐
ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐
Islamiyya, 1991) 205.
43 Ibid. 214. Bin Ladin described his realisation after the battle of Jaji in mid 1986: ”The battle came, but
we did not have the right level of preparation. The youth were new, most of them came from the
Kingdom and had no knowledge of weapons and bullets.” Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi
afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 184.
The camp was initially known simply as the “New Centre” [al‐markaz al‐jadid] or the “Advanced
Centre” [al‐markaz al‐mutaqaddam]. In 1987 it was baptised “Lion’s Den” based on a classical poem
attributed to Ka‘b bin Malik and Hisan bin Thabit. According to Hasan al‐Surayhi, it was called
“Medina camp” before changing names to the Lion’s Den; Hasin al‐Binayyan, ʺaqdam al‐afghan al‐ʹarab
al‐saʹudiyyin: shahadtu milad al‐qaʹida, fikrat al‐tanzim misriyya [The Oldest of the Saudi Afghan Arabs: I
witnessed the Birth of al‐Qaida; It was an Egyptian Idea]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 21 November 2001.
44 Usama Azmaray (aka Wali Khan Amin Shah) said that in November 1986, ”Abu Abdallah [Bin Ladin]
ordered us to buy [weapons] from the market in Sada, then he went to Saudi Arabia to bring a group of
brothers […] shortly afterwards, Abu Abdallah returned with approximately 16 youth”; Basil
Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
39
40
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The 1987 Tipping Point
In mid‐1987, the flow of volunteers from Saudi Arabia began to pick up significantly,
and there were more volunteers from other parts of the Kingdom than the Hijaz (see
Chapter 5).46 This increase was the result of several factors. First was the mid‐1980s
rise in Saudi state support to Afghanistan, as we saw in Chapter 3. Second was
increased publicity. The Arab media industry in Peshawar was growing and an
increasing number of jihadist magazines were sold in Saudi Arabia.47 Moreover, the
mainstream Saudi press began to write more about the Afghan Arabs from 1986
onward.48 This was in part because Bin Ladin and Azzam actively encouraged and
facilitated the visit of Saudi journalists to Afghanistan.49 It was also in 1987 that
Abdallah Azzam’s published his book Join the Caravan, which proved very popular.50
Third was the natural network effect of the arrival of Saudi volunteer fighters from
1984 onward. Each new person could potentially inspire many more people in his

Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 216. A certain Abu Mahmud who was at the Lion’s Den wrote a diary
and noted on 13 February that ”Usama went to the Kingdom for the third time since the founding of the
Lion’s den”; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan],
2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 243. A certain Abu Ubayda said that after the April
1987 battles near the Lion’s den, Bin Ladin went twice to Saudi Arabia in the space of a month,
presumably to benefit from the recent exploits for recruitment purposes; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐
ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya,
1991), 305.
45 Usama bin Ladin said, ”[In early December 1986] I asked our brother Abu Hanifa to travel to the Hijaz
to incite [yuharridh] some good young men and bring them. I said: ’Go and bring 20 or more people.’
The brothers were laughing at my optimism and considered it very unrealistic. By God’s grace brother
Hussain [Abu Hanifa] was away 24 days and came back with 24 men.” Abu Mahmud’s diary noted on 22
February 2004 that ”Abu Unays returned with Ahmad al‐Zahrani, Muhammad al‐Madani and Hamza
al‐Ghamidi.” On 1 March the diary noted that ”Abu Hanifa sent us a group of brothers.” In al‐Jihad
magazine there was an account of how bin Ladin told a certain Abu Hanifa, one of the earliest arrivals
at the Ma’sada camp, to return to Saudi Arabia as a representative of the group and spread the word
about the camp. Abu Hanifa recruited at least one group of men from Taif to al‐Masada; al‐Jihad, 53
(April 1989).
46 Hasin al‐Binayyan, ʺaqdam al‐afghan al‐ʹarab al‐saʹudiyyin: shahadtu milad al‐qaʹida, fikrat al‐tanzim
misriyya [The Oldest of the Saudi Afghan Arabs: I witnessed the Birth of al‐Qaida; It was an Egyptian
Idea]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 21 November 2001.
47 Ahmad Muaffaq Zaidan, The ʹAfghan Arabsʹ Media at Jihad (Islamabad: ABC Printers, 1999)
48 Jihad, 53; Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 50ff; Mark Huband,
Warriors of the Prophet: The Struggle for Islam (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1999), 3.
49 In early 1988, Bin Ladin associate and IBC director Adel Batterjee came to Jamal Khashoggi’s office
and invited him to come to Afghanistan (Sam Roe, Laurie Cohen, and Stephen Franklin, ʺHow Saudi
Wealth Fuelled Holy Warʺ, Chicago Tribune, 22 February 2004). The visit resulted in several articles,
including Jamal Khashoggi, ʺArab Youths Fight Shoulder to Shoulder with Mujahideenʺ, Arab News, 4
May 1988 and Jamal Khashoggi, ʺArab Mujahideen in Afghanistan‐II: Masada exemplifies the Unity of
Islamic Ummahʺ, Arab News, 14 May 1988.
50 Abdallah Azzam, ilhaq biʹl‐qafila [Join the Caravan] (www.tawhed.ws, 1987).
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family, social circle, school or neighbourhood to go. Mid‐1987 seems to have
represented the tipping point of the mobilisation, after which recruitment
transcended personal social networks and reached most parts of the country. Bin
Ladin stepped down his recruitment efforts in Saudi Arabia, as they were no longer
needed.51 Saudi jihadism had effectively become a social movement.
The best indication that the jihadist movement had acquired a momentum of
its own in the late 1980s was that it continued to drive people to Afghanistan long
after the Soviet withdrawal in February 1989. There was a significant Arab presence
in Peshawar and Afghanistan throughout the so‐called Afghan civil war between the
Mujahidin and the communist regime of Najibullah. Only in April 1992, when the
capture of Kabul by the Mujahidin made the Arab presence in the area unnecessary
and unwanted – particularly by the Pakistani authorities – did the era of the first
Afghan jihad really come to a close.
Although many Arab volunteers, including Usama bin Ladin himself,
returned to their home countries in 1989, guest houses and training camps remained
open and continued to receive thousands of new volunteers in the period from 1989
to 1992. Most, though not all, of the Saudis who went in the 1989‐1992 period joined
Jamil al‐Rahman’s “Society for Da’wa to the Qur’an and the Ahl al‐Hadith” [jama‘at
al‐da‘wa ila al‐qur’an wa ahl al‐hadith] in the remote north‐eastern Afghan region of
Kunar.52 Jamil al‐Rahman was an Afghan Mujahidin leader who had broken with
Hizb‐e‐Islami on ideological grounds in 1985 and set up an independent organisation
in Kunar.53 This organisation drew many Saudis because it had the backing of the
official Saudi ulama. Saudi sheikhs considered Jamil al‐Rahman’s salafi‐oriented
group more doctrinally pure than the Muslim Brotherhood‐dominated Services

From mid‐1987 onward, Bin Ladin moved closer to the Egyptian community in Peshawar, a tendency
which alienated his Saudi following. Bin Ladin’s old friend Jamal Khalifa later said: “For me he was
making a very big mistake, not only me; those who know him very closely: Wael, Abdullah Anas, all his
friends from Jedda, Medina. They left him between ’86 and 88. They have been removed and Egyptians
took their place”; Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 111.
52 The Society of Dawa had very close links with the Pakistani Islamist organisation Markaz al‐Dawa
wa’l‐Irshad and its armed wing Lashkar e Tayyiba. Some Arab fighters were involved in the training of
Lashkar e Tayyiba militias in Kunar the early 1990s. See Mawlana Amir Hamza, qafilat dawat jihad [in
Urdu] (Dar al‐Andalus, 2004).
53 See Barnett R. Rubin, ʺArab Islamists in Afghanistanʺ in Political Islam: Revolution, Radicalism , or
Reform?, ed. John Esposito (Boulder: Lynne Riener, 1997), 196‐197 and Olivier Roy, Islam and Resistance
in Afghanistan, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 118.
51
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Bureau or the revolutionary Egyptian and Jordanian factions in Peshawar. The
“Society of Da’wa” had a stronger focus on social and moral issues than other
factions and engaged in violent enforcement of the Wahhabi ban on grave worship
and other local practices considered religious innovations (bid‘a). Al‐Rahman’s group
had extensive contacts in Saudi Arabia and published a magazine in Peshawar called
al‐Mujahid, which was even more widely available in the Kingdom than Azzam’s al‐
Jihad magazine.54 The flow of Saudis slowed down after the assassination of Jamil al‐
Rahman in 1991 and stopped after the fall of Kabul.
Legacy of the Afghan Jihad
There are no good figures for the total number of Saudis who went to Afghanistan in
the 1980s and early 1990s. Some writers have suggested figures as high as 20,000.55
Estimates by former Afghan Arabs vary from a few thousand to 15,000.56 The Saudi
Interior Ministry allegedly compiled a report in 1995 which estimated that 12,000
Saudis had gone to Afghanistan.57 Whatever the total number, only a small portion
had significant exposure to military training and combat. The majority of Saudis only
went for a month or two during their summer holidays, and anecdotal evidence
suggests that most of them were never involved in fighting. The best indication of
this is that no more than 300 Saudis – probably less – were killed during the Afghan

When this author visited the King Saud University Library in Riyadh in November 2005, the 1980s
jihadist magazines were still on shelf. Issues of al‐Jihad were available in one copy, while issues of al‐
Mujahid were available in ten copies each.
55 See for example Jasir al‐Jasir, ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐saʹudiyyin [The Story of the Saudi Afghans],ʺ al‐
Majalla, 11 May 1996 or Akram Hijazi, ʺrihla fi samim ʹaql al‐salafiyya al‐jihadiyya [A Journey Through the
Mind of Salafi Jihadism]ʺ, al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 29 August 2006.
56 Abdallah Anas said, ”we [the mujahidin] are not more than 3,000 to 5,000”, and that ”most of the
mujahidin were Saudi”; Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 42. Abu
Mus’ab al‐Suri put the number of Saudi volunteers at 15,000 out of a total of 32‐33,000 Arab Afghans;
Mark Huband, Warriors of the Prophet: The Struggle for Islam (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1999), 2. Jamal
Khashoggi said, ”I don’t think the Arab Mujahidin at one time ever exceeded 2,000‐3,000. But altogether,
people who spent six years and people who spent six days, maybe the number will come up to 10,000”;
Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 41. According to Mark Huband,
the Pakistani embassy in Riyadh was at times delivering up to 200 visas a day to young Saudi recruits;
Mark Huband, Warriors of the Prophet: The Struggle for Islam (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1999), 3. James
Bruce put the number of Saudis at 5,000 of around 15,000 Arab Afghans; James Bruce, ʺArab Veterans of
the Afghan Warʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 7, no. 4 (1995).
57 Anthony Cordesman, ʺIslamic Extremism in Saudi Arabia and the Attack on al‐Khobarʺ (Washington
DC: CSIS, June 2001), 4.
54
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war.58 However, even if the number of “real” Saudi jihadists was in the low
thousands – probably between 1,000 and 5,000 – it was still a remarkable figure,
given the near‐absence of a militant Islamist community in Saudi Arabia in the early
1980s. An entire movement had been created in the space of five years. In no other
country was the creation of a militant community as rapid and extensive as in Saudi
Arabia.
The Afghan experience politicised the Saudi volunteers and exposed them to
the heated debates in the ideological melting pot of Peshawar.59 The Pakistani border
city was home to some of the most important socio‐revolutionary groups and
ideologues in the Muslim world at the time. By contrast, the Saudis who came to
Peshawar in the 1980s had virtually no concept of violent anti‐regime activism, as we
shall see in Chapter 5. Jamal Khashoggi’s statement that “there were no takfiris in
Saudi Arabia before Afghanistan” is largely correct. In Peshawar, many Saudis were
no doubt influenced by the socio‐revolutionary ideas, especially by Abu Muhammad
al‐Maqdisi’s 1989 book The Obvious Proof for the Infidelity of the Saudi State [al‐kashf al‐
jalliyya fi kufr al‐dawla al‐sa‘udiyya]. Having said this, the “takfiri influence” was much
smaller than has been claimed by the Saudi government and other commentators.
The vast majority of Saudis returned from Afghanistan as pan‐Islamic nationalists
with no intentions of fighting the Saudi regime.
The politicisation of the Saudi jihadists in Afghanistan was rather a process of
acquiring increased awareness of international issues, notably of conflicts involving
Muslims. It was only in the early 1990s, after the Gulf crisis, that Saudi jihadists
started taking an interest in the political situation at home. Saudi jihadists thus
radicalised abroad first and at home second, which was the opposite of militants
from most other countries. This inverse process of politicisation may be part of the

Jasir al‐Jasir, ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐saʹudiyyin [The Story of the Saudi Afghans],ʺ al‐Majalla, 11 May 1996,
23. Ahmad Zaydan has said only around 250 Arabs were killed in Afghanistan (44 in the jihad against
the Russians and 198 in the battle of Jalalabad in the spring of 1989); see Jonathan Randal, Osama: The
Making of a Terrorist (New York: Vintage Books, 2004), 76. This author has collected the names and basic
biographies of 43 Saudis who died in Afghanistan before 1992 (see Appendix 2).
59 Mishari al‐Dhaidi, ʺmatbakh bishawar wa tabkhat gharnata [The Peshawar Kitchen and the Grenada
Cooking]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 15 May 2003.
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reason why the Saudi jihadists have stayed “less socio‐revolutionary” than their
counterparts in other countries.
The importance of the Afghan experience on the evolution of the jihadist
movement cannot be overestimated.60 The Afghan jihad produced a particular
discourse, mythology and symbolic universe which shape the form and content of
militant Islamist activism in the 1990s and continue to do so today.61 Moreover, key
elements of the mobilisation structures and recruitment mechanisms from the
Afghan jihad were reproduced in subsequent contexts, as we shall see below. Most
importantly, Afghanistan created reputations and forged social bonds which
generated a cadre of professional jihadists. These individuals would become key
entrepreneurs in the jihad zones of the 1990s, starting with Bosnia.

2. Jihad in Bosnia: The Anticlimax
In the late 1980s, few would have guessed, not even the Arab Afghans themselves,
that the next major jihad after Afghanistan would take place in a province of
Yugoslavia. When the first Arab fighters came to Bosnia in April 1992 for
reconnaissance, they knew virtually nothing about the area.62 Within six months,
hundreds of volunteer fighters from all over the Arab world were roaming the
Bosnian hills in combat gear, and many were to follow. This section will examine the
mobilisation of Arabs in general and Saudis in particular to the Bosnian jihad. The
section is divided into three. The first part will examine the initial stages of the Arab
involvement in Bosnia; the second part will focus on the mobilisation of Saudis,

See for example Anthony Davis, ʺForeign Combatants in Afghanistanʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 5, no.
7 (1993), Gilles Kepel, ʺLes stratégies islamistes de légitimation de la violenceʺ, Raisons politiques, no. 9
(2003): 88, and Gilles Kepel, ʺTerrorisme islamiste: de lʹanticommunisme au jihad anti‐américainʺ,
Ramses (2003): 45‐46.
61 For example, many jihadist hymns (anashid) popular in contemporary jihadist communities were
introduced in the 1980s. Describing life in a training camp for Arabs in Jaji in early 1985, Basil
Muhammad speaks of a certain Abu Hassan al‐Suri, a 60‐year old lawyer and poet who ”wrote songs
that were sung during training”; Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in
Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 111.
62 As one Saudi jihadist in Bosnia explained, ”we were unable to understand where Bosnia was, was it in
America or in the southern hemisphere or in Asia? We had no idea where it was. When we found out
that it is a part of Yugoslavia in Eastern Europe, we still had no idea of how many Muslims there were
and we had no idea as to how and when Islam reached there”; Evan F. Kohlmann, Al‐Qaidaʹs Jihad in
Europe: The Afghan‐Bosnian Network (London: Berg, 2004) 19.
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while the third part looks at the problems encountered by the Saudi jihadists in
Bosnia.
Early Arab Mobilisation to Bosnia: The Sha'ban-Barbaros Alliance
The Bosnian conflict erupted at a time when the rug was being pulled from under the
Arab Afghans in Pakistan, and many militants needed a new place to go. The jihadist
involvement in Bosnia seems to have begun in late April or early May 1992, when a
delegation of four prominent Afghan Arabs from Peshawar led by the Saudi Abd al‐
Rahman al‐Dawsary (aka Abu Abd al‐Aziz, aka “Barbaros”) linked up with the Italy‐
based Egyptian Sheikh Anwar Shaʹban and went on a joint expedition to Bosnia to
check out the conditions for Arab involvement.63 The parties knew each other from
Afghanistan and saw the excursion as mutually beneficial: Barbaros was seeking an
alternative base to Peshawar, and Sha‘ban aspired to the role of the Abdallah Azzam
of the Bosnian jihad.64 They liked what they saw, set up camp near Zenica and began
mobilising their multinational Arab‐Afghan network. They spread the word of the
need for mujahidin, and within weeks more Arab Afghans were on their way, and
recruiters and fundraisers were at work across the Middle East.
Shaʹban and Barbaros also moved quickly to get two crucial organisational
components in place, namely a logistics unit and a cadre of elite instructors. At some
point in the early summer of 1992, the charity known as the “Islamic Benevolence
Committee” (IBC) [lajnat al‐birr al‐islamiyya] set up an office headed by a certain

See ʺInterview with Sheikh al‐Mujahideen Abu Abdel Azizʺ, al‐Sirat al‐Mustaqeem, no. 33 (1994) and
Evan F. Kohlmann, Al‐Qaidaʹs Jihad in Europe: The Afghan‐Bosnian Network (London: Berg, 2004), 23. In
1993, Barbaros would play an instrumental role in the foundation of the military wing of the Pakistani
group Markaz al‐Dawa wa’l‐Irshad, which became known as Lashkar‐e‐Tayyiba; see Mawlana Amir
Hamza, qafilat dawat jihad [in Urdu] (Dar al‐Andalus, 2004) and Evan F. Kohlmann, ʺThe Role of Islamic
Charities in International Terrorist Recruitment and Financingʺ in DIIS Working Paper (Copenhagen:
Danish Institute for International Studies, 2006), 15. For more on Anwar Sha’ban, see Evan F. Kohlmann,
Al‐Qaidaʹs Jihad in Europe: The Afghan‐Bosnian Network (London: Berg, 2004). Al‐Sha’ban was killed in
Bosnia by unknown assailants in 1996, an incident recalled by QAP leader Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin in a
2004 booklet; Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, dawrat al‐tanfidh wa harb al‐ʹisabat [A Course in Operational Execution
and Guerrilla Warfare] (www.qa3edoon.com, 2004).
64 As Barbaros explained, “then the conquest of Kabul came, and we thanked Allah […] We were
looking for Jihad (after Afghanistan). We found it in the Philippines, and in Kashmir. Only fifteen days
lapsed (after the conquest of Kabul) and the crisis of Bosnia begun. This confirmed the saying of the
Prophet, who said, ‘Indeed Jihad will continue till the day of Judgment.’ A new Jihad started in Bosnia,
and we are with it”; ʺInterview with Sheikh al‐Mujahideen Abu Abdel Azizʺ, al‐Sirat al‐Mustaqeem, no.
33 (1994).
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Enaam Arnaout in Zagreb in neighbouring Croatia. The IBC, better known as
“Benevolence International Foundation” effectively became the Services Bureau of
the Bosnian Jihad.65 According to Arnaout himself, the IBC sponsored volunteer
fighters, met them at the airport, brought them into Bosnia and provided
accommodation in IBC facilities. It also shipped weapons and military equipment
into Bosnia, all under the cover of humanitarian work. The IBC also produced
publications and videos aimed at raising funds from wealthy donors in the Gulf.66
Several other Islamic charities, such as the International Islamic Relief Organisation
and Third World Relief Agency, would also extend services such as visas and fake ID
cards to Arab combatants, but the IBC was the most significant actor.67 The second
key component, namely a military cadre, fell into place in the autumn of 1992 after a
visit to Zagreb by Usama Bin Ladin’s envoy Jamal al‐Fadl.68 Al‐Fadl met with
Barbaros, Enaam Arnaout and Abu Zubayr al‐Madani (a cousin of Bin Ladin) in
Zagreb and agreed to send a joint recommendation that nine elite instructors from
Sada camp in Afghanistan be sent to Bosnia.69 This move was important, because it
signalled to the Arab Afghan community that leading figures such as Usama bin
Ladin was backing the Bosnian jihad effort.
The first reports of Arab deaths in combat came in June 1992, and by
September 1992, units of up to 50 Arabs were operational. By the end of 1992, some
500 foreign (mostly Arab) volunteers had gone to Bosnia.70 The flow of recruits

The IBC registered in 1993 as an official charity in the United States under the name Benevolence
International Foundation. For more on the IBC and its role in Bosnia, see Evan F. Kohlmann, ʺThe Role
of Islamic Charities in International Terrorist Recruitment and Financingʺ in DIIS Working Paper
(Copenhagen: Danish Institute for International Studies, 2006), 6‐10.
66 ʺUSA vs Enaam Arnaout ‐ Governmentʹs Evidentiary Profferʺ (Northern District of Illinois, 2003).
67 For more on the role of charities, see Evan F. Kohlmann, Al‐Qaidaʹs Jihad in Europe: The Afghan‐Bosnian
Network (London: Berg, 2004)35‐51, John Pomfret, ʺHow Bosniaʹs Muslims Dodged the Arms Embargoʺ,
Washington Post, 22 September 1996and Andrew Higgins, Robert Block, and Glenn Simpson, ʺAssault on
Charities Is Risky Front for U.S.ʺ Wall Street Journal, 16 October 2001. The UNHCR noted that “although
the majority of these agencies were experienced and highly professional, others were not. Some had
dubious links with the warring parties, fundamentalist groups, mercenaries, secret intelligence agencies,
arms smugglers and black‐marketeers”; Mark Cutts, ʺThe Humanitarian Operation in Bosnia, 1992‐95:
Dilemmas of Negotiating Humanitarian Accessʺ in New Issues in Refugee Research (Geneva: UNHCR,
May 1999), 24. Anwar Sha’ban’s International Cultural Institute in Milan also offered logistics and
recruits, but mainly for the European and North African Islamist networks.
68 ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001), 315‐316.
69 Ibid.
70 Milan Vego, ʺThe Army of Bosnia and Hercegovinaʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 5, no. 2 (1993).
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continued, at least until mid‐1993, when it seems to have slowed down somewhat.
When the conflict ended in December 1995, at least 1,000 Arabs had fought in
Bosnia.71
The mujahidin seem to have been divided, at least in the first half of the war,
into two separate structures. On the one hand was a well‐organised and
conventional unit known as the “Mujahidin battalion” [katibat al‐mujahidin] which
was incorporated in the Bosnian army, and on the other hand a smaller, looser
constellation of groups involved in more improvised and controversial operations.72
The first group, which was considered the main unit for foreign volunteers, consisted
of Egyptians, Algerians, and a mixture of other nationalities.73 It seems to have
counted around 500 men at the most.74 Its first amir was Barbaros, who was
succeeded in 1993 by a certain Abu Mu‘ali. The political and spiritual leader of the
Mujahidin brigade was Anwar Sha‘ban. The second structure, which was
commanded by the Saudi Abu al‐Zubayr al‐Ha’ili, was smaller and consisted of
more experienced fighters. There were many Saudis in al‐Ha’ili’s ranks.75 This

71 Estimates vary from “between 500 and 1,000” (James Bruce, ʺArab Veterans of the Afghan Warʺ, Janeʹs
Intelligence Review 7, no. 4 (1995)) to as many as 6,000 Arabs (Stephen Schwartz, ʺWahhabism and al
Qaeda in Bosnia Herzegovinaʺ, Terrorism Monitor 2, no. 20 (2004)).
72 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “we found there two main Arab groups: the group of (Abu‐al‐Zubayr) al‐Haʹili,
which consisted of the brothers who were in Afghanistan from the mujahidin or the old Arab Afghans
who left from there; the second group is the (Mujahidin Brigade),” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 24 March 2005. Al‐
Bahri also recalled asking Khalid al‐Harbi where to go in Bosnia: “O Shaykh, where do you advise me to
go for jihad in Bosnia, with the al‐Zubayr group or with the mujahidin battalion? He said: If you want
entertainment and laughter, join the al‐Zubayr group but if you want organized and disciplined work,
then join the Mujahidin Battalion,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 2 April 2005. Former radical‐turned‐journalist
Mishari al‐Dhaidi described QAP leader Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin’s time in Bosnia in the following terms:
“Thereafter he went to Bosnia Herzegovina where he instructed Arab fighters in the training camps. It is
not clear whether he was in the Algerian fundamentalist camp Abu Mu‘ali, which was the main official
camp for the Arab fighters, or with the group of Abu Zubayr al‐Ha’ili, which was almost rebellious and
which fought harder”; Mishari al‐Dhaidi, ʺʹabd al‐ʹaziz al‐muqrin: kayfa tahawwala min haris marma ila haris
mawt? [ʹAbd al‐ʹAziz al‐Muqrin: How Did he Change from a Goalkeeper to a Deathkeeper?ʺ al‐Sharq al‐
Awsat, 18 June 2005.
73 The battallion was formally part of the 7th Muslim Brigade in the 3rd corps of the Bosnian Army. It
operated primarily in the Zenica and Zavidovici areas. The 7th Muslim brigade was disbanded in 1996
under U.S. pressure. See ʺInterview with Sheikh al‐Mujahideen Abu Abdel Azizʺ, al‐Sirat al‐Mustaqeem,
no. 33 (1994) and ʺBin Laden and the Balkansʺ (Brussels: International Crisis Group, 9 November 2001),
11‐12.
74 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “in view of my military status there – I was guard of a brigade and I had the
names of all members of the Mujahidin Brigade – the number of Arabs who were members in the
Mujahidin Brigade in Bosnia was 450,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 24 March 2005. Others say it counted around
300 people; James Bruce, ʺArab Veterans of the Afghan Warʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 7, no. 4 (1995)
75 Nasir al‐Bahri suggested that Abu al‐Zubayr’s men may have numbered as many as the Mujahidin
brigade, but other sources insist the latter was considerably larger.
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structure was made up of small groups distributed in many areas, which would join
forces when hot battles erupted. Some of the Arab units, particularly in al‐Ha’ili’s
camp, evolved into incontrollable thuggish gangs who alienated everyone in their
path and tarnished the Arabs’ reputation. The Arabs in Bosnia suffered throughout
the war from a lack of coordination and strong leadership.76 The mujahidin lacked an
“Abdallah Azzam of the Bosnian jihad” i.e. a figure who could to unite the factions
and lead the fundraising effort.
Bringing Saudis to Bosnia: Exploiting the State-Sahwa Competition
Saudis were present in Bosnia from a very early stage. Some, like the pioneer
Barbaros, came straight from Peshawar, while most came from directly from the
Kingdom. In the battles involving Arabs in the autumn of 1992, the Saudis were
clearly the majority group. Later in the war, the flow of Saudis seems to have abated
somewhat.
The mobilisation of Saudis to Bosnia rested on four pillars: Awareness‐
building, fundraising, recruitment and logistics. In all of these areas, the networks
and organisations from the Afghan jihad played an essential role. First of all were the
PR efforts of the Arab jihadists already present in Bosnia. Leading figures such as
Barbaros and Anwar Sha‘ban gave interviews to the Arab and international media in
Bosnia.77 In December 1992, Barbaros went on a major fundraising trip to the Middle
East, touring Turkey, Jordan, Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan.78 Barbaros
was very active in his home country Saudi Arabia, where he gave lengthy interviews
with the press and lectured extensively.79 Some of Barbaros’ speeches were recorded
and distributed widely on audio cassettes in the Kingdom and elsewhere. While in
Jordan, he discussed the issue of Bosnia with Sheikh Nasir al‐Din al‐Albani in a
meeting which was recorded and circulated widely in Saudi Arabia and other

Evan F. Kohlmann, Al‐Qaidaʹs Jihad in Europe: The Afghan‐Bosnian Network (London: Berg, 2004) 117.
Barbaros gave several interviews to Western journalists in the autumn of 1992; see for example
Andrew Hogg, ʺArabs Join in Bosnia Warʺ, Guardian, 30 August 1992 and Tom Post and Joel Brand,
ʺHelp From the Holy Warriors,ʺ Newsweek, 5 October 1992.
78 Evan F. Kohlmann, Al‐Qaidaʹs Jihad in Europe: The Afghan‐Bosnian Network (London: Berg, 2004) 75.
79 Nasir al‐Bahri told al‐Quds al‐Arabi, “I recall that he once gave a lengthy six‐part interview. After that,
we attended some of his lectures in Saudi Arabia. We attended some of his speeches in which he talked
about the jihad in Bosnia.”
76
77
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countries.80 Some of the charities such as the IBC produced videos about Bosnia
which were used in the Kingdom for recruitment and fundraising. Unlike most other
Arabs, Saudi volunteers had the advantage of being able to return to the Kingdom
when they pleased. Whenever they went home, they were encouraged to bring
pictures and other propaganda material back to the Kingdom, and to spread the
word about the jihad in Bosnia.81
Perhaps the most important purpose of the Barbaros’ travels was to convince
religious clerics that the situation in Bosnia was a legitimate jihad worthy of financial
and military support. Barbaros and his fellow activists found many scholars willing
to listen, given of the pan‐Islamic nationalist atmosphere in the Kingdom at the time.
Virtually all scholars, whether sahwist or regime‐affiliated, encouraged people to
support the Bosnian jihad.82 One of the Saudis recruited for jihad in Bosnia later said
that “the sheikhs were preparing the youths for jihad.” He notably recalled that
many volunteers were “equipped materially and morally” by Salman al‐Awda. The
scholars played a crucial role, not only because they established the religious
legitimacy of the cause, but also because they constituted the main intermediary
between the donors and the volunteers.83 When donors approached scholars asking
about the best way to help the Bosnians, they were told: “equip a mujahid”.84 When
volunteers inquired about how to get to Bosnia, the same scholars could put them in
touch with a donor or give them money from available funds. 85

Nasir al‐Bahri said, “his cassettes were distributed. They contained a recording of a debate between
Shaykh Mahmud BaHathiq and Shaykh Muhammad Nasir‐al‐Din al‐Albani on jihad and the legitimacy
of jihad in Bosnia‐Herzegovina, how to direct the youths toward jihad, and how to convince the youths
of that jihad.”
81 Kim Murphy, ʺIslamic Volunteers Rallying to Killing Fields of Bosniaʺ, Los Angeles Times, 14 December
1992.
82 Nasir al‐Bahri said, ”we set out for that country because there was no religious sheikh or preacher
who did not talk about jihad in Bosnia‐Herzegovina and about the suffering of Muslims everywhere.”
83 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “all of the preparation for jihad was financed by the funds from the donations. I
did not hear that a religious shaykh equipped a mujahid with his own funds, except for one or two
shaykhs. The religious shaykhs were a link between the charitable donors and the young men who
wanted to go to jihad. […] I remember that some charity campaigns that collected donations for Bosnia‐
Herzegovina for instance, allocated some of the funds to prepare and equip the youths for jihad. There
were astronomical sums available for equipping the youths for jihad. There was no religious shaykh
who stood in the way of that trend at all,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
84 al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
85 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “for instance, I was equipped for my first jihad by a woman. She worked as a
schoolteacher. She had heard about the tragedies that had befallen the Muslims in Bosnia‐Herzegovina
80
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Some of the prominent Saudi jihadists in Bosnia would also go on
recruitment tours in the Kingdom. One of the most important recruiters was a friend
of Barbaros called Khalid al‐Harbi (aka Abu Sulayman al‐Makki), who had worked
as a religious teacher in Mecca before becoming a renowned mujahid in
Afghanistan.86 After visiting Bosnia in the early summer of 1992, al‐Harbi returned to
Saudi Arabia to bring more volunteers. As a former teacher and Arab Afghan, he had
a vast network of contacts from which to draw recruits, particularly in his native
Mecca and the rest of the Hijaz. Many of the first Saudis who went to Bosnia were
therefore from Mecca and Jidda, as we shall see in Chapter 5.
Logistics was coordinated primarily through the Islamic charities. Many relief
agencies shunned the jihadists, but some organisations became vehicles for jihadist
mobilisation.87 Organisations such as the IBC, the IIRO and TWRA helped issue visas
and ID cards so that prospective Saudi mujahidin could enter under the cover of
being aid workers. They also organised shipments of military equipment disguised
as humanitarian aid. These fraudulent activities were not always carried out with the
full knowledge of the charities’ leaders, and they represented only a minor part of
the vast and genuine aid effort. In any case, the pan‐Islamic nationalist atmosphere
in Saudi Arabia in the early 1990s made the distinction between humanitarian and
military assistance unclear for most Saudis – and completely irrelevant for some. To
transfer money, jihadists used “trusted charities” or private couriers instead of
official channels.88

and wanted to contribute to their defense. She asked: What is the best thing I can contribute? The
answer was: Equip a mujahid. She said: I will donate a full monthʹs salary to equip a mujahid. It was
equivalent to approximately $2,000. That sum was to equip me for my first jihad in Bosnia‐
Herzegovina,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
86 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “I was one of the young men who were directed toward jihad in Bosnia by Shaykh
Khalid Awdah al‐Harbi, also known as Abu‐Sulayman al‐Makki,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 2 April 2005.
87 Barbaros noted that “many relief agencies do not like to deal with the Mujahideen. They are afraid of
‘helping and assisting terrorists’ as the saying goes”; ʺInterview with Sheikh al‐Mujahideen Abu Abdel
Azizʺ, al‐Sirat al‐Mustaqeem, no. 33 (1994).
88 Barbaros said, “does any help reach us? Yes, from individuals. Our good brothers collect donations
for us and bring them directly to us. We use these donations to buy food and clothing. May Allah
reward them the best, Jazakum Allah Khayran. The best way to send donations ‐ in my view ‐ is for
Islamic centers to deliver them directly, in the person of their Iman or Mosque official. He collects these
donations and sends them personally to the Mujahideen (as a religious duty). Donations trough relief
agencies or governments do not necessarily make it to Mujahideen, even if they are collected in their
name (as is done in some countries)”; Ibid.. In 1995, Usama bin Ladin said, “we are drawing [people’s]
attention to the risk of forwarding those contributions through the ruling regimes and its organisations.
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There were also clandestine programs in Saudi Arabia to physically train and
prepare volunteers fighters for jihad in Bosnia. There is evidence of the existence of
training camps in Saudi Arabia, notably in the Eastern province, in this period. Yusuf
al‐Ayiri, the subsequent founder of the QAP, allegedly ran two‐week preparation
courses for young Saudis intending to go to Bosnia.89
Disappointment
Despite the beneficial context for recruitment in Saudi Arabia and the systematic
mobilisation effort of the jihadist entrepreneurs, the Bosnian jihad was largely a
disappointment for the Saudi jihadist movement, because it never took the
proportions of the Afghan jihad and because the Arabs were not welcome in
Bosnia.90 The mobilisation of Saudis started well, but gradually slowed down as a
result of the embargo on Bosnia and the change in the Saudi state’s attitude to the
jihadists from 1993 onward. By 1995 it was clear that the Bosnian jihad represented
an anticlimax for the Saudi jihadists. The international community was working
against them, the Saudi government would not help them as much as they wanted,
and the Bosnians seemed ungrateful and unobservant. By the time the Dayton accord
was signed in December 1995, most of the Saudis had left Bosnia and returned to the
Kingdom.91 Some considered their mission completed and wanted to go back to their

We are advising them to deliver their contributions directly to the safe hands of individuals,
organisations and societies that are trusted, such as the charities in Qatar, Kuwait, Sudan, Yemen and
Jordan”; Usama Bin Ladin, ʺmaʹsat al‐busna wa khidaʹ khadim al‐haramayn [The Bosnia Tragedy and the
Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques]ʺ (Statement no. 18 from the Advice and Reform Committee,
1995).
89 His biography stated that “when the Bosnia events came, Sheikh Yusuf was prominent among the
brothers in Dammam, and similarly in Kosovo. He helped raise money for them and helped them in
whatever way he could. The Sheikh organised a two‐week programme for everyone who wanted to go
to Bosnia. It included physical training and other things they needed to know before arriving in
Bosnia”; Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall
in an Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003): 16.
90 The Mujahidin themselves complained about the small number of volunteers. Barbaros noted that
”the number of Mujahideen in Bosnia is small. A very small number of brethren came from Muslim
countries”; ʺInterview with Sheikh al‐Mujahideen Abu Abdel Azizʺ, al‐Sirat al‐Mustaqeem, no. 33 (1994).
91 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “The vast majority of them had left, especially the citizens of the Arabian
Peninsula. They all left it. This is in addition to some Arab mujahidin from North Africa. The very few
who remained in Bosnia are those whose security conditions did not allow them to leave Bosnia, such as
some Egyptian, Algerian, and Tunisian brothers. They could not return to their countries because they
were wanted for security reasons, so they had to stay in Bosnia. However, they ceased military action
and began to engage in preaching and educational activities and charitable and relief work”; al‐Quds al‐
Arabi, 2 April 2005.
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normal lives. Others were simply stopping to “refuel” on the way to new
adventures.92 The Bosnian war may have been over, but there were many other
places where Muslims were under threat.

3. In Search of New Jihad Fronts
The Bosnian war was not the only conflict to attract Saudi jihadists in the first half of
the 1990s. A number of conflicts evolved more or less in parallel, notably in Algeria,
Somalia, the Philippines, Kashmir, Eritrea, Tajikistan and Chechnya. Saudi militants
would get involved in all of these conflicts at one point or another, although to very
varying degrees. In most cases, the Saudi involvement is best described as minor
adventures by handfuls of individuals. In the case of Tajikistan and Chechnya, the
involvement was more significant. In this three‐part chapter section I shall look first
at the minor jihad fronts, then at Tajikistan and finally at Chechnya.
The Minor Jihad Fronts: Kashmir, Philippines, Eritrea, Algeria and Somalia
When the Afghan jihad came to an end in the spring of 1992, jihadists were looking
for new arenas where they could fight in defence of the umma. Many of the activists
were young and not very knowledgeable about international politics or foreign
cultures, so the search for new battlefield often had a random and improvised
element to it. In Peshawar rumours of many different jihad opportunities circulated,
each of which enticed small delegations of adventurous individuals. After the fall of
Kabul, some Saudis tried to make it to Kashmir. However, the Pakistani government
did not want them there for fear of damaging relations with India.93 Others travelled
to places like the Philippines or Eritrea in the mid‐1990s, although the details of this
involvement are not very well known.94

When asked where the Arab mujahidin went after the Bosnian jihad, Nasir al‐Bahri said “a group of
them decided to head for the Philippines, while another group headed for Chechnya. I was with a third
group that headed for Somalia. That is why they turned from one ‘meteor’ into several ‘shooting stars,’”
al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 2 April 2005.
93 See ʺInterview with Sheikh al‐Mujahideen Abu Abdel Azizʺ, al‐Sirat al‐Mustaqeem, no. 33 (1994) and
Jasir al‐Jasir, ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐saʹudiyyin [The Story of the Saudi Afghans],ʺ al‐Majalla, 11 May 1996, 22.
94 Bin Ladin’s Saudi brother‐in‐law Jamal Khalifa allegedly served as a liaison between Bin Ladin and
Philippine militant groups in the 1990s; see Anonymous, Through Our Enemiesʹ Eyes (Washington:
Brasseyʹs Inc., 2002), 180‐182. In late December 1995, two Saudis – Salih al‐Quway‘i and Zayid al‐Amir
– were arrested in Manila on terrorism charges; Robert McFadden, ʺNine Suspected of Terrorism Are
Arrested in Manilaʺ, New York Times, 31 December 1995. Jamal al‐Fadl described meetings in Khartoum
92
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Algeria featured prominently in Saudi public debates, not least because
Sahwist preachers such as Safar al‐Hawali took a great interest in the Algerian war
and criticised the Saudi regime for not supporting the Front Islamique du Salut (FIS).95
The entire Saudi Islamist field was strongly sympathetic to the Algerian Islamists,
but for most Saudi jihadists, getting militarily involved in Algeria was out of the
question, because it was an internal conflict, not a classical jihad. Usama bin Ladin
had sporadic contacts with Algerian militants from his base in Sudan, but it seems
that he did not send people to Algeria.96 One of the very few Saudi jihadists to have
gone to Algeria was Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, who went there for about a month in
1994 or 1995 after coming into contact with Algerians in Bosnia. He was allegedly
involved in weapons smuggling between Spain and Algeria, but had to flee when his
cell was dismantled by Algerian authorities.97
Somalia would also witness an influx of small numbers of Saudi jihadists.
This involvement came in two different stages. First was Bin Ladin’s 1993 attempt to
support the Somali resistance against the UN forces deployed in Operation Restore
Hope.98 To Bin Ladin, this intervention represented yet another infringement on
Muslim territory and an attempt by the US to gain a foothold in Africa in order to
invade countries in the Middle East. Bin Ladin thus dispatched a small team of
military instructors from Sudan to Somalia. The mission was led by experienced
Egyptian militants such as Abu Hafs al‐Masri, but it included a few Saudis, such as
Yusuf al‐Ayiri, the future founder of the QAP, and Muhammad Awda, one of the co‐
conspirators in the 1998 East Africa bombings.99 The precise role of the Arabs in the
1993 events remains unclear, but recently declassified documents suggest Bin Ladin’s

in the early 1990s between al‐Qaida and an Eritrean group called “Jamaat e Jihad Eritrea”; ʺUSA vs
Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001) 328‐329. We know of at least two
named Saudis who fought in Eritrea: Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin and a certain Abu Hisan al‐Makki; see
Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the
Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 168‐169.
95 Mamoun Fandy, ʺSaudi Arabia and the Politics of Dissentʺ (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001).
96 Brynjar Lia, Architect of Global Jihad: The Life of Al‐Qaeda Strategist Abu Musʹab Al‐Suri (London: Hurst,
2007).
97 ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐matlubin al‐19 (1)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003).
98 For Bin Ladin’s activities in Somalia, see Al‐Qaidaʹs (Mis)adventures in the Horn of Africa, (Harmony
Project) (West Point: Combating Terrorism Center, 2007).
99 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003).
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involvement was greater than is commonly assumed.100 The second round of Arab
involvement in Somalia came in the context of the conflict between Somalia and
Ethiopia in Ogaden.101 In 1994 or 1995 small groups of Arabs who had fought in
Bosnia travelled via Saudi Arabia or Yemen to Ogaden to fight with the Islamic Union
[al‐ittihad al‐islami] against the Christian Ethiopians.102 Among the people who went
was Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, who ended up being captured and imprisoned in
Ethiopia for two and a half years before being extradited to Saudi Arabia.103
Tajikistan: Khattab’s Post-Afghanistan Adventure
A more significant arena for Arab‐Afghan involvement in the early 1990s was
Tajikistan, where a five‐year civil war broke out in 1992.104 There were two distinct
phases to the Arab involvement in Tajikistan, the first being more extensive and
successful than the last. The first phase began in 1993 after a series of massacres in
January and February 1993 which forced the Islamist opposition and thousands of
civilians into exile in Afghanistan. This happened at a time when Arabs had begun to
leave Peshawar, and when many of them had become disillusioned with the Mas’ud‐
Hekmatyar infighting. In the autumn of 1992, the Tajik Islamist al‐Nahda party sent a
request for help to the Arabs in Peshawar.105 In the spring and summer of 1993, three
successive groups of Arab fighters, probably not numbering more than 100 people
altogether, ventured to the Afghan‐Tajik border to take part in the jihad against the
Russian‐backed regime in Dushanbe. All three groups consisted primarily of Saudi

In 2000, an al‐Qaida representative in Saudi Arabia wrote a letter to bin Ladin: “If we go back a little
(to the events in Somalia) and carefully think of this situation, we will recognize the extent to which we
fell short in the informational and political efforts. […] Most people inside [Saudi Arabia] are unaware
of the great effort the mujahidin made against the American forces”; ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to Abu
Abdallahʺ, HARMONY Database (AFGP‐2002‐003251), 20 June 2000. See also Lawrence Wright, The
Looming Tower: Al Qaeda and the Road to 9/11 (New York: Knopf, 2006), 411.
101 For background on the Ogaden conflict and the Islamist group “Islamic Union”, see Ken Menkhaus,
ʺPolitical Islam in Somaliaʺ, Middle East Policy 9, no. 1 (2002).
102 ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐matlubin al‐19 (1)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003).
103 Ibid.
104 For background on the war, see Sergei Gretsky, ʺCivil War in Tajikistan: Causes, Development and
Prospects for Peaceʺ in Central Asia: Conflict, Resolution and Change, ed. R. Z. Sagdeev and S. Eisenhower
(Chevy Chase, Md: CPSS Press, 1995); and Bess A. Brown, ʺThe Civil War in Tajikistan, 1992‐1993ʺ in
Tajikistan: The Trials of Independence, ed. Mohammad Reza Djalili, Frédéric Grare, and Shirin Akiner
(New York: St Martinʹs Press, 1997).
105 ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐ʹarab min al‐dukhul ila afghanistan ila al‐khuruj maʹ taliban [The Story of the Afghan
Arabs from the Entry into Afghanistan to their Departure with the Taliban] (part 20)ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat,
27 December 2004.
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veterans from Afghanistan, and all three were led by Saudis: Ya‘qub al‐Bahr, Ibn
Khattab (Samir al‐Suwaylim) and Usama Azmaray (Wali Khan) or Abu Mus‘ab al‐
Shar‘ari respectively.106 The latter group seems to have disbanded after a short while,
while the other two groups fought in Tajikistan for about two years. Yaʹqub al‐Bahr’s
group went deep into Tajikistan and operated from inside the capital Dushanbe,
while the Khattab group operated in the border areas. In Khattab’s company were a
number of people who later become prominent QAP members, such as Khalid al‐
Sabit and Salih al‐Awfi.107 In 1995 both groups were forced out of Tajikistan, as a
result of the improving security situation and Russian diplomatic pressure. Some of
the Arabs then went to Bosnia while others, like Khattab, went to Chechnya.
The second stage of the Arab involvement in Tajikistan came when a group of
36 people known as the “Northern Group” made a new attempt to enter Tajikistan in
mid‐1996.108 The Northern Group was the result of a merger between the remnants of
Khattab’s and Bahr’s groups, supplemented by new personnel with jihad experience
from Afghanistan, Bosnia and Somalia. The Group was almost exclusively Saudi and

Nasir al‐Bahri said, “with the escalation in the incidents in Tajikistan, the Arab mujahidin, who were
still in Afghanistan or who left it after the end of the jihad in Afghanistan and moved to other external
fronts, began to form jihadist groups to head for the Tajik front. The first group was formed under the
command of Yaʹqub al‐Bahr. Also, the group of Khattab was formed. Khattab was martyred in the
recent battles in Chechnya. Another group was formed, but it was not under a certain command,” al‐
Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005. The Sudanese former al‐Qaida member Jamal al‐Fadl gave the following
testimony: “I remember they send the Azmarai Group on the border of Afghanistan and Tajikistan and
they help the Mujahadeen from Tajikistan over there. They train them and they help them to fight,”
ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001) 355. The Azmarai group
allegedly recorded a video while fighting in Tajikistan; ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court
of Southern New York, 2001) 811‐812. It is possible that Azmaray was the leader of the third group
mentioned by Nasir al‐Bahri. Another candidate is Abu Mus‘ab al‐Shar‘ari, because there exists a
martyr’s biography which speaks of a Saudi who went to Tajikistan in 1993 and joined “the group of the
leader Abu Mus‘ab al‐Shar‘ari” and who later joined “the group of Ya‘qub al‐Bahr” after al‐Shar‘ari’s
group disbanded (Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐
harsak [From the Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 119‐
120). Other sources say a son of the Egyptian cleric Umar Abd al‐Rahman “led Tajik rebels in their fight
against the Tajikistan government”; see Mark Huband, Warriors of the Prophet: The Struggle for Islam
(Boulder, CO: Westview, 1999), 14.
107 See Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 15 (2004)
and Raid Qusti, ʺBackground of the Most Wanted Terrorists ‐ Part 2ʺ, Arab News, 12 December 2003.
108 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “this was the first stage in Tajikistan. As for the second stage, it was the stage in
which we participated. At that time, we had left Somalia and headed for Tajikistan. My trip began from
Yemen and then to Pakistan going through Afghanistan. Of course, my journey to Tajikistan was in
coordination with some Arab brothers,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005
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was led by a certain Hamza al‐Ghamidi.109 In the Shura council of the Group were
several subsequently famous individuals such as Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri, Umar al‐
Faruq and Nasir al‐Bahri.110 They stayed in the border area for about six months
without taking part in fighting, because the Afghan government led by Ahmad Shah
Mas’ud did not want them to get involved. The Group eventually made an attempt
to enter, but had to return when it emerged that their Tajik guide was a Russian
agent. They aborted their mission and went south to Jalalabad, where they met
another Saudi who had recently settled in Afghanistan, namely Usama bin Ladin.
Many of the Northern Group joined bin Ladin at that point, as we shall see in
Chapter 8.
The Saudi jihadist involvement in Tajikistan did not require much
mobilisation as such, because nearly all participants were veterans from Afghanistan.
In order to get money and equipment, the group leaders spent time in Saudi Arabia
convincing clerics and donors to support them. Khattab notably visited Saudi Arabia
in 1993.111 According to a former jihadist, Sheikh Salman al‐Awda privately funded a
group of Saudis who headed into Tajikistan in 1993. 112 It is not clear which of the
groups he sponsored. There are also indications that charities such as the Islamic
Benevolence Committee were involved in Tajikistan, and the Arab fighters most
likely benefited from their services.113
Chechnya and the Preservation of Classical Jihadism
After the end of the Bosnian war and the closure of opportunities in Tajikistan,
Chechnya became the next major jihad front. Saudi fighters under the leadership of
Khattab would take part in both the first Chechen war which erupted in late 1995
Nasir al‐Bahri said, ”this group was made up of around 36 Arab brothers, most of whom were from
the Arabian Peninsula, from Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and the Gulf, with the exception of one Egyptian,
one Moroccan, and an Uzbek person. The others were all from the Arabian Peninsula,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi,
20 March 2005.
110 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “I was one of the members of the shura council of that group. The council had six
members, including Abd‐al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri, who is nicknamed the Mullah and Al‐Faruq, Faruq al‐
Makki, and Bilal al‐Makki. They also include our brother the Kuwaiti Umar al‐Faruq. Both are now
detained in the United States,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
111 Khattab’s family said he visited Saudi Arabia for the last time in 1993; Mowaffaq al‐Nowaiser,
ʺKhattab, the Man Who Died for the Cause of Chechnyaʺ, Arab News, 4 May 2002.
112 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “some of the youths who were equipped by Shaykh Awdah and went to
Tajikistan were arrested there,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
113 ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001).
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and the second war which began in late 1999.114 The initial Arab involvement in
Chechnya was facilitated by a Jordanian‐born Chechen Islamist called Fathi
Muhammad Habib (aka Abu Sayyaf).115 Raised in Amman, Habib studied
engineering in Germany and America before going to Afghanistan in the 1980s,
where he worked closely with Sayyaf. In early 1992 he settled in Chechnya where he
set up an Islamic school and began using his Arab links to solicit funds for da’wa
work in Chechnya. When the first war broke out in late 1994, he used his contacts to
draw Arab Afghans to Chechnya. In early 1995, news of the Russian invasion
reached Khattab just as the opportunities in Tajikistan were narrowing.116 Khattab
received a letter from Sheikh Fathi urging him to come and see for himself, which he
did some time in the spring of 1995.117 Khattab’s closest comrades in arms from
Afghanistan then followed suit.118 Several of Khattab’s early companions would
become legendary jihadist figures, such as Muhammad al‐Tamimi (aka Abu Umar al‐
Sayf), Abd al‐Aziz al‐Ghamidi (aka Abu Walid al‐Ghamidi) and Suhayl al‐Sahli (aka
Yasin al‐Bahr). After a few months of travelling around meeting people, Khattab set
up a military camp.119 The American convert Aukai Collins described his arrival at

For background on the war, see Julie Wilhelmsen, ʺWhen Separatists Become Islamists: The Case of
Chechnyaʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2004).
115 Murad al‐Shishani, The Rise and Fall of Arab Fighters in Chechnya (Jamestown Foundation, 2006), 7.
116 According to Khattab’s brother, Khattab got the idea of going to Chechnya after watching a news
broadcast on the Afghan TV; Mowaffaq al‐Nowaiser, ʺKhattab, the Man Who Died for the Cause of
Chechnyaʺ, Arab News, 4 May 2002.
117 Ibid.
118 The biography of Yaqub al‐Ghamidi contained the following account: “Khattab went to Chechnya
[…] and liked the land, the people and the spirit of their fighters. So he sent for Hakim al‐Madani […],
but Yaqub al‐Ghamidi objected, saying ‘not without me’ […] so they both flew to Azerbaijan […] Hakim
al‐Madani entered first, and Yaqub joined him afterwards”; see Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani,
min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and
Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 127. Another account was given by the journalist Faris bin
Huzzam who told this author that “Khattab went to Chechnya with three friends: Abu Umar al‐Sayf,
Abu Walid al‐Ghamidi and Yasin al‐Bahr”. A third account was offered by Shamil Basayev who said in
an interview that Khattab came with eight companions, which also included Yaqub al‐Ghamidi, Abu
Jafar al‐Yamani, Hakim al‐Madani and Abu Bakr Aqida (ʺWorld Exclusive Interview with Field
Commander Shamil Basayev.ʺ (Azzam Publications (posted on www.islamicawakening.com), 21
February 2000)). The first of these three accounts is the most credible because it is more detailed. It is
worth noting that Khattab and his friends were not the very first Arabs to go to Chechnya. A Saudi
named Fayhan al‐Utaybi (aka Abu Turab al‐Najdi) had allegedly gone before but had left because he
was the only Arab and could not communicate with the locals; see Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐
Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia
and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 121.
119 The first few weeks or months he allegedly travelled around as a journalist asking people about the
jihad. He is said to have decided to join the fighting after being moved by an old woman who urged
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Khattab’s camp in the early autumn of 1995.120 This was the first of a larger set of
camps which Khattab would run in partnership with the Chechen commander
Basayev.121
By mid‐1995 a logistics chain had been set up to facilitate the arrival of
foreign volunteers. The main stations on this chain were Istanbul (Turkey) and Baku,
(Azerbaijan). The Baku safe house was run by Arabs operating under the cover of the
Islamic Benevolence Committee.122 Khattab enjoyed a certain amount of logistical and
financial support from Saudi Arabia. Saudi sheikhs declared the Chechen resistance
a legitimate jihad, and private Saudi donors sent money to Khattab and his Chechen
colleagues. As late as 1996, Mujahidin wounded in Chechnya were sent to Saudi
Arabia for medical treatment, a practice paid for by charities and tolerated by the
state.123 After the end of the first Chechen war, Khattab expanded his activities in
Chechnya, built more camps and set up an institute in which old Saudi friends of
Khattab taught religion and military science to Chechen rebel leaders.124 This
infrastructure was in place until late 1999, when the second Chechen war led the

him to help; Mowaffaq al‐Nowaiser, ʺKhattab, the Man Who Died for the Cause of Chechnyaʺ, Arab
News, 4 May 2002.
120 Aukai Collins, My Jihad (Guilford, CT: Lyons Press, 2002), 56‐57. When they came to Khattab’s camp,
“there were a handful of Arabs, but the rest were Chechens.” Collins also met Sheikh Fathi at another
location.
121 Julie Wilhelmsen, ʺWhen Separatists Become Islamists: The Case of Chechnyaʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian
Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2004), 33.
122 There are two independent accounts describing this infrastructure. Aukai Collins travelled to
Chechnya via Istanbul, Azerbaijan and Dagestan. In Azerbaijan he was met by a Sudanese called Abu
Sayfuddeen. At a safe house in Baku he met three Arabs (two Saudis from Mecca and a Yemeni called
Abu Jaffar) who travelled with him to Chechnya. See Aukai Collins, My Jihad (Guilford, CT: Lyons
Press, 2002). Collins’ account tallies with the testimony of Jamal al‐Fadl during the East Africa bombings
trial in 2001. According to al‐Fadl, a Saudi by the name Abu Fadl al‐Makki told him in 1995 that “we
needed to go over there because we have camps and some brothers over there, and we need to help
Chechnan people against Russia.” Al‐Makki told al‐Fadl that he should go to a guesthouse in Turkey,
and from there to Baku in Azerbaijan, to Daghestan and to Chechnya. Al‐Fadl said ”They establish relief
organization over there because they send the money to the office and the money help the people
escaping and buy the weapons and the supplies for them”; ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District
Court of Southern New York, 2001), 300‐302.
123 Aukai Collins wrote that ”my leg still wasn’t doing well, and they wanted me to og to a hospital in
Saudi Arabia that was run by and for mujahideen. […] I moved into a compound house with Khattab’s
guys and waited for them to make arrangements for my trip to Saudi Arabia.” Aukai Collins, My Jihad
(Guilford, CT: Lyons Press, 2002), 123.
124 Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 15 (2004).
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Russians to practically seal off the country.125 After 2000, very few foreign volunteers
made it to Chechnya. Funds continued to flow, particularly during the second war in
1999 and 2000, but they decreased significantly after the crackdown on Islamic
charities after 2001.126
It is not clear exactly how many Arabs joined Khattab between 1995 and 1999,
but the number seems to have stayed in the low hundreds, perhaps not even
exceeding 100.127 The Jordanian journalist and researcher Murad al‐Shishani has
compiled biographies of Arabs in Chechnya, but has not collected more than 51
names.128 Al‐Shishani notes that 60%, i.e. 30 people, in his sample were from Saudi
Arabia. He also observes that most people arrived in the inter‐war period, i.e.
between late 1996 and late 1999. This tallies with accounts in the QAP literature
Saudis who were in Chechnya at this time.129 It seems that there was very little
“fresh” Saudi recruitment to Chechnya. Practically all Saudis who went to Chechnya
seem to have had previous jihad experience. In 1999 on the other hand, large
numbers of new recruits, mobilised by the images of the Russian massacres in the
second Chechen war, wanted to go to Chechnya, but by this time roads were closed
and many of these recruits ended up in Afghanistan instead, as we shall see in
Chapter 9.
The relationship between Khattab and Bin Ladin is said to have been luke
warm. In Afghanistan in the late 1980s, Khattab sought a degree of independence
from both bin Ladin and Azzam. The Syrian‐Canadian Hassan Almrei, who visited
Khattab’s camp in Kunduz in 1994, said he had the impression that Khattab and Bin
Ladin did not get along, and that he was not aware of any contact between the two
until 1997‐98.130 At this point Bin Ladin made attempts at convincing Khattab to

Murad al‐Shishani, The Rise and Fall of Arab Fighters in Chechnya (Jamestown Foundation, 2006), 14;
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126 Murad al‐Shishani, The Rise and Fall of Arab Fighters in Chechnya (Jamestown Foundation, 2006), 13.
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Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2004), 29.
128 Murad al‐Shishani, The Rise and Fall of Arab Fighters in Chechnya (Jamestown Foundation, 2006).
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cooperate more closely with him. The offer was allegedly rejected by Khattab after a
polite written correspondence (see Chapter 8).
The Khattab‐Bin Ladin enmity was not just about personal chemistry or
rivalry; it also reflected a significant ideological division in the Saudi jihadist
movement, namely between what we might call “classical jihadism” and “global
jihadism”. Khattab did not subscribe to Bin Ladin’s doctrine of attacking the United
States and did not approve of the targeting of civilians. For this reason, several
sources in Saudi Arabia distinguished between the “Khattabists” and the “Bin
Ladinists.”131 In the late 1990s these two different forms of extreme pan‐Islamic
nationalism drifted further apart. Classical jihadism had much stronger support in
Saudi Arabia than did global jihadism, but in 1999, as we shall see, the conditions for
Bin Ladin’s organisation in Afghanistan improved significantly while Khattab’s
situation deteriorated.
There was a continuous Saudi presence in Chechnya up until at least the mid‐
2000s. Khattab was active as a guerrilla leader until his assassination by a poisoned
letter from Russian intelligence on 20 March 2002. His old companion Abu Umar al‐
Sayf would rise to become one of the most prominent ideologues in the international
jihadist community until he too was killed in early December 2005.132
Conclusions
This chapter has examined the Saudi mobilisation to jihadist activism at the meso
level. The analysis of the Saudi mobilisation to Afghanistan, Bosnia and elsewhere
revealed a number of important findings. First of all, the mobilisation was never a
spontaneous “rise of the people”, as Islamists often claim. It was the result of
systematic and sustained work on the part of entrepreneurial groups of devoted
individuals. In Afghanistan, the Services Bureau developed a formula for
mobilisation which proved very effective and which was reproduced in subsequent

Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak ; Interview with Faris bin Huzzam.
For more on al‐Sayf, see Murad al‐Shishani, ʺPortrait of a Chechen Mujahid Leaderʺ, Terrorism
Monitor 2, no. 8 (2004); Murad al‐Shishani, ʺAbu Omar al‐Saif: His Life and After His Deathʺ, Jamestown
Chechnya Weekly 7, no. 3 (2006).
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conflicts, notably by the jihadist charity IBC in Bosnia. This formula seems to have
consisted of four key elements: isolation, organisation, information and exploitation.
First, by forming the Services Bureau, Azzam and Bin Ladin isolated the Arab
volunteers from the rest of the Afghan resistance, thus creating an ethnically
homogenous community with a shared feeling of displacement. This facilitated
recruitment because the presence of an Arab infrastructure made the departure to
foreign lands seem less daunting to inexperienced volunteers. It also imbued the
Arab volunteers with a sense of being in an elite unit, where taking part in the
vanguard was more important than making a difference on the ground.
Second, by setting up a formal organisation with functionally differentiated
sub‐groups, the Services Bureau was able to create a more effective and more stable
logistical apparatus. This formalisation facilitated mobilisation because it provided
predictability for both volunteers and donors.
Third, by developing a very sophisticated and international information
strategy, Azzam and the Services Bureau were able to increase the pool of potential
volunteers and donors considerably. The jihadi entrepreneurs made skilful use of
new technologies which increased the range and the impact of their propaganda. Fax
machines and air transport meant their publications could be distributed further and
faster, while the video camera and the colour printing press enabled the production
of more visual and emotionally powerful recruitment material.
Fourth and finally, the Services Bureau exploited the notion of pan‐Islamic
solidarity to their practical advantage. They resorted to populism and emotional
blackmail to obtain favours from officials and the support of clerics for their
recruitment efforts and military activities. Their opportunistic use of Islamic charities
for their military effort proved a very efficient way of channelling people, money and
goods to the jihad effort. These four elements ‐ isolation, organisation, information
and exploitation – were the keys to the success of the jihadist movement. The same
principles were applied in the mobilisation of Saudis to Bosnia and Chechnya, and to
some extent also in the recruitment to al‐Qaida’s Afghan camps in the late 1990s.
However, some of these same factors would contribute to the weakening of
the jihadist movement in the mid 1990s. Isolationism became a liability: In Bosnia the
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Arabs appeared as foreign intruders, while their presence in Chechnya was used by
the Russians to delegitimise the Chechen resistance. Formal organisation was a
weakness if state actors worked against them. Exploitation and opportunism was
eventually uncovered and undermined the credibility of the movement.
With weakness came radicalisation. The Saudi classical jihadist movement
reached its peak, in terms of numbers and popular support, around 1989. From then
on, the number of people able and willing to travel abroad for jihad seems to have
decreased, for a number of different reasons. The people left in the movement were
the most committed individuals, who were willing to sacrifice more than just their
summer holiday for the Muslim nation. As the movement grew smaller, it became
more radical and more controversial, and eventually it would give birth to the even
more extreme global jihadist movement.
It is relatively easy to understand how the experience of training camps and
war contributed to the radicalisation of Saudi jihadists over time. The more
intriguing question is that of why people sought out these experiences in the first
place. Our next chapter shall look at the dynamics of recruitment to the classical
jihadist movement at the individual level.
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5

Saudi Recruitment to the Early Jihad Fronts

We realized we were a nation [umma] that had a distinguished place among nations.
Otherwise, what would make me leave Saudi Arabia – and I am of Yemeni origin – to go and
fight in Bosnia?
Nasir al‐Bahri

In most historical accounts of the 1980s jihad in Afghanistan, the storyteller is so keen
to emphasise the size of the Arab mobilisation that the reader is left with the
impression that “everyone” went for jihad. Saudi Arabia in particular tends to be
described as a country where a visit to Peshawar was the norm rather than the
exception. However, everyone clearly did not go for jihad. Even if we accept the
highest estimates of the number Saudi mujahidin, i.e. 20,000, this is still just a fraction
of a population which numbered between 6 and 12 million in the period between
1985 and 1992.1 If one believes, like this author, that the number of Saudis who
underwent substantial weapons training in this period is more likely to have been
somewhere between 1,000 and 5,000, then we are certainly talking about a marginal
phenomenon. Moreover, as we saw in Chapter 3, not all clerics condoned the jihad.,
and many parents expressed concern that their children might go to Afghanistan.2 If
jihadism was a marginal and relatively controversial phenomenon, the question
arises: Exactly who went for jihad and why? The purpose of the current chapter is to

Alexei Vassiliev, The History of Saudi Arabia (London: Saqi Books, 2000), 457.
In 1987, al‐Jihad magazine put the following question to the father of a Saudi martyr: “Some of the
fathers are afraid that their sons will go to Afghanistan, because they might be killed. What would you
tell them?”; see al‐Jihad 42. Azzam said that when he published In Defence of Muslim Lands, “Our
brothers scolded us and sent a storm in our face, saying ’you are urging the youth to rebel against us’”;
see Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 89.
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address this question and thus provide the micro‐level part of the analysis of the
formation of the Saudi jihadist movement.
When asked why some people went to Afghanistan while others did not,
most Saudi Islamists interviewed by this author did not initially understand the
question. “That’s like trying to find out why two brothers in the same family chose to
study different subjects at university,” said a Saudi who was in Islamabad most of
the 1980s.3 His perception was that the Saudi contingent was a cross‐section of the
Saudi youth population, drawn from all locations and all social strata. In contrast,
Saudi liberals often said the Saudi Afghans represented a disadvantaged stratum of
Saudi society. “They were mainly criminals and delinquents, people with problems,
some were even drug addicts”, said one source.4
One of the main reasons why opinions diverge and anecdotes prevail is that
the question has thus far not been approached scientifically. This author is not aware
of any academic studies of individual backgrounds and motivations of Saudis – or
Arabs in general for that matter – who went abroad for jihad in the 1980‐1995
period.5 The major obstacle has of course been the lack of reliable sources. Obtaining
biographical information from open sources about people involved in militant
activity is always frustratingly difficult. In addition, the case of the Afghan jihad
presents a particularly acute problem of representativity: The sheer size of the Saudi
contingent and the different degrees of jihad participation make it very difficult to
establish a representative sample. However, I argue here that this obstacle is not
insurmountable. There is in fact a substantial number of primary and secondary
sources which, when read carefully and collated systematically, allow us to
reconstruct the basic biographies of a reasonably large number of early Saudi
mujahidin.
In this chapter I shall analyse the biographies of individual Saudis who went
for jihad in Afghanistan, Bosnia, Tajikistan and Chechnya prior to 1996. I have been

Interview with Source 6.
Interview with Mansur al‐Nuqaydan.
5 A possible exception is the unpublished study allegedly conducted by the Saudi Interior Ministry in
1995; See Anthony Cordesman, ʺIslamic Extremism in Saudi Arabia and the Attack on al‐Khobarʺ
(Washington DC: CSIS, June 2001), 4.
3
4
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able to compile 161 such biographies using a variety of sources, primarily martyr’s
biographies from the jihadist literature. While far from perfect and unproblematic,
this sample provides a better basis than anecdotes to address key questions related to
individual mobilisation, such as: What was the socio‐economic profile of the recruits?
Were certain regions and tribes overrepresented, and if so, why? What did the
recruits say about their own motivations for joining the jihad? Which social processes
facilitated their decision? How did the recruitment and departure process play out in
practice?
The chapter is divided into three parts, each focusing on a specific set of
factors. The first part will use primarily quantitative methods to examine the socio‐
economic, geographic and tribal background of the recruits. The second part will try
to identify the main motivational factors by analysing the recruits’ own declared
motivations for joining. In the final part I shall look at the social dynamics of
recruitment, by looking at individual accounts of the patterns and paths of
involvement in classical jihadist activism. However, before I can move to the core of
our analysis, it is necessary to clarify certain key points related to sources and
methodology.
Sources and Methods
The method used for data collection and analysis in this chapter are similar to and
closely connected with those used in chapters 9 and 12, which examine recruitment
to al‐Qaida’s Afghan camps and to the QAP respectively. I shall now deal with the
source‐related and methodological issues common to all three chapters, before
moving to the problems specific to this chapter.
The basis for all three chapters is a large collection of 787 biographies of
Saudis who appear in various public sources as having been involved in some form
of militant activism either abroad or at home between 1980 and 2006 (see Appendix
2‐5). Because many militants have fought in more than one arena, it is not possible to
isolate the samples used for each of the three chapters from each other. The sample is
the product of approximately three years of systematic and meticulous data
collection undertaken by this author alone. To build this sample, I looked for names
of Saudi militants in relevant (and publicly available) sources and created a new
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biographical entry every time I found a new name. Whenever I found more
information about an existing figure, I would add it to his profile and note the
source. In order to ensure transparency and verifiability, I have included the full text
of all the profiles in Appendix 2‐5.
The sample includes individuals whose participation in violent activism – i.e.
fighting, training or weapons acquisition – can be established with a reasonable
degree of certainty. The clearest and simplest criterion for this is death in combat.
Approximately two‐thirds of the individuals in the sample are deceased and feature
as “martyrs” in the jihadists’ own literature. The other main criterion is self‐
declaration. The sample thus includes people who by their own public admission
have taken part in militant activism. A third criterion, which is more problematic and
has to be applied much more carefully, is arrest and public accusation. I have thus
included a certain number of people who were arrested during the 2003‐2006 QAP
campaign and whose names were released by Saudi authorities, but who have not
publicly commented on the accusations against them. This is based on the
assumption that since “naming and shaming” is culturally sensitive in the Kingdom
(most detainees are in fact never identified), the Police will tend to identify those
who can be tied to militant activism with some certainty.
There are important ethical considerations to be made regarding the
publication of this information. “Lists of terrorist suspects” have caused innumerable
injustices since 9/11.6 Innocent people have suffered torture, detention, travel
restrictions and other inconveniences as the result of flawed lists or mistaken
identities. For anecdote, we may recall the actor Lewis al‐Samari, who starred in the
Hollywood film United 93 but was not allowed entry to the U.S. for the premiere.
More sinister was the case of the Guantanamo detainee Mazin Salih al‐Awfi, who
was accused of being the Saudi militant Salih al‐Awfi at a time when the real al‐Awfi
was a well‐known QAP figure hiding in Medina.7 With this in mind, I have followed

6 See for example Karen DeYoung, ʺTerror Database Has Quadrupled In Four Yearsʺ, Washington Post,
25 March 2007, and Daniel Steinbock, ʺDesignating the Dangerous: From Blacklists to Watch Listsʺ,
Seattle University Law Review 30, no. 1 (2007).
7 See ʺActor in 9/11 film denied entry to US: reportʺ, Reuters, 21 April 2006, and ʺTestimony of Detainees
Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 14.
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four basic principles in the selection and presentation of biographies. First, I have
only included names that were already in the public sphere.8 Second, I have
provided bibliographic references for all the information in the profiles. Third, I have
tried to write the biographies in as dry and descriptive language as possible. Fourth,
I have systematically excluded individuals who have positively denied involvement
in any militant activity and who do not feature in jihadist sources, whatever the
alleged classified evidence against them. With these precautions I hope to ensure that
the information is used for scientific purposes only, and that the sample does not
include anyone who is alive and not already well known to Saudi or U.S. authorities.
The sources of biographical data are of three main types. First and most
important is the jihadist literature, which contains a large number of martyrs’
biographies, interviews with militants and general historical accounts. Next comes
the secondary literature, notably press clippings and academic books, which has
grown enormously in size and availability since 9/11. The third main type of source
is government documents, such as court transcripts, indictments, and official press
releases. There are problems associated with all three types of sources. Martyrdom
biographies are always hagiographic, and jihadist literature is propaganda material
by definition. Press reports and books on terrorism tend to rely heavily on official
sources. Government documents are political by their very nature and tend to
dehumanise suspects and exaggerate their alleged crimes. However, by collecting
information from as many different sources as possible, and by triangulating jihadist
literature, government sources and investigative reporting, I hope to reduce the risk
of error.
It is important to note that the data used in this study does generally not
come from interviews with the subjects themselves. I have interviewed several
individuals who went to Afghanistan in the 1980s, but I have not been able to
conduct anything that resembles a survey. This is of course problematic, because it
means that the biographies are less accurate and more asymmetric than they would
have been if I had access to all subjects and could ask them the same questions. This

8 In a small number or cases I have included supplementary information from interviews, but only on
figures who are dead or who were involved in the first Afghan jihad.
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problem has to do with the nature of the research object and is not unique to this
study. The vast majority of profile‐based studies of clandestine violent actors use
datasets from secondary sources. Security considerations make it virtually
impossible to meet a substantial number of violent Islamists “in the field”. Access to
imprisoned militants is the privilege of very few scholars with good official
connections.9 Besides, studies based on interviews with prisoners present their own
methodological problems.
The sample is inevitably going to contain important inaccuracies and lacunae.
It has probably left out crucial individuals and included others whose role was
negligible. It may well contain duplicates and fictitious individuals. Such is
unfortunately the nature of this field of study. Nevertheless, I argue that as a whole,
the sample has scientific value because it is relatively large and because it has been
compiled using sound principles of source criticism and with a concern for
verifiability.
The approach used in chapters 5, 9 and 12 is similar to that used in the
growing corpus of academic studies on violent radicalisation which are based on
collections of biographies or “profiles” of militants.10 These studies apply
quantitative or qualitative methods (or both) to a given sample of biographies in
order to shed light on processes of individual radicalisation. In this thesis, each of
chapters 5, 9 and 12 follows the same basic approach; it consists of subjecting the

See for example Saad Eddin Ibrahim, ʺAnatomy of Egyptʹs Militant Islamic Groups: Methodological
Notes and Preliminary Findingsʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 12, no. 4 (1981), Farhad
Khosrokhavar, Quand Al‐Qaïda parle: témoignages derrière les barreaux (Paris: Grasset, 2006), and Sharon
Curcio, ʺThe Dark Side of Jihad: How Young Men Detained at Guantanamo Assess Their Experiencesʺ
in A Future For The Young, ed. Cheryl Benard (Washington DC: RAND, 2006).
10 See for example Saad Eddin Ibrahim, ʺAnatomy of Egyptʹs Militant Islamic Groups: Methodological
Notes and Preliminary Findingsʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 12, no. 4 (1981); Ayla
Hammond Schbley, ʺTorn Between God, Family and Money: The Changing Profile of Lebanonʹs
Religious Terroristsʺ, Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 23 (2000); Ami Pedahzur, Leonard Weinberg, and
Arie Perliger, ʺAltruism and Fatalism: The Characteristics of Palestinian Suicide Terroristsʺ, Deviant
Behaviour 24 (2003); Alan B. Krueger and Jitka Malečková, ʺEducation, Poverty and Terrorism: Is There a
Causal Connection?ʺ Journal of Economic Perspectives 17, no. 4 (2003); Marc Sageman, Understanding
Terror Networks (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004); Petter Nesser, ʺProfiles of
Jihadist Terrorists in Europeʺ in A Future for the Young, Options for Helping Middle Eastern Youth Escape
the Trap of Radicalization, ed. Cheryl Bernard (Washington DC: RAND, 2006); Robert Pape, Dying to Win:
The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism, 1st ed. (New York: Random House, 2005); and Edwin Bakker,
ʺJihadi Terrorists in Europeʺ in Clingendael Security Paper no. 2 (Haag: Netherlands Institute of
International Relations, December 2006).
9
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relevant section of the abovementioned sample to basic quantitative and qualitative
analysis. Each chapter starts with an analysis of the socio‐economic data in the
biographies with basic tools of descriptive statistics. I summarize and present the
main characteristics of the sample, after a process of extracting and organising the
available information on the militants’ socio‐economic origin (age, geographical
origin, tribal origin, education, profession etc) as well as key aspects of their life
experience (delinquency, prison time, past jihad experience etc). When possible and
appropriate, I try to discuss hypotheses on radicalisation and recruitment dynamics
in the light of these characteristics. I then move from quantitative to qualitative
methods in order to address the issue of individual motivations and recruitment
processes. This consists of identifying and analysing the most prevalent motivations
and patterns that transpire from the available recruitment narratives.
The limits of these methods are above all defined by the nature of the
available data. The fundamental problem is that the biographies in our sample are
very uneven in their length, focus and level of detail. For the quantitative analysis
this is problematic because very often, the proportion of “missing values” for a given
indicator is so significant that I am unable to conclude. On the qualitative side, the
unevenness of the data increases the risk of wrongly presenting anecdotal accounts
as representative of the entire sample. The number of individuals whose recruitment
narratives are explicitly told in depth and detail is in fact very small – it probably
represents less than 10% of our sample. We must therefore be very careful in
drawing definite conclusions.
Because each chapter deals with a different sample of biographies from a
different period and context, there will be source‐related and methodological
problems specific to each chapter. In the case of this chapter, which focuses on the
participants in the early “classical jihad fronts”, there are a number of issues to be
aware of. First of all, there are fewer available sources of biographical information on
the early Saudi jihadists. This is partly because the conflicts took place long ago –
before the Internet age and before the jihadist media infrastructure had developed to
the same extent as today – and partly because the early jihadists were not subject to
as much scrutiny from the media and academia as the militants of the late 1990s and
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after. Most of the information in this sample therefore comes from martyrdom
biographies, taken either from the Arabic‐language magazines published in
Peshawar in the 1980s such as al‐Jihad, al‐Mujahid and al‐Bunyan al‐Marsus, or
compilations of old martyrdom biographies published in recent years on the Internet,
such Hamad al‐Qatari’s Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina.11 On the
whole, these biographies are less detailed than martyrdom biographies of more
recent militants, probably because the genre was still undeveloped. As a result, the
sample used in this chapter is smaller and less detailed than those of chapters 9 and
12.
The result is a significant problem of representativity. Our sample includes
161 individuals, which is a very small proportion of the total number of Saudis who
went to Afghanistan, Bosnia or Chechnya, estimates of which vary from around
5.000 to over 20,000. The problem of representativity is particularly acute for the case
of the first Afghan jihad, which had the largest number of Saudi participants and the
broadest range of degrees of involvement, from “jihad tourism” to full‐time guerrilla
warfare. It is fair to say that of the three populations analysed in this thesis, the
sample of early jihadists is probably the least representative. What we have to bear in
mind is that the 161 people in our sample are not randomly selected. They are most
likely drawn from the militarily most active and prominent early Saudi jihadists. The
people in our sample have been recorded either because they died in battle and were
thus hailed as martyrs, or because they went on to fight in subsequent fronts or
organisations and became known that way. Hence the data in this sample does not
allow us to generalise about all Saudis who went to Afghanistan, but it should give
us an idea of which Saudis went to Afghanistan and fought.
Yet another point to keep in mind is that the activities of the early jihadists –
i.e. the Afghan, Bosnian, Tajik and Chechen jihads – were more heterogeneous than
those undertaken by the militants studied in chapters 9 and 12. Not only did the
context for mobilisation differ between Bosnia and Tajikistan; the Afghan jihad in
1992 was also very different from what it had been in 1982. When possible and
11 Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the
Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002). See also ʺThe
Martyrs of Afghanistanʺ (www.alfirdaws.org, undated (2006?)).
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relevant, I shall try and look at each jihad front separately. Let us now see what the
data can tell us.

1. Personal Backgrounds
The purpose of this first section is to describe the sample of early Saudi jihadists with
basic statistics on their backgrounds. The presentation focuses on four main sets of
indicators: first, their general characteristics such as age, sex and departure dates;
second, their geographical and tribal origin; third, their socio‐economic status; and
fourth, other shared characteristics and formative experiences.
General Characteristics
My sample consists of 161 individuals, 113 of whom were in Afghanistan, 53 were in
Bosnia and 37 were in Tajikistan or Chechnya. The three sub‐samples together
exceed 161 because a number of individuals took part in more than one conflict.
The sample consists exclusively of young men. There were Saudi women in
Pakistan and Afghanistan, but they accompanied their husbands; for theological
reasons, no women would have been allowed to take active part in the fighting.12
Moreover, jihad was clearly for young people. The average age of new recruits for
whom I know both the birth year and the arrival year is 20,4 and it does not vary
much between the three subsamples (see Table 2). However, there is a clear
difference between early and late recruits to Afghanistan; the average age of the 12
people who arrived in 1986 or earlier is 23,1, while the average of the 10 people who
arrived in 1987 or later is 17,2. It seems that most of those who went to Afghanistan
between 1989 and 1992 were teenagers who had been too young to go before.
The low age average might explain the relatively low marriage rate. Only 8
people are known to have been married prior to joining the jihad, although the real
figure was probably somewhat higher. At least five more were engaged to be
married when they left for jihad.

12 A handful of women went unaccompanied to Afghanistan to support the jihad. Al‐Jihad magazine
once featured a portrait of the 70‐year old Umm Faysal al‐Makkiyya who ”travelled to the land of jihad
and refuses to return”; see al‐Jihad, no. 35: 5.
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Average birth year

Average age of new recruits

Full sample

1968 (range 1942‐1979; 53 of 161)

20 (range 15‐42; 30 of 161)

Afghanistan

1967 (range 1942‐1979; 42 of 113)

20 (range 15‐42; 22 of 113)

Bosnia

1969 (range 1942‐1976; 23 of 53)

21 (range 18‐23; 8 of 53)

Tajikistan/Chechnya

1971 (range 1965‐1976; 8 of 37)

No data

Table 2 Birth Year and Average Recruitment Age of Saudis in the Early Jihad Fronts

The people in the sample left for jihad at different points in time (see Figure 3). My
data on departure times are relatively good, particularly for the Bosnian sample (37
of 53, or 70%), and somewhat less so for Afghanistan (53 of 113, or 47%). In the case
of Tajikistan and Chechnya, dates are rarely included in the sources because the vast
majority went at dates that are well known: late 1992/early 1993 and late 1995/early
1996 respectively.

Departure Year of Saudi Militants in Pre-1996 Afghanistan and Bosnia
25

Individuals

20

15
Afghanistan
Bosnia
10

5

0
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Figure 3 Departure Year of Saudi Militants in Pre‐1996 Afghanistan and Bosnia

The departure times for the Bosnian sub‐sample are consistent with the qualitative
indications that it became more difficult for Saudis to go to Bosnia from 1993 onward
(see Chapter 4). On the other hand, the data in the Afghan sample is not consistent
with the evidence that the number of Saudis going to Afghanistan increased
dramatically from 1987 onward. This discrepancy is most likely a result of the data
selection process. As mentioned above, our sample is not drawn randomly from all
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Saudis who went to Afghanistan, but from those who are likely to have been the
most active militarily. A likely explanation is therefore that those who went early
were more committed fighters than those who went later. Many who went after 1987
were high school students on “jihad tourism.”
Geographical and Tribal Background
Geographical origin is the indicator for which I have the most complete data; I know
the region of origin of 85% of the militants and the city or location of origin of 75% or
the sample. For a map of Saudi Arabia, see Figure 4.

Figure 4 Map of Saudi Arabia with Administrative Regions

There are two uncertainties to keep in mind regarding the geographical
origin of Saudi militants. First of all is the problem of mobility. Some people in our
sample moved regions in the course of their life, often because of their father’s or
their own work or study. Others may have grown up in one location but belonged to
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a family with roots in another region. In these cases I have chosen to count the
person’s residence in the years prior to his departure abroad, because that is where
he is most likely to have radicalised or been recruited. On the whole, however, such
ambiguous cases make up a relatively small part of our sample.
There are several interesting observations to make regarding the geographical
origin of the early Saudi jihadists (see Figure 5 and Table 3). First of all, there is a
clear overweight of Hijazis (i.e. from the administrative regions of Mecca and
Medina). In second place comes the Najd (Riyadh and Qasim), followed by the East
(Eastern Province), the North (Tabuk, Hail, Jawf and the Northern Province) and the
South (Baha, Asir, Jizan and Najran). If we compare this distribution with that of the
overall population (2001 figures), we can see that the Hijaz is significantly
overrepresented, while the South is very underrepresented.13 Given that Shiites make
up a large portion of the population in the Eastern Province, the Sunni population in
the East is probably also very overrepresented. The Najd and the North are both
somewhat underrepresented.
Geographical Origin (by Macro-Region) of Early Saudi Jihadists
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Figure 5 Geographical Origin (by Macro‐Region) of Early Saudi Jihadists

13 For the overall population figures, see Central Department of Statistics, ʺDemographic Survey Report
1421H‐2001ʺ (Saudi Ministry of Planning).
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Full sample

Afghanistan

Individuals

Percent

Individuals

Hijaz

78

49

58

Najd

30

19

East

20

North
South
Unknown

Bosnia

Percent

Tajikistan/Chechnya

Individuals

Percent

Individuals

Percent

51

28

53

11

30

17

15

12

23

6

16

12

16

14

5

9

6

16

7

4

3

3

2

4

3

8

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

24

15

18

16

5

9

10

27

161

100

113

100

53

100

37

100

Table 3 Geographical Origin (by Macro‐Region) of Early Saudi Jihadists

A second observation is that the Hijazi domination seems to have been
stronger in the earlier sub‐sample (Afghanistan) and become gradually smaller in the
later one (Chechnya). The same tendency emerges when we compare the
geographical origin (by city) of the early and late arrivals to the Afghan jihad (see
Figure 6). Of the 22 people that we know went to Afghanistan in 1985 or earlier, all
except one were from Jidda or Medina. In contrast, the 15 people that we know went
in 1986 or later are much more evenly distributed between the major cities. This
suggests that the early mobilisation to Afghanistan began in the Hijaz, specifically in
the cities of Jidda and Medina, and later spread to other parts of the country.
Hom e City of Early and Late Arrivals to the Firs t
Afghan Jihad
12
10
J idda
8

Riyadh
Medina

6

Mec c a
Taif

4

Dammam
2
0
1985 or ear lier

1986 or lat er

Figure 6 Home City of Early and Late Arrivals to the First Afghan Jihad

The third main point to note is that a clear majority of the people in the
sample seem to come from an urban as opposed to a rural background (see Figure 7).
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At least 70% come from one of the six cities of Jidda, Mecca, Medina, Taif, Riyadh or
Dammam. It is of course possible that some of the people who are described as
coming from a given city actually lived in a village outside that city. Nevertheless
these data suggest that most of the people who went abroad for jihad were city‐
dwellers, not peasants or pastoralists. This is consistent with findings of studies from
other countries which indicated that Islamist militancy is above all an urban
phenomenon.14
Hom e City of Saudis in Afghanis tan, Bos nia, Tajik is tan
and Che chnya

25; 16 %
41; 24 %

Jidda
Riyadh
Medina

25; 16 %

Mecca
Taif

10; 6 %

Dammam/Khobar

8; 5 %
9; 6 %

26; 16 %

Other
Unknow n

17; 11 %

Figure 7 Residence of Saudis in Afghanistan, Bosnia, Tajikistan and Chechnya

The tribal background of the people in the sample is considerably more difficult to
determine. One of the reasons for this is that tribal origin features more rarely than
geographical origin in the martyrs’ biographies and in the nicknames. Another
reason is that the study of tribes is extremely complex. Native Saudis are often able
to determine a person’s tribal origin from his family name, but this is very difficult
for a non‐Saudi and a non‐expert like this author.
What I have tried to do is to select 20 of the most well known tribal names
and look for individuals whose nicknames or biographies explicitly contain one of
these names. By doing this I was able to identify the tribal origin of approximately

See for example Guilain Denoeux, Urban Unrest in the Middle East: A Comparative Study of Informal
Networks in Egypt, Iran and Lebanon (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993)and Gilles Kepel,
Muslim Extremism in Egypt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).

14
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25% of the sample and to visualise their distribution between the major tribes (see
Figure 8).
Tribal Origin of Early Saudi Jihadists
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Figure 8 Tribal Origin of Early Saudi Jihadists

It is very difficult to infer anything from these data about a “tribal factor” in
radicalisation and recruitment to early jihad fronts in Saudi Arabia. For a start, the
data are partial and uncertain. Second, the distribution of the existing data is quite
even; no particular tribe stand out as having contributed particularly many fighters.
Third and most importantly, I do not have the absolute figures for the membership
of Saudi tribes, so I cannot say whether a particular tribe is overrepresented or not.
If we look at the texts of the martyr biographies from this period, there are
very few indications that tribe was a factor. Among the exceptions was the
biography of Sa’d al‐Khalidi, who was “from he tribe known for its courage and
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manhood”15, and that of Sa’d al‐Qahtani, who was “born among the finest of
Bedouins” and who “grew up learning honour and courage”. It is of course possible
that tribal culture or tribal connections played some kind of implicit role in
recruitment patterns, but I simply do not have enough detailed information to tell.
Social and Economic Status
The partial nature of my data also makes it difficult to pinpoint the exact socio‐
economic origin and situation of the individuals in our sample. Explicit statements or
clear indications of socio‐economic status are rare in these sources. Only 15 people
are easy to classify: nine people are described as coming from a rich or prominent
family, while six appear as poor or disadvantaged.16 Six people seem to have been
involved in some kind of delinquency or “sinful life.”17 However, these figures are so
low that they practically constitute anecdotal evidence. The only thing they tell us is
that the sample included people from a broad range of backgrounds, from very
privileged individuals such as Usama bin Ladin to poor people like Abu Khalil al‐
Makki who made a living from pushing carts for pilgrims in Mecca.
Our sample contains slightly more data on occupational status. I know the
profession or main activity of 37 of the 161 individuals in our sample (see Figure 9).
We find people engaged in a wide range of professions. There is, however, a
relatively high proportion of people in independent or private sector work, and a
relatively low number of people involved in government‐related professions. While
the sample includes people from wealthy business families, there are few people in
prestigious professions or large companies.18 We also see that a large number of
recruits were students. It is reasonable to assume that the unknown values include a
considerable number of students, because this was the most common occupation and
would thus have been reported less often.

See al‐Jihad 54/55, 39 and al‐Mujahid 5, 22.
The “privileged” include Abd al‐Wahhab al‐Ghamidi, Adil Batterjee, Khalid al‐Kurdi, Yahya Sanyur,
Abu Umar al‐Harbi, Fahd al‐Shabanat, Hisham al‐Qasir, Turki al‐Subay‘i and Usama bin Ladin. The
“disadvantaged” include Abu Walid al‐Sa’udi, Abu Khalil al‐Makki, Awadh al‐Maliki, Ibrahim al‐
Harbi, Sawad al‐Madani, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin.
17 See the biographies of Abdallah al‐Qahtani, Abu Khalil al‐Makki, Ibrahim al‐Harbi, Mansur Barakati,
Fahd al‐Qahtani and Samir al‐Utaybi.
18 Exceptions include Khalid al‐Ahmadi who worked for Petromin and Samir al‐Suwailim who interned
with Aramco.
15
16
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Occupational Status of Early Saudi Jihadists
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Figure 9 Occupational Status of Early Saudi Jihadists

Another socio‐economic indicator for which I have a reasonable quantity of
data (35 of 161, or 22%) is the education level of the militants (see Figure 10). Again,
the distribution reveals a relatively broad spectrum of backgrounds, from people
with no education at all to people with Master’s degrees from the United States. As a
group, these people were not losers or dropouts: 24 (or 68%) had finished secondary
school, and 7 (or 20%) had obtained a university degree. However, a considerable
number of people (11 or 34%) had left their studies before going off for war. It is
difficult to tell whether the sample is educated below or above the national average
at the time, because we lack precise national data on the education level for this
particular age group in this particular time period. The only data we have is the
national male average for all age groups in 2001, compared to which our sample is
relatively well educated (see Figure 11).
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Education Level of Early Saudi Jihadists
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Figure 10 Education Level of Early Saudi Jihadists
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Other Shared Characteristics
While all recruits were necessarily religious in one way or another, a religious
upbringing or education were clearly not a prerequisite for going for jihad. About 21
of the biographies shed some light on the person’s record of piety, and while 13 are
described as pious men, 8 others are characterised as having led “sinful” or
unobservant lives until shortly before joining the jihad. Of the 37 people whose
occupation was known, only 4 are known to have worked in the religious sector. On
the other hand, many were students of religion. Of the 14 people whose subject of
study is known, 10 studied religion. However, there may have been a tendency to
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overreport religious studies backgrounds as it would cast the martyr in a particularly
good light.
Criminal or violent socialisation does not feature prominently in these
biographies. While there is some evidence of delinquency in a minority of
biographies, there seem to be few if any people with prison experience prior to their
first departure. I also know of only one person in the sample who worked in the
police or the military.
However, there is strong evidence of a certain path dependency to jihadist
activism. Once a person had fought in one jihad, he was strongly predisposed to take
part in another. Of the people in our Bosnian sample, at least 24 (45%) had
previously been to Afghanistan.19 Similarly, at least 19 (51%) – probably more – of the
people who went to Tajikistan and Chechnya had previously been to Afghanistan or
Bosnia. As we shall see in Chapter 12, this tendency was also very strong among
QAP militants. Previous jihad participation seems to have been the single most
important predisposing factor for militancy. Of course, this is not relevant for 1980s
Afghanistan.
On the whole it is very difficult to identify socio‐economic factors which
predisposed certain parts of the population to jihadist activism. Early Saudi jihadists
were a heterogeneous group, but to simplify, we might say that the population most
“at risk” can be defined as moderately religious men in their early 20s, at university
or in non‐government professions, from the Jidda‐Mecca‐Medina triangle or the
Khobar‐Dammam area. While some had troubled pasts, alienation and deprivation
were on the whole not very important factors. Some had in fact very promising
futures. Usama Bin Ladin could have lived a life in opulence, Ridwan Khalifa was set
to become a professional football player, and the young Khattab (Samir al‐Suwaylim)
was a brilliant pupil who had interned at Aramco and planned to study in the United
States.20 What drove these people?

These data contradict Nasir al‐Bahri’s assertion that “those who participated in jihad in Bosnia, were
not the ones who participated in jihad in Afghanistan the first time round, but from the new young
men. Events produce events and a generation produces other generations”; al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 2 April
2005.
20 See ʺThe Martyrs of Afghanistanʺ (www.alfirdaws.org, undated (2006?)), 64‐67 and Mowaffaq al‐
Nowaiser, ʺKhattab, the Man Who Died for the Cause of Chechnyaʺ, Arab News, 4 May 2002.
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2. Personal Motivations
The question of what made people to leave Saudi Arabia for jihad is obviously
extremely complex and touches on the fundamental social scientific issue of causality
in political behaviour. To narrow down the focus of the analysis, it may be useful to
distinguish analytically between motivations, defined as the subjective rationalisation
of action, and causes, i.e. what objectively brings about the action. This section
focuses on motivations; hence the ambition is not to provide a comprehensive
explanation of why they left, but to examine what the recruits themselves said about
why they left.
It is certainly not unproblematic to try to gage the motivations of individuals
on the basis of propagandistic biographies written by third parties. Many of these
texts are hagiographic and may provide slogan‐like post‐facto rationalisations of a
person’s decision to join the jihad. I have very few explicit first‐person accounts of
this decision‐making process, so in most cases I have to infer motivations from the
available texts, which is a scientifically perilous exercise. At the same time, this is
practically our only window into the thought processes of the early Saudi jihadists,
and I argue that the material is substantial enough to extract useful insights.
Motivations are of course complex and composite. Human beings have
multiple and fluctuating motivations, of which they may be more or less aware.
Hence any overview of this sort will necessarily be reductive. Nevertheless, I argue
that for the purpose of analysis, it is useful to isolate and highlight the most
prevalent motivations. The section is thus divided into three parts, each focusing on
one of the three main types of motivations found in the biographies: helping the
Muslim nation, fulfilling a religious obligation and proving one’s manhood.
Pan-Islamic Nationalism
The first main type of motivation found in biographies of Saudis in the early jihad
fronts was the desire to help oppressed Muslims in need. This motivation reflected
the rise of pan‐Islamic nationalism in Saudi Arabia from the mid 1980s onward.
More and more people had a sense that the Muslim nation was under threat from
non‐Muslims and developed the conviction that they had a responsibility to help
fellow Muslims, wherever they may be. Statements by former jihadists and
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biographies of martyrs from this period contain typical pan‐Islamic nationalist
discourse with a strong focus on the suffering of Muslims at the hands of non‐
Muslims, and on the occupation of Muslim land by non‐Muslims.
One of the best explanations of the role of pan‐Islamic nationalism in driving
Saudis abroad for jihad in the 1980s and early 1990s was provided by Nasir al‐Bahri,
a former Bin Ladin bodyguard who gave an extensive interview to al‐Quds al‐Arabi in
2005. With surprising analytical clarity, he described his increasing political
awareness about the situation in other parts of the Muslim world, and a sense of
victimhood and pan‐Islamic solidarity:
“Our basic motive in jihad was to defend Muslim lands. We were greatly
affected by the tragedies we were witnessing and the events we were seeing:
children crying, women widowed, and the high number of incidents of rape.
We were greatly affected by all that. When we went forward for jihad, we
experienced a bitter reality. We saw things that were more awful than
anything we had expected or had heard or seen in the media. It was as
though we were like ʺa cat with closed eyesʺ that opened its eyes at those
woes. We began to have real contact with the other trends, the enemies of the
umma, and the ideology of the umma began to evolve in our minds. We
realized we were a nation [umma] that had a distinguished place among
nations. Otherwise, what would make me leave Saudi Arabia ‐‐ and I am of
Yemeni origin ‐‐ to go and fight in Bosnia? The issue of nationalism was put
out of our minds, and we acquired a wider view than that, namely the issue
of the umma. The issue was very simple at the start, yet it was a motive and an
incentive for jihad” 21
There are many other examples of people who seem to have been motivated by a
desire to defend or redress the honour of the Muslim nation. For example, Yahya
Sanyur, one of the first Saudi fighters in Afghanistan, wrote in his will that “Jihad is
the only way to restore to the Umma its full honour.”22 Wa’il Julaydan, who went to
Afghanistan in about 1984, later said he had decided to get involved in Islamist
activism after attending an Islamophobic lecture while studying in the United States
in the early 1980.23 In interviews with this author, several Saudi Islamists have
argued that the Arab military participation in Afghanistan in the 1980s reflected the
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23 Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh:
Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya, 1991), 33.
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accumulated frustration and sense of impotency over the humiliation of Muslims,
particularly in Palestine. “After all these years of humiliation”, one source said, “they
could finally do something to help their Muslim brothers”.24
Although pan‐Islamic nationalism is present in biographies of Saudis in
Afghanistan, it is even more prominent in the Bosnian sample. This difference may
simply reflect the nature of the sources – the martyr biographies from Bosnia are
longer than those from Afghanistan – but it may also be an indication that pan‐
Islamic nationalism had grown stronger by the early 1990s. For example, the
biography of Abu Hammam al‐Janubi, who went to Bosnia in 1994, stated that “He
would follow the news of his brothers with the deepest empathy and he wanted to
do something, anything, to help them.”25 The biographer of Abdallah al‐Rashid
wrote: “we would often sit and talk about the slaughtering to which Muslims are
subjected, and his eyes would fill with tears. When he heard about the events in
Bosnia, he did not hesitate.”26 Pan‐Islamic nationalist sentiment also affected
recruitment indirectly through the families of the recruits. The biography of Abu
Sayf al‐Shahrani explained how “one day his mother was sitting at home and she
saw the news on the television reporting the genocide of the Muslims in Bosnia.
When she saw this she said to Abu Sayf, ‘My son, get up and go! Look what they are
doing, they are raping our sisters and killing our brothers. My son, get up and go ‐ I
donʹt want to see you again!’”27
The pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse emphasised solidarity and altruism
toward the victims of oppression more than expressions of hatred of the oppressor.
This tendency is also reflected in the biographies of the early Saudi jihadists. For
example descriptions of the suffering of the Bosnians are much more frequent than
deliberations on the wickedness of the Serbs. The Russians and the Serbs are often
simply referred to as “the enemy” without further ado. It would seem that pan‐
Islamic nationalism as a motivation was more about in‐group love than about out‐

Interview with Source 6.
Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the
Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 40.
26 Ibid., 122‐125.
27 “In the Hearts of Green Birds”, Azzam Publications; cited in Evan F. Kohlmann, Al‐Qaidaʹs Jihad in
Europe: The Afghan‐Bosnian Network (London: Berg, 2004), 89.
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group hatred. This is the sense conveyed by the biography of Fayhan al‐Utaybi, a
Saudi who went to Tajikistan: “He grew up hearing about the exploits of his brothers
in Tajikistan. So he decided to join them there and flew over in 1992, “all for the love
of his brothers” [kulluhu shawq li‐ikhwanihi]”28
However, Saudis in Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya were clearly driven
by more than purely political notions of nationalism and solidarity – after all, jihad
was a religious act.
Duty, Martyrdom and Purification
There can be little doubt that the vast majority Saudis who went to fight in the early
jihad fronts believed they were doing something religiously legitimate and
necessary. The recruits may have had different levels of religious conviction and
piety, but they all saw their jihad as a religious duty. For example, one of the Saudi
martyrs in Afghanistan, Abd al‐Wahhab al‐Ridda, wrote a will addressing his family,
saying “I am fighting with my money and my soul in the complete conviction that
jihad is an individual duty; this is why I went for jihad.”29 The biography of another
Saudi in Afghanistan, Shakir al‐Qurashi noted that “when he heard the fatwa saying
that jihad is an individual obligation, he went to Afghanistan.”30 There was
undoubtedly a ritualistic dimension to jihad participation; being a mujahid, the
recruits believed, was the ultimate display of devotion and the best way to be a
Muslim. The value of one’s jihad participation was amplified by Ramadan, and
many, like Abu Zayd al‐Ihsa’i, “had a strong wish to spend Ramadan in jihad.”31
One reason to be a mujahid during Ramadan was the special benefits that
befall those who are martyred during the month of fasting. There are strong
indications, in the biographies and elsewhere, that many, if not the majority of
Saudis who went to fight in Afghanistan and elsewhere during this period were
driven partly by a desire for martyrdom. A Saudi journalist who interviewed Saudi
Afghans noted that “many of them said they came to be martyred in the path of

28 Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the
Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 119‐121.
29 al‐Jihad 16, 12.
30 Untitled collection of martyr biographies.
31 al‐Mujahid 5, 22.
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Allah,” and that more Saudis than others were martyred in Afghanistan.32
Biographies of Saudi jihadists convey a genuine belief in the benefits of martyrdom.
As Abd al‐Wahhab al‐Ridda, who was killed in Afghanistan in 1985, wrote in his
will, “some people see life as a road to death; I see it as a road to life.” However,
while everyone probably believed in the miracles [karamat] of martyrdom, not
everyone was hoping or expecting to die in battle. Some, like Ismaʹil al‐Muttawa, had
career plans; He allegedly used to say “[I’ll go to] University after the jihad.”33
Ironically, he was killed in Afghanistan.
For some, jihad participation seems to have represented a religious
purification process. There are several accounts of individuals who led “sinful lives”
until they were “guided by God” and went to Afghanistan as if to compensate for
their previous transgressions. For example, the biography of Abdallah al‐Qahtani
noted that that he “had begun looking for a place that could wash away his sins and
accept his repentance.”34 Similarly, Samir al‐Utaybi led a “sinful life” until he was 19,
when he became religious and left his old group of friends. He then “asked religious
scholars about the best way to be a Muslim, they said ‘jihad in God’s way’. So he
went to Bosnia where he joined the Mujahidin brigade.”35 Ibrahim al‐Harbi led a
completely unobservant life until being “guided by God” and heading off for jihad.
When he came to Afghanistan, Ramadan was approaching, but the problem was that
he had never fasted in his entire life, despite being in his late 20s and living in Mecca.
He had to be taught how to fast by the camp instructor, and “when he managed to
fast a whole day, the mujahidin threw a small party.”36
A similar dynamic seems to have driven a small number of people who left
for jihad after a traumatic experience such as the loss of a parent or an accident. The
biography of Abd al‐Wahid al‐Ghamidi highlighted the fact that he had lost his
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father a little while before going to Afghanistan.37 Another Saudi in Afghanistan,
Muhammad Shahata, was allegedly depressed from a divorce shortly before going
for jihad.38 We find a good account of a trauma‐induced religious conversion and
jihad participation in the biography of Fahd al‐Qahtani. Al‐Qahtani was a truck
driver leading a sinful existence until mid‐1993, when he had an accident while drink
driving on the King Fahd causeway on the way back from Bahrain. He was helped
out of the car and treated by a couple of religious young men who befriended him
and inspired him to change his lifestyle. Shortly afterwards, his two saviours went
off to Bosnia, but when they came back, the now deeply religious al‐Qahtani begged
them to take him to the jihad. And indeed, in early 1994, he went to Bosnia where he
was killed a year later.39
Adventurism and Status
While politics and religion were important motivations for early Saudi mujahidin,
many recruits also seem to have been attracted to the adventurous and militaristic
dimension of the jihad experience. For many, the excitement of travel, weapons
training and companionship seems to have been more important than ideological
factors. Although it is rarely explicitly stated, there are good reasons to believe that
many young Saudis saw jihad participation as a way to prove their manhood and
courage through war.
Take for example the story of Sawad al‐Madani, who travelled to America in
the early 1990s intending to settle down, and allegedly “lived like any other lost
youth there, far from his Lord.” In 1994, Sawad went back to Saudi Arabia to visit his
parents, right at the time when his cousin, who was fighting in Bosnia, was gravely
wounded and sent back to the Kingdom for medical treatment. When Sawad went to
see his cousin, he met all of the latter’s mujahidin friends who were constantly
talking about jihad, battles and martyrs. Sawad was deeply impressed by the stories
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of chivalry and companionship and decided to go to Bosnia to experience the same
adventure.40
The stories of hardship and heroism added an element of chivalry to the jihad
experience which imbued the returnees from jihad with a certain status in many
youth communities. As Nasir al‐Bahri explained,
“the youth used to envy those who went to Afghanistan and were greatly
influenced by them. […] When we used to look at the Afghan suits that the
mujahidin who returned from Afghanistan wore as they walked the streets of
Jidda, Mecca, or Medina, we used to feel we were living with the generation
of the triumphant companions of the prophet, and hence we looked up to
them as an example and an authority […] I recall that one of our colleagues
went to Afghanistan and spent two weeks there during the month of
Ramadan. When he returned, we gave him a heroʹs welcome. He influenced
us greatly.”41
This social dimension may help explain why so many Saudi teenagers travelled to
Pakistan and Afghanistan for very short periods, often during their summer
holidays.42 For many, it was clearly a matter of getting dust on the boots so that they
could go home and enjoy the social status of a mujahid.
Saudis went abroad for jihad for a broad range of reasons. The three types of
motivations outlined here seem to have been the most important ones, but they were
certainly not the only drivers. Moreover, Saudi recruits were no doubt motivated by
more than one factor at the same time. Nasir al‐Bahri offered a good illustration of
the composite nature of these motivations in the following statement:
“Thus our motivation in going forward and defending the honour of
Muslims was not only chivalry and courage; there was a stronger religious
drive. Add to that the instigation and call to jihad in the Friday sermons, the
tape cassettes, the magazines that covered such events, and other media. I
was greatly influenced by that, and I wished I was one of those mujahidin,
defending Muslim lands. I used to consider jihad and carrying arms a kind of
voluntary work.”43
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The biographies in our sample thus provide a relatively nuanced and vivid picture of
the motivational dynamics behind jihad participation in the 1980s and early 1990s.
However, these accounts are arguable even more interesting by virtue of what they
are not saying. In particular, there are practically no expressions of anti‐Americanism
in these biographies. One of the harshest verbal attacks on America occurred in the
biography of Shakir Hasan Qurashi, who was a student in America, but “had enough
of the hamburger and Coca‐Cola life” and returned to Saudi Arabia. This barely
counts as anti‐Americanism, particularly compared to the extreme anti‐Westernism
of the global jihadists. Nasir al‐Bahri confirmed this general disinterest in America,
saying “we did not go because of the Americans, but because there was a conflict
between Muslims and others.”44 Equally interesting is the fact that these texts contain
practically no indications of disaffection with the Saudi regime. It is reasonable to
assume that anti‐Americanism and discontent with the regime grew after 1990, but it
does not seem to have been a particularly important motivational factor in the
military activism of the early Saudi jihadists.
We have looked at some of the main reasons why Saudis would join the early
jihad fronts. Let us now move to the question of how some Saudis ended up in the
trenches of Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya.

3. Patterns of Joining
The question of how people join militant activism is arguably one of the most
fascinating in the study of political violence. However, it is also one of the most
problematic, not least because of the numerous conceptual pitfalls involved. As Marc
Sageman and others have pointed out, the most frequently used term for this
process, “recruitment”, is problematic because it is often associated with a formalised
exercise in agent acquisition, while reality is much more complex and informal.45 The
preferred term, “joining”, is vaguer and thus better for capturing the multiplicity of
possible trajectories from normalcy to militant activism. It notably allows for the
basic distinction between top‐down and bottom‐up joining processes. Yet “joining”
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does not solve the other major conceptual problem, namely that involvement in
militant activism is often a long and multi‐staged process where it is difficult to tell
exactly at which point a person actually joins. For this reason, recent scholarship has
tended to prefer the term “radicalisation,” which is indeed flexible and useful, but
also rather vague. To avoid these conceptual issues, whose full treatment would
require a considerably longer analysis, I shall limit the ambition of this inquiry by
focusing specifically on the circumstances immediately preceding and facilitating the
person’s departure, not on the broader ideological radicalisation process which may
have underpinned the decision to depart. In the following, I shall look first at top‐
down recruitment processes and then on bottom‐up initiatives and try to assess their
relative importance in our sample.
Top-Down Recruitment
If we define recruitment very strictly as the process by which an organizational
insider enrols another person as a new member, then it is relatively easy to dismiss
the idea of large‐scale recruitment in 1980s and early 1990s Saudi Arabia, for the
simple reason that the Arabs in Afghanistan or Bosnia were never organised in a
coherent and hierarchical entity. However, as we showed in the previous chapter,
there were certain organisational structures which exerted periodic efforts of
recruitment in the literal sense. These attempts seem to have been most active in the
early part of the respective mobilisation processes, i.e. between 1984 and 1987 in the
case of the Afghan jihad and 1992 in the case of Bosnia.
In the Chapter 4 we saw that in the mid‐1980s, Bin Ladin himself travelled
extensively between Saudi Arabia and Peshawar to literally “bring more people”,
and that he would even pay the travel expenses of the volunteers. He also dispatched
representatives to Saudi Arabia charged with recruiting [tajnid] new Saudi
mujahidin. These efforts are reflected in the biographies of some early Saudi
mujahidin who speak of being recruited by Bin Ladin or Abdallah Azzam
themselves or their representatives. For example, Wali Khan Amin Shah was
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recruited by Bin Ladin himself.46 Another early Saudi volunteer, Abdallah al‐
Muharib, travelled to Pakistan in July 1984 together with Azzam after meeting him
in Riyadh just a month earlier.47 Jamal Khalifa, Bin Ladin’s brother in law and friend
from university, used his position as a teacher to bring young Saudis in Jidda and
Medina to Peshawar. Among the people recruited in this way were Khalid al‐Kurdi,
Shafiq al‐Madani, Abu Qutayba and a certain Amin.48 The biography of Muhammad
al‐Sukhri explains that he was recruited by another Bin Ladin envoy, a certain Abu
Hanifa, who had been sent from Peshawar to his home town Taif to bring people.49
There are also accounts of Saudi residents in the United States, such as Hussam al‐
Din Sadat, who went to Afghanistan after coming into contact with the Kifah Center,
the U.S. branch of the Services Bureau.50
Another and somewhat less organised type of top‐down mobilisation
consisted of Saudi teachers and scholars using their position of authority to bring or
encourage young Saudis to go to Afghanistan. For example, the biography of
Muhammad al‐Zahrani explained how he and a group of other pupils from a school
in Dammam went to Afghanistan in a delegation led by their teacher.51 Other
accounts tell of students allegedly being dispatched by religious scholars to the jihad
in Afghanistan. In the early 1980, a certain Nur al‐Din al‐Jaza’iri, a religious student
in Medina, was allegedly ”sent by Sheikh Abu Bakr al‐Jaza’iri every year to join the
mujahidin.”52 It is worth noting that scholars also prevented people from going. For
example, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin described how he had wanted to go to Afghanistan
in the late 1980s, but had refrained “because certain scholars did not consider the
Afghan Jihad an individual obligation”. He finally went to Afghanistan in 1991, but
only after an (unidentified) sheikh had given a fatwa sanctioning his departure.53
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While some went to Afghanistan after being personally approached by a
recruiter or personally encouraged by a figure of authority, many others made their
decision after being inspired at rallies or public lectures. For example, one of the first
Saudis in Afghanistan, a certain Nur al‐Din, decided to go to Afghanistan after
attending a lecture by the Afghan leader Abd Rabb al‐Rasul Sayyaf in Medina in
1982.54 The most influential public recruiter seems to have been Abdallah Azzam
himself. The biographies in our sample suggest that Azzam’s public lectures in Saudi
Arabia inspired many Saudis to go to Afghanistan. Several individuals who would
later become key recruiters and fundraisers themselves, allegedly decided to join the
jihad after hearing Azzam speak in the mid 1980s. For example, Jamal Khalifa
explained that he went after attending one of Azzam’s lectures in Jidda.55 Adil
Batterjee said he went after hearing a moving speech in Mecca in 1984 by “a
prominent fighter,” most likely Azzam.56 Abd al‐Rahman al‐Dawsary, the
entrepreneur of the Arabs in Bosnia (see Chapter 4), explained the reason for his
departure to Afghanistan in the following terms:
”Now, concerning the beginning of Jihad in my case, I was one of those who
heard about Jihad in Afghanistan when it started. I used to hear about it, but
was hesitant about this Jihad. This is most probably because we forgot the
concept of Jihad in Islam. One of those who came to our land was Sheikh Dr.
Abdallah Azzam. I heard him rallying the youth to come forth and go to
Afghanistan. This was in 1984, I think. I decided to go and check the matter
for myself. This was, and all praise be to God, the beginning of my jihad.”57
Another example of Azzam’s personal influence is found in the biography of Khalid
al‐Ahmadi:
“When Azzam came to give a sermon in the al‐Shu‘aybi mosque [in Riyadh],
Khalid and his father were there. After the lecture, his father went up to
Azzam took him by the hand and said ‘my son wants to leave his wife and
two children to go to Afghanistan. What is the ruling on this?’ Azzam said
jihad was an individual duty, whereupon the father said ‘so be it.’”58
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As the popularity of the jihad in Afghanistan grew from the mid 1980s
onward, Azzam was joined by other religious scholars, particularly in the Hijaz, who
would preach about the jihad in Afghanistan. As Nasir al‐Bahri recalled:
“We were also influenced by the sermons delivered by some speakers in the
mosques in Jidda about jihad in Afghanistan. The cassettes on jihad that
influenced us most were those by Sheikh Aʹid al‐Qarni, especially the first
cassette, titled ʺNights in Afghanistan,ʺ and the second cassette, ʺThe
Afghanistan I Saw.ʺ Al‐Qarni used to speak, enjoin, and call for jihad in an
astonishing way.” [...]”
The practice of holding public rallies explicitly urging people to personally join the
jihad was of course only possible in the 1980s. From the early 1990s onward, jihadist
activism became increasingly controversial in the eyes of the state, and hence overt
recruitment efforts became difficult. However, by that time the need for top‐down
recruitment was reduced by the fact that the jihadist movement had reached a critical
mass of individuals whose social networks represented important vehicles for
mobilisation.
Bottom-Up Initiatives
Many, perhaps a majority, of early jihadists joined the battlefront on their own
initiative, without the interference of a personal recruiter or a preacher. For example,
one of the people interviewed by this author, a former Saudi Islamist called
Muhammad, offered an illustrating account his departure to Afghanistan in 1986:
“I was a first‐year student in the college of Sharia in Dammam. Everyone was
talking about Afghanistan so I just decided to go and see for myself. I was not
recruited by anybody, and I travelled on my own. My father was not very
happy about it. I went to Riyadh to a coordination office [nadwa amaliyya] in
the Rawda district, and then I went from Riyadh to Pakistan. I had sold my
car before going, and when I came to Peshawar I gave the money to Bayt al‐
Ansar. Then I trained near Jaji, and I remember meeting Abd al‐Rahman
[Hasan] al‐Surayhi. Then I went to Ma’sadat al‐Ansar. Most of the people
there were from Jidda. I didn’t stay long because I didn’t like it.”59
Muhammad’s story – double‐checked by several follow‐up questions – shows
that people in their early twenties were prepared to travel to Afghanistan entirely on
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their own initiative. Muhammad was helped with logistics in Riyadh, but it was he
who called the shots.
However, the biographies in our sample suggest that such “solo acts” were
relatively rare. In a majority of cases, the decision‐making process and the journey
were carried out in the company of others. The process of joining the jihad was
fundamentally a social experience, and the main vehicles of mobilisation were
networks of kinship and friendship. The idea of going to Afghanistan or Bosnia very
often came from a friend or relative. Many people who went for jihad had friends or
relatives who had already gone. The examples are numerous. Sayyid Ahmad Khalifa
went to Peshawar after his son‐in‐law Wa’il Julaydan settled there.60 Many in Bin
Ladin’s extended family, like his brother‐in‐law Jamal Khalifa and his cousin
Muhammad al‐Habashi, went for jihad. Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin went to Afghanistan
in the footsteps of several of his relatives and neighbours.
Very often, the process of mental and practical preparation was conducted
with friends or family. It would seem that group adherence emboldened individuals
and reduced the psychological barrier to departure. There are several examples of
groups or pairs of old friends, like Abu Khalil al‐Makki and Ibrahim al‐Harbi who
travelled together to Afghanistan. Others, like Mish’al al‐Qahtani went to
Afghanistan together with an older brother.61 It is also reasonable to assume that
many decisions to go for jihad were partly driven by group processes of one‐
upmanship. For example, the biography of Abu Hammam al‐Janubi explained how
“he would often sit with one of his friends exchanging complaints about the situation
in Bosnia and expressing their desire to go there. Then they began to ask around and
follow up on information on how to get there. Then they found a way and they
travelled to Croatia.”62 Another example is the story of Sawad al‐Madani (see above)
who decided to go to Bosnia after meeting his injured cousin’s jihadist friends who
were trying to outdo each other with battle stories.

al‐Jihad 47, 37.
Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the
Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 27‐30.
62 Ibid., 40.
60
61
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An oft overlooked dimension of political mobilisation in conservative
societies is the role of parents. In these biographies there are several examples of
parents encouraging their children to go to Afghanistan. We already mentioned the
mother of Abu Sayf al‐Zahrani who practically chased her son off to Bosnia. Another
example is the biography of Abu Shahid al‐Sharqi which said “his father sent him to
Afghanistan when he was only 15 years old.”63 Khalid al‐Qablan’s mother
encouraged him to go to Afghanistan, and “would write him letters to keep his
spirits up.”64 However, other parents, probably the majority, prevented their sons
from going. The biography of Mish’al al‐Qahtani explained that his mother refused
to let him go abroad for jihad, but as soon as she was dead, he went straight to
Bosnia. 65 There are accounts of fathers and elder brothers travelling to Afghanistan
to bring their sons and brothers back. Sometimes, however, the parents ended up
liking it and becoming mujahidin themselves.66
The role of friendship and kinship in processes of joining helps shed light on
the geographical pattern of mobilisation to the early jihad fronts. As we have seen,
practically everyone who went to fight in Afghanistan prior to 1986 was from the
Mecca‐Medina‐Jidda triangle. This Hijazi domination is probably largely a result of
the fact that recruitment began with entrepreneurs from this area and subsequently
followed social networks. Similarly, the overrepresentation of Saudis from the
Eastern Province in Chechnya may well reflect the fact that prominent figures such
as Khattab and Abu Umar al‐Sayf were from the East.
The importance of social networks in mobilisation to the early jihad fronts
echoes the findings of other detailed studies of radicalisation and recruitment
processes, notably that of Marc Sageman.67 The data in our biographies seems to
support his argument that social dynamics are generally more important than purely
ideological ones in determining patterns of mobilisation and recruitment. However,

ʺBattle of Tishin, North Bosnia, October 1992: 25 Mujahideen Defeat 200 Serb Special Forcesʺ
(www.azzam.com).
64 al‐Jihad 46, 25.
65 Hamad al‐Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the
Stories of the Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 27‐30.
66
See for example the biography of Mansur Barakati; ʺThe Martyrs of Afghanistanʺ
(www.alfirdaws.org, undated (2006?)), 33‐37.
67 Marc Sageman, Understanding Terror Networks (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004).
63
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it is important not to overemphasise this point and see social and ideological
dynamics as mutually exclusive, because then we end up reducing all mobilisation
processes to an issue of social networks. We cannot exclude the possibility that the
relative importance of ideological versus social dynamics varies between different
types of political activities. A reasonable hypothesis is that the more contentious and
dangerous the activity, the more important the role of social dynamics (as opposed to
ideological ones), because relying on personal relationships is a way of reducing
security risk. Conversely, the less controversial the activity, the more room there is
for ideology‐driven recruitment. It would follow from this that in the 1980s, when
the Afghan jihad enjoyed government support, there would have been relatively
more room for mobilisation outside of existing social networks then there was in the
1990s, when jihadism was a clandestine activity. This will have to be verified by
comparing the findings of this chapter with those of chapters 9 and 12.
Conclusions
This chapter provided the micro‐level part of the explanation of the emergence of the
Saudi jihadist movement. The analysis of 161 biographies did not provide full
answers to all the questions raised at the outset of this chapter, but it provided rare
insights into the hitherto poorly known patterns and dynamics of individual
mobilisation to the early jihad fronts.
The review of the socio‐economic profiles showed that the early jihadists
were mostly young men from urban middle‐class backgrounds, although the range
of backgrounds was considerable and included both delinquents and notables. There
was a clear overrepresentation of men from the Hijaz, probably because the Saudi
jihad mobilisation began there and because the international Islamist networks were
particularly strong in the Mecca‐Medina‐Jidda triangle. As the Afghan jihad
proceeded, the mass of recruits became younger and more geographically
heterogeneous, but the South remained very underrepresented. The analysis
revealed no noticeable tribal factor in the biographies.
Early Saudi jihadists seem to have been driven by three main types of
motivations: First, the pan‐Islamic nationalist ideal of helping oppressed Muslims in
need; Second, a genuine sense of religious duty; and third, a search for masculine
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adventure and social status. While some were recruited to Afghanistan by Bin Ladin,
Azzam or their envoys, the majority of people went for jihad on their own initiative,
very often in groups of friends. Social dynamics were important and mobilisation
often followed networks of friendship and kinship. However, in the 1980s there was
also a considerable element of ideologically driven mobilisation which transcended
social networks, as many were inspired by mosque sermons and public rallies about
the Afghan jihad.
Interestingly, these biographies reflect virtually no anti‐Americanism or
hostility to the Saudi regime. While the early Saudi jihadists were probably no
friends of America and no die‐hard regime loyalists, it seems clear that the focus of
their activism lay elsewhere. The basic reason was that the Saudi jihadist scene in this
period was dominated by classical jihadist ideology. As we shall see in the next
chapters, this would change in the mid‐1990s with the rise of global jihadism and the
al‐Qaida organisation. I move now to Part Three of the thesis, which shall analyse the
Saudi mobilisation to global jihadist activism. I start with a chapter outlining the
ideology of global jihadism.
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6

The Ideology of Global Jihadism

Until the mid‐1990s, the Saudi jihadist movement was almost exclusively concerned
with local struggles of national liberation on the periphery of the Muslim world.
However, around 1995 some jihadists, foremost of whom Usama bin Ladin, began
arguing that these conflicts were secondary to the scandal that was unfolding at the
heart of the Muslim world, namely the continued U.S. military presence in Saudi
Arabia. Over the next couple of years, Bin Ladin would articulate an ideological
programme with a radically new message: it was time to kick the Americans out by
force, and Muslims should wage a global war to make it happen.
In August 1996, the Saudi dissident issued a Declaration of War against the
United States, calling for a guerrilla campaign against the American presence in the
Kingdom.1 In February 1998, he took the argument a step further in the Statement of
the World Front for Jihad against the Jews and the Crusaders, which declared that “killing
the Americans and their allies – civilians and military – is an individual duty for
every Muslim who can do it, in any country in which it is possible to do it.”2 This
was, he argued, the only way to save the Muslim world from the existential threat
from outside aggression. Bin Ladin was essentially saying that the way to Jerusalem
goes not through Cairo, as Ayman al‐Zawahiri had famously argued, but through
Washington DC.3

See ʺbin ladin yad‘u li‐harb ‘isabat li‐ikhraj ʺal‐muhtallin al‐amrikinʺ min al‐sa‘udiyya [Bin Ladin Calls for
Guerrilla War to Expel the ʺAmericans Occupiersʺ From Saudi Arabia]ʺ, al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 31 August/1
September 1996 and Osama Bin Ladin, ʺiʹlan al‐jihad ʹala al‐amrikyyin al‐muhtallin li‐bilad al‐haramayn
[Declaration of War against the Americans Occupying the Land of the Two Holy Places]ʺ (available on
http://www.baghdadalrashid.com, dated August 1996).
2 ʺnass bayan al‐jabha al‐islamiyya al‐‘alamiyya li‐jihad al‐yahud wa‐l’salibiyyin [Text of the Statement by the
World Islamic Front for Jihad Against the Jews and the Crusaders]ʺ, al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 23 February 1998.
3 Ayman al‐Zawahiri, ʺal‐tariq ila al‐quds yamurr biʹl‐qahira [The Road to Jerusalem Passes Through
Cairo]ʺ, al‐Mujahidun (1995).
1
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Bin Ladin’s ideas formed the basis of a new political phenomenon: the global
jihadist movement. This movement represented a radical offshoot of the classical
jihadist movement studied in the previous three chapters. The current chapter
introduces part three of our analysis, which will be devoted to explaining the
mobilisation of Saudis to the global jihadist movement between 1996 and 2001.
However, before I can start analysing Saudi mobilisation to global jihadism, which I
will do at the macro‐, meso‐ and micro‐level in Chapters 7, 8 and 9, I need to explain
the ideology of global jihadism, because it is crucial to understanding the political
behaviour of the actors in this movement, especially al‐Qaida and, later, the QAP.
This chapter is therefore devoted to an analysis of the origin, logic and main themes
of global jihadist ideology.
The chapter is divided into three parts. The first section will try to identify the
defining elements of global jihadism and relate it to other radical Islamist ideologies.
The second part will look at the origins of global jihadist thought and attempt to
explain why it emerged when it did. In the third and final part I shall analyse the
construction and main themes of Bin Ladin’s discourse, focusing especially on his
statements about Saudi Arabia and its regime.

1. Toward a Definition of Global Jihadism
What exactly is global jihadism? This section shall try to answer this question by
looking first at how the term has been used in the existing literature, then at how it
can be defined, and finally at whether it is best viewed as an ideology or a tactic.
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The Ambiguities of Global Jihadism
“Global jihadism” is a Western neologism of unknown origin.4 Although it had been
used in the late 1990s, it only gained currency in the years after 9/11 as a term
referring primarily to the anti‐Western militancy of al‐Qaida and its associates.5 Its
popularity increased in the mid‐2000s as it seemed to capture the increasingly loose
and decentralised nature of al‐Qaida.6 The literal Arabic equivalent of the term
“global jihad” [al‐jihad al‐‘alami] is found in the jihadist literature, but only in very
recent texts (from the mid‐2000s onward).7 This suggests that it is a borrowing from
the Western media discourse on terrorism rather than an endogenously produced
term. Bin Ladin himself has not used this expression, but he has employed terms that

A search in the New York Times archive shows the term ”global jihad” first appears in a December 1995
article about the Ramzi Yusuf network. It then occurs 3 times before 9/11, 18 times from 9/11 through
2004, and 31 times from January 2005 to March 2007. ”Global jihadism” only occurs from 2003 onward,
”global jihadist” from 2006. In the academic literature, the earliest references to the term “global jihad”
occur in the context of Islam violence against Israel, notably after the 1994 Buenos Aires bombing; see
Martin Kramer, ʺThe Jihad Against the Jewsʺ, Commentary 98 (1994): 42. The earliest examples of “global
jihad” used to describe Bin Ladin and the Arab Afghans occurs in literature on Central Asia; see R.
Manning and A. Jaffe, ʺThe Myth of the Caspian ʹGreat Gameʹ: The Real Geopolitics of Energyʺ, Survival
40, no. 4 (1998) and Ahmed Rashid, Taliban: Islam, Oil and the New Great Game in Central Asia (London:
I.B. Tauris, 2000), chapter 10. The term “global jihad movement” seems to come in later; one of the
earliest occurrences is Quintan Wiktorowicz, ʺCentrifugal Tendencies in the Algerian Civil Warʺ, Arab
Studies Quarterly 23, no. 3 (2001): 77.
5 The Israeli academic Reuven Paz was among the first to conceptualise the notion of a global jihad
movement. Paz was very influential in introducing the term in the academic discourse in the first years
after 9/11; see notably Reuven Paz, ʺThe Brotherhood of Global Jihadʺ (www.e‐prism.org: October
2001). See also Reuven Paz, ʺMiddle East Islamism in the European Arenaʺ, Middle East Review of
International Affairs 6, no. 3 (2002); Reuven Paz, ʺIslamists Abroad: The Global Jihad Movement in the
Westʺ, Australia/Israel Review 27, no. 2 (2002), as well as Paz’s many “PRISM newsletters.”
6 See for example; J. B. Bell, ʺThe Organization of Islamic Terror ‐ The Global Jihadʺ, Journal of
Management Inquiry 11, no. 3 (2002); Hamdi Hassan, Al‐Qaeda: The Background of the Pursuit for Global
Jihad (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 2004); Robert Leiken, Bearers of Global Jihad:
Immigration and National Security after 9/11 (Washington DC: The Nixon Center, 2004); Peter Katel,
ʺGlobal Jihad: Does a Terrorist Movement Threaten the West?ʺ CQ Researcher 15, no. 36 (2005); Anne
Speckhard, ʺThe New Global Jihadʺ, Democracy & Security 2, no. 2 (2006); Angel Rabasa et al., Beyond al‐
Qaeda: The Global Jihadist Movement (Washington DC: RAND, 2006); Rajeev Sharma, Global Jihad: Current
Patterns and Future Trends (New Delhi: Kaveri Books, 2006); Manuel M. Torres, Javier Jordan, and Nicola
Horsburgh, ʺAnalysis and Evolution of the Global Jihadist Movement Propagandaʺ, Terrorism and
Political Violence 18 (2006); Alison Pargeter, ʺWestern Converts to Radical Islam: The Global Jihadʹs New
Soldiers?ʺ Janeʹs Intelligence Review 18, no. 8 (2006); Brynjar Lia, Architect of Global Jihad: The Life of Al‐
Qaeda Strategist Abu Musʹab Al‐Suri (London: Hurst, 2007) John R. Schindler, Unholy Terror : Bosnia, al‐
Qaʹida, and the Rise of Global Jihad (St. Paul, Minn.: MBI Pub. Company LLC, 2007).
7 The term al‐jihad al‐‘alami is found in a number of jihadist texts; see for example Hamid al‐Ali, ʺal‐
muhafizun al‐judud waʹl‐qadyaniyyun al‐judud [The Neo‐Conservatives and the New Qadyanis]ʺ
(www.tawhed.ws, 12 October 2003) or Yusuf al‐Ayiri, thawabit ʹala darb al‐jihad [Certainties about Jihad
Training] (Minbar al‐Tawhid waʹl‐Jihad, 2002?), 17. Bin Ladin is occasionally referred to as “al‐qa’id al‐
‘amm li’l‐jihad al‐‘alami” (general leader of the global jihad); see “ra‘iat al‐shaykh usama: ahwal al‐jihad”,
posted on www.al‐hesbah.org on 22 February 2005.
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convey a relatively similar meaning, such as the “global Islamic front for jihad” [al‐
jabha al‐islamiyya al‐‘alamiyya li’l‐jihad] against the Crusaders.8
Like many “‐isms”, the term “global jihadism” is inherently ambiguous,
because it refers both to a practice and to the doctrine behind that practice. For this
reason, the term “global jihadist movement” has been used in at least two different
ways in the academic discourse. The first definition emphasises the form of activism
and includes all actors whose activism has some kind of international dimension,
regardless of their specific political agenda or the geographical range of their militant
activities. This definition leads to the inclusion of Arabs in Chechnya and Egyptian
socio‐revolutionaries in London in the global jihadist movement, despite their
fighting different political struggles and despite their having rarely committed anti‐
Western violence. The second main approach understands global jihadism as
connoting an ideology which prescribes a particular type of global and anti‐Western
militancy. From this perspective, the global jihadist movement includes only actors
who carry this ideology.
I argue that it is preferable to use the term global jihadism in this latter sense,
because it is more conducive to analytical precision than the form‐based definition,
which lumps together actors with different political preferences. I therefore use the
term “global jihadism” to refer to an ideology or doctrine which contains a specific
set of political preferences expressed in a particular discourse. There are admittedly
situations where we need terms to describe radical Islamist social phenomena that
are loose and international in their form. However, we need to distinguish carefully
between, for example, the “global spread of jihadism” and “the spread of global
jihadism”, or between the “global community of jihadists” and “the community of
global jihadists”.9 The term “global jihadism” should be reserved for the ideology ‐
but what exactly is the content of this ideology?

8 ʺnass bayan al‐jabha al‐islamiyya al‐‘alamiyya li‐jihad al‐yahud wa‐l’salibiyyin [Text of the Statement by the
World Islamic Front for Jihad Against the Jews and the Crusaders]ʺ, al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 23 February 1998.
9 In some of my previous publications, I myself have failed to make these distinctions; see for example
Thomas Hegghammer, ʺGlobal Jihadism After the Iraq Warʺ, Middle East Journal 60, no. 1 (2006).
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Anti-Americanism, Pan-Islamic Nationalism and Global Warfare
Presenting and describing an ideology is a difficult task, because “ideology” is a
vague term which may refer to everything from ethical perspectives to political‐
military strategies. Moreover, the fact that Islamist activism has both a religious and
political dimension means there are innumerable ways to go about describing the
ideology of a radical Islamist group or thinker. It is not surprising, therefore, that no
two treatises on “Bin Ladin’s ideology” or “al‐Qaida’s ideology” look alike.10 While
there is no “right” way to summarise an ideology, it is important that the approach
fits the purpose of the overall analysis. Since we are trying to explain a particular
form of violent behaviour in a context with many actors, we need to identify
ideological elements that are operationally significant and discrete. I argue here that the
global jihadist doctrine as articulated by Usama bin Ladin in the second half of the
1990s contained three key components which set it apart from other radical Islamist
currents: anti‐Americanism, pan‐Islamic nationalism and a global view of warfare.
The first defining element of global jihadist thought was the singling out of
America and its allies as the main target of armed struggle. This set the global jihadists
apart from socio‐revolutionary Islamists who declared their respective regimes as the
main focus of their struggle. This change – frequently referred to as the shift from the
“near enemy” [al‐‘aduw al‐qarib] to the “far enemy” [al‐‘aduw al‐ba‘id] – amounted to a
reordering of the hierarchy of enemies which would have enormous implications for
the level of Islamist violence against Western targets.11 The anti‐American approach
also set the global jihadists apart from nationalist‐separatist Islamists or “classical
jihadists” who focused on attacking the immediate occupier in their respective
See for example Ahmed S. Hashim, ʺThe World According to Usama bin Ladenʺ, Naval War College
Review 54, no. 4 (2001); Bernard Haykel, ʺRadical Salafism: Osamaʹs Ideologyʺ, Dawn, 8 December 2001;
Benjamin Orbach, ʺUsama bin Ladin and al‐Qaʹida: Origins and Doctrinesʺ, Middle East Review of
International Affairs 5, no. 4 (2001); Steven Simon and Daniel Benjamin, ʺThe Terrorʺ, Survival 43, no. 4
(2001); Jean E. Rosenfeld, ʺThe `Religionʹ of Usamah bin Ladin: Terror As the Hand of Godʺ,
www.publiceye.org, 9 October 2002; Anonymous, Through Our Enemiesʹ Eyes (Washington: Brasseyʹs Inc.,
2002), 45‐68; Richard Bonney, Jihad: From Qurʹan to bin Laden (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 320‐
394; Gilles Kepel, The War for Muslim Minds (Cambridge, MA: Belknap, 2005), 70‐107; Denis McAuley,
ʺThe Ideology of Osama Bin Laden: Nation, Tribe and World Economy ʺ, Journal of Political Ideologies 10,
no. 3 (2005); Fawaz Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global (New York: Cambridge University
Press: 2006), 119‐150; Christopher M. Blanchard, ʺAl Qaeda: Statements and Evolving Ideologyʺ
(Washington: Congressional Research Service, 26 January 2006); and Rosalynd Gwynne, ʺUsama bin
Ladin, the Qurʹan and Jihad ʺ, Religion 36, no. 2 (2006).
11 Fawaz Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global (New York: Cambridge University Press: 2006).
10
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battlefields, such as the Israelis in Palestine, the Serbs in Bosnia or the Russians in
Chechnya. The global jihadists did not disagree on the importance of toppling local
regimes or fighting provincial occupations, but they argued that fighting the U.S.
was more urgent.
The second distinctive feature of the global jihadist ideology was that it was
articulated in pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse. Global jihadist violence was
rationalised primarily as a struggle to defend the entire umma from non‐Muslim
aggression. In this respect, the global jihadists were close to the classical jihadists,
who shared the view that the umma is under threat from non‐Muslims, and that all
Muslims should participate in the liberation of occupied Muslim territory. However,
it set global jihadism apart from socio‐revolutionary Islamism, which was
rationalised as a struggle against internal oppression and corruption. The main
overarching theme in Bin Ladin’s texts after 1995 was not the oppression of the Saudi
regime, but the suffering of the Muslim nation at the hands of non‐Muslims. This is
not to say that bin Ladin’s discourse was not regime‐critical – it certainly was – but
regime oppression was not the main discursive theme. Bin Ladin’s primary
accusation against the Al Saud after 1995 was not their direct oppression of their own
people, but their collusion with the Americans. Global jihadists called for ecumenism
and Muslim unity in the face of the outside enemy, and played down internally
divisive issues such as the debate over takfir.
The third distinctive element of global jihadist ideology was the global view on
warfare. While most Sunni militants had previously confined their activity to a
particular country or region, bin Ladin declared all U.S. targets worldwide as
legitimate and even encouraged attacks inside the United States. Equally
significantly, Bin Ladin argued that no infidel occupation of Muslim land should be
tolerated, whatever the local Muslim administrators say. Hence no exception should
be made for Saudi Arabia, where the continued American military presence, Bin
Ladin argued, amounted to an occupation of the heartland of Islam. The global
jihadists thus differed from the classical jihadists in that they did not recognise the
right of the local Muslim governments to decide whether non‐Muslim presence on
their territory should be tolerated or not. The classical jihadist position was that the
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Bosnian jihad was legitimate because the Bosnian government called for it, while a
jihad in Saudi Arabia would be illegitimate because the Saudi government has not
declared it. With their global view of warfare, the global jihadists also distinguished
themselves from the socio‐revolutionary or nationalist‐separatist Islamist militants
who tended to avoid attacking outside their local arena for fear of losing
international political support and compromising their logistical support structures
abroad.12
Instrumental Strategy or Ideology?
One of the most important questions regarding global jihadism is whether it
constitutes a new ideology in its own right or just a new tactic to fulfil an existing
ideological vision. Are the global jihadists simply socio‐revolutionaries in disguise?
The question presents itself notably because Ayman al‐Zawahiri, in his book Knights
Under the Prophet’s Banner, described the anti‐American approach as a means to
achieve regime change in the Middle East.13 If the U.S. can be coerced into ending its
support for the Arab regimes and Israel, al‐Zawahiri argued, then both Cairo and
Jerusalem will easily be conquered by the mujahidin. Partly for this reason, much of
the academic literature treats the near vs. far enemy debate as a dispute over tactics.14
There are several problems with this view. First of all, it tends to lead to the
conclusion that the fundamental cause of global jihadist activism is regime
discontent, not enmity with the West. It assumes that the real reason global jihadists
kill Westerners is that they are angry with their own regimes. However, most of the

See for example Brynjar Lia and Åshild Kjøk, ʺIslamist Insurgencies, Diasporic Support Networks,
and Their Host States: The Case of the Algerian GIA in Europe 1993‐2000ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence
Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2001).
13 Al‐Zawahiri explicitly stated that “the goal of the jihad movement in the heart of the Islamic world in
general and Egypt in particular is to cause change and establish an Islamic state”. However, “confining
the battle to the domestic enemy will not be feasible in this stage of the battle,” because “the Crusader
alliance led by the United States will not allow any Muslim force to reach power in Arab countries.” The
best strategy, he argued, is therefore to use pan‐Islamic nationalist slogans to mobilise the masses: “the
Muslim nation will not participate unless the slogans of the mujahidin are understood by the masses of
the Muslim nation […] a single look at the history of the mujahidin in Afghanistan, Palestine, and
Chechnya will show that the jihad movement has moved to the center of the leadership of the nation
when it adopted the slogan of liberating the nation from its external enemies and when it portrayed it as
a battle of Islam against infidelity and infidels”, Ayman al‐Zawahiri, ʺfursan taht rayat al‐nabi [Knights
Under the Prophetʹs Banner]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 2‐12 December 2001.
14 See notably Fawaz Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global (New York: Cambridge University
Press: 2006).
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thousands of pages of global jihadist literature are devoted to explaining why
Muslims should be angry with the West, and most militants who kill Westerners say
they do it because they are angry with the West. It would be strange to dismiss the
possibility that at least some of them act out of genuine discontent with some aspect
about the West and its policies.
Another problem with the instrumentalist view of global jihadism is that it
does not explain why some groups are explicit about their instrumentalisation of
anti‐Western violence, while others would keep it secret. When the Islamic Group in
Egypt attacked foreign tourists in the 1990s, it explicitly stated that it was not
targeting the Westerners as such, but the tourism industry, as a way of hurting the
Egyptian regime economically. In contrast, when the QAP attacked Westerners in
Saudi Arabia in 2003, it repeatedly stressed that it was to force Westerners out of the
Kingdom. If the QAP campaign was “really” about toppling the government, why
did it hide its agenda?
A third problem with viewing global jihadism as a cover for socio‐
revolutionary jihad is that it runs counter to the logic of communicative violence. An
essential component of communicative violence and terrorism is the explicit
articulation of one’s intentions and worldview, in order to draw more followers to
that worldview. The history of terrorism contains few, if any, examples of groups
that have consistently fought – and exhorted its followers to fight – one enemy, while
secretly plotting to get to a different enemy.
To say that the declared intentions of militant Islamists must be taken
seriously is not a contradiction of the argument that we need to interpret ideological
discourse and look for the political content beneath the rhetoric (see Chapter 1). The
reason is that “fighting the regime” and “fighting the Crusaders” are comparable
and equally operational political preferences, while for example “fighting the
regime” and “establishing the caliphate” are not comparable entities. When faced
with a declared aim which is politically vacuous, such as “emulating the pious
ancestors,” we need to look for the politics beneath the surface. However, when
faced with a declared aim which is operationally consequential, such as “attack the
USA first,” it would be dangerous to dismiss it as a slogan.
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I argue that global jihadism should be viewed as a distinct ideology, because
it is articulated in a discourse which triggers dynamics of mobilisation that are quite
different from those of socio‐revolutionary ideologies. The fact that global jihadism is
articulated in pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse has significant implications for both
recruitment to and the behaviour of global jihadist groups like al‐Qaida. As argued
at the end of Chapter 2, the question of whether there is a secret long‐term aim is
irrelevant, as long as the movement is consistently recruiting and acting on the basis
of another declared objective. The fact that a small elite in the leadership sees the
anti‐Western violence as a way of undermining local governments does not change
the fact that the majority of the low‐ and mid‐level operatives are primarily and
genuinely motivated by a desire to enact revenge on the West.
It is important to note that global jihadism is an ideal type category of
ideology. In practice, the global jihadist movement is composite, and consists of
actors who can be placed on a spectrum from “pure” global jihadists on the one hand
to “instrumentalist” global jihadists on the other. The instrumental approach to
global jihadism is probably more common among militants like al‐Zawahiri who
come from a socio‐revolutionary background. The reason why Fawaz Gerges’ book
the Far Enemy presented the near vs. far enemy debate as a tactical one is most likely
that he drew primarily on Egyptian sources, where the socio‐revolutionary rationale
was particularly strong. However, in a broader perspective, the near vs. far enemy
debate was not just about tactics, because global jihadism came with an entirely new
discourse which was rooted in pan‐Islamic nationalism.
The point is this: If al‐Zawahiri decided to hide his socio‐revolutionary
intentions behind global jihadist rhetoric, he did so for a reason. Most likely it was
because he believed global jihadist discourse had greater mobilising power than
socio‐revolutionary rhetoric. The crucial question then is why global jihadism
eclipsed socio‐revolutionary Islamism in terms of mobilising power, and why this
happened when it did. To answer these questions, we need to look at the early history
of global jihadism.
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2. The Origins of Global Jihadist Thought
One of the most surprising aspects of Bin Ladin’s 1996 and 1998 declarations is that
they were issued in a politically quiet period both internationally and in the Muslim
world. In Bosnia and Chechnya, there was a lull in hostilities. In Palestine this period
was “post‐Oslo” and “pre al‐Aqsa intifada”, while in Iraq it was “post‐Desert Storm”
and “pre‐Desert Fox”. How do we explain the emergence of what is arguably the
most radical undercurrent of Islamist ideology at this point in time? In this section I
shall look first at the antecedents of global jihadism in radical Islamist thought.
Second, I shall discuss some of the macro‐ and meso‐level factors which may have
facilitated the emergence of global jihadism. Finally I shall look at the political and
ideological trajectory of Usama bin Ladin the individual.
Antecedents of Global Jihadism in Radical Islamist Thought
Like all other ideological and discursive traditions, global jihadism emerged
gradually and built on previous intellectual processes and historical experiences. I
shall now look at the intellectual origins of the three key components of the global
jihadist thought mentioned above.
The first defining element of global jihadism, namely anti‐Americanism, had
deep roots in the contemporary Islamist movement.15 Both moderate and radical
Sunni Islamist groups had long expressed scepticism of Western values and the
involvement of Western powers in the Muslim world. After all, modern Islamist
movements first emerged as a reaction to the colonial experience.16 The Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt developed anti‐American discourse at least from the early

For a historical overview of anti‐Americanism in the Muslim world, see for example Ussama Makdisi,
ʺʹAnti‐Americanismʹ in the Arab World: An Interpretation of a Brief Historyʺ, Journal of American History
89, no. 2 (2002) or Reuven Paz, ʺIslamists and Anti‐Americanismʺ, Middle East Review of International
Affairs 7, no. 4 (2003). For a thorough empirical study of attitudes to America in the Muslim world, see
Giacomo Chiozza, ʺLove and Hate: Anti‐Americanism in the Islamic Worldʺ (Paper presented at New
York University, 22 November (available at www.nyu.edu), 2004). Not surprisingly, there has been
considerable debate over the causes of anti‐Americanism. Some blame it on U.S. foreign policy, others
on Islamist ideology. Contrast for example Barry Rubin, ʺThe Real Roots of Arab Anti‐Americanismʺ,
Foreign Affairs 81, no. 6 (2002) and Abdel Mahdi Abdallah, ʺCauses of Anti‐Americanism in the Arab
World: A Socio‐Political Perspectiveʺ, Middle East Review of International Affairs 7, no. 4 (2003). The
general topic of anti‐Americanism has long interested political scientists; for an excellent recent study,
see Peter J. Katzenstein and Robert O. Keohane, Anti‐Americanisms in World Politics (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 2006).
16 Ali Rahnema, Pioneers of Islamic Revival (London: Zed Books, 1994).
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1950s onward, notably with Sayyid Qutb’s 1951 essay The America I Have Seen, which
focused on the moral decadence in American society and on the threat posed by
these values to Muslim societies.17 In the 1960s and 1970s, the Brotherhood’s
discourse borrowed from the secular anti‐imperialist rhetoric and emphasised the
American political interference in the Middle East, notably its support to Israel and
meddling in internal Arab affairs.18 However, it was not common among Sunni
Islamists to explicitly define the U.S. as an enemy until after the Iranian revolution in
1979. The virulently anti‐American discourse of the Khomeini regime contributed
significantly to anti‐American sentiment in Islamist circles, Sunni as well as Shiite.
Moreover, the seizure of the U.S. embassy in Teheran in 1980 and the subsequent
bombings and kidnappings of American targets in Lebanon by Shiite militants
helped break the taboo of military confrontation with America.19
There exist two particularly widespread misconceptions regarding the
relationship between Sunni militants and America: First, militant Islamists are
supposed to have been unconcerned with America until Bin Ladin came along, and
second, the so‐called Afghan Arabs are said to have collaborated with, and are hence
somehow the creation of, the CIA during the 1980s war in Afghanistan. Neither of
these myths stands up to historical scrutiny. A short but illuminating 1994 study by
Ibrahim al‐Ghanim documented the fierce anti‐Americanism displayed by radical
Egyptian groups in the 1980s.20 Fawaz Gerges has shown that the publications of
Egyptian militants in the 1980s “were littered with references to external threats and
regrets about the recolonisation of Muslim countries by Western powers.”21 Gerges
cited a text by the group Egyptian Islamic Jihad from the early 1980s entitled
“America, Egypt, and the Islamist Movement”, which ranked the United States as

Sayyid Qutb, ʺThe America I Have Seenʺ in America in an Arab Mirror, ed. Kamal Abdel‐Malek (New
York: St Martinʹs, 2000).
18 Ussama Makdisi, ʺʹAnti‐Americanismʹ in the Arab World: An Interpretation of a Brief Historyʺ, Journal
of American History 89, no. 2 (2002).
19 Magnus Ranstorp, HizbʹAllah in Lebanon: The Politics of the Western Hostage Crisis (London: Palgrave,
1997).
20 Ibrahim Ghanem, The West in the Eyes of the Egyptian Islamic Movement (Cairo: Ummah Press Service,
1994).
21 Fawaz Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global (New York: Cambridge University Press: 2006),
47.
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number one on its list of enemies.22 However, this anti‐Americanism remained
mostly intellectual and rhetorical. The Egyptian militants did not adopt a clear
strategy of direct confrontation with the United States, but focused its struggle
instead on the “near enemy”.
There is a possible exception to this rule, namely the radical Islamist
community which emerged in the early 1990s in Brooklyn, New York, around the
Egyptian Sheikh Umar Abd al‐Rahman.23 Al‐Rahman was the spiritual leader of the
Egyptian socio‐revolutionaries fighting the Mubarak regime, but after his arrival to
the U.S. from Sudan in 1990 his discourse gradually became more explicitly anti‐
American, to the point of openly legitimising violent attacks on American interests.
In the same period, individuals from Umar Abd al‐Rahman’s entourage began
plotting large‐scale terrorist attacks on American soil, preceding Bin Ladin’s
operations by several years.24 A fatwa allegedly written by Umar Abd al‐Rahman
authorizing jihad against America was circulating in Afghanistan in 1998.25 If
authentic, it was the first ruling to that effect by a trained Islamic scholar. Either way,
the text had a clear purpose, namely to provide scholarly credibility to the February
1998 declaration from the World Islamic Front.
The second myth, namely the belief that the Afghan Arabs cooperated with
the United States in the 1980s, is a conspiracy theory inspired by the fact that
American intelligence supported the Afghan Mujahidin with money and weapons

Ibid.
Sheikh Umar Abd al‐Rahman has a legendary status in the jihadist community. Born in 1938 and
blinded by diabetes as a child, he pursued religious studies at al‐Azhar, from which he graduated with
a doctorate in 1971. He fell out with the regime in the late 1960s and was allegedly arrested and
imprisoned in September 1970 for discouraging mosque attendees from praying for the newly deceased
president Jamal Abd al‐Nasir. In 1977, Umar Abd al‐Rahman went to Riyadh in Saudi Arabia, where he
would teach for three years (It is not clear whether he taught at Imam University or at a women’s
college). Back in Egypt in 1980, he became the mufti of the seething militant Islam scene, something
which earned him imprisonment and house arrest for much of the 1980s, although he was never in fact
convicted. In 1988 he made his first visit to Peshawar; see Mary Anne Weaver, ʺThe Trail of the Sheikh,ʺ
New Yorker Magazine, 12 April 1993; and ʺmilaff ʹumar ʹabd al‐rahmanʺ (www.tawhed.ws: undated).
24 For more on the Brookly community and Ramzi Yusuf network, see Simon Reeve, The New Jackals:
Ramzi Yousef, Osama bin Laden and the Future of Terrorism (London: André Deutsch, 1999) and Daniel
Benjamin and Steven Simon, The Age of Sacred Terror (New York: Random House, 2002), 3‐26.
25 The fatwa was distributed at the al‐Qaida press conference on 26 May 1998; see Peter Bergen, The
Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 204‐205. Ahmed Ressam said the fatwa was also
circulating in the training camps ; ʺUSA vs Haouariʺ (Southern District of New York, 2001), 552.
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from the mid‐1980s onward.26 However, the Arabs were only a small part of the
resistance movement at the time, and there is no evidence of Arab fighters
cooperating directly and knowingly with Americans.27 Of course, the open U.S.
support for the Mujahidin increased the overall opportunities for Arab involvement,
but Bin Ladin was not a CIA stooge. The Arab Afghans’ relationship with the United
States was at best ambiguous. On the one hand, the Services Bureau relied on
support of US‐based Muslims. Abdallah Azzam visited America numerous times
and sold several thousand copies of his al‐Jihad magazine there every month in the
late 1980s.28 The Services Bureau received a steady flow of money and volunteers
from the Arab‐American community, seemingly without the interference of U.S.
authorities.29 On the other hand, the jihadist magazines published by the Arab
community in Peshawar in the late 1980s were seething with anti‐Americanism.30
There are also many accounts of Arab Afghans displaying hostility toward Western
journalists and aid workers in Afghanistan during the 1980s.31
The second characteristic feature of global jihadism, namely the extreme pan‐
Islamic nationalist discourse, had already been developed by the classical jihadists.
The origins of pan‐Islamic nationalism and the formation of the classical jihadist
movement have already been described in Chapters 3 and 4. We noted that pan‐
Islamic nationalism brought with it an emphasis on territory – as opposed to state
power – as the main object of contention. We also saw that the most important factor
in the development of classical jihadism was the war in Afghanistan. The most
important classical jihadist ideologue was Abdallah Azzam, who wrote extensively
on the need for all Muslims to assist the Afghans in the liberation of their territory

Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden, from the Soviet Invasion to
September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin, 2004).
27 Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 61. Such a connection has been
ruled out by high‐level American and Saudi intelligence officials, as well as by the Arab Afghans
themselves.
28 Interview with Abdallah Anas.
29 Interview with Abdallah Anas.
30 See for example ʺal‐siyasa al‐amrikiyya waʹl‐marhala al‐qadima [American Policy and the Next Stage]ʺ, al‐
Mujahid, no. 15 (1990) , which accused America of killing Zia ul‐Haqq and of promoting factionalism in
Afghanistan (and many other things). Another example is ʺal‐ayadi al‐sawda tatadaʹa ʹala qandahar [The
Black Hands are Coming onto Qandahar]ʺ, al‐Bunyan al‐Marsus, no. 29 (1989) which denounced the
plotting of the CIA and the KGB Afghanistan.
31 Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 88‐91.
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from Communist occupation. His numerous writings, foremost of which In Defence of
Muslim Lands (1984) and Join the Caravan (1987), emphasised that all Muslims had
equal responsibility to fight the external enemy so long as any piece of Muslim
territory was being occupied. As a former Muslim Brother, Azzam was interested in
building an Islamic state, but he dismissed the socio‐revolutionary approach as
totally unrealistic given the strength of the Arab police states.32 It is important to note
that Azzam did not advocate out‐of‐area operations, nor did he see the United States
as the primary enemy. Azzam’s texts, characterised by a focus on territory and a
strategic priority on the immediate occupier, exemplified the classical jihadist
doctrine. Classical jihadism no doubt constituted an important and necessary stage in
the development of the global jihadist doctrine.
The third substantial element in the doctrine of global jihad, namely
globalised warfare, was not invented by Bin Ladin either. “Out‐of‐area operations,”
i.e. attacks on the enemy or representatives thereof in a location other than the
primary battlefield, was a strategy tried and tested by a number of different Middle
Eastern resistance groups.33 In the 1960s and 1970s, secular Palestinian militants
carried out hijackings and attacks on Israeli targets worldwide.34 In the early 1980s,
secular Lebanese groups carried out attacks in Europe as an extension of the war in
Lebanon.35 The first Islamist groups to use “out‐of‐area” tactics were Shiite groups
such as Lebanese Hizballah which began attacking Western targets in the Gulf and
elsewhere from 1983 onwards.36 It was not until the first half of the 1990s that Sunni
militants began experimenting with out‐of‐area operations.37 In the mid‐1990s,

Azzam wrote, “as for the handful of officers, some of whom may think that it is possible for them to
carry out a collective Muslim effort ‐ this is a kind of fantasy or delusion reminiscent of deceit. It will be
no more than a repetition of the tragedy of Abd al‐Nasir with the Islamic Movement once again”;
Abdallah Azzam, ilhaq biʹl‐qafila [Join the Caravan] (www.tawhed.ws, 1987).
33 Attacks on U.S. targets inside the main areas of operations (such as in Somalia in 1993, in Saudi Arabia
in 1995) are not defined here as out‐of‐area operations.
34 Bruce Hoffman, Inside Terrorism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 67‐86.
35 See the case study on terrorism spillover from the Lebanon conflict in Åshild Kjøk et al., ʺRestoring
Peace or Provoking Terrorism? Exploring the Links Between Multilateral Military Interventions and
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Egyptian militants began launching international operations in its war against the
regime in Cairo.38 This tactical shift came as a result of the radicalisation and
internationalization of exiled members of Egyptian Islamic Jihad, and of the
organisation’s inability to execute substantial operations inside Egypt. A similar
attempt at exporting the conflict was made by Algerian militants who launched
bombings and hijackings in France in the early and mid 1990s.39 However, all of these
early operations were conducted within the logic of the fight against the “near
enemy.”
In the first half of the 1990s there were also a few pioneering attempts by
Sunni militants to execute “out‐of‐area” attacks on the “far enemy.” In late December
1992, militants with links to Usama bin Ladin bombed two hotels in Yemen which
were supposed to house American soldiers on the way to Somalia.40 Even more
spectacular were the operations planned by Ramzi Yusuf, notably the failed bombing
of the World Trade Center in 1993 and the so‐called “Bojinka Operation” involving
simultaneous mid‐air bombings of several U.S. aircraft over the Pacific in early
1995.41 Although Ramzi Yusuf can be considered a pioneer in the sense that he was
the first Sunni militant to employ truly globalised tactics against the US, he did not
produce any texts articulating a strategic framework for his actions. His influence
was in is deeds, which helped show that it was possible to attack the United States
on its home soil.
As we have seen, each of the three strategic shifts that characterised global
jihadism – from “the near enemy” to the “far enemy,” from local operations to out‐
of–area operations, and from seizing state power to defending territory – had
antecedents in various parts of the Islamist movement prior to the 1990s. However, it

Afghanistan and had met bin Ladin in Pakistan in mid‐1991; Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know
(New York: Free Press, 2006), 116; Jose Pedro Castanheira and Antonio Pedro Ferreira, ʺExterrorista
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Ethiopian capital Addis Abbeba. In November the same year, a truck bomb destroyed the Egyptian
embassy in the Pakistani capital Islamabad.
39 Brynjar Lia and Åshild Kjøk, ʺIslamist Insurgencies, Diasporic Support Networks, and Their Host
States: The Case of the Algerian GIA in Europe 1993‐2000ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2001).
40 Anonymous, Through Our Enemiesʹ Eyes (Washington: Brasseyʹs Inc., 2002), 135.
41 Simon Reeve, The New Jackals: Ramzi Yousef, Osama bin Laden and the Future of Terrorism (London:
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was only in the late 1990s – when all three shifts converged in the worldview of one
and the same group – that the global jihadist doctrine emerged. The question is:
What made this happen? Why was the global jihadist ideology articulated in the mid
1990s and not before?
Macro- and Meso-Level Factors Behind Global Jihadism
Explaining the timing and direction of ideological change is a difficult and inexact
science to say the least. Nevertheless, we may be able to identify factors that
combined to produce facilitating circumstances for particular ideological shifts. We
can assume that the emergence of global jihadism was facilitated by broader changes
in the 1990s at the macro‐ and meso‐level of the environment in which Bin Ladin and
his comrades operated.
At the macro‐level, two crucial structural changes occurred in the 1990s and
may have contributed to the emergence of global jihadist ideology. The first was a
political change at the international system level, namely the end of the cold war and
the shift to a unipolar world order. The other was of a technological nature, namely
the rapid evolution in global communications and mass media.
The end of the cold war had several implications with indirect relevance for
the pan‐Islamic nationalist worldview of the jihadist movement. First was the fact
that it left the United States as the sole superpower and led America to get more
directly and militarily involved in the Gulf region. The Gulf crisis in 1990/1991
brought not only the war with Iraq, but also a permanent increase in the size and
nature of the U.S. military presence in the region.42 This accentuated the tendency,
present since the early 1980s, toward greater Western interventionism in the Muslim
World.43 Second was the fact that the end of the Cold War prompted the outbreak of
armed conflicts on the periphery of the Soviet Union, from Tajikistan in the East to
Bosnia in the West, many of which involved Muslim populations. Hence the early
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and mid‐1990s saw a proliferation of conflicts which could easily be framed as pan‐
Islamic nationalist causes and be used to portray the threat to the Muslim world as
larger than before.
The period from the late 1980s to the late 1990s saw a number of changes in
the global communications and media infrastructure. The combined effect of the
spread of fax machines (mid‐1980s), satellite telephones (early 1990s), and mobile
telephones (late 1990s) was a veritable communications revolution. Moreover,
satellite TV (mid‐1990s) and the Internet (late 1990s) transformed Middle Eastern
media. While many of the technological advances had been made considerably
earlier, it was only in this period that they became commercialised and widely
available in the Middle East and the Muslim world. These developments had at least
two implications for the jihadist movement. First, it stimulated pan‐Islamic
nationalism, because it facilitated communication within the Muslim world, and
because it enabled the projection of images of Muslim suffering to a wider audience.
Second, it facilitated transnational militant activism and empowered small
organisations.
At the meso level, i.e. on the level of the radical Islamist community, we can
also identify two changes in the early 1990s which may have contributed to the
emergence

of

global

jihadism.

The

first

was

sociological,

namely

the

internationalisation of the jihadist movement. The second was political, namely the
strategic defeats of militant Islamists in local conflicts in the early 1990s.
The internationalisation of the jihadist movement was essentially a product of
the Afghanistan war, which had brought together Islamist activists from all over the
Muslim world. This created militant networks that transcended national boundaries
and cultivated a pan‐Islamic identity at the expense of national identities. These
processes were strengthened by the fact that many people in these networks were
unwanted in their home countries after the Afghanistan war and thus became
stateless fighters. Over time, life in exile isolated these activists from their original
political environment or battlefield and imbued them with a more global political
vision.
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In the early 1990s, Islamist activists were involved in a large number of local
political and military conflicts, most of which ended in failure. The socio‐
revolutionary experiments in Algeria and Egypt ended in bloodbath and the political
marginalisation of the militant Islamists. In the nationalist‐separatist struggles in
Bosnia, Chechnya and Kashmir, the foreign activists were unwanted and unable to
“liberate” the local population. In Saudi Arabia, the non‐violent political opposition
to the U.S. military presence did not budge the authorities who responded with the
imprisonment of the opposition leaders. All this may have made it easier for certain
jihadist thinkers to conclude that localized struggle had proved futile and that non‐
violent options had been exhausted. A global jihad against the far enemy, on the
other hand, was an untried strategy.
While all of these macro‐ and meso‐level factors seem to have played a role in
facilitating the emergence of global jihadism, ideologies are, at the end of the day,
thought out and articulated by individuals. As much as we try to rationalise
ideological developments post facto, we cannot ignore the fact that the timing of
intellectual advances often partly come down to the right person having the right
inspiration at the right time. In the case of global jihadism, that person was Usama
bin Ladin.
The Political and Ideological Trajectory of Usama bin Ladin
It is fair to describe the Saudi dissident as the intellectual father of global jihadism,
because he was the first to formulate its principles, and because he played a leading
role in its practical application from the late 1990s onward. It is true that global
jihadism would later evolve into a broad and vibrant ideological movement in which
Bin Ladin was just one of many thinkers.44 Articulate and intelligent writers such as
Ayman al‐Zawahiri and Abu Mus‘ab al‐Suri would bring global jihadist thought to
an arguably more advanced and refined level than Usama himself.45 Nevertheless,
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the key to the success of the global jihadism – namely the idea of fusing the three
crucial components of militant anti Americanism, pan‐Islamic nationalism and global
warfare – was Bin Ladin’s invention alone.
The evolution of Bin Ladin’s thought can be traced through the large number
of lectures, statements and interviews he has given throughout the years.46 Bin Ladin
began expressing his political views publicly in about 1986, when he started giving
public speeches in Peshawar and recruitment rallies in Jidda. The earliest available
written texts by Bin Ladin are personal and administrative letters dating back to
1987.47 There exist transcriptions of interviews with Bin Ladin going back to 1988.48
Recordings of lectures given by bin Ladin in 1990 are said to have circulated in Saudi
Arabia in the early 1990s, although only a handful such recordings are available to
researchers today.

49

The earliest known written political statements by bin Ladin

date back to April 1994, when he started issuing statements in the name of the so‐
called “Advice and Reform Committee.”50 Since the mid‐1990s, Bin Ladin has issued
a large number of written and recorded statements. There is in other words a
considerable body of primary sources which allow us to trace Bin Ladin’s ideological
evolution.
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It is important to note that Bin Ladin’s move toward global jihadism was a
gradual one. Broadly speaking, we can speak of three major phases in Bin Ladin’s
early ideological development: an early phase up until 1990 when Bin Ladin was a
classical jihadist, a transition phase from 1991 to 1995 in which he was involved in a
range of causes and turned increasingly anti‐American, and a third phase from 1996
onward in which he developed his global jihadist doctrine.
The first formative stage of bin Ladin’s political life was the period from 1984
to 1989 when he was involved in the Afghan war and developed an extreme pan‐
Islamic nationalist worldview very close to that of his mentor Abdallah Azzam. In
this period he was a classical jihadist who was primarily interested in pan‐Islamic
causes. At this time he was not particularly critical of the Saudi regime.
Apart from the Afghan cause, Bin Ladin’s main preoccupation in this early
phase was the Palestinian issue. After the outbreak of the first Palestinian intifada in
1987, bin Ladin lectured widely about the need to boycott American goods because
of the U.S. support for Israel.51 Bin Ladin would remain interested in the Palestinian
issue throughout his political career. The Palestinian cause features in practically
every statement and interview by bin Ladin since the late 1980s.52 For some curious
reason, there has emerged a perception – particularly in the United States – that Bin
Ladin did not care about the Palestinian cause until after 9/11 when he found it
politically opportune to mention it.53 Another view, proposed by Michael Scott
Doran, suggests that Bin Ladin moved Palestine to the centre of his propaganda in

Peter Bergen, Holy War, Inc.: Inside the Secret World of Osama bin Laden (London: Phoenix, 2002), 77.
A search for the words ”Palestine” and ”Palestinian” in the pdf version of a compilation of Bin Ladin
statements from 1990 to 2002 (Thomas Hegghammer, ʺDokumentasjon om al‐Qaida: Intervjuer,
kommunikéer og andre primærkilder, 1990‐2002 [Documentation on al‐Qaida: Interviews,
Communiqués and Other Primary Sources, 1990‐2002]ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2002)) produces no less than 158 hits.
53 For example, Peter Beinart, the editor of the New Republic, stated in October 2001 that ”as longtime Bin
Laden watchers know, he has never been especially concerned with the plight of the Palestinians”;
Peter Beinhart, ʺFront Linesʺ, New Republic, 1 October 2001, 8. The American academic Victor Davis
Hanson later claimed that “Bin Laden embraced the Palestinian cause only when his own future turned
bleak”; Victor Davis Hanson, ʺThe Longest Warʺ, American Heritage 53, no. 1 (2002): 36.
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the late 1990s at the advice of al‐Zawahiri.54 Both claims are factually wrong –
Palestine does feature prominently in Bin Ladin’s discourse throughout the 1990s.55
Bin Ladin’s view on Arab regimes in this period is not clear, although we
know he denounced Saddam Hussain before the invasion of Kuwait.56 However, Bin
Ladin’s relationship with the socio‐revolutionary Islamists in Peshawar seems to
have been ambiguous. On the one hand, we know that he sought to distance himself
from those who pronounced takfir on Arab rulers. The Palestinian journalist Jamal
Isma‘il recalled a particular discussion in Peshawar following King Fahd’s visit to
Britain in 1986. When some militants denounced King Fahd as an infidel because he
wore a cross‐shaped medal given to him by Queen Elizabeth, Bin Ladin allegedly
told them off.57 On the other hand, he developed a very close relationship with
Ayman al‐Zawahiri and many other Egyptian militants who were violently opposed
to the Egyptian regime. Overall, however, Bin Ladin remained focused on the
Afghan cause. When the Soviet occupation ended in late 1989, Bin Ladin would turn
to other, more contentious political issues.
The second phase in Bin Ladin’s ideological evolution lasted from 1990 to
1995 and was marked by an interest in a variety of political causes as well as a
relatively slow but steady move toward violent anti‐Americanism. Bin Ladin’s
statements in this period show that he took an interest in a broad range of issues
such as the civil war in Yemen and the UN intervention in Somalia, although his
main focus was on the U.S. presence in Saudi Arabia.
The first issue that preoccupied bin Ladin after his return from Peshawar in
late 1989 was the civil war in Yemen. Prince Turki al‐Faisal said in a 2001 interview
that ”since 1989, [bin Ladin] had been striving to launch a jihad in South Yemen. He

Michael Scott Doran, ʺPalestine, Iraq and American Strategyʺ, Foreign Affairs 82, no. 1 (2003).
For more on Palestine in global jihadist discourse, see Thomas Hegghammer, ʺPalestina og global jihad
[Palestine and Global Jihad]ʺ, Babylon 2, no. 2 (2004).
56 According to Jamal al‐Fadl, Bin Ladin delivered a speech in Peshawar in 1988 in which he denounced
the Iraqi leader; ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001), 485
Khalid Batarfi has said that Bin Ladin spoke about the danger posed by Saddam in the summer of 1990;
Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 111‐112.
57 Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 59‐60.
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attempted to lure Yemeni youths into training camps in Afghanistan.”58 Abu Mus’ab
al‐Suri later wrote that “Usama’s main passion was the jihad in South Yemen. He
worked tirelessly to garner the support to stage a jihad against the infidel
government there.”59
In the early 1990s, Bin Ladin displayed an interest in several of the main
issues of the day which could be framed as pan‐Islamic nationalist causes. One of
them was Somalia, which was just next door to Bin Ladin’s base in Sudan. Jamal al‐
Fadl says that in late 1992 or early 1993, al‐Qaida’s shura council issued a fatwa in
support of fighting the Americans in Somalia.60 As we saw in chapter 4, al‐Qaida
dispatched several delegations of fighters to Somalia. Bin Ladin was also interested
in the Bosnian cause and sent Jamal al‐Fadl to the Balkans to investigate the
opportunities for involvement.
However, Bin Ladin’s main preoccupation in this period was of course the
U.S. military presence in Saudi Arabia, which was the main cause of Bin Ladin’s anti‐
American turn. This is not to say that he was uncritical of the U.S. beforehand – after
all he had advocated a boycott of American goods in the late 1980s. “In 1990”,
observed the Egyptian journalist Issam Diraz, “Bin Ladin gave a speech in which he
attacked America very hard. And he asked all Arab people to cut off their
relationship with American people.”61 Two key events influenced his anti‐American
turn: The deployment of U.S. troops on Saudi soil in August 1990 and the crackdown
on the Sahwa in September 1994. The first event convinced him that the U.S. had
territorial ambitions in the Muslim world, while the second incident persuaded him
that non‐violent protest against the U.S. presence was futile. In a recording of a
speech delivered in Saudi Arabia in 1991 or 1992, Bin Ladin expressed deep hostility
to the U.S. presence in Saudi Arabia and called upon his audience to do something

Jamal Khashoggi, ʺOsama offered to form army to challenge Saddam’s forces: Turkiʺ, Arab News, 7
November 2001.
59 Abu Musʹab al‐Suri, daʹwat al‐muqawama al‐islamiyya al‐ʹalamiyya [The Global Islamic Resistance Call]
(2004), translation from Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 109.
60 ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001), 268.
61 Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 110.
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about it.62 Jamal al‐Fadl has said that he first became aware of al‐Qaida’s position
toward the United States in early 1992 when the al‐Qaida shura council denounced
the U.S. presence in Saudi Arabia, saying “we cannot let the American army stay in
the Gulf area and take our oil, take our money, and we have to do something to take
them out. We have to fight them.”63 It is not clear exactly at which point Bin Ladin
decided to declare jihad against America. Although the formal declaration only came
in August 1996, it is clear from his statements in June 1996 that he had already made
up his mind. One of Usama bin Ladin’s former bodyguards has said that Bin Ladin
actually intended to declare jihad against the United States while he was still in
Sudan (i.e. in late 1995 or early 1996), but he was unable to do so, because the
Sudanese Government strongly objected to it.64 He may have waited to issue his
declaration until he was safely installed in Afghanistan.
The third phase in Bin Ladin’s intellectual evolution was the 1996‐1998
period, in which he developed the global jihadist doctrine in its full‐blown form.
Spectacular as it was, the August 1996 Declaration of War against the United States
only called for a guerrilla war against the U.S. military personnel in Saudi Arabia,
not for a global war on all Americans. However, it would not take long for Bin Ladin
to complete the last radicalisation stage. In the course of the year 1997, Bin Ladin
made two extremely important adjustments to his strategy for war against America.
First was the decision to drop all inhibitions against the killing of civilians. In 1996,
despite his fervent anti‐Americanism, Bin Ladin did in fact not condone attacks on
American civilians. He did support the killing of Israeli civilians, but viewed
American civilians as illegitimate targets because “the majority of Americans don’t
even vote ‐ they are totally apathetic.”65 Soon his position would reverse – in 1998 he
declared it a “duty for all Muslims […] to kill Americans, civilians as well as
military.”

See Muzaffir al‐Ansari, ʺbin ladin shaban … an’am wa akram [The Young Bin Ladin, Sweeter and
Nicer]ʺ (Muntada al‐Hisba, 14 May 2006).
63 ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001), 266. Al‐Fadl said he
subsequently heard al‐Qaida leaders restate the fatwa on several occasions; ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et
alʺ (District Court of Southern New York, 2001), 267‐268.
64 al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 28 March 2005.
65 Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 19.
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The second change was Bin Ladin’s decision to take his war against America
from the Saudi battlefield to the global arena. According to the 9/11 Report, Bin Ladin
began planning the East Africa bombings some time in late 1997, which means he
must have decided to internationalise his struggle by then. In 1998 he called for
attacks against Americans everywhere. In 1999 began serious preparations for an
attack inside the United States, a plan which would materialise as the 9/11 operation.
The 1998 Statement of the World Islamic Front was the culmination of an almost ten‐
year intellectual process which had changed the Saudi millionaire from just a
wealthy Arab Afghan to an international pariah prepared to wage war in Riyadh as
well as in Washington DC.66
We shall now take a closer look at Bin Ladin’s statements and analyse the
internal construction and main themes of this intellectual current, paying particular
attention to Bin Ladin’s views on the status of Saudi Arabia.

3. Construction and Main Themes of Bin Ladin’s Discourse
What exactly are the global jihadists saying, and how do they say it? This last section
shall examine the internal construction and main themes of the global jihadist
discourse. Given the size of the global jihadist literary corpus, we have to limit our
focus to the writings of Usama bin Ladin, who is the global jihadist thinker with the
greatest influence on the political ideology of the QAP. The section is divided into
three. The first part examines the inner logic of Bin Ladin’s political programme by
identifying the diagnosis, prognosis and rationale of his ideas. The second part
analyses the ways in which Bin Ladin frames his message. The third part looks in
more detail at the substance of what Bin Ladin has said about Saudi Arabia.
Diagnosis, Prognosis and Rationale
In the early 1970s, the sociologist John Wilson devised a widely used analytical tool
for analysing ideologies based on the distinction between diagnosis (how things got to
be how they are), prognosis (which should be done and what the consequences will

66 For an analysis of the 1998 declaration, see Magnus Ranstorp, ʺInterpreting the Broader Context and
Meaning of Bin Ladinʹs Fatwaʺ, Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 21 (1998) and Bernard Lewis, ʺLicense to
Kill: Usama Bin Ladinʹs Declaration of Jihadʺ, Foreign Affairs 77, no. 6 (1998).
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be), and rationale (who should do it and why).67 This way of dissecting the ideology
of social movements is useful for the analysis global jihadism. The diagnosis
presented by Bin Ladin is essentially that the Islamic nation is under an existential
threat from the Jews and the Crusaders. Muslims, he says, have been the victim of
Crusader territorial ambition since the middle ages, but the deployment of U.S.
troops on the Arabian Peninsula in 1990 made the situation critical. If nothing is
done, the enemy will soon occupy the entire Middle East and crush the Islamic
nation. What is at stake is not just sovereignty, but also the very lives of Muslims.
The situation is made worse by fact that internal enemies (the local regimes)
collaborate with the outside enemy, thus facilitating the latter’s imperialist project.
The unislamic behaviour of the local rulers adds to the crisis, though it is not as
dangerous as the Crusader onslaught. All social, political and economic problems in
the Muslim world are direct or indirect consequences of the imperialist plotting by
the Crusader‐Jewish alliance. Hence Bin Ladin concludes that ”the main focus of the
front, as its name indicates, is the Jews and crusaders because they are the biggest
enemy. The main effort, at this phase, must target the Jews and the crusaders.”68
The prognosis, or answer to this challenge, is to fight back at the Crusaders
and the Jews and coerce them into leaving the Muslims alone. Muslim fighters must
therefore increase the deterrent factor by inflicting maximum damage on the enemy
– be it in terms of human lives, economic cost or symbolic value. Because the
situation is so grave, there are no rules of engagement, and the mujahidin may use
all means against all enemy targets in any location. All Muslims’ efforts must be
devoted to this military confrontation with the outside enemy. Fighting the near
enemy is a waste of precious resources and causes debate and division in Muslim
ranks. As Bin Ladin noted, “an internal war is a great mistake, no matter the reasons.
The presence of the occupier, the U.S. forces, will control the outcome of the battle for

John Wilson, Introduction to Social Movements (New York: Basic Books, 1973).
ABC News Interview, December 1998. All Bin Ladin statements cited in this section are available in
Thomas Hegghammer, ʺDokumentasjon om al‐Qaida: Intervjuer, kommunikéer og andre primærkilder,
1990‐2002 [Documentation on al‐Qaida: Interviews, Communiqués and Other Primary Sources, 1990‐
2002]ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2002)unless otherwise
specified.
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the benefit of the international kufr.”69 Moreover, there is no time for promoting
elaborate political projects or trying to islamicise society from below – all that must
wait until the outside enemy is repelled.
The rationale of the global jihadist ideology is that it is an individual duty for
all Muslims worldwide to take part in this struggle, unless they are physically unable
to do so. Because the threat is so serious and because the number of Muslim fighters
is so small, all Muslims have equal responsibility to defend oppressed Muslims or
occupied Muslim territory everywhere in the world. This duty trumps all other
religious obligations or ethical recommendations. The actual fighting is best carried
out by trained mujahidin, but it is necessary to boost the mujahidin’s ranks with as
many recruits as possible.
Such is, briefly put, the central political argument proposed by the global
jihadists. However, ideology is rarely just the sum of dry political arguments – it is
equally important to understand the way in which these arguments are presented.
Global Jihadism as a Discursive Frame
In the theoretical literature on social movements, this intentional way in which
activists seek to construct their self‐presentations in order to draw support from
others is known as “frames”.70 The concept of “frame” is intrinsically linked with
language, and thus differs from the concept of ideology, which is rooted in politics.71
Frames are interpretative schemes which “selectively punctuate and encode objects,
situations, events, experiences and sequences of actions within oneʹs present and past

Osama Bin Ladin, ʺiʹlan al‐jihad ʹala al‐amrikyyin al‐muhtallin li‐bilad al‐haramayn [Declaration of War
against the Americans Occupying the Land of the Two Holy Places]ʺ
(available on
http://www.baghdadalrashid.com, dated August 1996). It is worth noting that this view is almost
diametrically opposed to that of Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi, who argued in the mid 1990s that the
jihad in Bosnia and Chechnya detracted precious resources from the confrontation with the near enemy;
see Chapter 1.
70 See for example Erving Goffman, Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974) and David A Snow and Robert D Benford,
ʺIdeology, Frame Resonance, and Participant Mobilizationʺ in International Social Movement Research:
From Structure to Action, ed. Bert Klandermans, Hans Peter Kriesi, and Sidney Tarrow (Greenwich: JAI
Press, 1988).
71 Pamela E Oliver and Hank Johnston, ʺWhat a Good Idea: Frames and Ideologies in Social Movements
Researchʺ, Mobilization: An International Journal 5 (2000).
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environment”.72 A new frame interprets and highlights well‐known elements in new
way. As we shall see, what Bin Ladin’s statements in the late 1990s framed recent
history and current affairs in a different way from that of radical Islamists before
him.
A key element in the global jihadist frame is the effort to present all instances
of Muslim suffering as being connected and part of one and the same phenomenon.
One of the most characteristic aspects of texts in the global jihadist genre is therefore
the enumeration of examples of the death and suffering of Muslims at the hands of
non‐Muslims. These lists of grievances have three important functions. First, they
serve to homogenize a heterogeneous set of historical events by creating an
impression of similarity between incidents and processes that are in fact very
different in nature. Second, by avoiding detail, these numerations facilitate selective
readings of historical events to which there are often alternative explanations. Third
and most importantly, they make it easier to attribute the totality of Muslim suffering
to one and the same source, namely America, despite the fact that the injustices were
carried out by a multiplicity of different actors.
By selectively highlighting Muslim suffering at non‐Muslim hands, the global
jihadist discourse plays down the injustices committed by Muslim regimes. This
represents a significant departure from the socio‐revolutionary discourse, which
tends to focus on examples of corruption and oppression perpetrated by the local
rulers. Usama Bin Ladin and other global jihadist ideologues tone down their explicit
critique of Muslim governments, and it is in fact rather rare to find instances of
outright takfir in their texts, although it does occur. Of course they are very critical of
these

regimes

and

they

sometimes

use

expressions

which

amount

to

excommunication, but their language is somewhat softer than the socio‐
revolutionary Islamists in this regard. The same is true about the global jihadist
discourse on Shiites. Despite the fact that most militant Sunnis, particularly those of
Wahhabi extraction, are hostile to the “rafida” [i.e. the Shiites], the global jihadist
texts – at least before the 2003 Iraq war – did not pay much attention to Shiites. These

72 David A Snow and Robert D Benford, ʺMaster Frames and Cycles of Protestʺ in Frontiers in Social
Movement Theory, ed. Aldon D Morris and Carol McClurg Mueller (New Haven: Yale, 1992), 137.
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selective omissions are most likely expressions of a conscious ecumenical effort to
tone down intra‐Muslim tensions and raise hostility toward non‐Muslims.
A second crucial part of the global jihadism frame is the demonisation of the
outside enemy, primarily the United States. The global jihadist discourse consistently
presents the United States as a vicious enemy with an insatiable appetite for Muslim
blood and territory. In order to reinforce this picture, the global jihadists not only
present all Muslim suffering as a direct or indirect result of American policy, but
they also frequently cite examples of U.S. brutality that occurred in contexts
completely unrelated to the Muslim world, such as the nuclear bombing of
Hiroshima or the Vietnam war. While anti‐Americanism, as we have seen, is nothing
new in Islamist discourse, the global jihadists go much further in their demonisation
of the United States than previous Islamists. For a start, the U.S. is portrayed as a
more aggressive and bloodthirsty enemy than before. Moreover, the global jihadists
go a long way towards inversing the relationship between “the Zionists” and
America in the Islamist enemy hierarchy. In previous Islamist discourse, America
was often presented as the passive victim of Zionist manipulation. The global
jihadists, on the other hand, portray America as an evil actor in its own right, with its
own track record of direct military oppression. This perception is in some ways
closer to the Khomeinist view of the U.S. as “the great Satan” and Israel as “the little
Satan.”
A third and very important element of the framing process is to present all aspects of
U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East as having a single purpose, namely the
acquisition of Muslim land.73 The global jihadist discourse selectively disregards all
alternative explanations for U.S. foreign policy behaviour. Hence diverse
developments, such as the deployment of U.S. troops in Lebanon in 1982, the
deployment of U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia in 1990, the sanctions regime against Iraq,
and the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 are reinterpreted as parts of a consistent

“Dividing the Land of the Two Holy Places is an essential demand of the Zionist‐Crusader alliance,”
ABC News Interview, December 1998. “Take Lebanon. It also is occupied by this Crusader‐Jewish alliance.
[...] Take Palestine. It is totally occupied. Jordan has American bases and American planes occupying it.
Egypt also has a number of American bases. The six Gulf States are all occupied by American bases,”
1996 Declaration of War.
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policy of imperial expansion. The global jihadist discourse leaves out all references to
the context of the U.S. military engagement in the region, be it the civil war in
Lebanon, the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait, or the 9/11 attacks. This decontextualisation
of U.S. foreign policy behaviour helps present America as the aggressor. The global
jihadists see only one variable in the American policy of territorial acquisition, and
that is in the intensity of the onslaught. The deployment of U.S. troops in Saudi
Arabia in 1990 is presented as marking the beginning of a new and intensified phase
in the Crusaders’ war against the Muslims. The US‐led invasion of Afghanistan in
late 2001 was seen as marking a further escalation, or the beginning of the “second
stage” in the Crusader war.
Saudi Arabia and the Al Saud in the Global Jihadist Worldview
Let us now move from the construction and characteristics of the global jihadist
discourse to its political content. Two issues are particularly relevant for our analysis,
namely the place of Saudi Arabia in the overall struggle against America, and the status of
the Saudi regime. Saudi Arabia occupies a central place in the global jihadist doctrine
and intellectual tradition, because it was, and has remained, the primary focus of
Usama bin Ladin’s activism. One might argue that the global jihadist doctrine was
first articulated as a strategy to end the U.S. military presence in Saudi Arabia. The
American “occupation of the land of the two holy places” has been a central theme in
most of Usama bin Ladin’s statements from the early 1990s until today.
Bin Ladin considers the U.S. military presence in Saudi Arabia totally
unacceptable, for a number of reasons. First of all the U.S. presence runs counter to
religious imperatives regarding the purity of the Arabian Peninsula and the sanctity
of Mecca and Medina.74 Second, the foreign military presence is politically

“By opening the Arab Peninsula to the Crusaders, the regime disobeyed and acted against what has
been enjoined by the messenger of Allah while he wason his deathbed: ’Expel the polytheists from the
Arab Peninsula’ (narrated by al‐Bukhari) and: ‘If I survive, Allah willing, I’ll expel the Jews and the
Christians out of the Arab Peninsula’ (Sahih al‐Jama‘ al‐Saghir),” 1996 Declaration of War. “Since our
Prophet Muhammad was sent with His message, the holy Ka‘ba was never occupied. This shame and
dishonor has only afflicted people of this time. If we were not to defend God’s Ka‘ba and God’s Ancient
House, how and for what else are we to do anything to please our God?” ABC News Interview, December
1998. ”Now, infidels walk everywhere on the land where Muhammad, God’s Peace and blessing be
upon him, was born, and where the Qur’an was revealed to him through Gabriel, peace be upon him.”
ABC News Interview, December 1998.
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unacceptable because it amounts to an occupation of sovereign Muslim territory and
the domination of the Saudi population by a non‐Muslim power.75 Third, the
occupation has deep economic consequences because it facilitates the exploitation of
the oil resources and enforces expensive arms deals on the Saudi state.76 Indeed all
the problems and evils in Saudi society are the result of the American occupation.77
Moreover, Bin Ladin argues that the occupation of the Arabian Peninsula is
not like the occupation of any other Muslim territory, because Saudi Arabia has a
unique position in the Islamic world. For a start, it represents the cradle of Islamist
and includes the holy sanctities to which all Muslims turn during prayer and travel
during pilgrimage.78 Second, it is a symbol of the political unity and strength of the
Muslim nation.79 Indeed the only comparable territory in terms of religious and
symbolic value is Palestine. Third, the crusader occupation of the Arabian Peninsula
has immense military strategic implications for the Muslim nation because it
facilitates Jewish domination in the region and enables U.S. military to bomb
Muslims in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere.80
By emphasising Saudi Arabia’s special status in the Muslim nation, Bin Ladin
displays a certain degree of local Saudi nationalism and ethno‐centrism. He proudly
states that unlike the rest of the Middle East, Saudi Arabia has remained untarnished

“The land of the Two Mosques (Saudi Arabia) where there is a plan to divide it into a state for the two
mosques, another state for oil in the Eastern Region, and a state in the middle. This would make the
people of the Two Mosques always busy trying to earn a living, and would leave a few people in the oil
region who can be easily controlled. This is a world design and Muslims should not focus on side
effects. They should unify their ranks to be able to resist this occupation,” ABC News Interview, December
1998.
76 “The crusader forces became the main cause of our disastrous condition, particularly in the
economical aspect of it due to the unjustified heavy spending on these forces. As a result of the policy
imposed on the country, especially in the oil industry where production is restricted or expanded and
prices are fixed to suit the American economy, ignoring the economy of this country. Expensive deals
were imposed on the country to purchase arms,” 1996 Declaration of War.
77 “The Saudi people have remembered now what the ‘ulama’ told them and they realise America is the
main reason for their problems.”Independent, 10 July 1996; “It is because of that destructive decision
[by the Saudi king] and that hypocritical fatwa that the Nation now suffers all the catastrophes, fear and
threats that it is [now] suffering,” 16 February 2003 Statement.
78 “Allah ordered us in this religion to purify Muslim land of all non‐believers, and especially the
Arabian Peninsula where the Ka‘ba is.”John Miller interview, May 1998; “Every Muslim on the face of
the Earth must face it [the Kaba] with his heart and mind five times [a day] in his prayers,” Statement no.
20 by the Advice and Reform Committee.
79 “The noble Ka‘ba, the qibla of all Muslims makes the land of the two holy places a symbol for the
unity of the Islamic world,” 1996 declaration of War.
80 “The presence of Americans in the Holy Land supports the Jews and gives them a safe back,” John
Miller Interview, 1997.
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by foreign occupation for fourteen centuries.81 He has also insinuated that the
inhabitants of the Arabian Peninsula have a special status because they are the direct
descendants of the first Muslims.82 Moreover, he says, Saudis have been exceptional
in responding to the call for jihad abroad, so they can be expected to fight even
harder on their home territory.83
According to Bin Ladin, the urgency of liberating the Arabian Peninsula
comes not only from the unique position of the Arabian Peninsula, but also from the
fact that the rest of the Muslim world is in such a dire state. The occupation of the
Arabian Peninsula is all the more humiliating because other territories and sanctities
are already under occupation. He reminds his readers that the Muslims lost the “first
qibla” (Jerusalem) fifty years ago, and now they are about to lose the “second qibla”
(Mecca).84 It follows from this that the occupation of the Arabian Peninsula is of
grave concern not just on to the citizens of Saudi Arabia but to the entire Muslim
nation.85 In Bin Ladin’s view, the deployment of U.S. troops represents an act of

81 “We believe the American government has committed the greatest mistake in entering a peninsula
that no religion from among the non‐Muslim nations has entered for 14 centuries, despite the presence
of imperialist troops in the region. They were all too awestruck to enter the region of the two holy places
and remained on the edges, such as in Yemen and Oman.” Interview with Abd al‐Bari Atwan in 1996,
reprinted in the Guardian, 12 November 2001.
82 The sons of the two holy places are directly related to the life style of their forefathers, the
Companions, may Allah be pleased with them. They consider the sira of their forefathers as a source
and an example for reestablishing the greatness of this umma and to raise the word of Allah again”,
1996 Declaration of War.
83 “The sons of the land of the two holy places came out to fight against the Russians in Afghanistan, the
Serbs in Bosnia‐Herzegovina and today they are fighting in Chechnya and by the permission of Allah
they have been made victorious over your partner, the Russians. By the command of Allah, they are also
fighting in Tajikistan. I say: Since the sons of the land of the two holy places feel and strongly believe
that fighting against the kuffar in every part of the world is absolutely essential, then they would be
even more enthusiastic, more powerful and larger in number upon fighting on their own land, their
birthplace, defending the greatest of their sanctities, the noble Ka‘ba”, 1996 Declaration of War.
84 “Half a century ago the rulers promised the umma to regain the first qibla, but fifty years later new
generation arrived and the promises have been changed; Al‐Aqsa Mosque has been handed over to the
Zionists and the wounds of the umma are still bleeding there. At the time when the umma has not
regained the first qibla [...]The crusaders were permitted to be in the land of the two holy places”; 1996
Declaration of War.
85 “this struggle between the regime and Islam and the Muslims exceeds the narrow borders for the land
of the two holy mosques, to include the entire nation of Islam,” Statement no. 20 by the Advice and Reform
Committee; “The reaction came as a result of the US aggressive policy towards the entire Muslim world
and not just towards the Arabian Peninsula. [...] So, the driving‐away jihad against the US does not stop
with its withdrawal from the Arabian Peninsula, but rather it must desist from aggressive intervention
against Muslims in the whole world,” CNN Interview, 1997. “Their arrival [on the Arabian Peninsula]
was an aberration and a reckless act, for it brought them into confrontation with a nation numbering a
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aggression against the entire umma.86 All Muslims must therefore fight the United
States.87
In the eyes of Usama bin Ladin, the continued U.S. military presence on Saudi
territory was not only a casus belli against America, but also the final nail in the
coffin for the legitimacy of the Saudi regime. By inviting U.S. troops and allowing
them to stay indefinitely, while at the same time stifling domestic opposition, the
regime has become an accomplice to the crusader occupation.88 Bin Ladin rarely, if
ever, literally says that the regime or any of its individual members is infidel, but he
goes a very long way in denying the political and religious legitimacy of the regime.89
Bin Ladin suggests that in the past, the regime at least made some effort to try
to appear Islamic, but the arrival of the American troops exposed the un‐Islamic
nature of the government and sparked a process of serious societal decay.90 The
turning point, according to Bin Ladin, was the imprisonment of the leaders of the
Sahwa, after which the Saudi regime completely “stopped ruling in accordance with
God’s revelation”.91
However, Bin Ladin explains that although corruption increased after the
arrival of the Crusaders, the Saudi regime has a long history of treason toward the
Islamic nation. Throughout its existence, the modern Saudi state has served foreign

billion Muslims.” Interview with Abd al‐Bari Atwan in 1996, reprinted in the Guardian, 12 November
2001.
86 “The war declared by America against the Saudi people means war against all Muslims everywhere,”
Robert Fisk Interview, 1996.
87 “To liberate their sanctities is the greatest of issues concerning all Muslims; It is the duty of every
Muslim in this world,” 1996 Declaration of War.
88 “As for what was mentioned about the ruling family, those in charge do bear the full responsibility of
everything that may happen. They are the shadow of the American presence,” CNN Interview, 1997.
89 “By being loyal to the US regime, the Saudi regime has committed an act against Islam. And this,
based on the ruling of Shari‘a (Islamic jurisprudence), casts the regime outside the religious
community,” CNN Interview 1997. “We predict that the Riyadh leader and those with him that stood
with the Jews and Christians and forfeited al‐Haramayn, the Holy Shrines, to Jews and Christians with
American identities or other will disintegrate. They have left the Muslim nation,” John Miller Interview,
1998. “Only Afghanistan is an Islamic country [...] I don’t consider Saudi Arabia an Islamic country.”;
Hamid Mir Interview (Dawn, 10 November 2001).
90 “When this main foundation was violated, other corrupt acts followed in every aspect of the country,
the economic, the social, government services and so on,” CNN Interview, 1997.
91 “After it insulted and jailed the ‘ulama’ 18 months ago, the Saudi regime lost its legitimacy”,
Independent, 1996; “By being loyal to the US regime, the Saudi regime has committed an act against
Islam.[...] Subsequently, the regime has stopped ruling people according to what God revealed, not to
mention many other contradictory acts,” CNN Interview, 1997.
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imperial interests, first the British and then the Americans.92 Moreover, Bin Ladin
holds King Abd al‐Aziz, the founding father of the modern Saudi state, responsible
for the loss of Palestine. Bin Ladin says Abd al‐Aziz, on the orders of the British, sent
two of his sons to calm down the Palestinian revolt in 1936, thus paving the way for
the creation of the state of Israel. Bin Ladin thus constructs a historical continuity:
After Abd al‐Aziz caused the loss of the first Qibla, his son Fahd caused the loss of
the second one.93 King Fahd had also betrayed the Muslim nation by supporting the
Socialists in Yemen and the secular PLO in Palestine.94 The only exception to this
history of treason, Bin Ladin, argues, was King Faisal in his late days, because he
genuinely helped the Palestinian cause. 95
Although Bin Ladin is very hostile to the Saudi regime and displays clear
socio‐revolutionary tendencies, his main focus and priority is still on the United
States. If he views the regime as illegitimate, it is primarily because of its collusion
with the Crusaders. As he noted in 1997,
“Regarding the criticisms of the ruling regime in Saudi Arabia and the
Arabian Peninsula, the first one is their subordination to the US. So, our main
problem is the U.S. government while the Saudi regime is but a branch or an
agent of the US. […] The people and the young men are concentrating their
“The external policy of the Saudi regime towards Islamic issues is a policy which is tied to the British
outlook from the establishment of Saudi Arabia until 1364 AH (1945 CE), then it became attached to the
American outlook after America gained prominence as a major power in the world after the Second
World War. It is well known that the policies of these two countries bear the greatest enmity towards
the Islamic world,” Nida al‐Islam Interview, 1996.
93 “In 1304 A.H (1936 CE) the awoken Muslim nation of Palestine started their great struggle, jihad,
against the British occupying forces. Britain was unable to stop the mujahidin and their jihad, but their
devil inspired that there is no way to stop the armed struggle in Palestine except through their agent
King ‘Abd al‐‘Aziz, who managed to deceive the mujahidin. King ‘Abd al‐‘Aziz carried out his duty to
his British masters. He sent his two sons to meet the mujahidin leaders and to inform them that King
‘Abd al‐Aziz would guarantee the promises made by the British government to leave the area and
respond positively to the demands of the mujahidin if the latter stop their jihad. And so King ‘Abd al‐
Aziz caused the loss of the first qibla of the Muslim people. The King joined the crusaders against the
Muslims and instead of supporting the mujahidin in the cause of Allah, to liberate the al‐Aqsa Mosque,
he disappointed and humiliated them. Today, his son, king Fahd, trying to deceive the Muslims for the
second time so as to lose what is left of the sanctities,” 1996 Declaration of War.
94“This big mistake by the Saudi regime of inviting the American troops revealed their deception. They
had given their support to nations that were fighting against Muslims. They helped the Yemen
Communists against the southern Yemeni Muslims and helping Yassir Arafat’s regime fight Hamas
who opposed the peace process in the Middle East,” Robert Fisk Interview, 1996.
95 To be taken out of this category is the final phase of the rule of King Faisal, as there was a clear
interest with the Muslim issues, in particular al‐Quds and Palestine. However, the regime does not
cease to cry in the open over the matters affecting the Muslims without making any serious effort to
serve the interests of the Muslim community apart from small efforts in order to confuse people and
throw some dust into their eyes,” Nida al‐Islam Interview, 1997.
92
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efforts on the sponsor and not on the sponsored. The concentration at this
point of jihad is against the American occupiers”96
In 1998 he also made the priority crystal clear by saying that
“our work targets world infidels in the first place. Our enemy is the crusader
alliance led by America, Britain and Israel. It is a Crusader‐Jewish alliance.
However, some regimes in the Arab and Muslim worlds have joined that
alliance, preventing us Muslims from defending the holy Ka‘ba. Our hostility
is in the first place, and to the greatest extent, levelled against these world
infidels, and by necessity the regimes which have turned themselves into
tools for this occupation.”97
Bin Ladin’s intention to focus the military struggle on the Americans, and not the
Saudi regime, was not just a slogan. There is strong evidence that Bin Ladin also
promoted this strategy internally in al‐Qaida in the late 1990s. Nasir al‐Bahri, who
worked as Bin Ladin’s bodyguard in Afghanistan this period said the following in an
interview with al‐Quds al‐Arabi in 2005:
“Some of the brothers used to say: ‘Sheikh Usama, we want to carry out an
operation against this or that Arab leader because the Egyptian, Iraqi, and
other governments are apostate governments.’ They were very zealous. He
used to answer them: ‘Leave them alone and do not preoccupy yourselves
with them. They are scum […] When they witness the defeat of the United
States, they will be in their worst situation.’ Sheikh Usama did not distinguish
between the Arab leaders and the Americans. He did not see any difference
between them. He considered them the same. But his strategy of work was
against striking at the Arab countries or carrying out attacks inside the Arab
countries.’
(Journalist) Did Bin Ladin consider the United States his only target?
(Al‐Bahri) Yes, he considered it his only target. Therefore, he restricted the
activities of his organization to the United States. He was not considering
work in any Arab country. Sheikh Usama used to say on various occasions:
‘There are some Arab countries which cannot stand the battle for even a
week. If we concentrate on them we will completely defeat them and topple
entire regimes.’ He also said: ‘I can topple the regime in two or three Arab
states because these are not states in the true sense of the word and their
leaders are not up to the level of responsibility. We must completely topple
the United States and we hope to be the ones who can topple its entire
system.’98

CNN Interview, 1997.
ABC News Interview, December 1998.
98 al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 31 March 2005.
96
97
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As al‐Bahri’s account suggests, the top al‐Qaida leadership saw the war against the
U.S. presence in the Kingdom both as an important cause in its own right and as a
means to topple the Saudi government. This is further corroborated by an internal al‐
Qaida strategy document uncovered by the U.S. military in Afghanistan in late 2001
and declassified in 2006. The 52‐page letter, written by a Saudi based figure named
Abu Hudhayfa, is addressed to Bin Ladin and contained the following interesting
passage:
“The brothers are completely in agreement with the goal presented by (Abu
Abdallah) and that is fighting the Americans. […] Based on the situation of
our brothers and their capabilities, they believe that they ought to start with
the Crusader enemy by a strategy that can achieve the sought goals, some of
which are:
1) Reinstituting confidence in the hearts of Muslim masses
2) Preparing the environment for fighting the Saudi system […]
4) Acquiring the political, military and Administrative experiences through
field battles […] War builds combatants.
5) Discrediting the awesome image of the Saudi system
6) Breaking the barrier of fear and hesitation from the minds of the mujahidin
7) Expanding the circle of jihad horizontally and vertically via assassinating
some of the leaders of disbelief in the system
8) After the escalation of operations against the crusader enemy in a
compounding rate and at the critical point, the mujahidin command declares
war against the Saudi system at the appropriate circumstance and after a long
practice in carrying out item 7 while taking into consideration the principles
and techniques of guerrilla war.”99
It seems, then, that Bin Ladin and the top al‐Qaida leadership envisaged a two‐step
process in which the United States would be confronted and evicted first, whereupon
the regime would fall almost automatically. At the end the line, therefore, was a
socio‐revolutionary aim. However, the most pressing, most difficult and most
important stage was the global jihad against America.
Conclusions
This analysis of the origin, logic and main themes of global jihadist ideology was
intended to provide necessary background for the subsequent analysis of the Saudi

99 ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to Abu Abdallahʺ, HARMONY Database (AFGP‐2002‐003251), 20 June
2000. A similar strategy is outlined in Hazim al‐Madani, ʺhakadha nara al‐jihad wa nuriduhu [This is How
We View the Jihad and How We Want It]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, 2002), 19‐20.
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mobilisation to al‐Qaida. The chapter explained that the mid 1990s saw the
emergence of a new militant Islamist doctrine which took the classical jihadist
ideology of Abdallah Azzam a significant step further by saying that the Muslim
nation was now under an existential military threat from the Crusaders, and that
Muslims needed to confront America and its allies in a global war. Usama bin
Ladin’s innovation was to declare America the main enemy, to advocate global and
total war, and to articulate this message in pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse. The
emergence of global jihadist ideology in the mid‐1990s was the product of three sets
of factors: the new world order and the communications revolution, the
internationalisation and marginalisation of the jihadist movement, and the
entrepreneurship and rhetorical talent of Usama bin Ladin.
Bin Ladin’s new doctrine had important implications for the Saudi jihadist
movement, because Saudi Arabia was at the heart of the conflict between the
America and the Muslim world which the global jihad was all about. By declaring
war on the United States and calling for attacks on Americans in Saudi Arabia, Bin
Ladin lifted the taboo on violence inside the Kingdom which the classical jihadists
had upheld. From 1996 onward, one of Bin Ladin’s most important concerns was to
mobilise Saudis in support of his global jihad project. The next three chapters shall
analyse the Saudi mobilisation to global jihadist activism between 1996 and 2001 at
the macro‐, meso‐ and micro‐level respectively.
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7

Constraints and Opportunities for Global Jihad,

1996-2001

Usama bin Ladin launched his global jihad to liberate the Arabian Peninsula at a
time when the environment for Islamist activism in Saudi Arabia had changed
considerably. Jihadist activism abroad had become relatively controversial, at least in
the eyes of the government, which was no longer prepared to help young Saudis
wanting to fight in foreign war zones. The moderate Islamist opposition had been
silenced, its leaders having been imprisoned or forced into exile. Bin Ladin himself
had become a persona non grata in 1994 and his project was highly controversial.
Clearly, getting Saudis to join al‐Qaida was going to be more difficult than getting
them to join the Afghan jihad in the 1980s. Nevertheless, Bin Ladin succeeded. In the
early 2000s, al‐Qaida leaders rightly considered Saudi Arabia as its most important
source of recruits, money and clerical opinions.1 Something must have changed in
the context for mobilisation to Bin Ladin’s cause in this period.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the changes in the political
opportunities for mobilisation to global jihadist activism in Saudi Arabia between
1996 and 2001. The chapter will thus provide the macro‐level component of the
analysis of the Saudi mobilisation to global jihadist movement. Put more simply, it
explains the context in which al‐Qaida’s Saudi branch operated. The chapter is
In a 2003 interview with Sawt al‐Jihad, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin summarised the position of those in al‐
Qaida who had opposed the launch of the QAP campaign: “The second [position] consists of saying,
‘we have to secure this base, we have to secure this land, from which we recruit armies, from which our
youth set out, and from which we receive support, it must remain secure.’” Al‐Muqrin himself argued
that launching the campaign was necessary, but he admitted that ”we have to exploit this country,
because it is an essential resource for money to most jihadist movements, and it has a degree of safety
and freedom of movement”; see ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐matlubin al‐19 (2)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 2 (2003): 24.
1
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divided into three parts. The first part will examine the Saudi approach to policing of
Islamist activism in this period, in order to assess the room for manoeuvre available
to clandestine activists. The second part will look at the changes in the broader
context for mobilisation in this period, notably on the domestic and international
political scene, but also on the technology and media front. The third part will look at
the changes in the Islamist community in the Kingdom, notably the rise to
prominence of a group of radical scholars led by Sheikh Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi in
Burayda.

1. Between Police Oppression and Complacency
As we saw in Chapter 3, being a jihadist in the 1980s and early 1990s Saudi Arabia
was not particularly controversial or dangerous. Toward the mid‐1990s the
government changed its attitude to jihadist activism, ending its proactive support for
militancy abroad and viewing jihad veterans as a potential security threat. In the late
1990s, most forms of Islamist activism, including classical jihadism, were a
clandestine and relatively perilous endeavour.
The room for manoeuvre of clandestine activists is always circumscribed by
the local security environment. Hence, to understand the boundaries within which
the Saudi global jihadists operated, we need to look at policing. How effective or
heavy‐handed was the Saudi policing of its Islamist community? Were there
significant changes in Saudi policing during this period and if so, how did it affect
opportunities for activism? We shall see that the policing of Islamist activism grew
increasingly heavy‐handed from 1994 onward, peaking in 1996 with the
imprisonment and systematic torture of suspects in the Riyadh and Khobar bombing
investigations, only to be relaxed from 1999 onward.
Imprisoning the Sahwa
The change in the nature of the relationship between the state and the Islamist
community came with the rise of the moderate opposition in the early 1990s. The
authorities slowly toughened their stance toward the agitation of the Sahwist leaders
and gradually applied harder measures, until the final clampdown in September
1994, when Salman al‐Awda, Safar al‐Hawali and other top Sahwists were arrested
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and imprisoned. The arrests in Sahwist circles continued until the late summer of
1995, by which time the domestic opposition had effectively been silenced. Several
hundred people had been arrested, and the top leaders had been sentenced to as
much as 15 years’ imprisonment.2
The crackdown on the Sahwa would have both a direct and an indirect
radicalising effect on the jihadist community. The direct consequence was that some
jihadists, not least Usama bin Ladin, became convinced that the non‐violent strategy
of protest against the U.S. military presence had been exhausted. These actors
reacted with anger and frustration at what they saw as the imprisonment of
respected scholars whose only crime was to have spoken out against the U.S.
“occupation” of the Arabian Peninsula. The regime had sided with the Americans
against the scholars and could thus no longer be trusted to ensure the well‐being of
the Islamic nation in general and the Arabian Peninsula in particular. The mujahidin,
some then concluded, had to take matters into their own hands. The indirect
consequence of the 1994 crackdown was that the jihadists found themselves cut off
from the Islamist mainstream. Despite their fiery rhetoric, the Sahwist leaders had to
some extent been a moderating influence on the jihadist community, because they
discouraged violence inside the Kingdom. As Nasir al‐Bahri noted,
“The period during which the influential Saudi religious sheikhs were
arrested, from 1993 to 1998, was sufficient for the youths to escape the
influence of those religious sheikhs who represented a safety valve for the
youths, because they used to rein them in and deter their recklessness. As
soon as the head was severed from the body, those youths turned toward
another direction, and Usama Bin Ladin grabbed them into Al‐Qaʹida, and
the youths rushed toward jihad and the possession of weapons.”3
The 1994‐1995 crackdown on the Sahwa thus signalled another development which
would have even more fateful consequences, namely the rupture between the state
and the jihadist community.

2 According to press releases of the Committee for the Defence of Legitimate Rights in September 1994,
as many as 1300 people were arrested that month alone; this is certainly an exaggeration.
3 al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
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Torturing the Mujahidin
As mentioned in previous chapters, the government had grown increasingly
sceptical of the jihadists since about 1993, when the behaviour of the Afghan Arabs in
Bosnia and Algeria became more controversial and when Usama bin Ladin’s
criticism of the regime became more vocal. Between 1993 and 1995, the police would
occasionally detain returnees from Afghanistan and Bosnia, although rarely for
long.4 The reason for the arrest was most often not their activities abroad, but rather
their suspected association with opposition figures such as Bin Ladin. However, in
late 1995 things would get much worse.
The turning point was the 13 November 1995 Riyadh bombing, which
prompted the government to crack down with an iron fist on veterans of the Afghan
and Bosnian jihad, the very people who only a few years previously had gone out to
fight with the state’s blessing. The late 1995 crackdown ushered in a new and
confrontational phase in the relationship between the State and the jihadist
movement. The Saudi response to the Riyadh bombing was a classic case of
government overreaction to terrorism. Lacking a clear trail of investigation, the
authorities proceeded to mass arrests and harsh interrogations in the hope of
identifying the culprits.5 It is not clear exactly how many people were arrested in
connection with the Riyadh bombing, but independent sources put the number of
detainees in al‐Ruways at around 200 in the months after the bombing.6
The next three years saw another three large waves of arrests. After the June
1996 Khobar bombing, an estimated 2000 people were arrested as part of the police
attempt to find the perpetrators.7 While the vast majority of detainees were Shiites, a
number of Sunni jihadists were also detained and interrogated, including future
QAP leader Yusuf al‐Ayiri. A third wave of arrests came in February and March 1998
after the discovery of the so‐called missile plot (see Chapter 8). This time over 800

Interview with Source 6; Interview with Source 8.
Interview with Source 1; Interview with Source 4; Interview with Source 5; Interview with Source 9 et al.
6 Interview with Source 3. Around 30 of these were Libyans; see ʺal‐shaykh abu layth al‐qasimi ahad qiyaday
al‐jamaʹa al‐muqatila baʹd fararihi min sijn al‐ruways [Abu Layth al‐Qasimi, One of the Leaders of the
Fighting Group, After his Escape from Ruways Prisonʺ, Majallat al‐Fajr [accessed from www.almuqatila.com
on 27 July 2006] (1999[?]); Abu Jandal al‐Azdi, wujub istinqadh al‐mustadhʹafin fi sujun al‐tawaghit [The
Obligation to Resque the Oppressed in the Tyrantsʹ Prisons] (www.tawhed.ws, 2004); or al‐Islah no. 88.
7 ʺWorld Report 1997ʺ (New York: Human Rights Watch, 1998), 297.
4
5
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people – mostly Saudi veterans from Afghanistan and Bosnia – were arrested.8 The
fourth and last major wave of arrest of jihadists prior to 9/11 occurred in late 1998 or
early 1999, when authorities allegedly arrested around 300 people after the discovery
of a second missile smuggling attempt.9 In addition to these four major crackdowns,
there were continuous reports of minor arrests in this period.10
The crackdown had a traumatising effect on the jihadist community because
the police made extensive use of torture in the interrogation of the suspects.11 The
evidence for the use of torture in al‐Ruways prison between 1995 and 1998 is
overwhelming and unquestionable. For a start, the Saudi jihadist literature is full of
torture accounts from this period.12 Although some are certainly exaggerated, the

8 One jihadist report stated that ”in a major crackdown by the Saudi government, since Tuesday 17
March 1998, at least 820 brothers have been arrested and imprisoned. Of those imprisoned were: i)
Saudi nationals […] who fought jihad against the enemies of Allah in Afghanistan Bosnia, Chechnya,
Tajikistan and the Philippines. ii) Saudi nationals […] who were known to support financially and in
other ways the Mujahideen all around the world. iii) Saudi nationals […] who were making
preparations to travel to the Jihad in Kosova. iv) At least 40 Libyan nationals who fought in
Afghanistan”; ʺ820 Mujahideen Imprisoned in Saudi Arabia, March 1998ʺ (www.azzam.com, 1998),
accessed 23 February 2002. See also ʺSaudi Torturers Rape Mujahideen During Interrogationʺ
(www.azzam.com, undated), accessed 23 February 2002. Among the people known to have been
arrested were prominent jihad veterans such as Abd al‐Rahman al‐Dawsari (Barbaros), Muhammad al‐
Ahdal and others. Faris bin Huzzam said ”around 1000 people were arrested in connection with the
[missile] plot, and about 400 of them were convicted”; Interview with Faris bin Huzzam.
9 ʺOver 300 Bin Laden Companions Arrested in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Ausaf, 26 March 1999.
10 See the al‐Islah newletters.
11 Torture has been used at varying degrees in modern Saudi history, perhaps most extensively against
the leftist opposition in the 1960s; see Alexei Vassiliev, The History of Saudi Arabia (London: Saqi Books,
2000), 371. In the 1980s it was used primarily against the Shiite Islam opposition; See huquq al‐insan fi al‐
mamlaka al‐ʹarabiyya al‐saʹudiyya [Human Rights in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia], (International Committee
for the Defence of Human Rights in Gulf & Arab Peninsula, 1989). Light physical abuse is very common
in criminal cases, particularly in those involving Asian expatriates; see Richard Reoch and Lutz Oette,
Torture in Saudi Arabia (London: REDRESS and the Parliamentary Human Rights Group, 1997), 23‐25
and passim. Western detainees have also alleged torture in Saudi detention; See Richard Reoch and Lutz
Oette, Torture in Saudi Arabia (London: REDRESS and the Parliamentary Human Rights Group, 1997),
18‐22 and Mark Hollingsworth and Sandy Mitchell, Saudi Babylon: Torture, Corruption and Cover‐Up
Inside the House of Saud (Edinburgh: Mainstream, 2005). For more investigations of torture in Saudi
Arabia, see for example Shame in the House of Saud, (Minneapolis: Minnesota Lawyers International
Human Rights Committee, 1992); Jaqueline Young, ʺTorture and Inhuman Punishment in Saudi Arabia
and the US Governmentʹs Failure to Act ʺ, Hastings International and Comparative Law Review 16, no. 4
(1993), as well as reports by Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch.
12 See for example ʺTorture in the Saudi Prisonsʺ, Nidaʹul Islam, no. 21 (1997); ʺSaudi Torturers Rape
Mujahideen During Interrogationʺ (www.azzam.com, undated) accessed 23 February 2002; Abu Jandal
al‐Azdi, wujub istinqadh al‐mustadhʹafin fi sujun al‐tawaghit [The Obligation to Resque the Oppressed in the
Tyrantsʹ Prisons] (www.tawhed.ws, 2004). See also Ali al‐Harbi’s testimony in the QAP film Badr al‐
Riyadh.
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stories are too detailed and too consistent to be fabrications.13 Moreover, this author
has interviewed people who were detained in al‐Ruways after the Riyadh bombings
who confirm that torture was used, including against minors.14 Interviews with
others who had friends among the detainees also corroborate the information.15
Finally, reports from human rights organisations such as Amnesty International and
Human Rights Watch have also documented the use of torture in Saudi prisons in
this period.16 In addition to being tortured, many detainees were held for long
periods without trial. Many also allege that they were convicted in mock trials set up
to justify their indefinite detention.17
The shock of the maltreatment was amplified by the fact that the detainees
had perceived their previous jihad activity abroad as entirely legitimate and even
encouraged by the state. A common theme in the Saudi jihadist literature is the
profound bitterness about the ingratitude of the State toward the sacrifice of the
jihadists. In their own view, the jihadists had gone out to defend the Islamic nation,
only to come home and be treated like criminals.18
The 1996 and 1998 crackdown traumatized a generation of jihadists and
contributed strongly to the radicalisation of the Saudi jihadist movement. Torture
turned many classical jihadists into global jihadists. Many accounts describe how the

Independent accounts corroborate the use of specific and unusual torture methods. Several of the
accounts provide the names of the interrogators. For example, according to one account, ”the names of
some of the torturers at al‐Ruwais are: Adnan Filimblan (he was the worst), Talib al‐Dhabbagh, al‐
Qusayfan (I cannot remember his first name), Ghazi al‐Judaybi, al‐Zagzug”; ʺSaudi Torturers Rape
Mujahideen During Interrogationʺ (www.azzam.com, undated).
14 Interview with Source 1.
15 Interview with Source 2 and Source 5.
16 For extensive reports by Amnesty International on the use of Torture in Saudi Arabia, see ʺBehind
Closed Doors: Unfair Trials in Saudi Arabiaʺ (Amnesty International, 25 November 1997) ; ʺSaudi
Arabia: A Secret State of Sufferingʺ (Amnesty International, 27 March 2000) ; ʺSaudi Arabia Remains a
Fertile Ground for Torture with Impunityʺ (Amnesty International, 1 May 2002). There are numerous
reports on torture in Saudi Arabia by various Arab and Western advocacy groups; see; Richard Reoch
and Lutz Oette, Torture in Saudi Arabia (London: REDRESS and the Parliamentary Human Rights Group,
1997).
17 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003).
18 As QAP militant Ali al‐Harbi explained in 2003, “we went out, and we will explain this afterwards,
we went out to Bosnia to defend our brothers with the encouragement on “Saluli” television and its
ulama. So we went there and came back, only to find prison and torture. I personally stayed in a cell for
a year and three months for no reason whatsoever, except that I had gone to Bosnia. Many of the
brothers were imprisoned, […], and they were tortured systematically”; ʺbadr al‐riyadh [The Badr of
Riyadh]ʺ (Al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, 4 February 2004).
13
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interrogators accused the detainees of being takfiris, something which the detainees
vehemently denied. They were then tortured into confessing that they considered the
King and the regime as infidels.19 There is strong evidence to suggest that many of
the detainees genuinely did not consider the regime as infidel, but were rather
classical jihadists supportive of pan‐Islamic struggles outside Saudi Arabia.20 By the
time they left prison they were naturally more critical – although even then not
always takfiri – of the regime. Through the indiscriminate use of brutal methods, the
authorities created the very phenomenon they were trying to counter.21 In a reference
to QAP members who were tortured in the 1990s, Nasir al‐Bahri noted:
“These youths were ‘against’ and have now become ‘for.’ They were against
operations inside Saudi Arabia, and now they themselves carry them out in
Saudi Arabia. Why did many of them join al‐Qaida? This is because they now
find in al‐Qaida a means through which to avenge for what happened to
them. All this must be taken into consideration.”22

19 One jihadist document cited the following prisoner account: ”for the next two hours, he continued to
ask me the same question, whilst the soldier continued to beat me on the soles of my feet with a baton:
’Do you believe that King Fahd is a kafir and that the Saudi government is based on kufr?’ […] they
asked this question to all the brothers, so that once the brothers sign the paper stating that they believe
this, they will pass a fatwa on them, stating that they are khawarij who can lawfully be killed;” ʺSaudi
Torturers Rape Mujahideen During Interrogationʺ (www.azzam.com, undated).
20 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “for example, Abdallah al‐Muʹabbidi, a man well known to me, was against the
idea of armed operations in Saudi Arabia and anything harmful to his country. Why did he carry out
the bombing in Saudi Arabia? We used to sit down together, eat and drink together with the one who
made him think about these things; namely, Abd‐al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin. He was completely against this
idea. What made him do such things? What happened to him was the motivation. Saudi criminal
intelligence men stormed his house, beat up his mother, broke his brotherʹs arm, and entered his sisterʹs
bedroom. What do you expect from this person, who was thrown in solitary confinement for one year
and five months without any reason, but to go to jihad?” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 3 August 2004.
21 Nasir al‐Bahri said, “the basis of the entire idea of the bombings is a reaction. After the young men
returned from the external jihad fronts, the Saudi Government threw them into jails and detention
camps, tortured them, and fabricated arbitrary charges against them. If five young men met around a
table to eat or assembled for any reason, they were arrested on charges of plotting to overthrow the
regime. Saudi security moves were rather contradictory and strange. Some of the young men who were
arrested swore the security services forced them to sign a blank paper that was later filled in according
to the whims of security officials. Very harsh and unjust sentences were passed against the young men.
Suddenly, the ulema abandoned them. The authorities practiced a policy of suppressing them and
striking with iron and fire. Thus a propensity for revenge and a propensity for proclaiming the
government an unbeliever arose within the youth, on the basis that such savage actions are
incompatible with the qualities and morals of Muslims, who cannot commit them. Thus the experience
and combat and security skills that those young men had gained in Afghanistan, Bosnia‐Herzegovina,
and other jihadist arenas were set against the palaces and a great deal of inexperience among the Saudi
security services,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
22 al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 3 August 2004.
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Many Islamists and former Islamists interviewed by this author in Saudi Arabia have
confirmed that the mid‐1990s detention and torture radicalised many jihadists and
led many to join Bin Ladin in Afghanistan.23
The torture in al‐Ruways would also lead some militants to seek vengeance
on the security establishment in general and on specific interrogators in particular.
The QAP allegedly had a “wanted list” of the top ten security officers it wanted
liquidated.24 In June 2005, militants killed a well known interrogator called Mubarak
al‐Sawat outside his home in Riyadh.25 Known simply as “Mubarak”, al‐Sawat was
infamous in the jihadist community for his mistreatment of prisoners in al‐Ruways in
the 1990s.26 In April 2007, a high‐ranking police officer in the Qasim was decapitated
by militants in a similarly motivated attack.27 Another symbolic revenge attack came
in December 2006 when gunmen attacked security guards at the gate of the al‐
Ruways prison.28
Back to Non-Confrontational Policing
In 1999, as part of the overall process of political liberalisation that year, the
government allegedly ordered reforms in the prison system and the end to the use of
torture of security detainees.29 Torture victims were recognised and allegedly even
awarded financial compensation from the State.30 By all accounts, the use of torture
in Saudi prisons decreased significantly from 1999 onward. Subsequent security
prisoners were probably not given VIP treatment, but it seems that the most vicious

Interview with Source 5; Interview with Source 6.
Saad al‐Matrafi, ʺTerrorists Wanted to Film Killing of al‐Sawatʺ, Arab News, 30 June 2005.
25 Samir al‐Saʹdi, ʺOfficer Killed in Drive‐By Shootingʺ, Arab News, 20 June 2005.
26 For example, the biography of the veteran Saudi militant Suhayl al‐Sahli (aka Yasin al‐Bahr), who
died in Iraq in 2003, mentioned his imprisonment and torture in al‐Ruways in the 1990s. The biographer
lamented: “Woe to all those who insulted and tortured him. Particularly one person who called for it
and ordered everyone else to call for it […]. May this wretched man called Mubarak – the torturer of al‐
Ruwais – lose out in this world and the next”; Muhibb al‐Jihad, ʺshuhadaʹ ard al‐rafidayn [Martyrs of the
Land of the Two Rivers]ʺ (www.al‐hikma.net, 19 May 2005).
27 Samir al‐Saʹdi, ʺTerrorists Likely Killed Officerʺ, Arab News, 16 April 2007.
28 Ebtihaj Nakshbandy, ʺGunmen Kill Two in Attack Outside Saudi Prisonʺ, Reuters, 7 December 2006.
29 Interview with Source 2. Saudi and foreign sources with knowledge of the Saudi security
establishment have credited Muhammad Bin Nayif with the prison reform; Interview with Christoph
Wilcke; interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
30 Interview with Source 2.
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torture practices from the period between 1995 and 1998 were scrapped for good.31 In
criminal cases, on the other hand, physical abuse remained commonplace,
particularly with suspects of Asian or African origin.32
With the 1999 prison reform, the Saudi security establishment reverted to its
“normal” mode of relatively soft and non‐intrusive policing.33 This non‐
confrontational police culture manifested itself in a passive approach to intelligence
gathering and in arrest practices which relied on the cooperation of the suspects. The
police approach also seems to have been fundamentally reactive, not preemptive;
significant arrests were generally only made after a significant crime had been
committed. There are very few accounts in the jihadist literature of violent police
raids between early 1999 and late 2002. In this period, Saudi police seems to have
treated its jihadist community relatively gently, at least as long as their militant
activities took place abroad and were not too obviously linked to Bin Ladin. As we
shall see below, the global jihadist entrepreneurs exploited this relative freedom of
movement to recruit and raise funds, as well as to build the QAP organisation in
2002.
The reluctance to break up jihadist fundraising and recruitment networks
between 1999 and 2002 was not simply a question of police culture – politics was no
doubt also important. The state still relied on its image as a defender of Islamic
causes for political legitimacy, and large parts of the Saudi population still viewed
support for Muslim resistance groups as an act of solidarity and altruism. The
culture of “humanitarian jihad” continued to blur the distinction between
humanitarian and military support to Muslims in need. The outbreak of the second
Chechen war in 1999 and the second Palestinian intifada in 2000 only reinforced

For example, the Westerners who were detained in connection with the so‐called alcohol bombings
between 2000 and 2002 all claimed to have been beaten by interrogators, but the methods they describe
were not as brutal as those described by islamists imprisoned in the mid‐1990s. Mark Hollingsworth
and Sandy Mitchell, Saudi Babylon: Torture, Corruption and Cover‐Up Inside the House of Saud (Edinburgh:
Mainstream, 2005), 11‐33.
32 See ʺSaudi Arabia Remains a Fertile Ground for Torture with Impunityʺ (Amnesty International, 1
May 2002).
33 In August 2003, Dr Khalid al‐Dakhil, a prominent political science professor at King Saud University,
made this accurate point in a Saudi TV program. He was subsequently strongly criticised by officials
keen to rid the Kingdom of its image of being ”soft on terrorism”; see Khaled al‐Faisal, ʺWe Don’t Shy
Away From Confrontationʺ, Arab News, 1 September 2003.
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these perceptions. Under these circumstances, the State did not dare to crack down
on the religious networks and institutions involved in fundraising for causes such as
Chechnya, for fear of undermining its pan‐Islamic nationalist credentials. Moreover,
there are good reasons to believe that certain elements of the Saudi security
establishment had personal sympathies for the resistance struggles in Chechnya and
Palestine or for the Taliban regime, and were happy to let classical jihadist
fundraisers and recruiters operate relatively freely.34 Like the Pakistani ISI, the Saudi
police and security services are known to include many religiously conservative
staff. While many of the Western post 9/11 speculations about “al‐Qaida sympathies”
in the Saudi security establishment are probably exaggerated, it would be naïve to
think that Saudi police force was entirely free of pan‐Islamic nationalist sympathies.
The fundamental problem about the Saudi police approach to Islamist
activism from the mid 1990s onward was neither its harshness nor its complacency,
but its inconsistency. The Saudi security establishment was in fact hard and soft at the
same time. Or to be more precise, it was oppressive at first and complacent at last,
which proved to be a very bad formula. The torture of the mid 1990s radicalised a
generation of militants who were subsequently given considerable room for
manoeuvre. The softening of the policing of the jihadist community from 1999
onward amounted to an opening in the political opportunity structure which was
very beneficial to the global jihadist activists. The effect of this opening would be
reinforced by a number of crucial changes in the political environment which also
occurred around 1999.

2. New Causes and Opportunities: The 1999 Turning Point
While policing negatively defined the room for manoeuvre of jihadist activists, other
factors shaped the positive opportunities and scope for mobilisation in the Kingdom
in this period. This section focuses on three important types of changes which would
greatly improve the opportunities for jihadist mobilisation from 1999 onward,

In late 2001, journalists from the Wall Street Journal bought a computer on the black market in Kabul
which turned out to have been used previously by prominent members of Egyptian Islamic Jihad in
Afghanistan. Among the many interesting documents discovered were internal classified documents
from the Saudi security services. Interview with Andrew Higgins.
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namely the domestic political liberalisation, the new pan‐Islamic nationalist causes,
and the introduction of the Internet.
Internal Political Liberalisation
The prison reforms in 1999 were part of a broader process of limited political
liberalisation which affected the political opportunities of radical Islamist activism in
two ways: first, by leaving them more political room for manoeuvre, as we have
seen, and second, by allowing for the expression of liberal and progressive views
which prompted a reaction from religious conservatives.
The political liberalisation manifested itself primarily in the media, which
was allowed a somewhat greater degree of freedom of expression from 1998 onward.
The first controversial articles appeared in 1998 the Saudi‐owned but London‐based
media such as al‐Majalla and al‐Hayat which published several articles by progressive
Islamists such as Mansur al‐Nuqaydan. In 1998 there was also the political will to
establish the new and politically more daring al‐Watan newspaper, which would
begin publishing in 2000.35 The opinion pages of al‐Watan would constitute the
primary window into the emergence of the progressive Saudi Islamist current which
Stéphane Lacroix dubbed “Islamo‐liberalism”. A second sign of the political change
in this period was the emergence of a small but significant community of relatively
progressive religious intellectuals in the Kingdom. It was around this time that many
of the so‐called Islamo‐liberals began publishing, and many of them have
subsequently described the change in intellectual atmosphere at this time as
noticeable.36 This period also saw a growth in the number of intellectual clubs or
salons in Riyadh and Jidda.37 A third important indication of the liberalisation
process was the release of the imprisoned Sahwists, which began in 1997 and was
complete by 1999.38 The release of Salman al‐Awda, Safar al‐Hawali and Nasir al‐

The al‐Watan Foundation was created in May 1998; see the al‐Watan website
(http://www.alwatan.com.sa/info/about_us.htm, accessed 19 March 2007).
36 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan; Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi.
37 Interviews with various Saudi intellectuals.
38 Not all the imprisoned sahwists were released. Some, like Sa‘d bin Zuwayr, remained in prison for
several more years.
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Umar on 25 June 1999 was symbolically very important, because they were the icons
of the opposition of the early 1990s.39
There seem to have been three main causes of this limited liberalisation
process. First was the political ascent of Crown Prince Abdallah, who had assumed
gradually more power since King Fahd’s stroke in 1996. By 1998, the slightly more
reform‐oriented Abdallah may have felt confident enough in his own position to
allow for more public debate. The 100‐year anniversary of the Saudi state, which fell
in 1999, may have been seen by Abdallah and others as a suitable occasion for a
slight change of political course.40 Second was the “al‐Jazeera effect”. The Qatar‐based
satellite TV network had been launched in 1996 and was being watched extensively
in Saudi Arabia despite an official ban on satellite dishes. The openness of the
debates on al‐Jazeera exposed the staleness of the Saudi media and brought with it a
certain demand for media reform in the Kingdom. The “al‐Jazeera effect” also alludes
to the State’s general loss of control of the media in the Kingdom from the
proliferation of alternative sources of information such as the Internet.41 Third was
the decline in the oil price in the late 1990s, which rentier state theorists would argue
may have led the government to pay more attention to public demands as a way of
compensating for its reduced ability to provide social and economic services.
The direct consequence of this political liberalisation for the radical Islamist
community was more political leeway, because it was politically difficult for the
State to crack down on religiously conservative communities while letting
progressive voices be heard. The prison reform and the softening of the policing
approach were most likely related to this balancing act. However, there was a more
important indirect consequence, namely that religious conservatives reacted to the
progressives by taking increasingly conservative positions on social issues and more
anti‐Western positions on political issues. As we shall see below, the conservatives
felt threatened by what they saw as attempts to westernise the Kingdom and reduce

ʺSaudi Arabia Releases Three Activistsʺ, ArabicNews.com, 28 June 1999.
ʺSaudi Arabia Celebrates its Foundationʹs Centenaryʺ, ArabicNews.com, 23 January 1999.
41 See Mamoun Fandy, ʺCyberresistance: Saudi Opposition Between Globalization and Localizationʺ,
Comparative Studies in Society and History 41 (1999) and Joshua Teitelbaum, ʺDuelling for Daʹwa: State vs
Society on the Saudi Internetʺ, Middle East Journal 56, no. 2 (2002).
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the role of religion in Saudi society. The combination of the perception of an internal
moral threat with fears of external assaults on the Muslim nation produced a
favourable environment for radical Islamist agitation.
New Pan-Islamic Nationalist Causes
The role of pan‐Islamic nationalism in Saudi politics had been somewhat reduced in
the mid‐1990s with the silencing of the Sahwa and the relative decrease of hostilities
in Bosnia, Chechnya and Palestine. This changed from 1999 onward, when the
outbreak of armed conflicts in Kosovo, Chechnya and Palestine caused a resurgence
of pan‐Islamic nationalist sentiment in the Saudi population in general and in
Islamist circles in particular.
The first conflict to touch the pan‐Islamic nationalist nerve was Kosovo,
where Slobodan Milosevic’s Serb forces escalated their campaign of ethnic cleansing
against the Muslim Kosovo‐Albanian population in early 1999.42 Like in previous
conflicts involving Muslim populations, the Organisation of the Islamic Conference
rapidly convened to issue a declaration in support of the Muslims in Kosovo. 43 The
Saudi government issued vocal condemnations of the Serb actions and made efforts
to bring the Kosovo issue onto the domestic and the international agenda.44 Saudi
authorities also sent financial contributions and humanitarian aid to Kosovo and
publicised their contribution.45 Saudi media, now accompanied by the highly
influential al‐Jazeera channel, covered the developments extensively. Given the
relatively short duration of the conflict, Kosovo did not have as strong a mobilising
effect on the jihadist community as the second Chechen war, but it served as an
important wake‐up call after a period with few prominent pan‐Islamic nationalist

For details of the Serb campaign against the Kosovo Albanians, see for example ʺEthnic Cleansing in
Kosovo: An Accountingʺ (Washington DC: US State Department, December 1999). For a general
account of the Kosovo conflict, see for example Tim Judah, Kosovo: War and Revenge, 2nd ed. (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2002).
43 ʺOIC denounces Serbs aggression on Kosovoʺ, ArabicNews.com, 22 March 1999.
44 See ʺSaudi Arabia has Condemned the Ethnic Cleansing in Kosovoʺ, ArabicNews.com, 2 April 1999 and
ʺSaudi Foreign Minister in Tehran to Defend Muslimsʹ Rights in the Worldʺ, ArabicNews.com, 13 April
1999.
45 ʺSaudi Medical Aid for Kosovoʺ, ArabicNews.com, 15 March 2000.
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symbols. There is also evidence of limited military participation by Saudi jihadists in
Kosovo.46
The next major conflict to emerge was the second Chechen war, which broke
out in late August 1999, when Russia invaded Chechnya in response to the raids by
the rebel leader Shamil Basayev into Dagestan. The massive Russian air campaign
and ground offensive killed thousands of civilians and flattened the capital Grozny.
The situation prompted official Saudi expressions of sympathy with the Chechens,
although the official condemnations of the aggressor were somewhat measured,
probably in consideration of the size and power of Putin’s Russia.47 Saudi authorities
also provided considerable economic and humanitarian, though not military,
assistance to Chechnya.48 The war in Chechnya received massive media coverage in
Saudi Arabia, much more so than in the West. Clerics from the Saudi religious
establishment such as Muhammad bin Uthaymin and Abdallah bin Jibrin issued
fatwas in late October and early November 1999 declaring the Chechen resistance a
legitimate jihad.49 Saudi Islamist circles were very keen to provide financial and
military assistance to Chechen mujahidin, but the Russian embargo on Chechnya
made such provision practically very difficult. Although some Saudi volunteers and
funds made it to Chechnya in this period, most were diverted to Afghanistan (see
Chapter 9).50
The Chechen conflict would play an extraordinarily important role in the
growth of the global jihadist movement in the Kingdom in this period. As we shall

At least one Saudi, a certain Samir al‐Thubayti, is known to have fought in Kosovo; see Hamad al‐
Qatari and Majid al‐Madani, min qisas al‐shuhadaʹ al‐ʹarab fi al‐busna waʹl‐harsak [From the Stories of the
Arab Martyrs in Bosnia and Herzegovina], 2nd ed. (www.saaid.net, 2002), 45‐57. The American convert
and jihadist Aukai Collins, who wrote about his adventures in Kosovo, mentioned the presence of Arab
fighters and foreign Islamic organisations in Kosovo in the spring of 1999; see Aukai Collins, My Jihad
(Guilford, CT: Lyons Press, 2002), 177‐212.
47 ʺSaudi Arabia Renews its Sorrow Toward the Attacks against Chechnyaʺ, ArabicNews.com, 30
December 1999.
48 ʺSaudi Monarch Donates 5 million Dollars for Chechensʺ, ArabicNews.com, 28 December 1999; ʺSaudi
Denies Supporting Chechen Rebelsʺ, ArabicNews.com, 21 September 1999.
49 See Abdallah Bin Jibrin, ʺhal al‐mujahidin wa‐wajib al‐muslimin nahwhum [The State of the Mujahidin
and the Duty of Muslims Toward Them] (Decree no. 1528)ʺ (www.qoqaz.com 26 October 1999); and
Muhammad Bin Uthaymin, ʺUntitled Fatwa on Chechnyaʺ (www.qawqaz.com, dated 4 November 1999).
50 For the role of Arabs in the Second Chechen war, see Julie Wilhelmsen, ʺWhen Separatists Become
Islamists: The Case of Chechnyaʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport),
2004) and Murad al‐Shishani, The Rise and Fall of Arab Fighters in Chechnya (Jamestown Foundation,
2006).
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see in Chapter 9, outrage at the war in Chechnya was one of the most oft‐cited
motivations of Saudis who went to Afghanistan from 1999 onward. In Chapter 8 we
shall see that many of the most prominent personalities behind the 2003 campaign,
such as QAP leader Yusuf al‐Ayiri and Sawt al‐Jihad editor Isa al‐Awshan, became
involved in al‐Qaida only after having worked to mobilise Saudi support for the
Chechen cause. There were several reasons why the Chechen cause sparked such
strong reactions in Saudi Arabia. First was the sheer scale of the bloodshed. The
scope and brutality of the Russian genocide in Chechnya exceeded that of all
previous conflicts involving Muslim populations. Second was the role of al‐Jazeera in
projecting the images of the immense civilian suffering to an Arab audience.
Chechnya was the first major pan‐Islamic nationalist cause outside Palestine and
Lebanon to be covered by Arab satellite TV. Third was the presence in Chechnya of
Khattab, the Saudi jihadist who had joined the Chechen resistance in 1995 and who
had since risen to the rank of leader of the Arab fighters in Chechnya. After the
outbreak of the 1999 war, Khattab installed a sense of national pride in young Saudi
Islamists, and many of Khattab’s personal friends in the Kingdom such as Khalid al‐
Sabit worked hard on raising awareness about the Chechen cause.
The third factor which contributed to the rise of pan‐Islamic nationalism in
the Kingdom was the second Palestinian intifada which broke out in October 2000
after Ariel Sharon’s visit to the Temple Mount sparked a revolt which had been
brewing in a Palestinian community disillusioned with the Oslo agreement. Given
the unique status of Palestine in the pan‐Islamic nationalist worldview, the Israeli
overreactions to the unrest in the occupied territories were perceived as a dramatic
development of dire concern to the entire Muslim world. The Saudi government
immediately condemned the Israeli actions and contributed enormous sums of
money to humanitarian relief in Palestine.51 In October 2000, the Saudi government
establishment of a pan‐Arab “al‐Aqsa fund” to finance projects destined to
“safeguarding the Arab and Islamic identity of the Al‐Quds” as well as an “Intifada
fund” for the “families of martyrs”. Saudi Arabia contributed a quarter of the funds’
51 See ʺSaudi Cabinet Denounces Israeli Attacks Against the Palestiniansʺ, ArabicNews.com, 3 October
2000; ʺMore Saudi Arabian Aid to the Palestinian Governmentʺ, ArabicNews.com, 7 November 2000; and
ʺSaudi Aid to the Palestiniansʺ, ArabicNews.com, 4 July 2001.
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total capital of $1 billion.52 A “Support Committee for the al‐Aqsa Intifada” was set
up under the auspices of Prince Nayif.53 Saudi TV organised several fundraising
campaigns which brought in massive private donations.54 The authorities
implemented a widely publicised boycott of foreign companies dealing with Israel.55
Not surprisingly, the intifada enflamed Saudi popular opinion and caused a
dramatic increase in the level of anti‐Americanism in the Kingdom.56 According to
diplomatic cables from the U.S. embassy in Saudi Arabia in 2000 and 2001, American
officials in Saudi Arabia detected a ʺradical shiftʺ in local attitudes toward Americans
in late 2000.57 The cables reported a dramatic increase in the number threatening
phone calls, rock throwings and acts of vandalism on cars. The intifada also
reinvigorated jihadist communities. Declassified U.S. intelligence reports used as
evidence in the trial of Zacharias Moussaoui in 2006 spoke of noticeable increases in
the international activity of the Bin Ladin network in Afghanistan and the Khattab
network in Chechnya in late 2000 as a result of the outbreak of the Palestinian
intifada.58 The powerful images of the death of the 12‐year old boy Muhammad al‐
Durra in Gaza on 2 October 2000 would later feature prominently in al‐Qaida
recruitment videos.
A fourth international political development which also helped the growth of
global jihadism in the Kingdom was the growing tensions between the Taliban
regime and the West, which peaked in early 2001.59 Disagreement over the bin Ladin
issue from 1998 onward, the destruction of the Buddhist statues in Bamiyan in March
2001, and general concerns about the human rights situation fuelled a continuous

ʺSaudi Arabia Completes Contribution to Arab Funds for Palestiniansʺ, ArabicNews.com, 10 December
2001.
53 ʺSR600 Million Raised for Palestinians in Three‐Day Telethonʺ, Arab News, 15 April 2002.
54 See ʺNew Saudi Donation Campaign for the Intifadaʺ, ArabicNews.com, 7 June 2001 and ʺOne Saudi
Donates $ 6 Million to the Palestinian Intifadaʺ, ArabicNews.com, 3 September 2001.
55 ʺSaudi Defense Minister Calls for Boycotting Companies Dealing with Israelʺ, ArabicNews.com, 18 June
2001.
56 ʺIntifada Stirs up Gulf Arab Resentment Against Israel and the USA ʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 13, no.
5 (2001).
57 Susan Taylor Martin, ʺAmericans Feared Attacks in Arabiaʺ, St Petersburg Times, 3 August 2003.
58 ʺBin Laden/Ibn Khattab Threat Reportingʺ (Defendantʹs exhibit 792 ‐ US vs Moussaoui
(http://www.rcfp.org/moussaoui/pdf/DX‐0792.pdf), April 2001).
59 The United States imposed a unilateral sanctions regime on 5 July 1999. UN sanctions on the Taliban
were imposed through UN Security Council Resolution 1267 (15 October 1999) and UNSCR 1333 (19
December 2000).
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war of words and made the Taliban an international pariah. The Afghanistan issue
did not fuel Saudi pan‐Islamic nationalism to the same extent as Chechnya and
Palestine in this period, but it affected recruitment to al‐Qaida because the Taliban
caught the interest of some of the most influential radical clerics in the Kingdom,
notably Hamud al‐Uqla al‐Shu‘aybi and his followers. These scholars approved of
the Taliban’s strict implementation of Sharia Law and saw the regime as being
threatened by the international community and the Northern Alliance, so they
encouraged many of their students to go to Afghanistan, as we shall see in Chapters
8 and 9.
The emergence of all these new pan‐Islamic nationalist causes in the space of
only two years created a very favourable environment for mobilisation to jihadist
activism. These conflicts became symbols of Muslim suffering which made it easy for
jihadist ideologues and recruiters to convince young Saudis that the Muslim nation
was under threat and needed their help. What made the task of the recruiters even
easier was the fact that right before this pan‐Islamic nationalist renaissance, they had
been given access to the greatest of all clandestine propaganda tools: the Internet.
The Internet and the Growth of Online Jihadism
The Internet was introduced in Riyadh, Jidda and Dhahran in January 1999 and in
the rest of the country in July 1999.60 The Kingdom rapidly became more
“digitalised” than many of its neighbours.61 Very soon, the Web would prove to be
an extremely powerful tool in the hands of the radical Islamist community in Saudi
Arabia. The Internet provided a platform for cheap, anonymous, instantaneous and

ʺGeneral Internet Services in Saudi Arabia Next Monthʺ, ArabicNews, 10 June 1999; ʺSaudi Arabia: 40
Companies Begin Internetʺ, ArabicNews.com, 6 January 1999; Douglas Jehl, ʺRiyadh Journal; The
Internetʹs ʹOpen Sesameʹ Is Answered Warilyʺ, New York Times, 18 March 1999. For analyses of the socio‐
political effects of the Internet and the media liberalisation in Saudi Arabia, see Marwan M. Kraidy,
ʺHypermedia and Governance in Saudi Arabiaʺ, First Monday ‐ Special Issue, no. 7 (2006) and Yeslam al‐
Saggaf, ʺThe Effect of Online Community on Offline Community in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Electronic Journal on
Information Systems in Developing Countries 16, no. 2 (2004).
61 In 2003 there were between 1,5 million and 1,9 million Internet users in Saudi Arabia; al‐Riyadh, 28
April 2003. According to the CIA World Factbook, which contains a ranking of countries according to the
number of Internet users in 2003, Saudi Arabia is ranked third among Muslim countries with 1.5 million
users, beaten only by Egypt and Iran, who have an estimated 4.2 million users each. In percentage
terms, however, around 10% of the Saudi population used the Internet in 2003, which was
approximately twice the user rate of Egypt and Iran. See ʺRank Order ‐ Internet Usersʺ (CIA World
Factbook (www.cia.gov), 2004).
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global distribution of written as well as audiovisual propaganda.62 For a clandestine
and international community like the global jihadist movement, it was a godsend.
Islamists were among the first in the Kingdom to exploit the enormous
potential of the Internet to their political advantage. When the Internet was
introduced, a few jihadist websites were already available, notably Sawt al‐Qawqaz,
the webpage of the Chechen mujahidin. Sawt al‐Qawqaz was one of the first and most
sophisticated jihadist sites to appear online. Many Saudi jihadists were introduced to
the possibilities of the Internet through the Sawt al‐Qawqaz website. Yusuf al‐Ayiri,
the future leader of the QAP began contributing articles for Sawt al‐Qawqaz before
establishing his own website, the well‐known al‐Nida site, shortly after 9/11. The first
Saudi jihadi websites, such as the influential al‐Salafyoon, started appearing in mid‐
1999. Al‐Salafyoon seems to have been run by a group of young radicalised Saudis
with links to the radical scholars in Burayda. Some of the people who later became
involved in Sawt al‐Jihad (the QAP’s media office), like Abd al‐Aziz al‐Anzi, had
begun their jihadist media career in al‐Salafyoon.63
Around the year 2000 came the first jihadist discussion forums such as al‐
Sahat and al‐Ansar. These forums became a crucial arena for radicalisation of young
Saudis as well as a meeting place for established activists. On these forums one could
find all forms of jihadist propaganda, from theological treatises via pictures from
Chechnya to training manuals. Participants could discuss political and religious
issues with each other, pick up the latest news from the jihad fronts and ask for
practical advice on bomb‐making.
The Internet would come to play a very important role in the mobilisation of
Saudi jihadists, because it allowed the most radical sheikhs to reach a wider
audience, and because it facilitated the distribution of information and images from

For more on the role of the Internet in political activism, see for example John Arquilla and David
Ronfeldt, eds., Networks and Netwars: The Future of Terror, Crime and Militancy (Santa Monica, CA:
RAND, 2001). For a good study on the role of the Internet in Islam activism, see Gary R. Bunt, Islam in
the Digital Age: E‐Jihad, Online Fatwas and Cyber Islamic Environments (London: Pluto Press, 2003). For
jihadism and the Internet, see for example Brynjar Lia, ʺAl‐Qaeda Online: Understanding Jihadist
Internet Infrastructureʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 17, no. 12 (2005).
63 See ʺal‐ayn al‐thalith: al‐qissa al‐kamila li‐ʺwazir iʹlamʺ al‐qaʹida biʹl‐saʹudiyya [The Third Eye: The
Complete Story of the ʺInformation Ministerʺ of al‐Qaida in Saudi Arabia]ʺ, alarabiya.net, 17 October
2005.
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faraway jihad fronts such as Chechnya and Afghanistan. Over the years, Saudi
jihadists would become extremely active on the Internet. As we shall see in Chapters
11 and 13, the Internet was crucial for the QAP as an internal communications
platform and external propaganda tool. It was only in late 2004 that the Saudi
security services were able to develop a tracking capability which deprived the
militants of this virtual safe haven.64
The story of the Saudi jihadists’ use of the Internet in the between 1999 and
2004 is a classic example of how the introduction of new technologies can
momentarily shift the balance of power between state and non‐state actors. In this
period, the Internet was entirely the domain of the jihadists. They were much quicker
and more dynamic in their exploitation of the possibilities of the Web than the Saudi
state. They also benefited from the introduction of other communications platforms
at around the same time, such as the mobile phone network, which was introduced
in Saudi Arabia in 1999.65 Add to this the fact that digital cameras became much
cheaper and more widely available in this very same period, and it becomes clear
that the year 1999 witnessed a quantum leap in the technological opportunities for
clandestine activism in the Kingdom.
The year 1999 saw several crucial and near‐simultaneous changes in the
opportunity structure for jihadist activism in the Kingdom. Liberalisation at home
and

conflicts

abroad

created

political

opportunities,

while

technological

developments brought tools with which these opportunities could be exploited more
effectively. However, there was still the problem of the religious legitimacy of Bin
Ladin’s global jihadist project. Global jihadism was controversial within the Islamist
community in the mid‐1990s. This would change with the reshuffling of the Saudi
Islamist field in the late 1990s.

64 The late 2004 quantum leap in the tracking capability is evident from the abrupt end to the QAP’s
Internet publications at that point, as well as subsequent increase in the number of reports of arrests
based on Internet tracking; see Chapter 13.
65 ʺ500 Lines for the Portable Phone in Saudi Arabiaʺ, ArabicNews.com, 23 July 1998.
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3. The Rise of the al-Shu‘aybi School
The idea of a global war with America, and not least the idea of violence in the
Kingdom, was something very few Saudi religious scholars were prepared to
support in the mid‐1990s. However, in late 2001, clerics like Hamud al‐Uqla al‐
Shu‘aybi made headlines by publishing fatwas justifying the 9/11 attacks (see
Chapter 10). It soon became clear that there was an entire community of religious
scholars with global jihadist sympathies in the Kingdom. Where did these people
come from and how did they become so prominent?
This section shall look at the rise, in the late 1990s, of a network of radical
Saudi scholars that may be termed the “Shu‘aybi school”, named after its leading
figure, the blind and ageing scholar Hamud bin Uqla al‐Shu‘aybi in Burayda. This
network included a number of people who would later gain notoriety for their
extreme rhetoric, such as Nasir al‐Fahd, Ali al‐Khudayr, and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu‘.
The rise of the al‐Shu’aybi school represents only one of several changes that
occurred in the Saudi Islamist field in the late 1990s. These changes were brought
about by two main factors: first was the theological power vacuum left by the
disappearance, in rapid succession, of the three grand old men of Salafi Islam: Abd
al‐Aziz bin Baz (d. 13 May 1999), Nasir al‐Din al‐Albani (d. 1 October 1999) and
Muhammad bin Uthaymin (d. 10 January 2001). Second was the absence and
subsequent cooptation of the Islamist mainstream, represented by the leading figures
of the Sahwa, notably Salman al‐Awda and Safar al‐Hawali. The al‐Shu’aybi school is
best understood in the context of the power struggles which emerged on the radical
side of the Saudi Islamist field in the late 1990s as a result of the absence of religious
authorities and charismatic figures.
This section is divided into three parts. The first part looks at the background
and profiles of the key personalities in this network. The second part focuses on the
formative period between 1997 and 1999 in which the al‐Shu’aybi school emerged in
reaction to the appearance of the progressive Islamo‐liberal current. The third part is
devoted to the period from 1999 to 2001 in which these new radical scholars turned
to pan‐Islamic nationalism and tried to capitalise on the moderation of the released
Sahwist sheikhs.
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Profiles of the Scholars
The al‐Shu’aybi school developed as a loose network of Burayda‐ and Riyadh‐based
scholars who shared a certain number of political views, remained in personal
contact with each other, and taught an interconnected community of religious
students. The network consisted of three components which differed in age and
authority: First was the central, albeit mainly symbolic, figure of Hamud al‐Uqla al‐
Shu‘aybi; second were the middle‐aged and very articulate scholars Nasir al‐Fahd
and Ali al‐Khudayr; third were the younger sheikhs like Sulayman al‐Ulwan and
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu‘. There were certain differences in opinion and background
between all these individuals, but their links and similarities justify describing them
as being part of a network of scholars. They operated in a broad and complex
intellectual field and were part of several other partially overlapping networks, but
for the purpose of simplicity and analysis it is preferable to focus on their role in the
al‐Shu‘aybi network. Let us now look at the profiles of the five individuals
mentioned above. The al‐Shu’aybi school included many more actors, but these were
the most important and the most representative.
The central figure in this network was the blind septuagenarian Hamud bin
Uqla’ al‐Shu‘aybi, a stern and serious man who commanded considerable authority
in conservative religious communities by virtue of his age and his background from
the Wahhabi scholarly establishment.66 In fact, al‐Shu‘aybi’s biography reads like a
history of the Najdi religious education system. Born in the village of al‐Shaqqa near
Burayda in 1927, al‐Shu‘aybi had lost his eyesight from smallpox at the age of seven,
and had devoted himself to religious studies as did many blind children for lack of
other avenues. In 1948 he moved to Riyadh to study informally with the legendary
Wahhabi scholars Abd al‐Latif Al al‐Shaykh and the mufti Muhammad bin Ibrahim
Al al‐Shaykh. In 1952, al‐Shu’aybi enrolled in the newly opened “Scientific Institute”
(al‐ma‘had al‐‘ilmi) in Riyadh, where he was taught by other famous scholars,
including Abd al‐Aziz bin Baz and Muhammad al‐Amin al‐Shanqiti. In 1955, at age

66 See Abd al‐Rahman al‐Harfi, ʺal‐sira al‐dhatiyya li‐samahat al‐shaykh hamud bin ‘uqla al‐shu‘aybi [The
Biography of Sheikh Hamud bin Uqla al‐Shuʹaybi]ʺ (www.saaid.net, dated March 2001) and Abd al‐
Rahman al‐Jafn, ʺinas al‐nubalaʹ fi sirat shaykhina al‐ʹuqla [Noble People in the Life of Our Sheikh al‐
Uqla]ʺ (www.saaid.net, 27 June 2002).
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28, he became one of the first students of Imam Muhammad bin Saud University,
where he would obtain a teaching position three years later. In the course of the next
three decades he taught generations of aspiring Wahhabi scholars and established
himself as one of the Kingdom’s most respected scholars.67
In 1986, the 59‐year old al‐Shu‘aybi moved back to his native Burayda to
teach in the Qasim branch of Imam University. At this time, the Sahwa movement
was on the rise, and al‐Shu‘aybi would slowly become drawn into the Islamist
activism of 1990s Burayda. In 1992, al‐Shu‘aybi was one of the senior scholars called
upon by the Sahwist activists to provide legitimacy and political backing to the
Memorandum of Advice.68 In 1994, al‐Shu‘aybi left – or was asked to leave – his
teaching position. The cause for his dismissal was partly personal – he was on very
bad terms with the great star of his faculty, Muhammad bin Uthaymin – and partly
political, i.e. related to his involvement in the Sahwa.69 However, al‐Shu‘aybi was not
among the most active Sahwists and therefore escaped the late 1994 crackdown, but
in June 1995 he was imprisoned for a few weeks for distributing the writings of the
exiled CDLR leader Muhammad al‐Mas‘ari among his students.70
Shu‘aybi’s expulsion from the University is important for understanding his
subsequent role. After a life as a University teacher, al‐Shu‘aybi suddenly found
himself outside of the educational sector. He thus became a “nomad” outside the
structure and control of the religious establishment. Al‐Shu‘aybi continued teaching
in his house from 1995 onward, but after his imprisonment, he attracted more
politically minded and more radical students than he had in the past.71 Between 1995
and 1997 he kept a relatively low profile, but from 1998 onward, he would attract

Al‐Shu‘aybi’s former students included many prominent religious and judicial figures in Saudi
Arabia, such as the present Great Mufti of Saudi Arabia Shaykh ‘Abd al‐‘Aziz Al al‐Shaykh, Minister of
Justice ‘Abdullah bin Muhammad bin Ibrahim Al al‐Shaykh, former Minister for Islamic Affairs
‘Abdullah bin ‘Abd al‐Muhsin al‐Turki, and many others.
68 When a fatwa from the “Council of Senior Scholars” condemned the Memorandum, al‐Shu’aybi
responded by writing a letter defending the initiative together with Abdallah bin Jibrin and Abdallah al‐
Mas‘ari; interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
69 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan. Al‐Shu‘aybi felt al‐Uthaymin was given preferential treatment by the
University, as the latter only had to teach two lecture series, whereas al‐Shu’aybi had to teach six. They
also disagreed on certain theological issues, such as the selling of zamzam (“holy water” from Mecca),
which al‐Shu‘aybi vehemently opposed.
70 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan. Al‐Sarhan was studying with al‐Shu’aybi at the time of the arrest.
71 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
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considerable attention within Saudi Arabia for his increasingly radical and public
stances on controversial political issues.
Al‐Shu‘aybi’s politicisation and rise to infamy in the late 1990s had less to do
with his own intellectual trajectory and more to do with the people around him. Old
and blind, al‐Shu‘aybi himself was not the driving force behind the radicalisation of
the al‐Shu‘aybi school – he was being led and incited by younger and more
politically minded scholars and students.72 Al‐Shu‘aybi was a classic example of
what some Saudis refer to as a “fatwa udder”, i.e. a scholar who will provide a fatwa
on almost any topic if the question is asked in the right way.73 Austere and extremely
socially conservative, al‐Shu‘aybi’s instinct was to denounce all things new and non‐
Muslim. By framing an issue in a certain way, a follower could obtain al‐Shu‘aybi’s
approval or a denouncement and then distribute it on the Internet. Some have also
questioned al‐Shu‘aybi’s authorship of his later texts.74 It has been suggested that
people in al‐Shu‘aybi’s entourage exploited his blindness to publish texts in his
name. From 1999 onward, the scale and “reaction speed” of al‐Shu‘aybi’s fatwa
production increased dramatically. Even if we account for the Internet factor, which
means post‐1999 texts are more available than older items, it seems that al‐Shu‘aybi’s
written production in the last three years of his life was larger than that of his entire
career up to that date. Between 1999 and 2001, his production also followed political
developments very closely – fatwas would be posted online literally within days of a
particular event. According to sceptics, this publication pattern was very unlike that
of aging Wahhabi sheikhs. While it is difficult to verify the hypothesis of fake
authorship, it seems clear that al‐Shu‘aybi was being incited and exploited by other
actors in his later years. Al‐Shu‘aybi was a very useful figurehead, because he was
old and highly respected. His former students from Imam University in Riyadh filled
practically every key post in the official religious establishment.75 Behind the cover of

Interview with Fahd al‐Shafi; Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi.
Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
74 Interview with Fahd al‐Shafi.
75 This is the reason why the general secretary of the Council of Senior Scholars came out in defence of
al‐Shu’aybi on 17 October 2001, days after the Ukaz newspaper had questioned al‐Shu’aybi’s judgement
in an editorial; For a facsimile and translation of the letter, see Dore Gold, Hatredʹs Kingdom: How Saudi
Arabia Supports the New Global Terrorism (Washington: Regnery, 2004), 258‐259.
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al‐Shu‘aybi’s reputation, the real movers in the al‐Shu‘aybi school could go much
further than they otherwise could have done. These real leaders were Ali al‐Khudayr
and Nasir al‐Fahd.76
Ali bin Khudayr al‐Khudayr was born in 1954 in Riyadh.77 He studied at
Imam University under al‐Shu‘aybi and others before moving to the university’s
Qasim branch to study for a Master’s degree under Sheikh Muhammad bin
Uthaymin, a diploma he obtained in 1983. He then worked for several years as a
religious teacher in Madrasat al‐Ahdath, a school for teenage delinquents in
Burayda.78 This modest career path suggests that he was probably not exceptionally
bright, despite al‐Shu‘aybi’s later description of him as his “best ever student”.
However, the Master’s degree made him a sheikh, so he taught informally in his
house, as did most religious teachers and scholars in Burayda. Most of al‐Khudayr’s
students up until the mid‐1990s were Madkhalis, i.e. apolitical mainstream
Wahhabis, which indicates that he himself was not initially a very politicised or
controversial figure.79 For the same reason, most of al‐Khudayr’s publications from
before the late 1990s were apolitical theological commentaries of the classics of
Wahhabi literature.80
Nevertheless, like al‐Shu‘aybi, al‐Khudayr appeared on the fringes of the
Sahwa in the early 1990s as a signatory to the Memorandum of Advice. A former
student also recalls that al‐Khudayr wrote a letter to the prince of Qasim in 1992 or
1993 protesting against the organisation of a large sports event in Burayda.81 After
Salman al‐Awda was arrested in September 1994, al‐Khudayr allegedly worked to
establish a pressure group under the name “Society for the Defence of the Muslim
Scholars” [jami‘yat al‐difa‘ ‘an ‘ulama al‐muslimin] which was to work for the release of
the Sahwist leaders. He also began distributing tapes and leaflets from al‐Mas‘ari.

Some have even suggested that many of al‐Shu‘aybi’s fatwas were in fact written by Ali al‐Khudayr
and Nasir al‐Fahd; interview with Abdallah al‐Utaybi.
77 ʺnubdha ʹan al‐shaykh [Biographic Note on the Shaykh]ʺ (www.alkhoder.com, 2003).
78 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
79 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
80 See for example Ali al‐Khudayr, ʺal‐wijaza fi sharh al‐usul al‐thalatha [An Abridged Explanation of the
Three Foundations]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, dated 1994). Saud al‐Sarhan explained that many of these
works were based on student lecture notes from his classes, and sometimes they were even written
entirely by students; Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
81 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
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Not surprisingly, this earned him arrest and imprisonment in late September or early
October 1994.82
Al‐Khudayr came out of prison in 1998 considerably more politicised and
sceptical toward the regime than when he entered. A former student who met him at
this time said he was “still a very humble and nice man” but “much more political
and more resolute.”83 Over the next few years he would emerge as one of the most
prominent radical sheikhs in Burayda. He became very close to his former teacher
Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi and no doubt pushed the latter in a more political and
controversial direction. Exactly what drove Ali al‐Khudayr’s radicalisation is not
quite clear. Most likely it was the disillusionment and trauma of imprisonment,
combined with the ideological influence of another inmate who would become a
close friend, namely Nasir al‐Fahd.
Nasir bin Hamad al‐Fahd al‐Humayyin (aka Abu Mus‘ab) was born in
Riyadh in late 1968 or early 1969 to a family originally from the village of al‐Thuʹayr
near al‐Zulfi.84 Like many Zulfawis, al‐Fahd’s family was very conservative, and
many of his male relatives on the father’s side worked in the religious sector.85 The
young Nasir proved an exceptionally bright pupil. He began studying engineering at
King Saud University in Riyadh, which indicates that he must have left high school
with excellent grades. However, after two years of study he changed vocation and
entered the Department of Sharia. In January 1992 he obtained a Master’s degree
with distinction, and he allegedly impressed the faculty so much that he was offered
a position as assistant professor.
Despite studying at University, Nasir al‐Fahd held positions very close to the
rejectionist school (see Chapter 1 and 2). Several sources have confirmed that Nasir
al‐Fahd held very hardline views already in the early 1990s. In 1992 and 1993 he

Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
Interview with Source 2.
84 ʺtarjama [Biography]ʺ (www.al‐fhd.com, 2002); Interview with Muhammad al‐Sayf.
85 Nasir’s father Hamad worked for Sheikh Abd al‐Latif bin Ibrahim Al al‐Shaykh (the brother of the
former Mufti Muhammad bin Ibrahim) who was director for the ”Administration of Institutes and
Colleges” [idarat al‐ma‘ahid wa’l‐kulliyat] in Zulfi. When the administration became integrated with
Imam University in Riyadh, Nasir’s father moved with his employer to the capital; Interview with
Muhammad al‐Sayf. One of Nasir’s uncles, Fahd al‐Humayyin, was a very conservative religious
teacher in the al‐Suwaydi area of Riyadh, allegedly still preaching in 2005; Interview with Saud al‐
Sarhan.
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published texts in which he declared the Ottoman state infidel and denounced the
poet Ahmad Shawqi.86 It also seems that Nasir al‐Fahd was critical of the Sahwa,
whom he allegedly labelled the ghafwa, [slumber]. According to one source, Nasir al‐
Fahd and his friend Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu‘ had gone to visit Salman al‐Adwa in 1991
or 1992 to find out why al‐Awda supported Hasan al‐Turabi, a figure al‐Fahd
disliked intensely. In the hot discussion which emerged, al‐Awda allegedly offended
the young al‐Fahd and planted the seeds of what would become a decade‐long
enmity.87
In August 1994, Nasir al‐Fahd was arrested and imprisoned together with his
older friend and mentor Muhammad al‐Farraj for allegedly writing a poem
ridiculing Prince Nayif’s wife, who had long been an object of sarcasm and gossip in
the Islamist community.88 The fact that he was arrested before the Sahwists and on a
different count would negatively affect al‐Fahd’s subsequent status in the broader
Islamist community. Because he did not take part in the most critical phase of the
Sahwist confrontation with the government, he did not benefit to the same extent
from the credibility boost of imprisonment, and he was not counted among the
“imprisoned leaders”. He thus got the worst of two worlds: as an Islamist
imprisoned at the time of the Sahwa he received a long sentence, but as a non‐
Sahwist, he did not get the credibility that came with it.
Partly for this reason, the prison experience radicalised al‐Fahd considerably.
Apart from the sense of injustice for having been imprisoned and having his
university career ruined for a seemingly minor offence, it was above all the intra‐
prison politics which changed Nasir al‐Fahd. He found himself in Ha’ir prison
together with the main leaders of the Sahwa, who ignored and brushed aside the
bright and ambitious young scholar in their debates. Angry and humiliated, al‐Fahd
challenged Salman al‐Awda and clashed verbally with him on a number of

See Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺal‐dawla al‐uthmaniyya wa mawqif daʹwat al‐shaykh muhammad bin ʹabd al‐wahhab
minha [The Ottoman State and the Position of the Call of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al‐Wahhab on It]ʺ
(manuscript, 1993) and Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺshiʹr ahmad shawqi fiʹl‐mizan [The Poetry of Ahmad Shawqi in the
Balance]ʺ (manuscript, 1994). Another early work is Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺhaqiqat al‐hadara al‐islamiyya [The
Truth of Muslim Civilisation]ʺ (manuscript, 1993?).
87 Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi.
88 Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi.
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occasions.89 The bad personal chemistry was reinforced by politics, for al‐Fahd was
radicalising at a time when al‐Awda was moderating his positions. One of the few
people who supported al‐Fahd in prison was Ali al‐Khudayr, and the two developed
a close relationship.
After his release from prison in November 1997, Nasir al‐Fahd devoted
himself to writing and research while allegedly making money from working in a
perfume factory in Riyadh.90 His first works after his release focused on History; he
wrote an acknowledged biography of Sheikh Muhammad bin Ibrahim as well as a
large genealogical work on a Najdi branch of the Utayba tribe.91 However, he rapidly
turned to politics, and in 1998 the newly released Ali al‐Khudayr introduced him to
Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi. They all shared a disillusionment with the Sahwa, a deep
antipathy toward the modernists and a desire to assert themselves in the Islamist
field. From then on, they would work together informally, Ali al‐Khudayr in
Burayda and Nasir al‐Fahd in Riyadh.
Nasir al‐Fahd became the dynamic centre of a rapidly growing radical
Islamist community in the capital. In his network were his old friends Abd al‐Aziz
al‐Jarbu’ and Muhammad al‐Farraj, new allies like Sulayman al‐Kharrashi, as well as
an increasing number of students and hangers‐on.92 Al‐Fahd was one of the first on
the Islamist scene to make systematic use of the Internet.93 He was a polymath with
an impressive general knowledge. He read extensively, including English books such
as Alexei Vassiliev’s History of Saudi Arabia.94 Extremely bright, charismatic and a
very prolific writer, Nasir al‐Fahd was in fact the leading ideologue of the al‐

Interview with Muhsin al‐Awaji. See also Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, ʺal‐kharita al‐islamiyya fiʹl‐saudiyya wa
masʹalat al‐takfir [The Islamist Map in Saudi Arabia and the Question of Takfir]ʺ, al‐Wasat, 28 February
2003.
90 Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi.
91 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺmaʹjam al‐ansab al‐usar al‐mutahaddira min ʹashirat al‐asaʹida [Genealogy of the
Sedentary Families of the Asaʹida Branch]ʺ (www.al‐fhd.com, 1999); Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺsirat samahat al‐
shaykh muhammad bin ibrahim al al‐shaykh [Biography of His Excellency Sheikh Muhammad bin Ibrahim
Al al‐Shaykh]ʺ (www.al‐fhd.com, 1999).
92 Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi. Muhammad al‐Farraj, born in the 1950s in Zulfi, was a
respected figure on the radical Islamist scene in Riyadh. Considered by some as al‐Fahd’s mentor, he
was arrested in 1994 with al‐Fahd and arrested again in 2000 for writing poetry very hostile to the
Sahwa leaders.
93 A former associate of al‐Fahd said he first ever saw the Internet at al‐Fahd’s house in 1999. Interview
with Source 3.
94 Interview with Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi.
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Shu‘aybi school. Although he was in the same generation as the younger sheikhs
described below, his phenomenal intellectual abilities earned him the level of
recognition and influence of someone much older.
The third component to the al‐Shu‘aybi network was a group of younger
scholars who were born around 1970 and remained below al‐Shu‘aybi, al‐Khudayr
and al‐Fahd in the informal scholarly hierarchy.
The most important of these scholars was Sulayman al‐Ulwan. He was born
in 1970 in Burayda to a relatively poor family. As a young boy, he proved to be an
exceptionally clever student, so from an early age, private benefactors in the area
funded his religious studies.95 In the 1980s, al‐Ulwan studied with Abdallah al‐
Duwaysh, Muhammad al‐Rashudi and Abdallah al‐Qar‘awi, the main sheikhs of the
community known as “Ikhwan Burayda” (see Chapter 2). This was a typical
“rejectionist” Islamist community, characterised by an extreme social conservatism
and a refusal to engage with the state and its institutions. Unlike the Sahwists, who
emerged in universities and used modern technology to distribute their message, the
Ikhwan Burayda, including al‐Ulwan himself, viewed radio and cassette tapes as
sinful and shunned state education.96 They also viewed Qur’an memorization classes
and summer camps for youth – the backbone of Sahwist mobilisation in the 1980s –
as sinful. Al‐Ulwan was even arrested in the late 1980s for distributing leaflets saying
Qur’an memorization classes were sinful.97 Before 1993, al‐Ulwan was hostile to the
Sahwists and even refused to meet Salman al‐Awda in the beginning.98 In the early
1990s, al‐Ulwan taught students both from inside and outside the Ikhwan Burayda
community. A source who studied with al‐Ulwan in 1992 said the Ikhwan members
would not speak to what they called the “people of the schools” [ahl al‐madaris], and
al‐Ulwan would purposely make his morning class last so long that the University
students missed their first class.

Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
Interview with Mansur al‐Nuqaydan; Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan. Some of the members of the
community would break radio antennas and not speak to people with radios in their cars.
97 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
98 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
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However, in mid‐ or late 1993, al‐Ulwan changed his ideological orientation
and drew closer to the Sahwa. This was partly the result of the efforts of Salman al‐
Awda, who had seen the potential in al‐Ulwan’s abilities and went to great lengths to
cajole and befriend him.99 By the time of the events in September 1994, al‐Ulwan had
become relatively close to al‐Awda and the Sahwists. Another former student has
said he saw leaflets by Usama bin Ladin in al‐Ulwan’s house in late 1994.100
However, he did not assume a prominent role as an activist, which is why he was
only banned from teaching, and not arrested, toward the end of 1994.101
Former students have described the small‐built and fragile‐looking al‐Ulwan
as a powerful and loudmouth speaker but as someone who was ultimately afraid of
government sanction. After the crackdown on the Sahwa, al‐Ulwan kept a low
profile until about 1998, when al‐Fahd and al‐Khudayr began rocking the Islamist
boat again. From 1999 onward, al‐Ulwan became a prominent member of the al‐
Shu‘aybi network. To a certain extent, al‐Ulwan became the secondant to Ali al‐
Khudayr in Burayda; His counterpart in Riyadh, Nasir al‐Fahd’s “deputy”, was Abd
al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu.
Abd al‐Aziz bin Salih bin Sulayman al‐Jarbu was born in 1967 in al‐Bada’i‘ in
Qasim, but he grew up in Riyadh.102 He became religious as a teenager in the early
1980s. He studied with Sheikh Abdallah al‐Tuwayjiri and worked as a mosque imam
before entering the College of Sharia in Imam University in Riyadh in the late 1980s,
where he met Nasir al‐Fahd. After graduating from Imam University in 1992, he
worked as a religious teacher in technical and vocational schools. It is not clear how
politicised he was in the early 1990s or whether he was imprisoned with al‐Fahd and
the Sahwists. However, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, he emerged as one of the
most extreme of all the ideologues in the al‐Shu‘aybi network. He was known for his

Al‐Awda organised for the printing of one of al‐Ulwan books (”al‐tibyan li’l‐ sharh nawaqidh al‐islam”)
in 20,000 copies and had the famous scholar Abdallah bin Jibrin write the introduction. The wealthy al‐
Awda also bought a house for al‐Ulwan. Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
100 Interview with Source 2.
101 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
102 ʺnubdha ʹan al‐shaykh ʹabd al‐ʹaziz al‐jarbuʹ [Biographic Note on Shaykh Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu]ʺ
(http://www.geocities.com/aljarbo, 2003).
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sharp tongue, but as one former Islamist put it, he was “only a speaker [khatib]”.103
The violent tone and content of his writings makes one wonder if he was trying to
compensate for his young age and limited religious authority with very explicit
rhetoric.104 The fact that his website in 2003 included prominently placed written
recommendations from al‐Shu‘aybi and al‐Khudayr suggests that he felt the need to
prove his credentials. From this point of view, al‐Jarbu‘ was considerably less
influential than al‐Ulwan.
There were many figures who appeared within and on the periphery of the
al‐Shu‘aybi network from 1998 onward, but space does not allow for a
comprehensive biographical review. I am concerned here with the processes which
led these scholars to escalate their rhetoric. The radicalisation and rise to prominence
of the al‐Shu‘aybi school occurred in two partially overlapping stages. First, the
polemic with the progressive Islamists on social issues from 1998 onward; Second,
the conflict with the Sahwists on foreign policy issues from 1999 onward.
Reacting to the Progressives
The second half of the 1990s saw the emergence of an interesting intellectual
phenomenon in Saudi Arabia, namely the gradual “transformation” of some
formerly conservative Islamists into relatively progressive Islamist intellectuals.
From about 1998 onward, writers such as Hasan al‐Maliki and Mansur al‐Nuqaydan
started articulating a critique of the role of religion in Saudi society and eventually of
Wahhabi doctrine as such.105 These intellectuals, often referred to as “modernists”

Interview with Abdalla Bijad al‐Utaybi.
See for example Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu, ʺal‐mukhtar fi hukm al‐intihar khawf ifsha al‐asrar [Selected
Sayings on the Ruling on Suicide for Fear of Divulging Secrets]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 12 May 2001) and
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu, ʺal‐i‘lam bi‐wujub al‐hijra min dar al‐kufr ila dar al‐islam [Declaration on the Need to
Emigrate from the Abode of Infidelity for the Abode of Islam]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 16 June 2001).
However, the text which earned him the most infamy in the West was his fatwa praising the 9/11
attacks; see Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu, ʺal‐taʹsil li‐mashruʹiyyat ma hasal fi amrika min al‐tadmir [The Foundation
of the Legitimacy of the Destruction that Happened in America]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 8 November 2001).
105 For examples of al‐Nuqaydan’s writings in this period, see Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, ʺhal kana ibn abu
dawud mazluman? [Was Ibn Abu Dawud Unjustly Treated?]ʺ, al‐Hayat, 23 February 1999; Mansur al‐
Nuqaydan, ʺdawa ila taqnin wazifat rijal al‐hisba [A Call for the Regulation of the Work of Religious
Policemen],ʺ al‐Majalla, 30 April 2000; For al‐Maliki, see Hasan al‐Maliki, nahwa inqadh al‐tarikh al‐islami
[Toward Saving Islamic History] ; Hasan al‐Maliki, manahij al‐taʹlim [Education Curricula] and Hasan al‐
Maliki, ʺnaqs kashf al‐shubuhat [The Imperfection of ʺUnveiling the Deceptionsʺ]ʺ, For biographies of al‐
Maliki and al‐Nuqaydan see Stéphane Lacroix, ʺBetween Islamists and Liberals: Saudi Arabiaʹs Islamo‐
Liberal Reformistsʺ, Middle East Journal 58, no. 3 (2004). See also Mansur al‐Nuqaydan, ʺal‐hijra ila al‐
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[‘asraniyyun], represented an important precursor to the so‐called “Islamo‐liberal”
trend which gained prominence in the early 2000s.106
The modernists may have been few in number and politically marginal, but
their ideas made big waves in the Islamist community, for two reasons: first because
they touched upon important taboos, and second, because the people articulating
them were not Westernised liberals, but religious students like the radicals
themselves.107 They had been “on the same side” in the early 1990s, but prison had
changed them in completely different ways. While Nasir al‐Fahd came out of prison
as an angry and bitter man, Mansur al‐Nuqaydan emerged as a critical thinker.
From 1998 onward, a bitter enmity and fierce polemic developed between the
modernists and the al‐Shu‘aybi school. The latter launched bitter personal attacks –
which would later escalate to the point of takfir – on the progressives. Between 1998
and 2001, the sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi school issued numerous statements on the
Internet lambasting the modernist intellectuals.108 Hasan al‐Maliki was denounced by
both Nasir al‐Fahd and Ali al‐Khudayr in August 2001.109 Mansur al‐Nuqaydan was
the target of numerous attacks in this period.110 The sheikhs of the al‐Shu’aybi school
also wrote extensive treatises on the dangers of modernist thought in general.111

mustahil: maqatiʹ min sira ruhiyya [Emigrating to the Impossible: Excerps from a Spriritual Life]ʺ, al‐
Majalla, 2 May 2000.
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[wasatiyyun], “enlighteners” [tanwiriyyun] or “reformists” [islahiyyun]. Other prominent modernists who
became active during this time include Abdallah al‐Hamid, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Qasim, Ibrahim al‐Sakran,
Sulayman al‐Duhayyan, Mishari al‐Dhayidi, Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi, Yusuf al‐Dayni, Saud al‐Sarhan
and others. There are many ideological parallels between the Saudi Islamo‐liberals and progressive
Islamists in other countries, such as the Egyptian al‐Wasat party; see for example Bjørn Olav Utvik, ʺThe
Hizb al‐Wasat Story: The Potential for Change in Egyptian Islamismʺ, Critique 14, no. 2 (2005).
107 Many of them also knew each other personally. Nasir al‐Fahd had known Mansur al‐Nuqaydan,
Mishari al‐Dhayidi, Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi and others. Interview with Fahd al‐Shafi and Ali al‐
Umaym.
108 Interview with Hasan al‐Maliki; Interview with Mansur al‐Nuqaydan.
109 See Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺkashf shubhat hasan al‐maliki [Exposing Hasan al‐Malikiʹs Deception]ʺ (www.al‐
fhd.com, dated August 2001) and Ali al‐Khudayr, ʺbayan fi hasan bin farhan al‐maliki [Statement on Hasan
bin Farhan al‐Maliki]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 14 August 2001).
110 See for example Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺrisala ila ahl al‐hisba [Letter to Those Who Carry Out Hisba]ʺ
(www.aloqla.com, 23 May 2000). Al‐Nuqaydan would later be declared an infidel; see Ali al‐Khudayr
and Ahmad al‐Khalidi, ʺbayan fi riddat mansur al‐nuqaydan [Statement On the Apostasy of Mansur al‐
Nuqaydan]ʺ (www.alkhoder.com, January 2003).
111 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺmanhaj al‐mutaqaddimin fiʹl‐tadlis [The Modernistsʹ Method of Deceit]ʺ
(www.al‐
fhd.com, 2000); Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺrisala ila asrani [Letter to a Modernist]ʺ (www.al‐fhd.com, undated); Ali
al‐Khudayr, ʺrisala fi bayan hal taʹifat al‐asraniyyin al‐dhala [Letter regarding the Statement on the Status
of the Misled Faction of Modernists]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws); Ali al‐Khudayr, ʺal‐qawaʹid al‐arbaʹ allati tafriq
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Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi used his contacts in the religious establishment to have the
modernists sacked from their jobs; hence al‐Nuqaydan lost his position as mosque
imam in 1999 and al‐Maliki was removed from the Ministry of Education in 2001.112
Another person who attracted the ire of al‐Shu‘aybi and his like was the author Turki
al‐Hamad, who was publicly declared an infidel by several of the scholars in August
2001.113 Nasir al‐Fahd did the same with the Egypt‐based Saudi author Abdallah al‐
Qasimi.114 Leftists or progressives from other Arab countries, such as Palestinian
Mahmud Darwish and the Druze Samih al‐Qasim, were not spared either.115
The obsession with the modernist intellectuals was part of a deep concern
among the radical sheikhs about the social liberalisation and westernisation of Saudi
society. The radicalisation of the al‐Shu‘aybi school was to some extent a reaction to
what they perceived as moral and doctrinal corruption inside Saudi Arabia. Al‐
Shu‘aybi and his colleagues wrote extensively on social and moral issues in this
period, always taking radical positions. They issued statements denouncing
everything from clapping via the millennium celebrations to the Pokemon toy.116
Like all social conservatives, they were particularly concerned about women; in the
course of a few months in 2000 al‐Shu’aybi denounced the participation of women in
the Janadiriyya festival, ruled against the introduction of identity cards for women,
and declared social clubs [nawadi] for women sinful.117 In March 2001 he attracted

bayna din al‐muslimin wa din al‐ʹalmaniyyin [The Four Rules which Separate the Religion of Muslims and
the Religion of the Secularists]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws).
112 Stéphane Lacroix, ʺBetween Islamists and Liberals: Saudi Arabiaʹs Islamo‐Liberal Reformistsʺ, Middle
East Journal 58, no. 3 (2004): 353.
113 See Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺfatwa fiʹl‐katib turki al‐hamad [Fatwa on the Writer Turki al‐Hamad]ʺ
(www.aloqla.com, 13 November 1999) and Ali al‐Khudayr, ʺfi turki al‐hamad [On Turki al‐Hamad]ʺ
(www.alkhoder.com, 15 August 2001).
114 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺal‐qasimi: min al‐tawhid ila al‐ilhad [Al‐Qasimi: From Tawhid to Unbelief]ʺ (www.al‐
fhd.com, undated).
115 Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺtaqrib al‐muharifin wa takrimihim [Approaching and Honouring Deviants]ʺ
(www.aloqla.com, 20 April 2000).
116 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺmasʹalat al‐tasfiq [The Issue of Clapping]ʺ
(www.al‐fhd.com, 1999); Hamud al‐
Shuʹaybi, ʺal‐musharaka fi ihtifalat al‐alafiyya [Taking Part in Millennium Celebrations]ʺ
(www.aloqla.com, 9 December 1999); Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺlaʹbat bukimun [The Pokemon Toy]ʺ
(www.aloqla.com, 2001). See also Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺhukm al‐ʹuturat al‐kuhuliyya [Ruling on Perfumes with
Alcohol]ʺ (www.al‐fhd.com, 1999).
117 Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺmusharakat al‐nisaʹ fiʹl‐janadiriyya [The Participation of Women in Janadiriyya]ʺ
(www.aloqla.com, 11 February 2000); Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺhukm bitaqat al‐marʹa [Ruling on Identity
Cards for Women]ʺ (www.saaid.net, 28 June 2000); Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺal‐nawadi al‐nisaʹiyya
[Womenʹs Clubs]ʺ (www.aloqla.com, 10 September 2000). The other scholars were equally conservative
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international attention by declaring the Kuwaiti singer Abdallah al‐Ruwayshid an
infidel for singing the Fatiha (the opening verse of the Qur’an).118
Turning to Pan-Islamic Nationalism
From 1999 onward, the clerics in the al‐Shu’aybi school would take a greater interest
in issues of international politics and gradually adopt a more pronounced pan‐
Islamic nationalist rhetoric. There were two main factors driving this ideological
process. First was the de facto increase in the number of pan‐Islamic nationalist
causes in this period. This led to increased demand from young religious students
and jihadist activists for opinions on the international issues of the day. Second was
the political vacuum left by the Sahwist sheikhs, who came out of prison in 1999
much less keen to take controversial political stances.
From a relatively early stage, the sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi school introduced
the issue of the U.S. military presence in Saudi Arabia and emphasised their hostility
toward it. Already in early 1999, al‐Shu‘aybi himself explicitly stated, in language
echoing Bin Ladin, that the presence of non‐Muslims in Saudi Arabia was strictly
prohibited, that it was sinful to call upon infidels for any kind of assistance, and that
it was incumbent upon Muslims to evict the Jews and the Christians from the
Peninsula.119
From late 1999 onward, they turned their focus to conflicts in other parts of
the Muslim world. In November 1999, al‐Shu‘aybi issued a fatwa on the need for
Muslims to assist the jihad against the Russians in Chechnya.120 In October 2000, he

regarding women; see for example Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺlibas al‐marʹa amam al‐nisaʹ [A Womanʹs Dress Before
Women]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2000).
118 Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺfatwa fi kufr al‐mughanni ʹabdallah al‐ruwayshid [Fatwa on the Infidelity of the
Singer Abdallah al‐Ruwayshid]ʺ (www.saaid.net, 26 March 2001); ʺFatwa Against Kuwaiti Singerʺ, BBC
News Online, 2 April 2001. See also Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺrisala fi hukm al‐ghanaʹ biʹl‐qurʹan [Letter on the
Ruling of Singing the Qurʹan]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, August 2001).
119 Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺal‐qawl al‐mukhtar fi hukm al‐istiʹana biʹl‐kuffar [Selected Sayings on the Ruling of
Seeking Help from the Infidels]ʺ (www.aloqla.com, February 2001). See also Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺhukm
iqamat al‐yahud waʹl‐nasara fiʹl‐jazirat al‐ʹarab wa tamallukhum al‐ʹaqarat wa istithmarha [Ruling on Jews and
Christians Residing on the Arabian Peninsula and their Owning and Development of Property]ʺ
(www.saaid.net, 12 June 2000).
120 Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺhukm al‐jihad fi shishan wa wajib al‐muslimin tijahhum [Ruling on the Jihad in
Chechnya and the Duty of Muslims Toward Them]ʺ (www.qoqaz.com, dated 11 November 1999).
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did the same for the “jihad in the Philippines.”121 In November 2000, he issued two
statements in support of the Palestinian intifada.122 The Palestinian issue sparked two
important debates in Saudi religious circles in the spring of 2001; the first concerning
a general economic boycott of Western companies, and the other about the issue of
suicide bombings. In both debates, government‐affiliated clerics held the more
moderate positions, to the loud protests of al‐Shu‘aybi and his followers.123
The main foreign policy issue to preoccupy the al‐Shu‘aybi school before 9/11
was that of the Taliban. From late 2000 onward, they would take a great interest in
the Taliban regime and defend it vigorously in its conflict with the international
community.124 This became particularly clear in March 2001 at the height of the
controversy of the destruction of the Buddhist statues at Bamiyan. Both al‐Shu‘aybi
and al‐Fahd published several statements defending Mulla Umar’s decision.125 As we
shall see in Chapter 9, their statements on the Bamiyan controversy inspired many
Saudis to go to Afghanistan. In the spring and summer of 2001, the interest of the
sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi school in the Taliban developed into much more than just
one of political affinity. The clerics began actively encouraging their students to go to
Afghanistan and help the Taliban regime against the threat from the Northern
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alliance. They declared the situation in Afghanistan as a jihad and published fatwas
exempting young Saudis from the need for parental permission to go for jihad.126
The vocal support for Muslim fighters abroad and for the Taliban was part of
an attempt to win domestic political terrain from the Sahwa. In 1999, Salman al‐
Awda did not strongly support the Chechen cause, and he refused to vouch for the
Chechen mujahidin vis‐à‐vis Saudi donors.127 Similarly, in 2001, the Sahwist leaders
allegedly opposed the destruction of the Buddhist statues (albeit not very vocally).128
The enthusiastic support for the Taliban was also an implicit criticism of the
Saudi regime. When al‐Shu‘aybi wrote that Afghanistan was the world’s only Islamic
state, he was implicitly saying that he did not grant Saudi Arabia the same status.
Before 9/11 and the US‐led invasion of Afghanistan, the sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi
school were very careful not to voice any explicit public criticism of the Saudi
regime. They would write general treatises on the need to implement Sharia or the
need to support Muslim struggles abroad and how to judge regimes that fail to do
so, but they never explicitly declared the Saudi government as infidel.129 In private,
on the other hand, their tone was allegedly much harsher. Former Islamists have said
that al‐Shu‘aybi and some of the other sheikhs issued fatwas in private which
straightforwardly accused the regime of apostasy and which authorised the use of
force by Islamist activists against the Saudi Police for self‐defence reasons.130
However, if such controversial fatwas were given, they were not put down in writing.
With their increasingly loud rhetoric and their skilful use of the Internet, the
sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi school became very visible on the Saudi Islamist scene.
With increased visibility and notoriety came more students. Young conservative
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religious students travelled from all over the country to study with these scholars.131
In Riyadh, a considerable entourage of young Saudis clustered around Nasir al‐Fahd
and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu‘, while al‐Shu‘aybi, al‐Khudayr and al‐Ulwan entertained a
growing following in Burayda. Students would often circulate between the two
cities. The sheikhs of the al‐Shu’aybi school notably attracted many “Saudi
Afghans.”132
The al‐Shu‘aybi school was thus quite successful in filling the vacuum left by
the co‐opted Sahwists. Like Salman al‐Awda and Safar al‐Hawali in the early 1990s,
al‐Shu‘aybi, al‐Fahd and al‐Khudayr skilfully capitalised on the growing pan‐Islamic
nationalist sentiment in the youth population for their own domestic political
advantage. The new hardliners sought to cast themselves as the “real” continuation
of the Sahwa, as scholars that would not yield in the face of the many outside threats
against the Muslim nation.
Of course, the relationship between the hardline clerics and the radicalised
grassroots was a symbiotic one. On the one hand they responded to a demand from
below for frank discourse and tough political stances. On the other hand they also
fuelled that demand and contributed significantly to the radicalisation and
politicisation of young Saudi Islamists. The writings of the al‐Shu‘aybi school were
extremely important for the recruitment to jihadist activism in Saudi Arabia in this
period, because they provided religious legitimacy for activities that would
otherwise have been viewed as very controversial. Although bin Ladin’s political
rhetoric resonated strongly among young Saudi Islamists, al‐Qaida’s leaders and
recruiters lacked the religious legitimacy to authorise recruits to go abroad for jihad
or donors to support the Taliban. For some recruits, politics trumped theology, but
there was a large “grey area” of recruits and donors for whom religious sanction by
trained scholars was extremely important. The writings of the al‐Shu’aybi school
increased the pool of potential al‐Qaida recruits and greatly improved the
recruitment environment for the global jihadist entrepreneurs in the Kingdom.
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Conclusions
This chapter examined the macro‐level factors of Saudi mobilisation to global
jihadism between 1996 and 2001. It showed that the political opportunities for global
jihadist activism in the Kingdom improved considerably in the 1995‐2001 period,
particularly around 1999. At first, between 1996 and 1998, the environment for
mobilisation was very hostile. However, a rapid and substantial improvement in the
conditions for mobilisation occurred around 1999, as the result of a number of near‐
simultaneous changes. The policing of the jihadist community, which had been quite
brutal between 1996 and 1998, became less heavy‐handed. Political liberalisation left
more political space for both Islamists and progressives. Conflicts in Kosovo,
Chechnya and Palestine caused a pan‐Islamic nationalist renaissance in the
Kingdom. The Internet was introduced, as was the mobile phone. A community of
vocal extremist scholars emerged in Burayda and Riyadh. The fact that all these
changes occurred around 1999 is very significant, because as we shall see in Chapter
8 and 9, they coincided with important developments at the organisational (meso)
level in the global jihadist movement.
By mid‐2001, Saudi Arabia had become a very beneficial environment,
relatively speaking, for al‐Qaida recruiters. Young Saudis were going by the dozens
to Bin Ladin’s camps (see Chapter 9). However, this flow of recruits was not simply
the result of the contextual changes. Volunteers were not heading off to Afghanistan
simply because the Palestinian intifada broke out or because they read al‐Shu‘aybi’s
fatwas on the Internet. The mobilisation was above all a product of the agency of
global jihadist entrepreneurs who worked systematically to exploit the beneficial
post‐1999 recruitment environment. I shall therefore now proceed to the meso‐level
part of the analysis and examine the al‐Qaida organisation and its infrastructure in
the Kingdom between 1996 and 2001.
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8

Al-Qaida and Saudi Arabia, 1996-2001

One of the most striking aspects of the literature on Usama bin Ladin and al‐Qaida is
the near‐absence of studies on the organisation’s presence in Saudi Arabia, the
country of origin of Bin Ladin and fifteen 9/11 hijackers as well as the declared focus
of al‐Qaida’s struggle. Most will agree that the lack of knowledge about al‐Qaida’s
Saudi branch was one of the main reasons for the failure by practically all observers
to predict the outbreak of the QAP campaign in 2003. Ironically, it is only now, with
the sources produced by the QAP and other former militants, that we can gain
meaningful insights into al‐Qaida’s infrastructure in the Kingdom in the late 1990s.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the al‐Qaida presence in Saudi
Arabia between 1996 and 2001 and explain how the organisation mobilised Saudis
for training and operations. The chapter thus provides the meso‐level part of the
analysis of the Saudi mobilisation to the global jihadist movement. The chapter is
divided into three parts. It begins with a broad outline of the characteristics and
development of the central al‐Qaida apparatus in Afghanistan. The second part will
look at al‐Qaida’s operational activities in Saudi Arabia, while the third part will
examine al‐Qaida’s recruitment and fundraising infrastructure in the Kingdom.

1. Al-Qaida in Afghanistan
Before we can analyse the evolution of the Saudi branch of al‐Qaida in this period,
we need to understand the central al‐Qaida organisation. This is all the more
important given the debates over the precise nature of al‐Qaida and the many
conflicting claims and accounts about its history. This section will address three of
the issues with most relevance for the subsequent analysis. First: how do we define
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al‐Qaida? Second: How was it organised? And third: which role did Saudis play in
the overall organisation?
Al-Qaida: The Definitional Debate
Few political phenomena have inspired such a creative use of analogies among
scholars and journalists as al‐Qaida. It has been described as “the McDonalds of
terrorism”, “a multinational company”, “a tribe”, “a hydra”, “cancer” and “a chaotic‐
protoplasmic entity”, just to mention a few.1 The origin and definition of the term al‐
Qaida has been the subject of considerable debate and controversy. For a year or two
after 9/11, the term was used uncritically by scholars and journalists alike, as
shorthand for all manifestations of anti‐Western Islamist militancy. From about 2002
onward, critics began to question the dominant narrative which presented al‐Qaida
as a coherent organisation that had been founded in 1988 and had grown to become
an omnipotent and omnipresent network of sleeper cells bent on mass destruction.2
The sceptics, who included prominent thinkers such as Gilles Kepel and Jason Burke,
rightly pointed out that “al‐Qaida” as the name of an organisation did in fact not
appear in any publicly available texts written by Bin Ladin or his associates prior to
9/11.3 Burke convincingly showed that the use of the name “al‐Qaida” in the
secondary literature could be traced back to a single source, namely Jamal al‐Fadl, a
Sudanese former associate of Bin Ladin who became a CIA informant in late 1995
and later testified in the East Africa bombings trial in early 2001.4 Burke thus argued

For al‐Qaida as the McDonald’s of terrorism, see Rik Coolsaet, Al‐Qaeda the Myth (Gent: Academia
Press, 2005); as a company, see Peter Bergen, Holy War, Inc.: Inside the Secret World of Osama bin Laden
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Waging Segmental Warfare?ʺ First Monday 10, no. 3 (2005); as a hydra, see Sean N. Kalic, Combating a
Modern Hydra: Al Qaeda and the Global War on Terrorism (Fort Leavenworth, Kansas: Combat Studies
Institute Press, 2005); as cancer, see Gregory Rummo, ʺAl‐Qaida: The Worldʹs Cancerʺ, New Jersey
Sunday Herald, 10 October 2006; as a chaotic‐protoplasmic entity, see Xavier Raufer, ʺAl‐Qaeda: A
Different Diagnosisʺ, Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 26, no. 6 (2003).
2 For the early, maximalist view of al‐Qaida’s capabilities, see Rohan Gunaratna, Inside al‐Qaeda: Global
Network of Terror (London: C. Hurst & Co., 2002).
3 Jason Burke, Al‐Qaeda: The True Story of Radical Islam, Revised ed. (London: Penguin Books, 2004);
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Gilles Kepel, The War for Muslim Minds (Cambridge, MA: Belknap, 2005), 114‐115. See also Rik Coolsaet,
Al‐Qaeda the Myth (Gent: Academia Press, 2005).
4 Jason Burke, Al‐Qaeda: The True Story of Radical Islam, Revised ed. (London: Penguin Books, 2004), 7.
For al‐Fadl’s testimony, see ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District Court of Southern New York,
2001). For the story of al‐Fadl’s defection, see Lawrence Wright, ʺThee Man Behind Bin Laden,ʺ New
Yorker, 16 September 2002, 5‐6.
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that the term “al‐Qaida” in the organisational sense was best applied only to Bin
Ladin’s organisation in Afghanistan between 1996 and 2001.
In early 2006, the pendulum of the debate swung back when U.S. authorities
declassified a collection of documents which had been found at the Sarajevo office of
the Islamic Benevolence Committee in 2002.5 The file known as “Usama’s History”
[tarikh usama] included several documents from the late 1980s in which the term “al‐
Qaida” was clearly being used as an organisational name. Among the manuscripts
were even the minutes from the founding meeting of al‐Qaida in August 1988. The
documents, if authentic, would remove doubts that a self‐aware organisational entity
by the name al‐Qaida had existed as early as the late 1980s. The current academic
consensus is thus closer to the original narrative of an old and coherent al‐Qaida, as
presented in recent books by leading al‐Qaida historians Peter Bergen and Lawrence
Wright.6
Although the new documents settle the debate over the existence of an entity
named al‐Qaida prior to 1996, they leave a number of intriguing questions which
neither Bergen nor Wright adequately address. Why was the name al‐Qaida kept so
secret between 1988 and 2001? Why does the name appear so infrequently even in
the internal documents from the 1996‐2001 period uncovered in Afghanistan? In fact,
new sources on the Arabs in Afghanistan in the late 1990s reveal an extremely
complex set of interactions and relationships in which it is very difficult to identify
an operational definition of an “al‐Qaida organisation.” For example, it is widely
agreed that Bin Ladin and Ayman al‐Zawahiri cooperated closely from at least the
mid 1990s. Yet they did not formally merge their respective organisations into the
entity Qa‘idat al‐Jihad until June 2001. This implies that for several years, many of
Bin Ladin’s closest associates were technically not part of al‐Qaida. Another example
is the issue of the oath of allegiance [bay’a] to Bin Ladin, which many argue was the

See ʺHarmony and Disharmony: Exploiting al‐Qaʹidaʹs Organizational Vulnerabilitiesʺ (West Point:
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6 Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006); Lawrence Wright, The Looming
Tower: Al Qaeda and the Road to 9/11 (New York: Knopf, 2006).
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mark of membership to al‐Qaida.7 However, former recruits in Bin Ladin camps have
said that the bay‘a was a private ceremony and that nobody knew who had taken it
and who had not.8 The 9/11 Report also stated that not all in the inner core of al‐Qaida
swore fealty to Bin Ladin.9 If nobody knew exactly who were al‐Qaida and if Bin
Ladin worked closely with people who were not, it is difficult to see the analytical
value of a strict “al‐Qaida” definition.
It is probably nigh impossible to establish a final and operationally significant
definition of “al‐Qaida”. The term will most likely continue to have at least four
simultaneous definitions ranging from the narrow to the wide‐ranging: a first
referring to “those who had taken the bay‘a”, a second referring to “those with a de
facto working relationship with Bin Ladin”, a third to “those who attended training
camps in Afghanistan between 1996 and 2001”, and a fourth one referring to all
“those who subscribe to global jihadist ideology.” The definition used in this work is
closest to the second one – I thus define al‐Qaida as “Usama Bin Ladin and all those
who worked closely with him toward his aims and over whom he exercised a degree
of authority.” This is admittedly a flexible definition, but so were Bin Ladin’s
working relationships.
It is important to stress that in the late 1990s, al‐Qaida was but one of several
organisational entities in Afghanistan. There has been a tendency in the literature to
describe all Arabs in Afghanistan as part of al‐Qaida. This is a result of the fact that
nearly all books on the international community of jihadists are centred on Bin Ladin

Bin Ladin’s former bodyguard Nasir al‐Bahri (Abu Jandal) described the bay’a process: “The vow was
an ordinary one, like other vows but with a special touch. The text says: ‘I pledge before God my
obedience to carry out both pleasant and unpleasant orders at good and bad times, and to work
selflessly and not to disobey my commanders.’” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 2 April 2005.
8 Nasir al‐Bahri noted that “not all those who are around Shaykh Usama are necessarily members of Al‐
Qaʹida. You may find a brother in front of you, and he may participate with you at the front, and you
may find him around Shaykh Usama, coming and going to his meetings ‐‐ Shaykh Usamah does not
refrain from seeing anyone ‐‐ but you cannot be sure whether such a person is a member of Al‐Qaʹida or
not. One cannot determine such a thing. One is not necessarily a member of Al‐Qaʹida, even if one was
with Shaykh Usama. Many young men lived with him for two or three years and did not swear
allegiance to him and were not members of Al‐Qaʹida, despite their constant presence with him.
Sometimes we used to hear that one of the young men had carried out a martyrdom operation. It was
only then that we were sure he had sworn allegiance to Al‐Qaʹida. The execution of martyrdom
operations was a kind of proof that enabled us to identify those who had sworn allegiance to Al‐
Qaʹida,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 26 March 2005.
9 The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 67.
7
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and al‐Zawahiri. In the few studies that take a different perspective, such as Brynjar
Lia’s biography of Abu Mus‘ab al‐Suri, a much more complex picture emerges.10 For
example, al‐Suri explained that around the year 2000, there were 14 foreign jihadi
entities which enjoyed the formal recognition of the Taliban regime, namely:
-

The Uzbek mujahidin,
The Mujahidin from East Turkmenistan,
The Turkish Mujahidin,
The al‐Qaida organisation,
The Libyan Islamic Fighting Group,
The Islamic Fighting Group in Morocco,
The Egyptian Islamic Jihad Group,
The Egyptian Islamic Group,
The Algerian jihadi formation,
The Tunisian jihadi formation,
The Formation of Mujahidin from Palestine and Jordan,
The Khalden camp,
The Sheikh Abu Khabab al‐Masri training camp, and
The al‐Ghuraba camp. 11

It is possible that al‐Suri’s list is inaccurate or “over‐formalised”, but the crucial point
is that there were many Arab actors in Afghanistan, and not all of them worked
equally closely with Bin Ladin (and very few had a global jihadist orientation).
Al‐Qaida’s history prior to 2001 can be divided into three distinct phases: The
early phase (1988‐1992), the Sudan phase (1992‐1996) and the Afghanistan phase
(1996‐2001). Al‐Qaida’s precise structure and activities in the early phase remain
unclear. The organisation had a certain infrastructure in Peshawar, but its members
were dispersed and do not seem to have conducted any concrete joint military
operations. In the Sudan phase, al‐Qaida became a relatively structured organisation
with a unified central leadership, functionally differentiated committees and a salary
system. In this phase al‐Qaida’s strategy or agenda was not very clear. In practice its
various factions (mainly Saudi and Egyptian) ran independent projects (usually
against their respective regimes) in parallel to the shared military projects such as the
involvement in Somalia. In the Afghanistan phase al‐Qaida developed into a

10 Brynjar Lia, Architect of Global Jihad: The Life of Al‐Qaeda Strategist Abu Musʹab Al‐Suri (London: Hurst,
2007).
11 Abu Musʹab al‐Suri, daʹwat al‐muqawama al‐islamiyya al‐ʹalamiyya [The Global Islamic Resistance Call]
(2004), 727‐729.
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sophisticated organisation with a much more unified military strategy, namely to
launch attacks against American targets to force a U.S. military withdrawal from
Muslim territories. This was al‐Qaida’s golden age, in which the size of its
infrastructure, operations and recruitment base was at its largest. In our analysis we
shall focus on the Afghanistan phase because it was in this period that al‐Qaida laid
the infrastructure and trained the recruits that would be used in the QAP campaign
in 2003. We shall focus on five dimensions with particular implications for our
analysis, namely the relationship with the Taliban and the other groups, the training
infrastructure, the major operations, the media efforts, and the role of Saudis in the
organisation. The reason for taking such a detailed look at the organisational
structure is that important changes occurred in this structure which affected the
organisation’s ability to recruit Saudis and accommodate them in Afghanistan.
Organisational Structures
There does not exist a clear and commonly accepted organisational chart of al‐Qaida
in its Afghanistan phase, at least not in publicly available sources. The 9/11 report
stated that “the inner core of al‐Qaida continued to be a hierarchical top‐down group
with defined positions, tasks and salaries.” It further noted that in “early 1999, Bin
Ladin and his chief of operations, Mohammed Taif (aka Abu Hafs al‐Masri),
occupied

undisputed

leadership

positions

atop

al

Qaeda’s

organizational

structure.”12 However, it also contains passages which suggest a certain
organizational fluidity:
“Most but not all [operatives] swore fealty (bayat) to Bin Ladin. Other
operatives were committed to Bin Ladin or to his goals and would take
assignments for him, but they did not swear bayat and maintained, or tried to
maintain some autonomy. A looser circle of adherents might give money to
al‐Qaeda or train in its camps but remained essentially independent.”13
The Report added that “within this structure, al Qaeda’s worldwide terrorist
operations relied heavily on the ideas and work of enterprising and strong‐willed
field commanders who enjoyed considerable autonomy”. Instead of looking for an

12
13

The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 67.
Ibid.
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organisational chart, it might be more useful to try to identify the main functional
tasks which Bin Ladin and his men were engaged in.
One of the most important dimensions of al‐Qaida’s activities was the
training camps. It may in fact be argued that the most unique organisational feature
of al‐Qaida in its Afghanistan phase was its development of an elaborate military
educational system.14 This training infrastructure – or “University of Global
Jihadism” – greatly improved al‐Qaida’s ability to operationalise recruits. People
who attended these camps underwent at least five important and interlinked social
processes which turned them into fiercer fighters than others who did not go
through the same experience.15 First of all, camp recruits went through a process of
acculturation to violence which reduced their barriers to the use of bloody tactics.
Second, they forged strong personal relationships between each other, thus building
the internal loyalty in the organisation. Third, they were strongly influenced by
global jihadist ideology and adopted a much more anti‐Western attitude than they
had when they came. Fourth, they improved their overall expertise in paramilitary
tactics and methods. Finally they were imbued with self‐confidence and a sense of
being part of a vanguard, which turned many into leading or entrepreneurial figures
in the militant communities in their home countries. On the whole, the alumni from
these training camps were more brutal, better trained and more anti‐Western than
most of their peers. Equally important was the fact that the training enabled al‐Qaida
to screen recruits and pick the best candidates for the most demanding operations.
It is important to note that Bin Ladin did not have camps under its direct and
sole control until he was allowed to establish the al‐Faruq camp (for new recruits)
and the Airport camp (for advanced courses) in Qandahar in 1999.16 Many of the

For al‐Qaida’s training camp infrastructure, see Rohan Gunaratna, ʺThe Terrorist Training Camps of
al Qaidaʺ in The Making of a Terrorist: Recruitment, Training and Root Causes, ed. James J. F. Forest
(Westport, CT: Praeger, 2006). See also Anthony Davis, ʺThe Afghan Files: Al‐Qaeda Documents From
Kabulʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 14, no. 2 (2002).
15 For details on these processes, see Thomas Hegghammer, ʺLivet i leiren: Sosiale prosesser i al‐Qaidas
treningsleirer før Talibans fall [The Social Dynamics of al‐Qaidaʹs Training Camps before the Fall of the
Taliban]ʺ (Paper presented at FFI conference on ʺAl‐Qaida Training Todayʺ in Oslo militære samfund, 9
May 2007).
16 The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 157. The establishment of the new
Faruq camp is described in detail in ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐ʹarab min al‐dukhul ila afghanistan ila al‐khuruj maʹ
taliban [The Story of the Afghan Arabs from the Entry into Afghanistan to their Departure with the
14
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most well known facilities often described as al‐Qaida camps, such as Khalden or
Derunta, were in fact not al‐Qaida camps in the strict sense of the word, but rather
communal camps shared by several Arab factions. As we shall see, the vast majority
of the Saudis who went to Afghanistan in this period trained in al‐Faruq. The 1999
development and streamlining of Bin Ladin’s training infrastructure was very
significant for the mobilisation effort, because it facilitated the circulation of recruits
and consolidated Bin Ladin’s control over the new generation of Saudi jihadists.
The training camps also enabled al‐Qaida to plan sophisticated operations. By
all accounts, Bin Ladin received many suggestions and propositions for international
operations from entrepreneurs in his network, and extended partial support for a
number of these.17 However, the top leadership of al‐Qaida clearly emphasised
quality over quantity, because they only seem to have been deeply invested in three
major operations during the Afghanistan period, namely the 1998 East Africa
bombings, the 2000 USS Sullivan/Cole operations, and the 9/11 attack. This series of
increasingly ambitious attacks – from a soft American target on land via a hard
American target by sea to a strategic American target by air – reflected the growth in
al‐Qaida’s capabilities.
Al‐Qaida’s operations were also crucial recruitment tools. The East Africa and
the USS Cole operations had a very positive effect on recruitment to the training
camps. The al‐Qaida leadership seems to have been conscious of the mobilising effect
of such attacks, particularly on a Saudi public. An internal al‐Qaida document from
late 2000 recommended relying primarily on Saudi operatives in order to stimulate
recruitment in Saudi Arabia: “A martyrdom operation executed by men from inside
the Peninsula has a great stimulating psychological effect on hundreds of mujahidin

Taliban] (part 4)ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 11 December 2004. The new al‐Faruq camp in Qandahar must not be
confused with the old camp (from the 1980s) after which it was named, i.e. al‐Faruq camp in Khowst.
The new Faruq camp was located in an area called Garmawak Ghar west of Qandahar. For a detailed
description of life in the Faruq camp in 2000‐2001, see the testimony of Muhammad al‐Qahtani in
ʺSubstitution for the Testimony of Muhammad Manea Ahmad al‐Qahtani (Phase 2)ʺ, Defendantʹs exhibit
ST001 ‐ US vs Moussaoui (http://www.rcfp.org/moussaoui/pdf/DX‐ST001.pdf)
17 Among the plots partially supported by Bin Ladin was the Jordanian millennium plot and the Ahmed
Ressam millennium plot; see Anonymous, Through Our Enemiesʹ Eyes (Washington: Brasseyʹs Inc., 2002),
216.
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from inside to practice this experiment and acquire martyrdom.”18 This logic may
have been part of the reason why the majority of the suicide operatives in all three
major al‐Qaida attacks were Saudis or Saudi‐raised Yemenis.19
The mobilising effect of the attacks was amplified by al‐Qaida’s increasingly
elaborate media strategy. There were two distinct phases in al‐Qaida’s approach to
the media in this period. From 1996 to 1998, Bin Ladin followed an “old‐fashioned“
strategy based on giving interviews to major news outlets and leaving the latter the
freedom to edit.20 Between 1999 and 2001, al‐Qaida took public relations into its own
hands and began producing its own propaganda, notably videos documenting and
glorifying its main operations. However, these propaganda methods developed only
gradually. The East Africa bombings were only accompanied by a written statement.
In the USS Cole attack, video was introduced. The operation was supposed to have
been filmed, but the cameraman overslept. In early 2001, al‐Qaida produced its first
recruitment video using media coverage of the USS Cole attack. While preparing the
9/11 attacks, al‐Qaida introduced a new method borrowed from Hamas, namely
video‐recorded statements by each of the suicide bombers.21 In 2001, al‐Qaida also

18 ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to Abu Abdallah [AFGP‐2002‐003251]ʺ
(Department of Defence
Harmony Database).
19 The East Africa bombings involved thee suicide bombers: “Azzam” (Saudi), Muhammad Awhali
(Saudi) and Ahmad Abdallah “the German” (Egyptian); see ʺUSA vs Usama bin Ladin et alʺ (District
Court of Southern New York, 2001), 2014‐2017. The two suicide bombers in the USS Cole attack were
Ibrahim al‐Thawar, aka Nibras (a Yemeni raised in Saudi) and Hassan al‐Khamri (a Yemeni raised in
Saudi); see ʺUSA vs al‐Badawi ‐ Indictmentʺ (Southern District of New York, 15 May 2003), 13. The 9/11
hijackers included 15 Saudis: Abd al‐Aziz al‐Umari, Ahmad al‐Ghamidi, Ahmad al‐Haznawi, Ahmad
al‐Nami, Hamza al‐Ghamidi, Hani Hanjur, Khalid al‐Mihdhar, Majid Muqid, Muhand al‐Shihri, Nawaf
al‐Hazmi, Sa’id al‐Ghamidi, Salim al‐Hazmi, Satam al‐Suqami, Wa’il al‐Shihri and Walid al‐Shihri. The
non‐Saudis were Muhammad Atta (Egyptian), Marwan al‐Shahi (Emirati), Fayiz Banihammad (Emirati)
and Ziyad Jarrah (Lebanese); see The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004),
238‐239.
20 For an overview, see Thomas Hegghammer, ʺDokumentasjon om al‐Qaida: Intervjuer, kommunikéer
og andre primærkilder, 1990‐2002 [Documentation on al‐Qaida: Interviews, Communiqués and Other
Primary Sources, 1990‐2002]ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2002).
21 In the spring and summer of 2002, the recorded wills of some of the 9/11 hijackers were shown on al‐
Jazeera and circulated on the Internet. On 15 April 2002, al‐Jazeera aired a film featuring the will of the
Saudi hijacker Ahmad al‐Haznawi al‐Ghamidi. On 9 September 2002, al‐Jazeera aired excerpts of another
film featuring the will of Saudi hijacker Abd al‐Aziz al‐Umari. An American security source told this
author in 2006 that U.S. intelligence possessed the recorded wills of all the 9/11 hijackers in addition to
previously unreleased footage of meetings held in Afghanistan. In September 2006, footage released by
the Times newspaper showed Muhammad Atta, Ziyad Jarrah and others in Afghanistan; see Vik Iyer
and Elsa McLaren, ʺNew Bin Laden Video Airedʺ, The Times, 7 September 2006. The fact that the idea of
recorded wills originally came from Hamas is clear from internal al‐Qaida correspondence from 2000:
”How nice it would be if in the future the executor of an operation is videotaped while he is giving an
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took steps toward establishing its own website, although this project does not seem
to have materialised before 9/11.22
The Myth of Saudi Domination of al-Qaida
The presence of 15 Saudis in the team of 19 hijackers in the 9/11 plot has led to a
widespread perception of al‐Qaida as a Saudi‐dominated organisation. This is not
entirely accurate. In fact, we know that when Bin Ladin moved to Afghanistan from
Sudan in May 1996, he had practically no Saudis in his entourage. Most of the people
who accompanied him were North Africans, particularly Egyptians.23 As we shall see
in Chapter 9, recruitment of Saudis to al‐Qaida’s training camps only gained
momentum in 1999. It increased exponentially in 2000 and 2001 so that by mid‐2001,
Saudi recruits were in a clear majority in the training camps.24
The Saudis’ late arrival placed them at the lower echelons of the organisation.
A few Saudis rose to the rank of elite camp instructors by 2000 and 2001, but the
strategic and operative leadership of al‐Qaida was dominated by Egyptians, as it had
been since its foundation in 1988.25 If we look at sample lists of prominent al‐Qaida
members, such as the appendix of the 9/11 report or the appendix of Marc Sageman’s
book Understanding Terrorist Networks, there are conspicuously few Saudis who can
be described as belonging to the middle and upper levels of the organisation.26
Similarly, if we look at the people involved in the three major operations executed in
this period, Saudis are clearly overrepresented among the suicide bombers (17

inciting speech to the nation and then his speech is published after the operation is carried out
successfully similar to what Hamas is doing”; ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to Abu Abdallahʺ,
HARMONY Database (AFGP‐2002‐003251), 20 June 2000.
22 ”The importance of establishing a web site for you on the Internet in which you place all your legible
audible and visible archives and news must be emphasised”; ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to Abu
Abdallahʺ, HARMONY Database (AFGP‐2002‐003251), 20 June 2000.
23 See for example Ed Blanche, ʺThe Egyptians around Bin Laden ʺ, Janeʹs Intelligence Review 13, no. 12
(2001).
24 The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 232.
25 A Saudi who was in Afghanistan in this period said, “so I took the executive course [dawra tanfidhiyya]
in the Airport camp (the camp of Abu Ubayda al‐Panshiri, in which the special courses were taught);
other people who were training there included Abu Hajir [Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin], Hamza al‐Zubair,
and the director of the camp: Sayf al‐Adil”; ʺturki bin fuhayd al‐mutayriʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 20 (2004).
26 See The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 433‐438 and Marc Sageman,
Understanding Terror Networks (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), 185‐189.
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Saudis and 2 Saudi‐raised Yemenis from a total of 24), but almost absent from the
planning apparatus.
There are several possible reasons for this conspicuous overrepresentation of
Saudis among al‐Qaida’s suicide bombers. First was their overrepresentation in the
training camps. Another reason, which certainly played a role in the 9/11 attack, was
access – Saudis obtained visas to foreign countries much more easily than Egyptians
or Yemenis. A third factor may have been political communication. There is evidence
that Bin Ladin chose Saudis as suicide bombers in order to send a signal to Riyadh
and Washington, and to inspire recruitment inside Saudi Arabia.27 By using
predominantly Saudi suicide bombers, Bin Ladin wanted to ensure that the original
cause, namely the U.S. “occupation” of the Arabian Peninsula, was not forgotten. Bin
Ladin himself had certainly not forgotten it – he was working hard to establish an
infrastructure in the Kingdom.

2. Al-Qaida’s pre-9/11 Operations in Saudi Arabia
Bin Ladin’s plan to wage war against the United States was controversial in the
jihadist community when it was presented in 1996. In order to be taken seriously, the
al‐Qaida leader needed to heed his own call and mount successful operations against
U.S. targets in the Kingdom. This chapter section focuses on the evolution of al‐
Qaida’s military infrastructure in Saudi Arabia between 1996 and 2001. We shall see
that Bin Ladin had significant problems mounting a serious attack infrastructure,
and that a failed plot in 1998 led him to indefinitely postpone major operations in the
Kingdom.
Early Difficulties
Bin Ladin faced a number of problems in his attempt to establish an operational
infrastructure in his home country. For a start, he had lost contact with the Islamist

Detained senior al‐Qaida operative Ramzi bin al‐Shibh has told interrogators that Bin Ladin chose
Saudi operatives in order to send a message to the Saudi government about its relationship with the
United States; The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 232. In 2000, an al‐
Qaida representative in Saudi Arabia told Bin Ladin in a private letter that ”A martyrdom operation
executed by men from the Peninsula has a great stimulating psychological effect on hundreds of
mujahidin inside to practice this experiment and acquire martyrdom” ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to
Abu Abdallahʺ, HARMONY Database (AFGP‐2002‐003251), 20 June 2000.
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grassroots in Saudi Arabia during his Sudan years.28 Bin Ladin came to Afghanistan
in 1996 with almost no Saudis in his entourage and a very limited organisational
infrastructure inside the Kingdom.29 Between 1992 and 1996, Bin Ladin had kept in
touch with friends and acquaintances in the Kingdom, but did not have a significant
number of people working to recruit people to Sudan or raise funds for al‐Qaida in
Khartoum. There are several possible reasons for this. One is that Bin Ladin did not
have the intention to strike in Saudi Arabia between 1992 and 1996.30 He was hesitant
about launching military operations in Saudi Arabia, at least as long as the Sahwa
was exerting political pressure on the government to expel the Americans. There are
indications that bin Ladin considered launching operations inside Saudi Arabia prior
to 1996, but these alleged plans are poorly documented.31 Another factor was that Bin
Ladin’s rapprochement with the Egyptians in Peshawar in the late 1980s had
alienated many of his Saudi friends from the early days of the Services Bureau, such
as Jamal Khalifa and Wa’il Julaydan.32 A third factor is that Bin Ladin was a marginal

Nasir al‐Bahri said, “Shaykh Usama had tested them [the mujahidin] when he declared jihad in
Somalia. He had sent messages to all of the brothers in Saudi Arabia, in Yemen, and everywhere. The
best of them replied: ‘Abu‐Abdallah, I cannot participate with you, because I have a family and young
children,’” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 28 March 2005.
29 According to al‐Bahri, “since [Bin Ladin] announced the jihad on the United States he only had a few
Egyptians and Algerians left,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 3 August 2004.
30 Nasir al‐Bahri said “Shaykh Usama affirmed that all such Al‐Qaʹida vessels in Saudi Arabia were
completely dismantled. They were later abolished during the period of the early 1990s, when Usama
moved to Sudan, because he feared that the abandoning of those centers by some officials, who then
focused on their own businesses, might not serve the general trend of Al‐Qaʹida. That was the situation
until he returned to Afghanistan in 1996,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
31 The 9/11 commission investigation mentioned an alleged Bin Ladin plot to smuggle explosives from
Sudan to Saudi Arabia in mid‐1994: “US intelligence learned that a year and a half before the bombing
of the Saudi National Guard facility [November 1995], al Qaeda leaders and members of other aligned
groups had decided to attack U.S. targets in Saudi Arabia and directed a team to ship explosives there.
The shipment was a case study in collaboration: Bin Ladin supplied the money for purchasing the
explosives; The Sudanese Ministry of Defence served as a conduit for bringing them into Sudan; they
were stored briefly in the warehouse of one of Bin Ladin’s business facilities; transported in a Bin Ladin
company truck under the cover om Ministry of Defence invoice papers; moved to a warehouse
provided by the Ministry of Defence at Port Sudan on the Red Sea; and then transported on a Bin Ladin‐
owned boat to Islamic Army operatives residing in Yemen. From there they were moved by land to the
eastern part of Saudi Arabia”; ʺOverview of the Enemy ‐ Staff Statement Number 15ʺ (www.9‐
11commission.gov, 16 April 2004). According to a declassified Iraqi document released by the U.S.
Defence Department in early 2006, bin Laden met with an Iraqi government representative in Khartoum
in early 1995 and discussed “carrying out joint operations against foreign forces” in Saudi Arabia. The
document also noted that the “development of the relationship and cooperation between the two
parties” was “to be left according to whatʹs open [in the future] based on dialogue and agreement on
other ways of cooperation,” Peter Bergen, ʺEnemy of Our Enemyʺ, New York Times, 28 March 2006.
32 Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006).
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political figure. He was a legend among the Arab Afghans, but he was dwarfed by
Salman al‐Awda and Muhammad al‐Mas‘ari on the broader Islamist arena. A fourth
possible explanation is that the Saudi government was pressuring Sudan to prevent
Bin Ladin from getting too heavily involved in Saudi Arabia.
Bin Ladin’s second main problem was that his organisation came to the Saudi
scene just after the Riyadh and Khobar bombings. The government crackdown in
1996 struck the Arab Afghan community, precisely those networks on which Bin
Ladin relied for his nascent infrastructure. Many of Bin Ladin’s sympathisers and
potential helpers thus spent the years 1996 and 1997 in prison. Moreover, the United
States became much more alert to the threat against its interests in Saudi Arabia and
boosted the protection of potential targets.
Despite these hurdles, Bin Ladin was able to establish a limited network of
agents in Saudi Arabia. Nasir al‐Bahri has said that Bin Ladin “opened branches of
the al‐Qaida organisation in Saudi Arabia” in 1996 and that “many brothers” were
responsible for al‐Qaida’s branches in Saudi Arabia.33 Bin Ladin focused his
organisation‐building efforts on what had been the heartland of the recruitment to
the Afghan jihad and the region where his personal network was strongest, namely
the Hijaz.34 Unfortunately we know very little about these early al‐Qaida
representatives. One of the few names that have emerged is that of a certain Abu
Ahmad al‐Tabuki, who was, according to his martyrdom biography, “one of the
most important wanted people in the Kingdom, but he fled to Iraq. He was
considered among the oldest leaders of the Sheikh. The sabre Yusuf al‐Ayiri also
used to go to him.”35
It seems, however, that Bin Ladin’s network in Saudi Arabia in 1996 was not a
very operational one. It was not until the spring of 1997 that Bin Ladin recruited the
man who would become the main operative leader on the Arabian Peninsula for the
subsequent five years, namely Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri.

al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
Nasir al‐Bahri said, “I discovered that he concentrated a great deal on the people of the Arabian
Peninsula, especially on the people of Hijaz,” al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 20 March 2005.
35 Muhibb al‐Jihad, Martyrs of Mesopotamia.
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Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri and the 1998 Missile Plots
Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri (b. 1966, aka Abu Bilal), was a Mecca‐born Saudi of Yemeni
origin who had fought in Afghanistan in the 1980s.36 In mid‐1996 he had travelled
with a group of Saudi classical jihadists to Tajikistan (the so called “Northern
Group”; see Chapter 4). In January 1997, he passed through Jalalabad on the way
back from the failed Tajik adventure and was invited by Bin Ladin to join al‐Qaida,
an offer he refused. A few months later he changed his mind, returned to
Afghanistan and began working for Bin Ladin. Al‐Nashiri would later gain notoriety
as the coordinator of the USS Cole operation in October 2000 and the chief of al‐
Qaida’s operations on the Arabian Peninsula before his arrest in the United Arab
Emirates in November 2002.
There is very little public information about al‐Qaida operations inside Saudi
Arabia between 1996 and 2001. As late as 2005, Western security officials interviewed
by this author still referred cryptically to “foiled attacks unknown to the general
public” in Saudi Arabia in the 1996‐2001 period. Whatever the precise level of
operational activity, it seems clear that al‐Qaida did not carry out any successful
major operations in the Kingdom between 1996 and 2001. As we saw in chapter 2,
there were a number of smaller attacks on Western targets from August 2000
onward, but none of these seem to have been orchestrated by Bin Ladin. There are no
reports of any such attacks between 1996 and 2000, and there are few reasons to
speculate about unreported incidents, as it would have been very difficult to cover
up a lethal attack against a Western target. However, there are indications that Saudi
police prevented at least two major operations in 1998.37
The most significant and best documented incident took place in or around
January 1998, when Saudi authorities arrested a group of militants in possession of
Sagger antitank missiles somewhere in the south or in the West of the country.38 The

The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 152‐153.
In June 1998, the London‐based opposition group Movement for Islamic Reform in Arabia (MIRA)
wrote in its newsletter that ”in the past two years [...] Saudi authorities have arrested large numbers of
jihad youth [...]. Some of the detainees were on the verge of carrying out various targeted operations,”
al‐Islah 113, 1 June 1998.
38 The date is not entirely clear. In 2003, Prince Turki al‐Faisal spoke of a missile plot in 1997; John
Solomon, ʺSaudis, U.S. Describe Intelligence Linksʺ, Associated Press, 17 October 2003. A declassified
memo from the U.S. National Security Council also spoke of a 1997 incident; ʺStrategy for Eliminating
36
37
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intended target of the missile plot has never been officially identified, but it was most
likely a symbol of the U.S. presence. Pervez Musharraf’s autobiography stated that
the target was the U.S. consulate in Jidda, while George Tenet has written that the
plan was to kill U.S. vice president Al Gore who was due to visit the Kingdom
around that time.39 The two theories are of course not mutually exclusive. The group
behind the smuggling operation has been described by officials as the “first al‐Qaida
cell in Saudi Arabia”.40 According to official U.S. sources, the plot was sponsored by
Bin Ladin and directed by Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri with the assistance of the latter’s
cousin Jihad Muhammad Abu Ali.41 Al‐Nashiri himself does not seem to have among
the arrested.42 the Saudi journalist Faris Bin Huzzam said the main suspect detained
was a certain Abu Muhjin al‐Shaybani (whose name does not feature in other
sources).43
The Saudi authorities reacted by cracking down very hard on the jihadist
community in the weeks and months following the discovery. Police arrested
between 800 and 900 people across the country but mostly in the Mecca area (see
Chapter 7). The missile plot alerted Saudi authorities to the threat posed by al‐Qaida
and led the government to increase the pressure on the Taliban. In July 1998, Turki
the Threat From the Jihadist Networks of al Qida: Status and Prospectsʺ (National Security Council, 29
December 2000). However, the 9/11 Report said ”early 1998” (The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York:
W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 152 and 491) citing an intelligence report dated 14 June 1998. The Saudi
journalist Faris bin Huzzam said it was in January; Interview with Faris Bin Huzzam. The best
indication, however, is Bin Ladin’s remark in May 1998: ”The Saudi Arabian government captured a
few months ago in Ramadan a number of missiles, anti aircraft missiles, SAM and Stinger missiles.”
John Miller Interview, 1998. Ramadan in the Islamic year 1418 fell on January 1998.
39 See Pervez Musharraf, In the Line of Fire: A Memoir (London: Simon and Schuster, 2006), 213 and
George Tenet, At the Center of the Storm: My Years at the CIA (New York: HarperCollins, 2007), 105.
40 Judith Miller, ”Killing for the Glory of God, In a Land Far From Home”, New York Times, 16 January
2001.
41 ʺBiographies of High Value Terrorist Detainees Transferred to the US Naval Base at Guantanamo
Bayʺ, Press Release, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 6 September 2006; The 9/11 Commission
Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 152.
42 Some sources say al‐Nashiri was arrested and deported to Yemen, while others say he was not
detained. For the two contrasting accounts, see Susan Schmidt and Douglas Farah, ʺAl Qaedaʹs New
Leadersʺ, Washington Post, 28 October 2002 and Patrick E. Tyler, ʺQaeda Suspect Was Taking Flight
Training Last Monthʺ, New York Times, 23 December 2002.
43 Little is known about this figure. Huzzam said he was a veteran of Afghanistan and Bosnia; Interview
with Faris bin Huzzam. The story of the missile plot received an interesting twist in 2003, when Prince
Turki al‐Faisal said Saudi authorities at the time had uncovered evidence that Khalid al‐Mihdhar and
Nawaf al‐Hazmi – two of the future 9/11 hijackers – had also been involved in the operation. Prince
Turki said Saudi intelligence had alerted the CIA about the al‐Qaida affiliation of al‐Mihdhar and al‐
Hazmi as early as 1999, something the U.S. authorities vehemently denied; John Solomon, ʺSaudis, U.S.
Describe Intelligence Linksʺ, Associated Press, 17 October 2003.
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al‐Faisal travelled to Qandahar in order to persuade Mulla Umar to extradite Bin
Ladin. A declassified memo from the U.S. National Security Council dated December
2000 mentions a foiled al‐Qaida operation Saudi Arabia in late 1997 – most likely a
reference to the missile plot – which led the Saudi government to change its attitude
to the threat from al‐Qaida.44 The occurrence of this change was later confirmed by
Turki al‐Faisal, who said the missile plot led to the establishment of a “joint [US‐
Saudi] terrorism task force” which would meet on a monthly basis.45
Partly as a result of the massive government crackdown, the 1998 missile plot
remains well known in Saudi Islamist circles. Rumours of the missile incident
reached the London‐based opposition, who wrote in a mid‐1998 newsletter that ”real
operations have been foiled [...] Groups loyal to Bin Ladin have succeeded in
smuggling dangerous kinds of weapons into the Kingdom.”46 As late as 2004, Sawt al‐
Jihad referred to a person “who had been arrested in 1998 in connection with the
famous missile case which led to the incarceration of many young mujahidin [who
fought] in Bosnia.”47
Later the same year, there seems to have been a second missile‐smuggling
attempt. In late 1998, Yemeni security services allegedly foiled a plot by Yemen‐
based Egyptian militants to infiltrate Saudi Arabia and attack an airplane with anti‐
aircraft missiles. The only available source for this is a U.S. Presidential Daily Brief
from 4 December 1998, which mentioned that the (Egyptian) Islamic Group acquired
SA‐7 missiles in Yemen in October 1998 and intended to smuggle them into Saudi
Arabia, where they would be used against an Egyptian or an American airplane.48
No further details are known about this alleged plot. This incident may explain why
the U.S. embassy and consulates in the Kingdom closed for a day on 7 October

“By 1997, CIA was identifying al Qida cells in several nations and working with local security services
to disrupt them. Also that year, the Saudis disrupted a plot by the al Qida cell in the Kingdom […]
Subsequently the Saudis began taking the al Qida threat seriously and pressured the Taliban to check
Bin Laden’s activities.” ʺStrategy for Eliminating the Threat From the Jihadist Networks of al Qida:
Status and Prospectsʺ (National Security Council, 29 December 2000) available at
http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB147/clarke%20attachment.pdf [accessed 18
November 2006].
45 John Solomon, ʺSaudis, U.S. Describe Intelligence Linksʺ, Associated Press, 17 October 2003.
46 al‐Islah 113, 1 June 1998.
47 ʺakhbar wa mushahadat [News and Reports]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 13 (2004): 5.
48 The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 128‐129.
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1998.49 It might also explain the reports of arrests of up to 300 alleged Bin Ladin
supporters in early 1999.50
The 1998 Strategy Change: Indefinite Postponement of Operations
At an al‐Qaida press conference in Afghanistan in May 1998, Bin Ladin
acknowledged the seizure of the missiles and the arrest of the 800 suspects, but
boasted that “what was captured was much less than what was not captured.”51 In
retrospect, it seems clear that he was bluffing, for the arrests had seriously
complicated al‐Qaida’s plans to attack in the Kingdom. Not only were more potential
collaborators imprisoned, the authorities were now also alerted to the identity and
role of Bin Ladin’s key deputy in the Kingdom, Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri. From then
on, al‐Nashiri’s ability to operate inside the Kingdom was somewhat circumscribed.
From mid 1998 onward, he seems to have spent most of his time in Yemen and
Afghanistan, planning operations in Yemen and making money from a honey trade
company (al‐Murr Honey). Although al‐Nashiri grew to become a key al‐Qaida
operative and continued to be one of Bin Ladin’s main contact points on the Arabian
Peninsula, his value as an al‐Qaida coordinator inside Saudi Arabia had decreased
by late 1998.
The difficulty of recruiting operatives and the failure of the missile plot seems
to have led Bin Ladin to reconsider his military strategy for the Kingdom. There are
strong indications that in 1998, al‐Qaida decided unilaterally to halt operations in the
Kingdom and opt for a more long‐term strategy. Although there is no explicit
documentation of this decision, there are three reasons to believe al‐Qaida postponed
operations. For a start, we know of no successful or attempted operations
orchestrated by Bin Ladin in Saudi Arabia between 1999 and 2001, despite this
period being the high point of al‐Qaida’s operational capability.52 Second, the
prominent jihadi ideologue Abu Bakr Naji hinted to such a decision when he wrote
in 2003 that ”the High Command used to consider the youth of the Arabian

ʺUS Embassies in Saudi Arabia Closed for One Dayʺ, ArabicNews.com, 7 October 1998.
ʺOver 300 Bin Laden Companions Arrested in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Ausaf, 26 March 1999.
51 Abu Shiraz, ʺMay 1998 Interview with Bin Laden Reportedʺ, Pakistan, 20 February 1999.
52 However, some actors outside Bin Ladin’s control did attempt to launch operations before 9/11, as we
shall see below.
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Peninsula as their striking force, but it did not select the Peninsula for change due to
factors mentioned in previous studies.”53 Third, CIA director George Tenet wrote
that that Bin Ladin “prior to 9/11 had imposed a ban on attacks in Saudi Arabia.”54
From 1998 onward, al‐Qaida pursued a strategy based on exploiting the Kingdom as
a recruitment base and source of funding rather than a battleground. Instead of
planning attacks, trusted representatives would work to slowly build an operational
infrastructure for a future campaign.55
The absence of major terrorist attacks in the Kingdom between 1996 and 2001
was thus the result of perfectly explicable organisational factors; it was not linked to
a secret conspiracy between Bin Ladin and the Saudi regime, as Simon Henderson
and Gerald Posner have suggested.56 Al‐Qaida was indeed serious about liberating
the Arabian Peninsula – it just needed more fighters.

3. Recruitment and Fundraising
If Bin Ladin’s military ambitions failed, his recruitment efforts clearly succeeded. By
the summer of 2001, Saudis were crowding the training camps and queuing up to

Abu Bakr Naji, ʺidarat al‐tawahhush [The Management of Savagery]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2004), 29.
George Tenet, At the Center of the Storm: My Years at the CIA (New York: HarperCollins, 2007), 248.
55 Yusuf al‐Ayiri is said to have skimmed money off donations for Chechnya and Afghanistan to
purchase wepons in Saudi Arabia; Interview with Faris bin Huzzam. There are also accounts in the
jihadist literature of people going on reconnaissance trips from Afghanistan to Saudi Arabia in 2001. See
for example Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺfahd bin samran al‐saʹidiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 16 (2004).
56 Citing anonymous US and UK intelligence officials, Henderson has argued that ”following the 1995
attack in Riyadh in which five Americans were killed, the royal family came to an agreement with al‐
Qaeda that attacks on Americans would no longer be carried out in the kingdom. According to the pact,
which was reached with Sultan and Nayef as the representatives of the royal family, the Saudis paid
Osama bin Laden and al‐Qaeda to conduct their attacks elsewhere”; Simon Henderson and Matthew
Levitt, ʺU.S.‐Saudi Counterterrorism Cooperation in the Wake of the Riyadh Bombingʺ in Policy Watch
(Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 23 May 2003). Posner suggested the agreement was even
older, saying “according to a still classified intelligence report, [Prince] Turki [al‐Faisal] – with the
apparent blessing of the royal family – helped broker a deal in early 1991 with […] bin Laden. In a secret
agreement, bin Laden and the Saudis concocted a public fraud that would serve both their interests. Bin
Laden would be allowed to leave Saudi Arabia […] The Saudis would publicly disown their favourite
son as a radical gone bad. Bin Laden could keep preaching his jihad, however, so long as it was not
directed at the Kingdom. In return, the Saudis would provide him with enough money to keep his
Afghan Arabs well supplied”; Gerald Posner, Why America Slept: The Failure to Prevent 9/11 (New York:
Ballantine Books, 2003), 45. Apart from being unsubstantiated, these theories are undermined by the
occurrence of the 1998 missile plot and by a 2000 NSC memo citing improved US‐Saudi cooperation in
the fight against al‐Qaida after 1998 (see ʺStrategy for Eliminating the Threat From the Jihadist
Networks of al Qida: Status and Prospectsʺ (National Security Council, 29 December 2000)). Until
supported by more than cryptic references to classified intelligence sources, these suggestions must be
considered conspiracy theories.
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take part in suicide operations.57 How did al‐Qaida mobilise all these people to go to
Afghanistan? In this section we shall look at the evolution of Bin Ladin’s recruitment
infrastructure in the Kingdom from 1996 to 2001. We shall see that it too suffered
from a lack of skilled operatives in the beginning, but that this changed after 1999
with the arrival of Yusuf al‐Ayiri.
Early Recruitment Problems
As mentioned above, Bin Ladin does not seem to have disposed of a significant
network of contacts and recruiters inside Saudi Arabia between 1992 and 1995. In
U.S. official sources, there are minor references to people meeting “al‐Qaida
facilitators,” but this may well be a reference to classical jihadist recruiters.58 After
moving to Afghanistan, Bin Ladin seems to have intensified his recruitment efforts in
the Kingdom. Lacking local recruiters, he encouraged Afghanistan‐based associates
such as Abu Zubayda to travel to Saudi Arabia and try to recruit young Saudis to
Afghanistan.59
However, it seems that these efforts were largely unsuccessful. Bin Ladin
struggled very hard to draw young Saudis to his organisation and to mount an
infrastructure inside the Kingdom. The best indication of this is the testimony of
Nasir al‐Bahri, a Saudi‐Yemeni who met Bin Ladin in Jalalabad January 1997. Al‐
Bahri was part of a group of 17 Saudis from the so‐called “Northern Group” – which
also included Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri – who came to Bin Ladin’s house in Jalalabad
after a failed attempt to enter Tajikistan in late 1996. They found the al‐Qaida leader
desperate to recruit Saudis into his organisation. Nasir al‐Bahri recalled his
conversation with bin Ladin after the latter had tried for three days to get his guests
to join him:

The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 233.
“[Nawaf] Al‐Hazmi first traveled to Afghanistan in 1993 as a teenager and came into contact with a
key al‐Qa’ida facilitator in Saudi Arabia in 1994. In 1995, al‐Hazmi and al‐Mihdhar traveled to Bosnia to
fight with other Muslims against the Serbs”; ʺReport of the Joint Inquiry Into the Terrorist Attacks of
September 11, 2001ʺ (Washington DC: US House of Representatives and US Senate, December 2002),
131. The text leaves open the possibility that the “al‐Qaida facilitator” may simply have been an Arab
Afghan or someone recruiting for jihad in Bosnia.
59 “[Nawaf] Al‐Hazmi probably came into contact with al‐Qa’ida leader Abu Zubaydah when Zubaydah
visited Saudi Arabia in 1996 to convince young Saudis to attend al‐Qa’ida camps in Afghanistan”; Ibid.
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”’I will not hide from you, Sheikh, that what you said is convincing and that
you are putting forward a clear case, but it is clear to me you do not have
anyone from the people of the land itself, that is, from the people of the
Arabian Peninsula, whose cause this is.’ He said to me: ‘What you say is true.
Most of the brothers around me are Egyptians, Algerians, and North
Africans. That is why I invite you to join our caravan.’”60
In addition to this anecdotal evidence, biographies of Saudi al‐Qaida recruits (see
next chapter) show that the vast majority of Saudi volunteers who trained in
Afghanistan in this period arrived in 1999 or later. The reasons for Bin Ladin’s
recruitment problems were the same that had prevented him to establish and
operational infrastructure, notably the imprisonment of many Saudi jihadists in the
1996‐1998 period and the controversial nature of Bin Ladin’s global jihad project. In
addition, the recruitment efforts in this early phase suffered from the lack of a clear
al‐Qaida media strategy or elaborate information distribution network inside the
Kingdom.61
However, in 1998 the tide seemed to be changing. One of the reasons for this
was that Bin Ladin’s media profile was raised considerably in 1998. The February
1998 release of the statement from the World Islamic Front for Jihad against the Jews and
the Crusaders and the May 1998 press conference brought him into the media
spotlight to much larger degree than before.62 The East Africa Bombings in August
1998 proved to the world and to potential recruits that Bin Ladin was a man to be
reckoned with. Finally, the U.S. retaliation for the August attacks reinforced Bin
Ladin’s discourse about America’s aggressiveness and the victimhood of the Muslim

Nasir al‐Bahri’s story is independently corroborated by the testimony of Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri,
who was also part of part of the Northern Group; The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W.
Norton & Co., 2004), 152.
61 In a private letter to Bin Ladin, an al‐Qaida representative in Saudi Arabia lamented the absence of
information about the 1998 East Africa bombings: ”The explosion in Dar Es Salaam and Nairobi: It
suffices to know the horrible informational and political shortfall regarding these events. Until now
there are many people who are unaware of the heroes of this magnificent undertaking. At the time of
the explosion, people resorted to Western foreign media to quench their thirst for the true news. […]
Why were not the communique [in the name of] ‘The Army for Liberating the Holy Places’ published in
the Peninsula […]? These communiques exchanged hands in Afghanistan, but the people in the
Peninsula are deprived from that,” ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to Abu Abdallahʺ, HARMONY Database
(AFGP‐2002‐003251), 20 June 2000.
62 In 2000, an al‐Qaida representative in Saudi Arabia wrote in a private letter to Bin Ladin that ”people
have a great desire to know Usama and listen to his statements. This was obvious when al‐Jazeera
channel aired his interview with it,” Ibid.
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nation. Bin Ladin’s popularity increased and the pool of recruits was growing – all
Bin Ladin needed was someone on the ground to help him tap it. Luckily for Bin
Ladin, an old friend was released from Dammam prison in mid‐1998.
Yusuf al-Ayiri: Bin Ladin’s Ideal Representative
Yusuf bin Salih bin Fahd al‐Ayiri (or al‐Uyayri) was born in the early 1970s to an
upper middle‐class family originally from the Qasim.63 His father’s business job
brought the family to Dammam where the young Yusuf grew up in the 1970s and
1980s. Old acquaintances have described him as a strong‐built, strong‐willed
teenager and a natural leader.64 At the age of 17, he went to Afghanistan, where he
allegedly excelled in the training camps and was appointed instructor at the al‐Faruq
camp in Khowst (not to be confused with the second al‐Faruq camp in Qandahar).65
He later became one of Usama bin Ladin’s bodyguards and followed the al‐Qaida
leader to Sudan. He fought in Somalia before returning to Saudi Arabia in late 1993
or early 1994.
Upon his return to the Kingdom, al‐Ayiri became involved in the
mobilisation of Saudis in support of the Bosnian jihad. He had contacts with
prominent Sahwists such as Salman al‐Awda, whose support was important to the
jihadist mobilisation effort. Al‐Ayiri was also directly involved in the recruitment
and training of volunteers to Bosnia in the Dammam area.66 By 1996, he was a well‐
known figure on the jihadist scene in the Eastern province. This reputation earned
him the suspicion of the police in the immediate aftermath of the Khobar bombing.
In July 1996, al‐Ayiri was arrested and tortured into wrongly confessing to his

For a good biography of al‐Ayiri, see Roel Meijer, ʺYusuf al‐Uyayri and the Making of a Revolutionary
Salafi Praxisʺ (Unpublished manuscript, due to appear in Die Welt des Islams, 2007). For jihadist
biographies of al‐Ayiri, see al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiriʺ and ʺman huwa al‐shaykh al‐battar? [Who is the
Sabre?]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, 2003). “Al‐Uyayri” is probably the most accurate transcription, but “al‐
Ayiri” is more common in the English‐language literature.
64 Interview with Faris bin Huzzam.
65 Al‐Ayiri’s birth date is unclear. One jihadist biography stated that al‐Ayiri went to Afghanistan
during the jihad against the Soviets and and spent several years as an instructor. Another jihadist
biography stated that he was born on 24 April 1974, which would have made him 14 years old when the
Russians withdrew. Either the birth date is wrong, or al‐Ayiri’s role in Afghanistan is exaggerated.
66 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003): 16.
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implication in the operation.67 A few weeks later it emerged that the main suspects
were Shiites, but al‐Ayiri would stay in prison for another two years.
As soon as al‐Ayiri came out of prison in June 1998, he established contact
with his former friends in the Islamist community.68 He also immediately began
writing; as early as 24 July 1998 he had completed his first text, a pamphlet advising
individuals and small groups on how to acquire religious knowledge on their own.69
It is not clear exactly how long it took al‐Ayiri to re‐establish a working relationship
with Bin Ladin. Some, like the Saudi journalist Faris bin Huzzam, have argued that
al‐Ayiri started building a Saudi branch of al‐Qaida almost immediately after his
release from prison.70 However, al‐Ayiri’s association with al‐Qaida was not quite
this straightforward. His biography in the QAP magazine Sawt al‐Jihad – which
presumably would seek to embellish the relationship between al‐Ayiri and Bin Ladin
– states that in the first year or two after his release, al‐Ayiri was mostly concerned
with Kosovo and Chechnya, not with Afghanistan.71 The interest in Afghanistan, the
biography says, came only later. This sequence of events has been confirmed by
Nasir al‐Barrak (see Chapter 2) who knew al‐Ayiri personally and claimed to have
spoken to him as late as May 2003.72

Ibid.: 16‐17; This information is corroborated by reports published by the London‐based opposition in
August 1996, which mentioned that a group of six Arab Afghans from the al‐Khobar/Dammam area had
been arrested and had confessed to the bombing; al‐Islah 22, 13 August 1996.
68 The date of al‐Ayiri’s release appears in Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺrisala ila raʹis qism daʹirat al‐riqaba ʹala al‐sujun
fiʹl‐mintaqa al‐sharqiyya ʹan awdaʹ sijn al‐dammam [Letter to the Head of the the Department of
Supervision of Prisons in the Eastern Province on the Conditions in Dammam Prison]ʺ
(www.qa3edoon.com, dated 5 September 2000). Al‐Ayiri was most likely one of the 485 inmates who
were released in the summer of 1998 from prisons in the Eastern Province; see ʺKing Fahd Pardons 485
prisonersʺ, ArabicNews.com, 31 August 1998.
69 Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺtariqat talab al‐ʹilm [The Way to Seek Knowledge]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, dated 24
July 1998).
70 In an article series published in 2005 in the Saudi newspaper al‐Riyadh, Bin Huzzam wrote that Bin
Ladin “found a leadership figure in Yusuf al‐Ayiri, after the latter’s release from Dammam prison in
1998, and charged him with finding a leadership cadre inside Saudi Arabia, as well as [with finding]
operational elements from the groups that had trained and fought in various places such as
Afghanistan, Bosnia‐Herzegovina, Kosovo and other battlefields – with the exception of Chechnya. This
might be considered the foundation of the first stage in the life of the organisation inside Saudi Arabia.
[...] Hence it was Yusuf al‐Ayiri who founded the organisation after his release from prison in 1998.”
Faris Bin Huzzam, ʺqissat taʹsis al‐qaʹida fi al‐saʹudiyya (1) [The Story of the Foundation of al‐Qaida in Saudi
Arabia]ʺ, www.alarabiya.net (2005).
71 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003).
72 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak.
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This suggests that in the first two years after his release, al‐Ayiri was in fact
more of a classical than a global jihadist, and that he was closer to Khattab than to
Bin Ladin. Al‐Ayiri and Khattab had known each other personally since at least the
early 1990s. They both grew up in the Eastern Province (al‐Ayiri in Dammam and
Khattab in al‐Khobar), and al‐Ayiri was a childhood friend of Abdallah al‐Wabil, one
of Khattab close associated in Chechnya.73 In 1999 and early 2000, al‐Ayiri followed
the events in Chechnya closely and corresponded directly with Khattab.74 Al‐Ayiri
composed texts which were posted anonymously on the website of the Arab forces in
Chechnya, Sawt al‐Qawqaz.75 Some of these texts provided religious justifications for
Khattab’s increasingly brutal methods, such as suicide bombings and the killing of
prisoners and hostages.76
It was in the course of the year 2000 that Yusuf al‐Ayiri gradually changed his
focus from Chechnya to Afghanistan and began working for Bin Ladin. Al‐Ayiri’s
relationship with al‐Qaida seems to have blossomed after he made a trip to
Afghanistan in July 2000 to assess the Taliban regime. In one of his later books, al‐
Ayiri explained that
“we found that the best way to clarify any matter is to meet those responsible
and ask them to clarify their point of view. […] God allowed us to meet
representatives of the Taliban, as well as their ministers and scholars, in a
number of different meetings, the earliest of which go back to July 2000.”77

The other two were Abu al‐Walid al‐Janubi and Abu Umar al‐Sayf. Interview with Faris bin Huzzam,
Dubai, November 2005.
74 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003).
75 According to the Web archive Waybackmachine (www.archive.org), Sawt al‐Qawqaz (www.qoqaz.com)
was available in Arabic at least as early as 28 November 1999.
76 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003): 18. For a justification of the killing of nine Russian
soldiers taken hostage in 2000, see Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺhidayat al‐hayara fi jawaz qatl al‐asara [Guiding the
Confused on the Permissibility of Killing Prisoners]ʺ (www.qoqaz.com, May? 2000) accessed 16 August
2000. After the first Chechen suicide bombing by Khava Baraeva on 7 June 2000, al‐Ayiri wrote a treatise
on suicide bombings; see Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺhal intaharat hawa am ustushhidat? [Did Khawa Commit Suicide
or Martyr Herself?]ʺ (www.qoqaz.com, July 2000) accessed 16 August 2000. Khava Baraeva is a
legendary figure in the Chechen resistance; see Anne Speckhard and Khapta Akhmedova, ʺThe New
Chechen Jihad: Militant Wahhabism as a Radical Movement and a Source of Suicide Terrorism in Post‐
War Chechen Societyʺ, Democracy and Security 2, no. 1 (2006): 116 and 136.
77 Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺal‐mizan li‐harakat taliban [The Taliban in the Balance]ʺ
(www.tawhed.ws,
November/December 2001), 21.
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The book went on to reproduce the transcripts of a series of interviews with very
senior Taliban officials in both Kabul and Qandahar, including Mulla Umar himself.
The trip to Afghanistan clearly convinced al‐Ayiri of the need to support the Taliban
and al‐Qaida, because from the autumn of 2000 onward, al‐Ayiri devoted himself
more and more to the Afghan cause.78 Al‐Ayiri’s list of publications show a shift in
late 2000 from a focus on Chechen and domestic Saudi issues to a focus on the
Taliban and the United States. It was also in late 2000 that the sheikhs of the al‐
Shu’aybi school began issuing fatwas on the need to support the Taliban, a
development which was quite possibly as a result of al‐Ayiri’s influence.79
Unfortunately, the lack of historical sources make it difficult to provide a
clear answer to the question of why al‐Ayiri decided to go to Afghanistan in mid
2000. Three factors may have played a part. One possibility is that al‐Ayiri grew
disillusioned with the Chechen cause; he may have had disagreements with Khattab
or lost enthusiasm after Russia established a degree of control of Chechnya in the
spring of 2000.80 Another possibility is that al‐Ayiri’s intellectual curiosity led him to
take an interest in the Taliban regime, which was making headlines in early 2000
with its continued refusal of U.S. demands to extradite bin Ladin. A third factor may
have been pressure from bin Ladin, who was keen to establish an infrastructure in
the Kingdom. The fact that al‐Ayiri had access to top Taliban officials suggests that
he had come to Afghanistan on the invitation of, and with a recommendation from,
Bin Ladin himself.
Bin Ladin’s recruitment of al‐Ayiri was indicative of the broader power shift
that occurred in 2000 in the long‐standing conflict between Khattab and Bin Ladin
(see Chapter 4). Up until then, the classical jihadists had had the upper hand on the
Saudi Islamist scene. As a former al‐Qaida insider wrote in 2004,
“[Khattab’s] position in Chechnya until the start of the second Russian
campaign in 1999 was stronger than Bin Ladinʹs position in Afghanistan.
Contacts began between the two sides with Bin Ladin and Khattab each
Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
Age of Lowliness]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003): 18.
79 See Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺhawla sharʹiyyat hukumat taliban [On the Legitimacy of the Taliban
Government]ʺ (www.aloqla.com, 28 November 2000).
80 The Saudi journalist Faris bin Huzzam said al‐Ayiri disagreed with commander Khattab on a number
of issues. Interview with Faris bin Huzzam.
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trying to attract the other to his plan. […] The dialogue between the two
Saudi wings in Chechnya and Afghanistan was constant and ceaseless, but
progress was minimal.”81
In 2000, on the other hand, it became clear that Khattab’s project had largely failed
and the tables were turned:
“The Chechen mujahidin government in Grozny fell and the mujahidin were
hunted down mercilessly in the mountains. […] A Chechen mujahidin
delegation came rushing to ask for help and assistance from the Afghanistan
government and its Arabs.”82
Bin Ladin had known al‐Ayiri well in the early 1990s and must have realised
the value of having an associate of al‐Ayiri’s calibre free to recruit, raise funds and
collect weapons inside Saudi Arabia. Al‐Ayiri was perfect for the job, for several
reasons. First of all, he was a veteran jihadist and with several years’ experience as an
elite training camp instructor. Second, his strong personal charisma commanded the
admiration of younger recruits and enabled him to convince many a financier and
religious scholar to support jihadist causes. Third and most importantly, al‐Ayiri’s
family was originally from Burayda, a fact which gave him unique access to the
religious scholars and the donors in the Najd.83 This is extremely significant because
up until 1999, the majority of Bin Ladin’s agents in the Kingdom, such as Abd al‐
Rahim al‐Nashiri and Walid bin Attash, were Hijazis of Yemeni origin. Before al‐
Ayiri, al‐Qaida’s ability to mobilize resources in the Central and Eastern part of the
country was circumscribed. With al‐Ayiri, Bin Ladin finally had a foothold in the
heartland of the Saudi Islamist landscape. Al‐Ayiri had in fact already established
close personal relationships with many of the most influential conservative clerics in
Burayda. Al‐Ayiri had known Salman al‐Awda since 1993, and their mutual respect
was reflected in the tone of al‐Ayiri’s many (critical) letters to al‐Awda from 2000
onward. More important, al‐Ayiri had moved to Burayda after his release from

ʺqissat al‐afghan al‐ʹarab min al‐dukhul ila afghanistan ila al‐khuruj maʹ taliban [The Story of the Afghan
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prison and married the sister of the wife of Sheikh Sulayman al‐Ulwan. 84 He thus
had a direct family connection to a key member of the al‐Shu’aybi network, which
was on the rise exactly at this time.
Al‐Ayiri role in Bin Ladin’s network was quite different from that of the very
mobile and operationally active figures like Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri, Walid bin
Attash, Umar Faruq or Hambali. As we shall see in Chapter 11, al‐Ayiri’s task was
not to mount international operations but to work specifically in Saudi Arabia to
develop al‐Qaida’s recruitment and fundraising network. By all accounts, he was not
involved in the planning of the USS Cole or the 9/11 operation. However, he did
travel to Afghanistan at least once between his July 2000 visit and September 2001.85
He may also have travelled elsewhere; in one letter, he claims to have visited the
Moro Islamic Liberation front in Mindanao in the Philippines in August 2001.86 There
are in other words some unsolved questions about al‐Ayiri’s activities in 2001. It is
notably rather curious that I have not been able to find any dated texts by al‐Ayiri
published between September 2000 and September 2001.87 This is in contrast to his
remarkable literary production between September 2001 and May 2003, a period
during which he was also very busy building the QAP organisation. An unclear
passage in his Sawt al‐Jihad biography suggests that he may have been detained by
the Mabahith (the internal security service) from March to August 2001, but this
contradicts another source which places him in Afghanistan in May 2001.88
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What we do know for sure is that from mid‐2000 onward, Yusuf al‐Ayiri was
working extensively and systematically to build an al‐Qaida infrastructure inside
Saudi Arabia. As al‐Ayiri’s biographer stated: “The Sheikh [al‐Ayiri] was
preoccupied with recruiting youth and urging them to go to Afghanistan to join the
camps and the training there.”89 He was also very active on the Internet, posting
messages on al‐Salafyoon website and participating on the Internet‐based radio forum
Paltalk under the pseudonym “Azzam.”90 Al‐Ayiri’s power as a recruiter lay
probably less in his own personal contact with young Saudis than in the influence he
wielded over religious scholars. He convinced clerics that the Taliban regime was
worth supporting, whereupon the scholars would encourage followers to go to
Afghanistan. We know for example that Abd al‐Aziz al‐Umari, one of the 9/11
hijackers, was encouraged to go to Afghanistan by al‐Ayiri’s brother‐in‐law, Sheikh
Sulayman al‐Ulwan.91 Al‐Ayiri’s efforts were no doubt a very important factor
behind the dramatic increase in the number of Saudis going to Afghanistan from
1999 onward.
The precise structure and dynamics of al‐Qaida’s recruitment network in
Saudi Arabia prior to 2001 is difficult to ascertain. While al‐Ayiri was undoubtedly
important, he was by no means the only one contributing to the flow of volunteers
between 1999 and 2001. In October 2005, the Saudi newspaper Ukaz published a
highly interesting interview with an anonymous “repentant militant” who described
how he was recruited in early 1999.92 The former militant said he was invited to
lectures and meetings in specially allocated houses and desert camps. This indicates
that as early as February 1999, there was an organised recruitment infrastructure in
place, at least in the Riyadh area. In 2000 and 2001, recruiters seem to have been
working in parallel in different parts of the country, although it is not clear to what
extent they were working together or whether they all reported to Yusuf al‐Ayiri.
However, as we shall see in Chapter 9, recruitment was not always a top‐down
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process driven by a hierarchical network of professional recruiters. In many cases,
recruits developed a motivation to go independently of a proactive recruiter, either
by reading propaganda on the Internet, discussing politics with their friends, or
hearing a sermon by a radical sheikh. For al‐Qaida’s purpose, it was often enough to
have strategically placed “gatekeepers” or “fixers” that were reasonably well known
in the Islamist community, so that interested recruits could get in touch themselves.
With fundraising, on the other hand, more systematic efforts were required.
The Jihadist Fundraising Industry
Fundraising was extremely important for al‐Qaida in the late 1990s, because by the
time Bin Ladin arrived in Afghanistan in 1996, there were only crumbles left of the
former millionaire’s private wealth. His assets in Saudi Arabia had been frozen when
he was stripped of his citizenship in 1994, and his expulsion from Sudan in 1996 cost
him the businesses he had developed during his Khartoum years.93 At the same time,
Bin Ladin had great ambitions for al‐Qaida in Afghanistan and needed money to run
his increasingly elaborate organisation.
As we saw in Chapter 3 and 4, the rise of pan‐Islamic nationalism in Saudi
Arabia in the 1980s and 1990 had led to a blurring of the distinction between
humanitarian and military support for Muslims in need. This had produced a Saudi
charitable sector which could very easily be manipulated to channel money to
militant groups abroad. Bin Ladin had established close links with key donors and
charities during the Afghan jihad. One of the documents found in the raid on the
Sarajevo office of the Islamic Benevolence Committee in 2002 was a list of 20 key
donors, known within al‐Qaida as “the Golden Chain”.94 The list contained the
names of the main donors to the IBC in the late 1980s. It is not clear whether all of
them supported jihadist causes in the 1990s, but some of them did, as the 9/11 report
established that Bin Ladin relied on a core group of faithful private donors in the
1990s.95
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Given Bin Ladin’s pariah status, donors inside Saudi Arabia had to avoid
appearing as dealing directly with Bin Ladin, for fear of attracting the Saudi
government’s attention. Saudi authorities had taken a number of steps to uproot
fundraising infrastructure that could be traced directly to Bin Ladin. In 1993, Saudi
authorities had taken IBC director Adil Batterjee in for questioning and closed the
Jidda office of his charity.96 In 1997 they arrested Madani al‐Tayyib (aka Abu Fadl al‐
Makki) al‐Qaida’s chief financial officer.97 In 1998, Saudi authorities arrested and
deported Said Sayyid Salama, an Egyptian who was working as a finance officer and
international courier for al‐Qaida.98 However, the structure and lack of oversight of
the Saudi charitable sector made it very easy for donors to cover their traces, and for
al‐Qaida fundraisers to tap funds donated in good faith.
No one realised the importance of fundraising more than the jihadist activists
themselves. As Isa al‐Awshan, an experienced Saudi fundraiser and later a
prominent QAP member, wrote in 2003:
“There is no doubt that money is the lifeline of jihad, and from what is of
greatest benefit to the jihad and the mujahidin is for a group of the umma – or
the entire umma – to collect funds and send them to the people of the
frontlines, and the impact of this on the jihad is not hidden from anyone. […]
Sheikh Yusuf al‐Ayiri said that the one who has no income or wealth to spend
should instead gather funds from those who do, including from women and
children, and from private as well as public sources. […]
There are various methods in collecting money for the mujahidin which
cannot all be mentioned here, but what is important is that you to have
complete determination to collect these donations. If this is your true concern
and obsession, then you will find yourself coming up with countless and
unlimited ways in which to do this, and you will pass unhurt through every
obstacle placed in your way by the helpers of the Cross and the enemies of
the mujahidin.”99
Religious scholars were key to fundraising, because private donors would nearly
always consult clerics before making a donation or entrust sheikhs with money to
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pass on to good causes. A key task for jihadist fundraisers in Saudi Arabia was
therefore to befriend religious scholars and convince them of the worthiness of the
cause in question. This was one of the reasons why Yusuf al‐Ayiri was so important
to Bin Ladin. As a Burayda resident and brother‐in‐law of Sulayman al‐Ulwan, al‐
Ayiri was extremely well placed to cajole the influential Najdi sheikhs into
supporting jihadist causes. When al‐Ayiri began raising funds for the Chechen jihad
in 1999, he contacted the newly released Salman al‐Awda, the Sahwist icon who had
generated massive funds for the Bosnian, Tajik and Chechen jihad efforts in the first
half of the 1990s. However, al‐Ayiri was disappointed to find out that the Sheikh had
changed:
“Commander Khattab told the brothers when he was in Dagestan, ‘Give me a
million dollars and we will stay until the end of the winter and be steadfast
against the Russians’. So Sheikh Yusuf went to a wealthy man who agreed to
give 8 million riyals, but only on the condition that Sheikh Salman write him
a note or call him [to approve the donation]. So Sheikh Yusuf went to Salman
al‐Awda, but to no avail, because the Sheikh skirted the issue and finally said
‘I am actually not convinced by the Chechen issue.’”100
When al‐Ayiri realised that the former Sahwists were not going to be of much use, he
turned his attention to the al‐Shu’aybi school. These scholars were emerging as a
more radical alternative to the Sahwa and were prepared to vouch for jihadist causes
abroad. From about 2000, al‐Ayiri lobbied hard to get these sheikhs interested in
Afghanistan and the Taliban regime. For example, during Hajj in late February 2001,
al‐Ayiri met with Taliban Ministers in Mecca in order to coordinate a telephone
conference between Mulla Umar and Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi.101 Al‐Ayiri was
instrumental in obtaining the support of the al‐Shu‘aybi school for the Taliban,
something which greatly facilitated Saudi recruitment and fundraising to
Afghanistan in 2000 and 2001.
In addition to this kind of high‐level lobbying, jihadist fundraisers also
worked systematically to solicit funds directly from private donors. Representatives
of various groups and causes would travel around the country in small delegations

100 Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an
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101 Ibid., no. 1.
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visiting wealthy donors and “selling” their general or specific projects. It is important
to note that money was not given away to any kind of project. Donors were critical,
concerned with religious legitimacy, and needed to be convinced of the cause in
question. Most donors had two main criteria. First of all, the military campaign in
question had to have the approval of a respected sheikh. Secondly, the money would
have to be used for uncontroversial warfare or “classical jihad” activity. Most jihad
donors would only fund specific guerrilla campaigns, not international terrorist
operations against civilians. Fundraising therefore involved a considerable element
of marketing and presentation skills, to ensure that donors see the cause as legitimate
and “uncontroversial”. For example, when fundraisers sought support for Bin Ladin
in Afghanistan in the early 2000s, they would focus on the Taliban’s war against the
Northern Alliance and the need to defend the “Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan.”
The outbreak of the second Chechen war in 1999 created a very favourable
environment for fundraising, because there was broad outrage in Saudi society over
the images of civilian suffering coming out of Chechnya. Yusuf al‐Ayiri and others
started travelling across the country, visiting wealthy businessmen known for their
jihadist sympathies. Al‐Ayiri is said to have collected large sums of money for the
Chechen cause in this way.
Another important fundraiser for Chechnya was Khalid al‐Sabit, a veteran
jihadist and close friend of commander Khattab.102 Al‐Sabit had fought in
Afghanistan in the 1980s, and had accompanied Khattab to Tajikistan in the early
1990s before returning to Saudi Arabia for health reasons. He went to Chechnya in
1997 to teach in the “Qawqaz Sharia Institute”, the religious school set up by Khattab
after the end of the first Chechen war. In 1999, shortly after the outbreak of the
second Chechen war, al‐Sabit was wounded in battle and had to return home. He
came back to Saudi Arabia completely penniless, but he quickly made friends in the
jihadist community. He notably became close to younger radicals such as Isa al‐
Awshan. A few years later, they would all become key players in the QAP.
In 1999, shortly after his return to Saudi Arabia, al‐Sabit became a very active
fundraiser. He travelled around the country visiting donors together with Isa al‐
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Awshan and other companions. Like salesmen, they brought portfolios with pictures
and maps of Chechnya, and they updated the donors on the current status of the
mujahidin in Chechnya. As al‐Awshan later wrote:
“Khalid was a very likeable person, and none of the scholars or businessmen
or other prominent people would stand in his way when he talked to them
about the Chechen issue and of the need to support and back it. So they
cooperated with him and supported the issue, which enabled him to recruit
many people in the service of the mujahidin in Chechnya. [...] We would go
with him on tours in many regions to visit scholars and wealthy people.
Khalid had a map of Chechnya on which he showed the movement of the
mujahidin, scenes of major operations, and enemy bases. This gave the
audience a clear picture of the Chechen issue. We would come back
afterwards with hundreds and thousands [of riyals], which he would then
send to Khattab – may God bless them both.”103
In addition to this “door‐to‐door approach,” jihadist fundraisers also organised
organise lectures and soirees on particular themes such as Afghanistan or Chechnya,
with the aim of obtaining donations from the audience.104 Such evenings would be
organised in private homes or in rest houses outside big cities. Because such sessions
would be open to a wider public – some accounts speak of hundreds and even
thousands of attendees (see below) – the speakers had to be careful to conceal the
real recipients of the money. Very often, there was outright deception, with
fundraisers lying about the real purpose for collecting the donations. Typically the
fundraisers would present a project to build a mosque or a hospital, in order to
appeal to benefactors. As a former QAP militant told the Saudi newspaper al‐Ukaz:
“They would appeal to people’s feelings. In the meetings in these tents and
rest houses, which would be attended by thousands of people, Sultan Bijad
[al‐Utaybi] would exhort people to donate money to fictitious projects. He
would say ‘there is a charitable project to build a mosque’ or something
similar. Once he said one of the youth was passing through a difficult phase
financially and needed support and help; and donations came from all
corners. Invitations to these meeting were sent to many philanthropic
businessmen, so it was very easy to get money.”105
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As al‐Ayiri turned his attention away from the Chechen issue and started working
more directly for Bin Ladin, his fundraising efforts also changed focus. Al‐Ayiri
began collecting money for Bin Ladin, and he used his growing leadership status in
the Saudi jihadist community to influence other fundraisers to do the same. Between
1999 and 2001, the Chechnya‐focused and Afghanistan‐focused parts of the jihadist
community seem to have been working more or less in parallel. After 9/11 and the
US‐led invasion of Afghanistan, however, the situation changed. Many of the people
who had been preoccupied with the Chechen issue, such as Khalid al‐Sabit and Isa
al‐Awshan began focusing on Afghanistan instead. As al‐Awshan explained:
“When the blessed raids on New York and Washington happened, he [Khalid
al‐Sabit] was in my house and we were following the event together through
the Internet. He was happy and cheerful and the blessed strikes increased his
enthusiasm for Afghanistan in addition to Chechnya. He collected large
amounts of money for Afghanistan and sent it to the martyr Sheikh Yusuf al‐
Ayiri – may God bless them both”
At some point, Yusuf al‐Ayiri also began to skim off money from the fundraising and
use it in secret preparation for a future violent campaign inside Saudi Arabia.106 By
placing himself on top of a large fundraising apparatus, and by becoming the key
middleman for the cash flow from Saudi Arabia to Afghanistan, he was able to
discreetly set aside significant sums of money that was used to build weapons
stockpiles inside Saudi Arabia. Hence recruitment, fundraising and weapons
collection efforts were closely connected and undertaken with a mid‐term strategic
objective in mind, the launch of a jihad on the Arabian Peninsula.

As the global jihadist infrastructure grew in both Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan,
parts of the global jihadist community began pressing to launch attacks in the
Kingdom. As we saw in Chapter 2, there was a slow but steady increase in the
number of low‐level incidents in Saudi Arabia from late 2000 onward. In mid‐2001,
there seems to have been a number of more serious initiatives to reopen the Saudi
front. Former CIA director George Tenet noted in his memoirs that in June 2001, U.S.
intelligence was informed by the British secret service that Abu Zubayda was
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planning suicide car bomb attacks against American military targets in Saudi Arabia
for late June 2001.107 Tenet also noted a mid‐2001 intelligence report that a group of
Pakistanis was planning to “bomb the American community in Jeddah, possibly the
U.S. or British Schools there.”108 On 17 July 2001, sources within the “Zawahiri
network” told the CIA that an attack was about to take place inside Saudi Arabia
within days.109 There are also minor indications in the jihadist literature of increased
operational activity in the Kingdom in mid 2001. For example, a Sawt al‐Jihad martyr
biography described how a Saudi militant named Fahd al‐Sa‘idi left his Afghan
training camp for Saudi Arabia shortly before 9/11 to assess the potential for
operations there.110
However, none of these attempts seem to have materialised and most were
carried out by actors outside or on the periphery of Bin Ladin’s sphere of control. By
all accounts, Bin Ladin did not instruct any attacks in the Kingdom in this period.
Instead, his chief representatives continued to recruit, raise funds and collect
weapons.111 As we shall see in Chapter 11, it was not until 2002 that the central al‐
Qaida organisation would focus on Saudi Arabia.
Conclusions
This chapter examined al‐Qaida’s organisational infrastructure in Afghanistan and in
Saudi Arabia between 1996 and 2001. It thus provided the meso‐level part of the
analysis of the mobilisation of Saudis to the global jihadist movement. The chapter
highlighted a number of important points which help explain this mobilisation.
Perhaps the most important finding is that al‐Qaida’s foothold in Saudi Arabia prior
to 2000 was considerably weaker than is frequently assumed. It took time for Bin
Ladin’s organisation to grow and consolidate, in Afghanistan as well as in Saudi
Arabia. It would seem that the name “al‐Qaida’s golden age” really only applies to
the period from 1999 to 2001.
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Another important conclusion is that the principal reason why there were no
major al‐Qaida attacks in Saudi Arabia in this period was that the organisation
lacked the operational capability. After a series of failed operations in 1998, Bin
Ladin decided to postpone operations in the Kingdom and rather cultivate it as a
recruitment and fundraising ground, a strategy which proved very successful.
Between 1999 and 2001, the top al‐Qaida leadership refrained from launching
operations in Saudi Arabia for fear of compromising its main source of money and
recruits.
The chapter also documented the crucial role played by Yusuf al‐Ayiri in
mobilising resources in Saudi Arabia in support of al‐Qaida in 2000 and 2001. Using
his charisma and family links, he enlisted the support of the scholars in the al‐
Shu’aybi school and built a large, informal network of recruiters and fundraisers. Al‐
Ayiri is a very good illustration of the fact that entrepreneurial and well‐placed
single individuals can make an enormous difference to the mobilisation capability of
small clandestine organisations.
So far we have looked at the macro‐ and meso‐level factors behind the
mobilisation of Saudis to global jihadism between 1996 and 2001. Chapter 7
examined the mobilisation context, while this chapter studied the mobilisation
agents. I shall now move down to the micro‐level of analysis and examine the
dynamics of individual recruitment to al‐Qaida’s training camps.
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Saudi Recruitment to al-Qaida

Who remembers the names of the Saudi 9/11 hijackers? While the story of
Muhammad Atta and the Hamburg cell has been told in vivid detail, most of the
Saudi hijackers remain an anonymous mass, collectively referred to as the “muscle”
of the operation.1 This is symptomatic of a broader tendency in the literature on
radical Islamism, namely to strip Saudi militants of their individuality. Much of the
literature seems to presume the existence of a specifically Saudi extremism which
ensures a permanent flow of recruits to war zones and terrorist groups. Surprisingly
often, the extremism of Saudi militants is implicitly explained by the fact that they
are Saudi; it is almost as if Saudis are born radical and their individual backgrounds
not worth studying.
This is of course a misconception. The trajectories of Saudi al‐Qaida recruits
were no less diverse, complex and interesting than those of their Egyptian or
Jordanian comrades. Moreover, only a fraction of the Saudi youth population –
perhaps around 1,000 individuals – made their way to Afghanistan between 1996
and 2001.2 The “ideological paradigm” has diverted attention from the real puzzles
of the Saudi recruitment to al‐Qaida. First, why did these particular people, and not
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others, leave the Kingdom for the Afghan mountains? Second, what drove Saudis to
al‐Qaida’s camps when there was no commonly acknowledged jihad in Afghanistan?
Third, how did Saudis join the camps when jihadist activism had become a
clandestine and controversial activity?
The purpose of this chapter is to address these questions through an analysis
of the individual biographies of Saudis who travelled to Afghanistan between 1996
and 2001. The chapter provides the micro‐level part of the analysis of the
mobilisation to the global jihadist movement. It thus complements the macro‐ and
meso‐ level analysis in the two previous chapters and concludes part three of this
thesis. The chapter will follow the same general approach which was described and
applied in the micro‐level analysis of mobilisation to classical jihadism (Chapter 5).
After a brief review of the source‐related and methodological issues specific to this
chapter, the analysis will proceed in three basic steps. The first part will describe the
socio‐economic profiles of the Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan in quantitative terms.
The second part will present the main types of declared motivations found in the
biographies, while the third part will examine the patterns and social dynamics of
joining the Afghan camps.
Sources and methods
The basis for the analysis presented in this chapter is a collection of 197 biographies
of Saudis who trained or fought in Afghanistan at some point between June 1996 and
December 2001 (see Appendix 4). The people in this sample may have travelled to
Afghanistan with a variety of intentions and entertained different types of relations
with Bin Ladin and al‐Qaida in Afghanistan. There is notably a certain distinction to
be drawn between those who went before 9/11 and those who went afterwards, as
most of the former joined al‐Qaida camps while the latter joined something closer to
a classical jihad. Nevertheless, I argue that this sample is representative of the Saudi
recruitment base to al‐Qaida in this period, for two main reasons; first, the majority
of the people in our sample went before 9/11; second, we know with reasonable
certainty that they all trained or fought with Arabs in Afghanistan.
The sample consists of four main types of biographies. The first category
includes Saudis who died in battle in Afghanistan in late 2001. The main source for
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these biographies is a document posted on jihadist websites in 2004 which listed
Arabs who died in the Qala‐e‐Janghi prison uprising in November 2001, at least 60 of
whom were Saudis.3 The document is reasonably reliable, because some of the names
are confirmed by other jihadist sources, but the biographies are very brief. The
second category consists of known Bin Ladin associates and suspected al‐Qaida
operatives. These biographies have been collated using a broad range of sources,
especially government documents, media reports, and the academic literature on al‐
Qaida. The third group consists of biographies of QAP fighters who are known to
have been to Afghanistan in this period. These relatively detailed biographies are
based primarily on interviews and martyr biographies published in the QAP
magazine Sawt al‐Jihad, but also on reports from local Saudi media.
The final category of people included in our sample is more controversial and
thus merits special attention here; it consists of Saudis who were captured in
Afghanistan or Pakistan in late 2001 and later imprisoned in Guantanamo Bay. In
early 2006, a court decision forced U.S. authorities to release transcripts from the
questioning of Guantanamo prisoners by the so called “Combatant Status Review
Tribunal” (CSRT) and the “Administrative Review Board” (ARB) which had been
conducted in 2005.4 These transcripts are extremely interesting, because they contain
first‐person accounts of why and how the prisoners travelled to Afghanistan. By
reading all the 8000 pages of transcripts, I was able to locate the testimonies of 73
Saudi Guantanamo prisoners (for unclear reasons, 59 of the 132 Saudi prisoners did
not appear in the transcripts).
These sources are obviously very problematic, because they were produced
by the U.S. military and because the prisoners have been treated harshly. Some
prisoners were no doubt also tortured, if not in Guantanamo, then in Bagram Air

Abu Sulayman al‐Farisi, ʺqissat wa asmaʹ al‐mujahidin al‐asra waʹl‐shuhadaʹ kamilatan fi qalʹat janji bi‐
mazar al‐sharif [The Complete Story and Names of the Captured and Martyred Mujahdin in Qala e
Janghi in Mazar e Sharif]ʺ (Shabakat Hadramawt al‐Arabiyya [http://hdrmut.net] 19 April 2004).
4 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006) and ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S.
Department of Defense, March/April 2006).
3
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Base or in Pakistan.5 However, these particular testimonies do not seem to have been
produced under physical duress, because they were given in late 2005, long after the
initial interrogation phase; some prisoners explicitly stated that they were abused in
the beginning but not at the time of the testimony). Although these documents must
be used very carefully, I consider the descriptive information contained therein as
reasonably reliable for two main reasons. First is variation; some prisoners admitted
to training and fighting, while others either denied such accusations or chose not to
appear before the tribunal at all.6 Second is corroboration; many details in the
admissions are consistent with narratives from other sources, notably the jihadist
literature.
However, even if we accept these transcripts as a historical source, a dilemma
arises when prisoners claim innocence from allegations that are based on classified
evidence. Given that U.S. intelligence has cooperated with countries that regularly
use brutal torture, it is very problematic to accept the allegations at face value,
however insincere the prisoner’s denial may seem.7 In my sample I have therefore
only included those individuals – 33 in total – who said in their testimonies that they
were in a training camp or that they fought in Afghanistan. In a few cases I have
included individuals who claimed innocence during the hearings – but only if there
was publicly available evidence of their presence in Afghanistan.
The biographical sample is very uneven, because the four types of
biographies emphasise very different types of information. For example, the
Guantanamo transcripts are rich in subjective experience but poor in biographical
detail, while QAP sources have the opposite characteristic. This unevenness is a
particular problem for the quantitative analysis. On the other hand, the sources

See for example Stephen Grey, Ghost Plane (London: Hurst, 2006) and Clive Stafford Smith, Bad Men:
Guantanamo Bay and the Secret Prisons (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2007).
6 At least eleven Saudi detainees refused to appear before the tribunal. See ʺTestimony of Detainees
Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S. Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 445, 577,
662, 788, 20283, 20285, 20301, 20392, 20394, 20495 and 20836. The rest said they had neither trained nor
fought, but had been to Afghanistan or Pakistan on other business.
7 There are examples of Saudis who claimed innocence in the Guantanamo hearings and who later
admitted they had gone to fight. Sa’d al‐Badni, for example, told the CSRT tribunal in 2005 that he had
gone to Iran for fun. After his release, he told al‐Riyadh newspaper he went to Afghanistan for jihad;
Contrast ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of
Defense, March/April 2006), 3231ff and Nayif Al Zahim, ʺal‐fatawa al‐mudhallila naqalatni ila afghanistan
liʹl‐jihad [Misleading Fatwas Brought me to Afghanistan for Jihad]ʺ, al‐Riyadh, 7 October 2006.
5
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complement each other well, and as a whole they provide a more detailed and
comprehensive picture than the sample used in chapter 5. Who, then, were the
Saudis who went to Afghanistan in al‐Qaida’s heyday?

1. Personal Backgrounds
This first section will try to describe the sample of Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan
with quantitative data on their backgrounds. It will focus on four main sets of
indicators: first, general characteristics such as age and departure times; Second,
geographical and tribal origin; Third, socio‐economic status; and fourth, other shared
characteristics and formative experiences.
General characteristics
The 197 people in the sample were all young men. While there are accounts of Saudi
women accompanying their husbands to Afghanistan, there were no women in the
training camps or on the battlefield.8 I know the birthyear of 67 (34%) of the people in
the sample, the average being 1975 (range 1957‐1985). The more important figure is
the average age of departure of new recruits to Afghanistan in this period, which
was 22,5 years (32 of 197 known; range 17‐35). This is two years more than the early
Saudi jihadists (see Chapter 5), which suggests that post‐1996 Afghanistan drew
relatively fewer high‐school pupils and relatively more people at student or working
age. The somewhat higher age is also reflected in the proportion of people who were
married; at least 15 of 197 in this sample were married, as opposed to 8 of 161 in the
previous sample. It is worth noting that the average age of the people who went after
9/11 seems to have been higher – at 27,4 years – although the data are very
incomplete (of the 11 who are known to have gone after 9/11, the age of only 5 are
known). It may be that a broader range of people went after 9/11 because jihad
participation was seen as more legitimate when the U.S. invaded.
We know the approximate departure date of 72 (37%) of the people in the
sample. These dates reveal a very clear pattern, namely that the flow of recruits
remained at a steady low level from 1996 to 1999, only to increase dramatically after

8 Among the few Saudi women to go to Afghanistan with their husbands was a certain Umm Hamza,
who later came to play a supportive role in the QAP; see Chapter 12.
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1999 (see Figure 12). According to these data, more people went in 2001 than in all
the five previous years combined. This is consistent with the findings of the previous
chapters, which indicated that the years 1999 and 2000 witnessed both important
changes the political opportunity structure as well as a quantum leap in al‐Qaida’s
recruitment infrastructure in the Kingdom. It is also consistent with accounts from
Saudis who were in Afghanistan in mid‐2001 who noted that there were “many more
recruits than before at al‐Faruq.”9
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Figure 12 Departure Dates of Saudis in Post‐1996 Afghanistan

Geographical and Tribal Background
I know the administrative region of residence of 140 (71%) people and the city of
residence of 118 (60%) people in the sample. These data allow me to make a number
of observations about the geographical origin of Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan. It
highlights a number of similarities with the sample analysed in Chapter 5, but also a
few important differences.
First of all, we see that the Hijaz (43%) was still the main area of origin of
Saudi jihadists, followed by the Najd (34%), the South (10,5%) and the North (6,5%)
(see Table 4 and Figure 13).10 Compared with the overall population, both the Hijaz

9 See the testimony of Guantanamo detainee Abd al‐Razzaq al‐Tamimi; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before
the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 1274.
10 The Hijaz consists of the administrative regions of Mecca and Medina, while the Najd consists of
Riyadh and Qasim.
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and the Najd, especially the administrative regions of Mecca and Riyadh, are
overrepresented in our sample. The East was clearly underrepresented, most likely
because of the large Shia population. The South was also underrepresented, although
there were somewhat more southerners, particularly from Asir, in post‐1996
Afghanistan than there were in the early jihad fronts.
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Table 4 Administrative Region of Residence of Saudis in Post‐1996 Afghanistan
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Second, when we compare this sample to that of Chapter 5, we see that the
proportion of Hijazis decreased by around 15%, while the proportion of Najdis
increased by about 10%. This suggests the occurrence of a process of “najdification”
of the jihadist community in Saudi Arabia in the 1990s. The exact causes of this
process are not entirely clear, but one important factor may have been the emergence
of more Najdi scholars, in particular the al‐Shu‘aybi school, who were willing to
encourage participation in jihadist activism. It is also possible that the police
crackdowns on the jihadist community in the second half of the 1990s affected
existing older networks, which were very Hijaz‐dominated, more than the emerging
Najdi ones. It is of course also possible that the overall population of the Najd
increased more than that of the Hijaz in this period, but I do not have historical
population data to verify this.
The third observation is that the majority of the Saudis in post‐1996
Afghanistan were from an urban background (see Figure 14). This is of course not
surprising given the high rate of urbanisation in Saudi Arabia. More interesting is the
evolution of the urban distribution of militants from the early jihad fronts to post‐
1996 Afghanistan (see Figure 15). In the more recent sample, Riyadh emerged as by
far the most important city of origin, while the proportion of people from Jidda and
Medina decreased markedly. The Meccan contingent grew slightly. This indicates a
relative growth of the jihadist communities in Riyadh and Mecca in the late 1990s
and early 2000s. It should be noted that while a certain centralisation occurred
around Riyadh, we also see that a broader range of mid‐sized cities are represented
in this sample compared to that of chapter 5. However, the continued high rate of
urban backgrounds combined with the emergence of Riyadh as a centre of gravity
reinforces the hypothesis that Saudi jihadism was above all an urban phenomenon.
This

would
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the
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underrepresented in both samples studied thus far.
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When it comes to tribal background, the same analytical problems encountered in
Chapter 5 apply here. I was only able to determine the tribal origin of 65 (32%) of the
people who went to Afghanistan after 1996. It might be worth noting that a slightly
higher proportion of people in this sample used their tribal name compared to those
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of the previous sample (32% versus 25%). This is either a coincidence or an indication
that tribal identity was slightly more important for the latter group.
The tribal origin of the Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan, like that of the early
Saudi jihadists, was very diverse (see Figure 16). It is not possible to draw any
substantial conclusions regarding the role of tribal culture or identity in jihadist
recruitment in the late 1990s. Perhaps the only noteworthy observation is that this
sample has relatively more members of Banu Shihr and more members of the Harb
tribe than the sample analysed in chapter 5. While I cannot explain the many Harbis,
the presence of nine Shihris is probably linked to the relative increase in people from
the Asir region in this sample.

Tribal Origin of Saudis in Post-1996 Afghanistan
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Figure 16 Tribal Origin of Saudis in Post‐1996 Afghanistan
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There are very few indications in these biographies, or in the jihadist
literature more broadly, that tribal origin played a particularly significant role in the
recruitment or social life of Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan. In fact, most of the rare
examples of a “tribal factor” coming into play are related to the small contingent of
Southerners. One of these examples is the story of Ahmed al‐Ghamidi, Said al‐
Ghamidi, Hamza al‐Ghamidi and Ahmed al‐Haznawi, who were all Ghamidis from
a cluster of three towns the Baha region. They travelled together to Afghanistan in
2000, trained together in al‐Faruq and were all selected by Bin Ladin to take part in
the 9/11 operation. Tribal ties, reinforced by a shared geographical origin, may well
have strengthened their mutual friendship. Another example is the reference on the
tribal origin of some 9/11 hijackers in an al‐Qaida propaganda videos. In a video
released in 2002, in which Usama bin Ladin presented all the 9/11 hijackers, he
highlighted the presence of the Southern tribes, saying “as for the tribes of Asir, they
receive the lionʹs share: Ghamid, Zahran, and Banu Shihr.”11 He then praised Wail
and Walid al‐Shihri, saying “their father is a businessman and the head of his tribe.
The world wanted them, but they fled to […] Afghanistan.”12
However, it is important to note that the large number of Southerners in the
9/11 plot did not at all reflect the geographical origin of Saudis in al‐Qaida’s camps
more generally. The Southerners are greatly overrepresented in the 9/11 team, so
much so that they must have been carefully selected by Usama Bin Ladin. There are
at least three possible reasons why Bin Ladin might have wanted southern tribesmen
in the 9/11 operation. One is that he wanted to send a message to Riyadh that he had
support in the South and its prestigious tribes, perhaps partly to cover up al‐Qaida’s
recruitment problems in the region.13 Another hypothesis is that Bin Ladin hoped to
stimulate new recruitment from Asir and Baha by making the Southern hijackers
famous. Yet another possibility is that these people were selected for operational
security reasons; Pre‐existing friendships and socio‐cultural affinities would have increased

ʺThe Nineteen Martyrs (video)ʺ (transcript available on www.jihadunspun.com, 11 September 2002).
Ibid.
13 The high‐level al‐Qaida member Tawfiq bin Attash has told interrogators that Bin Ladin wanted the
large southern tribes to be represented in the 9/11 operations in order to send a message to the Saudi
regime. However, this is contradicted by other key planners such as Khalid Shaykh Muhammad; see
The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 232 and 524.
11
12
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their in‐group loyalty, a security advantage during long‐winded operations on foreign
territory. Of course, these three hypotheses are not mutually exclusive.

The disproportionate presence of Southern tribesmen in the 9/11 operation
has led many observers to wrongly assume the existence of a “Southern radicalism”
in Saudi Arabia and to exaggerate the role of tribal culture and tribal politics in al‐
Qaida recruitment.14 We should certainly not disregard tribal dynamics in the study
of Saudi Islamism, but there are three important reasons why the “tribal factor” is
probably less important than many people think. The first reason is that rapid social
change, in particular urbanisation and internal migration, have rendered notions of
particularly masculine or rebellious tribal cultures less relevant. Second, if there is a
tribal factor in Saudi politics, it is more often an instrument of control than rebellion.
Tribalism is based on obedience to the tribal leaders, all of whom are closely
integrated into the Saudi political system. This is why there are infinitely more
Zahranis and Ghamidis in the Saudi security services than in al‐Qaida. Finally,
tribalism to some extent runs counter to Islamist ideology, which emphasises the
equality of believers before God and the unity of the Muslim nation above internal
factionalism. For this reason, prominent radical ideologues have in fact often warned
against tribalism. For example, chapter five of Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi’s book
Postures with the Fruits of Jihad was entitled “Tribalism and the Dangers of Depending
on It.”15 This is not to say that tribe is irrelevant, but tribal dynamics will be very
difficult to identify before we have new general research on tribal sociology in Saudi
Arabia and more detailed information – preferably from face‐to‐face interviews with
militants – about micro‐level radicalisation processes.
Socio-Economic Status
Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan came from a wide range of socio‐economic
backgrounds. Several people are described in the biographies as having come from
privileged backgrounds. Although there is probably substantial underreporting of
modest backgrounds, a number of people are described as poor or former
14 See for example Charles M. Sennott, ʺWhy bin Laden plot relied on Saudi hijackersʺ, Boston Globe, 3
March 2002.
15 Abu Muhammad al‐Maqdisi, ʺwaqfat maʹ thamarat al‐jihad [Postures With the Fruits of Jihad]ʺ
(www.tawhed.ws, undated).
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delinquents. However, this anecdotal evidence does not allow us to say much about
the sample as a whole. For this, we need to look at education level and occupational
status.
We know the approximate education level of 44 out of the 197 people (22%)
in our sample. Seventy percent of these had completed high school, while only 14%
had gone on to complete a bachelor’s degree or equivalent, and none had master’s
degrees or equivalent (see Figure 17). A large number of people had started, but not
completed their undergraduate studies.
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Figure 17 Education Level of Saudis in Post‐1996 Afghanistan

If we compare their level of education to the national male average from 2001,
they will seem relatively well educated (Figure 18). However, we must keep in mind
that the national average includes older people who grew up at a time when the
education system was very rudimentary. It is more relevant and interesting to
compare them with the early Saudi jihadists studied in chapter 5. In fact, the Saudis
in post‐1996 Afghanistan seem to have had a lower level of education than the Saudis
in the early jihad fronts, despite being older.
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Figure 18 Education Level of Saudis in Early Jihad Fronts and in Post‐1996 Afghanistan

Figure 18 shows that the early sample had more university graduates than
the later sample. We will also recall that the early sample included people with
master’s degrees, which the later sample does not. This discrepancy may seem
marginal, but we have to keep in mind that the people in post‐1996 Afghanistan
grew up on average a decade after the early Saudi jihadists. If we assume that the
Saudi higher education sector has undergone relatively steady positive development,
then the later generation would have had better education opportunities. Although
we do not have data for their specific age group in this period, it is reasonable to
assume that on average, the Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan had somewhat lower
education than their peers. Having said this, the fact that so many went to university
suggests they were by no means a class of underprivileged.
It is somewhat more difficult to measure the socio‐economic status of Saudis
in post‐1996 Afghanistan by their profession, because we only know the approximate
occupational status of 37 people (19%) in the sample. The distribution across
professional categories is relatively even, except for the clear majority of people who
were students (see Figure 19).
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Figure 19 Occupational Status of Saudis in Post‐1996 Afghanistan

However, there are good reasons to assume that a significant number of the
people in our sample were unemployed. Unemployment is likely to have been
underreported in our sources, because it represents negative information. If we
compare the data on occupational status in this sample with that of Chapter 5, we see
that the proportion of unknown values is slightly higher in the later sample (81% vs.
77%), despite the later biographies being generally more detailed than the earlier
ones. This suggests that the unemployment rate was higher among Saudis who went
to Afghanistan after 1996. Moreover, there is extensive anecdotal information on
unemployment in the biographies. For example, Sa‘d al‐Bidna, who went to
Afghanistan in September 2001, later said in an interview that
“of course there are specific reasons [that motivate] young people, especially
unemployment, the desire for self‐fulfilment, and [having] free time. I, for
example, finished [only] elementary school, and sat around without a job for
many years prior to leaving for Afghanistan.”16
A Guantanamo prisoner who went to Afghanistan in March 2001 later said,

16 Nayif Al Zahim, ʺal‐fatawa al‐mudhallila naqalatni ila afghanistan liʹl‐jihad [Misleading Fatwas Brought
me to Afghanistan for Jihad]ʺ, al‐Riyadh, 7 October 2006.
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“I read on the Internet about the Taliban. I was looking for a job. The page
said they need Muslims and their help. So I thought they would have jobs
helping Muslims.”17
In some cases, unemployment was partly self‐inflicted, as people who became
religious might refuse to take certain types of jobs for ideological reasons.18
These indications are consistent with evidence that unemployment became a
particularly acute problem in the second half of the 1990 as a result of a rising youth
population

and

decreasing oil revenues.

Although

there

are

no

official

unemployment figures from this period, the circumstantial evidence is telling. As
political economist Steffen Hertog has noted,
“By the late 1990s, pressure for Saudization [of the labour market] had
increased to an unprecedented degree, as budgets were squeezed and the
leadership realised that public employment guarantees for the increasing
numbers of Saudi graduates were definitely a thing of the past.”19
In 1996, Saudi Arabia introduced a three‐year freeze on new employment in the
public sector.20 In the early 2000s, many inside and outside of Saudi Arabia worried
about the possible link between youth unemployment and recruitment to Islamist
militancy.21 Many have also argued that the lack of leisure activities, such as cinemas,
concerts, discos and the like, lead many young Saudis into drifting and boredom,
making them easy prey for jihadist recruiters.
The hypothesis that unemployment and idleness fuelled recruitment to al‐
Qaida’s training camps seems intuitively correct. It is not difficult to see how bored
youngsters might be enticed by the prospect of weapons training and adventure in
Afghanistan, especially since it was presented as ideologically meaningful. However,
the hypothesis is not easy to validate scientifically. The available biographical

ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 3045.
18 For example, Hamud al‐Jadan said “After I found religion and started going to the mosque, I
requested several times for the airlines to change my position. I wanted to work on the ground instead
of working in the plane so I could accomplish my religious goals, such as going to the mosque. The
airline refused to change my position so I decided to quit”; Ibid., 3246.
19 Steffen Hertog, ʺSegmented Clientelism: The Politics of Economic Reform in Saudi Arabiaʺ (Oxford
University, 2006), 218.
20 Ibid.
21 See for example Charles M. Sennott, ʺBefore Oath to Jihad, Drifting and Boredomʺ, Boston Globe, 3
March 2002; and Craig S. Smith, ʺSaudi Idlers Attract Radicals and Worry Royalsʺ, New York Times, 17
December 2002.
17
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information is not detailed enough, and inactivity is difficult to measure. Few active
militants would admit they joined the jihad because they were bored. At the same
time, youth drifting and loitering is a very visible problem in big Saudi cities.22 This
author has met many young Saudis who expressed frustration over the lack of work
opportunities and leisure activities. Overall, it seems very likely that unemployment
was a factor in the recruitment of Saudis to post‐1996 Afghanistan.
Other Shared Characteristics and Formative Experiences
Religiosity was of course a prerequisite for going to Afghanistan, but not all post‐
1996 recruits had an equally long and unblemished record of piety. There seem to
have been three types of recruits. First were the “true believers”, i.e. those who had
been very observant since an early age. This includes the 10 people who are known
to have studied religion at university (half of all students whose subjects were
known studied religion). Another four people worked in the religious sector, while
yet another five people who were described in the biographies as coming from a
pious background. The second category consisted of the “born‐agains”, i.e. people
who used to be unobservant, but who became very religious a few months or a few
years before going to Afghanistan. There are at least seven examples of such stories
in our biographies.23 The third category consisted of the “pragmatists”, i.e. people
who even at the time of their departure were not especially observant. There are at
least six examples of such recruits in our sample.24 Several – at least five – of the
people in the last two categories had a record of youth delinquency or petty crime.25
One person allegedly had a long criminal record.26 Again, the overall picture is
mixed – post‐1996 Afghanistan attracted both “choir boys” and “bad boys”.
One thing, however, seems clear: the Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan
represented a new generation of Saudi jihadists. Only 26 people (13%) of sample are

See for example Raid Qusti, ʺRiyadh Cracking Down on ‘Drifting Shababs’ʺ, Arab News, 2 May 2007
and ʺWhy Do They Drive Around Aimlessly?ʺ Arab News, 11 May 2007.
23 See for example the biographies of Hamud al‐Jadan, Ahmad al‐Ghamidi, Saad al‐Ghamidi, Wail al‐
Shihri, Walid al‐Shihri, Khalid al‐Baghdadi and Talal al‐Anbari.
24 See for example the biographies of Muhammad al‐Utaybi, Saad al‐Bidna, Salim al‐Hazmi, Satam al‐
Suqami, Fahd al‐Juwayr and Faysal al‐Dukhayyil.
25 See for example the biographies of Salim al‐Hazmi, Satam al‐Suqami, Khalid al‐Baghdadi and Talal al‐
Anbari.
26 See the biography of Kamal al‐Fawda.
22
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known to have had previous jihad experience. In comparison, at least 45% of our
Bosnian sample and 51% of our Chechen sample were known to have attended
another battlefront. This is consistent with the young average age and the relatively
late departure dates of most people in the sample.
Although the Saudis in al‐Qaida’s Afghan camps were part of a new
generation and their geographical origin was slightly different from early jihadists,
they were not drawn from an entirely new and random section of the population.
Many of the people in post‐1996 Afghanistan were in fact linked by kinship or by
friendship to others with jihad experience. At least 25 people had relatives who were
jihadists ‐ either in the early jihad fronts or in post‐1996 Afghanistan. It reasonable to
assume that the proportion of people who had friends and neighbours with jihad
experience was even larger, because people’s friendship circle is usually larger than
their kinship circle and because we know that many people travelled to Afghanistan
in groups of friends. People with jihad veterans in their social network were thus
considerably more likely to travel to Afghanistan than those who did not.
Like the early jihadists, the Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan constituted a
very diverse crowd. As a group, they were not losers, misfits or paupers, nor were
they disgruntled graduates or ideologically driven rich kids. While all these
caricatures may have been represented in the sample, the average al‐Qaida recruits
were middle‐class and lower middle‐class men in their early 20s from the big cities of
Riyadh, Mecca and Jidda. They were socio‐economically somewhat less privileged
than the early jihadists, and many of them were unemployed or academically
disinterested university students. Apart from their pre‐existing social links with jihad
veterans, it is very difficult to pinpoint socio‐economic factors that set this sample
apart from the thousands of other underemployed youngsters in the big Saudi cities.
Could it be that the recruits who actually went to Afghanistan were driven by a
particular ideology or agenda? We shall now look at the motivational factors which
made Saudis leave their quiet lives of comfort for the hardship of Bin Ladin’s camps.
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2. Motivations for Going to Afghanistan
As noted in Chapter 5, the issue of motivations or drivers in recruitment to militant
activism is highly complex, but it can be simplified by focusing on declared and
more or less explicit motivations for going to Afghanistan. The purpose of this
section is therefore to present the most prevalent declared motivations for travelling
to Afghanistan between 1996 and 2001.
There are two very important points to keep in mind when examining the
motivational dimension of recruitment to post‐1996 Afghanistan. First, going to
Afghanistan was generally not seen by the recruits themselves as an act of joining al‐
Qaida. There does not seem to have been a widespread awareness in Saudi Arabia of
“al‐Qaida” as an organisation before 9/11. The second point is that declared
motivations are not necessarily real motivations. In the jihadist literature there is
probably a tendency for militant to retroactively embellish and “over‐ideologise” the
circumstances of their joining the jihadist movement. In our sample we also face the
opposite problem, because we have testimonies from Guantanamo prisoners, who
for obvious reasons may have tried to trivialize the purpose of their departure to
Afghanistan. Sceptics will probably find that I take these testimonies too literally.
However, I argue that most of the accounts contained in these transcripts are
credible, for several reasons. First, some of the types of motivations recur, despite the
fact that prisoners have presumably had few opportunities to coordinate their
explanations. Second, similar accounts appear in jihadist sources. Third, the people
included in this sample were already inculpated because they admitted to training or
fighting, while many other prisoners simply denied all accusations. Fourth, some of
the accounts are too detailed and idiosyncratic to be prefabricated lies.
The biographies in our sample point to a wide range of different declared
motivations for going to Afghanistan in this period. It is nevertheless possible to
identify three main types of motivations that can be broadly described as political,
religious and personal in nature. First was a desire to help and defend the Chechens
and the Taliban; second was a sense of religious duty and search for martyrdom;
third was the quest for adventure and military experience.
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Defending the Chechens and the Taliban
The first and most common type of declared motivation of people who left Saudi
Arabia for Afghanistan was the pan‐Islamic nationalist ideal of helping fellow
Muslims in need. For example, as Guantanamo prisoner Salim al‐Sa’id explained: “I
did not know exactly in which way I would help them but I went to help the people,
not to fight”.27 The biographies convey the distinct impression that loves for the in‐
group was much more important than hatred for the out‐group, just as we saw in
Chapter 5. “I went to train for jihad for God in order to fight whoever fights
Muslims”, said another Saudi prisoner, suggesting that the identity of the enemy was
less important than the victimhood of his people.28
The second Chechen war played an extraordinarily important role in
mobilising young Saudis for jihad. A large number of the Saudis who ended up in
Afghanistan in this period had in fact intended to fight in Chechnya. Because
Chechnya’s borders were practically sealed from late 1999 onward, most recruits
were diverted to Afghanistan instead, where they told they could train in
anticipation of entry to Chechnya. This phenomenon has been noted by the 9/11
report and in a study by the U.S. Army psychologist Sharon Curcio who interviewed
Guantanamo prisoners.29
In our sample, there are at least 11 cases of individuals who were originally
motivated by a desire to fight in Chechnya.30 One of them was Guantanamo prisoner
Abd al‐Razzaq Tamimi, who said he decided to go to Chechnya after he learned his
brother had died there. However, he headed to Afghanistan after a friend of his
brother told him Chechnya was too difficult to get to.31 Another Saudi Guantanamo
prisoner, Muhammad al‐Zayla, explained that

ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 2704.
28 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 894.
29 See The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 233; and Sharon Curcio,
ʺGenerational Differences in Waging Jihadʺ, Military Review 85, no. 4 (2005): 84.
30 These include Hamud al‐Jadan, Abd al‐Razzaq al‐Tamimi, Bandar al‐Jabri, Muhammad al‐Zayla,
Ahmad Ibrahim al‐Ghamidi, Ahmad Salih al‐Ghamidi, Hilal Jabir al‐Asiri, Said al‐Ghamidi, Zuhayr al‐
Thubayti, Ali al‐Ghamidi, Faysal al‐Dukhayyil.
31 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 1274.
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“when I was in Saudi Arabia I met someone from Chechnya. And I wanted to
go to Chechnya. So I went to Afghanistan. This person told me to go there
and train for six months. Then after six months, they would be going to
Chechnya.”32
A particularly vivid account of how the Chechen cause mobilised Saudis was
provided in the martyr biography of QAP militant Faysal al‐Dukhayyil. One
evening, before he had become religious, Faysal was watching an interview with
commander Khattab on al‐Jazeera together with some friends. He and his friends
were allegedly so upset “by the pictures of Chechen women and children under
Russian missiles” that they went to see Faysal’s cousin Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil, who
was a religious man with links in the jihadist community, in the hope that he could
help them to get to Chechnya. Ahmad was allegedly very surprised to see his
unobservant cousin and said “you still smell of cigarette smoke and you want to go
to Chechnya?” Six months later, i.e. in early or mid 2000, they went to Afghanistan.33
Faysal al‐Dukhayyil would never make it to Chechnya, but instead ended up as one
of the most active QAP militants in Saudi Arabia in 2003 and 2004. Al‐Dukhayyil is
just one of several very prominent al‐Qaida operatives who were brought to Bin
Ladin’s camps by outrage over Chechnya, not hatred for America. Several of the 9/11
hijackers, from Muhammad Atta and the Hamburg cell to the Saudi muscle hijackers
Ahmad and Said al‐Ghamidi, had initially wanted to fight with Khattab in
Chechnya.34
The other main declared motivation, which seems to have eclipsed Chechnya
in importance in 2001, was the desire to protect the Taliban, first against the
Northern Alliance and then against the US‐led invasion. It is not surprising that most
of the people who travelled to Afghanistan after 9/11 wanted to defend the Taliban.
What is more interesting is that so many Saudis saw the Taliban’s struggle with the
Northern alliance as a conflict requiring their participation. At least eight – probably
many more – of the people in our sample who travelled to Afghanistan before 9/11

Ibid., 2655.
Bandar al‐Dukhayyil, ʺfaysal bin abd al‐rahman al‐dukhayyil: musa‘ir harb [Faysal bin Abd al‐Rahman al‐
Dukhayyil: War Instigator]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 28 (2004).
34 The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004).
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said they went to fight against the Northern Alliance.35 For example, Abd al‐Rahman
al‐Amri, who went in September 2000, said he wanted to defend the Taliban against
the Northern Alliance, not fight American: “I could have done that in Saudi Arabia”,
he insisted.36 Al‐Amri said he believed Jihad was a duty when declared by a
government, in this case the Taliban. Others, like Jabir al‐Fayfi, were not entirely
certain about the legitimacy of the jihad, but nevertheless curious, so he “went to
Afghanistan to see whether the fatwa conditions [for jihad in support of the Taliban]
applied.”37
The Saudis who went to fight in defence of the Taliban did not always know
exactly what the Northern Alliance was. Mish’al al‐Habiri, for example, said he went
to Afghanistan “to fight against the Shiites.” Another Saudi, who must have shirked
his history classes, said he “wanted to help his Muslim brothers fight the Russians.”
“I didnʹt know the Northern Alliance would be there,” he insisted, ”I thought it was
Russians.”38
We also find examples other political motivations in the biographies. Several
individuals began their jihadist career by going to train in Kashmir, only to end up in
Afghanistan.39 A few travelled to the Philippines.40 The common denominator was
the desire to take part in a local struggle of national liberation, which they saw as
struggles to defend the Muslim nation.
One of the most surprising features about our sample is that anti‐
Americanism and international terrorist ambitions are practically absent from the
declared motivations for going to Afghanistan. There is no doubt that anti‐
Americanism must have been a factor for those who went to Afghanistan after 9/11.
However, by all accounts, these recruits envisaged a guerrilla war against U.S.

See for example the biographies of Abd al‐Hizani, Abd al‐Rahman al‐Amri, Abd al‐Rahman Ahmad,
Adnan al‐Sayigh, Jabir al‐Fayfi, Mazin al‐Awfi, Mishal al‐Habiri and Salim al‐Sa’id.
36 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 3116.
37 Ibid., 10.
38 Ibid., 604; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S. Department of
Defense, March/April 2006), 828; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review
Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 3045.
39 See for example the biographies of Muhammad Surur al‐Utaybi, Said Muhammad al‐Qahtani, Abd al‐
Rahman al‐Yaziji and Mitib al‐Muhayyani.
40 See for example the biography of Khalid al‐Hubayshi.
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soldiers in Afghanistan, not out‐of‐area bombings of civilians. If we look at those
who went before 9/11, there are practically no examples of people who say their
primary motivation was hatred for America or a desire to take part in an
international terrorist operation. There are of course a few exceptions, such as
Ghassan al‐Sharbi, who went to Afghanistan in August 2001 and later bluntly told
the Guantanamo tribunal that “I fought the United States. Iʹm going to make it short
and easy for you guys: Iʹm proud of what I did and there isnʹt any reason of
hiding.”41 This is not to say that Saudis who went to Afghanistan in this period were
friends of America – far from it – but they did not go to Afghanistan to take part in
9/11‐style operations. It seems very clear that the extreme anti‐Americanism
associated with al‐Qaida operatives was primarily cultivated in Bin Ladin’s camps.
The prevalence of motivations linked to conventional struggles in Chechnya
and Afghanistan combined with the relative absence of anti‐American motives
suggest that most Saudis recruits to post‐1996 Afghanistan were driven by classical
jihadist ideology, not global jihadism. It would seem that al‐Qaida relied on the
strong classical jihadist undercurrent in Saudi society to draw people to Afghanistan,
and only present them with the global jihadist doctrine in its “pure form” once the
recruits were in the camps. This hypothesis is strengthened by the accounts of
recruits, such as the group of Yemeni‐Americans known as the “Lackawanna Six”,
who broke off their training in al‐Faruq because they found the atmosphere much
more anti‐American than they had expected.42
It is also worth noting that discontent with the Saudi regime does not feature
as a very prominent motivation for going to Afghanistan. There are a few exceptions,
like Bosnia veteran and subsequent QAP member Ali al‐Harbi, who went to
Afghanistan after his release from al‐Ruways prison in 1997 because he was afraid of
being arrested and tortured again.43 It seems that socio‐revolutionary factors played a
somewhat more important role in recruitment to post‐1996 Afghanistan than it did

ISN 682. ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of
Defense, March/April 2006), 2073; David Morgan, “Saudi man admits enemy role at Guantanamo trial”,
Reuters, 27 April 2006.
42 Matthew Purdy and Lowell Bergman, ʺWhere the Trail Led: Between Evidence and Suspicion;
Unclear Danger: Inside the Lackawanna Terror Caseʺ, New York Times, 12 October 2003.
43 ʺʹali al‐maʹbadi al‐harbi: batal badr al‐riyadhʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 24 (2004).
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for the early jihad zones, but pan‐Islamic nationalist motivations were clearly most
important. However, politics was only one dimension of the often complex and
composite motivations that underlay the decision to travel to Afghanistan.
Duty and Martyrdom
Another main type of motivation was of the religious kind. It is always difficult to
distinguish categorically between the political and the religious in the study of
Islamism. All of those who wanted to fight in Chechnya or defend the Taliban did so
out of a genuine religious conviction that it was their duty. It is nevertheless possible
to draw a conceptual distinction between motivations that relate to the collective and
material situation of other Muslims, and those that emphasise the individual and
spiritual dimension of the recruit. This distinction highlights the fact that a number
of Saudis seem to have gone to Afghanistan more out of a concern for their own
spiritual well‐being than for the situation of the Muslim people.
One type of such religious motivation is found in the many biographies of
people who said they went to “fulfil the duty of jihad”, while having minimal
knowledge and understanding of the political content and implications of this jihad.
Some people genuinely believed that going to Afghanistan was a religious duty and
that they risked divine punishment unless they carried it out. Tariq al‐Harbi, for
example, insisted that he “did not go there voluntarily, but to avoid punishment by
God.”44
Another group of people allegedly went to Afghanistan in order to assess the
Taliban’s implementation of Sharia law. Rami al‐Utaybi, for example, said he went
because he wanted to confirm that Taliban was Islamic.45 Some did this because they
considered moving to Afghanistan for a while, presumably because they thought it
would be preferable to live in a society characterised by very strict social
conservatism. Several of these recruits were acting on the encouragement of religious
scholars in Saudi Arabia.

ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 3071.
45 Ibid., 1115.
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A third type of religious motivation was a desire for martyrdom. A number
of people seem to have gone to Afghanistan because they genuinely hoped to die as a
martyr and go to heaven. Sometimes there was a personal dimension to this wish.
For example, Abd al‐Razzaq al‐Tamimi, who had lost a brother in Chechnya, wanted
to die a martyr so that he could meet his brother again.46 As we shall see, political
and religious motivations were often closely tied to more personal considerations.
Adventurism and Training
The third and very important type of motivation was more personal and social in
nature, namely the quest for adventure and military experience. A number of people
in our sample said more or less explicitly that they were drawn to the adventurous
aspect of foreign travel, the masculine dimension of weapons training and the
chivalry associated with being a mujahid.
For some, adventure was most important. One Saudi Guantanamo prisoner,
Fahd al‐Jutayli, said he went alone to Afghanistan in late August 2001 “for training”.
He said “it was just a vacation I had,” and his plan was to come back before school
started. He did not cite any political or religious motivations.47 Another recruit,
Ahmad al‐Shurfa, saw the training camps almost as a leisure activity:
“In my mind I was thinking that the training there was going to be like a club
where you can train anytime and you can leave anytime. You donʹt have any
commitment to that club and at the same time you can take courses or school
classes and study [...] If I would have known about another places to get that
training I would not have gone to Afghanistan.”48
Others seem to have been mostly interested in the weapons training and the
military experience. Ghanim al‐Harbi, for example, said he wanted to learn how to
defend himself. In Saudi Arabia, he said, “there are no camps where civilians can
learn to defend themselves. I offered my services to the Saudi Arabian Navy for the

Ibid., 1275.
Ibid., 2811.
48 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
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chance to train, but never heard back from them. Thatʹs when I began my quest to
find a place where I could learn to defend myself, and ended up in Afghanistan.”49
For yet others, going to Afghanistan was a way to prove their manhood.
Yusuf Nur explained how his brother, who had already been to Afghanistan, would
play on his fear of not being masculine enough:
“I wasnʹt actually a dedicated Muslim. I wasnʹt dedicated or anything. [My
brother] saw me and said “Look at you! You are not a man, you are wasting
you time”. He started talking to me and [said] ‘You donʹt know how to do
anything. No weapons, no training, no education. You have to be a man. You
have to learn’. This kind of talking got to me.”50
So in late 2000, Yusuf went to Afghanistan. Similar factors seem to have driven the
Saudi‐American Yasir al‐Hamdi. His father said in a subsequent interview that “boys
like to try things new […] he had never travelled outside Saudi Arabia before. He
decided to show, ‘I am a man.’”51 A friend of al‐Hamdi said that “[Yasir’s] agenda
was to take a sabbatical from school and try to get his head straight, to live in a strict
Islamic environment with other young men like himself.”
There were other types of personal motivations as well, notably the desire to
follow in the footsteps of a brother or a friend who had already gone. For example,
QAP militant Abd al‐Muhsin al‐Shabanat had tried very hard to get to Afghanistan
in late 2001 after he learned that his older brother Badr had died in Afghanistan.52
Similarly, the abovementioned Yusuf Nur explained that he went to Afghanistan a
second time just to be with his brother, because their father had died a few months
earlier. He insisted he was not motivated by the politics, but by a desire to be with
his brother.53

ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
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This brief overview shows that the young men who left Saudi Arabia for
Afghanistan after 1996 did so for a wide range of reasons, and not necessarily for the
reasons we most expected to find. However, it is not enough to look at declared
motivations, because the transition from Saudi Arabia to Bin Ladin’s training camps
is likely to have involved numerous social processes of which the recruits themselves
were not necessarily aware.

3. Patterns of Joining
How were young Saudis recruited to Afghanistan between 1996 and 2001? This
question is particularly interesting given the fact that jihadism in this period was a
clandestine activity. As we noted in Chapter 5, the term recruitment is somewhat
problematic because it connotes a formalised process of agent acquisition and
“brainwashing”, while the reality of clandestine activism is much more complex and
informal. The patterns of joining the jihad in the 1996‐2001 were no exception and as
we shall see, there were many paths to Afghanistan. This section is broadly divided
into two parts. The first will focus on top‐down recruitment processes, while the
second examines the more important bottom‐up initiatives. In each part I will try to
isolate and highlight the most prevalent patterns and mechanisms by which young
Saudis came to make the decision to go to Afghanistan.
It is important to note that in most cases, there were several stages and
several types of mechanisms involved in one and the same radicalisation process.
Take for example the story of Ahmad al‐Shurfa, who allegedly first got the idea of
going to Afghanistan after meeting a jihad veteran, possibly a recruiter, in Saudi
Arabia. Al‐Shurfa insisted that the person “didnʹt influence me, he just spoke to me
about jihad. It was my decision. Even after speaking with him I spoke to other
sheikhs.” Al‐Shurfa then made the final decision go to Afghanistan after hearing a
fatwa from a Saudi sheikh. He spoke to the scholar, read his book and followed an
Internet jihad website. From another sheikh he received SR 2000 and a letter
containing instructions to fly to Karachi and call a local contact person. He headed
out in the summer of 2001, was caught by U.S. forces in late 2001 and is now in
Guantanamo. Was al‐Shurba recruited or did he act on his own initiative? What was
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the defining factor – the jihad veteran, the sheikh, the Internet site or the facilitator?
Or were there other factors that al‐Shurba did not mention, such as social pressure
from his brothers or friends? Al‐Shurba’s story is just one of many complex
recruitment trajectories.
Top-Down Recruitment
The biographies in our sample suggest that there were two main types of top‐down
recruitment to Afghanistan, the first conducted by semi‐professional recruiters, the
other driven by religious scholars.
As we saw in Chapter 8, al‐Qaida seems to have had a certain recruitment
infrastructure in Saudi Arabia, at least in 2000 and 2001. While the biographies in our
sample generally do not mention meetings with “al‐Qaida recruiters,”54 there are
accounts of more or less random meetings with individuals who provided subtle or
direct encouragement to go to Afghanistan. For example, Ahmad al‐Shurfa said he
met someone in Saudi Arabia “who spoke to me about jihad.”55 Jabir al‐Fayfi said he
took an address for jihad in Kashmir from a man in Saudi Arabia who was ”from the
mujahidin.”56 Muhammad al‐Zayla said he met a veteran of the Chechen jihad
named Salih al‐Harbi who convinced him to go to Chechnya, but told him he had to
go to Afghanistan first. The recruiter then coordinated the whole journey to
Afghanistan.57
Recruiters seem to have operated in two main arenas. One important
recruitment arena was Mecca, notably during the period of Ramadan and Hajj, when
the city is particularly crowded.58 Fahd Muhammad, for example, was recruited in
Mecca in Ramadan (December) 2000. It is worth noting that Muhammad, like many
other recruits, was led to believe that he was making the decisions himself:
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“No one recruited me in Mecca. I met a man who told me about the idea of
Jihad. After that I went to Jidda and met the man again who prepared me to
go to Afghanistan. He gave me money and put me on a plane to the Arab
Emirates first going to Pakistan. The man I met just gave me the idea. He
didnʹt train me or anything like that. He just gave me the idea about
fighting.”59
Another important recruitment arena was the semi‐formal religious study groups
which are very widespread in Saudi Arabia. These forums could take a number of
forms, from evening get‐togethers to summer camps in the desert. They could be
organised by an older person like a teacher, or simply by groups of friends. Several
Saudis in Afghanistan met recruiters in such study groups. For example, Mushabbib
al‐Hamlan became involved with a group that gathered periodically to watch jihad
videos and was allegedly encouraged by a mentor named Bandar Marwi to go to
Afghanistan.60 QAP member Talal al‐Anbari was originally recruited to Afghanistan
by someone in his religious study group in Jidda.61 Another QAP militant, Nayif al‐
Shammari, went to Afghanistan after spending time with a study group in Hafar al‐
Batin that would gather after school for lectures and screenings of jihad videos. The
organizers gradually encouraged the participants to train with weapons and
eventually to go to Afghanistan.62 These study groups would often make use of “rest
houses” [istirahat] that are found in the thousands in the desert outside major cities.
These picnic pavilions, which are very popular with Saudi families, offered complete
privacy and were perfect for clandestine activities.63
There has been some debate in Saudi Arabia in recent years about the extent
to which the school system is infiltrated by recruiters. 64 Some have notably argued
that organized religious youth activities such as summer camps play a role in
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radicalizing Saudi teenagers.65 The information in this sample does not corroborate
such fears. There are cases, as mentioned above, of activists exploiting the many
religious arenas for socialization in Saudi Arabia, but it does not mean that these
arenas or institutions are inherently radicalizing or always manipulated by
recruiters. The number of people taking part in such activities is so large and the
number of Saudi jihadists so low that such a causal connection cannot be drawn. The
religious gatherings at which people were recruited to militancy all seem to have
been very informal and most likely not organized or sanctioned by the school or local
religious institutions.
The other main type of top‐down recruitment did not involve shady
recruiters but religious scholars. A considerable number of Saudis went to
Afghanistan on the encouragement of a sheikh. A few people, like Abd al‐Rahman
Ahmad, were inspired to go after hearing sermon by a radical imam in a small local
mosque.
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However, mosques were not as important recruitment grounds as they

had been in the 1980s. In the late 1990s, it was difficult to hold public rallies or
sermons in large mosques in support of jihad training in Afghanistan. The influence
of the religious scholars was therefore mostly confined to more discrete contexts such
as private lessons and informal meetings. A number of scholars, notably the sheikhs
of the al‐Shu‘aybi school, encouraged their students to go to Afghanistan. Sheikh
Sulayman al‐Ulwan is said to have recruited 9/11 hijacker Abd al‐Aziz al‐Umari and
many others to Afghanistan.67 Another hijacker, Muhammad al‐Shihri, allegedly
frequented religious circles in Burayda and may well have been encouraged by
scholars there.68
Sometimes, sheikhs played a passive role and simply gave fatwas authorising
or encouraging the departure to Afghanistan. Said al‐Qahtani, for example, said he
heard a fatwa concerning helping the Taliban, so he went to ask religious scholars
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“what is happening” and they advised him to go to Afghanistan.69 Another Saudi
recruit, Tariq al‐Harbi, said religious leaders had told him he had to go to
Afghanistan or “God would punish him.”70 Adnan al‐Sayigh said he “answered a
religious call in Saudi Arabia to go and fight for the Taliban,” while Salim al‐Sa’id
said he went “because he heard a fatwa saying one should help the Afghan people.”71
At other times, sheikhs also provided logistical assistance and facilitated the journey
to Afghanistan. For example, Abd al‐Razzaq Tamimi said religious scholars
convinced him to fight in Afghanistan and told him how to get there.72 Another
recruit, Ibrahim al‐Sahli, said he was inspired and helped in his travels by his Afghan
Qur’an teacher.73 The same thing may have happened to 9/11 hijacker Wa’il al‐Shihri,
who was sent by his father to see a religious scholar in Medina after a period of deep
depression. Only a few months later he left for Afghanistan together with his brother
Walid.74
Bottom-up Initiatives
While encouragement “from above” drove a number of Saudis to Afghanistan, many
others sought out al‐Qaida’s camps on their own initiative or together with friends.
The initial impetus could from a number of different sources.
The most important source of inspiration seems to have been friends and
family. Friendship and kinship played an even more important role in recruitment to
post‐1996 Afghanistan than for the early jihad fronts, presumably because
recruitment could no longer take place in public and thus tended to rely on existing
relationships of trust. As we noted earlier in this chapter, a large portion of our
sample had relatives with jihad experience. There are several accounts of people who
went because a brother had gone before them. For example, 9/11 hijacker Salim al‐

ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 2401.
70 Ibid., 3071.
71 Ibid., 1126; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department
of Defense, March/April 2006), 2704.
72 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 1274.
73 Ibid., 1755.
74 Sennott, ʺBefore Oath to Jihad, Drifting and Boredom,ʺ; Mutlaq al‐Buqami, ʺAl‐Shihri Says Sons
Missing for 10 Monthsʺ, Arab News, 17 September 2001.
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Hazmi was recruited by his brother Nawaf al‐Hazmi.75 Guantanamo prisoner Yusuf
Nur, whom we mentioned earlier, was prodded by his older brother Abd al‐Rahman
into going to Afghanistan.76 Abd al‐Razzaq al‐Tamimi said he decided to go two or
three months after his brother died on the battlefield in Chechnya. He was helped on
his way to Afghanistan by a friend of his brother had come to the wake of
condolences.77 Others followed friends who had already gone. Mazin al‐Awfi, for
example, said he was inspired by his friend Abdallah and his cousin Mahir, who had
left a while earlier.78
A second source of inspiration was the Internet. A number of people in our
sample said they thought of going to Afghanistan after reading jihadist websites. As
Sa‘d al‐Bidna told a Saudi newspaper after his release from Guantanamo,
“I did not belong to any group or organization, especially since I was not
devout before I left. But there were some fatwas that called for jihad and were
posted on certain websites. They influenced many young men, both devout
and non‐devout.”79
Guantanamo prisoner Abd al‐Hizani said “I read on the Internet about the Taliban. I
was looking for a job. The page said they need Muslims and their help.”
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The

abovementioned Ahmad al‐Shurfa said he “followed an Internet jihad website” to
get to Afghanistan.81 Khalid al‐Murghi said he went to Afghanistan after reading a
fatwa by Sheikh Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi on the Internet.82 What is very interesting to
note is that some people read jihadist websites for a long time without being
particularly pious. Several individuals, like QAP militants Musa’id al‐Subay‘i and

The 9/11 Commission Report, (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004), 524.
ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 2983; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S.
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77 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 1274.
78 Ibid., 14.
79 Nayif Al Zahim, ʺal‐fatawa al‐mudhallila naqalatni ila afghanistan liʹl‐jihad [Misleading Fatwas Brought
me to Afghanistan for Jihad]ʺ, al‐Riyadh, 7 October 2006.
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81 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 20327.
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Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 769.
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Talal al‐Anbari, are described as having been unobservant but “very interested in
news about jihad and the mujahidin.”83
A third type of inspiration could come from mainstream media, particularly
satellite television. We have already told the story of Faisal al‐Dukhayyil who was
outraged by the situation in Chechnya after watching an interview with Khattab on
al‐Jazeera. Others, like QAP militant Khalid al‐Sabit, recount how they were
spellbound by the images of the 9/11 attacks and started taking an interest in
Afghanistan.84
Yet another catalyst for self‐radicalisation was religious experiences like
dreams or visions. Talal al‐Anbari, for example, claimed he turned to religion after a
religious dream.85 Given the emphasis that the jihadist literature puts on visions, it is
of course possible that some of the accounts are post‐facto reconstructions.86
Nevertheless, the number of people who claim to have become more religious after a
religious experience is so significant that we cannot dismiss the possibility that some
of the experiences were genuine.87
Whatever the inspiration, recruits who sought to go to Afghanistan on their
own initiative needed help to find a safe way to get there. They were helped by the
vast network of passive “helpers” who provided logistical assistance to interested
recruits. These “gatekeepers” came in many types and were found in many places.
Some of them were mosque imams. For example, Ghanim al‐Harbi said he found his
way to Afghanistan by asking around at a mosque in Dammam:
“I spoke to one of the Imams and they gave me the address. I was given a
phone number and the man told me to meet him in Mecca. The person in

See Usama al‐Najdi, ʺtalal al‐anbari: haydara al‐jiddawi [Talal al‐Anbari: Haydara from Jidda]ʺ, Sawt al‐
Jihad, no. 17 (2004)and Abdallah al‐Subayʹi, ʺmusaʹid al‐subayʹi: rajul fi zaman qalla fihi al‐rijal [Musaʹid al‐
Subayʹi: A Man in a Time When Men are Scarce]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 19 (2004).
84 Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 15 (2004).
85 Usama al‐Najdi, ʺtalal al‐anbari: haydara al‐jiddawi [Talal al‐Anbari: Haydara from Jidda]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad,
no. 17 (2004).
86 For more on the importance of dreams in jihadist culture, see Iain R. Edgar, ʺThe Dream Will Tell:
Militant Muslim Dreaming in the Context of Traditional and Contemporary Islamic Dream Theory and
Practiceʺ, Dreaming 14, no. 1 (2004); and Iain R. Edgar, ʺThe True Dream in Contemporary
Islamic/Jihadist Dreamwork: A Case Study of the Dreams of Taliban Leader Mullah Omarʺ,
Contemporary South Asia 15, no. 3 (2006).
87 In the biographies of Saudi martyrs in Iraq, there are numerous accounts of people being inspired by
visions and dreams; see Muhibb al‐Jihad, ʺshuhadaʹ ard al‐rafidayn [Martyrs of the Land of the Two Rivers]ʺ
(www.al‐hikma.net, 19 May 2005).
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Mecca told me about the camp and how it ran. I told him what I wanted from
the training. I was given the address of a person in Lahore”.88
Other gatekeepers were just regular people who were known in their local
community for having contacts in jihadist circles. Hamud al‐Jadan explained that
after he decided to go to Chechnya, he went to see a man in his neighbourhood, a
certain Muhammad Marzuq, who helped him get to Afghanistan.89 Another good
example of a local gatekeeper was Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil, who helped his cousin
Faysal get to Afghanistan after the latter came and begged him to show him the way
to Chechnya. Yet another category of gatekeepers were Afghan expatriates in Saudi
Arabia. Abd al‐Jizani explained how he was helped to get to Afghanistan by Afghans
in Saudi Arabia.90 Similarly, after Khalid al‐Murghi decided to go to Afghanistan, he
sought out an Afghan at a local market who advised him on how to get there.91
It is important to emphasise that the notion of self‐radicalisation is somewhat
misleading, because the vast majority of recruits went through some kind of
socialisation period before going to Afghanistan. In fact, the biographies suggest that
social networks and processes were extremely important in the mobilisation of
Saudis to post 1996‐Afghanistan. Most people made the travel preparations as well
as the journey itself together with friends or relatives.92 A good example of this is the
group of friends from the Asir and Baha who eventually became part of the 9/11
hijacking team, namely Ahmad al‐Nami, Sa‘id al‐Ghamidi, Wa’il al‐Shihri and Walid
al‐Shihri. After entertaining the idea of going for jihad for a while, they allegedly
swore an oath together promising each other that they would head to Afghanistan.93
They then travelled together and stayed together in the Faruq training camp. In this
and other clusters of friends, group dynamics such as peer pressure, bidding games
and intra‐group affection were very important in driving the radicalisation process

ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 3021; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S.
Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 20540.
89 ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense,
March/April 2006), 3246.
90 Ibid., 3045.
91 Ibid., 1645; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Boardʺ (U.S. Department of
Defense, March/April 2006), 769.
92 See for example the biographies of Musaid al‐Subay‘i and Amir al‐Shihri.
93 Charles M. Sennott, ʺBefore Oath to Jihad, Drifting and Boredomʺ, Boston Globe, 3 March 2002.
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and preventing “desertions”. As such, our data is very much in line with the findings
of Marc Sageman’s influential study of terrorist networks.94
Conclusions
This chapter examined the individual recruitment to al‐Qaida between 1996 and 2001
in order to provide the micro‐level part of the analysis of Saudi mobilisation to global
jihadism. The chapter analysed 197 biographies of Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan
and generated a number of important insights into al‐Qaida recruitment in the
Kingdom. The quantitative review notably showed that the vast majority went to
Afghanistan in 1999 or later, and that they represented a new generation of jihadists.
Although they were socio‐economically diverse and not disadvantaged, they were
less diverse and had a slightly lower level of education than the early jihadists. This
reflects the fact that jihadism in the late 1990s was more controversial than in the
1980s, and that recruitment followed social networks more often than in the 1980s.
Many post‐1996 recruits were unemployed, which suggests that the late 1990s
economic slowdown stimulated recruitment. My data indicated a process of
“najdification” of the recruitment base, which probably reflected the rise of the al‐
Shu’aybi school and the efforts of Yusuf al‐Ayiri. I also showed that the South was
very underrepresented and that the tribal factor seemed negligible, which suggests
that the 9/11 team was unrepresentative of Saudis in al‐Qaida and must have
included Southerners for very specific reasons.
Motivations were composite and less ideological than often assumed.
Adventurism and personal factors were very important. Most recruits had only a
vague idea of what they would be doing in Afghanistan. Biographies contained very
few indications of anti‐Americanism, regime hostility or terrorist ambitions. Most
intended to take part in classical jihadism in Chechnya or in Afghanistan, not global
jihad against America. This adds to the mounting evidence that al‐Qaida’s
recruitment strategy relied on a degree of deception and on a conscious exploitation
of the classical jihadist sympathies in the Kingdom. Al‐Qaida recruiters presented the
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camps as a necessary station on the way to classical jihad. Once in the camps, recruits
were indoctrinated and socialised into Bin Ladin’s global jihadism.
The patterns of joining showed that there was a certain amount of top‐down
recruitment in the Kingdom, both by professional recruiters and religious scholars.
However, most went on their own initiative after being inspired by an acquaintances
or jihadist websites. A crucial facilitating factor in these bottom‐up processes was a
vast network of passive “gatekeepers” who offered travel advice to interested
recruits. Group dynamics were extremely important and most travelled in groups of
friends.
This chapter concludes the analysis of the Saudi mobilisation to global
jihadism, which represented the third part of the thesis. So far I have explained the
first two stages in the evolution of Saudi jihadism, namely the emergence of classical
jihadism in the 1980s and early 1990s (Part Two) as well as the rise of global jihadism
after 1996 (Part Three). I shall now proceed to Part Four of the thesis, which is
devoted to the third and final stage in the story leading to the 2003 violence, namely
the post‐2001 “homecoming” of the Saudi global jihadists and the formation of al‐
Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula. The next three chapters will analyse the
mobilisation to the QAP at the macro‐, meso‐, and micro levels respectively.
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The Post-9/11 Context for Global Jihadist

Activism

At 5 pm local time on 11 September 2001, millions of people in Saudi Arabia watched
the South Tower of the World Trade Center in New York collapse on live television.
Few if any of them realised that this event thousands of miles away had just set in
motion forces that would eventually bring terrorism to the streets of Riyadh. The US‐
led invasion of Afghanistan would dislodge al‐Qaida and lead Bin Ladin to actively
plan for a campaign in Saudi Arabia. From late 2001 onward, global jihadists were
actively trying to mobilise for violent action on Saudi territory. At the same time,
9/11 and the “war on terror” had altered the context for militant Islamist activism
considerably in most corners of the world. 9/11 did not change Saudi politics, as
Stephane Lacroix has pointed out, but its repercussions certainly did.1
This chapter introduces the fourth and final part of the thesis. In this and the
next two chapters I shall explain the emergence of the organisation which initiated
the 2003 campaign of violence. The current chapter is devoted to an examination of
the context and political opportunity structure for mobilisation to global jihadist
violence on Saudi territory in the period from September 2001 to May 2003. It thus
provides the macro‐level part of the analysis of the emergence of the QAP, while
Chapters 11 and 12 will provide the meso‐ and micro‐level analysis respectively. The
chapter is divided into three parts. The first part will focus on the key international
developments which affected the evolution of Pan‐Islamic nationalist sentiment in
the Kingdom. The second part will examine the main political and ideological
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developments on the domestic Islamist scene. In the third and final section I will look
at the evolution of Saudi policing toward the jihadist community in this period.

1. New Symbols of Muslim Suffering
The post‐9/11 world saw a number of developments on the international level which
fuelled the pan‐Islamic nationalism which had been on the rise since 1999. The war
on terrorism added new symbols of Muslim suffering to the existing ones in
Palestine,

Chechnya

and

elsewhere,

driving

pan‐Islamic

nationalism

to

unprecedented heights. In this section I shall examine the reactions in Saudi Arabia
to three key developments: first, the war on terrorism; second, the situation in
Palestine and Chechnya, and finally the Iraq war.
Afghanistan, Guantanamo and the War on Terror
One of the most intriguing aspects about the post 9/11 world is that the worst ever
terrorist attack on the United States was followed by a steep increase in level of anti‐
Americanism in the Arab and Muslim world. The “War on Terrorism” came to mean
widely different things in the Muslim world and in the West. Many Muslims in
general and Islamist communities in particular saw the War on Terror as a campaign
against Islam. Thus from a very early stage, these constituencies viewed all U.S.
actions in the war on terrorism through the lens of pan‐Islamic nationalism.
The first development to fuel the view that the war on terror was a war on
Islam was the US‐led invasion of Afghanistan on 7 October on 2001. While the
invasion enjoyed a degree of support at the government level and in liberal circles in
Saudi Arabia, the popular response to the invasion was very negative. Some doubted
Bin Ladin’s responsibility for 9/11, while others believed his presence in Afghanistan
did not justify a war. As the bombing proceeded, news of civilian deaths and the
suffering of refugees rapidly eclipsed the memory of 9/11, and America came to be
seen as the aggressor. Pan‐Islamic nationalist rhetoric proliferated, and with it came
the usual public displays of pan‐Islamic solidarity: Condemnation at the OIC,
fundraising campaigns for the humanitarian effort, etc. In the jihadist community the
reaction was unequivocal: The U.S. invasion was yet another example of Infidel
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aggression against innocent Muslims. There was a new jihad in Afghanistan which
required the participation of Saudis.
The invasion of Afghanistan brought anti‐Americanism in the Kingdom to
new heights. A Saudi intelligence survey from mid‐October (i.e. a week into the
bombing campaign) of educated Saudis between the ages of 25 and 41 allegedly
concluded that 95 percent of them had sympathies for Bin Ladinʹs cause.2 In January
2002, former U.S. ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Chas Freeman, noted that ʺFor the
first time since 1973, we actually have a situation in which the United States is so
unpopular among the [Saudi] public that the royal family now thinks its security is
best served by publicly distancing itself from the United Statesʺ.3 In radical Islamist
communities, Bin Ladin’s popularity soared, while more and more anti‐American
literature circulated on jihadist websites.
The Afghanistan invasion revived the highly controversial issue of the U.S.
military presence in the Saudi Arabia. Despite efforts by Saudi authorities to impose
– or appear as imposing – restrictions on the use of the American bases, they could
not get away from the fact that the U.S. Air Force was using Saudi Arabia as a pivot
for the bombing campaign in Afghanistan.4 Global jihadist ideologues seized upon
the opportunity to castigate the regime for its collaboration. The regime no doubt felt
uncomfortable with the situation and in early 2002 there was diplomatic murmur
about possible Saudi demands for a U.S. withdrawal from its Saudi bases.5
The other major symbol of Muslim suffering to emerge was the detention
facility for al‐Qaida suspects at the U.S. military base on Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Set
up in late 2001 to handle so‐called “enemy combatants” outside the framework of
U.S. and international law, Guantanamo became synonymous with the torture and
humiliation of Muslims. Images of shackled prisoners in orange jumpsuits shocked

Elaine Sciolino, ʺDonʹt Weaken Arafat, Saudi Warns Bushʺ, New York Times, 27 January 2002; ʺ95
Percent of Saudis Supported bin Ladenʹs Causeʺ, ArabicNews.com, 29 January 2002.
3 David B. Ottaway and Robert G. Kaiser, ʺSaudis May Seek U.S. Exitʺ, Washington Post, 18 January 2002.
4 Bob Woodward, Bush at War (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2002). Prince Sultan Airbase was a
“nerve centre of the air campaign” of Operation Enduring Freedom; see ʺPrince Sultan Air Baseʺ
(www.globalsecurity.org) (www.globalsecurity.org [accessed 14 May 2007]). General Tommy Franks
said in January 2002 that “for Operation Enduring Freedom, the Saudis have provided the support that
weʹve needed in order to do this work”; ʺDoD News Briefing ‐ Press Conference with General Tommy
Franksʺ (www.globalsecurity.org, 18 January 2002).
5 David B. Ottaway and Robert G. Kaiser, ʺSaudis May Seek U.S. Exitʺ, Washington Post, 18 January 2002.
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TV spectators and spread like wildfire on the Internet, where they became an
essential part of the iconography of Muslim suffering so essential to the global
jihadist propaganda. Guantanamo introduced a new theme to the pan‐Islamic
nationalist discourse, namely that of the innocently imprisoned Muslim. Websites
such as al‐Asra and Cageprisoners, set up by campaigners demanding the prisoners’
release, gained a wide readership.6 The prisoner theme would later be strengthened
by abuse scandals in other US‐run prisons such as Bagram in Afghanistan and Abu
Ghraib in Iraq.
In Saudi Arabia, Guantanamo became a major public issue because so many
of the prisoners were Saudi.7 The popular perception in the Kingdom was that most
of the Saudis in Guantanamo were victims of justice. In 2002, Saudi media conveyed
numerous interviews with families of prisoners who explained how their sons had
gone to Pakistan for business, study or some other reason, only to be detained by
Pakistanis and sold to the Americans.8 Saudi Islamists of all shades wrote about the
Muslim prisoners.9 By early 2002, many Saudis were already convinced that the war
on terror was a war on Islam.
Escalation in Palestine and Chechnya
At this point a series of events occurred in Palestine and Chechnya which added to
the already rising sense of Muslim victimhood.
In Palestine, the period from March to June 2002 represented arguably the
tensest phase of the al‐Aqsa intifada since late 2000. In the four months between 27
February and late June 2002, the IDF killed nearly 500 Palestinians, more than 70 of
whom were children. Over 250 Israelis, including 32 children, were killed in the same

See www.al‐asra.com and www.cageprisoners.org (accessed 8 July 2007).
In late January 2002, around 100 of 158 detainees were Saudis; ʺNearly 100 Saudis Detained in
Guantanamo Bay: Naifʺ, Arab News, 29 January 2002.
8 See for example Abdul Rahman Almotawa, ʺCarpet Trader Ends Up in Guantanamoʺ, Arab News, 17
March 2002; Abdul Rahman Almotawa, ʺSaudi Seeks Release of Son From US Jailʺ, Arab News, 3 May
2002; ʺUS Troops Picked Up Saudi in Pakistanʺ, Arab News, 8 May 2002; ʺParents Happy Over Efforts to
Win Release of Guantanamo Prisonersʺ, Arab News, 31 August 2002.
9 Salman al‐Awda, ʺman li‐asra al‐muslimin? [Who Will Help the Muslim Prisoners?]ʺ
(www.islamtoday.net, 4 August 2002).
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period.10 This a domestic political embarrassment for the Saudi regime because only
a few weeks earlier, Crown Prince Abdallah had floated a peace proposal based on
full Arab‐Israeli normalisation in exchange for Israeli withdrawal to the borders of
1967.11 The most dramatic development was the so‐called Jenin battle – better known
in the Arab world as the “Jenin massacre” – in early April 2002.12 In early and mid‐
April there were rumours of several hundred Palestinian deaths, and European and
Arab media described it as a massacre or genocide. Subsequent fact‐finding missions
concluded that the death toll was considerably smaller (low 50s) than what had been
claimed on the Arab and Palestinian side (nearly 500).13 Nevertheless, Jenin became
an extremely potent and enduring symbol of Palestinian – and by extension Muslim
– suffering under Israeli occupation.
In Saudi Arabia there were strong official and popular reactions to what was
perceived unequivocally as a massacre and a war crime.14 In a rare display of public
protest, a number of demonstrators (estimates vary from 150 to “tens of thousands”)
gathered outside the U.S. consulate in Dhahran on 5 April to denounce the U.S.
support for Israel.15 Riot police rapidly dispersed the crowd and arrested several
people. On 12 April, the Nayif‐led “Support Committee for the al‐Aqsa Intifada”
organised a three‐day telethon which brought in a stunning SR600 million (ca USD
160 million) in donations.16 By mid‐April, Internet forms and opinion pages were
filling up with loud condemnations and calls for action more serious than

ʺIsrael and the Occupied Territories Shielded from Scrutiny: IDF Violations in Jenin and Nablusʺ
(London: Amnesty International, 4 November 2002), 2.
11 See Thomas Friedman, ʺAn Intriguing Signal From the Saudi Crown Princeʺ, New York Times, 17
February 2002; Neil MacFarquhar, ʺArab Experts Fault Saudiʹs Idea Based on Land‐for‐Peace Tradeʺ,
New York Times, 17 February 2002.
12 The most detailed and accurate description of the Jenin battle was the November 2002 report by
Amnesty International; ʺIsrael and the Occupied Territories Shielded from Scrutiny: IDF Violations in
Jenin and Nablusʺ (London: Amnesty International, 4 November 2002).
13 Ibid., 12. In fact there were more Palestinian casualties (80) in the concurrent IDF offensive in Nablus.
14 ʺAl‐Faisal Says Israel Commited War Crimes Against Palestiniansʺ, ArabicNews.com, 19 April 2002.
15 ʺA People Committee Organizes a Demonstration in al‐Zahran Today, Saudi Authorities Ban
Demonstrationʺ, ArabicNews.com, 5 April 2002; ʺSaudi Police Disperse Massive Demonstration in
Support of Palestiniansʺ, ArabicNews.com, 6 April 2002 ; ʺSaudi Arabia Confirmed Arresting Abdul
Hameed al‐Mubarak Following Demonstrationʺ, ArabicNews.com, 16 April 2002; ʺOrganizer of Dhahran
Demo Insane: Ahmadʺ, Arab News, 16 April 2002.
16 ʺSR600 Million Raised for Palestinians in Three‐Day Telethonʺ, Arab News, 15 April 2002; ʺSaudi
Donation Campaign for Palestinians is Not a Provocation to Violence: USʺ, ArabicNews.com, 15 April
2002.
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donations.17 The rising Anti‐Americanism seemed to have more than just verbal
repercussions. Sales of American products allegedly decreased in March and April
2002 as many Saudis initiated an informal boycott of American products.18
In the midst of the Jenin crisis came a piece of important news from
Chechnya, the other major symbol of Muslim suffering. On 26 April 2002, Russian
authorities announced that Commander Khattab – the Saudi leader of the Arab
contingent in the Chechen resistance – had been “liquidated” on the night between
19 and 20 March.19 Given Khattab’s Saudi origin and heroic status in the Saudi
Islamist community, the news of his death received considerable attention in the
Kingdom. Influential moderate Islamists like Salman al‐Awda wrote obituaries
praising him.20 The jihadist community was in mourning; in May 2002, the jihadist
web forums were replete with postings about Khattab, and the Sawt al‐Qawqaz and
al‐Nida websites posted articles eulogizing the “Lion of Islam”.21
Another factor which contributed to a renewed Saudi interest in the Chechen
cause was the adoption by Chechen rebels, from May 2002 onward, of a new tactic,
namely spectacular and indiscriminate out‐of‐area operations.22 Thus far, the
Chechen mujahidin had limited most of their military activities to the territory of
Chechnya. On 22 May 2002 they bombed a military parade in the Dagestani city of
Kaspiisk, killing 43 people, many of whom were civilian bystanders. This, however,
was little compared to the event that would unfold in Moscow on 23 October, when a

One such article in the otherwise Western oriented Arab News reflected popular sentiment: “Our
people are furious with Israel and America. They demand a boycott of Israel and America. They want a
jihad in Palestine. At the same time, you rulers argue about the Arab foreign ministers’ meeting. You
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arms being smuggled to them”; Nourah al‐Khereiji, ʺWe Should Do More Than Donate Money to
Palestiniansʺ, Arab News, 15 May 2002.
18 ʺSaudis Boycott American Products and Servicesʺ, ArabicNews.com, 8 May 2002; ʺSaudi Arabians
boycott Coca Cola and Pepsi for Iranian Zamzamʺ, ArabicNews.com, 23 August 2002.
19 Michael Wines, ʺRussia Releases Tape to Support Claim of Chechen Rebelʹs Deathʺ, New York Times,
27 April 2002.
20 Salman al‐Awda, ʺkhattab hay yazraq!! [Khattab is Alive and Well!!]ʺ (www.islamtoday.net, 11 May
2002).
21 See for example ʺal‐qaʹid khattab asad min usud al‐islam [Commander Khattab, One of the Lions of
Islam]ʺ (www.qoqaz.com, April/May 2002) and ʺʹazaʹ min al‐mujahidin liʹl‐umma bi‐ahad abtal al‐jihad
khattab [Condolences from the Mujahidin to the Umma about Khattab, One of the Heroes of Jihad]ʺ
(www.alneda.com (accessed 19 July 2002), 2002).
22 See Mark Kramer, ʺThe Perils of Counterinsurgency: Russiaʹs War in Chechnyaʺ, International Security
29, no. 3 (2004): 50ff.
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group of 53 Chechen rebels stormed the Dubrovka theatre in the middle of a
performance and took over 800 people hostage.23 The ensuing three‐day siege, which
would end with the death of all hostage takers and 128 hostages, was covered very
extensively by international media and was followed closely in Islamist circles in
Saudi Arabia. The jihadist community applauded the incident and Yusuf al‐Ayiri
even wrote a study evaluating the operation.24 The next few years would witness a
wave of spectacular attacks which culminated in the Beslan incident in September
2004. These terrorist attacks did not in themselves increase pan‐Islamic nationalism
in the broader Saudi population, but they served to remind the Islamist community
of the Chechen conflict and its atrocities. However, the effect of the developments in
Chechnya was nothing compared to the international crisis which emerged in the
autumn of 2002, namely Iraq.
The Invasion of Iraq
In September 2002, the United States began to explicitly threaten Iraq with war, and
the subsequent deliberations at the United Nations dominated international media
for months.25 Needless to say, the idea of an American invasion and subsequent
occupation in the heart of the Arab and Muslim world was extremely controversial
in Saudi Arabia. The Islamist community paid close attention to what they saw as
preparations for yet another American aggression, at a time when the Muslim nation
was facing more external threats than ever.
Iraq was an extremely delicate issue for the Saudi government. The official
Saudi position was one of neutrality. On the one hand, the government expressed
scepticism toward the military option in the disarmament crisis and publicly
declared its refusal to let the Americans use its Saudi bases for the bombing

For a good study of the Dubrovka theater operation, see Adam Dolnik and Richard Pilch, ʺThe
Moscow Theater Hostage Crisis: The Perpetrators, their Tactics, and the Russian Response ʺ,
International Negotiation 8, no. 3 (2003).
24 Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʹamaliyyat masrah musku: madha rabaha al‐mujahidun minha wa madha khasaru? [The
Moscow Operation: What did the Mujahidin Gain and What Did They Lose?] (www.tawhed.ws, 2002).
25 George W. Bush’s 12 September 2002 statement to the United Nations is widely considered the
beginning of the U.S. political campaign to prepare the grounds for war.
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campaign.26 On the other hand, Saudi Arabia was not among the most vocal
opponents to the invasion, and in December 2002 it became clear that the Kingdom
would grant the U.S. military limited use of Saudi territory in the war.27
The political atmosphere in the region in the spring of 2003 was one of
extreme tension. It is fair to say that anti‐Americanism had never been higher in the
history of the Middle East. At a time when the symbols of Muslim suffering in
Palestine, Chechnya, Afghanistan and Guantanamo had already brought pan‐Islamic
nationalism to historic heights, the United States invaded Iraq, historic seat of the
Abbasid caliphate and home to enormous oil reserves. Clearly, it was not going to be
difficult for the ideologues of global jihad to convince young Saudis of the need to
fight America.

2. Al-Qaida’s Scholars: The Rhetorical Escalation of the alShu’aybi School
The opportunities for mobilisation to jihad in Saudi Arabia in the 2001‐2003 period
were also shaped by internal developments in the Saudi Islamist field, most notably
the war of words between the old Sahwa and the al‐Shu‘aybi school over how to deal
with the United States and the West. In Chapter 7 we saw how the sheikhs of the al‐
Shu‘aybi school rose to prominence from 1998 onward with their uncompromising
positions on moral and international issues. From September 2001 onward, Nasir al‐
Fahd, Ali al‐Khudayr and their comrades would take the pan‐Islamic nationalist
discourse much further, dramatically escalating their anti‐Western rhetoric and
rising to international infamy. By the spring of 2003, these clerics had gone
underground and were distributing Internet fatwas legitimising mass‐casualty attacks
against the West.
The sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi school were important for the recruitment to
the nascent QAP because they were formally trained scholars. As such, they had the

See ʺSaudi Arabia Would Oppose a US Attack on Iraqʺ, ArabicNews, 16 February 2001; ʺAl‐Faisal: It Is
Not Wise to Topple Saddam and Install Anotherʺ, ArabicNews.com, 30 August 2002; and ʺAl‐Rai al‐Aam:
Al‐Faisal: Iraqʹs acceptance of UN inspectors wont change war feverʺ, ArabicNews.com, 19 September
2002.
27 See ʺal‐saʹudiyya tulammih liʹl‐taʹawun ʹaskariyyan li‐dharb al‐ʹiraq [Saudi Arabia Prepares to Cooperate
Militarily to Strike Iraq]ʺ, al‐Quds al‐Arabi, 22 December 2002 and Eric Schmitt, ʺSaudis Are Said To
Assure U.S. On Use of Basesʺ, New York Times, 29 December 2002.
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authority to issue fatwas and the social position to attract and maintain a following
of students, something untrained “activist ideologues” like Yusuf al‐Ayiri could not
do. While al‐Fahd and al‐Khudayr were not involved in operational activities and
were not part of the organisation built by al‐Ayiri, they played an important indirect
role as public agitators.
This section shall look at the four main stages in the evolution of the al‐
Shu‘aybi school from loudmouth preachers to global jihadist scholars: first, the
debate about 9/11 and the Afghanistan war in late 2001; second, the polemic with the
Sahwa over the so‐called “Statement of the Intellectuals” in the spring of 2002; third,
the escalation of tensions in the run‐up to the Iraq war in late 2002; and fourth, their
underground existence and extreme rhetoric from February 2003 onward.
Time for Loyalty and Dissociation: 9/11 and the War in Afghanistan
The post‐9/11 period represented an opportunity for the ambitious and loudmouth
preachers of the al‐Shu‘aybi school to impose themselves on the conservative side of
the Saudi Islamist field. The first opportunity arose because the mainstream Saudi
Islamist field condemned the 9/11 attacks. Sahwist leaders Salman al‐Awda and Safar
al‐Hawali wrote articles criticising the operation.28 Even conservative clerics in Yusuf
al‐Ayiri’s circles in Burayda were sceptical.29
The sheikhs of the al‐Shu’aybi school, on the other hand, were quick to issue
statements legitimising the operations and praising the perpetrators as martyrs.
Already on 16 September 2001, Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi issued his Statement about the
Events that Happened in America.30 In November, al‐Shu‘aybi argued that there was
nothing wrong about terrorising [irhab] the enemy in certain circumstances as this
was sanctioned by the Qur’anic verse, “[…] and strike fear [turhibuna] in the enemies

Salman al‐Awda, ʺruʹya fi ahdath amrika [A View on the Events in America]ʺ (www.islamtoday.net, 29
October 2001).
29 Al‐Ayiri’s biography explained that he was sitting with a group of clerics in Burayda when news of
9/11 broke and that most of them disapproved, to al‐Ayiri’s great disappointment.; Muhammad al‐
Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri: Standing Tall in an Age of Lowliness]ʺ,
Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 2 (2003).
30 Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺbayan amma jara fi amrika min ahadith [Statement on the Events that Happened in
America]ʺ (www.aloqla.com, 16 September 2001).
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of God” (al‐Anfal: 62).31 Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu followed up with a study which caused
even more controversy, particularly in the West, namely the Foundation of the
Legitimacy of the Destruction that Happened in America.32 In September 2002, on the
anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, Nasir al‐Fahd would write an article called Signs of
the Merciful in the “September Raid”, a title which echoed Abdallah Azzam’s classic
booklet Signs of the Merciful in the Afghan Jihad (see Chapter 4).33
The U.S. invasion of Afghanistan represented another opportunity for the al‐
Shu‘aybi school to fill the role as the most uncompromising supporter of the umma in
the face of infidel aggression. From October 2001 onward they would write a
numerous texts calling upon Muslims to take sides in the conflict between Islam and
the Crusaders. The al‐Shu‘aybi school invoked the Wahhabi concept of “Loyalty and
Dissociation” [al‐wala’ wa’l‐bara’] to say that it was time for Muslims to declare and
show their loyalty to Islam and their hostility to the infidels. The implication of this
Manichean principle was that any form of support for or association with non‐
Muslims in their war on Islam was deeply reprehensible and cause for
excommunication. This was the message in the declaration issued by Hamud al‐
Shu‘aybi himself on 9 October entitled Loyalty and Dissociation and the Obligation to
Assist the Taliban, which received considerable international media coverage.34 Al‐
Shu‘aybi’s statement was of course a thinly veiled criticism of the Saudi regime’s
alliance with the United States and the latter’s use of Saudi airbases in the war in
Afghanistan. This message was articulated in even more explicit terms a few weeks
later in Nasir al‐Fahd’s book Clarification on the Infidelity of Whoever Helps the
Americans.35 As the situation of the Taliban regime deteriorated, the radical sheikhs

Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺmaʹna al‐irhab wa haqiqathu [The Meaning and Truth of Terrorism]ʺ
(www.aloqla.com, 21 November 2001).
32 Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu, ʺal‐taʹsil li‐mashruʹiyyat ma hasal fi amrika min al‐tadmir [The Foundation of the
Legitimacy of the Destruction that Happened in America]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 8 November 2001).
33 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺayat al‐rahman fi ʺghazwat sibtimbarʺ [Signs of the Merciful in the ʺSeptember Raidʺ]ʺ
(www.tawhed.ws, 21 September 2002).
34 Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺal‐walaʹ waʹl‐baraʹ wa wujub nusrat taliban wa hukm man zahar al‐amrikan ʹalayha
[Loyalty and Dissociation and the Obligation to Assist the Taliban and the Ruling on Whoever Helps
the Americans Against Them]ʺ (www.aloqla.com, 9 October 2001).
35 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺal‐tibyan fi kufr man aʹan al‐amrikan [Clarification on the Infidelity of Whoever Helps
the Americans]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, October/November 2001).
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followed up with several statements urging Saudis to help the Taliban and
expressing political support to Mulla Umar.36
As the al‐Shu’aybi school gained prominence with their hawkish stances,
they also grew more polemical vis‐à‐vis the rest of the religious community. They
attacked the Sahwists for their soft stance on the issue of 9/11.37 They defended
themselves vigorously against external criticism of their own writings.38 They were
also not afraid to publicly criticise the most senior official clerics.39 However, these
verbal skirmishes were negligible compared to the polemics that would arise a few
months later.
No We Won’t Coexist: At War with the Sahwa
The death of Hamud al‐Shu‘aybi on 18 January 2002 did not affect the al‐Shu’aybi
school; if anything it strengthened it, because Nasir al‐Fahd was now able to step
forward as the leading figure of the radical side of the Saudi Islamist field. In the
spring of 2002, he took advantage of the crisis in Palestine to publish a book
implicitly criticising Crown Prince Abdallah’s February 2002 peace initiative.40
However, al‐Fahd was waiting for an opportunity to confront the still very popular
Sahwists, especially Salman al‐Awda, his arch‐enemy from Ha’ir prison in the mid‐
1990s. His wish would soon come true.

Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺdaʹm al‐imara al‐islamiyya fi afghanistan wa taʹjil al‐zakat laha [Supporting the
Islamic Emirate in Afghanistan and Directing Alms to It]ʺ (www.aloqla.com, 1 December 2001); Hamud
al‐Shuʹaybi, Ali al‐Khudayr, and Sulayman al‐Ulwan, ʺkhitab li‐amir al‐muʹminin muhammad ʹumar waʹl‐
mujahidin maʹhu [Letter to the Commander of the Faithful Muhammad Umar and the Mujahidin with
Him]ʺ (31 December 2001); Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, Ali al‐Khudayr, and Sulayman al‐Ulwan, ʺkhitab ila
kafat ʹulama bakistan [Letter to All Religious Scholars in Pakistan]ʺ (1 January 2002).
37 Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu, ʺlam amar biha wa lam tasu’ni – radd ‘ala maqal shaykh salman [I Did not Condone It
and I Was not Indifferent to It ‐ Reply to Sheikh Salmanʹs Article]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 22 November
2001).
38 See for example Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺwaqafat maʹ al‐waqafat [Stances on the Stances]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws,
November/December 2001), a reply to a book by Abu Abdallah al‐Yamani which criticised al‐Fahd’s
tibyan fi kufr man a’an al‐amrikan.
39 See for example Hamud al‐Shuʹaybi, ʺmuqaddamat radd ʹala wazir al‐shuʹun al‐islamiyya salih al al‐shaykh
[Introduction ot the Answer to the Islamic Affairs Minister Salih Al al‐Shaykh]ʺ (www.saaid.net, 18
November 2001), in which al‐Shu‘aybi criticised an article by the Islamic Affairs Minister (Ukaz, 17
November) for not mentioning jihad, hisba and hudud among the pillars of faith. See also Hamud al‐
Shuʹaybi, ʺbayan ʹamma hasal min labs fi shurut al‐iftaʹ [Statement on the Confusion in the Conditions for
Religious Rulings]ʺ (www.aloqla.com, 18 December 2001).
40 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺal‐tabyin fi makhatir al‐tatbiʹ ʹala al‐muslimin [Clarification of the Dangers of
Normalisation for Muslims]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2002).
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In early May 2002, Salman al‐Awda, Safar al‐Hawali and Nasir al‐Umar
signed a statement entitled “How We Can Coexist” (also known as the “Statement of
the Intellectuals”).41 The statement, signed by 153 Saudi intellectuals and
professionals, was a response to a declaration called “What We are Fighting For”
issued by a group of 59 prominent American intellectuals in February 2002.42 The
conciliatory tone of the Saudi statement represented the exact opposite of the
principle of “Loyalty and Dissociation” promoted by the al‐Shu’aybi school. The
radical sheikhs were quick to capitalize on the Sahwists’ association with a pro‐
American stance at a time when the dust from the Jenin battle had barely settled. Ali
al‐Khudayr lashed out at the signatories, calling them “defeatist traitors.”43 The
month of May saw a steady stream of declarations by radical scholars condemning
the statement in general and the Sahwists’ participation in particular.44 On the
Islamist discussion forums on the Internet, there was massive criticism of the
intellectuals who had dared suggest the idea of coexistence.
The political pressure on the signatories eventually became so high that
several of them retracted their support, claiming that they had had not read the
statement fully before signing.45 The three Sahwist leaders, unable to offer similar
excuses, produced a “Clarifying Statement” intended to reassure their constituency
of their firm attachment to the principle of “Loyalty and Dissociation” – in practice
disavowing the core content of the initial declaration.46 Hoping to leave the issue
behind, Salman al‐Awda then removed the original declaration as well as the
clarification from the Arabic version of his website Islam Today (but left the original

ʺHow We Can Coexistʺ (www.islamtoday.com, posted May 2002). See also Mansur al‐Nuqaydan,
ʺqissat bayan al‐muthaqqafin al‐saʹudiyyin [The Story of the Statement of the Saudi Intellectuals]ʺ, Elaph, 13
November 2002.
42 ʺWhat We Are Fighting For ‐ A Letter From Americaʺ
(Institute for American Values
(www.americanvalues.org), February 2002).
43 Ali al‐Khudayr et al., ʺihyaʹ millat ibrahim waʹl‐radd ʹala al‐mukhadhdhilin al‐munhazimin [Reviving the
Creed of Abraham and Responding to the Defeatist Traitors ]ʺ (www.alkhoder.com, 2002).
44 For a good overview of the responses to the Statement of the Intellectuals, see Stéphane Lacroix, ʺLe
champ politico‐religieux en Arabie Saoudite après le 11 septembreʺ (Masterʹs thesis (mémoire de DEA),
Institut dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris, 2003).
45 Ibid.
46 Ibid.
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declaration on the English version of the site). The Sahwist leaders had suffered a
massive political defeat.47
However, the sheikhs of the al‐Shu’aybi school had no qualms about kicking
an adversary who was lying down. Ali al‐Khudayr published a text rejecting and
ridiculing the excuses and explanations of the Sahwists’ “Clarifying Statement”.48
Nasir al‐Fahd, on his part, stayed relatively quiet in May because he was preparing
to deliver the knockout blow, namely the 400‐page book entitled Rebuttal of the Errors
in the Statement of the Intellectuals, which came out in June 2002.49 The following
month, he concluded the verbal campaign against the signatories the Statement of
the Intellectuals with an article bluntly reminding the readers that “he who does not
excommunicate an infidel is himself an infidel.”50 There was absolutely no middle
ground in the conflict between Islam and the West – and certainly not in the new
confrontation that arose in the autumn of 2002.
Threatening the Regime over Iraq
The increasing international tensions over Iraq from September 2002 onward
represented yet another opportunity for Nasir al‐Fahd and his companions to grab
attention with their uncompromising rhetoric. This time around, the political
victories against the Sahwa had made the sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi school more
confident and less reluctant to explicitly criticise the regime for its alliance with the
United States.
The verbal offensive began on 12 October, when a group of seven radical
sheikhs led by Nasir al‐Fahd published a fatwa explicitly stating that anyone who
extends assistance to the Americans or its allies in an attack on Iraq would be

Mirza al‐Khuwaylidi, ʺqissat bayanat al‐muthaqqafin al‐saʹudiyyin: daʹwat al‐taʹayush allati saqatat dahiyat
al‐hiwar al‐dakhili [The Story of the Statements of the Saudi Intellectuals: The Invitation to Coexistence
Which Fell Victim to the Internal Debate]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 14 June 2002.
48 Ali al‐Khudayr, ʺradd al‐shaykh ali al‐khudayr ala al‐bayan al‐tawdihi li‐khitab al‐taʹayush [Reply from Ali
al‐Khudayr to the Clarifying Statement to the Letter of Coexistence]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 20 May 2002).
49 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺal‐tankil bima fi bayan al‐muthaqqafin min abatil [Rebuttal of the Errors in the Statement
of the Intellectuals]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, June 2002). He published an early 40‐page excerpt of the book
in mid May; see Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺtaliʹat al‐tankil bima fi bayan al‐muthaqqafin min abatil [Early Excerpt of
the Rebuttal of the Errors in the Statement of the Intellectuals]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, May 2002).
50 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺhawla qaʹidat man lam yukaffir al‐kafir fa huwa kafir [On the Rule of Whoever Fails to
Excommunicate a Disbeliever is Himself a Disbeliever] ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 20 July 2002).
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considered an infidel.51 It was a clear warning to the regime on the issue of the U.S.
military bases in the Kingdom. In early November, Abd al‐Rahman al‐Barrak, one of
the few unifying figures on the conservative side of the Islamist field, tried to calm
down the situation somewhat by redacting a statement with a similar message
expressed in softer language, and having both Sahwist leaders and Nasir al‐Fahd
sign it, along with over 50 other clerics.52 The Sahwist sheikhs, keen to seem tough on
America after their humiliation in the spring, signed up willingly. Nasir al‐Fahd did
too, but he was not prepared to let the al‐Barrak statement remain the last word on
the issue. Shortly afterward he published The Crusade in its Second Stage: The ʺIraq
Warʺ, which was written as a sequel to the book published a year previously on the
Afghanistan war entitled Clarification on the Infidelity of Whoever Helps the Americans.53
Al‐Fahd followed up with more articles lambasting the U.S. political manoeuvring at
the UN, which he saw as thinly veiled preparations for an attack.54
In December 2002, as noted above, the international press began reporting a
secret deal between Saudi Arabia and the United States allegedly allowing the latter
access to air bases in the Kingdom. Around the same time, as we shall see below, the
police had started to sense that something was stirring on the grassroots of the
jihadist community. To the regime, the preaching of al‐Fahd and his comrades was
no longer a curiosity on the fringe of the Islamist community; it was a security threat.
From Radicals to Renegades
In late February 2003, as part of a broader attempt to control the radical community
prior to the Iraq war, the authorities decided to arrest the leading scholars of the al‐
Shu‘aybi school. However, Nasir al‐Fahd, Ali al‐Khudayr and Ahmad al‐Khalidi
were able to escape before they could be arrested. Over the next three months, they

Nasir al‐Fahd et al., ʺfatwa fi kufr man aʹan al‐amrikan ʹala al‐muslimin fiʹl‐iraq [Fatwa on the Infidelity of
Whoever Helps the Americans Against Muslims in Iraq]ʺ (www.al‐fhd.com?: 12 October 2002).
52 Abd al‐Rahman Barrak et al, ʺbayan min ulama din al‐saʹudiyya [Statement From the Religious Scholars
of Saudi Arabia]ʺ (www.mafhoum.com [accessed 1 April 2007], 10 November 2002).
53 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺal‐hamla al‐salibiyya fi marhalatiha al‐thaniya: ʺharb al‐ʹiraqʺ [The Crusade in its Second
Stage: The ʺIraq Warʺ]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, November 2002).
54 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺtaʹduw al‐dhiʹab man la kilab lahu [The Wolves Attack the Dogless]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws,
2002).
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would lead an underground existence in a suburb in Medina, communicating with
their followers through the Internet until they were captured on 27 May 2003.55
As outlaws, the three sheikhs had nothing to lose. They could comment freely
on the government’s crackdown on religious community and the U.S. invasion of
Iraq. Not surprisingly, therefore, it was in this period that the sheikhs produced their
most violently anti‐Western and anti‐government rhetoric. In early March, they
repeated their message – this time in clearer terms – that helping the U.S. invasion
was tantamount to apostasy.56 They issued several fatwas on various aspects relating
to the Iraq war.57 Later, al‐Fahd would notably rule on the legitimacy of attacking
U.S. targets outside Iraq.58 In late May 2003, Nasir al‐Fahd would issue one of his last
– and to a Western public most shocking – declarations, namely the Ruling on the Use
of Weapons of Mass Destruction against the Infidels.59 The sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi
school would thus leave behind a trail of extremely anti‐American writings which
sanctioned the use of all means in all places in the jihad against the Crusaders.
In this period the three outlaws also published texts which not only indicated
that they knew violence was brewing in Saudi jihadist community, but which also
sanctioned violence against Western targets and Saudi security forces in Saudi
Arabia. At some point in 2003, al‐Fahd also issued a fatwa stating that a visa did not

For a good account of the communications by the three scholars after their disappearance, see
Stéphane Lacroix, ʺLe champ politico‐religieux en Arabie Saoudite après le 11 septembreʺ (Masterʹs
thesis (mémoire de DEA), Institut dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris, 2003).
56 Ali al‐Khudayr, Nasir al‐Fahd, and Ahmad al‐Khalidi, ʺnasiha fi bayan hukm man wala al‐kuffar wa
aʹanahum fi harbihim ʹala al‐muslimin wa kalam ʹala al‐raya [Advice on the Statement on Whoever Shows
Loyalty to the Infidels and Helps them in their War on the Muslims, and a Word on the Banner]ʺ
(www.alkhoder.com, 8 March 2003).
57 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺhawla ahadith al‐sufyani [On the Sufyani Incidents]ʺ
(www.tawhed.ws, 17 April
2003); Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺlaw ataʹuna ma qataluʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 17 April 2003); Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺhawla
ahadith ʺal‐qahtaniʺ [On the al‐Qahtani Incidents]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 28 April 2003).
58 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺhukm mujahadat al‐amrikan kharij al‐ʹiraq [The Ruling on Fighting the Americans
Outside Iraq]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, April/May 2003).
59 Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺrisala fi hukm istikhdam aslihat al‐dimar al‐shamil didd al‐kuffar [Note on the Use of
Weapons of Mass Destruction Against the Infidels]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, dated 21 May 2003). For a good
analysis of the fatwa, see Reuven Paz, ʺGlobal Jihad and WMD: Between Martyrdom and Mass
Destruction ʺ, Current Trends in Islamist Ideology 2 (2005). Former CIA director George Tenet wrote in his
memoirs that in late 2002 and early 2003, al‐Qaida leaders in Saudi Arabia negotiated for the purchase
of three Russian nuclear devices. Militants in Saudi Arabia allegedly also planned attacks in the United
States involving cyanide. Tenet added that Nasir al‐Fahd later revealed during interrogation that he was
aware of these acquisition attempts. This would suggest that al‐Fahd’s fatwa was issued in response to
concrete plans to use WMD; George Tenet, At the Center of the Storm: My Years at the CIA (New York:
HarperCollins, 2007), 272‐274.
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constitute a security guarantee for Western visitors to Saudi Arabia.60 By refuting the
“visa argument” – the main objection of moderate religious scholars to anti‐Western
violence in the Kingdom (see Chapter 2) – al‐Fahd essentially declared Westerners in
Saudi Arabia legitimate targets for violence.61 On 7 March 2003, al‐Fahd, al‐Khudayr
and al‐Khalidi notably published a text entitled Letter to You the Mujahidin, which
told “all those wanted and detained” to be patient and steadfast, and all those not
detained to “continue your work in God’s name.”62 Another text released on the
same day was addressed to the “Men in the Mabahith”, warning the security services
that “chasing and arresting mujahidin for doing jihad is one of the greatest services
one can extend to the Crusaders,” and that “whoever helps the Crusaders against the
mujahidin […] is an infidel and an apostate.”63 With these fatwas, the sheikhs sent
two very important messages to the jihadist community; first, to keep doing
whatever they were doing, and second, not to worry about killing Saudi police
because the latter were infidels. These fatwas were very important for the
mobilisation to the QAP because they could be used to dispel doubts among
potential recruits and hesitant fighters at the lower levels of the organisation.
The precise nature of the relationship between the sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi
school and the operational networks of the nascent QAP remains unclear. On the one
hand, there was certainly personal contact and interaction. Al‐Ayiri had entertained
close relations with these sheikhs since at least 1999, and he regularly posted their
texts on the al‐Nida website which he supervised from late 2001 onward. Several of
the students of these clerics were later found in the QAP’s ranks.64 After the
publication of the list of 19 wanted militants on 8 May 2003, the sheikhs issued a
declaration confirming that they knew the wanted men personally (and stressing that

Nasir al‐Fahd, ʺhal tuʹtabar taʹshirat ʺal‐fizaʺ ʹaqd aman? [Is the Visa Considered a Security
Guarantee?]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2003?).
61 For the “visa argument”, see Abdallah al‐Rashid, intiqad al‐iʹtirad ʹala tafjirat al‐riyadh [Criticism of the
Objection to the Riyadh Bombings] (www.qa3edoon.com, 2003).
62 Stéphane Lacroix, ʺLe champ politico‐religieux en Arabie Saoudite après le 11 septembreʺ (Masterʹs
thesis (mémoire de DEA), Institut dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris, 2003).
63 Ibid.
64 For example, QAP militants Abd al‐Latif al‐Khudayri and Turki al‐Fuhayd studied with Ali al‐
Khudayr; see Saʹd al‐ʹAnzi, ʺʹabd al‐latif bin hamad al‐khudayriʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 27 (2004) and al‐Sharq al‐
Awsat, 18 June 2003.
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the latter were jihad veterans, not terrorists).65 Moreover, when the sheikhs were
underground between February and May 2003 they must have sensed that
something was brewing.
On the other hand, contact does not necessarily imply complicity. The sheikhs
most likely did not know – and did not want to know – details about the operational
planning. Al‐Fahd and his companions were public figures who operated in the
intellectual field of Saudi Islamism, not in the militant underground. There are no
indications in the QAP literature that these sheikhs were directly involved in the
operational planning, logistical support or recruitment efforts that were going on in
2002 and 2003. A few days after the 12 May 2003 attacks, the three runaway clerics
issued a statement claiming ignorance of the existence of any kind of organisational
structure in the Kingdom.66 Moreover, in November and December 2003, the three
imprisoned clerics appeared on television repenting, retracting their previous rulings
and saying they did not realise the consequences of their declarations.67 Although
most commentators agreed that Nasir al‐Fahd’s repentance was insincere, Ali al‐
Khudayr’s retraction seemed genuine.68 It is perfectly possible that Yusuf al‐Ayiri
and the operational QAP network did not inform the sheikhs of the details and scope
of their military activities. QAP military strategists later wrote about the need to keep
religious scholars separate from the military infrastructure of a jihadist
organisation.69 This principle may have guided their strategy in 2002 and early 2003
as well.
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Although the sheikhs of the al‐Shu‘aybi school were probably not part of
Yusuf al‐Ayiri’s military infrastructure, they facilitated recruitment and mobilisation
to the nascent QAP in 2002 and early 2003 in two very important ways. First, they
contributed to a general radicalisation and an increase in anti‐Western attitudes in
the Saudi religious community. By producing extremely anti‐American discourse
and distributing it very efficiently on the Internet, Nasir al‐Fahd and his fellows
increased the pool of potential recruits for global jihadist activism in Saudi Arabia.
Second, the fatwas provided religious justification for the killing of Westerners as
well as Saudi security forces on Saudi soil, which was essentially all the sanction the
QAP needed for their military campaign. Al‐Fahd and al‐Khudayr were bright and
articulate clerics with formal religious training and considerable knowledge. Their
fatwas thus carried considerably more weight than those of the second‐rate clerics
within the QAP such as Abdallah al‐Rushud or Faris al‐Zahrani.
Finally, the escalation of the rhetoric of the al‐Shu’aybi school had another
indirect effect on the context for mobilisation in 2002, namely that it made the
authorities more alert to the unrest that was in the making.

3. From Soft to Hard Policing of the Jihad Community
The third major factor shaping the political opportunities of the global jihadist
activists in Saudi Arabia between 2001 and 2003 was the policing of the jihadist
community. As we saw in Chapter 7, policing had softened in 1999 as a result of the
overall political liberalisation that year. In 2002 the pendulum began to swing the
other way, as the security establishment slowly adopted a more confrontational
approach. However, rather than contain the security threat, this moderate hardening
of police methods helped the mobilisation effort. This was because the crackdown
was inconsistent and partial. Put simply, the police approach was confrontational
enough to affect the militants’ intentions – by fuelling their sense of victimhood and
desire for action – but not effective enough to dent their operational capabilities.
This chapter section is divided into four parts. First we shall see how soft
policing persisted until mid 2002, before looking at how and why the first violent
confrontations occurred in late 2002. Next I will examine the gradual escalation of the
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police crackdown in the run‐up to the Iraq war, while the final part shall describe the
unsettling discoveries made in the weeks prior to the 12 May bombings.
The Persistence of Soft Policing
Although the mid‐1990s police crackdowns had forever undermined the trust
between the jihadists and the security services, a certain modus vivendi had been
established in the late 1990s. Up until mid‐2002, the Saudi police approach to the
jihadist community was relatively non‐confrontational. The 9/11 attacks did not
change this situation to any significant degree.
This is not to say that the police did conduct arrests in the jihadist community
before late 2002. As early as October 2001 there were reports of detentions of Bin
Ladin sympathisers in the Kingdom.70 A number of people were reported extradited
from neighbouring countries, particularly Yemen and Iran.71 The QAP literature
speaks of returnees from Afghanistan who were detained upon arrival in Saudi
Arabia.72 However, by all accounts, the returnees were not treated as a particularly
serious security risk. In many cases, returnees were not arrested immediately upon
arrival, but were instead asked to report to the police station or drop by for some
questions. Some suspects seem to have been detained only after voluntarily turning
up at the police station.73 Only in late 2002, when some of the jihadists stopped
cooperating and refused to show up at the appointed questioning, did the police
adopt a more coercive approach. Moreover, most of the arrested returnees from
Afghanistan only seem to have been held for a short period of questioning – from a
few weeks to a few months – whereupon they were released.74 After their release,
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there seems to have been little systematic effort to supervise them. The fact that
several of the most prominent and active QAP militants had been arrested and
released in 2002 strongly suggests that police did not monitor them after their
release.75
When confronted with the soft treatment of the people who would later run
the QAP, Saudi police officers later said “there was nothing else we could do – these
people had not committed any crimes at that point.”76 Few outside observers will be
convinced by this apparent concern for the legal rights of detainees. There are three
much more likely explanations for the early release of returnees from Afghanistan.
First was the lack of good intelligence; in many cases, police clearly did not know the
detainee’s record. Second was domestic politics; in 2002 it was politically difficult for
the regime to imprison jihad veterans because important parts of the Islamist
community considered them as heroes, not criminals. The third reason was the
flawed assessment that the returnees would not engage in violence on Saudi
territory. The assumption of Interior Ministry was that the returnees would
reintegrate into society like most classical jihadists had done in the past. The security
establishment did not realise that the returnees were global jihadists who had
radicalised in a different way from that of previous veterans.
For these same reasons, there seems to have been an attitude of denial in
important parts of the Saudi security establishment toward the participation of
Saudis in al‐Qaida and toward the possibility of an al‐Qaida presence in the
Kingdom. The public record is full of rather curious statements by top Saudi officials
on this issue in 2001 and 2002. For example, a number of officials publicly expressed
doubts about Bin Ladin’s responsibility for 9/11 several months after the attack.77 In

Although his passport was confiscated, he had few problems making his way to Iraq a while later. Ibn
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75 Among the people released in 2002 or early 2003 were Abd al‐Ilah al‐Utaybi, Musaid al‐Subay, Nasir
al‐Khalidi, Isa al‐Awshan and Talib al‐Talib (see Appendix 5).
76 Interview with Interior Ministry Spokesman Mansur al‐Turki.
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December 2001, the Saudi embassy in Pakistan claimed it did not know of Saudis
having died in Afghanistan.78 In late October 2001, the Interior minister said al‐Qaida
did not have links in the Kingdom.79 In August 2002, the police said none of the
people arrested in the Kingdom in the preceding months had links to al‐Qaida.80
In the late summer of 2002, probably as the result of plots uncovered in the
spring and summer of 2002 (see Chapter 11), the attitude seems to have changed
somewhat, at least in parts of the security establishment. In the autumn of 2002, the
police approach to the jihadist community became gradually more confrontational.
Autumn 2002: The First Bullet
In the course of the autumn of 2002, the fragile modus vivendi between the state and
the jihadists was broken. The police started taking a more confrontational and heavy‐
handed approach, and jihadists began neglecting police invitations for questioning
and eventually even resisting arrests with violence. November 2002 saw the first ever
exchange of gunshots between Sunni militants and police since 1979. These early
confrontations broke barriers to the use of violence in the Kingdom, strengthened the
internal cohesion of the al‐Ayiri network and gave the project of “jihad on the
Arabian Peninsula” a sense of urgency within the organisation.
The escalating process of mutual suspicion seems to have gained momentum
in September 2002. At that time, the London‐based opposition newsletter al‐Islah
wrote that “a list of wanted people belonging to the jihadist current has been issued,
and police have orders to arrest them ‐ and to shoot to kill if they refuse to
surrender.”81 Around the same time there were rumours that radical scholars had
issued fatwas in private telling people not to surrender to police and to carry
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weapons in self‐defence.82 By late November 2002, the Saudi authorities had
allegedly detained around 100 people on suspicion of links with terrorism.83
The causes of the autumn 2002 crackdown are not entirely clear. One
possibility is that the terrorist plots uncovered in the spring and summer of 2002 at
Prince Sultan Airbase and Ras Tanura (see Chapter 11) made the security services
adopt a tougher approach. Another factor may have been increased American
pressure. There may also have been a real increase in suspicious activity in the
jihadist community from September onward as the returnees from Afghanistan were
settling in, the Iraq controversy escalated and the al‐Ayiri network began to get
organised.
Two specific events in late 2002 marked the rising confrontation between the
police and the jihadist community. The first was an incident at the Grand Mufti’s
office in Riyadh in the beginning of November 2002. This was a relatively small, but
very significant public display of mistrust between the radicalized youth and the
State. Frustrated with the unwillingness of the official scholars to address the
burning political issues of the day, a group of young Islamists decided to go to the
Dar al‐Ifta (the central authority for religious decrees) in Riyadh and confront the
Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Abd al‐Aziz Al al‐Shaykh, with a number of
contentious questions.84 The youth met in the mosque at the Dar al‐Ifta complex in
the early afternoon on Saturday 2 November. When the afternoon prayer ended, a
group of about 100 people, led by future QAP ideologues Abdallah al‐Rushud and
Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil, walked across the main square toward the entrance of the Dar
al‐Ifta building, only to find themselves obstructed by riot police. Their request to
meet the Grand Mufti or other official ulama was ignored, but the petitioners refused
to leave. After a long standoff, the Mufti agreed to see the visitors, but only in a small
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group of 10 people. The protesters refused and demanded to be seen all at once,
whereupon a compromise was reached, and 50 people were let in. Al‐Rushud would
later issue a statement offering his version of the events, insisting that the
demonstrators had come with peaceful intentions, hoping to “bring the respective
viewpoints of the youths and the ulama closer together.”85 However, their audience
with the Mufti was very brief, and they left frustrated not to have been taken
seriously.86 Upon leaving the Dar al‐Ifta complex, a large number of them were
detained by the police, though al‐Rushud and al‐Dukhayyil were able to escape and
go underground.87 The incident boosted Abdallah al‐Rushud’s status among the
radicals and was part of the reason why he subsequently became a leading QAP
ideologue.
The confrontation at the Dar al‐Ifta generated a sense of insecurity among
radicals in Saudi Arabia. An article in a subsequent issue of Sawt al‐Jihad described
how Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil, a well‐known radical preacher and one of the instigators
of the Dar al‐Ifta demonstration, became much more concerned about his own
security after this incident:
“He became aware of the possibility of an armed confrontation between him
and the soldiers of the Tyrant after one of his sermons, […] but [Faysal al‐
Dukhayyil] told him : ‘don’t worry, we will support you and protect you’, so
[Faysal] started accompanying him after that, and they were both armed.”88
The second incident which broke the unwritten truce between the militants
and the security establishment took place mid‐November 2002, when a militant fired
what the journalist Faris Bin Huzzam has described as “the first bullet” against a
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Saudi police officer.89 On 16 November, the police were able to locate a wanted
suspect named Muhammad al‐Sahim by wiretapping his telephone. Al‐Sahim was in
a safe house in the al‐Shifa district in Riyadh together with a number of other soon‐
to‐be famous militants, including Faysal al‐Dukhayyil, Bandar al‐Dukhayyil and
Nasir al‐Sayyari, who had gathered to listen to Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil speak.90 As the
police laid siege to the house, the militants decided not to surrender and tried to
escape. As they tried to hold up the police, a shootout erupted and Muhammad al‐
Sahim was shot in the right leg and arrested. The remaining militants were able to
escape in a car.91
The event marked a watershed in the relationship between the authorities
and the jihadists. Both parties seemed to realise the significance of the incident, and
both saw it as an unnecessary escalation by the other side.92 Sawt al‐Jihad later
described the shootout in the following terms:
“In Ramadan occurred the al‐Shifa’ incident, and this was the first
confrontation between the mujahidin youth and their sympathizers on the
one hand and the dog security services on the other. By this event, God
removed the barrier of fear from the people. Until then, young men would be
invited to the security services by telephone, and they would go and see them
by their own choice, without considering resistance or going into hiding.
Then came this incident and induced them to carry weapons and defend their
religion and themselves.”93
Early 2003: The Gloves are Off
From December 2002 onward, the situation became increasingly tense. According to
Islah magazine, the police issued yet another secret list with names and pictures of
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tens of people suspected of links with al‐Qaida in early December.94 In January and
February 2003 there were several reports of police raids and shootouts between
militants and security forces. In early January, Police besieged a house in the Eastern
province, but the militants escaped unhurt.95 On 11 January, a shootout in Burayda
ended with the arrest of a certain Aziz Al‐Umari [sic].96 Another shootout was
reported in Jidda in January.97 On 25 January a shootout between police and four
gunmen at a checkpoint in the al‐Masyaf district of Riyadh ended with the death of a
Kuwaiti bystander and the wounding of three Saudis. Eight suspects were arrested
on 7 February in connection with the incident.98 On 23 February Police arrested seven
people in Mecca on suspicion of links with al‐Qaida.99 By mid‐February, over 400
people had allegedly been arrested on suspicion of al‐Qaida links; 90 people had
been brought to court, 150 had been released and almost 200 were still in prison.100
The change in the Saudi approach to counterterrorism was noted by the United
States who praised the “new effort.”101
In late February 2003, the confrontation was brought to a new level when the
authorities began arresting sheikhs believed to be helping the jihadists. Many radical
scholars had already been banned from preaching in late 2002, but their
imprisonment represented a dramatic escalation. The arrest wave began on 20
February with the arrest of Sheikh Hamad al‐Humaydi in Zulfi.102 On 27 February, a
certain Sheikh Usama Uqayl al‐Kawhaji was arrested in Riyadh.103 On 1 March, as
mentioned above, police attempted to arrest Nasir al‐Fahd, Ali al‐Khudayr and
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Ahmad al Khalidi.104 The trio was able to escape and would remain underground
until their arrest in late May 2003. Other scholars such as Sulayman al‐Ulwan also
started feeling the heat and allegedly went into hiding for a period in mid‐March.105
In early May, when the most intense phase of the Iraq war was over, the pressure on
the scholars was lifted somewhat. Hamad al‐Humaydi was released on 6 May and
Sulayman al‐Ulwan was reportedly allowed to teach again.106 However, the damage
had already been done, because the crackdown on the scholars convinced the
jihadists that they were beyond the point of no return.
The immediate prelude to the QAP campaign began on 18 March 2003 when
an explosion rocked an anonymous house in the Jazira district of Riyadh. As the
police investigated the blast site, they realised they were standing in a safe house for
militants and that the destruction had been caused by the premature explosion of a
bomb intended for a large‐scale attack in Riyadh. They discovered a massive arms
cache and numerous documents pointing to the existence of a cell poised on
launching a violent campaign.107 They also found the remains of a person who had
died in the blast, presumably while assembling the bomb. We now know from the
QAP’s writings that the remains were those of Fahd al‐Sa‘idi, a recent returnee from
Afghanistan, an expert bomb‐maker and one of the senior members of al‐Ayiri’s
network.108
The chance discovery of the Jazira safe house put the police on the trail of the
militant network that was planning the spring 2003 offensive. The next month and a
half saw several clashes. On 23 March, police raided a house in the al‐Rayan district
of Eastern Riyadh and made several arrests.109 On 5 April, police arrested the Polish‐
German convert and suspected al‐Qaida operative Christian Ganczarski.110 On 22
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April, another major shootout occurred west of Riyadh as police attempted to arrest
a group of militants at a rest house in Wadi Laban. The militants were able to escape
after a short exchange of gunfire.111 By the end of April 2003, the intelligence picture
had become so ominous that the U.S. embassy in Riyadh issued an official warning
about the risk of imminent terrorist attacks.112
The most frightening discovery of all was made on 6 May 2003, when Saudi
police raided the safe‐house of a cell led by Turki al‐Dandani in Riyadh. 113 After a
gun battle during which the militants were able to escape, the police conducted a
routine search of the house. In addition to the “usual” inventory – explosives,
weapons, money, fake documents etc – the police found something truly alarming:
handwritten wills of prospective suicide bombers.114 A large‐scale attack involving
suicide bombers was clearly imminent. Realising there was no time to lose, the
authorities published a list with names and pictures of 19 wanted individuals on 8
May. They initiated a frantic search for the candidate suicide bombers and other
prominent militants, but unfortunately, it was too late.115
Conclusions
This chapter has provided the macro‐level part of the analysis of the rise of the QAP
by examining the context for the QAP’s mobilisation between 2001 and 2003. The
analysis showed that this period was characterized by very beneficial political
opportunities global jihadist activism in Saudi Arabia. The War on Terror created
powerful new symbols of Muslim suffering in Afghanistan, Iraq and Guantanamo
Bay, resulting in a surge in pan‐Islamic nationalism and unprecedented levels of
anti‐Americanism in the Kingdom. This tense atmosphere, combined with the
polarisation of the intellectual field of Saudi Islamism, led ambitious and Internet‐
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savvy sheikhs like Nasir al‐Fahd to articulate an extremely anti‐Western discourse,
which in turn increased the pool of potential recruits to global jihadist activism.
Meanwhile, the soft Saudi approach to policing in 2002 allowed most of the returnees
from Afghanistan to enter the country without much hassle. When police slowly
began cracking down on the jihadists in the autumn of 2002, it was too little too late.
The new and somewhat more heavy‐handed approach only made it easier for the al‐
Qaida leaders to motivate their followers.
Having analysed the context for the QAP’s mobilisation, I move now to the
meso‐level part of the analysis. The next chapter shall therefore examine the
formation of the QAP organisation.
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The Formation of al-Qaida on the Arabian

Peninsula

Today your brothers and sons, the sons of the Two Sanctities, have started their jihad in the
cause of Allah, to expel the occupying enemy from the Land of the Two Sanctities
Usama bin Ladin, Declaration of War against the Americans, 1996

What we are doing today is but an answer to Godʹs call and his Prophet, who say, ‘Expel the
infidels from the Arabian Peninsula’
Suicide bomber Muhammad al‐Shihri, 12 May 20031

By launching the QAP campaign in May 2003, Bin Ladin returned to the original
cause of his global jihad project, namely a guerrilla campaign against the U.S.
presence in the Land of the Two Holy Mosques. This meant that the al‐Qaida
leadership had reversed its 1998 decision to postpone military operations in Saudi
Arabia (see Chapter 8). It also meant that it was prepared to compromise its most
important fundraising and recruitment base. What had caused this change? When
was this strategic decision taken and why was the first attack launched at this
particular point in time? How did al‐Qaida go about implementing the new strategy?
This chapter will try to answer these questions by tracing the evolution of al‐
Qaida’s Saudi branch from September 2001 to May 2003 and the formation of the
organisation which would become known as al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula

1 ʺwasaya al‐abtal: shuhadaʹ al‐haramayn [Wills of the Heroes: Martyrs of the Two Sanctities]ʺ (Saudi
Arabia: al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, 18 October 2003).
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(QAP).2 The purpose is thus to provide the meso‐level part of the analysis of the
emergence of the QAP. The chapter is divided into four parts. The first section will
analyse the impact of the US‐led invasion of Afghanistan on the al‐Qaida
organisation and describe the return of its Saudi contingent to the Kingdom in the
spring of 2002. The second part will look at the unsuccessful attempts by some
branches of the Saudi al‐Qaida network to launch major operations in Saudi Arabia
in 2002. The third section is devoted to Yusuf al‐Ayiri’s remarkable organisation‐
building project in 2002 and early 2003. In the fourth and final part I will look at the
planning of the QAP’s first operation, the Riyadh bombing on 12 May 2003.

1. The Invasion of Afghanistan and the Decentralisation of alQaida
The US‐led invasion of Afghanistan on 7 October 2001 had enormous implications
for the global jihadist movement in general and the al‐Qaida organisation in
particular. In this sub‐section, I shall examine the impact of the fall of the Taliban and
the loss of a sanctuary on al‐Qaida. I will start by looking at what happened with the
Arabs in Afghanistan immediately after the US‐led invasion. I shall then describe the
process of withdrawal from Afghanistan, before examining how and why al‐Qaida
decided to send its Saudi contingent home to prepare for a campaign.
Underestimating the U.S. response
When the planes struck the World Trade Center and the Pentagon on 11 September
2001, Usama bin Ladin and his fellow commanders in the al‐Qaida leadership were
fully aware that a U.S. military invasion of Afghanistan was more than likely.3 They
had therefore taken a number of preparatory steps, which ranged from emergency
plans at the local level to strategic moves such as the assassination, on 9 September,

The name QAP [tanzim al‐qaida fi jazirat al‐’arab / tanzim qaidat al‐jihad fi jazirat al‐’arab /al‐qa’ida fi jazirat
al‐’arab] was not used by the militants themselves until November 2003, but for simplicity I shall use it
also to describe earlier manifestations of the same network.
3 Peter Bergen has argued, presumably based on Bin Ladin’s statements, that the al‐Qaida leader
expected one of two outcomes of the 9/11 attacks; either a U.S. military withdrawal from the Middle
East, or an invasion of Afghanistan; Peter Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press,
2006), 311.
2
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of Northern Alliance commander Ahmad Shah Mas’ud.4 As soon as the news of the
9/11 attacks was confirmed, the al‐Qaida leadership evacuated the main training
camps and started assigning foreign recruits to Arab units at Taliban military fronts.5
Boosted by volunteer fighters who had started pouring into Afghanistan in late
September 2001, al‐Qaida and the rest of the Arab community was getting ready for
full‐scale military conflict.6 At this point, Bin Ladin seems to have been genuinely
optimistic. He believed the United States would get bogged down in Afghanistan in
a guerrilla war in which it would ”bleed to death”, much like Soviet Union did in the
1980s.7 This is presumably why the al‐Qaida leadership did not order its members to
leave Afghanistan until after November 2001 when they realised they were losing the
conventional military struggle.8

Although Bin Ladin knew the exact 9/11 attack date only six days in advance (Michael Scheuer,
Imperial Hubris: Why the West is Losing the War on Terror (Washington, D.C.: Brasseyʹs, 2004), 63),
preparations had been underway since the summer of 2001. Al‐Qaida leader Sayf al‐Adl later explained:
“We started the Qandahar Airport defence program two weeks before the 11 September events”; Sayf
al‐Adl, ʺrisala ila ahlina fiʹl‐ʹiraq waʹl‐khalij khassatan wa ummatna al‐islamiyya ʹammatanʺ (Markaz al‐
Dirasat waʹl‐Buhuth al‐Islamiyya, April 2003). The letter requesting an “interview” with Mas’ud was
drafted on an al‐Qaida computer in Kabul in the spring of 2001; Alan Cullison and Andrew Higgins,
ʺForgotten Computer Reveals Thinking Behind Four Years of al Qaeda Doingsʺ, Wall Street Journal, 31
December 2001.
5 Musad Umar, a Yemeni who was in the Faruq camp on 9/11, later told a U.S. military tribunal in
Guantanamo Bay: “It was the first day of the events of 9/11. The people at the camp said “if anyone
wanted to leave, we were free to leave. There might be problems and there might be bombings, so if you
don’t want problems just go. If you want to stay then you can stay [...] I left the training camp on a
regular truck from al Farouq to Kandahar [...] then I completed the trip from Kandahar to Kabul on a
civilian bus. Twenty‐five of my friends were in the same group”; see ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the
Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 1002. Feroz Ali
Abbasi, a Ugandan‐born Briton who was in Kandahar on 9/11, wrote in his memoirs: “After September
11 most of the English‐speaking brothers remained in the Guest House [...]. Sayf al Adel gave all of us
three options, ‘You can either go to Kabul, or remain in Kandahar with the mountain group or the
airport group [...].’ everybody including me went for the most dangerous – the airport group”; Peter
Bergen, The Osama bin Laden I Know (New York: Free Press, 2006), 326.
6 Gary Berntsen, the leader of the CIA team in Afghanistan in November 2001, said he received
intelligence saying as many as five hundred Muslim volunteers per day were streaming across the
border from Pakistan; Gary Berntsen and Ralph Pezzullo, Jawbreaker (New York: Crown, 2005), 128.
7 In a letter to Mulla Umar dated 3 October 2001, Bin Ladin wrote: “A U.S. campaign against
Afghanistan will cause great long‐term economic burdens which will force America to resort to the
former Soviet Union’s only option: withdrawal from Afghanistan, disintegration, and contraction”;
Alan Cullison, ʺInside Al‐Qaedaʹs Hard Drive,ʺ The Atlantic Monthly, September 2004; Former al‐Qaida
leader Abu Walid al‐Masri wrote that Bin Ladin had a “theory and dream that the United States will not
withstand two or three blows at his hands”; Abu Walid al‐Masri, ʺThe Story of the Arab Afghans from
the Time of Arrival in Afghanistan until their Departure with the Talibanʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 8‐30
December 2004.
8 The lower ranks in al‐Qaida shared Bin Ladin’s optimism and were surprised by the rapid fall of the
Taliban. The Kuwaiti Guantanamo detainee Fu’ad al‐Rabi described the athmosphere of panic among
al‐Qaida fighters in the days after the fall of Kabul in mid‐November: “During that time, no one would
4
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When the US‐led coalition initiated operation ”Enduring Freedom” on 7
October 2001, it soon became clear that Arab and Taliban forces would not be able to
withstand the lethal combination of Western aerial bombardment and Northern
Alliance (NA) ground forces.9 Al‐Qaida had misjudged not only the power, but also
the nature of the U.S. intervention. The Arab fighters, who expected a massive
deployment of U.S. ground forces, found themselves before an elusive and intangible
enemy. The absence of U.S. targets on the ground frustrated and demoralised the
mujahidin.10
Most of the Arab training infrastructure was destroyed during the first few
days of the bombing campaign.11 In the following weeks, U.S. warplanes flattened
Taliban military facilities, and at end of October, they started facilitating the ground
offensive by pounding Taliban front lines with laser‐guided bombs, cluster bombs
and the seven‐ton Daisy Cutter.12 Most Taliban ground forces were stationed along
two main fronts, the Northern front in Takhar province and the Kabul front in the
Shomali plains.13 There were also troops stationed in and around major cities in the
rest of the country such as Kandahar, Herat and Mazar‐e‐Sharif. U.S. military

rent a house to an Arab for fear of being shot or bombed [...] So we were moving from one house to the
other every few days, looking for a way to get out [...] Now the country is falling. No one believed the
country would fall so quickly – within one week. So you can imagine the chaos that was going on
there”; ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of
Defense, March/April 2006), 860.
9 There is a wide array of good primary sources from the war in Afghanistan in late 2001 and early 2002.
The al‐Qaida‐affiliated al‐Nida website published news from and interviews with the fighters in
Afghanistan on an almost daily basis from early October 2001 onward. The jihadist magazine Majallat
al‐Ansar ran a similar news column from its appearance in January 2002. A perhaps even more useful
source are the first‐hand accounts by Arab fighters who survived the war. Such accounts can be found
in jihadist magazines like the QAP’s Sawt al‐Jihad, in the testimonies prisoners in Guantanamo, as well
as in journalistic interviews with former fighters. Some al‐Qaida fighters, like Sayf al‐Adl have also
published extensive accounts and analyses of the war. Detailed accounts of Operation Enduring
Freedom seen from the American side are available in books and articles written by CIA operatives and
military officers who fought in Afghanistan. A third type of source are the accounts by journalists, some
of whom came very close to the major events in the war.
10 A Yemeni jihadist later vented his frustration: “There was no way to fight a decent war there with the
Americans. We hardly ever saw a soldier to fire at”; Tom Downey, ʺMy Bloody Careerʺ, Observer, 23
April 2006.
11 ʺBin Laden Camps ʹDestroyedʹʺ, BBC News Online, 23 October 2001.
12 For a detailed overview of the air campaign, see ʺOperation Enduring Freedom – Operationsʺ,
www.globalsecurity.org .
13 Gary C. Schroen, First In: An Insiderʹs Account of How the CIA Spearheaded the War on Terror in
Afghanistan (New York: Ballantine, 2005), 99, 136‐137; U.S. intelligence sources say the Taliban army
consisted of an estimated 50,000 to 60,000 people; Gary Berntsen and Ralph Pezzullo, Jawbreaker (New
York: Crown, 2005), 312.
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strategists had a two‐step plan: first they would help the Northern Alliance seize the
northern cities of Mazar‐e‐Sharif, Taloqan and Qunduz in order to open supply lines
to Uzbekistan, and then they would go for Kabul.14 Mazar‐e‐Sharif fell on 9
November 2001 after heavy fighting, and three days later, Northern Alliance forces
entered the capital, bringing the conventional part of the war practically to an end.15
The fall of Qandahar on 14 December sealed the fate of the Taliban regime.16 In two
months, 110 CIA officers and 350 U.S. Special Forces, combined with airpower,
Afghan allies and seventy million dollars, had evicted the Taliban in what President
Bush called ”one of the biggest bargains of all time.”17
Withdrawing from Afghanistan
At the beginning of the war, there were between 3000 and 5000 foreign fighters in
Afghanistan.18 When the war began, most foreign fighters, including most Saudis,
were stationed on the Northern Front and on the Kabul front.19 A medium‐size Arab
force was based in Qandahar, while other cities had only smaller groups.20 An
entourage of trusted elite operatives also accompanied Bin Ladin, who left Kandahar
shortly after 9/11 and made his way toward Kabul. Al‐Qaida also assigned its best
fighters to a mobile emergency force [quwat al‐tawari’] known as the ”Martyrs’

Gary Berntsen and Ralph Pezzullo, Jawbreaker (New York: Crown, 2005), 90. For more details on U.S.
strategy in Afghanistan, see Henry Crumpton, ʺIntelligence and War: Afghanistan 2001‐2002ʺ in
Transforming U.S. Intelligence, ed. Jennifer E. Sims and Burton Gerber (Washington: Georgetown
University Press, 2005).
15 ʺOperation Enduring Freedom – Operationsʺ, www.globalsecurity.org .
16 Ibid.
17 Bob Woodward, Bush at War (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2002), 317.
18 Senior CIA operative Gary Berntsen puts the number of al‐Qaeda fighters in Afghanistan during the
war at 4000‐5000; Gary Berntsen and Ralph Pezzullo, Jawbreaker (New York: Crown, 2005), 312‐313. Sayf
al‐Adl later wrote that in the Qandahar area alone, there were 800 fighters in addition to more than 2000
volunteers that had come from around the world; Sayf al‐Adl, ʺrisala ila ahlina fiʹl‐ʹiraq waʹl‐khalij
khassatan wa ummatna al‐islamiyya ʹammatanʺ (Markaz al‐Dirasat waʹl‐Buhuth al‐Islamiyya, April 2003).
19 The fact that most Arabs fought in the east or in the north is reflected in the testimonies of
Guantanamo detainees. Most Saudi militants who fought in Afghanistan are described in their
biographies as having been stationed either on the “northern front” [al‐khatt al‐shimali], on the “Kabul
front” [khatt kabul] or the “Bagram front” [khatt baghram]. A smaller number of Saudis also fought in
Qandahar.
20 The Arab forces in Qandahar were led by Sayf al‐Adl; see Sayf al‐Adl, ʺrisala ila ahlina fiʹl‐ʹiraq waʹl‐
khalij khassatan wa ummatna al‐islamiyya ʹammatanʺ (Markaz al‐Dirasat waʹl‐Buhuth al‐Islamiyya, April
2003).
14
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Group” [majmu‘at al‐shuhada’] under the leadership of Hamza al‐Zubayr.21 This elite
rapid reaction force fought in a number of locations and became legendary in jihadist
circles for their courage and efficiency.22
The al‐Qaida fighters assigned to the Northern fronts were much less
fortunate than those on the Eastern (Kabul) front. If they did not die on the
battlefront, they were massacred by General Dostum’s forces in Mazar‐e Sharif,
killed during the Qala‐e‐Janghi prison riots in Kunduz, or handed over to U.S.
military and sent to Guantanamo.23 In the East, on the other hand, the survival rate of
Arab fighters seems to have been significantly higher. This may be one of the reasons
why most future QAP members who were in Afghanistan at this time had a
background from the Kabul or Qandahar fronts, not the Northern front.
After the ”Battle of Tora Bora” and the fall of Qandahar mid‐December 2001,
the Arab military infrastructure collapsed and the process of decentralisation of al‐
Qaida accelerated. Bin Ladin and al‐Zawahiri went into hiding in the border areas,
others slipped into Pakistan, and yet others kept on fighting. In January and
February 2002, around 600‐700 Arab fighters started regrouping in the Shahi Kot area
in the Paktia province, in response to which US‐led forces launched ”Operation
Anaconda” in March 2002.24 The so‐called ”Battle of Shahi Kot” (3‐18 March) was the

Sayf al‐Adl described the formation of Hamza al‐Zubayr’s group: ”The idea was to have a sort of
multipurpose rapid reaction force which was ready to move to any area to intervene as a support force
or raid force. They were equipped with Corolla cars loaded with all the anti‐armor, anti‐aircraft and
Hown guns they need, in adddition to bombs and personal armor. We placed with him the most
experienced, enthusiastic and courageous brothers, and the most distinguished young men”; Ibid.
22 Hamza al‐Zubayr’s group set out from Qandahar, but fought on the outskirts of Kabul from mid
November onwards; al‐Nida News Report (www.drasat.com), 20 November 2001. The Martyrs’ Group
did not accompany Bin Ladin’s men to Tora Bora, but stayed in the Kabul area in December; al‐Nida
News Report (www.drasat.com), 9 December 2001.
23 After the fall of Mazar‐e‐Sharif and Taloqan, more than 5000 Taliban and 2000 foreign fighters
withdrew to Qunduz for a final standoff; Gary Berntsen and Ralph Pezzullo, Jawbreaker (New York:
Crown, 2005), 240; After the fall of Qunduz at the end of November, around 500 primarily foreign
fighters were imprisoned at the Qala‐e Janghi prison ten miles west of Mazar‐e Sharif. A riot soon
erupted, in which a CIA operative, several prison guards, and most of the prisoners died. One of those
who survived was John Walker Lindh. For accounts of the riot from both sides, see Gary Berntsen and
Ralph Pezzullo, Jawbreaker (New York: Crown, 2005), 245‐254, 262‐264 ; Robin Moore, Taskforce Dagger
(London: Pan Books, 2004), 206‐225 ; Josh Tyrangiel, ʺThe Taliban Next Door,ʺ TIME, 17 December 2001
24 Paul Hastert, ʺOperation Anaconda: Perception Meets Reality in the Hills of Afghanistanʺ, Studies in
Conflict and Terrorism 28, no. 1 (2005); Sean Naylor, Not a Good Day to Die (London: Penguin, 2005).
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final confrontation involving significant numbers of Arab fighters in Afghanistan.25
By mid‐March 2002, al‐Qaida’s infrastructure in Afghanistan was in tatters, and the
organisation, or what remained of it, found itself in an entirely new strategic
situation.
The US‐led invasion of Afghanistan had changed the operational
environment of Bin Ladin’s organisation in three fundamental ways. First and most
importantly, al‐Qaida lost access to its most important asset, namely its territory in
Afghanistan. For the first time since its foundation, the organisation no longer had a
safe meeting‐place in which to quietly plan operations and train new recruits.
Although the deterritorialisation was not complete, insofar as several of al‐Qaida
militants found refuge in pockets of resistance in Afghanistan and Pakistan, it was
operationally extremely significant, because it undermined the organisation’s ability
to perpetuate itself by operationalising new recruits. Second was the fact that Arab
fighters in general, and the al‐Qaida leadership in particular, were being hunted in
Afghanistan and Pakistan like never before, and it became very dangerous for Arabs
to even be in the area. The third fundamental change was that the many security
measures introduced in the so‐called ”war on terrorism” made it much more difficult
for al‐Qaida to move personnel, money and messages across long distances. The 9/11
attacks had brought about a significant increase in the level of international
cooperation on anti‐terrorism issues, which dramatically reduced the freedom of
action of al‐Qaida operatives.26
This new reality forced the al‐Qaida leadership to reconsider both the
structure and the strategy of their organisation in the autumn of 2001. The
decentralisation of al‐Qaida had begun immediately after 9/11 when recruits were
being assigned to fighting units around Afghanistan. After the losses in the North
and the collapse of the Kabul front in November 2001, the organisation was even
further weakened, as panic spread and many low‐level fighters were looking for

Michael Scheuer, Imperial Hubris: Why the West is Losing the War on Terror (Washington, D.C.: Brasseyʹs,
2004), 92; For a jihadist account of the Battle of Shahi Kot, see Abd al‐Aziz Hifz, ahdath shay kut riwayatan
wa tahlilan [The Events at Shahi Kot Told and Analysed], posted on www.alemarh.com in late May 2002.
26 This new situation was noted by jihadist strategic thinkers such as Abu Mus’ab al‐Suri, who lamented
the increased international intelligence cooperation after 9/11; Abu Musʹab al‐Suri, daʹwat al‐muqawama
al‐islamiyya al‐ʹalamiyya [The Global Islamic Resistance Call] (2004), 33 and passim.
25
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ways out of the country. Mid‐ and high‐level al‐Qaida members did not leave
Afghanistan early, as some have suggested, but stayed until December, when it
became clear that conventional resistance was futile.27 The near‐simultaneous fall of
Tora Bora and Qandahar in mid‐December 2001 seriously undermined the cohesion
of the organisation and the morale of the Arab fighters. Not only were senior leaders
forced to leave, but they were also pushed in two different directions: some into
Pakistan and others into Iran.28 The final decentralisation phase occurred after the
Battle of Shahi Kot in March 2002 when all except a small core found it best to leave.29
Aiming for the Arabian Peninsula
The dislocation and fragmentation of al‐Qaida provided both the necessity and the
opportunity to rethink the organisation’s strategy. It is not clear to what extent the al‐
Qaida leadership was able to move beyond ensuring mere survival to formulating a
clear and positive strategy at this point. There are simply not enough sources from
the inner circles of the leadership during this period to tell. What we do know is that
by the spring of 2002, Bin Ladin had decided to start preparing for jihad in Saudi
Arabia.
As noted in Chapter 6, the need to evict the Crusaders from the Arabian
Peninsula was integral to the global jihadist doctrine and the idea had been

There have been reports that al‐Qaida dispatched the majority of its fighters abroad immediately after
9/11, “keeping only the cadres and numbers needed for managing the military action within the Afghan
Mujahidin for one year or one year and a half”; Mahmoud Khalil, “Interview with al‐Qaida spokesman
Abd al‐Rahman al‐Rashid”[ in Arabic], al‐Majallah, 13‐19 October 2002. This claim is not supported by
other primary sources, which clearly show that Usama bin Ladin, Ayman al‐Zawahiri, Sayf al‐Adl and
others remained in Afghanistan until mid‐December. There is no evidence that al‐Qaida leaders ordered
fighters to leave in September and October 2001; on the contrary, they welcomed several thousand
volunteers from all over the world.
28 While Usama bin Ladin, Ayman al‐Zawahiri headed toward Pakistan, Sayf al‐Adl and Saad Bin Ladin
headed to Iran. The Washington Post wrote in 2003: ”When bin Laden was trapped at Tora Bora [..], he
and his Egyptian deputy, Ayman Zawahiri, dispatched military chief Adel to Iran to negotiate a safe
harbor for some of al Qaeda’s scattering ranks. Zawahiri had long‐standing ties with Ahmad Vahidi,
then the commander of the Iranian Qods force, a special operations unit, according to a European
intelligence official. […] Among those who made it to Iran with Adel and bin Laden’s son were
Mahfouz Ould Walid, also known as Abu Hafs the Mauritanian and […], and Abu Mohammed Masri,
[…], Abu Khayr, and Sulaiman Abu Ghaith […]”; Peter Finn and Susan Schmidt, ʺIran, al Qaeda and
Iraqʺ, Washington Post, 6 September 2003. For more on al‐Qaida in Iran, see the end of this chapter.
29 March 2002 marks a watershed in the history of al‐Qaida in Afghanistan. After this date there is a
striking decrease in the number of news reports from Afghanistan being posted on al‐Nida website. It
was also from this point onward that the U.S. finally succeeded in arresting high‐level al‐Qaida
operatives such as Abu Zubayda (March 2002), Abu Zubair al‐Ha’ili (June 2002), Ramzi bin al‐Shibh
(September 2002) and Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri (November 2002).
27
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cultivated in the al‐Qaida leadership for a long time. As we saw in Chapter 8, Bin
Ladin had authorised several attempted attacks in 1997‐98 before deciding to
postpone the offensive. From 1998 to 2001, the view had been that a premature
terrorist campaign on the Peninsula would do more harm than good given Saudi
Arabia’s importance as a source of recruits, money, and ideology.
In late 2001, however, the new strategic environment had altered the cost‐
benefit analysis in three very important ways. First, Saudi Arabia’s usefulness as a
source of money and recruits had decreased. Having been evicted from Afghanistan,
al‐Qaida was no longer able to accommodate new Saudi volunteers. Money transfers
from wealthy Saudi donors constituted more of a liability in the post‐9/11 world
because they could be traced more easily. Second, the Saudi fighters already in
Afghanistan were no longer of much use on the battlefield. They faced an uncertain
future, particularly after the Battle of Shahi Kot. Third and finally, Saudi Arabia’s
relative attractiveness as a theatre of operations had increased, as the post‐9/11
crackdown on jihadist communities was relatively softer there than in most other
countries. Of all the Arabs in Afghanistan, the Saudis were the most likely to make it
back to their home countries in one piece. In the Kingdom, they might form the
critical mass of fighters needed to mount an effective campaign. It was these three
changes in al‐Qaida’s cost‐benefit analysis of Saudi Arabia which most likely
prompted the decision to send the Saudi fighters home and start preparing for a
campaign. There are no explicit statements by Bin Ladin to this effect, but the
prominent global jihadist ideologue Abu Bakr Naji (possibly an alias for a senior al‐
Qaida member) observed that
”the High Command used to consider the youth of the Arabian Peninsula as
their striking force, but it did not select the Peninsula for change due to
factors mentioned in previous studies and on account of the momentous
events of September. However, after the momentous events (of September)
there was a reversal in these factors and the Peninsula became one of the
selected states.” 30
The process leading to the decision to return to Saudi Arabia did not begin
until the fall of Kabul in mid‐November 2001. As late as October 2001, Saudis were

30

Abu Bakr Naji, ʺidarat al‐tawahhush [The Management of Savagery]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 2004), 29.
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still encouraged to leave the Kingdom and come to Afghanistan and help fight the
Americans. Bin Ladin’s change of mind seems to have been at least partially
encouraged by impatient Saudi mujahidin. In late November 2001, mid‐level Saudi
fighters were beginning to feel disillusioned with the fighting in Afghanistan and
asked Bin Ladin for permission to return to the Peninsula and launch operations
there. As QAP militant Turki al‐Mutayri (aka Fawaz al‐Nashmi) later wrote in the
biography of his comrade Fahd al‐Sa‘idi (aka Hazbar al‐Madani):
”Hazbar [i.e. Fahd al‐Sa‘idi] sent a two‐line letter to Sheikh Abu Abdallah [i.e.
Usama bin Ladin] asking for permission to leave to operate abroad. The
Sheikh agreed and asked Khalid Sheikh [Muhammad] to prepare for the
departure of Hazbar and his brothers to strike the Americans’ rear bases on
the Arabian Peninsula.”31
As noted in Chapter 8, there had long been a certain amount of pressure from below
in the al‐Qaida organisation to start operations in Saudi Arabia. The abovementioned
Fahd al‐Sa‘idi had gone from Afghanistan to Saudi Arabia shortly before 9/11 to
assess the potential for operations there.32 Another driving force for the launch of a
jihad on the Peninsula was Mit‘ib al‐Muhayyani, who would later lead an important
QAP cell in Mecca. In the late summer of 2001, he and a group of friends, all of
whom had met in the al‐Faruq camp, allegedly made a vow between themselves to
wage jihad in Saudi Arabia one day. As his biography later stated:
”Shortly before the Crusader war on Afghanistan, the hero was filled with a
craving for the Arabian peninsula, the homeland of free men […] which had
been soiled by the feet of the sons of apes and pigs […]. One night he
gathered some of his brothers and they made a vow to their Creator [...] to
purge the Arabian Peninsula of Christians and apostates. [...] But then the
tenth crusade [i.e. operation Enduring Freedom] began […] and our heroes
were preoccupied. When the planes which where killing children, turning
women into widows and making families homeless were taking off from their
country, the Peninsula of their Prophet, they renewed their vow, and their
cravings of old were rekindled. [...] The mujahid youth descended to the
Peninsula, and from day one, Mit‘ib made preparations to fight the enemies
of God.”33

Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺfahd bin samran al‐saʹidiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 16 (2004).
Ibid.
33 ʺmitʹib al‐muhayyaniʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 4 (2003).
31
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While the reference to al‐Muhayyani’s pre‐9/11 vow may well be hagiographic, the
QAP literature contains several other references to such a vow made after the
invasion of Afghanistan.34 It seems clear from these accounts that the vow was made
after the jihadists had withdrawn from Qandahar and started regrouping in Shahi
Kot, i.e. in January or February 2002. One of al‐Muhayyani’s closest companions was
Talal al‐Anbari (aka Haydara al‐Jiddawi):
”Haydara stayed fighting the crusaders with his brothers until the
withdrawal from Qandahar. […] Then Haydara made a vow together with
some of his brothers to work on the Arabian Peninsula to cleanse it of
polytheists. In that group was the hero Mit‘ib al‐Muhayyani. The heroes
arrived on the Peninsula which had longed so much for their coming, and he
was one of the founders of the work inside the Peninsula. From day one the
two heroes Mit’ib and Talal undertook work in one of the preparation groups
[majmuʹat al‐tajhiz].”35
Similarly, Khalid al‐Farraj, an arrested QAP member who appeared on Saudi
television in September 2004, said he went to Afghanistan after 9/11, where he
received a proposal to “operate within Saudi Arabia” from fellow Saudis. “Later I
returned, and after contacting them, I joined the cells here,” he said.36
The pressure from low‐ and mid‐level Saudi al‐Qaida fighters for the launch
of a jihad in Saudi Arabia picked up considerably after mid‐December 2001 because
they saw the order of the Taliban commanders to withdraw from Qandahar to Shahi
Kot as the end of the meaningful resistance in Afghanistan. As Turki al‐Mutayri later
wrote, ”the order to retreat came; we left and decided to work to strike the rear bases
of the enemy in the land of Muhammad.”37 The biographies in Sawt al‐Jihad suggest

See for example the biography of Amir al‐Shihri: ”He went to Afghanistan and his excellent courage
stood out in the roaring battles in the land of Lions. He was in the group of one of the most courageaous
field leaders there, Abd al‐Wahhab al‐Shishani. When the Islamic Emirate fell, he left Afghanistan in a
group of young men who had made a firm vow to cleanse their land of Crusaders. But he was
imprisoned in Iran, and when he tried to enter the Peninsula he was imprisoned in Qatar and extradited
to the tyrants of the Peninsula and stayed in prison until God freed him. He began to work on the
Peninsula […]”; ʺʹamir al‐shihri: himma wa anafa ...wa thabbat hatta al‐shahadaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 12 (2004).
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin said in a 2003 interview with Sawt al‐Jihad: ”I have made an oath [qasam], a
promise [wa’d] and a vow [’ahd] to cleanse the Arabian Peninsula of Polytheists”; ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐
matlubin al‐19 (1)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003).
35 Usama al‐Najdi, ʺtalal al‐anbari: haydara al‐jiddawi [Talal al‐Anbari: Haydara from Jidda]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad,
no. 17 (2004).
36 P. K. Abdul Ghafour, ʺAl‐Qaeda Controls Young Operatives by Torture Threatsʺ, Arab News, 23
September 2004.
37 ʺturki bin fuhayd al‐mutayriʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 20 (2004).
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that several of the Saudis who were in Afghanistan and later came to play key roles
in the nascent QAP had been in Qandahar in December 2001 and moved to Shahi Kot
in early 2002.38 The social bonds forged through this shared experience were thus an
important factor in the subsequent formation of the QAP.
While some Saudi fighters started pushing for action in the Kingdom as soon
as things were becoming difficult in Afghanistan, the majority seem to have stayed
until Usama bin Ladin himself issued direct orders to leave Afghanistan and start
preparing for jihad in Saudi Arabia. These general orders seem to have been issued
some time in the first three months of 2002.39 The biographer of Turki al‐Dandani,
one of the most important subsequent QAP leaders, later wrote:
”One of the brothers met him in Zarmat, his last stop in Afghanistan, and
said to him: ’Don’t you want to head down with your brothers?’ – i.e. leave
Afghanistan – because the order to leave had been issued. His eyes filled with
tears and he said: ’I have not known the real life except here with these
heroes’. But in the end he went, because it was an order issued by the
commander.”40
Al‐Dandani was not the only one who was reluctant to leave. One of al‐Qaida’s top
field commanders, Abd al‐Hadi al‐Iraqi, who had led the Arabs on the northern
front, later said in an interview with al‐Nida website: ”We had great difficulty
persuading many of them to leave Afghanistan [...] I swear some of them wept when
they were told to leave.”41 Ali al‐Ma‘badi al‐Harbi, who would later become one of
the suicide bombers at the Muhayya compound in Riyadh, also left Afghanistan
upon the orders of the al‐Qaida leadership: ”He stayed there until the orders to leave

Some had been in Qandahar from the beginning, while others had been originally stationed on the
Kabul front but had moved to Qandahar when Kabul fell in mid‐November.
39 The fact that Usama bin Ladin ordered all Arabs to leave Afghanistan is corroborated by several
different sources, not only the biographies of QAP militants. For example, a Yemeni jihadist interviewed
by Guardian journalist Tom Downey in April 2006 said that a few weeks after the bombing in Khost, “a
message arrived from bin Laden: any mujahideen who could still travel should return to their home
countries.” The martyr’s biography of the Saudi militant Badr al‐Sharari who was killed in Iraq in 2005
stated that “He went to Afghanistan to fight and stayed there for about 7 months, but when he received
orders, he returned to the Land of the Two Sanctities”; Ibn al‐Mawsul, ʺistishhad ahad shabab al‐jawf fi
bilad al‐rafidayn [One of the Jawf Youth Martyred in Mesopotamia]ʺ (http://topforums.net, 25 April
2005).
40 Abu Hajir al‐Jawfi, ʺturki al‐dandani: ʹazima wa shujaʹaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 7 (2004).
41 Cited in Michael Scheuer, Imperial Hubris: Why the West is Losing the War on Terror (Washington, D.C.:
Brasseyʹs, 2004), 64.
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Afghanistan were issued, whereupon he returned to the Arabian Peninsula. There he
began exhorting people to fight the American occupiers”42
By the early spring of 2002, a mass exodus from Afghanistan had been put in
motion as foreign fighters returned to their home countries. Many of the Saudis seem
to have fled through Iran, where they were often captured for a few weeks before
moving on.43 Some also fled through Pakistan.44 For many, the return journey was
long and harsh and included incarceration in several countries and a less‐than‐warm
welcome by Saudi security services upon arrival in the Kingdom. Others slipped
quietly into the country. There seems to have been a certain infrastructure in place
that helped returning mujahidin avoid police attention.45
By May 2002 the majority of the Saudi mujahidin had made it back to the
Kingdom. The young men that Bin Ladin had sent home were highly motivated for
action. Now he needed to ensure that the planning efforts were coordinated and
professionally executed. In late May 2002, the U.S. National Security Agency
allegedly intercepted a message containing orders from Usama bin Ladin to Yusuf al‐
Ayiri to start preparing for a full‐blown terrorist campaign in Saudi Arabia.46
According to American journalist Ron Suskind, CIA director George Tenet

ʺʹali al‐maʹbadi al‐harbi: batal badr al‐riyadhʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 24 (2004).
The biography of Faysal al‐Dukhayyil stated: ”Abu Ayub [Faisal al‐Dukhayyil] entered Afghanistan
and took part in fighting the worshippers of the cross. the Americans. After the mujahidin started
leaving the Islamic Emirate for their countries, he departed Afghanistan in the direction of Iran. He was
imprisoned there a number of days, and after that he left and headed to Qatar and from there to the
Peninsula”; Bandar al‐Dukhayyil, ʺfaysal bin abd al‐rahman al‐dukhayyil: musa‘ir harb [Faysal bin Abd al‐
Rahman al‐Dukhayyil: War Instigator]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 28 (2004) Another militant, Khalid Baghdadi,
later wrote in Sawt al‐Jihad: ”Then I entered Afghanistan again and the fire of the new crusade erupted
on Muslim lands, and God bestowed upon me the participation in the defence of the State of Islam, until
the withdrawals [insihabat] occured. Then I left through Iran, and I fell into captivity with the Rafida
[Shiites] for a while. Then I left and moved through a number of countries – one of which imprisoned
me ‐ until I arrived in the Peninsula”; Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺkhalid al‐baghdadi (abu ayub al‐najdi)ʺ, Sawt al‐
Jihad, no. 18 (2004).
44 The biography of Abd al‐Ilah al‐Utaybi stated that ”he participated in the fighting against the
Americans and their lackeys, and God bestowed on him the honour taking part in the battles of Shahi
Kot, in which he killed a number of soldiers of the cross. He fought in Afghanistan until he was
wounded in the shoulder and he was ordered to leave for treatment. So he left for Pakistan and made it
back to the Land of the Two Sanctities”; ʺqabilat al‐ʹutayba tazuff ahad abnaʹiha shahidan ʹala thara al‐
suwaidiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 4 (2003).
45 The biography of QAP militant Musa’id al‐Subay’i stated that he helped many returnees enter the
country safely; Abdallah al‐Subayʹi, ʺmusaʹid al‐subayʹi: rajul fi zaman qalla fihi al‐rijal [Musaʹid al‐Subayʹi:
A Man in a Time When Men are Scarce]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 19 (2004).
46 Ron Suskind, The One Percent Doctrine (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2006).
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immediately met with Prince Bandar, the Saudi ambassador to Washington and said,
ʺbad news, Bin Laden has changed his focus. Now itʹs you. Itʹs Saudi Arabia.ʺ47
There is very intriguing evidence which suggests that al‐Qaida actually
intended to relocate some of its most senior leaders to Saudi Arabia in the spring of
2002. In a raid on a QAP safehouse in 2004, Saudi police discovered a handwritten
diary and several personal items belonging to none other than Sayf al‐Adl, al‐Qaida’s
chief military commander after the death of Muhammad Atif (Abu Hafs al‐Masri).48
Saudi security expert Nawaf Obaid told this author that Saudi authorities believe
these items
“had been brought over by Yusuf Al Ayeri and his group as they were
establishing the infrastructure after the sudden U.S. invasion of Afghanistan
and their subsequently disorderly fleeing. Al Adelʹs ultimate destination was
Saudi Arabia, when he was caught by the Iranian border guard and handed
over to the revolutionary guard. The plan was to base himself in the Kingdom
and direct operations with Al Ayeri.”49
If correct, this highly interesting information would suggest that al‐Qaida really was
very serious about its plan for a jihad on the Arabian Peninsula.

2. Al-Nashiri and al-Qaida’s Failed 2002 Offensives
When the top al‐Qaida leadership gave the green light for operations in Saudi Arabia
in early 2002, there were several semi‐independent networks and cells working in
parallel on different projects inside the Kingdom. While Yusuf al‐Ayiri and his
lieutenants adopted a long‐term approach focusing on organisation‐building and
recruitment in this period, there were others who favoured immediate action. In fact,
several large‐scale operations were planned on Saudi soil in 2002. Some of these plots
were independent initiatives by grouplets with unclear links to Bin Ladin, while
others were supervised by senior al‐Qaida operatives like Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri.

According to Suskind, the intercepted communication essentially said ”turn your operational focus
toward the overthrow of the Saudi government.” He further stated that it was an ”action plan for whom
to kill and what targets to hit. Specifically, kill members of the royal family, and destroy the oil fields,”
Ibid., 146‐147.
48 ʺSummary of Evidence for Combatant Status Review Tribunal ‐ al‐Shib, Ramzi binʺ (US Department
of Defence, 8 February 2007), 2.
49 Author’s email correspondence with Nawaf Obaid, 16 March 2007.
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Independent Initiatives
The militant Islamist scene in Saudi Arabia was in considerable disarray in early
2002. There was no centralised and hierarchical organisational infrastructure to
accommodate all the Saudis who had returned from Afghanistan in late 2001 and
early 2002. Many individuals and groups of friends were keen to act, but found
themselves unable to establish significant links to a broader operational network, let
alone the top al‐Qaida leadership. In 2002 and early 2003, some of these scattered
elements decided to form local cells and act independently.
The precise number, composition and activities of these cells are not known.
However, it is fair to assume that a number of the smaller violent incidents in the
Kingdom in 2002 and 2003 (see chapter 2) can be attributed to such independent
cells. For example, the assassinations of government officials in Sakaka in late 2002
and early 2003 were carried out by an independent group of recent returnees from
Afghanistan. Similarly, Saud Ali Nasir, who killed British engineer Robert Dent on
20 February 2003, was a veteran from Afghanistan.
The QAP literature contains several accounts of such independent initiatives
by individuals who were unable to link up with a larger organisational structure. For
example, the prominent QAP member Turki al‐Mutayri described how, in mid‐ or
late 2002, he and a couple of friends found themselves isolated and thus decided to
prepare an operation on their own:
“We decided to work to strike the rear bases of the enemy in the land of
Muhammad, but when I arrived I was not connected to Abu Hajir [Abd al‐
Aziz al‐Muqrin] and the brothers, because the communication between us
had been broken. […] With me were two or three brothers, and we conducted
surveillance on a very big target and we decided to work on it.”50
However, during the planning process, al‐Mutayri’s cell made contact with Abd al‐
Aziz al‐Muqrin and scrapped their plans.
Others were not assimilated in time. Sami al‐Luhaybi, for example, carried
out an attack alone before joining the al‐Ayiri network. His biography states that
“he began planning and plotting against the enemies of God. His focus was
on a marine base in the East of the Peninsula in the city of Jubayl, where the

50

ʺturki bin fuhayd al‐mutayriʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 20 (2004): 34.
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infidels were numerous. In meetings [with friends] he began exhorting
[people to act] against the enemies of God, because he wanted a companion
and a participant for the operation, but he was surprised by the number of
cowards [around him].”51
Unable to get his friends to join him, he decided to go for it alone. Thus on 1 May, al‐
Luhaybi went on a shooting spree at the Jubayl base, wounding a U.S. soldier, before
escaping and going underground.52 A few weeks later he heard of Mit‘ib al‐
Muhayyani’s cell in Mecca and went there to join them.
Most of the independent operations planned in this period were relatively
small and consisted mostly of individual assassinations. Many of these cells were
independent precisely because they were not operationally competent enough to be
included in more serious networks. However, some of the ad‐hoc projects were
much more ambitious.
The Abu Hudhayfa Missile Plot
The first ominous sign that al‐Qaida had set its eyes on Saudi Arabia came in early
May 2002 with the discovery of an empty tube from a shoulder‐fired surface‐to‐air
missile near the Prince Sultan Air Base.53 Someone had penetrated the security
perimeter and fired a missile, presumably in an attempt to down a U.S. military
aircraft. Although the attack had been unsuccessful, its very occurrence was
extremely serious. In mid‐May, Saudi authorities identified the main suspect as a
Sudanese veteran from Afghanistan who had recently been to Saudi Arabia.54 The
basis of this identification is not clear. On 18 May, an extradition request was issued
to Sudanese authorities, and on 12 June, U.S. officials said a man called “Abu
Huzifa” had been arrested in Sudan. The man had allegedly confessed under
interrogation that he had penetrated the security fence at Prince Sultan Airbase and
attempted to fire a missile at a U.S. warplane taking off.55 A few days later, Abu
Hudhayfa was extradited to Saudi Arabia, and on 18 June, the Saudi Interior
Ministry announced that they had arrested 13 individuals – 11 Saudis, an Iraqi and a
Khalil al‐Makki, ʺsami al‐luhaybi: ʹazimat al‐rijalʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 6 (2003): 30.
Andrew Hammond, ʺGunman Wounds U.S. Defense Worker in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Reuters, 1 May 2003.
53 Jamie McIntyre, ʺFBI Warns Portable Missiles a Threatʺ, www.cnn.com, 31 May 2002.
54 ʺKingdom Arrests 7 Al‐Qaeda Menʺ, Arab News, 19 June 2002.
55 Jamie McIntyre, ʺOfficials: Man May Have Fired On U.S. Planesʺ, www.cnn.com, 12 June 2002.
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Sudanese – in connection with an alleged plot to attack “vital installations in the
Kingdom using explosives and two SAM‐7 missiles”.56 The suspects had allegedly
not been arrested at the same time, but over a period of “several months”.57
The Ministry said that the Sudanese man was the leader of an al‐Qaida cell in
Saudi Arabia which included six of the arrested Saudis. The remaining five Saudis
and the Iraqi were accused of hiding the Sudanese man and smuggling him out of
the country, allegedly through Iraq.58 A Saudi security official said the Sudanese man
had confessed that he and the six Saudis, who had recently returned from
Afghanistan, were “linked to al‐Qaida” and that they “received orders to carry out
criminal plans and terrorist acts against vital installations in the kingdom.”59 The
suspects had allegedly procured explosives and two missiles from Yemen. One of the
missiles had been buried in the desert near the airbase, while the explosives were
hidden in several different locations across the country.60 It later emerged that the
missiles used at Prince Sultan Airbase were from the same production batch as the
one fired at the Israeli airplane in Mombasa, Kenya in November 2002.61
Many aspects of the Abu Hudhayfa missile plot remain unclear. For a start,
there are good reasons to believe that Abu Hudhayfa was subjected to torture after
his capture in Sudan. Moreover, one should be sceptical about the allegations of an
al‐Qaida cell under Sudanese leadership, because there has been a tendency in the
Saudi Interior Ministry to identify foreigners as the instigators – and Saudis simply
as misguided followers – of violent activism in the Kingdom.62 In addition, there is
no information about the nature of the link – if there was one – between the Abu
Hudhayfa cell and the al‐Qaida leadership. Finally, the very identity of Abu
Hudhayfa remains a mystery. This author has seen no other references to a Sudanese

ʺSaudis Arrest al‐Qaeda Suspectsʺ, www.bbcnews.com, 18 June 2002; ʺKingdom Arrests 7 Al‐Qaeda
Menʺ, Arab News, 19 June 2002.
57 ʺKingdom Arrests 7 Al‐Qaeda Menʺ, Arab News, 19 June 2002.
58 al‐Hayat, 19 June 2002.
59 ʺSaudis Bar Access To Terror Suspectsʺ, www.cbsnews.com, 19 June 2002.
60 al‐Hayat, 19 June 2002.
61 John J. Lumpkin, ʺEvidence Growing That al‐Qaida Sponsored Kenya Attacksʺ, Associated Press, 3
December 2002.
62 See for example the Saudi press coverage of the role of Khalid al‐Haj, Karim Majjati and Yunus al‐
Hayyari in the QAP. See also ʺfi maʹlumat khassa hasalat alayha al‐sharq al‐awsat... ashhar al‐mutaʹassibin
min kuttab al‐intirnit ghayr saʹudiyyin [According to Exclusive Information Obtained by al‐Sharq al‐
Awsat... the Most Notorious Internet Writers Are Not Saudi]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 2 October 2005.
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Abu Hudhayfa in the jihadist literature. One might speculate whether the Sudanese
man is the same as the author of the very important “Letter from Abu Hudhayfa to
Abu Abdallah” from 2000 in which a person by the name Abu Hudhayfa advised
Usama bin Ladin on a future al‐Qaida strategy for Saudi Arabia.63 However, Abu
Hudhayfa is a common nickname which has been used by many militants, including
Saudis, in the past.64 What seems more certain is that the Abu Hudhayfa cell was
operating relatively independently of both the al‐Nashiri and the al‐Ayiri networks.
The operation does not feature on the long lists, issued by U.S. and Saudi authorities,
of operations allegedly planned by Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri in 2002.65 Neither the
name Abu Hudhayfa nor the missile episode itself features in the QAP literature.
Whatever the truth about the Abu Hudhayfa missile plot, the announcement
of the arrests on 18 June 2002 was highly significant, because it amounted to the first
admission by Saudi authorities since the mid‐1990s that Bin Ladin‐linked militants
were operating in the Kingdom.66 However, there were much bigger fish in the pond
than Abu Hudhayfa.
The al-Nashiri Network
The flagship of al‐Qaida’s operational efforts in Saudi Arabia in 2002 was the
network headed by Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri. As we saw in Chapter 8, al‐Nashiri had
worked for Bin Ladin since 1997 and had risen to al‐Qaida stardom as the
mastermind of the USS Cole attack in 2000 and as a facilitator of several other
operations on and around the Arabian Peninsula. When al‐Qaida decentralised and
turned its attention to Saudi Arabia, al‐Nashiri was the natural choice as Bin Ladin’s
chief operational representative in the area.
In the spring of 2002, al‐Nashiri fled From Afghanistan via Pakistan to
Yemen, from where he allegedly “oversaw recruitment and logistics, including the

ʺLetter from Abu Hudhayfa to Abu Abdallah [AFGP‐2002‐003251]ʺ (Department of Defence
Harmony Database).
64 For example, Omar Nasiri recalled meeting a Saudi named Abu Hudhayfa in Khalden in 1995; see
Omar Nasiri, Inside the Jihad (Cambridge, MA: Perseus, 2006).
65 ʺBiographies of High Value Terrorist Detainees Transferred to the US Naval Base at Guantanamo
Bayʺ, Press Release, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 6 September 2006.
66 John R. Bradley, ʺSaudi Arabia Makes First Al‐Qaeda Arrestsʺ, Associated Press, 18 June 2002.
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purchase of weapons, and plotted a new wave of attacks in the region.”67 Judging by
the information released by Saudi and U.S. authorities, al‐Nashiri was extremely
busy in 2002. He managed a large portfolio of ambitious operations, mostly against
maritime targets around the Arabian Peninsula. While only one of these – the 6
October attack on the French Vessel Limburg – was successful, he is believed to have
been involved in several other major operations in the Gulf – and even in Morocco –
which for various reasons were not executed. A biography of al‐Nashiri published by
the U.S. Defence Department alleged that in 2002, al‐Nashiri was involved in a plot
to crash an airplane into a Western navy vessel in Port Rashid (UAE), a plan to attack
warships in the Hormuz Strait and in the Port of Dubai, as well as an operation
against oil tankers in the straits of Gibraltar.68 The biography, which was presumably
based on interrogations of al‐Nashiri himself, also stated that he was involved in
plans to attack “land‐based targets” in Morocco, Qatar and Saudi Arabia.
The precise scope and nature of al‐Nashiri’s activities inside Saudi Arabia in
2002 are not publicly known, but U.S. and Saudi authorities have mentioned several
large‐scale plots. In May 2003, Saudi authorities claimed that al‐Nashiri had planned
several attacks in the Kingdom in 2002, notably at the Tabuk air base, the Ras Tanura
oil facility, the ministries of Interior and Defense, and an expatriate compound in
Jidda.69 American sources have confirmed this extensive list of alleged plots.70
However, these claims must be treated with caution, because al‐Nashiri, like other
“high‐value detainees”, has in all likelihood been tortured by his American captors.71
Moreover, there is very little open‐source information about these alleged operations.

Philip Shenon, ʺA Major Suspect in Qaeda Attacks is in U.S. Custodyʺ, New York Times, 22 November
2002. This article cites Moroccan authorities saying the Gibraltar plotters, who were arrested in June
2002, were in touch with al‐Nashiri and that the signal intelligence placed al‐Nashiri in the Afghan‐
Pakistani border regions. This indicates that al‐Nashiri was still in Pakistan in the early spring of 2002.
68 ʺBiographies of High Value Terrorist Detainees Transferred to the US Naval Base at Guantanamo
Bayʺ, Press Release, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 6 September 2006.
69 Alan Sipress and Peter Finn, ʺTerror Cell Had Recent Gun Battle With Policeʺ, Washington Post, 14
May 2003.
70 ʺBiographies of High Value Terrorist Detainees Transferred to the US Naval Base at Guantanamo
Bayʺ, Press Release, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 6 September 2006.
71 Al‐Nashiri himself claimed torture: “From the time I was arrested five years ago, they have been
torturing me [...] I just said those things to make the people happy. They were very happy when I told
them those things”; see ʺVerbatim Transcript of Combatant Status Review Tribunal Hearing for ISN
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The only conspiracy to have been described in some detail in the media was
the Ras Tanura plot. On 14 October 2002, the American News network ABC News
reported that U.S. and Saudi intelligence had averted a major attack on the Ras
Tanura oil terminal and its adjacent pipelines in the late summer of 2002.72 It quoted
intelligence sources as saying that “several dozen” suspects had been detained, but
that the existence of the plot had been kept secret “because of its potential to
embarrass the Saudi government and its possible impact on oil prices”.73 Later
reports said between seven and ten people were arrested, including an American
national of Saudi origin.74 Officials also said that the plot tallied with documents
recovered during the war in Afghanistan, which had suggested that al‐Qaida was
planning strikes on oil interests.75 Initially, officials provided very few details about
the plot or the people involved. However, a year later, a Saudi official said the
suspects were employees at the oil company Aramco.76 It is not clear how
sophisticated or far advanced the operation was. While the initial reports seemed
serious, a European security source told this author in 2006 that the Ras Tanura plot
was not as advanced as often suggested.77
The role of al‐Nashiri himself seems to have been that of a supervisor, not a
hands‐on operative. It is not entirely clear whether al‐Nashiri actually entered the
Kingdom in this period, but what we know with some certainty is that al‐Nashiri
was in Afghanistan and Pakistan in early 2002, in Yemen in mid‐2002 and in the UAE
in November 2002. The sheer number, size and geographical span of his alleged
operations make it hard to see how al‐Nashiri would have been able to spend much
time on the detailed planning of attacks inside Saudi Arabia. It follows from this that
al‐Nashiri must have relied to a large extent on subordinates inside the Kingdom. Al‐
Nashiri’s main contacts inside Saudi Arabia in this period seem to have been Khalid
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73 Ibid.
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al‐Juhani and Khalid al‐Haj (aka Abu Hazim al‐Sha‘ir).78 Al‐Nashiri also relied on
contacts based outside of the Kingdom, in particular his old friend Walid bin Attash
(aka Khallad) who was based in Pakistan. According to U.S. authorities, Khallad
moved from Afghanistan to Karachi in early 2002, where he served as
communications link between al‐Qaida’s senior leadership and the network in Saudi
Arabia.79 He also allegedly “assisted in the movement of operatives from South and
Southeast Asia to the Arabian Peninsula. He is also said to have aided efforts by
Khalid Sheikh Muhammad to recruit Saudi hijackers for the al‐Qaida plot to hijack
airliners to attack Heathrow airport.”80
Very interestingly, al‐Nashiri seems to have operated more or less
independently of Yusuf al‐Ayiri and his network. There are two main reasons to
suggest this. First, the QAP literature contains extremely few references to Abd al‐
Rahim al‐Nashiri, Walid bin Attash, Khalid al‐Juhani or Khalid al‐Haj. In fact, one of
the big mysteries about the QAP is the discrepancy between, on the one hand, the
importance ascribed to Khalid al‐Haj by government spokesmen – he is very often
referred to as al‐Ayiri’s successor as QAP leader until his death in March 2004 – and,
on the other hand, his virtual absence from the QAP literature which is otherwise
generous with names and details of events. This suggests that the al‐Nashiri network
did not interact very much with Ayiri’s network, at least not until the spring of 2003.
The second reason to believe that the two networks were independent is that
the al‐Ayiri network seems to have been affected much less than the al‐Nashiri
network by the successful surveillance of Khalid Sheikh Muhammad’s (KSM)
communications in late 2002 and early 2003. In the autumn of 2002, a Swiss‐led
intelligence operation led to the successful identification of KSM’s telephones, which
enabled U.S. intelligence to map and track his network of contacts.81 This operation
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was probably instrumental in bringing about the series of important arrests that
occurred in this period. On 8 November 2002, Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri was captured
in the United Arab Emirates on his way to Malaysia.82 Around 27 February 2003,
possibly earlier, KSM himself was arrested in Peshawar.83 On 29 April 2003, Walid
bin Attash was captured in Karachi.84 This investigation allegedly also led to the
identification of al‐Qaida cells inside the Kingdom.85 Remarkably, however, it does
not seem to have affected the al‐Ayiri network to any significant degree.
The separation between the al‐Nashiri and the al‐Ayiri networks in 2002 may
have been coincidental. It could be that that al‐Nashiri’s contacts were more senior
and more directly linked to the central al‐Qaida leadership than al‐Ayiri’s men, so
that al‐Nashiri’s lieutenants simply did not meet the mid‐level QAP members whose
stories emerged in Sawt al‐Jihad and elsewhere. It could also be that the al‐Nashiri
and al‐Ayiri networks had their respective centres of gravity in different parts of the
country or in different social circles. Al‐Nashiri, Bin Attash, al‐Haj and al‐Juhani
were all Hijazis, and the former three were all of Yemeni origin, while al‐Ayiri and
his lieutenants such as Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin and Ali al‐Ghamidi were from the
Najd.
However, it is more likely that the separation of the two networks was
entirely intentional. It seems that Bin Ladin had a clever two‐track strategy in Saudi
Arabia, which consisted of keeping al‐Nashiri and al‐Ayiri apart and giving them

Ghafour, ʺSwiss Uncover Al‐Qaʹida Cells Planning Attacks in Kingdomʺ, Arab News, 13 December 2003;
Don Van Natta Jr and Desmond Butler Butler, ʺHow Tiny Swiss Cellphone Chips Helped Track Global
Terror Webʺ, New York Times, 4 March 2004.
82 For the details of al‐Nashiri’s arrest, see Patrick E. Tyler, ʺQaeda Suspect Was Taking Flight Training
Last Monthʺ, New York Times, 23 December 2002.
83 KSM’s arrest was announced on 2 March 2003 (Erik Eckholm, ʺPakistanis Arrest Qaeda Figure Seen
As Planner Of 9/11ʺ, New York Times, 2 March 2003), but Pakistani authorities had already held him for
three days for interrogation; see Pervez Musharraf, In the Line of Fire: A Memoir (London: Simon and
Schuster, 2006), 240. Some experts on militant Islamism in Pakistan believe KSM was in fact captured
and interrogated several weeks or even months before his detention was made public; email
correspondence with Mariam Abou Zahab, March 2007.
84 For al‐Attash’s arrest, see James Risen, ʺA Top Qaeda Member, Tied to 9/11, Is Capturedʺ, New York
Times, 1 May 2003.
85 Don Van Natta Jr and Desmond Butler Butler, ʺHow Tiny Swiss Cellphone Chips Helped Track
Global Terror Webʺ, New York Times, 4 March 2004.
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different instructions.86 While al‐Nashiri and his men were charged with the
immediate planning and execution of operations, al‐Ayiri’s main task was to work
slowly and discreetly on building an organisational infrastructure. This strategy had
two important advantages.
First, it provided resilience – if one network collapsed, there would be a
second structure to fall back on. This may well have been what happened after al‐
Nashiri’s capture. U.S. intelligence sources have said that at the time of his capture,
al‐Nashiri was planning an attack against a U.S. compound in Riyadh for mid‐2003.87
If this was the case, it is reasonable to assume that it was originally al‐Nashiri who
was charged with directing the 2003 Riyadh operation. It would also mean that the
principal decision to launch a major operation in Riyadh had been taken as early as
2002. One might speculate that al‐Nashiri’s capture forced the al‐Qaida leadership to
fall back on the backup structure, namely the al‐Ayiri network, which had the
advantage of being practically unknown to U.S. and Saudi intelligence. Al‐Nashiri’s
capture may have forced his main contacts in the Kingdom, Khalid al‐Haj and Khalid
al‐Juhani, to work more closely with the al‐Ayiri network in early 2003 to prepare the
Riyadh offensive. Al‐Haj’s role in this operation is unclear, but Khalid al‐Juhani
participated as one of the suicide bombers.88
The second and most important advantage of Bin Ladin’s two‐track strategy
was that it allowed one network to work in the shadow of the other. By all accounts,
Western and Saudi intelligence services seem to have devoted most of their attention
and resources to the more established and high‐profile al‐Nashiri network, while
practically overlooking the activities of al‐Ayiri and his men.89 Al‐Nashiri’s plots

This author presented this hypothesis to the Saudi security consultant Nawaf Obaid, who confirmed
that network analysis based on classified sources had shown that al‐Ayiri and al‐Nashiri commanded
independent networks in Saudi Arabia in 2002.
87 ʺBiographies of High Value Terrorist Detainees Transferred to the US Naval Base at Guantanamo
Bayʺ, Press Release, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 6 September 2006.
88 The presence of a senior figure such as Khalid al‐Juhani among the suicide bombers is one of the great
mysteries of the 12 May operation. There are three possible explanations. First, al‐Juhani may have
wanted to take part for personal reasons. Second, he may have been included in order to ensure the
success of the operation. Third, he may have calculated that the 29 April capture of Tawfiq bin Attash
and the 6 May police discovery of Turki al‐Dandani’s safe house in Riyadh were going to lead to his
capture anyway.
89 All the names cited in the press in 2002 as being suspected al‐Qaida operatives in Saudi Arabia were
from the al‐Nashiri network. None of the prominent figures in the al‐Ayiri network feature in the press
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essentially deflected attention away from the strategically more significant effort of
the mysterious figure known as al‐battar – the “Sabre”.90

3. Al-Ayiri and the Mujahidin on the Arabian Peninsula
When the violence broke out in May 2003 and the police began to seriously pursue
the QAP trail, they discovered an organisation which was much larger, more
sophisticated and better prepared than they had ever imagined. The size of the
weapon caches and the number of safe houses that were being uncovered stunned
most observers. Someone had basically been trying to build a small army inside the
Kingdom. How was this possible in an authoritarian state during peacetime?
Al-Ayiri the Organisation-Builder
The backbone of the organisation which subsequently became known as “al‐Qaida
on the Arabian Peninsula” was built not by Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri, but by Yusuf
al‐Ayiri. In the course of 2002 and early 2003, Yusuf al‐Ayiri worked below the radar
of Saudi and U.S. intelligence services and succeeded in recruiting, organising and
training a formidable network of operatives.91 In the course of some 12 months, he
mobilised a militant network which would challenge Saudi internal security for
several years to come.
When al‐Ayiri began actively mobilising al‐Qaida sympathisers in the
Kingdom in the spring of 2002, he was not starting from scratch. As mentioned in
Chapter 8, al‐Ayiri was a veteran jihadist who had been one of Bin Ladin’s main
assets in the Kingdom since about 2000. He has been described as a very charismatic
figure who commanded a natural authority.92 His Qasimi family background gave

coverage on al‐Qaida in 2002. Given that major newspapers often rely on anonymous intelligence
officials for their coverage, this suggests that the intelligence community was preoccupied with al‐
Nashiri and his associates.
90 For unclear reasons, al‐Ayiri became known in the American intelligence community by the name
”Swift Sword” rather than the more literal translation of al‐battar, namely ”Sabre”.
91 Al‐Ayiri’s pivotal role has been noted by several analysts. See for example Evan F. Kohlmann, ʺA
Saudi Homeʺ, National Review Online, 9 February 2004; Evan F. Kohlmann, ʺAl‐Qaidaʹs Committee in
Saudi Arabia 2002‐2003ʺ (New York: NEFA Foundation, 2005); and Nawaf Obaid and Anthony
Cordesman, ʺAl‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Asymmetric Threats and Islamic Extremistsʺ (Washington:
Center for Strategic and International Studies, 6 January 2005).
92 Interview with Nasir al‐Barrak; Faris Bin Huzzam, ʺqissat taʹsis al‐qaʹida fi al‐saʹudiyya (1) [The Story of
the Foundation of al‐Qaida in Saudi Arabia]ʺ, www.alarabiya.net (2005)Bin Huzzam allegedly knew al‐Ayiri
as a teenager, while Nasir al‐Barrak knew him since the mid‐1990s.
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him access to key scholars and donors in the Najd and made him the most influential
al‐Qaida recruiter and fundraiser in Saudi Arabia. In late 2001 and early 2002, he had
gained even more respect and authority in the global jihadist community by
founding and editing the al‐Nida website and by authoring a number of very popular
and influential ideological texts.
The key to al‐Ayiri’s success was discretion and patience. He published
extensively on the Internet, but never signed his works by his own name. In the
Saudi jihadist underground he was referred to simply as the “Sabre” [al‐battar].
Fellow jihadists referred to him posthumously as the “unknown soldier” [al‐jundi al‐
majhul].93 So discrete was al‐Ayiri that, according to Ron Suskind, the CIA did not
know his real name until April 2003, and Saudi authorities allegedly briefly arrested
and released him in early March 2003 without realising who he was.94 Perhaps even
more important to the security of al‐Ayiri’s network was that he advocated a slow
and patient approach to the jihad on the Arabian Peninsula. He discouraged his
lieutenants from getting involved in premature plots that might attract unwanted
attention. While al‐Nashiri’s men were trying hard to mount attacks, al‐Ayiri was
quietly building an organisation.
Although he was killed within weeks of the campaign, al‐Ayiri is celebrated
in the QAP literature as a heroic and legendary figure and as the spiritual father of
the mujahidin on the Arabian Peninsula. A QAP video described him in the
following terms:
ʺThis young man memorized the Koran and the six books. He is a seasoned
military man. He is a genius and theorizer who served jihad with his writings
and theorization. He never wavered for a moment from waging jihad by
himself and his pen in the various Muslim countries. He is an inspired genius
and a miracle of the age. Had he been in another nation, they would not have
made him walk on the ground. They would have carried him on their heads.
But the tyrants in our country, and in order to serve the Cross, have insisted
on killing or capturing him. He chose martyrdom and its virtue over
everything else.ʺ95

See for example ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐matlubin al‐19 (2)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 2 (2003): 23.
Ron Suskind, The One Percent Doctrine (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2006), 217‐218.
95 ʺshuhadaʹ al‐muwajahat [Martyrs of the Confrontations]ʺ
(Al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media
Production, October 2003).
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The “Sabre” was undoubtedly the single most important individual in the Saudi
branch of al‐Qaida. The entrepreneurship and abilities of Yusuf al‐Ayiri was vital for
the emergence of the QAP and the 2003 campaign. Let us now look at the four pillars
of al‐Ayiri’s organization‐building strategy: Propaganda, recruitment, training, and
resources.
Internet Propaganda and Strategic Studies
Information and propaganda was a very important component of al‐Ayiri’s strategy
and occupied much of his time between 2001 and 2003. Al‐Ayiri made an enormous
contribution to the media effort of the global jihadist movement, not only in Saudi
Arabia, but also internationally. He developed new propaganda methods and
infrastructure, and he produced very influential texts.
The initiative which would earn al‐Ayiri the most fame within the jihadist
movement was the establishment of the “Center for Islamic Studies and Research”
[CISR] [markaz al‐dirasat wa’l‐buhuth al‐islamiyya] which published propaganda
material on a website known as al‐Nida (“the call”) – on the website
www.alneda.com – from September 2001 onward (the web address would
subsequently change frequently).96 Directed by al‐Ayiri himself, the CISR was
essentially a Saudi‐based media office and virtual publishing house which produced
a variety of propaganda material relating to al‐Qaida and the global jihadist
movement. Judging from both the design and content of the website, Yusuf al‐Ayiri
had clearly taken the idea from Sawt al‐Qawqaz, the website of the Arabs in
Chechnya. The al‐Nida website posted continuously updated news about militant
Islamist activity around the world, notably in Afghanistan. Some of the information
was gathered by the CISR staff themselves through their direct contacts with al‐
Qaida members. The website contained advertisements for books, articles and fatwas
by radical sheikhs, notably those of the al‐Shu‘aybi school. The CISR also produced

96 Muhammad al‐Shafiʹi, ʺusuliun: al‐ʹayiri kan al‐masʹul ʹan mawqaʹ ʺal‐nidaʹʺ al‐intirniti al‐natiq bi‐ism ʺal‐
qaʹidaʺ [Fundamentalists: Al‐Ayiri Was in Charge of the ʺal‐Nidaʺ Website, al‐Qa‘idaʹs Mouthpiece]ʺ, al‐
Sharq al‐Awsat, 4 June 2003. Al‐Nida and CISR were essentially one and the same thing – al‐Nida was the
URL address, while CISR was the ”publishing house” or media office which ran the website.
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its own studies and ideological texts, most of which, though not all, were written by
Yusuf al‐Ayiri.
Al‐Nida quickly became the closest thing there was to an official al‐Qaida
website. Al‐Ayiri had direct contact with the al‐Qaida leadership, which began using
al‐Nida in early 2002 to distribute written and recorded statements. For example, in
April 2002, it posted several statements signed Qa’idat al‐Jihad which were believed to
emanate from the top al‐Qaida leadership (although its precise authors have never
been identified).97 It also posted an audio recording by the Kuwaiti al‐Qaida
spokesman Sulayman Abu Ghayth about the bombing of the Djerba synagogue in
Tunisia.
Because of its association with al‐Qaida, al‐Nida received considerable media
attention in the West and became the target of Internet hackers. In a curious
development, al‐Ayiri lost the domain name www.alneda.com on 12 July 2002 to an
American Internet pornographer named Jon David Messner, who had used an
Internet service called Snapback to “hijack” the site after the Internet provider realised
al‐Ayiri’s contact details were fictitious.98 Within a few weeks, the CISR was back
online on another internet address, www.drasat.com. In late 2002 and early 2003, it
came under increasingly heavy fire, but survived by using advanced techniques of
digital subterfuge.99
The CISR was very important for the evolution of the global jihadist
community in Saudi Arabia, for two principal reasons. First, it helped spread global
jihadist propaganda and raise awareness of the global jihadist cause in Islamist
circles. Along with radical discussion forums such as al‐Sahat and al‐Ansar, the CISR
website relayed information about al‐Qaida’s activities at a time when anti‐

Thomas Hegghammer, ʺDokumentasjon om al‐Qaida: Intervjuer, kommunikéer og andre
primærkilder, 1990‐2002 [Documentation on al‐Qaida: Interviews, Communiqués and Other Primary
Sources, 1990‐2002]ʺ (Kjeller: Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI/Rapport), 2002), 167‐170
and 173‐178.
98 See declaration on www.alneda.com (accessed 23 March 2007). See also Mike Boettcher,
ʺPornographer Says He Hacked al Qaedaʺ, CNN.com, 9 August 2002 ; Patrick Di Justo, ʺHow Al‐Qaida
Site Was Hijackedʺ, Wired.com, 10 August 2002.
99 Michelle Delio, ʺAl‐Qaida Website Refuses to Dieʺ, Wired.com, 7 April 2003. The CISR team published
articles commenting on its online battle with actors such as Hagana (an organisation specialising in the
hacking of Islamist websites); see ʺtatawwurat harbina maʹ al‐ʹaduw al‐amriki ʹala al‐internet
[Developments of Our War with the American Enemy on the Internet]ʺ, www.drasat.com (2002).
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Americanism was rising steeply and at a time when many of the returnees from
Afghanistan had lost touch with their old friends. The second reason why the CISR
was so important is that it served as the playground for the people who would later
run the QAP’s media activities under the name Sawt al‐Jihad. Isa al‐Awshan, Abd al‐
Aziz al‐Anzi and other key members of the QAP’s media committee had all worked
together with Yusuf al‐Ayiri in the CISR.100
In addition to administering the website, Yusuf al‐Ayiri was also a very active
contributor. The 9/11 attack seems to have given al‐Ayiri a considerable inspiration
to write; his ideological production between September 2001 and May 2003 was
remarkable, in quantity as well as quality. Al‐Ayiri wrote about a wide range of
topics in his period, but his most important contribution was his works in the so‐
called “strategic studies genre” about the U.S. encroachment in the Gulf region and
the need to resist the U.S. presence with a sophisticated military strategy.101 Three of
his works would have a particularly strong impact. The first was the 100‐page
booklet called Truth of the New Crusade which he wrote in the course of a few weeks
in September 2001.102 This text became widely read in jihadist circles, so much so that
Bin Ladin himself mentioned it in his interview with al‐Jazeera in October 2001. In the
autumn of 2002, al‐Ayiri co‐wrote his arguably most influential work, The Crusade on
Iraq Series.103 Published as a series of thirteen articles on the CISR website, this text
was a strategic study of the upcoming Iraq war and how the mujahidin could best
meet it. The third important work by al‐Ayiri was The Future of Iraq and the Arabian

See Majid al‐Qahtani, ʺʹisa bin saʹd bin muhammad al ʹawshan: faris al‐ʹilam al‐jihadi [Isa bin Saʹd bin
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101 For more on the strategic studies genre and al‐Ayiri, see Brynjar Lia and Thomas Hegghammer,
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Peninsula after the Fall of Baghdad, written in April 2003, which was a follow‐up to the
Crusade on Iraq Series.104
Al‐Ayiri’s works were very important for the formation of the QAP because
they articulated a strategic rationale for the need to expel the Americans from the
Gulf and the Arabian Peninsula. Al‐Ayiri brought the focus of the global jihadist
movement back to its original cause, namely the U.S. military presence in Saudi
Arabia. Al‐Ayiri also contributed numerous writings on military tactics and
training.105 Al‐Ayiri placed great emphasis on the need for military training, which is
why his successors named their training camps and their magazine for military
affairs after him (“Camp of the Sabre” [mu‘askar al‐battar].)
The genius of Yusuf al‐Ayiri was that he was both a thinker and a doer. If
Abdallah Azzam had been a “warrior sheikh”, Yusuf al‐Ayiri was a “warrior
intellectual”. He was able to translate his sophisticated analyses into concrete
military strategy. Above all, he knew that to build an effective military organisation,
ideology and propaganda was not enough.
Systematic Recruitment of Arab Afghans
The second component of al‐Ayiri’s organisation‐building effort was recruitment. We
shall take a more detailed look at the micro‐level dynamics of recruitment to the
QAP in chapter 12, but in this context it is important to note that al‐Ayiri established
a relatively centralised and hierarchical recruitment infrastructure. Al‐Ayiri himself
was not directly involved in hands‐on recruitment, but supervised a network of
lieutenants who worked actively on enlisting new operatives. Although it is difficult
to reconstruct the complex and secret relations‐building processes on the basis of
open‐source material, the QAP literature does provide several important clues about
the recruitment infrastructure.

Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺmustaqbal al‐iraq waʹl‐jazira al‐ʹarabiyya baʹd suqut baghdad [The Future of Iraq and the
Arabian Peninsula After the Fall of Baghdad]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, May 2003).
105 See for example Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺal‐riyada al‐badaniyya qabla al‐jihad [Physical Exercise Before Jihad]ʺ
(www.qa3edoon.com, undated); Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺthawabit ʹala darb al‐jihad [Guidelines for Jihad
Training]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, undated); Yusuf al‐Ayiri, ʺla takun ma‘ al‐‘aduw diddna! risala ‘amma ‘an
amn al‐ma‘lumat [Donʹt Help the Enemy Against Us: General Note on Information Security]ʺ, (undated).
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It seems that the formation of the QAP went through three distinct phases,
each characterized by a different recruitment dynamics. The first phase, from about
May 2002 till about August 2002, saw the spontaneous formation of a number of
relatively independent cells in different parts of the country, though mainly in
Riyadh and the Hijaz. These cells usually typically consisted of one or two
entrepreneurial figures who had recently returned from Afghanistan with Bin
Ladin’s orders fresh in mind. The entrepreneur would encourage a few friends and
acquaintances to join him in his military preparations. There was relatively little
communication between the groups because the returnees had been separated and
scattered on the way back from Afghanistan. Some of these grouplets reached a
relatively advanced stage of preparation. The leaders of these independent cells, such
as Faisal al‐Dukhayyil, Turki al‐Mutayri or Mit‘ib al‐Muhayyani, would become
important mid‐level commanders or regional cell leaders in the QAP in 2003.106
In the second phase, from about September till about December 2002, al‐Ayiri
and his men worked actively to establish contact with the proto‐cells which had
formed in different parts of the country. This process was to some extent more about
networking and bridge‐building than about recruitment in the strict sense of the
word. The main purpose of this effort was twofold: First, to make the existing micro‐
structures coalesce into a larger organisation; and second, to establish a degree of
control in order to avoid premature offensives which might endanger the jihadist
community as a whole. One of the best illustrations of this coordination effort is
found in the biography of Faysal al‐Dukhayyil:
“Before Ramadan that year [i.e. before November 2002], the group he [Faysal
al‐Dukhayyil] was preparing an operation, and he had conducted
surveillance of some sites which he intended to strike. However, before the
operation, God wanted that he meet Turki al‐Dandani. Abu Ayub [al‐
Dukhayyil] suggested that he take part in the operation, but al‐Dandani
asked him to wait and suspend [the operation]. Then Abu Ayub said: ‘There
is no point in waiting – the personnel is ready, the surveillance is completed,
so all we need to do is strike.’ Then al‐Dandani informed him that there was a
rapid coordination effort going on to form an organisation for jihad on the
Peninsula and that it was better to unite the efforts. The latter [al‐Dandani]
See Bandar al‐Dukhayyil, ʺfaysal bin abd al‐rahman al‐dukhayyil: musa‘ir harb [Faysal bin Abd al‐
Rahman al‐Dukhayyil: War Instigator]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 28 (2004); ʺturki bin fuhayd al‐mutayriʺ, Sawt al‐
Jihad, no. 20 (2004) and ʺmitʹib al‐muhayyaniʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 4 (2003).
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was in contact with Abu Hajir [Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin] and informed him
about the situation. Then Abu Hajir asked to meet Abu Ayub to know more
about his work and coordinate with him. So they met and merged into one
group.”107
What emerges from the QAP biographies is that the key liaison figure in this
coordination phase was Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin. There are several accounts of early
groups who worked more or less in isolation until they came into contact with al‐
Muqrin. Sometimes the initial contact would be made through an intermediary such
as Turki al‐Dandani, but al‐Muqrin appears as having had the final word. Another
indication that al‐Muqrin played a coordinating role is the fact that he would travel
extensively across the country in late 2002 and early 2003.108 This evidence is
consistent with the indications from the later phases of the QAP campaign –
particularly the spring of 2004 – in which al‐Muqrin appears as a very strong and
important QAP leader. For unknown reasons, al‐Muqrin’s importance in the QAP
has been downplayed by analysts and commentators.109 Recent evidence show that
al‐Muqrin had in fact been a very senior al‐Qaida operative as early as March 2001,
when he directed the organisation’s most advanced training camp, the Abu Ubayda
al‐Banshiri camp in Qandahar.110
In addition to al‐Muqrin, there were several other individuals with important
networking and recruitment roles in this crucial phase of the autumn of 2002. Among
the most high‐profile figures was Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil, a preacher who attracted a
number of followers through his fiery sermons in various small Riyadh mosques in
the summer and autumn of 2002.111 As the liaison work of al‐Muqrin, al‐Dandani and

Bandar al‐Dukhayyil, ʺfaysal bin abd al‐rahman al‐dukhayyil: musa‘ir harb [Faysal bin Abd al‐Rahman al‐
Dukhayyil: War Instigator]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 28 (2004): 14.
108 The biography of Turki al‐Mutayri stated, “he was the personal assistant to Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin
for a long period. He told me he would travel with him a lot in the beginning of the work [‘amal], to
every corner on the Peninsula”; ʺturki bin fuhayd al‐mutayriʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 20 (2004).
109 See for example Faris Bin Huzzam, ʺ[Al‐Sharq al‐Awsat Exclusive Information: Yemeni Khalid Hajj Is
Real Leader of ʹAl‐Qaʹidaʹ in Saudi Arabia and Al‐Muqrin the Figurehead]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 23
February 2004.
110 ʺSubstitution for the Testimony of Muhammad Manea Ahmad al‐Qahtani (Phase 2)ʺ, Defendantʹs
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al‐Dukhayyil proceeded, more and more grouplets became linked to the network
which would later become “al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula.”
The main vehicle for al‐Qaida’s recruitment efforts was the Afghan alumni
networks. Al‐Ayiri and his men targeted the community of returnees from
Afghanistan very systematically. As we shall see in chapter 12, recruitment to the
QAP thus remained largely restricted to the Arab Afghan community and their
acquaintances and relatives. Al‐Ayiri knew that the internal loyalty in these
networks was strong and that many friends had been separated on the way back
from Afghanistan. Several biographies recount the pleasure of reuniting with old
friends in the militant underground. Turki al‐Mutayri describes the separation from
his friend Fahd al‐Sa‘idi upon their departure from Afghanistan, and the joy of
seeing him again in a secret location in Saudi Arabia:
“I did not see him for a long time while I went down to the Peninsula to
work. Then one day, one of the brothers sent me to meet a man in one of the
meeting places in order to coordinate some things related to the work. So I
went, and there was al‐Hazbar [Fahd al‐Sa‘idi] looking at me, laughing, and I
was joyful and happy to see him. He invited me to one of the places and we
stayed the night together. I spent a nice time with him, recalling our brothers
in Afghanistan”112
The third phase of the building of the QAP lasted from January to May 2003
and was characterised by the consolidation of the central leadership and by the
transition from simple networking to more active recruitment. By early 2003, contact
had been established between most of the proto‐cells, and all the key regional players
were informed about the organisation‐building efforts. This consolidation enabled al‐
Ayiri and al‐Muqrin to delegate the recruitment of new members to the various
regional branches of the network. Meanwhile, top leadership could focus on training
a cadre of operatives and building a more elaborate logistical infrastructure. The
recruitment efforts in this phase focused on a broader target audience than in the
earlier phase. Until late 2002, the al‐Ayiri network attracted mainly the most able and
most motivated of the recent returnees from Afghanistan. In early 2003, it sought to

was truthful’. He followed Abu Nasir like a shadow and learned from him how to fight and how to
make explosives.” Dhayyab al‐Utaybi, ʺabd al‐rahman bin abdallah al‐harbiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 26 (2004): 12
112 Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺfahd bin samran al‐saʹidiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 16 (2004).
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recruit other Saudi radicals who had thus far remained passive. They did so by
adopting more overt methods such as meetings in resthouses outside the major
cities, and by participating more actively in private gatherings frequented by
veterans from Afghanistan.
Training Infrastructure
The third main component of the Sabre’s organisation‐building effort was the
training infrastructure. Al‐Ayiri, like other top al‐Qaida strategists, had realised that
training was crucial for any serious military effort.113 He understood that training
was not only about improving the recruits’ physical shape and technical know‐how.
Training camps were also a generator of organisational coherence, because they
facilitated the forging of strong social bonds and creation of an organisational
culture. Thus in 2002 and early 2003, Yusuf al‐Ayiri worked systematically to set up a
training infrastructure inside Saudi Arabia.114 As the narrator in the 2004 QAP video
Badr al‐Riyadh explained:
“The youth of Islam, who went out to train and to fight in defence of Muslim
lands in the East and the West, for them it was enough to take up this great
honour and to carry out this duty, in order to free their lands from the land of
the two holy shrines to the land of al‐Quds, and to cleanse it from the filth of
the Crusader‐Zionist occupation, and in order that the whole world know
that the mujahidin from the Arabian Peninsula will not leave the land open to
the fornication of the Byzantines [ahirat al‐rum] and the despicable Christians
[shudhdhadh al‐nasara]. They did not ignore the military groundwork and
preparation necessary to cleanse their peninsula and free it from the noose of
Crusader occupation. So for this purpose they set up military camps and
training centres, openly in Afghanistan and secretly on the Arabian Peninsula
and in neighbouring countries.” [The narrative accompanies footage of training
sessions in a house which is described as “The Camp of the Sabre” (Mu‘askar al‐
Battar)].115

Several jihadist thinkers have written on the importance of training. The most important works
include Abd al‐Qadir Bin Abd al‐Aziz, risalat al‐ʹumda fi iʹdad al‐ʹudda [Treatise on the Pillar of Military
Preparation] (www.tawhed.ws, 1988?) and Abu Musʹab al‐Suri, daʹwat al‐muqawama al‐islamiyya al‐
ʹalamiyya [The Global Islamic Resistance Call] (2004). See Brynjar Lia, ʺDoctrines for Jihadi Terrorist
Trainingʺ (Paper presented at FFI seminar in Oslo Militære Samfund, Oslo, 9 May, 2007).
114 There does not seem to have been organised military training of radical Islamists in Saudi Arabia in
the years before 2002. One Guantanamo detainee told a tribunal ”he learned to shoot in Saudi Arabia”
before going to Afghanistan in early 2001, but this is most likely a reference to leisure shooting in the
desert, which is very common in Saudi Arabia; see ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant
Status Review Tribunalʺ (U.S. Department of Defense, March/April 2006), 1765.
115 ʺbadr al‐riyadh [The Badr of Riyadh]ʺ (Al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, 4 February 2004).
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It may seem surprising that a militant organisation should be able to set up training
camps in an Arab state in peacetime in the 21st century. This may be why Saudi
authorities long denied the existence of such camps on Saudi territory.116 However,
there is overwhelming evidence in both primary and secondary sources for the
presence of training camps in Saudi Arabia in 2002 and 2003.
The earliest public references to such camps appeared in al‐Islah, the
newsletter of the London‐based Saudi opposition group “Movement for Islamic
Reform in Arabia”. On 24 February 2003, it reported that ten days previously, Saudi
police had discovered two training camps with adjacent weapons caches, one in
Asfan between Jidda and Medina and another in Namas south of Ta’if.117 In January
2004, news agencies reported that Saudi authorities had discovered a number of
camps outside Saudi cities.118 Around the same date, captured QAP militants
appeared on Saudi television repenting and describing their experiences as militants.
They said recruits were brought to a resthouse in Riyadh where they learned to
handle and clean guns, before being taken out to the desert for training. Some also
went to Mecca where they would spend three or four days in a camp learning to
assemble and fire weapons with the militants.119
These reports have been corroborated by accounts from the QAP members
themselves. For example, Khalid al‐Sabit’s biography stated that “he took a course in
guerrilla warfare with Yusuf al‐Ayiri.”120 Abd al‐Muhsin al‐Shabanat “joined the
mujahid Abu Ayub Faysal al‐Dukhayyil immediately after the al‐Shifa incident [16
November 2002] and trained with him for a while. Then he trained with Abu Hajir
and took the executive course [dawrat al‐tanfidh] with him. He learned a lot about

For example, in January 2004, Interior Minister Prince Nayif said “there are no training or terror
camps in the kingdom, not yesterday, not today”. Curiously, the same Prince Nayif had told a press
conference in July 2003 that “a small number [of militants] perhaps were trained on farms and the like
inside the country”; ʺSaudi Militants Trained in Al Qaeda Camps ‐ Ministerʺ, Reuters, 29 July 2003.
117 al‐Islah, 355 (24 February 2003).
118 ʺSaudis Discover al‐Qaida Training Campsʺ, Associated Press, 15 January 2004.
119 Dominic Evans, ʺSaudi Militants Shown Repenting on State TVʺ, Reuters, 12 January 2004.
120 Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 15 (2004): 27.
The biography added that “During the course, two military aircraft came looking for Sheikh Yusuf after
a tip‐off from one of the hypocrite scholars. God’s allies prepared to fight the criminal pro‐American
soldiers of the Tyrant, and our brother Khalid courageaously grabbed his weapon and prepared to fire,
but […] the planes turned.”
116
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military sciences and the art of war in a short period.”121 The biography of Abd al‐
Ilah al‐Utaybi in the film Martyrs of the Confrontations stated that after his return from
Afghanistan, “he joined the mujahidin on the Arabian peninsula. He took part in
numerous exercises [tadribat] and special courses [dawrat khassa]. He fought in the al‐
Amana Safe House and proved himself there.”122 These are but some of the many
accounts of training in the year prior to the May 2003 attack.
However, the best insights into the QAP’s early training infrastructure are
gained from the QAP’s own film productions. The film called Martyrs of the
Confrontations [shuhada al‐muwajahat] which appeared in early December 2003
included a speech allegedly given by “sheikh Yusuf al‐Ayiri, during one of the
training sessions in the Arabian Peninsula”.123 At the end of the film, there was
extensive footage of indoor military training sessions inside a house described by the
screen caption as “The Amana Safe House” [istirahat al‐amana].124 The pictures
showed men in black combat gear exercising, playing with weapons and practicing
indoor combat manoeuvres. The film Badr al‐Riyadh issued in February 2004 also
contained long recordings of indoor military training sessions inside a building
described as the “Camp of the Sabre” [mu‘askar al‐battar].125 The first pictures of
outdoor training appeared in March 2006 in a film about the life of QAP operative
Fahd al‐Juwayr.126 It showed recruits going through an obstacle course at a desert
location also described as the “Camp of the Sabre”. The most revealing pictures
appeared in the film called The Quds Squadron [sariyat al‐quds] which appeared in
June 2006.127 It showed extensive indoor training activities, notably footage of a man
assembling a bomb device, accompanied by the following screen caption:
“assembling and experimenting with explosives – Battar Camp”. The film also
showed pictures of outdoor training. One clip showed a deserted pickup truck being

Turki al‐Mutayri, ʺabd al‐muhsin al‐shabanat: shahid fi yawm ʹidʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 23 (2004): 20.
ʺshuhadaʹ al‐muwajahat [Martyrs of the Confrontations]ʺ (Al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media
Production, October 2003).
123 Ibid.
124 Al‐Amana is the name of a neighbourhood in North Riyadh. ”The Battle of Istirahat al Amana” took
place on 10 August 2003; see Appendix 1.
125 ʺbadr al‐riyadh [The Badr of Riyadh]ʺ (Al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, 4 February 2004)
126 ʺdimaʹ lan tadiʹ ‐ al‐juzʹ al‐awwal [Blood Not Spilt in Vain ‐ Part One]ʺ (Sawt al‐Jihad Foundation for
Media Production, March 2006).
127 ʺsariyat al‐quds [The Quds Squadron]ʺ (Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, June 2006).
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blown up for practice. At another point in the film, a masked man described as Abd
al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin was shown addressing a group of 10 people at nighttime.
The training infrastructure consisted of both outdoor and indoor facilities.
Some were ad‐hoc, others were more permanent. There are accounts of open‐air
facilities outside Riyadh, in the Hijaz and in the south, but there may well have been
camps in other places as well. The main indoor training facilities seem to have been
in Riyadh. In QAP texts and videos, the name “Camp of the Sabre” [mu‘askar al‐
battar] is used about several different camps, both outdoors and indoors. The name
was probably used of all the camps which had been originally founded by Yusuf al‐
Ayiri. Another oft‐mentioned name is the ”al‐Amana Safe House” [istirahat al‐amana],
which seems to have been an indoor training facility in Riyadh. The main instructors
in the QAP camps in early 2003 were Yusuf al‐Ayiri and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin. As
the organisation grew, other competent personnel could be appointed as instructors.
Talal al‐Anbari, for example, “moved to the Camp of the Sabre to supervise military
exercises, and the brothers benefited greatly from his expertise.”128
The total number and precise location of the camps are not clear. The
descriptions in the QAP literature are too vague to provide a detailed overview of
the training infrastructure and its evolution. What we know is that by late 2002 it was
elaborate and organised. In November 2002, recruits could take “courses” and
competent members could be “appointed as instructors”.129 It also seems clear that
the most extensive and sophisticated training took place in the first four months of
2003. After May 2003, the police crackdowns made it much more difficult to organise
training sessions, at least in the open air.
The camp infrastructure was clearly based on the idea of recreating the
Afghan camps in Saudi Arabia. Practically all aspects about the Saudi camps,
physical as well as social, echoed the atmosphere of al‐Qaida’s Afghan camps. The
camps had symbolic names, were led by appointed instructors, and offered semi‐
formal courses in Spartan conditions. The video footage from training in Saudi
Arabia is very reminiscent of pictures from camps in Afghanistan. The only
Usama al‐Najdi, ʺtalal al‐anbari: haydara al‐jiddawi [Talal al‐Anbari: Haydara from Jidda]ʺ, Sawt al‐
Jihad, no. 17 (2004).
129 See for example the biographies of Abd al‐Muhsin al‐Shabanat and Talal al‐Anbari.
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difference was that the QAP also had indoor training camps. Given the many
references to the Afghan training camps in the QAP literature, it is reasonable to
assume that the camps served not only a military purpose, but also a social one,
namely to satisfy the nostalgia of the Arab Afghan community. Al‐Ayiri was
essentially offering a “little piece of Afghanistan” inside Saudi Arabia, something
which may have appealed to the Arab Afghan community, many of whom had
problems reintegrating in society.
Safe Houses, Weapons and Equipment
The fourth component of al‐Ayiri’s project was the accumulation of material
resources. In practice this came down to three essential commodities: safe houses,
weapons and money.
The al‐Ayiri network placed great emphasis on acquiring safe houses and
building a countrywide infrastructure. In 2006, Saudi security advisor Nawaf Obaid
said that since the outbreak of the campaign, police had dismantled twelve major
safe houses in Riyadh (4), Hijaz (3), Qasim (2), Eastern Province (2) and Najran (1)
respectively.130 Most of these houses were likely acquired in 2002 and 2003. As early
as November 2002, gatherings and training sessions were taking place in houses in
Riyadh. The QAP literature spoke of “mujahidin” living together for six months
prior to the beginning of the campaign.131 The crackdown in the spring and summer
of 2003 uncovered a number of apartments, houses and farms that were being used
as hideouts by groups of sometimes up to 20‐30 militants (see the list of security
incidents in appendix 2). Most of the early infrastructure seems to have been in the
Najd and the Hijaz, and the seemingly most important safe houses were discovered
in Riyadh, Mecca, Medina and in the Qasim countryside. However, cells would later

In late 2006, Saudi security advisor Nawaf Obaid said ʺThe largest of the al‐Qaeda safe houses used
for logistical support has been destroyed. As have three in Riyadh, two in Qassim, two in the Eastern
Province, one in Najran and three in the Western Province (Makkah, Madinah and Jeddah),ʺ Nawaf
Obaid, ʺRemnants of al‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Current Assessmentʺ (Presentation at Council of
Foreign Relations, New York, 3 November 2006).
131 For example, Bandar al‐Dukhayyil wrote that he was living with Ali al‐Harbi (and others) in the
same house for six months ”after we joined the cells of the mujahidin on the Arabian Peninsula”; see
ʺʹali al‐maʹbadi al‐harbi: batal badr al‐riyadhʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 24 (2004).
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be discovered in a wide variety of locations from Jizan in the south to Hail in the
north, Jidda in the West to Dammam in the east.132
In the beginning, militants would simply use their own homes as meeting
places, but they gradually went about more systematically to establish a network of
safe houses. They started renting apartments and houses under fake names, using
either forged papers or stolen ID cards.133 Some of the houses they rented were not
used continuously, but rather kept as a reserve hideout in the case of an emergency.
When the campaign erupted and the public became more alert, the police allegedly
received several tip‐offs from landlords who had not seen their tenants for months.134
When a safe house was being used for an extended period of time by a group of
militants, they made sure that some of the wives of militants stayed with them, so as
not to make neighbours suspicious.
Weapons were of course essential to the plan for a jihad on the Arabian
Peninsula. In 2002 and 2003, returnees from Afghanistan were working actively to
amass explosives and weapons of all calibres. Yusuf al‐Ayiri appointed “preparation
groups” [majmu‘at al‐tajhiz] that were tasked with weapons acquisition. For example,
a Sawt al‐Jihad biography explains that “Mit‘ib [al‐Muhayyani] and Talal [al‐Anbari]
worked in one of the preparation groups and were able to bring a large weapons
delivery to the brothers”135 In early 2003, another militant, Khalid al‐Sabit, “was busy
collecting and buying weapons”.136 Saudi security sources have revealed that the
QAP used four main routes to smuggle personnel, weapons and equipments in and
out of the country.137 The precise location of these routes is not public knowledge, but

In the QAP campaign, arrests were made in and near the cities of Jizan, Abha, Baha, Ta’if, Mecca,
Jidda, Medina, Yanbu, Tabuk, Sakaka, Hail, Burayda, Unayza, Zulfi, Riyadh, Hofuf, Dammam and
others.
133 A detained militant said in a TV interview that the QAP would rent cars and houses using stolen
identity cards taken from petrol stations where people leave such cards as deposits; see ʺTwo Saudi
Detainees Speak on ʹIllegitimateʹ Methods Used by ʹTerrorist Cellsʹʺ, al‐Arabiya Television (from World
News Connection), 2 October 2004.
134 Interview with Mansur al‐Turki.
135 Usama al‐Najdi, ʺtalal al‐anbari: haydara al‐jiddawi [Talal al‐Anbari: Haydara from Jidda]ʺ, Sawt al‐
Jihad, no. 17 (2004): 52.
136 Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 15 (2004): 27.
137 Nawaf Obaid, ʺRemnants of al‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Current Assessmentʺ (Presentation at Council
of Foreign Relations, New York, 3 November 2006).
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the QAP’s main source for weapons was no doubt Yemen.138 The flow of illegal
weapons across the southern border region of Ghat had been a problem for decades,
and practically all Saudi militants since Juhayman had obtained their weapons from
Yemen. Border guards regularly seize large quantities of arms and explosives at the
Saudi‐Yemeni border.139 In 2002 alone, they allegedly seized 176,171 sticks of
dynamite and 4,102,194 rounds of ammunition.140
As already mentioned, the quantities of arms and explosives discovered by
police in mid‐2003 stunned most observers.141 Although specific figures from Saudi
Interior ministry must be used carefully, we may note that in January 2004, the police
said that since May 2003 they had seized a total of 24 tons of explosive materials, 300
rocket‐propelled grenades, 430 hand grenades, 300 explosive belts and 674
detonators.142 Informed diplomats in Riyadh have said the quantities discovered
were enough to equip “an army of several thousand men.” Saudi and Western
commentators have argued that it would have been impossible to collect such
quantities in just 12‐18 months. Weapons were widely available on the black market
for purchase in small quantities, but large shipments were more difficult to come by,
as even arms dealers admitted.143 There are two possible explanations for the

Weapons smuggling has also taken place on the Saudi‐Jordanian border and, since 2003, the Saudi‐
Iraqi border, but to a much lesser extent.
139 See for example ʺPaper: Saudis Seize Arms at Yemen Border Every Hourʺ, Reuters, 21 August 2003;
Stephen Ulph, ʺShifting Sands: Al‐Qaeda and Tribal Gun‐Running Along the Yemeni Frontierʺ,
Terrorism Monitor 2, no. 7 (2004).
140 Ibrahim al‐Mutawa, ʺSmuggling on Saudi‐Yemeni Borderʺ, Arab News, 15 February 2003.
141 Among the known discoveries were the following: In May 2003, authorities intercepted a delivery of
60 kg TNT and another of 50,000 rounds of ammunition; P. K. Abdul Ghafour, ʺSecurity Forces Foil Bid
to Smuggle TNTʺ, Arab News, 26 May 2003. On 24 May 2003, police allegedly found 128 kgs of RDX in
al‐Kharj; Raid Qusti, ʺ12 Suicide Bombers Behind Riyadh Blasts Identifiedʺ, Arab News, 8 June 2003. In a
series of raids on safe houses in Mecca and Medina in mid‐June 2003, authorities uncovered 538
kilograms of plastic explosives, 131 grenades, 216 automatic rifles, 11 guns and a large quantity of
ammunition; Muhammad al‐Khurayji, ʺAnother Coup in War on Terrorʺ, Arab News, 22 July 2003. On 21
July 2003, Police raided farms and safe houses in Riyadh, Qasim and the Eastern province and allegedly
discovered 75 kgs of explosives and 20 tons of bomb‐making chemicals, as well as automatic rifles,
RPGs, detonators, night‐vision goggles, surveillance cameras and bulletproof vests; Faiza Saleh Ambah,
ʺSaudi Arabia Arrests 16 in Suspected Terrorism Plotʺ, Associated Press, 21 July 2003. In August 2003,
authorities intercepted an entire truckload of missiles near Jidda; Frank Gardner, ʺSaudis Seize ʹTerrorʹ
Missilesʺ, www.bbcnews.com, 4 September 2003. According to Saudi security sources, police made
numerous unpublicized discoveries.
142 ʺTerror Hunt Nets Huge Quantities of Explosivesʺ, Arab News, 13 January 2004.
143 Arab News reported in early 2003 that ”Abo Layla, an arms dealer, says that smuggling arms ‐‐
especially big guns like Kalashnikovs ‐‐ has become difficult in large quantities”; Ibrahim al‐Mutawa,
ʺSmuggling on Saudi‐Yemeni Borderʺ, Arab News, 15 February 2003.
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mysteriously large quantities of weapons. One possibility is that weapons collecting
had been going on for many years. The other possible explanation is that the
weapons did not all belong to the militants. Some of the weapons caches may in fact
have belonged to professional arms dealers.144 This seems to have been the case with
some of the weapons‐filled containers found buried underground in remote
locations in mid 2003.145 Some of the people arrested around this time were also
weapons traders.146 Of course, these two explanations are not mutually exclusive.
There has been periodic speculation that the QAP got some of its weapons
from corrupt elements of the Saudi security services, but there is no substantial
evidence to this effect.147 With weapons so widely available in Yemen, and with the
QAP’s weapons caches already too big for their number of recruits, it is difficult to se
why they would take the risk of trading weapons with national guardsmen or police
officers. However, there are indications of the existence of a black market for army
and police equipment such as uniforms.148 Several of the QAP’s later operations, such
as the Khobar shooting spree in May 2004 or the kidnapping of the American
engineer Paul Marshall in Riyadh in June 2004, were carried out by operatives
wearing National Guard or police uniforms.149
For all of the abovementioned activities, money was essential. Whenever a
strategic safe house was discovered or a senior operative arrested, stacks of cash
were never far away. In 2002 and 2003, al‐Ayiri and his lieutenants clearly had access
to significant amounts of money. Several QAP members are described in their martyr
biographies as having been involved in collecting funds in 2002 and 2003.150
Unfortunately there is not much public information about the financial sources of the
Interview with Faris bin Huzzam; Interview with Saudi al‐Sarhan.
One such buried contained was found in the Qasim in mid‐July 2003; see Fahd Frayyan, ʺSaudi
Arabia Says Terror Plot Foiled, 16 Detainedʺ, Reuters, 21 July 2003. Another was found near Mecca in
October 2003; see ʺSaudi Authorities Report Terror Arrestsʺ, Associated Press, 20 October 2003.
146 Interview with Faris bin Huzzam.
147 Peter Finn, ʺAl Qaeda Arms Traced to Saudi National Guardʺ, Washington Post, 19 May 2003.
148 In April 2007, Police arrested 34 Asians in Riyadh in possession of 1000 Army uniforms, which they
allegedly planned to sell to an Egyptian customer; see ʺPolice Dragnet Yields 34; Army Uniforms
Seizedʺ, Arab News, 3 April 2007.
149 Michael Knights, ʺThe Khobar Rampage, May 2004ʺ (JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs Information
Group), 2005) ; ʺqissat al‐asir al‐amriki muhandis al‐abatshi bul marshal [The Story of the American Captive,
the Apache Engineer Paul Marshall]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 19 (2004).
150 See for example Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad,
no. 15 (2004)and Saʹd al‐ʹAnzi, ʺʹabd al‐latif bin hamad al‐khudayriʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 27 (2004).
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QAP. We know that some of the money came from the exploitation of the Zakat
system. Militants would place collection boxes at mosques to solicit donations from
unknowing benefactors.151 We also know that they would receive donations from
private donors who were tricked into believing they were giving money for a
different cause.152
By the spring of 2003, al‐Ayiri’s organisation‐building efforts were starting to
bear fruit. Arms and money were piling up, safe houses were ready, and camps were
churning out recruits. As one militant noted at the time “the situation on the Arabian
Peninsula is like a volcano that can erupt at any moment.”153

4. Launching the Jihad
As we saw in chapter 10, the police made two important and unsettling discoveries
in the spring of 2003. The 18 March explosion in the QAP bomb factory and the
martyrdom videos uncovered in the 6 May raid suggested that something was about
to happen. However, the police had uncovered just the tip of the iceberg. Below the
surface, the al‐Ayiri network was putting the final touches on a large‐scale and
complex operation intended as the opening shot of a jihad on the Arabian Peninsula.
We shall now take a look at the decision‐making process leading to the attack, before
examining the tactical preparations.
A Contested Launch Order
The precise details of the decision‐making process behind the launch of the 12 May
attack are not known, because we lack the testimony of the most important actors.
Yusuf al‐Ayiri, Turki al‐Dandani, Khalid al‐Haj and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin all died
before they could be interrogated, and Usama bin Ladin, Ayman al‐Zawahiri and
Sayf al‐Adl are still on the loose. Moreover, the jihadist literature is practically silent
on the specifics of this decision‐making process. There seem to be only three types of

Abd al‐Rahman al‐Muttawa, ʺ[Prince Nayif Urges Citizens Not To Help Kill Innocent People
Unknowingly by Paying Contributions to Suspicious Boxes]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 22 July 2003. Donation
boxes discovered in safe houses were shown on Saudi TV; Fahd al‐Frayyan, ʺSaudi Arabia Says Terror
Plot Foiled, 16 Detainedʺ, Reuters, 21 July 2003.
152 A former militant said “most of the money came from charitable donations. They convinced donors
that they were collecting money for poor Iraqi families”; Mahmoud Ahmad, ʺAl‐Qaeda Operatives Are
an Ignorant Lot, Say Former Membersʺ, Arab News, 3 October 2003.
153 Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 15 (2004): 27.
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available sources, none of which are accessible to academics, namely: interrogations
of senior QAP members such as Ali al‐Ghamidi, documents and computers
discovered in QAP safe houses, and surveillance of communication between the al‐
Qaida leadership and individuals in Saudi Arabia. Hence almost everything that has
been said about the decision‐making process essentially comes from Saudi and
Western intelligence sources quoted in the media and must therefore be treated with
caution.
Based on statements from U.S. and Saudi intelligence officials and a review of
the biographies of QAP militants, we can estimate that at the time of the launch of
the campaign, the al‐Ayiri network consisted of an operational core of some 50
people and a wider network of between 300 and 700 people who were prepared to
take up arms.154 Unfortunately we do not know the precise organisational structure
of al‐Ayiri’s network in early May 2003. Textual sources are not detailed enough to
allow for the reconstruction of an organisational chart. Saudi security officials have
said that in May 2003, al‐Ayiri was in the process of establishing five autonomous
cells.155 This information comes from the interrogation of Ali al‐Ghamidi, a senior
militant captured in June 2003.156 However, when pressed on this issue, Saudi
officials admit that the plan for a five‐cell structure was never actually implemented,
and that the al‐Ayiri network was just “one big cell” or cluster of relationships in
May 2003.157 Essentially it seems that in the spring of 2003, the al‐Ayiri‐network was

The estimate of 50 core operatives is based on an assessment of the biographies of QAP members; see
Appendix 5. The estimate of a 300‐700 member extended operational network is based on an overall
assessment of the collected biographies, a reading of the texts in Sawt al‐Jihad, and interviews with
Saudi and Western security officials. According to Obaid and Cordesman “Saudi al‐Qaeda claimed
between 500‐600 members scattered among the cells. Of these, roughly 250 were diehards,” Nawaf
Obaid and Anthony Cordesman, ʺAl‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Asymmetric Threats and Islamic
Extremistsʺ (Washington: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 6 January 2005), 20. In late May
2003, Prince Bandar estimated that a core of 50 Afghanistan veterans had recruited up to 300 more
people; see Don Van Natta Jr and Neil MacFarquhar, ʺAl Qaeda Still Plotting in Saudi Arabia, Officials
Sayʺ, New York Times, 20 May 2003.
155 “At the beginning, Yusef al‐Ayeri was the chief of al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and reported
directly to Bin Laden (al‐Ayeri’s was the only regional al‐Qaeda operation to report directly to bin
Laden). Al Ayeri’s lieutenant’s in turn, reported directly to him. They were responsible for setting up
five autonomous cells focusing exclusively on operations within Saudi Arabia” Anthony H. Cordesman
and Nawaf E. Obaid, National Security in Saudi Arabia: Threats, Responses, and Challenges (Westport,
Conn.: Praeger Security International, 2005), 112.
156 Interview with Nawaf Obaid.
157 Interview with Nawaf Obaid.
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a proto‐organisation which had not yet had the time to develop a clear structure. The
militants did not even have a proper name: They referred to themselves loosely as
the “Mujahidin on the Arabian Peninsula”, and it would take another six months
until the name “al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula” was first used. There was no
sophisticated media apparatus – Sawt al‐Jihad was not launched until September
2003.
The underdeveloped nature of the organisation strongly suggests that the
campaign was launched prematurely. There are in fact strong indications that Yusuf
al‐Ayiri objected to the launch order on the grounds that the organisation was not
ready. The Saudi official Nawaf Obaid has given the following account of the debates
which raged between the central al‐Qaida leadership and the Saudi branch in early
2003:
“Even in Afghanistan there were disagreements among the leadership
regarding the timing and potential targets of the attack. Al‐Ayeri maintained
that al Qaeda members were not yet ready and lacked the time, resources and
necessary supply routes from Yemen. Furthermore, recruitment proved to be
more difficult than expected. Ayman al‐Zawahiri […] dismissed these
objections, arguing that the time was right for operations to begin. Al‐
Zawahiri made the case that attacking soft targets and Americans (who
would flee the Kingdom) would paralyze and consequently topple the Saudi
Government […] Abdul Kareem al‐Majati, a Moroccan national and main
deputy and general strategist of al‐Ayeri agreed with his commander’s
assessment, but was overruled by Bin Laden. Soon after, Majati left Saudi
Arabia with the belief that attacking prematurely was a huge miscalculation
and would compromise the existence and establishment of future al Qaeda
cells”158
Washington Post journalist Craig Whitlock gave the following account based on
interviews with both western and Saudi officials (who may have included Obaid):
“On the run after the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, top al Qaeda leaders
including bin Laden and chief ideologue Ayman Zawahiri pressed local
operatives in Saudi Arabia to launch an offensive to destabilize the royal
family. Local leaders in the kingdom had been building cells and amassing
weapons for more than a year, but asked for more time, saying they were
unprepared for an all‐out assault on the Saudi government and were worried
about a public backlash, officials here said. After a debate, bin Laden ordered

Anthony H. Cordesman and Nawaf E. Obaid, National Security in Saudi Arabia: Threats, Responses, and
Challenges (Westport, Conn.: Praeger Security International, 2005), 113.
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the local cells to go ahead with the strikes anyway, officials said. ʺThe internal
guys here thought it would be a mistake because it would foul their own
nest,ʺ said another Western official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
ʺThey were overruled, but they were right ‐‐ it has fouled their own nest.ʺ”159
A European intelligence official and an American diplomat interviewed by this
author have independently confirmed the broad lines of the accounts presented by
Obaid, Whitlock and Suskind.160 They added – independently – that the debate also
involved Saudi‐based clerics and private sponsors who threatened to cut off funding
to al‐Qaida if an all‐out campaign was launched on Saudi soil.
Another interesting but unverifiable point about the 12 May attacks is that it
seems to have been orchestrated by the Iran‐based branch of the al‐Qaida leadership.
Less than a week after the attack, fingers of blame were being pointed at the al‐Qaida
leader Sayf al‐Adl, who was known to be based in Iran.161 According to a September
2003 article in the Washington Post, Saudi authorities
“obtained a trove of evidence — phones, computer hard drives, documents
and cash — that pointed back to Iran and [Sayf al‐] Adel. In addition, one of
al Qaeda’s local leaders in Saudi Arabia, Ali Faqasi Ghamdi, turned himself
in and confessed that Adel and his associates were behind the bombings.”162
Other sources said Bin Ladin’s son Saad, who was also believed to be based in Iran,
had placed phone calls to the cell members two days prior to the 12 May attacks.163
The Saudis allegedly reacted by dispatching two delegations to Iran, demanding that
the Iranians hand over key Saudi al‐Qaida members and that Sayf al‐Adl be returned
to Egypt.164 Iran refused the requests but allegedly placed the al‐Qaida group under a
form of house arrest.165
Unfortunately we do not know exactly when the abovementioned debates
took place or when the orders to launch the campaign were issued. Several Saudi

Craig Whitlock, ʺAl Qaeda Shifts Its Strategy in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Washington Post, 19 December 2004.
Interview with European intelligence source, March 2006. Interview with U.S. diplomat, May 2006.
161 Dana Priest and Susan Schmidt, ʺAl Qaeda Figure Tied to Riyadh Blastsʺ, Washington Post, 18 May
2003.
162 Peter Finn and Susan Schmidt, ʺIran, al Qaeda and Iraqʺ, Washington Post, 6 September 2003.
163 John R. Bradley, ʺClues Tie al Qaeda to Saudi Bombingsʺ, Washington Times, 18 August 2003.
164 Among the individuals sought by the Saudis were Bin Ladin’s son and a cousin of Turki al‐Dandani;
see Peter Finn and Susan Schmidt, ʺIran, al Qaeda and Iraqʺ, Washington Post, 6 September 2003.
165 “After the Riyadh bombing, the Iranians, under pressure from the Saudis, detained the al Qaeda
group. One European source said the Iranians had “freeze‐dried” the group.” Ibid.
159
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and Western security officials interviewed by this author have been unable to
provide a date. The Saudi security official Nawaf Obaid has said that the order and
subsequent debate happened as late as in April 2003.166 However, others have
suggested that the order was issued earlier, given that Fahd al‐Sa‘idi was killed
preparing a major bomb on 18 March 2003. Some have suggested that Usama Bin
Ladin’s statement on 16 February 2003, the so‐called “Sermon on the First Day of Id
al‐Adha”, was a signal to launch the campaign. The statement opened with the so‐
called “sword verse” of the Qur’an, namely “When the sacred months are over, kill the
idolaters wherever you find them […].” In 2003 the end of the so‐called “sacred months”
(Dhu al‐Hijja, Muharram, Safar and Rabi al‐Awwal) fell at the end of May, and this
has brought suggestions that the text was a form of official announcement of the
launch of the jihad. However, this remains pure speculation, as there are few
primary sources supporting this hypothesis.167
There are indications that the decision to strike may have been taken even
earlier. Former CIA director George Tenet noted in his memoirs that the debate
within al‐Qaida over conducting attacks in Saudi Arabia dated back to the autumn of
2002.168 Tenet noted that after the end of the debate, Bin Ladin had instructed Abu
Hazim al‐Sha‘ir (i.e. Khalid al‐Haj), to move forward with the attacks at any price.169
Another official U.S. document said that when Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri was
captured in early November 2002, he had been planning a major attack on a Riyadh
compound for the summer of 2003.170 Moreover, in late November 2002, the
newspaper al‐Quds al‐Arabi reported that an al‐Qaida‐affiliated website had posted a
message allegedly written Bin Ladin urging the “People of the Peninsula” to “grab
their weapons” and prepare for an upcoming “ordeal”.
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The message, whose

Interview with Nawaf Obaid.
There is evidence of at least one militant who interpreted Bin Ladin’s February declaration in this
way. According to Sawt al‐Jihad, Sami al‐Luhaybi carried out a shooting spree at the Jubayl naval base
on 1 May 2003 because of Bin Ladin’s declaration; See Khalil al‐Makki, ʺsami al‐luhaybi: ʹazimat al‐rijalʺ,
Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 6 (2003).
168 George Tenet, At the Center of the Storm: My Years at the CIA (New York: HarperCollins, 2007), 248.
169 Ibid.
170 ʺBiographies of High Value Terrorist Detainees Transferred to the US Naval Base at Guantanamo
Bayʺ, Press Release, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 6 September 2006.
171 The message allegedly read as follows: “From my examination of the bitter reality and of the
conspiracies and terrible disasters being hatched between the corridors of the crusaders and Jews in
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authenticity has not been confirmed, had allegedly been brought from Afghanistan
to Saudi Arabia by a senior mujahid who had recently returned from Afghanistan.172
Given that we do not know when the order was issued, it is difficult to
identify the factors which informed the tactical timing of the campaign. There are at
least five possible explanations. One hypothesis is that the al‐Qaida leadership
wanted to launch a campaign as close in time as possible to the Iraq war, in order to
capitalise on the surge in anti‐Americanism in the Kingdom. 173 Another hypothesis is
that the leadership feared that the arrest of Khalid Sheikh Muhammad in February
2003 and Walid bin Attash in April would endanger the networks in Saudi Arabia. A
third possibility is that they wanted the attack to coincide with the May visit of
senior U.S. ministers to Saudi Arabia which was announced in late April.174 A fourth
possibility is that there was an effort by the central leadership to coordinate the
Riyadh operation with the Casablanca operation which occurred on 17 May 2003.175

Congress and the so‐called ʺSecurity Councilʺ and with which they will strike, starting in the Middle
East with a strike on Iraq ‐‐ having in fact already taken the decision to strike it ‐‐ I would like you to tell
your kinsfolk, your tribesmen, and all people: Do not think that the war will be between the United
States and Iraq or between Bush and Saddam. It is between you, all our Muslim brothers, and us on one
side and the crusaders and the Jews on the other. Therefore you the people of the Peninsula in particular
are facing difficult days ahead and very dangerous ordeals that Allah will test you with, so be prepared
with weapons, even if light ones, at least to defend your honor. Urge Allah the Almighty to let you
stand firm and save you from these ordeals that will be more dangerous than anything that has befallen
the Peninsula in the past. Nevertheless, we will give you everything we possess and will defend the
land of Muhammad ‐‐ may the peace and blessings of Allah be with him ‐‐ as much as we can if these
ordeals do break out. We will do to the United States what pleases the Muslims and fill their hearts with
joy, God willing. Let us, we and you, be one hand until relief follows these ordeals and victory comes to
this religion”; ʺbin ladin fi risala khassa ila ʺahl al‐jaziraʺ: ihmilu al‐silah liʹl‐difaʹ ʹan ʹaradikum [Bin Ladin in
a Special Message to the ʺPeople of the Peninsulaʺ: Grab Your Weapon and Defend Your Honour]ʺ, al‐
Quds al‐Arabi, 28 November 2002.
172 The posting allegedly said: “The bearer of the message, a senior mujahid who had fought in Bosnia,
Kosovo, Chechnya, and recently in Afghanistan, says: Special circumstances happened to my family
that required me to return to them from the land of jihad. When I took leave of Shaykh Usama – may
Allah protect and grant him victory – he gave me a legacy and insisted I deliver it to the largest number
of people in the Arabian Peninsula.” Ibid.
173 Saudi Interior Ministry spokesman Mansur al‐Turki said in 2004 that the militants “wanted to spread
their war against the United States and found that doing this was easier in their own country. But it
wasnʹt until the invasion of Iraq that they could convince others in the country to share their goals. For
that reason, the invasion was very important to them”; Joel Brinkley, ʺSaudis Blame U.S. and Its Role in
Iraq for Rise of Terrorʺ, New York Times, 14 October 2004.
174 ʺRumsfeld, Powell, and Spencer to visit Saudi Arabiaʺ, ArabicNews.com, 29 April 2003.
175 In June 2003, in a video attributed to al‐Qaida featuring a figure calling himself Abu Haris Abd al‐
Hakim and claiming to speak on behalf of al‐Qaida, the Taliban and Hekmatyar’s Hezb‐e‐Islami,
claimed responsibility for both the Casablanca and Riyadh bombings. He said “the recent attacks in
Riyadh and Morocco were planned and they were part of our operations. You will see more such
attacks in the future”; Kathy Gannon, ʺAl‐Qaeda Claims Riyadh Attacksʺ, Associated Press, 22 June 2003.
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A fifth possibility is sheer impatience. We know that Ayman al‐Zawahiri and other
Egyptians in the central al‐Qaida leadership had been pushing for operations inside
the Kingdom for some time – it may have become difficult for Bin Ladin to continue
to postpone the attack.
There are many other unsolved questions surrounding the launch of the QAP
campaign. Some of them concern the degree to which the campaign was announced
in advance. The most intriguing development in this regard was the reports by the
magazine al‐Majalla on 7 April and on 10 May 2003 that a figure called Abu
Muhammad al‐Ablaj had warned in an email to the magazine about upcoming
attacks in Saudi Arabia. The 7 April report quoted al‐Ablaj as saying that al‐Qaida
“had finished preparations to attack the Saudi regime and the rear of the U.S.
Army.”176 The 10 May report said “al Qaeda will move the battle to the Gulf and
Arabian Peninsula, and air bases, warships and military bases will be targeted”.177
Al‐Ablaj’s identity and relationship with al‐Qaida remains unclear to this day.178
Although there is every reason to be sceptical about anonymous threats, particularly
when they are issued in the context of a major international crisis like the Iraq war,
the messages proved conspicuously prescient.
The East Riyadh Operation
Although several key aspects about the 12 May operation remain unclear, we can
trace the broad outline of the planning of the operation by collating secondary
sources with the QAP’s own writings about the attack.

al‐Majalla, 7 April 2003.
Mahmud Khalil, ʺʺal‐qaʹidaʺ: ajrayna taghyirat fi haykaliyyat al‐tanzim wa natafawwaq ʹala al‐amrikiyyin
istiratijiyyan [Al‐Qaʹida: We Have Made Changes in the Organisational Structure and We Prevail over
the Americans Strategically],ʺ al‐Majalla, 10‐17 May 2003. Immediately after the 12 May attack, al‐Ablaj
sent a message assuming responsibility for the bombing; see Mahmud Khalil, ʺʺal‐qaʹidaʺ: hadafna irbak
amn al‐khalij [ʺAl‐Qaidaʺ: Our Aim is to Undermine Security in the Gulf]ʺ, al‐Majalla, 18‐24 May 2003. A
week later, al‐Ablaj issued new threats which were not followed up; see Mahmud Khalil, ʺʺal‐qaʹidaʺ
tutliq silsilat tahdidat jadida wa miyah al‐gharb muhaddada bi‐tasmim [Al‐Qaida Issues a Series of New
Threats and the Westʹs Water is Threatened with Poisoning],ʺ al‐Majalla, 25‐31 May 2003.
178 Al‐Ablaj, who was allegedly also known as “Abu Bakr” and “Mulla Sayf al‐Din” first contacted al‐
Majalla in February 2003; Ben Venzke, ʺAl‐Qaeda/al‐Ablaj Threat Assessmentʺ (IntelCenter, 30 May
2003). A U.S. counterterrorism official told Associated Press in November 2003 that al‐Ablaj was believed
to be a senior al‐Qaida figure; Adnan Malik, ʺSaudi Rejects Word of Car Bomb Arrestsʺ, Associated Press,
11 November 2003.
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The targets of the attack were chosen very carefully. Al‐Qaida chose to attack
compounds for westerners primarily because it was consistent with the message of
the global jihadist doctrine, namely that the focus of the violence should be on the
crusaders occupying the Arabian Peninsula. Attacking compounds was a very
effective way of reducing Muslim casualties to a minimum and thus avoid
accusations of socio‐revolutionary tendencies. In QAP texts issued after the
bombings, compounds were described as Christian strongholds and symbols of
moral corruption. One treatise described the compounds as containing “churches
and bars, mixed nightclubs and swimming pools, basically all kinds of infidelity and
debauchery.”179 The QAP ideologues even argued that the compounds could not
really be considered Saudi territory: “These compounds are subject to an agreement
between the agent government of the two holy places and America by which they
are considered part of America.”180 The view of compounds as foreign territory was
then used by QAP ideologues to dismiss the objection by moderate Islamists that the
Americans carry Saudi visas and are thus formal guests who may not be attacked.
The specific compounds attacked seem to have been chosen because of their
association with American defence contractors (the case of the Jedawal and Vinnel
compounds) or their reputation as an “enclave of extreme opulence and social
liberalism” (Hamra compound).181 One QAP texts later made the point that the
Vinnel corporation was hit by the mujahidin for the second time: ”We struck Vinnel
in 1995 and we did it again in 2003.”182
The main coordinator of the attack seems to have been al‐Ayiri’s close
associate Turki al‐Dandani.183 Al‐Dandani supervised a team of fourteen attackers
divided into three teams, one for each of the three compounds targeted.184 A five‐

ʺghazwat al‐hadi ʹashar min rabiʹ al‐awwal: ʹamaliyyat sharq al‐riyadh wa‐harbuna maʹ amrika wa ʹumalaʹiha
[The 12 May Raid: The East Riyadh Operation and Our War with America and its Agents]ʺ
(www.qa3edoon.com, dated 3 September 2003), 46.
180 Ibid.
181 Michael Knights, ʺThe East Riyadh Operation, May 2003ʺ
(JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs
Information Group), 2005).
182 Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, dawrat al‐tanfidh wa harb al‐ʹisabat [A Course in Operational Execution and
Guerrilla Warfare] (www.qa3edoon.com, 2004), 39.
183 ʺturki al‐dandani: rahil al‐abtalʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 8 (2004).
184 Michael Knights, ʺThe East Riyadh Operation, May 2003ʺ
(JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs
Information Group), 2005). The list of 12 suicide bombers issued by Saudi authorities in June 2003 later
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person team led by Muhammad Shadhaf al‐Shihri would attack the al‐Hamra
compound, another five‐person team led by Khalid al‐Juhani would attack the
Vinnel compound, while a four‐person team led by Hazim al‐Kashmiri would attack
the Jadawel compound. A video produced by al‐Sahhab in October 2003 described
Muhammad al‐Shihri as the overall leader of the operation, which suggests that he
was al‐Dandani’s main deputy among the suicide bombers.185
QAP documents indicate that the operation was initially supposed to take
place a little later in the month, but it was moved forward due to the disruptive 6
May raid. The composition of the teams was also changed right before the attack. It
seems that younger candidates were scrapped for more experienced personnel at the
last minute.186 From the point of view of the survival of the organisation, this may
seem strange, but it may have been motivated by a desire to ensure a successful first
operation or “opening shot.”
The operation involved five vehicles. At the Vinnell and al‐Hamra
compounds, there were two cars, the front vehicle being tasked with paving the way
for the bomb vehicle. At the Jedawal compound, there was only one vehicle.187 Only
the first two teams were able to successfully penetrate the compounds. The third
team was unable to enter the compound and detonated in the security zone between
the outer and the inner gate.188 There were therefore more casualties at Vinnell and

proved to be inaccurate. The QAP never revealed the total number of people involved, but QAP
documents name seven people who took part in the operation: Muhammad Uthman al‐Shihri, Khalid
al‐Baghdadi, Mihmas al‐Dawsary, Hazim al‐Kashmiri; Muhammad al‐Muqit, Ashraf al‐Sayyid and
Hamad al‐Shammari; see Abd al‐Aziz al‐Ghamidi, ʺmin abtal ghazwat sharq al‐riyadhʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no.
22 (2004); Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺkhalid al‐baghdadi (abu ayub al‐najdi)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004)and
ʺwasaya al‐abtal: shuhadaʹ al‐haramayn [Wills of the Heroes: Martyrs of the Two Sanctities]ʺ (Saudi
Arabia: al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, 18 October 2003). Curiously, three of these seven
did not feature on the official June 2003 list of 12 attackers.
185 ʺwasaya al‐abtal: shuhadaʹ al‐haramayn [Wills of the Heroes: Martyrs of the Two Sanctities]ʺ (Saudi
Arabia: al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, 18 October 2003).
186 Nasir al‐Khalidi was supposed to be part of the team, but he was allegedly replaced by a more senior
operative when the operation was moved ahead. Abu Yasir al‐Khalidi, ʺnasir al‐sayyari: batal badr al‐
riyadhʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 25 (2004).
187 This asymmetry may have been the result of disruption caused by the 8 May police raid. The
explosives charge in the Jedawel bomb was also smaller than that used in the Vinnell and Hamra
bombs, which contained 400‐500kg of RDX; Michael Knights, ʺThe East Riyadh Operation, May 2003ʺ
(JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs Information Group), 2005).
188 Ibid.
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al‐Hamra than at the Jedawal compound.189 The three bombs went off within
minutes of each other, and the combined damage was enormous. The most
frequently cited casualty figures are 35 dead and over 160 wounded.190 Despite early
claims by authorities that all bombers died, it seems that several, perhaps as many as
six, actually survived and escaped from the scene.191
Ironically, the QAP campaign was launched only weeks after the United
States and Great Britain announced that they would withdraw most their military
personnel from the Kingdom.192 The declared aim of the QAP, the eviction of the
crusaders from the Land of the Two Sanctities, had essentially been obtained before
the confrontation had started. This mattered little to the militants, who simply
dismissed the news of the withdrawal as manipulation and said the Peninsula was
occupied as long as there were Westerners present on its territory.

189 Knights wrote that casualties at the Vinnell compound could have been significantly higher, because
50 of the 70 U.S. trainers were away on a National Guard exercise the evening of the attack; Ibid.
190 See for example Anthony H. Cordesman and Nawaf E. Obaid, National Security in Saudi Arabia:
Threats, Responses, and Challenges (Westport, Conn.: Praeger Security International, 2005), 269. Curiously,
there have been conflicting reports on the number people killed in the attack. Early news reports wrote
about 34 and 35 deaths, nine of which were attackers (see Raid Qusti, ʺUnprecedented Security in
Riyadhʺ, Arab News, 3 June 2003). According to a 2004 report by the US State Department, a total of 30
people died and 216 were injured in the attacks (see the updated appendix A in ʺPatterns of Global
Terrorism 2003ʺ (Washington DC: US Department of State, April 2004). The report does not specify
whether the bombers are included in the death count. According to the first edition of the same
appendix, 22 people died and 194 were injured (see page 104). Michael Knights, an analyst with Jane’s
Information Group with good contacts in the Saudi security establishment, wrote in 2005 that 43 people
had died (8 of which were attackers) and 194 had been injured (Michael Knights, ʺThe East Riyadh
Operation, May 2003ʺ (JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs Information Group), 2005)). There were even
conflicting reports on the total number of Americans killed; the US State Department spoke of nine,
while Knights spoke of eight. Anecdotally, the QAP claimed that the number of people killed was
between 250 and 300 (ʺghazwat al‐hadi ʹashar min rabiʹ al‐awwal: ʹamaliyyat sharq al‐riyadh wa‐harbuna maʹ
amrika wa ʹumalaʹiha [The 12 May Raid: The East Riyadh Operation and Our War with America and its
Agents]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, dated 3 September 2003), 47).
191 Michael Knights, ʺThe East Riyadh Operation, May 2003ʺ
(JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs
Information Group), 2005). Knights’ assertion is confirmed by a QAP text about the operation, which
stated that “the number declared in the media is not correct. Some of the perpetrators of the Riyadh
operation were not martyred.” See ʺghazwat al‐hadi ʹashar min rabiʹ al‐awwal: ʹamaliyyat sharq al‐riyadh wa‐
harbuna maʹ amrika wa ʹumalaʹiha [The 12 May Raid: The East Riyadh Operation and Our War with
America and its Agents]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, dated 3 September 2003), 47.
192 Eric Schmitt, ʺU.S. To Withdraw All Combat Units From Saudi Arabiaʺ, New York Times, 30 April
2003; ʺBritain Withdraws its Forces From Saudi Arabiaʺ, ArabicNews.com, 17 May 2003. The decision had
allegedly been taken by the Saudi leadership in January 2003; Patrick E. Tyler, ʺSaudis Plan End To U.S.
Presenceʺ, New York Times, 9 February 2003.
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Conclusions
This chapter has explained the formation of the QAP organisation, thus providing
the meso‐level part of the analysis of the rise of the QAP between 2001 and 2003. The
chapter showed that the QAP campaign was the result of a strategic decision, taken
by the top al‐Qaida leadership in early 2002, to open a new battlefront in the
Kingdom. This suggests that the QAP campaign was not a product of the Iraq war,
nor was it linked to any acute socio‐economic or political crisis in Saudi Arabia. Al‐
Qaida’s decision was taken in response to the fundamental changes in the
organisation’s strategic environment brought about by the invasion of Afghanistan.
The loss of territory in Afghanistan forced the organisation to decentralise, and the
war on terrorism initially affected policing in Saudi Arabia less than in other
countries, making the Kingdom an attractive battlefront for al‐Qaida’s considerable
Saudi contingent. By all accounts, the jihad in Saudi Arabia was the most important
project of the “old” al‐Qaida organisation after the fall of the Taliban.
I further documented that, in the spring of 2002, large numbers of Saudis
returned from al‐Qaida’s camps in Afghanistan to Saudi Arabia, some of them
carrying orders to prepare for a campaign. Top al‐Qaida leaders such as Sayf al‐Adil
were supposed to follow, but were detained in Iran. Bin Ladin devised a clever two‐
track strategy: While Abd al‐Rahim al‐Nashiri attracted the attention of intelligence
services with his unsuccessful high‐profile operations, Yusuf al‐Ayiri oversaw a
discreet and broad organisation‐building effort. The nascent QAP collected weapons,
rented safe houses, established training camps and recruited members from the
Afghan Arab community, until the launch order came from the top al‐Qaida
leadership around March or April 2003.
The chapter also explained that at the time of the launch of the campaign,
between 300 and 700 people were prepared to take up arms, the hard core of whom
consisted of some 50 individuals. However, they only represented a proto‐
organisation whose internal structure was relatively loose and undeveloped. They
had not yet taken the name QAP, but referred to themselves informally as the
“Mujahidin on the Arabian Peninsula.” The campaign was in fact launched
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prematurely and against the objections of Yusuf al‐Ayiri, who wanted more time.
However, after the East Riyadh operation on 12 May 2003, there was no going back.
Al‐Ayiri’s men had embarked on an extremely ambitious and completely
unprecedented project. Who were these people and what drove them? Having
completed the macro‐ and meso‐ level analysis of the rise of the QAP, I shall now
proceed to the micro‐level analysis and examine the individual backgrounds,
motivations and recruitment patterns of the QAP militants.
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Recruitment to al-Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula

War on the Arabian Peninsula was a radical project even by Saudi jihadist standards.
While the classical jihadists had joined existing and conventional conflicts, the QAP
members sought to spark a new insurgency and use terrorist tactics. Instead of
fighting non‐Muslims abroad, the QAP militants would wage war at home at the risk
of considerable Saudi and Muslim casualties. Finally, the militants knew from
historical experience that domestic activism was likely to attract a much harsher
response from the State than would fighting abroad. In short, the QAP’s project was
vastly more controversial and dangerous than anything previously undertaken by
Saudi Islamists. Why did it still attract hundreds of people? More specifically: which
people joined the QAP, why did they join and how did they get involved? These
questions have thus far not been adequately addressed in the literature, though a few
studies have examined the biographies of smaller numbers of QAP militants.1
This chapter shall examine the dynamics of individual recruitment to the
QAP between 2002 and 2006 through quantitative and qualitative analysis of 259
biographies of people who were involved in the QAP campaign.2 The purpose is to
provide the micro‐level part of the analysis of the emergence of the QAP. To ensure
consistency and facilitate comparison, the approach and structure are largely similar
to those of Chapters 5 and 9. The chapter is divided into four. The first section will
describe the socio‐economic profiles of the QAP activists with basic statistics on their

See Abdallah al‐Khalifa, ed., al‐tatarruf wa’l‐irhab fi al‐mujtama’ al‐arabi al‐sa’udi: dirasa ijtima’iyya wa
ithnughrafiyya (Riyadh: King Faisal Centre for Research and Islamic Studies, 2004) and Roel Meijer, ʺThe
ʹCycle of Contentionʹ and the Limits of Terrorism in Saudi Arabiaʺ in Saudi Arabia in the Balance, ed. Paul
Aarts and Gerd Nonneman (London: Hurst, 2005).
2 This chapter builds on, but makes a number of adjustments to, the findings in Thomas Hegghammer,
ʺTerrorist Recruitment and Radicalisation in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Middle East Policy 13, no. 4 (2006).
1
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backgrounds. The second part will analyse the nature and implications of their main
common denominator, namely previous jihad experience. The third part will present
the principal declared motivations found in the biographies, while the fourth part
will examine the patterns and social dynamics of joining the militant underground.
Sources and methods
The source data for this analysis is a collection of 259 biographies of people who
were involved in militant activism on Saudi soil between 2002 and 2006. The general
methodological issues of compiling biographical information have been dealt with in
Chapter 5. In this specific sample we face the problem of defining “involvement”,
because the QAP’s activities took place at home, so there was no clear criterion of
involvement equivalent to departure abroad for the earlier samples. The individuals in
this particular sample will all be referred to as “QAP militants (or activists)”
although the nature and degree of their involvement with Yusuf al‐Ayiri and his
direct successors may have varied considerably. The collection of biographies
includes all named individuals who featured either in the QAP’s publications as
“insiders” or in the media as killed, wounded or arrested “terrorist suspects”. There
are both scientific and ethical problems with this approach, because it leads to the
inclusion of very short biographies (as many are mentioned only once) as well as
names of potentially innocent people.
To address these issues, I will draw a distinction in my analysis between the
“full sample” of 259 and a “core sample” of 69 people whose biographies are
extensive and whose involvement in violent activism is practically undisputed. The
people in the core sample either featured on one of the three so‐called wanted lists,
or were prominently portrayed in Sawt al‐Jihad (in a martyr biography or interview),
or both.3 The core sample is likely to include most of the prominent and active
members of the QAP organisation. The full sample also includes people who played

The Saudi Interior Ministry issued lists of wanted terrorism suspects on 7 May 2003, 6 December 2003
and 28 June 2005. My sample does not include the 21 individuals on the third list who were believed to
be abroad. For the full lists, see Roel Meijer, ʺThe ʹCycle of Contentionʹ and the Limits of Terrorism in
Saudi Arabiaʺ in Saudi Arabia in the Balance, ed. Paul Aarts and Gerd Nonneman (London: Hurst, 2005),
301‐306 and Raid Qusti and Samir al‐Saadi, ʺKingdom Issues New List of Terroristsʺ, Arab News, 29 June
2005.
3
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a somewhat more peripheral role, but who at the very least provided logistical
assistance to the core militants during the campaign. Because the biographies in the
core sample are so much more detailed than the rest, most of the analysis draws on
data from the core sample. The full sample is most relevant for the few variables on
which the biographies are relatively even, such as age, tribe and geographical origin.
Now let us see what the biographies tell us about the QAP militants.

1. Personal Backgrounds
This first section will try to describe the QAP militants with quantitative data on key
aspects about their background. I will focus on three main sets of indicators: first,
general characteristics; Second, their geographical and tribal origin; Third, their
socio‐economic status.
General Characteristics
Like all militant Islamist organisations, the QAP was an almost exclusively male
organisation. While most QAP militants had left their families behind (at least 14 of
69 in the core sample were married), some wives accompanied their husbands in
their underground existence. A handful of these wives may have performed minor
logistical and media‐related tasks for the organisation, but none were involved in
operations.4 The full sample includes only one woman, a certain Umm Hamza, who
was portrayed in QAP publications as having been extraordinarily helpful to the
mujahidin.5 The somewhat higher involvement of women compared to Chapters 5
and 9 reflects the fact that the QAP cells operated “at home” and that some cells used
women for cover.6

Sawt al‐Jihad included several articles signed with female pseudonyms, and the magazine al‐Khansa
was allegedly produced by a group of women calling themselves the “Women’s Information Office in
the Arabian Peninsula”. Several named women were arrested in police raids on militant hideouts
during the QAP campaign, but these have not been included in my sample because their level of
involvement is unclear.
5 ʺdimaʹ lan tadiʹ ‐ al‐juzʹ al‐thani [Blood Not Spilt in Vain ‐ Part Two]ʺ (Sawt al‐Jihad Foundation for
Media Production, April 2006).
6 For example, in 2004 Saudi authorities accused a certain Abd al‐Hamid al‐Yahya of providing
safehouses for suspected militants, and of “using women and children in those houses to mislead
authoritiesʺ; Donna Abu Nasr, ʺSuspected Militants Killed in Saudi Clashʺ, Associated Press, 13 October
2004.
4
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QAP militants were relatively old by militant Islamist standards. The average
birthyear of the people in the full sample was 1976, which means the QAP militants
were on average 27 years old (range 18‐42) when the campaign started.7 This is
higher than both the Saudis studied in Chapters 5 and 9 and many other militant
Islamist groups.8 The relatively high age average reflects the fact that many of the
QAP militants were jihad veterans, as we shall see below. These figures debunk the
view of Saudi militants as young and gullible teenagers. There were teenagers too,
but they played a marginal role.
Although the vast majority of QAP members were Saudi nationals, at least 12
in the full sample were foreigners, primarily from Chad (5), Morocco (4), Kuwait (1),
Syria (1), and Mauritania (1). There were also at least 5 Yemenis, but most of them
were born and raised in Saudi Arabia. The reason for the large presence of Chadians
is not clear, although economic marginalisation may have been a factor.9
Interestingly, there were virtually no South Asians in the QAP.10 The presence of
Mauritanians and Chadians and absence of South Asians suggests that Arab
ethnicity and language skills were de facto criteria for entry to the QAP. Some
foreign nationals, such as the Yemeni Khalid al‐Haj and the Moroccans Karim al‐
Majati and Yunus al‐Hayyari seem to have held positions of leadership. However,
their role may have been somewhat exaggerated, given that Saudi authorities, like all

This is excluding children who accompanied their militant fathers, such as the 12‐year‐old son of
Karim Majati, who was killed in the al‐Rass shootout in April 2005.
8 The average age of the two militant Egyptian groups studied by Saad Eddin Ibrahim in the late 1970s
was 22 and 24 years respectively; see Saad Eddin Ibrahim, ʺAnatomy of Egyptʹs Militant Islamic
Groups: Methodological Notes and Preliminary Findingsʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 12,
no. 4 (1981): 439. The Hizbollah militants studied by Alan Krueger were on average 22 years when they
died; see Alan B. Krueger and Jitka Malečková, ʺEducation, Poverty and Terrorism: Is There a Causal
Connection?ʺ Journal of Economic Perspectives 17, no. 4 (2003): 132.
9 See for example ʺSaudi Arabia: Chadians Barred From Schools, Hospitalsʺ (New York: Human Rights
Watch (Website), 6 September 2006).
10 This is not to say that South Asians have never been involved in militancy in the Kingdom. George
Tenet mentioned an alleged plot by Pakistanis to bomb a U.S. target in Jidda in mid‐2001; see George
Tenet, At the Center of the Storm: My Years at the CIA (New York: HarperCollins, 2007), 147. A Saudi‐born
Pakistani was a very active contributor on jihadist websites in 2002 and 2003; see ʺfi maʹlumat khassa
hasalat alayha al‐sharq al‐awsat... ashhar al‐mutaʹassibin min kuttab al‐intirnit ghayr saʹudiyyin [According to
Exclusive Information Obtained by al‐Sharq al‐Awsat... the Most Notorious Internet Writers Are Not
Saudi]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 2 October 2005. There were also rumours of unsuccessful attempts by the
QAP to get operational assistance from Asian expatriates in exchange for money; see for example Teresa
Cerojano, ʺFilipino ‘Was Offered Money to Plant Bomb’ in Riyadhʺ, Associated Press, 17 May 2003.
7
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governments, have tended to blame foreigners for internal problems.11 In fact, most
foreigners played marginal roles in the QAP, which remained a distinctly Saudi
phenomenon.
Geographical and Tribal Background
I know the administrative region of origin of 92 people (36%) of the full sample and
57 (83%) of the core sample, while the city of origin is known for 69 (27%) and 53
(77%) people. These data reveal several interesting tendencies.
First, we see that there is a clear predominance of people from the city and
region of Riyadh (see Table 5 and Figure 20). The pattern is particularly pronounced
in the core sample, where the percentage of Riyadh residents is more than twice as
high as in the overall population. The second administrative region of origin is
Mecca, followed by Medina and Qasim. However, compared with the overall
population,

the

region

of

Mecca

is

underrepresented,

while

Qasim

is

overrepresented (for the first time in our three samples). We also see that the
Southern regions of Baha, Asir, Jizan and Najran continue to be markedly
underrepresented, although their proportion is slightly higher here than in the
previous two samples.

Region

Riyadh
Mecca
Qasim
Jawf
Eastern
Ha'il
Tabuk
Baha
Medina
Northern
Asir
Jizan
Najran
Unknown

Full Sample

37
16
10
6
3
1
0
2
12
0
3
2
0
167

Percentage

40 %
18 %
11 %
7%
3%
1%
2%
13 %
3%
2%
n/a

Core Sample

28
7
6
1
3
1
0
1
5
0
3
2
0
12

Percentage

49 %
12 %
11 %
2%
5%
2%
2%
9%
5%
3%
n/a

Overall
Population
(2001)
21 %
23 %
5%
2%
15 %
3%
3%
3%
7%
1%
9%
6%
2%
n/a

Table 5 Geographical Origin (by Administrative Region of Residence) of QAP Militants

There is notably a clear discrepancy between the importance ascribed to these three leaders by Saudi
officials on the one hand and their presence in the QAP’s own publications on the other. Contrast for
example Sawt al‐Jihad with Mishari al‐Dhaidi, ʺal‐sharq al‐awsat takshif ʹan maʹlumat jadida hawla al‐hayyari
[Al‐Sharq al‐Awsat Reveals New Information About al‐Hayyari]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 4 July 2005.
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Geographical Origin (by City) of QAP Militants (Full Sample)
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Burayda

0; 0 %

Khamis

1; 1 %

Abha
Tabuk

8; 12 %

Other
10; 14 %

Figure 20 Geographical Origin (by City of Residence) of QAP Militants (Full Sample)

The heavy concentration of QAP militants in Riyadh further strengthens the
hypothesis that Islamist militancy in Saudi Arabia was an urban phenomenon. But
why should the concentration in the capital be higher in this sample than in the
previous two samples? One reason might simply be that the relatively smaller size of
the QAP led to a natural concentration of militants in some regions. A second
possibility is that Riyadh expanded much faster than the cities in the Hijaz in the
1990s, and that it had a comparatively large population of newly urbanized youth.12
Unfortunately, however, my data does not allow me to draw conclusions regarding
the proportion of recently urbanized or displaced individuals among the QAP
militants.13 A third factor could be that the controversial nature of the QAP’s project
reduced its countrywide appeal. Urban sociologists have pointed out that cities

There is some anecdotal evidence to this effect; a former QAP member interviewed by a Saudi
newspaper in 2005 said recruiters targeted people in Riyadh who came from small villages and rural
areas; ʺtaʹib yaʹtarif: istakhdamna al‐istirahat li‐ghasl al‐ʹuqul wa‐tajnid al‐irhabiyyin [A Repentant Confesses:
We Used Rest Houses for Brainwashing and Terrorist Recruitment]ʺ, al‐Ukaz, 8 October 2005.
13 Out of the 23 confirmed Riyadh city residents in our core sample, 8 were born in Riyadh, 3 were born
elsewhere, while the birthplace of 12 is unknown. On the whole, however, the individuals in our sample
seem to have been more sedentary than one might have expected. There are 31 people in the core
sample for whom we know both the birthplace and the recent residence. 21 of these were living in the
place they were born until the beginning of their militant activities. Only three had changed
governorates, while seven had moved within their governorate (mostly to a larger town or city).
12
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provide the critical mass or “markets” that radical ideologies need to develop.14 It
may be that the more controversial the ideology, the bigger the required market.
The more likely explanation, however, is that Riyadh’s predominance was
linked to a broader process of “Najdification” of Saudi jihadism which can be
explained by the presence of key ideologues and social movement entrepreneurs in
this region from the late 1990s onward. When we compare the geographical
distribution of this biographical sample with those of Chapters 5 and 9, we can
clearly see that the Najd has taken over from the Hijaz as the main macro‐region of
residence of Saudi militants (See Figure 21). The tendency is even more pronounced
in the core sample. This is most likely a result of the growth of the Najd‐based al‐
Shu‘aybi school from the late 1990s onward, as well as the fact that the QAP’s top
leaders and recruiters such as Yusuf al‐Ayiri and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin were based
in the Qasim and in Riyadh.

Geographical Origin (by Macro-Region) of Saudi Jihadists, 1980-2006
70

60
50

Percent

Hijaz
40

Najd
East
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North
South

20
10

0
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Af ghanistan/Bosnia/Chechnya

Post-1996 Af ghanistan

QAP Full sample

QAP core Sampe
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Figure 21 Geographical Origin (by Macro‐Region) of Saudi Jihadists, 1980‐2006

The data on tribal origin of the QAP militants does not reveal any clear
patterns or marked differences with the previous two samples (see Figure 22). This
overview of tribal backgrounds is subject to the same methodological caveats and

14

Claude S. Fischer, The Urban Experience (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch, 1984), 228‐229.
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margins of error as noted in Chapter 5. Like in Chapters 5 and 9, the diversity of
tribal backgrounds and the absence of absolute figures make it very difficult to
pinpoint a tribal factor. There is also very little anecdotal evidence about tribal
dynamics.15

Tribal Origin of QAP Militants (Full Sample)
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Figure 22 Tribal Origin of QAP Militants (Full Sample)

Social and Economic Status
QAP members were quite unremarkable, in the sense that they were neither society’s
losers nor winners. Although many were unemployed, very few had a criminal
record before they radicalised.16 Conversely, only a handful of the QAP militants are
known to have come from very rich or influential families.17

For a rare exception, see ʺqabilat al‐ʹutayba tazuff ahad abnaʹiha shahidan ʹala thara al‐suwaidiʺ, Sawt al‐
Jihad, no. 4 (2003).
16 A few, like Khalid al‐Baghdadi, were involved in petty crime and spent time in prison. Others, like
Salih al‐Awfi and Uthman al‐Amri, had been dismissed from their work for embezzlements or other
irregularities. A number of people, such as Talal al‐Anbari and Faisal al‐Dukhayyil are described in the
15
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I know the approximate education level of 30 (43%) of the people in the core
sample. Like the biographies analysed in Chapters 5 and 9, this sample was educated
above the 2001 national all‐age male average and included a significant proportion
(11; 37%) of people with interrupted university studies (see Figure 23). However, if
we look more closely and compare the QAP militants to the two previous samples,
we can see that they actually had a lower average level of education than both the
early Saudi jihadists and the Saudis in post‐1996 Afghanistan (see Figure 24). This is
quite significant, particularly given that the QAP militants were on average 3‐5 years
older and thus had more time to complete their studies. Although we do not have
national data for their age group, we can safely assume that QAP militants had a
lower level of education than their contemporaries.
Education Level of QAP Militants (Core Sample)

Master's or PhD

Bachelor's degree
Incomplete university
studies
High school only

Middle school only

No/Primary school only
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12
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Figure 23 Education Level of QAP Militants

jihadist literature as having been “in sin” before becoming religious, though it is not clear whether this
refers to delinquency or immorality.
17 Exceptions include Khalid al‐Baghdadi, who was from a wealthy Riyadh family, Rakan al‐Saykhan,
whose father was a high‐level civil servant in the trade ministry, and Isa al‐Awshan, who was the son‐
in‐law of Abdallah bin Jibrin, one of the country’s top religious scholars.
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Evolution of Education Level of Saudi Jihadists
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Figure 24 Evolution of Education Level of Saudi Jihadists

I know the main professional activity of 29 (42%) of the 69 individuals in the core
sample. This allows me to make three important observations. First, many seem to
have been unemployed or in unstable professions. Three are positively described as
unemployed while ten had been moving frequently between jobs. However,
unemployment is likely to have been underreported. There is also anecdotal
evidence to suggest that unemployment was a factor in QAP recruitment. For
example, a former militant said recruiters had been looking for ”unemployed and
idle youngsters in need of money.”18 It is worth noting, however, that few if any of
the people in our sample seem to have been significantly overqualified for their job,
and few studied prestigious subjects such as medicine or engineering. This suggests
that social mobility closure does not seem to have been an important factor. It also
suggests that unemployment was linked more to inadequacies in the educational
system than to a nepotistic labour market.
The second point regards the occupation types of the people in our sample
(see Figure 25). There are two important differences between this sample and those
studied in Chapter 5 and 9. First, this sample contains a relatively high proportion of

18 ʺtaʹib yaʹtarif: istakhdamna al‐istirahat li‐ghasl al‐ʹuqul wa‐tajnid al‐irhabiyyin [A Repentant Confesses: We
Used Rest Houses for Brainwashing and Terrorist Recruitment]ʺ, al‐Ukaz, 8 October 2005.
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people employed in religious professions (12 of 29).19 In most cases, the jobs in
question were low‐level or part‐time positions in the religious sector. Second, the
QAP militants included relatively fewer students (5 of 29) than the earlier jihadists.
There may be straightforward explanations to these differences; for example that the
QAP militants were more devout than previous jihadists, and that they were older,
so they had left university. However, the data makes more sense when we know that
a majority of the core members were returnees from Afghanistan (see below). The
occupational data most likely reflects the problems of socio‐economic reintegration
of the returnees. The student rate was probably low because few of the returnees
went back to university. The proportion of religious profession may be high partly
because the returnees were more religious than before and partly because they could
not or would not take other jobs.
Occupational Status of QAP militants
gov. clerk
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small trade
business
health
police/military
teaching
Manual
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Student
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Figure 25 Occupational Status of QAP Militants

The third point is that we find hardly any engineers, doctors or economists in
our sample.20 This is in contrast to militant Islamist groups in other countries, such as
Egypt, which included a disproportionately high number of people educated in

In the category “religious professions” I include a wide range of occupations in ministries (of
education, Islamic affairs), courts, schools and universities, the religious police, and missionary or relief
organisations.
20 Notable exceptions were Turki al‐Dandani who studied medicine, Abd al‐Rahman al‐Jubara who
studied engineering in Canada, and Ali al‐Ghamidi who studied economics. However, none of them
practiced their profession.
19
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prestigious natural science disciplines.21 The absence of these professions in the QAP
may at least partly be explained by the structure of the Saudi labour market. Unlike
Egyptian engineering students in the 1970s, Saudi engineering graduates in the 2000s
often got prestigious and well‐paid positions in the private sector.22
On the whole, the QAP militants cannot be described as poor or
underprivileged, but their relatively low level of education and high rate of
unemployment place them on the lower half of the socio‐economic scale and make
them the least privileged group of the three samples studied thus far. However, their
problems on the job market were most likely not just a reflection of their socio‐
economic background, but also of their past involvement in jihadist activism.

2. The Afghanistan Factor
There is one clear common denominator in the life stories of the QAP members,
namely previous jihad experience, primarily from post‐1996 Afghanistan. At least 38
(55%) – probably more – of the 69 people in our core sample trained or fought abroad
before joining the QAP. This three‐part section will explain the implications of the
Afghanistan factor on the individual and on the QAP. The first part will examine the
specific dynamics of radicalisation which affected jihad veterans. The second part
will look at how the nature of the jihad experience affected the role of the individual
in the organisation, while the third part will focus on how the jihad experiences
affected the degree of interconnectedness in the organisation.

A Unique Radicalisation Process
The high proportion of jihad veterans is crucial for understanding the emergence and
the radicalism of the QAP. We know from other contexts and periods that exposure

Saad Eddin Ibrahim, ʺAnatomy of Egyptʹs Militant Islamic Groups: Methodological Notes and
Preliminary Findingsʺ, International Journal of Middle East Studies 12, no. 4 (1981); See also Diego
Gambetta and Steffen Hertog, ʺEngineers of Jihadʺ (Paper presented at workshop on ʺFirst Actors in
Conflictʺ at the Peace Research Institute in Oslo 10 August 2006).
22 Steffen Hertog, ʺSegmented Clientelism: The Politics of Economic Reform in Saudi Arabiaʺ (Oxford
University, 2006).
21
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to violence and military training is conducive to violent behaviour.23 We also know
that al‐Qaida’s camps in post‐1996 Afghanistan had a particularly radicalising effect
on recruits because the training was so systematic and the culture of violence so
pronounced (See Chapter 8). The Saudis who returned from Afghanistan in 2002 had
radicalised in a very particular way and represented to some extent an alien element
on the Saudi Islamist scene. While this was an advantage in the early phase, it was a
serious problem in the long term, because the QAP would prove unable to recruit
significant numbers outside of the Arab Afghan community. To the vast majority of
the Islamist community in the Kingdom, the concept of a jihad at home was alien;
those who did not consider it illegitimate saw it as counterproductive. The returnees
from Afghanistan, on the other hand, viewed things differently, because they had
been battle‐hardened and indoctrinated in training camps and combat. They came
back with had a more global, anti‐American and intransigent ideological vision than
Islamists who had never left the Kingdom.
Equally important were the indirect consequences of taking part in jihad
abroad, notably imprisonment and torture. A number of QAP militants – at least 14
in our core sample of 69 – had spent time in prison before 2003.24 Some, like Ali al‐
Harbi and Yusuf al‐Ayiri, had been caught in the 1996 or 1998 crackdowns (see
Chapter 7). Others, like Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin or Khalid al‐Baghdadi, had been
imprisoned abroad in the late 1990s in countries such as Ethiopia or Pakistan.25 Yet
others, like Amir al‐Shihri and Isa al‐Awshan, spent time in Iranian or Syrian prisons
on the way back from Afghanistan in late 2001. A few of those who returned from
Afghanistan in late 2001 or early 2002 were arrested upon arrival in Saudi Arabia
and held for periods of one to six months. Most of the militants who spent time in

See for example Dave Grossman, On killing: The Psychological Cost of Learning to Kill in War and Society
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1995).
24 The real number is probably higher, as many biographies are not detailed enough to include past
prison experience. Among the 33 militants who are portrayed in Sawt al‐Jihad in biographies or
interviews – and whose biographies are hence best known – as many as 12 were imprisoned before
2003.
25 ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐matlubin al‐tisaʹ ʹashar (1)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003) and Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺkhalid
al‐baghdadi (abu ayub al‐najdi)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004).
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prison said they were subjected to physical and psychological torture.26 The
radicalising effect of imprisonment and torture on political activists is well known
from other contexts and periods, not least from Nasser’s Egypt and early 1990’s
Algeria. It is difficult to assess exactly how many of the QAP members suffered
torture and how serious the abuse may have been. However, the number of victims
in a community need not be very large for torture accounts to become a cause for
radicalisation, for two reasons. First is the propaganda factor – torture accounts may
be exaggerated and spread widely in order to demonize the enemy. Second is the
social embeddedness of repressive acts, i.e. that imprisonment and torture of one
person may cause resentment in that person’s entire social network.27
Another consequence of fighting abroad was socio‐economic reintegration
problems at home. As noted above, many of the returnees from Afghanistan seem to
have had problems reintegrating into society, not only because they were radicalised,
but also because their absence had marginalised them economically. Moreover, their
arrest and interrogation upon their return from Afghanistan left many feeling
betrayed by state and society.28 Faced with these and other adaptation problems,
many of them ended up socialising mostly with other Afghan veterans. Hence the
internal social networks in the jihadist community strengthened at the expense of
their links with the rest of the Islamist community.
Jihad Experience and Internal QAP Organisation
In our sample there are clearly two separate generations of Saudi jihad veterans:
those who went before 1996 and those who went after 1999 (see Figure 26).

See for example Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺyusuf al‐ʹayiri: shumukh fi zaman al‐hawan [Yusuf al‐Ayiri:
Standing Tall in an Age of Lowliness]ʺ Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 1 (2003); Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺkhalid al‐baghdadi
(abu ayub al‐najdi)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004) or the interview with Ali al‐Harbi in the film The Badr of
Riyadh.
27 For a very interesting study of the social embeddedness of repressive acts, see James Moody,
ʺFighting a Hydra: A Note on the Network Embeddedness of the War on Terrorʺ, Structure and
Dynamics: eJournal of Anthropological and Related Sciences 1, no. 2 (2006).
28 See for example Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺkhalid al‐baghdadi (abu ayub al‐najdi)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004).
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Figure 26 Date of QAP Militants’ First Departure for Military Training Abroad

The first generation was a heterogeneous group in terms of their jihad experience.
Some fought in 1980s Afghanistan, others in Bosnia or Chechnya. These older
veterans pursued one of two different paths after their first jihad ended. Some, like
Saud al‐Utaybi and Hamad al‐Humaydi, returned to Saudi Arabia, led quiet lives
and remained “passive Islamists” until 2003. Others, like Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin and
Yusuf al‐Ayiri, became “lifestyle jihadists” and developed close links with the al‐
Qaida leadership. The experience of the second generation of jihad veterans was
more homogenous. Most went to Afghanistan between 1999 and 2001 and trained at
the Faruq camp in Qandahar. Many of them fought alongside the Taliban on the
Kabul front in late 2001 and left Afghanistan through Iran and Pakistan.29 There are
few accounts people returning from the Northern Front (see Chapter 11). This is
significant because it means that many QAP members had been through the same

See for example ʺqabilat al‐ʹutayba tazuff ahad abnaʹiha shahidan ʹala thara al‐suwaidiʺ Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 4
(2003); Abu Muhammad al‐Makki, ʺmitʹib al‐muhayyaniʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 4 (2003); Abu Hajir al‐Jawfi,
ʺturki al‐dandani: ʹazima wa shujaʹaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 7 (2004); Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺfahd bin samran al‐
saʹidiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 16 (2004); al‐Najdi, ʺtalal al‐anbari: haydara al‐jiddawiʺ; Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺkhalid
al‐baghdadi (abu ayub al‐najdi)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004); ʺturki bin fuhayd al‐mutayriʺ; ʺʹali al‐maʹbadi al‐
harbi: batal badr al‐riyadhʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 24 (2004); al‐Dukhayyil, ʺfaysal bin abd al‐rahman al‐dukhayyil:
musa‘ir harbʺ; ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐matlubin al‐tisaʹ ʹashar (2)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 2 (2003); ʺliqaʹ maʹ al‐mujahid
salih bin muhammad al‐ʹawfiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 8 (2004) and ʺʹabd al‐rahman al‐yaziji yurawi waqaʹi maʹrakat
hay al‐nahda fi liqaʹ khasʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 28 (2004).
29
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formative experiences and had known each other in Afghanistan, something which
probably strengthened the internal cohesion of the group.
Interestingly, the role of the individual militants in the QAP organisation
during the campaign turned out to be closely linked to the nature and timing of their
jihad experience. One could distinguish relatively easily between three categories of
QAP members: the “top commanders”, the “ideologues” and the “fighters”.30 The
top commanders were “lifestyle jihadists” from the first generation of veterans.31
They had left for Afghanistan at a very young age (16‐17 years) between 1989 and
1991, i.e. just too late for the jihad against the Russians. They had distinguished
themselves by their physical abilities and leadership skills and worked as instructors
in training camps. They had remained active militants throughout the 1990s, spent
years in prison and suffered torture. The ideologues, on the other hand, had little or
no practical jihad experience.32 They had all studied religion, either officially at
university or privately with sheikhs.33 Most of them had mediocre resumes or failed
careers in the religious sector, and none of them were particularly well‐known as
religious scholars before the outbreak of the campaign. The fighters represented a
more heterogeneous group which can be broken down into three subcategories. The
first and operationally most important category consisted of the young jihad veterans
who had gone to Afghanistan after 1999 and returned in late 2001 (see above). They
had trained in bin Ladin’s camps during al‐Qaida’s “peak” and had left Afghanistan
against their own will, hence they returned highly trained and motivated. Most of

The”ideologues” were preoccupied with ideological production and rarely took part in fighting.
There were two kinds of ideologues: the”sheikhs” – such as Faris al‐Zahrani and Abdallah al‐Rushud –
who provided overall religious guidance, and the media officers – such as Isa al‐Awshan and Abd al‐
Aziz al‐Anzi – who were responsible for the QAP’s publications. The term ”fighters” refers to those
people who were part of operational cells and regularly engaged in combat with security forces; most
core QAP members belong to this category.
31 The two most important QAP leaders were Yusuf al‐Ayiri and Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin. Others, such as
Sultan al‐Qahtani, Khalid al‐Haj and Salih al‐Awfi were also reported to have held leadership positions
at various periods, but their real degree of authority is unclear.
32 The main ideologues in the QAP were Abdallah al‐Rushud, Faris al‐Zahrani, Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil,
Isa al‐Awshan, Sultan al‐Utaybi, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Anzi, Abd al‐Latif al‐Khudayri, Abd al‐Majid al‐Mani’
and Hamad al‐Humaydi. Al‐Humaydi was in Afghanistan for a short while in the 1980s, al‐Dukhayyil
was Afghanistan briefly in the late 1990s, and al‐Awshan made it to the Iranian‐Afghan border in late
2001; the rest of the ideologues never went abroad for jihad.
33 All of those with formal religious training had attended Imam Muhammad bin Saud University in
Riyadh or Burayda.
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the core QAP members, such as Turki al‐Dandani, Mit’ib al‐Muhayyani and Faisal al‐
Dukhayyil, were drawn from this category. The second subcategory consisted of
older jihad veterans who had “retired” in the mid‐ or late 1990s and were mobilised
by the QAP campaign in 2003.34 They were experienced and respected fighters, but
lacked the leadership skills to become top commanders. The third category consisted
of the new recruits, i.e. people who had been too young to go to Afghanistan, but
who were recruited into the QAP from 2002 onwards. Many of them, such as Bandar
al‐Dukhayyil and Mansur Faqih, were friends and relatives of jihad veterans or QAP
members.
A Closed Universe
In fact, it seems that a large number of the QAP recruits who had not been to
Afghanistan themselves were friends or relatives of jihad veterans. Our sample
shows that a striking number of QAP militants had relatives in the organisation. The
following are just a few of the many examples of relatives within the QAP (see
appendix for references):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faysal al‐Dukhayyil, his brother Bandar and their cousin Ahmad al‐
Dukhayyil
Fahd al‐Juwayr and his cousin Khalid al‐Farraj (who seem to have had two
other militant cousins)
Mansur Faqih and his brother Hasan
Muhammad al‐Suwaylimi and brother Ahmad
Mustafa al‐Ansari, his brother Ayman and their cousins Samir and Sami al‐
Ansari
Fayiz al‐Juhani, his brother Id al‐Juhani and their cousin Turki al‐Huzaymi
Abd al‐Karim al‐Yaziji and his cousin Abd al‐Rahman

If we include people who had relatives in the broader jihadist community, the list
becomes even longer. Examples include
•
•
•

Isa al‐Awshan, who had a brother on Guantanamo and another brother who
died in Afghanistan in 2001
Fayez and Id al Juhani, who lost three cousins in Falluja in Iraq in 2004
Abd al‐Rahman al‐Jubara, whose brother Muhammad al‐Jubara is in
Guantanamo

34 These “revived” veterans included Ibrahim al‐Rayis, Khalid al‐Sabit, Ali al‐Harbi, Saud al‐Utaybi,
Bandar al‐Ghamidi and others.
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•
•
•

Mansur and Hasan Faqih, whose brother Fahd was killed in Afghanistan in
1998
Amir al‐Shihri, whose brother Zaydan died in Afghanistan in late 2001
Abd al‐Muhsin al‐Shabanat whose brother Badr died in Afghanistan in late
2001

Given that people tend to have more friends and acquaintances than brothers and
cousins, it is reasonable to assume that the number of pre‐existing friendship links
within the QAP was even higher than the number of family links. It would thus seem
that QAP recruited primarily within a relatively closely interlinked jihadist
community. The QAP essentially seems to have consisted of jihad veterans and their
acquaintances. This has important implications for the motivations and social
dynamics involved in recruitment to the QAP.

3. Motivations
There are two important differences between motivational dynamics in this
biographical sample and those of earlier Saudi jihadists. First, the nature of the
QAP’s activities was more controversial and more obvious to potential recruits than
the vague idea of jihad or training in Afghanistan. As we saw in Chapters 5 and 9,
early jihadists were often driven by adventurism and did not know exactly what
they would be doing in Afghanistan. Recruits to the QAP could not claim such
ignorance – they knew they would be killing people in the streets of Riyadh.
The other difference was that many QAP recruits were already active
jihadists. A number of people, particularly in the core sample, worked on a campaign
from day one of their return and were never really “recruited” as such.35 Other
returnees from Afghanistan had already reached an advanced stage of radicalisation
and had internalised, to a greater or lesser extent, the global jihadist ideology taught
in al‐Qaida’s training camps.
As a result, the sources often do not mention motivations for joining the QAP,
because they are taken for granted. The martyr biographies often explained why a
person went to Afghanistan, but viewed the joining the QAP as a natural extension

These “pioneers” included Mihmas al‐Dawsary, Fahd al‐Sa’di, Mitib al‐Muhayyani, Abd al‐Aziz al‐
Muqrin, Talal al‐Anbari; Turki al‐Mutayri, Turki al‐Dandani, Ali al‐Ghamidi and Yusuf al‐Ayiri.
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of the jihad in Afghanistan. Another consequence is that the few available indications
of motivations are very stylised and close to the “official” discourse of the al‐Qaida
ideologues. It is thus very difficult to distinguish between personal motivations and
group propaganda.
Therefore this section is somewhat shorter and more based on interpretation
of behaviour than the corresponding sections of Chapters 5 and 9. I argue here that
there were thee prevalent types of motivations for joining the QAP: first, global
jihadist ideology; second, companionship; and third, self‐defence.
Global Jihadist Ideology
The most commonly cited motivation was the same as the declared aim of the QAP,
namely to end the perceived U.S. military occupation of Saudi Arabia. Some
emphasised the political justification for this struggle, namely to end the occupation
of the Kingdom and to stop the U.S. military from using airbases in Saudi Arabia for
attacks on Muslims in Afghanistan and Iraq. Others emphasised the religious
dimension, quoting the injunction by the Prophet that “there shall not be two
religions on the Arabian Peninsula” or the need to “expel the polytheists from the
Arabian Peninsula.” As explained in Chapter 2, these were the main themes of all the
QAP’s publications and do not require further elaboration.
Interestingly, a number of people who joined the QAP, usually individuals
who had not been to Afghanistan, initially wanted to go and fight in Iraq, but were
convinced to stay by QAP recruiters (see below). This suggests that a number of
recruits had an initial preference for classical jihadism, not global jihad or
revolutionary activism.
Ideological anti‐regime views seem to have played a much smaller role than
anti‐Americanism in motivating QAP recruits. Many were of course hostile to the
police and the security services and may have joined the QAP to escape
imprisonment, as we shall see below. Moreover, as the campaign proceeded, the
QAP’s discourse became more regime‐critical, and most active QAP fighters no
doubt came to see themselves as being at war both with the Crusaders and with the
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Saudi security establishment. However, only a few QAP members seem to have been
driven primarily by ideological regime hostility from the very start.36
Companionship and Loyalty
A second type of motivation for joining the militant underground was the desire for
companionship with other jihadists and a sense of loyalty toward comrades‐in‐arms
from Afghanistan.
Some of the early members of the al‐Ayiri network emphasised the fact that
they had sworn an oath in Afghanistan to continue their jihad on the Arabian
Peninsula.37 As we saw in Chapter 11, there are several accounts of returnees who in
2002 were looking for their lost friends from Afghanistan and rejoiced upon meeting
them again in the Kingdom. It seems that many returnees had great affection for
their friends from Afghanistan and were longing for the special atmosphere of
companionship and chivalry which they had experienced in the “Land of Honour”
[ard al‐izza]. Their socio‐economic reintegration problems probably further
strengthened their inclination to remain within the jihadist community.
The companionship factor was important not only for the jihad veterans, but
also for many others in the extended jihadist community who found themselves
under increasing pressure from the authorities. Because the jihadist community was
relatively closed and tight‐knit, a person could find himself in a situation where
several or even most of his good friends joined the QAP. Many thus chose to follow
them into the militant underground. The importance of loyalty increased as the QAP
members became more and more persecuted. A number of people joined the QAP
after seeing a friend or relative appear on the wanted list; Ahmad al‐Suwaylimi, for
example, joined the militants after seeing his brother Muhammad’s name on the list

One such person was Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil, who in 2002 worked on “raising awareness on the
infidelity of the tyrant,” wrote letters to the ulama and gave fiery speeches in mosques around Riyadh
(see Chapter 10 on the Dar al‐Ifta incident); al‐Qaʹqaʹ al‐Najdi, ʺal‐shaykh ahmad bin nasir al‐dukhayyilʺ,
Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 5 (2003)
37 ʺmitʹib al‐muhayyaniʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 4 (2003); Usama al‐Najdi, ʺtalal al‐anbari: haydara al‐jiddawi [Talal
al‐Anbari: Haydara from Jidda]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 17 (2004)
36
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in June 2005.38 For many of these people, joining the QAP was a declaration of loyalty
to their friends more than a statement of ideology.
The notions of companionship and loyalty were closely associated with those
of chivalry and heroism. Judging from the discourse of the QAP’s publications, it is
clear that the militants saw themselves as part of a pioneering vanguard of holy
warriors. Many recruits, particularly those who had already been to Afghanistan,
seem to have been attracted to the chivalrous dimension of the QAP’s jihad. Former
QAP militants have emphasised the role of adventurism. In a TV interview, a former
militant noted that the QAP recruitment effort ʺtaps into the romanticism of youth.
They rely on dashing elements who love adventure... particularly the 20‐year‐olds
who wish to prove themselves.ʺ39
Self-Defence and Vengeance
A third type of motivation for joining the QAP was fear and anger over the police
crackdown on the jihadist community. As we saw in Chapter 10, police began a
campaign of arrests in late 2002 which would escalate rapidly in 2003, particularly
after the QAP campaign begun. A number of people found themselves on wanted
lists and would hear about friends and relatives who had been arrested by police.
Many of them chose to join the militant underground as an alternative to
imprisonment and possible torture.
Some were driven partly by fear and saw involvement with the militants as a
strategy of self‐defence. A significant number of people in the broadly defined
“jihadist community” who were initially not directly involved with the al‐Ayiri
network joined the QAP after they realised they were on the radar of the authorities.
This was notably the case with a number of radical preachers (who would later
become QAP ideologues) such as Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil, Abdallah al‐Rushud and
Hamad al‐Humaydi.40 It was only after being chased by police that they joined the

ʺmajmuʹat maqalat al‐shahid muhammad bin ʹabd al‐rahman al‐suwaylimi [Collection of Articles of the
Martyr Muhammad bin Abd al‐Rahman al‐Suwailimi]ʺ (www.al‐hesbah.org, 13 April 2006).
39 Rawya Rageh, ʺEx‐Militants: al‐Qaida Preys on Young Menʺ, Associated Press, 22 September 2004.
40 See al‐Qaʹqaʹ al‐Najdi, ʺal‐shaykh ahmad bin nasir al‐dukhayyilʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 5 (2003) Abdallah al‐
Rushud, ʺbayan hawla ahdath ʹal‐iftaʹ [Statement on the Ifta Events]ʺ (www.tawhed.ws, 14 November
2002) and Abdallah al‐Rashid, ʺal‐ʹalim al‐mujahid hamad bin ʹabdallah al‐humaydi [The Mujahid Scholar
38
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militant underground, where they found protection. As we saw in Chapter 10, Nasir
al‐Fahd, Ali al‐Khudayr and Nasir al‐Khalidi followed a similar path, and it is
reasonable to assume that they would have remained with the QAP had they not
been arrested in May 2003. In the summer and autumn of 2003, when the police
dragnet widened, more people joined the QAP immediately after learning that they
were wanted by the police. Muhammad al‐Suwaylim, for example, ”joined the QAP
in mid‐2003 after being sought by the Interior Ministry.”41 Another good example is
the case of Khalid al‐Sabit, a veteran of the Chechen jihad, who was involved with
fundraising for Afghanistan and Chechnya but not with the QAP proper. In
September 2003, shortly after Crown Prince Abdallah’s return from a visit to Moscow
which likely included intelligence exchange on Saudis formerly in Chechnya, Khalid
became wanted by the police. He then decided to go underground and “joined a safe
house with around 80 other mujahidin.”42
Others seem to have been driven more by anger and a desire for vengeance
for the perceived injustice they or their friends had suffered at the hands of the
security services. Some QAP recruits were themselves alleged torture victims. In the
film Badr al‐Riyadh, Ali al‐Harbi (one of the suicide bombers in the November 2003
Muhayya bombing) spoke at length about the torture he and his friends had suffered
in al‐Ruways prison in the mid‐1990s.43 Another example is Khalid al‐Baghdadi (one
of the suicide bombers in the May 2003 Riyadh bombing) who had been detained by
police in 2002. Shortly after his arrival from Afghanistan, he was approached by
officials from the interior ministry who politely requested him to come over for “five
minutes of questioning.” Instead he was imprisoned for five months and allegedly
subjected to torture. “When he was released,” his biography noted, “he joined the
Mujahidin on the Peninsula.”44 A number of people who had not been detained

Hamad bin Abdallah al‐Humaydi]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 29 (2005). See also the biography of Abd al‐
Muhsin al‐Shabanat, who allegedly came to Ahmad a‐Dukhayyil’s rescue after the Dar al‐Ifta incident
in November 2002; see Turki al‐Mutayri, ʺabd al‐muhsin al‐shabanat: shahid fi yawm ʹidʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no.
23 (2004).
41 ʺmajmuʹat maqalat al‐shahid muhammad bin ʹabd al‐rahman al‐suwaylimi [Collection of Articles of the
Martyr Muhammad bin Abd al‐Rahman al‐Suwailimi]ʺ (www.al‐hesbah.org, 13 April 2006).
42 Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 15 (2004).
43 ʺbadr al‐riyadh [The Badr of Riyadh]ʺ (Al‐Sahhab Foundation for Media Production, 4 February 2004).
44 Fawwaz al‐Nashmi, ʺkhalid al‐baghdadi (abu ayub al‐najdi)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004).
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themselves joined the QAP after learning of the death or arrest of a close friend or
relative. For example, Mansur al‐Faqih joined the QAP when his brother Hassan was
arrested in May 2003.45 Fahd al‐Juwayr joined the QAP in early 2005 after two of his
brothers or cousins were killed by police in 2004.46
This brief review of motivations highlights the importance of social as
opposed to ideological factors in QAP recruitment. This tendency was also reflected
in the patterns of joining the QAP.

4. Patterns of Joining
The fact that most QAP members seem to have come from a socially interlinked
community is reflected in the ways in which recruits entered the QAP. Most of the
recruitment seems to have followed pre‐existing social networks and was very
informal in nature.
Because few recruits transcended social networks on their way into the QAP,
it is more difficult to distinguish between top‐down and bottom up recruitment
processes than it was in Chapters 5 and 9. The recruitment narratives contain very
few examples of random encounters with recruiters or inspiration from public
sermons. There are no examples of people being lured into the QAP in 2002 or 2003
by shady recruiters at summer camps or in schools. Conversely, relatively few joined
the QAP on their own initiative. There are some exceptions, such as the case of Sami
al‐Luhaybi who carried out an attack on the U.S. marine base in Jubayl on his own
initiative before joining the QAP.47 Some operations, such as the Yanbu shooting
spree on 1 May 2004 were carried out by independent cells that had not been in close
contact with the QAP organisation.48 There were also indications of people being
inspired by the QAP’ massive Internet media campaign to provide various forms of
assistance, but few became militants in this way.49 It may be that the grassroot

See Raid Qusti, “Background of the Most Wanted Terrorists: Part 4”, Arab News, 14 December 2003.
Fahd al‐Juwayr deepened his involvement in the QAP after two of his brothers were killed by Saudi
police; see Abdullah al‐Shihri, “Leader of al‐Qaida in Saudi Arabia killed”, Associated Press, 28 February
2006.
46 al‐Sharq al‐Awsat, 4 July 2005.
47 Khalil al‐Makki, ʺsami al‐luhaybi: ʹazimat al‐rijalʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 6 (2003).
48 Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, ʺli‐kull al‐raghibiyyin fiʹl‐jihad ʹala ard al‐jazira al‐ʹarabiyya [To all Those who
Desire Jihad on the Arabian Peninsula]ʺ, Muʹaskar al‐Battar, no. 10 (2004).
49 See the numerous “Letters to the editor” published in Sawt al‐Jihad no. 8, 20, 21, 26, 27 and 28.
45
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interest was not large enough or that the QAP was reluctant, for security reasons, to
integrate people without recommendations. Either way, few people entered the QAP
without knowing someone in the jihadist community. I argue here that there were
three main types of processes which brought people into the QAP, neither of which
can easily be classified as “top‐down” or “bottom up” recruitment: persuasion,
incrimination and protection.
Persuasion
The first and most widespread type of recruitment consisted of QAP activists simply
persuading other people in the jihadist community to join them in launching a jihad
on the Arabian Peninsula. This type of process typically occurred at informal social
gatherings in the homes of people in the Arab Afghan community.50 For example,
Bandar al‐Dukhayyil recalled meeting Ali al‐Harbi at a gathering for jihad youth in
2002 and remembered that “Ali was arguing strongly in favour of jihad on the
Arabian Peninsula.”51 Another veteran jihadist, Ibrahim al‐Rayis, wanted to go to
Iraq in the spring of 2003, but “he met one of the brothers who suggested that he join
the mujahidin on the Arabian Peninsula instead.”52 A particularly illustrating
example of these recruitment processes is found in the biography of Musa’id al‐
Subay’i, a recent returnee from Afghanistan. In early 2003,
“Musa’id, Abdallah al‐Subay‘i and Abd al‐Ilah al‐Utaybi were trying together
to get hold of travel documents to go to Iraq. At this point Musa‘id met Abd
al‐Muhsin Shabanat, and they became good friends. Abd al‐Muhsin was in
contact with the people doing jihad work inside Saudi Arabia, and he
introduced Musa’id to one of the mujahidin. Musa’id consulted with his
friends Abdallah al‐Subay‘i and Abd al‐Ilah al‐Utaybi and together they
decided to join.”53
From late 2002 onward, the advocates of jihad in Saudi Arabia also organised get‐
togethers specifically intended to persuade others in the Arab Afghan community to
join the nascent QAP. Radical sheikhs such as Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil gave clandestine

Abd al‐Latif al‐Khudayri would receive people in his house, would organize meetings for others in his
house.
51 ʺʹali al‐maʹbadi al‐harbi: batal badr al‐riyadhʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 24 (2004).
52 Saʹud al‐Utaybi, ʺibrahim al‐rayis: thabbat hatta al‐mamatʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 9 (2004).
53 Abdallah al‐Subayʹi, ʺmusaʹid al‐subayʹi: rajul fi zaman qalla fihi al‐rijal [Musaʹid al‐Subayʹi: A Man in a
Time When Men are Scarce]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 19 (2004).
50
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lectures for small groups of people in the jihadist community.54 Some people, such as
Abd al‐Rahman al‐Harbi, joined the mujahidin after meeting Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil.55
It is still not clear whether the most prominent radical Saudi sheikhs (such as Nasir
al‐Fahd and Ali al‐Khudayr) were directly involved in this mobilisation effort. On
the one hand, there are no explicit references in the QAP literature to secret meetings
or recruitment rallies involving these sheikhs. On the other hand, several of their
students were later found in the militants’ ranks.56
Incrimination
The second main pattern of entry to the QAP consisted of people more or less
unwittingly becoming drawn into the organisation after extending assistance to old
friends and relatives in the militant underground. Militants on the run from police
would seek various forms of help, such as shelter, money or transport, from old
friends. This would often lead to the helper himself becoming wanted by the police
and persuaded by the cause and eventually choosing to join the militants. This was
notably the case with Saud al‐Utaybi. 57
While most of these processes were natural, in the sense that the militant
asking for help was genuinely acting out of desperation, there are indications that
some QAP members purposely asked for favours from friends and relatives
specifically to implicate them and complicate their extraction from the group.58 In the
TV program Inside the Cell, imprisoned militants explained how QAP members
would consciously try to implicate acquaintances:
“They would say that some youths were wanted [by the security services] or
were mujahidin on their way to Iraq and were in need of money or a rented
flat for a short period of time. In this way, a person [extending help to these
mujahidin] could find himself enrolled in the cell without knowing”.59

The police raid on the safe house in the al‐Shifa district in Riyadh on 16 November 2002 allegedly
interrupted one such lecture by Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil (see Chapter 10).
55 Dhayyab al‐Utaybi, ʺabd al‐rahman bin abdallah al‐harbiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 26 (2004).
56 Saʹd al‐ʹAnzi, ʺʹabd al‐latif bin hamad al‐khudayriʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 27 (2004).
57 ʺliqaʹ maʹ al‐shaykh al‐mujahid saʹud bin hamud al‐ʹutaybi [Meeting with the Mujahid Sheikh Saʹud bin
Hamud al‐ʹUtaybi],ʺ Sawt al‐Jihad 2003.
58 Rawya Rageh, ʺEx‐Militants: al‐Qaida Preys on Young Menʺ, Associated Press, 22 September 2004.
59 Ibid.
54
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Another thing worth noting about this testimony is the way in which the QAP
exploited sympathy for the jihad in Iraq for their own purposes. This echoed al‐
Qaida’s exploitation of the Chechen issue between 1999 and 2001 (see Chapter 8) and
illustrated the parasitic relationship between global jihadism and classical jihadism.
Protection
The third main type of entry to the QAP consisted of jihadists seeking out friends
and acquaintances in the QAP in a quest for protection from the police. As explained
above, a number of people in the jihadist community who were initially not involved
with the QAP decided to join after becoming wanted by the police.
While this flow of recruits to some extent represented recruitment “from
below,” there are also strong indications that QAP insiders systematically worked to
fuel the fears of the police in the jihadist community in order to increase this type
recruitment. Former militants have explained how QAP leaders would provide
graphic descriptions of the horrific torture which would befall militants in case they
were captured, thus fostering a culture of fear of the police.60 This not only served to
demonize the enemy, but also to decrease the risk of defection and increase the
willingness of militants to fight to the death rather than surrender.
Conclusions
This chapter has examined micro‐level dynamics of recruitment to the QAP through
an analysis of 259 individual biographies of militants active in Saudi Arabia between
2002 and 2006. The analysis generated several important findings. First of all, it
showed that although there are no clear socio‐economic factors which explain their
radicalisation, the QAP militants represented a less diverse and a less well‐off group
than the samples studied in chapters 5 and 9. The statistics showed a heavy
concentration of militants from the Riyadh area, thus confirming the urban nature
and continued “najdification” of Saudi jihadism. Overall, QAP militants were lower
middle‐class, largely unemployed and had a lower level of education than earlier
Saudi jihadists, despite being on average around 4 years older.

60 Ibid.; P. K. Abdul Ghafour, ʺAl‐Qaeda Controls Young Operatives by Torture Threatsʺ, Arab News, 23
September 2004.
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Second, QAP militants consisted primarily of jihad veterans and their friends
and relatives. My data suggests that the QAP recruited primarily within the closed
universe of the Arab Afghan community. A considerable number of people in the
QAP were relatives, and an even large number of people were linked by prior bonds
of friendship. Moreover, the jihad experience largely explains the radicalism of the
QAP, because the returnees from Afghanistan had not only undergone unique
processes of violence acculturation, but also because jihadist activism often brought
imprisonment and torture, which further radicalised and embittered many recruits.
Third, QAP recruits seem to have been driven by three main types of
motivations; the ideological conviction of the need to fight Westerners inside Saudi
Arabia; social affection and loyalty to their friends in the jihadist community; and a
personal sense of fear and anger toward the police crackdown on the jihadists.
Fourth, recruitment patterns followed pre‐existing social relationships and
few recruits transcended social networks on their way into the QAP. People were
brought into the QAP through three types of processes: persuasion, incrimination
and protection. Some joined because they were persuaded by jihadist friends to join
the local jihad, others were gradually drawn into the organisation through the
extension of assistance to QAP members on the run, while yet others sought out
contacts in the QAP because they needed protection from the police.
Those who joined the jihad on the Arabian Peninsula faced a difficult battle.
On the one hand, they were part of a well‐prepared militant organisation of highly
trained and motivated fighters who were taking on U.S. interests in a time of
unprecedented anti‐Americanism. On the other hand, they faced the media and
security apparatus of the Saudi state with its vast resources and Western allies. The
next and final chapter will look at the outcome of this confrontation.
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13

The Failure of the QAP Experiment

The East Riyadh operation was just the beginning. The May 2003 attack was followed
by a seemingly endless series of shootouts and attacks, each of which raised concern
about the security situation in the Kingdom. For a long time, the view of many
Western analysts was pessimistic.1 In the early summer of 2004, when the
atmosphere was at its most tense, many believed that the situation was spinning out
of control.2 Yet none of these prophesies of doom materialised. On the contrary, and
to the surprise of many, the violence subsided. Although shootouts persisted and
operations were attempted, the QAP failed to carry out a single major successful
attack in 2005 and 2006.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the evolution of the QAP campaign
between 2003 and 2006 and explain why it failed. This inquiry is relevant for the
analysis because it will enable me to verify some of the arguments put forward in the
previous chapters. There are two sets of arguments in particular which I hope to
confirm. The first regards the factors behind QAP’s mobilisation. For example, if the
QAP grew by exploiting weak policing (see Chapter 10 and 11) and recruiting from a
closed network (see Chapter 12), we should expect it to suffer as the State filled
security loopholes and as the recruitment base was cropped. The second set of
arguments concerns the dynamics between socio‐revolutionary, classical jihadist and
global jihadist activism in Saudi Arabia. For example, if regime‐oriented violence is

For the record, this author was not among the pessimists. As early as January 2004, at a seminar in
Paris, I publicly predicted the downfall of the QAP.
2 See for example Dan Murphy, ʺAll‐Out War Between Al Qaeda and House of Saud Under Wayʺ,
Christian Science Monitor, 3 June 2004. One of the most gloomy predictions was made by the leading
private intelligence firm Stratfor; see for example ʺSaudi Arabia: Al Qaedaʹs Many Layers,ʺ Stratfor
Intelligence Brief, 16 June 2004.
1
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rare and controversial in the Kingdom (see Chapter 2), the QAP would presumably
struggle to recruit if it was perceived as socio‐revolutionary. Moreover, if the
analytical distinction between global jihadists and classical jihadists (see chapter 1
and 6) is operational, then we should expect a degree of debate and competition
between proponents for jihad in Saudi Arabia and advocates of jihad in Iraq. Also, if
classical jihadism has broader appeal than global jihadist and socio‐revolutionary
activism, then the Iraqi jihad would come out victorious from this competition.
The chapter is divided into two parts. The first part will describe the
evolution of the QAP campaign from an operational perspective between May 2003
and December 2006. In the second part I will analyse the causes of the failure of the
QAP experiment.

1. Evolution of the QAP Campaign
Before I can explain why the QAP campaign developed the way it did, I need to
establish in factual terms how it evolved, because the current literature lacks a good
overview of the QAP campaign.3 This first section will therefore provide a
descriptive overview of the evolution of the campaign. Since I am concerned with the
operational strength of the organisation, I will pay particular attention to patterns in
the violence as well as major changes in the QAP’s organisational structure.
Broadly speaking, the QAP campaign began in strength, gradually decreased
and eventually failed. However, the level of violence oscillated throughout the
campaign, and it is possible to distinguish between five major phases: A first phase
of reorganisation after initial setbacks; a second period of consolidation and revenge
on security forces, a third phase marked by the QAP’s final offensive; a fourth phase
witnessing the death cramps of the original QAP; and a fifth phase characterised by
the new generation’s failed attempts to revive the campaign.

3 Among the few studies that provide a partial overview are Nawaf Obaid and Anthony Cordesman,
ʺAl‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Asymmetric Threats and Islamic Extremistsʺ (Washington: Center for
Strategic and International Studies, 6 January 2005)and Andrzej Ancygier, Al‐Qaʹida in Saudi Arabia 2003
and 2004 (Berlin: Grin Verlag für akademische Texte, 2005).
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Setback and Reorganisation (May-November 2003)
The East Riyadh bombing on 12 May 2003 provoked a massive police crackdown on
the Saudi jihadist community. The summer of 2003 saw a large number of arrests and
shootouts across the country (see Text Box 1). The crackdown dented the al‐Ayiri
network very severely. Between 13 May and 8 November, at least 26 militants died,
including top leaders Yusuf al‐Ayiri, Turki al‐Dandani and Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil. An
unknown number of people (at least 100) were detained, including key operatives
such as Ali al‐Ghamidi. The renegade Burayda sheikhs were picked up in Medina,
and a large number of other scholars were discreetly detained throughout the
summer, leaving the militants without clerical backing.4 Moreover, the network lost
crucial resources and infrastructure as police uncovered more and more safe houses.
o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o

o

28 May ‐ Arrests of the sheikhs: Fifteen people – including Ali al‐Khudayr, Nasir al‐Fahd and
Ahmad al‐Khalidi – were arrested in Medina .
31 May ‐ Killing of Yusuf al‐Ayiri. Police killed Yusuf al‐Ayiri and his companion during a car
chase near Turba in the Ha’il province. Two police officers were killed and two were wounded.
14‐15 June ‐ Khalidiyya events: Police raided an apartment in the Khalidiyya neighbourhood of
Mecca, killing five militants and arresting five. Two policemen were killed, while nine others
were wounded. On 15 June, police arrested another seven people from the Khalidiyya flat in a
different location in Mecca.
3 July ‐ Killing of Turki al‐Dandani: Senior militant Turki al‐Dandani and two accomplices died
during a siege and gunbattle with police in a safe house in the Jawf province.
28 July ‐ Killing of Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil: Militant ideologue Ahmad al‐Dukhayyil was killed
during a shootout with police at a farm in the Qasim province. Four other militants and two
policemen died. One militant and eight policemen were wounded.
12 August ‐ First battle of Suwaidi: A five‐hour shootout in the al‐Suwaydi district of Riyadh led
to the death of four policemen and a militant. Five militants were arrested, but seven escaped.
15 August ‐ Jizan arrests: 200 policemen stormed a weapons storage facility and arrested 21
people in a village in the Jizan province.
23 September ‐ Jizan hospital siege: A gunbattle at a hospital compound in Jizan led to the death
of a police officer and three militants, including senior militant Sultan al‐Qahtani. Two
militants and four policemen were wounded.
6 November ‐ Second battle of Suwaidi: A fierce gunbattle erupted in Riyadh’s Suwaydi district as
police tried to raid a safe‐house for militants. One militant was killed and eight policemen were
wounded

Text Box 1: Major Crackdowns and Shootouts, May‐November 2003. See Appendix 1 for sources.

4 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan. A list of alleged detainees in Saudi prisons accessed on jihadist
websites by this author in April 2005 contained the names of 48 scholars ; ʺbayan bi‐asmaʹ al‐muʹtaqalin fi
sujun al‐mabahit fiʹl‐mamlaka [Statement with Names of Detainees in Mabahith Prisons in the Kingdom]ʺ
(Unidentified jihadist website (URL address not noted), April 2005).
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The crackdown led the remaining militants to scrap the original five‐cell
structure envisaged by al‐Ayiri (see Chapter 11) and start a process of improvised
reorganisation. This process was characterised by a concerted effort to convey the
impression to the outside world that the QAP was a large and formalised
organisation. In September 2003 they notably established a specialised media unit
under the name Sawt al‐Jihad which was charged with producing propaganda
magazines and videos. In November 2003 they also began using the name “al‐Qaida
on the Arabian Peninsula” for the first time.5 This was most likely an attempt at
compensating for the weakness and disarray caused by the mid‐2003 crackdown.
And it worked; from late 2003 to late 2004, the QAP’s very sophisticated media
campaign made the organisation look much larger and more coherent than was
really the case on the ground.
Details of the operational aspects of this reorganisation remain sparse. A
Western diplomatic source with access to intelligence assessments said the view at
the time was that three major clusters of militants had crystallised in late 2003; two in
the Riyadh area and one in the Hijaz.6 However, it is not clear how each cluster was
organised or whether there was a central strategic leadership. Al‐Ayiri’s successor as
Bin Ladin’s main man in the Kingdom was most likely the Saudi‐Yemeni Khalid al‐
Haj, but the latter’s degree of involvement in operational planning is uncertain. His
name is conspicuously absent from the QAP’s publications in this period. What we
do know is that the network’s centre of gravity was in Riyadh – for this was where
most major operations would take place over the next 12 months.
By the late autumn of 2003, the organisation had regrouped and was ready to
launch a new offensive. On 8 November 2003, came the second major operation in
the Kingdom, namely the Muhayya bombing. Two suicide bombers, later described
in QAP propaganda as the Truth Brigades [kata’ib al‐haqq], drove an explosives‐filled
van painted as a police car into the al‐Muhayya residential compound, killing 17
people and wounding over 120. The attack was timed to coincide with the
anniversary of the 7th century Battle of Badr, and the bombing vehicle carried

5
6

ʺbayan hawla al‐taraju‘at al‐akhira [Statement on the Recent Retractions]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 5 (2003).
Interview with Western diplomatic source.
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registration number 313, evoking the number of Muslim participants in the historic
battle.7 The QAP video Badr of Riyadh later documented the preparation and
execution of the attack in extraordinary detail.8 However, the operation turned out to
be a public relations disaster for the militants, because most of the casualties were
Arabs and Muslims, many of them children, and because it happened during
Ramadan. Muhayya was widely considered a turning point in the campaign because
it turned popular opinion firmly against the militants.9 Nevertheless, the QAP
planned another major compound bombing in Riyadh for late 2003. On 25
November, police raided a house and discovered a vehicle laden with even more
explosives than was used in the Muhayya attack. They also found a video containing
surveillance footage of the Seder compound in Riyadh. PR backlash or not, the QAP
was set to continue their struggle.
Consolidation and Revenge (December 2003-March 2004)

From December 2003 to March 2004 there was a relative lull in the violence. The
summer crackdown and the November operations had drained the QAP’s
resources, and the group needed time to restructure. Moreover, the PR backlash
from the Muhayya bombing combined with the publication of a new list of 26
wanted men on 6 December forced the militants to lie low. The gunfights
between police and militants continued, but with reduced frequency (see Text
Box 2). With the exception of the 29 January clash, the militants were rarely found
in groups of more than three people, and they were more often discovered on the
road than inside houses. Moreover, practically all of the security incidents and
arrests took place in the Riyadh area.

The Battle of Badr took place on 17 Ramadan in year 2 of the hijri calendar. In 2003, 17 Ramadan fell on
10 November. There are other examples of this kind of timing from the modern history of militant
Islamism. During the 1980s Afghanistan war, Arab fighters in the so called Ma’sada camp launched a
raid under the name ”Badr” on 17 Ramadan 1407, i.e. 15 May 1987; see Basil Muhammad, al‐ansar al‐
ʹarab fi afghanistan [The Arab Supporters in Afghanistan], 2nd ed. (Riyadh: Lajnat al‐Birr al‐Islamiyya,
1991), 300. There was also a Battle of Badr in the Bosnian jihad.
8 The rationale for the operation was carefully explained in Sawt al‐Jihad; see ʺal‐ʹamaliyya al‐ʹaskariyya
ʹala mujammaʹ al‐salibiyyin bi‐iskan muhayya [The Military Operation on the Crusader Compound in
Muhayya]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 5 (2003).
9 Neil MacFarquhar, ʺAmong Saudis, Attack Has Soured Qaeda Supportersʺ, New York Times, 11
November 2003; Josh Meyer, ʺArab World Recoils at Saudi Bombingʺ, Los Angeles Times, 11 November
2003.
7
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o
o

o
o

8 December – al‐Rayyis killing: Police shot and killed veteran jihadist (and former Bayt Shubra
member) Ibrahim al‐Rayyis at a petrol station in Riyadh’s Suwaydi district.
29 January – The Farraj patricide: Hamud al‐Farraj notified police that his son Khalid was hiding
weapons in a house in Riyadh. When the police and the father went to inspect the house, they
came under heavy fire by a group of militants which included Khalid al‐Farraj. Six policemen
and the father died. Seven militants were subsequently arrested.
18 February – Riyadh killing : An unidentified militant was shot and killed by police in Riyadh
15 March – al‐Haj killing: Leading QAP member Khalid al‐Haj and his aide were shot and killed
by police in Riyadh.

Text Box 2: Major Shootouts, December 2003‐ March 2004. See Appendix 1 for sources.

December 2003 saw a new and interesting development, namely the first
attacks against Saudi security forces (see Text Box 3).10 This was significant
because such attacks were historically rare. As we saw in Chapter 2, extreme
rejectionists had blown up empty police cars in the Qasim in the early 1990s, and
gunmen had attacked local policemen in Jawf in 2002 and 2003, but never before
had militants targeted the heart of the Saudi security establishment in this way.11
The attacks were no doubt motivated by a desire for revenge for the police
crackdown in the previous months. QAP texts and videos from this period
suggest that the militants felt frustrated that the police were obstructing their
efforts to attack Western targets.12

o
o
o

4 December – Huwayrini attack: Gunmen wounded Major‐General Abd al‐Aziz al‐Huwayrini, a
senior Interior ministry official, in an attack in Riyadh.
Mid‐December –Mabahith car bomb attempt: Police defused a car bomb near the headquarters of
the Saudi intelligence services
29 December – Mabahith car bomb: A bomb exploded in the parked car of Ibrahim al‐Dhali’, a
major in the intelligence service

Text Box 3: Attacks on Security Services, December 2003. See Appendix 1 for sources.

There were also unconfirmed reports of an attempt on the life of Muhammad bin Nayif in early
December 2003. In March 2004, an incident occurred in al‐Aflaj, where a police chief was attacked by
gunmen and wounded in the legs, but the circumstances of this attack remain unclear.
11 It is important to stress that Maj.‐Gen. al‐Huwayrini and Muhammad bin Nayif, despite being ”high‐
value targets”, were relatively accessible figures, because they had long acted as liaisons or contact
points between the state and the broader Islamist community. An assassination attempt would not have
required extensive surveillance or inside information.
12 See for example the films Badr al‐Riyadh and Echo of Jihad in which QAP members vent their anger and
frustration over the police.
10
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However, the most interesting thing about these attacks was that they
were not claimed by the QAP, but rather attributed to a mysterious organization
called the “Haramain Brigades” [kata’ib al‐haramayn].13 At the time, the
appearance of a new group caused much speculation among analysts. It has since
emerged that the attacks were in fact carried out by core QAP members, and that
the “Haramain Brigades” was a fictitious entity invented to prevent the QAP
from being associated with the “dirty work” of attacking Saudi policemen.14 This
is very significant, because it shows that the QAP feared being perceived as
socio‐revolutionaries. They no doubt realized that this would undermine
whatever public support that was left for their campaign. The name QAP had to
be reserved for the declared “Westerners first” strategy. This strengthens the
argument that the QAP relied on global jihadist discourse and violence to
mobilize followers (see Chapter 2). However, by attacking security forces, the
QAP had taken one step closer to socio‐revolutionary activism.
Spring Offensive and QAP Collapse (April-July 2004)
From early April 2004 onwards there was a marked increase in the level of violence
in the Kingdom. The period from April to June 2004 constituted the peak of the QAP
campaign in terms of attack frequency and media impact. The offensive marked Abd
al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin’s assumption of the leadership of the QAP after the death of
Khalid al‐Haj on 15 March. The QAP seems to have been planning a series of suicide
car bombs for the spring of 2004. In the course of a week in mid‐April, police
discovered as many as five vehicles in the process of being rigged with explosives.
More explosives‐laden cars were found in May and June.

ʺbayan kataʹib al‐haramain [Statement of the Haramain Brigades]ʺ
(http://www.hostinganime.com/kataeb, dated 4 January 2004).
14 This has been confirmed by former QAP members; see Mahmoud Ahmad, “Al‐Qaeda Operatives Are
an Ignorant Lot, Say Former Members”, Arab News, 3 October 2003. It is not clear exactly who among
the QAP core acted in the name of the Haramain Brigades. Source 2, a reliable source with contacts in
the Saudi security establishment told this author that the Haramain Brigades was in fact a cell led by
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin. During a discussion about the Haramain brigades on the jihadist forum al‐
Hisba in 2006 a prominent contributor (Abu al‐Qa’qa’) was adamant that the Brigades had been a cell
led by Sa’ud al‐Utaybi; ʺmadha hadatha li‐jamaʹat kataʹib la‐haramain? [What Happened to the Haramain
Brigades?]ʺ (www.al‐hesbah.org, 11 May 2006).
13
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In April and May, police continued their hunt for QAP militants, which
resulted in several shootouts and sieges of militant safe houses (see Text Box 4).

o

o
o
o

5 April – Rawda shootout: Saudi security forces shot dead a suspected militant after a car chase
in the Rawda area of Riyadh. The dead militant’s companion seek refuge in a nearby house
and is wounded and arrested after a seven hour siege.
12 April – Fayha incident:A policeman and a militant are killed and four policemen wounded in
a gunbattle at a safe house in the Fayha area of Riyadh.
22 April – Jidda shootout: Three militants were killed and a policeman was wounded in a
protracted gunbattle and siege on a safe house in the al‐Safa area of Jidda.
20 May – Burayda siege: Four militants and a policeman were killed in a shootout and siege at a
rest house in the Khudayra area of Burayda. Two policemen were injured.

Text Box 4: Major Shootouts, April‐May 2004. See Appendix 1 for sources.

One of the most striking new developments in April 2004 was the considerably more
aggressive attitude of the militants vis‐à‐vis the police (see Text Box 5). In the past,
most shootouts had erupted when militants were cornered by police and attempted
to escape. From April 2004 onward, militants were much less scrupulous about
opening fire on policemen. This reflected the increasing enmity toward the security
forces which had begun to manifest itself in December 2003.

o
o
o
o
o
o

5 April – Jidda: A police officer is shot dead at point blank range during questioning of a suspect
outside a shop
9 April ‐Jidda: A policeman in Jidda is shot and killed by gunmen in a car he had stopped to
inspect
13 April – Unayza: Gunmen in a car attack two separate police patrols on the Riyadh‐Qasim
road, killing four policemen before escaping.
14 April – Uyayna: Militants attack a checkpoint 35 km north‐west of Riyadh, killing a
policeman and injuring another, before escaping into the hills.
20 April – Burayda: A militant opens fire at a checkpoint in Burayda, wounding two policemen
before escaping.
1 June – Taif: Two militants open fire at police at a checkpoint on the Mecca‐Taif highway. They
are killed 12 hours later after fleeing and hiding in a nearby mountainous area

Text Box 5: Main Attacks on Security Forces, April‐June 2004. See Appendix 1 for sources.

In addition to being more “trigger happy” in confrontations with police, militants
also started using heavier weaponry. For example, during the Fayha incident on 12
April, the police were met with rocket‐propelled grenades.
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The fact that the militants and the police were at total war was firmly
underlined on 21 April, when a suicide car bomb – the third in its kind during the
QAP campaign – exploded in front of the headquarters of the traffic police in the
Washm area of central Riyadh. Six people were killed and almost 150 were
wounded. The Washm bombing was another PR setback for the militants, because all
of the casualties were Muslims. In a carefully choreographed act of media
manipulation, the militants first issued a statement on 21 April in the name of
Haramain Brigades claiming the attack, and then released statement on 27 April in
the name of the QAP distancing the latter from the bombing.15 Later, a video entitled
Echo of Jihad, also attributed to the Haramain brigades, documented the preparation
of the attack. Little did the public know that the QAP and the Haramain brigades
were one and the same, and that al‐Muqrin most likely ordered the al‐Washm
bombing.16
As if to emphasise the message that the QAP was only after Western targets,
the militants launched a wave of simple but spectacular attacks on Western
expatriates in May and June 2004. The wave began on 1 May, when a group of four
militants infiltrated the head office of the company ABB in the city of Yanbu on the
West coast and open fire on random employees of Western complexity. Five people
died, in addition to the four attackers. 17The attack marked a significant tactical and
geographical shift by the militants, and it raised fears that al‐Qaida was targeting the
oil industry.18 It later emerged that the Yanbu attack was perpetrated by a cell
operating semi‐independently from the core QAP.19

ʺal‐bayan al‐rabiʹ [Statement no. 4]ʺ (www.qal3ah.org, 21 April 2004); Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin, 27 April
Audio Statement (Sawt al‐Jihad, 2004).
16 Interview with Saud al‐Sarhan.
17 Neil MacFarquhar, ʺFive Foreigners Killed in Attack At Saudi Officeʺ, New York Times, 2 May 2004.
18 Fred Burton, ʺSaudi Arabia: The Shift Toward Precision Strikes,ʺ Stratfor Terrorism Intelligence Weekly, 6
June 2004.
19 Al‐Muqrin himself wrote, ʺthose in the know are aware that al‐Qaeda is an organization which
utilizes a system of cells in which every cell relies on God first, then on its own abilities and for the most
part it does not follow traditional organizational connections. […] The Yanbu cell, which carried out the
heroic and successful operation this month, is one of the finest and most eloquent examples of thisʺ; al‐
Muqrin, ʺli‐kull al‐raghibiyyin fiʹl‐jihad ʹala ard al‐jazira al‐ʹarabiyya [To all Those who Desire Jihad on the
Arabian Peninsula],ʺ The Yanbu operation also differed from preceding and subsequent operations in
that there was no effort to document the attack.
15
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Less than a month later, on 29 May, a very similar operation targeted a
compound in Khobar, on the opposite side of the Kingdom. A group of four militants
referring to themselves as the Jerusalem Squadron [sariyat al‐quds] infiltrated a
residential complex and went on a shooting spree, killing random Westerners and
other non‐Muslims before barricading themselves in a building with a small number
of hostages.20 The attackers seemed to be inspired by the Dubrovka theatre operation
in Moscow and hoped to create an international hostage drama.21 They allegedly
called the TV station al‐Jazeera demanding to be given air time, something the latter
refused.22 When the drama ended a day later, 22 people were dead, while three of the
militants had escaped.
Shortly before the Khobar attack, militants in Riyadh had embarked on a
different, but no less attention‐grabbing strategy, namely assassinations of random
individual Westerners in Riyadh. In the course of three weeks, five such attacks
shook the expatriate community (see Text Box 6).

o
o
o

o
o

22 May: German citizen Jonathan Hermann Bengler was shot by gunmen in a car as he came
out of a bank in Riyadh
2 June: An Americans and a Saudi bystander are wounded when gunmen open fire outside a
compound in Riyadh.
6 June: Irish cameraman Simon Cumbers is killed and British journalist Frank Gardner
critically wounded by gunmen in Riyadh’s Suwaydi district while researching a
documentary about the QAP.
8 June: US citizen Robert Jacobs is killed by gunmen inside his own house in Riyadh
12 June: American citizen Kenneth Scroggs was shot and killed as he parked his car by his
house in Riyadh

Text Box 6: Assassinations of Westerners, May‐June 2004. See Appendix 1 for sources.

For a good study of the Khobar operation, see Michael Knights, ʺThe Khobar Rampage, May 2004ʺ
(JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs Information Group), 2005). See also Abdul Hameed Bakier, ʺLessons
from al‐Qaedaʹs Attack on the Khobar Compoundʺ, Terrorism Monitor 4, no. 16 (2006). The attack was
amply documented by the QAP itself; see ʺbayan bi‐shaʹn ghazwat sariyyat al‐quds [Statement on the Raid
of the Quds Squadron]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, 29 May 2004); ʺal‐taqrir al‐ikhbari al‐hadi ʹashar bi‐shaʹn
tafasil ʹamaliyyat siriyyat al‐quds [News Report Eleven on the Details of the Quds Brigade Operation]ʺ
(www.qa3edoon.com, 30 May 2004); ʺliqaʹ khass maʹ qaʹid siriyyat al‐quds ‐ fawwaz bin muhammad al‐
nashmi [Special Meeting with the Leader of the Quds Squadron Fawwaz bin Muhammad al‐Nashmi]ʺ,
Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004); and ʺsariyat al‐quds [The Quds Squadron]ʺ (Sahhab Foundation for Media
Production, June 2006).
21 Michael Knights, ʺThe Khobar Rampage, May 2004ʺ (JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Janeʹs Information
Group), 2005).
22 This was later confirmed by al‐Jazeera; al‐Rai al‐Amm, 31 May 2004.
20
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The pinnacle of this wave of violence was reached on 12 June, when a cell led by Abd
al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin took the American citizen Paul Johnston hostage in Riyadh.23 The
incident, which was to be the QAP’s first and last kidnapping, received enormous
media attention, not least because the militants released videos on the Internet
showing Johnston begging for his life. On 18 June, he was decapitated on camera and
the gruesome video was posted on the Internet.
All these relatively simple operations seriously undermined the sense of
security among Western expatriates, many of whom began leaving Kingdom.24
Western media and foreign observers believed the Saudi authorities had lost the
ability to maintain security, and some even believed the stability of the regime itself
was at stake. In reality it was the QAP that was on the brink of collapse. Spectacular
as they seemed, the new tactics were a sign of weakness. The militants had simply
been forced to use handguns for lack of explosives. Moreover, the violence was not a
sign of a broad uprising because most of the violence was the work of al‐Muqrin’s
cell alone.25
The structural weakness of the QAP organisation became clear in late June
and July 2004. In this period, Saudi security services inflicted two lethal blows to the
QAP. The police were helped in large part by the CIA and the FBI which had been
mobilised to locate the body of Paul Johnston. On 19 June the police located and
killed Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin and three of his closest companions at a gas station in
Riyadh. Al‐Muqrin’s death was a devastating blow to the QAP, because his unique
military expertise and leadership skills made him an extremely important
operational leader. There were very few militants left who could maintain the
operational momentum generated by al‐Muqrin.
The second decisive blow to the QAP came on 20 July 2004, when police
raided a Riyadh house which had served as the organisation’s de facto headquarters

ʺbayan bi‐khusus al‐asir al‐amriki pul marshal junsun wa shurut itlaq sirahihi [Statement on the American
Prisoner Paul Marshall Johnson and the Conditions for his Release]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, 15 June
2004).
24 See for example Ewan MacAskill and Brian Whitaker, ʺShaken Expatriates Rethink Saudi Futureʺ,
Guardian, 2 June 2004.
25 Interview with Nawaf Obaid.
23
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and the centre for the QAP’s media production. The police allegedly seized a
treasure trove of documents, computers and videos which would enable
investigators to track down much of the remaining QAP network.26 This discovery
effectively broke the back of al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula. It also partly ended
the quest of the US investigators, because in the basement of the QAP headquarters
was a freezer with Paul Johnston’s severed head.
Death Cramps of the Old QAP (August 2004-May 2005)
The period from August 2004 to May 2005 was a crucial phase in the QAP campaign.
It was during this time that the last remaining leaders of the original QAP –
including al‐Muqrin’s successor Saud al‐Utaybi – were eliminated by the authorities.
Despite two major attacks in Jidda and Riyadh in December, the QAP was unable to
sustain and reconstitute itself. After the final gunbattle at al‐Rass in early April 2005,
the QAP was severely weakened as an organisation, although scattered cells of junior
operatives would continue the fight.
Initially it was difficult to see that the QAP was under heavy pressure.
Assassinations of individual westerners continued into August and September 2004.
On 3 August, Irishman Anthony Higgins was killed by gunmen in his Riyadh office.
On 15 September, Briton Edward Muirhead‐Smith was shot and killed at a parking
lot outside a shopping centre in Riyadh. Later the tactic spread to Jidda, where the
French citizen Laurent Barbot was shot and killed on 23 September (although this
incident may have been criminally motivated). However, these were the last
assassinations of Westerners in Saudi Arabia for a long time ‐ such attacks would not
take place again until February 2007.27
The intelligence successes of mid‐2004 had given the Saudi security services a
significant advantage over the QAP. Information discovered in the Riyadh safe
house on 21 July as well as interrogations of captured militants enabled the police to
identify a large number of QAP operatives and facilitators across the country. Thus

26 Interview with Source 7. In late 2004 and early 2005, the source was imprisoned in a cell next to QAP
ideologue Faris al‐Zahrani. Al‐Zahrani told the source that the 20 July raid was fatal for the
organisation.
27 A few failed assassination attempts were subsequently observed. On 1 October 2004, shots were fired
from a moving car at the Seder compound in Riyadh.
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in the autumn of 2004, the frequency of arrests and shootouts increased considerably.
The August‐November period saw the most intense crackdown since the summer of
2003 (see Text Box 7). Common to most of these incidents was that they were
initiated by the police, not the militants.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

11 August: A militant was killed and policeman wounded in a shootout in Mecca
31 August: A militant was killed and three militants wounded in a shootout at a checkpoint in
Ahsa
3 September: A policeman was killed and three others wounded in a clash with militants in
Buraida
5 September: Three Saudi security officers chasing suspected extremists in Buraidah died when
their patrol car caught fire after being hit by gunfire.
20 September: A militant and three policemen were wounded in a shootout in Tabuk
12 October: Three militants were killed in a shootout during a police raid on a hideout in
Riyadh
3 November: Two policemen and a militant were wounded in a shootout in Burayda
5 November: A militant was killed and three police were wounded in a raid on an apartment in
the Jamia district of Jidda.
9 November: A militant was killed and another wounded during a raid on another house in the
Jamia district of Jidda
16 November: A policeman was killed and eight others wounded in a shootout in Unayza
27 November: A militant was killed in a clash with police in the Jamia area of Jidda

Text Box 7: Major Crackdowns, August‐November 2004. See Appendix 1 for sources.

From late November onward, there were significantly fewer gunbattles between
militants and police. With the exception of a 9 January 2005 shootout near the city of
Zulfi, arrests and raids were met practically without resistance.
However, in December 2004 it became clear that some cells had escaped the
dragnet. On 6 December, a group of five gunmen calling themselves the Falluja
Squadron [sariyyat falluja] attacked the US consulate in Jidda in a very well‐planned
operation.28 As the gates opened for a diplomatic vehicle, the militants drove up to
the entrance and entered the consulate compound. When the ensuing gunbattle and
hostage situation ended 45 minutes later, six Asian and African embassy employees

28 Michael Knights, ʺOperation Conquest of Falluja: Assault on the US Consulate in Jeddah, December
2004ʺ in JTIC Terrorism Case Study (Coulsdon: Janeʹs Information Group, 2006); ʺbayan hawla ʹamaliyyat al‐
qunsuliyya al‐amrikiyya fi jidda (ghazwat falluja) [Statement on the American Consulate Operation in Jidda
(The Falluja Raid)]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, 7 December 2004); ʺghazwat al‐qunsuliyya al‐salibiyya al‐
amrikiyya [Raid on the American Crusader Consulate] (2006) ʺ (Sawt al‐Jihad Media Production, 2006).
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were dead and at least 12 others were wounded. The sophistication and ambitious
targeting of the attack had taken most observers by surprise.
Meanwhile, another operational cell by the name al‐Muqrin Squadron [sariyat
al‐muqrin] had been preparing for a major operation involving two coordinated
attacks on police targets in Riyadh.29 In the evening on 29 December, a car bomb
exploded at the exit of a traffic tunnel near the Interior ministry, killing the driver
and wounding five bystanders. Half an hour later, a suicide car bomb blew up
prematurely as it was heading full speed toward the entrance of a training facility for
the National Guard. The two drivers died and twelve guardsmen were wounded in
the blast. An hour later, police located the remnants of the cell and initiated a gun
battle which left as many as seven militants dead.
Although the 29 December operation was large‐scale in terms of weaponry
and casualty toll, it was widely perceived as a failure for the QAP.30 Neither of the
two bombs detonated on the right location, and only militants were killed. The
ability of the QAP to carry out large scale bombing was clearly not the same as
before. Indeed, it would take over a year until another significant bombing was
attempted. The first few months of 2005 were very quiet. The lack of militant activity
combined with the discontinuation of the QAP’s Internet publications such as Sawt
al‐Jihad seemed to confirm the hypothesis that the organisation was incapacitated.
However, many unanswered questions lingered, not least concerning the
whereabouts of senior leaders still on the run.
Some of the questions were answered in early April 2005 when a local
resident in the town of al‐Rass alerted the police to suspicious activity at a nearby
farm. When security forces tried to search the farm on 3 April, they were met with
heavy armed resistance. The three‐day gunbattle that followed was the bloodiest to
take place during the QAP campaign. Its ferocity reflected the importance of the
location. Holed up inside the farm was practically the entire leadership of the QAP –
or what remained of it. Realising that they represented the nerve centre of the
organisation, they fought until the end using the gigantic weapons store at the farm.
29 ʺbayan hawla ʹamaliyyat al‐dakhiliyya fi al‐riyadh [Statement on the Interior Ministry Operation in
Riyadh]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com: 31 December 2004).
30 Stephen Ulph, ʺAl‐Qaedaʹs Diminishing Returns in the Peninsulaʺ, Terrorism Focus 2, no. 1 (2005).
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When the dust settled on 5 April, 14 militants – including top militants Karim Majati
and Saud al‐Utaybi – were dead, while five more were wounded. On the police side,
there were almost 100 casualties. The al‐Rass event effectively marked the end of the
original QAP. By now, practically all of the militants who had been part of Yusuf al‐
Ayiri’s original network were now dead or captured.
Nevertheless, the QAP had a final surprise in store. In late April 2005, the 29th
issue of Sawt al‐Jihad appeared on the Internet after a 6 month hiatus. The magazine’s
continued appearance despite QAP setbacks had puzzled many observers in 2004.
Now it seemed to defy logic again, by reappearing after the al‐Rass incident with
vivid accounts from inside the siege. However, the mystery was largely solved in
May 2005, when police arrested Abd al‐Aziz al‐Anzi, a previously unknown figure.
It turned out that al‐Anzi was the last remaining member of the original Sawt al‐Jihad
editorial committee and that he had single‐handedly produced the April “bonus
issue”. A similar development occurred in January 2007 when a jihadist Internet
entrepreneur named Abu Abdallah al‐Najdi produced a 30th issue of Sawt al‐Jihad,
only to be arrested later in the spring.31 The al‐Anzi and the al‐Najdi case illustrate
how single media‐savvy individuals can dramatically increase the perceived size and
strength of an organisation.
The New Generation (June 2005-December 2006)
The people who continued the “jihad on the Arabian Peninsula” from mid‐2005
onward represented a new generation of QAP militants. They were mostly young
people with no experience from Afghanistan who had been recruited to the
organisation after the launch of the campaign, i.e. in late 2003 or 2004. Gone were
most of the senior operatives who had trained in Afghanistan and known Yusuf al‐
Ayiri. This generational change was visible on the new list of most wanted militants
which was published by the Interior ministry on 28 June 2005. It contained 36 names,
only 15 of which were believed to be in the country. Very few of the 15 had been
particularly prominent operatives in 2004.

31 Shaun Waterman, ʺSaudi Arrests are Effort against Web Jihadʺ, United Press International, 18 June 2007.
For more on Abu Abdallah al‐Najdi, see Faris Bin Huzzam, ʺamir al‐lajna al‐iʹlamiyya [Commander of the
Media Committee]ʺ, al‐Riyadh, 18 July 2006.
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The remaining militant community was extremely fragmented and had no
central leadership. After Sa’ud al‐Utaybi’s death at al‐Rass, Salih al‐Awfi was
declared the official QAP leader. When the latter died on 18 August 2005, no new
leader was announced, though the authorities later suggested Fahd al‐Juwayr was
the most senior figure.32 After al‐Juwayr’s death on 27 February 2006, no leadership
figure seemed to emerge. The fragmentation on the ground was illustrated by the
occasional appearance of Internet statements by obscure organisational entities and
previously unknown individuals. Between October 2005 and March 2006 a short
series of statements were released under the name “Echo of Tuwayq Brigades in
Zulfi” [kata’ib sada tuwaiq bi’l‐zulfi].33 In mid‐2006 another obscure entity entitled
“Good Tidings Foundation for Media Production” [mu’assasat al‐basha’ir li’l‐intaj al‐
‘ilami] published a video (“Breaking Captivity”) and a series of statements before
being officially “included” in the al‐Qaida organisation.34 Mid 2006 also saw the
emergence of a mysterious figure called …HIT These statements were most likely
posted by single independent individuals or cells aspiring to . Their use of names
other than al‐Qaida on the Arabian Peninsula suggests a lack of connection to the al‐
Ayiri network.
In the second half of 2005, the new generation of Saudi militants was clearly
on the defensive. In fact, during all of 2005, there were only two minor attacks
initiated by the QAP. Both were directed at security forces. On 19 June 2005, a group

Abdullah al‐Shihri, ʺLeader of al‐Qaida in Saudi Arabia Killedʺ, Associated Press, 28 February 2006.
Abu Hajir al‐Zulfawi, ʺawwal bayan rasmi li‐kataʹib sada tuwayq biʹl‐zulfi [First Official Statement by the
Echo of Tuwayq Brigades in Zulfi]ʺ (4 October 2005); Abu Hajir al‐Zulfawi, ʺal‐radd ʹala takahhunat
jaridat al‐watan [Response to the Prophesies of al‐Watan Newspaper] (Statement 3)ʺ, (2006). For an
analysis of the Echo of Tuwayq phenomenon, see Ali al‐Qahtani, ʺbayan ʺkataʹib al‐zulfiʺ yatadamman al‐
ʹilan ʹan taʹsis al‐jamaʹa al‐munasira liʹl‐qaʹida [Statement from ʹZulfi Brigadesʹ announces the foundation
of a support group for al‐Qaida]ʺ, al‐Watan, 19 October 2005; and Stephen Ulph, ʺAnother al‐Qaeda
group forms in Saudi Arabiaʺ, Terrorism Focus 2, no. 19 (2005).
34 ʺmuʹassasat al‐bashaʹir liʹl‐intaj al‐iʹlami tuqaddim al‐asdar al‐awwal: ʹkasr al‐asrʹ [The Good Tidings
Foundation for Media Production Presents First Publication: ʹBreaking Captivityʹ]ʺ (www.w‐n‐n.org: 15
May 2006); ʺbayan man nahnu wa madha nurid wa ma ʹalaqatna bi‐tanzim al‐qaʹida fi jazirat al‐ʹarab
[Statement on Who We Are, What We Want and What is Our Relationship with al‐Qaida on the Arabian
Peninsula]ʺ (www.al‐hesbah.org, 26 June 2006); ʺbayan min tanzim al‐qaʹida fi jazirat al‐ʹarab yubashshir bi‐
indhiwaʹ muʹassasat al‐bashaʹir liʹl‐intaj al‐iʹlami taht liwaʹihi [Statement from the al‐Qaida Organisation on
the Arabian Peninsula Announcing the Inclusion of the Good Tidings Foundation for Media Production
under its Banner]ʺ (www.al‐boraq.com, 17 July 2006); Chris Heffelfinger, ʺStatement to the Saudi
Mujahideen Summons Iraq Returneesʺ, Terrorism Focus 3, no. 26 (2006); ʺGroup Vows Revenge after
Saudi Shoot‐Out: Webʺ, Reuters, 24 June 2006.
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of militants killed Mubarak al‐Sawat – a police interrogator infamous for his brutality
toward prisoners – at his house in Riyadh. On 27 December, two wanted QAP
militants went on a shooting rampage against random police patrols in the Burayda
area, killing five policemen. Both militants were eventually also killed.
The militants were unable to carry out attacks in this period because the
police held the initiative. In the second half of 2005, police discovered numerous
weapons caches and safe houses whilst continuing to conduct arrests. Most of the
police operations were met with little resistance, but a few developed into gunbattles
(see Text Box 8).
o
o
o
o

o

3 July – al‐Hayyari killing: Senior militant Yunus al‐Hayyari was killed in a police raid on a
hideout in Riyadh. Two militants and six policemen were injured.
18 August‐ al‐Awfi killing: Alleged QAP leader Salih al‐Awfi and another militant were killed in
a police raid on a safe house in Medina.
18 August – Riyadh raid: A militant was killed in a gunbattle with police in Riyadh.
4‐6 September: Dammam siege: Five militants are killed in a three‐day gunbattle and siege at a
safe house in Dammam. The militants were allegedly planning an attack on an oil target in the
Eastern province.
30 October: A gunman killed a police officer in a shootout in Mecca.

Text Box 8: Major Gunbattles, July‐October 2005. See Appendix 1 for sources.

By early 2006, the shootouts had become even less frequent, and once again it
seemed that the QAP campaign was dying out. But once again, the militants
surprised observers. On 24 February 2006, a group of militants – calling themselves
“the Usama bin Ladin Squadron” [sariyat al‐shaykh usama bin ladin] – tried to drive
two explosives‐laden vehicles into the Abqaiq oil refinery through one of the side
gates.35 The attack failed as the cars blew up prematurely during the gunbattle with
the guards at the gate. The police were then able to locate the planners of the
operation, all of which were killed in a gunbattle in Riyadh on 27 February. This was
the QAP’s first attack on an oil facility and sent shockwaves through the global oil

35 For a good analysis of the Abqaiq attack, see Knights, ʺAbqaiq Attack Underscores Terrorist Failings
and Highlights Growing Focus on Oil Targets,ʺ. For the militants’ own account, see ʺal‐taqrir al‐ikhbari al‐
hadi ʹashaw bishaʹn tafasil amaliyyat sariyyat al‐shaykh usama bin ladin [Eleventh News Report on the
Details of the Operation by the Sheikh Usama bin Ladin Squadron]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, 25 February
2006).
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markets.36 However, spectacular as it may have been, the Abqaiq operation was
essentially an overly ambitious attack that ended in failure.37 As such, it illustrated
the operational weakness from which the QAP had suffered since mid‐2004.
The Abqaiq operation was the only significant attack in 2006 to reach
execution stage.38 This is not to say that the militants lacked the intention. In the
course of 2006, the police foiled several large‐scale plots in the making. On 21 April,
police discovered a car full of weapons, forged papers and maps of vital installations
in the Eastern province. On 23 June 2006, police raided a Riyadh flat, setting off a gun
battle in which six militants and a police officer died. Inside the apartment they
found martyrdom videos and other evidence indicating that the cell was on the verge
of executing a suicide operation on a “security target” in Riyadh. In July and August,
Saudi police arrested as many as 80 suspected militants across the Kingdom. On 12
August another gun battle erupted in the Jamia district in Jidda, leaving two
militants dead. On 20 November, a British man survived a knife attack in Jubayl, but
it was not clear whether the assailant was linked to or inspired by the QAP.
Although shootouts and low‐level attacks persisted, it was clear at the end of
2006 that the jihad on the Arabian Peninsula had lost its momentum. The rate and
quality of operations has gradually decreased since the beginning of the campaign.
All of the original QAP leaders were gone. The number of active militants had
decreased to somewhere in the low tens. There was a small trickle of new recruits,
but these did not nearly have the skills and capabilities of the QAP pioneers. Sawt al‐
Jihad and Mu‘askar al‐Battar were defunct, and the level of jihadist Internet activity in
Saudi Arabia had decreased considerably. For all intents and purposes, the campaign
had failed. Why?

See Michael Scheuer, Stephen Ulph, and John C.K. Daly, ʺSaudi Arabian Oil Facilities: The Achilles
Heel of the Western Economyʺ (Washington D.C.: The Jamestown Foundation, May 2006); Khalid R. al‐
Rodhan, ʺThe Impact of the Abqaiq Attack on Saudi Energy Securityʺ (Washington: Center for Strategic
and International Studies, 27 February 2006); Simon Henderson, ʺAl‐Qaeda Attack on Abqaiq: The
Vulnerability of Saudi Oilʺ in Policy Watch (Washington D.C.: Washington Institute of Near East Policy,
28 February 2006).
37 Stephen Ulph, ʺMujahideen Explain Away Failures of the Abqaiq Attackʺ, Terrorism Focus 3, no. 9
(2006).
38 This is excluding minor incidents such as the shots fired at the US consulate in Jidda on 12 May.
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2. Explaining the Failure of the QAP Campaign
This second section will examine the reasons for the failure of the QAP campaign. I
shall focus on the three factors which I argue were the most crucial in determining
the outcome of the jihad on the Arabian Peninsula. First was the power of the state,
whose unlimited resources and efficient counterterrorism strategy made the QAP’s
campaign militarily unviable. Second was the lack of popular support for the QAP’s
project and the popular perception of the militants as revolutionaries bent on
creating disorder. Third was the Iraq war which split the Saudi jihadist movement
and undermined mobilisation to the QAP.
Overwhelming State Power
If Saudi Arabia’s policing of its militant Islamist community had been periodically
complacent or inefficient in the past, it all changed with the East Riyadh bombing.
From May 2003 onward, the state devoted its full resources to combating Islamist
militancy.39 The resources allocated to counterterrorism were colossal: The total
security budget in 2004, 2005 and 2006 was estimated at USD 8.5, 10 and 12 billion
respectively.40 The Interior Ministry was practically given a blank cheque for
personnel recruitment and equipment purchases. It constructed state‐of‐the‐art
training facilities and electronic surveillance systems. Training of Special Forces was
intensified with considerable assistance from the United Kingdom.41 CIA analysts
and technical experts came to Riyadh to work side by side with their Saudi
counterparts, bringing crucial expertise in advanced intelligence methods.42 The
seriousness of the violence and the many casualties in police ranks also changed the

For details of Saudi counterterrorism efforts since May 2003, see Anthony Cordesman and Nawaf
Obaid, ʺSaudi National Security: Military and Security Services ‐ Challenges and Developmentsʺ
(Washington DC: CSIS, 30 September 2004), 144‐147; Nawaf Obaid and Anthony Cordesman, ʺAl‐Qaeda
in Saudi Arabia: Asymmetric Threats and Islamic Extremistsʺ (Washington: Center for Strategic and
International Studies, 6 January 2005), 11‐18; and Nawaf Obaid, ʺRemnants of al‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia:
Current Assessmentʺ (Presentation at Council of Foreign Relations, New York, 3 November 2006).
40 Nawaf Obaid, ʺRemnants of al‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Current Assessmentʺ (Presentation at Council
of Foreign Relations, New York, 3 November 2006).
41 Interview with UK military representative in Riyadh.
42 An anonymous US official told Arab News that “after [the 12 May] attacks we ended up setting up a
joint operations center, with our operational people working in the same rooms, the same office
complex with the Saudis, sharing intelligence real time, working on the same computer terminals, with
the same information”; ʺSaudi‐US Cooperation in War on Terror Sharply Up: Officialʺ, Arab News, 25
October 2003.
39
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culture and attitudes within the security services. The determination and morale of
police and intelligence officers increased, as did their salaries. In short, the May 2003
bombing sparked a total overhaul of the Saudi security establishment.
The result of these efforts was a dramatic increase in the so‐called “hard
counterterrorism” capability of the Saudi security apparatus. Special Forces were
much more efficient, and the intelligence services became more professional.
Advances in technical surveillance gave the police de facto hegemony over the
Internet, the telephone network and the road network. Admittedly, the change did
not happen overnight, for the first year or two of the campaign saw many examples
of poorly handled situations. Nevertheless, the overall trend was one of considerable
improvement. This is reflected in the overall track record of the Saudi
counterterrorism effort. By late 2006, the security forces had allegedly arrested
around 850 individuals “with direct or indirect links with al‐Qaida”, killed or
arrested over 260 people directly involved with the QAP, eliminated all but five of
the 55 people on the three wanted lists, and foiled over 25 major attacks.43 A very
good illustration of the increased professionalism and efficiency of the Saudi
intelligence services was provided after the February 2007 killing of French tourists
at the hands of unknown gunmen on a desert road north of Medina. Had such an
attack happened in 2002, the perpetrators would most likely never have been caught.
After the 2007 attack, Saudi police identified the instigator within days and hunted
him down within weeks, despite a seeming absence of leads.44
However, the Saudi handling of the QAP was not based on hard
counterterrorism alone. In fact the state’s use of force was relatively measured and
targeted, at least compared with other Arab countries’ handling of militant Islamists.
The “soft” Saudi approach worried many foreign commentators, some of whom even
criticised Saudi Arabia for not using state repression of the Egyptian and Algerian

Nawaf Obaid, ʺRemnants of al‐Qaeda in Saudi Arabia: Current Assessmentʺ (Presentation at Council
of Foreign Relations, New York, 3 November 2006). Obaid’s estimate of 25 foiled operations is more
credible than the high figures often provided in official Saudi press releases, which are likely intended
to impress a foreign audience; see for example ʺSaudi Foils 180 ʹTerrorʹ Attacks since 2003ʺ, Agence
France Presse, 2 July 2007.
44 ʺSaudi Police Kill Suspect in Death of Four Frenchʺ, Agence France Presse, 6 April 2007.
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kind.45 In retrospect, it is clear that it was precisely the restrained and diversified
nature of Saudi counterterrorism which made it so effective.
Saudi “soft counterterrorism” had many different components, three of
which are crucial for understanding the QAP’s downfall. First was the
circumscription of the organisation’s resources. Authorities and filled the many
loopholes in the charitable and financial sector which had enabled the militants to
obtain funds. It cracked down on the huge illegal arms market and boosted border
control, making explosives and detonators less available. These measures, combined
with the seizure of safe houses and weapons stores, slowly but surely dried up the
QAP’s resources.
The second key element was the creation of exit options for the militants.
There were two components to this strategy. First of all was the opening of
communication channels and the establishment of “ports of call” for potential
deserters. A month‐long general amnesty was declared in mid‐2004 and mid‐2006,
and militants were encouraged to surrender throughout the campaign.46 Low‐profile
semi‐official mediation initiatives involving influential Islamists such as Safar al‐
Hawali and Muhsin al‐Awaji were also undertaken.47 Surrenders were highly
publicised and repentant militants regularly appeared on television, in order to give
the impression that desertions were common (which, in fact, was not the case). The
other component of this strategy was the State’s attempt to appear as merciful and
forgiving toward repentant militants. This began with de facto abstention from
prisoner abuse. By all available accounts, it seems that the police really did not
torture captured QAP militants, at least not on a large scale.48 In order to counter the
lingering torture stories from the mid‐1990s, the authorities tried to create a degree of
transparency about prisoner treatment by broadcasting interviews with detainees

See notably Joshua Teitelbaum, ʺTerrorist Challenges to Saudi Arabian Internal Securityʺ, Middle East
Review of International Affairs 9, no. 3 (2005).
46 ʺTerrorists Offered Amnestyʺ, Arab News, 24 June 2004; ʺSaudiʹs Qaeda Rejects Renewed Amnesty by
King: Webʺ, Reuters, 4 July 2006.
47 At one point there were even rumours that the Egyptian Islamist lawyer Muntasir al‐Zayyat would
come to Saudi Arabia to mediate, though this never happened; ʺThe Lawyer of the Egyptian Islamic
Groups Mediates to Stop Violence in Saudi Arabiaʺ, ArabicNews.com, 20 May 2004.
48 Interview with “Source 7”. There are even indications that security suspects were treated better than
other prisoners precisely to avoid a PR backlash.
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praising the prison conditions.49 The government also launched a much‐publicised
prisoner reeducation programme which aimed to deradicalize detained militants and
reintegrate them in society.50 While the soft treatment of detainees produced only
negligible desertions from the QAP, it had the much more important effect of
stemming new recruitment and of preventing further radicalisation of detainees. By
appearing as merciful and forgiving, it was also easier for the State to delegitimize
the militants.
This brings us to the third and most important component of the soft Saudi
counterterrorism strategy, namely its propaganda campaign. Saudi authorities ran a
vast and highly sophisticated campaign for the hearts and minds of the population in
general and the Islamist community in particular. The State used all available outlets,
from the media via the official religious sector to the education system to convey one
overarching message, namely that the militants were confused rebels bent on
creating disorder and killing Muslims.
The genius of the Saudi information strategy was that it portrayed the
militants as socio‐revolutionaries, thereby exploiting the taboo of domestic rebellion
in Saudi political culture to delegitimise the militants in the eyes of the population.
The media notably used every available opportunity to highlight and magnify the
effect of the violence on Muslim life and property, thereby undermining the
militants’ message that their jihad focused on Westerners.51 The authorities also
spread disinformation about the militants’ alleged intentions to kill Muslim civilians
and about their alleged desecration of mosques and the Qur’an.52 Repentant militants
and sheikhs were shown on television explaining how they had been lured into
activism only to discover too late that the organisation was really planning to spark a

James Sturcke, ʺCome on in ... the Bread and Water is Fineʺ, Guardian, 15 December 2004.
John Solomon, ʺSaudi Interrogators Try Gentler Approachʺ, Associated Press, 30 November 2003.
51 After the Muhayya bombing, TV and newspapers focused extensively on the wounded children.
Media also exploited the death of an 11‐year old Syrian girl in the al‐Washm bombing in April 2004 and
that of a 10‐year old Egyptian boy in the al‐Khobar attack on 31 May to undermine the militants.
52 In November 2003, Prince Nayif said police had foiled an attack on pilgrims in Mecca; see ʺOfficial:
Saudis Foil Terror Attack on Pilgrimsʺ, Reuters, 4 November 2003; P. K. Abdul Ghafour, ʺ‘Cell Was
Targeting Muslims’ʺ, Arab News, 5 November 2003. Sometimes the reports bordered on the nonsensical,
such as the claim that the militants raided in Mecca on 15 June 2003 had booby‐trapped copies of the
Quran; see Mohammed Alkhereiji, ʺAbdullah Tells Citizens to Report Suspectsʺ, Arab News, 22 June
2003.
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rebellion.53 As mentioned in Chapter 2, this information strategy caused great
frustration within the QAP, which struggled to rid itself of the socio‐revolutionary
image and get its pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse across.
Legitimacy Deficit
The government propaganda campaign exacerbated a crucial latent problem facing
the QAP, namely the lack of public support, even in the Islamist community, for a
violent campaign on Saudi soil. The organisation had overestimated the level of
popular discontent with the Western presence in the Kingdom and underestimated
how easily the violence could be perceived as socio‐revolutionary activism. This
miscalculation reflected the QAP’s lack of embeddedness in the Saudi population.
Essentially, the al‐Qaida leadership did not realise the extent to which the al‐Ayiri
network constituted an alien element on the Saudi Islamist scene. As we saw in
Chapter 12, most of the militants were returnees from Afghanistan who had
radicalised in the very peculiar environment of al‐Qaida’s training camps and who
had socialised mainly with other Arab Afghans since their return in 2002. They were
disconnected from the mainstream Saudi Islamist community and had mistaken the
overall rise in anti‐Americanism in 2002 and 2003 (see Chapter 10) for increased
support for violence.
This disconnect was laid bare from day one of the campaign. The 12 May
2003 operation was met with widespread condemnation in Saudi society as a whole,
including in conservative Islamist circles. Newspapers were full of editorials and op‐
eds condemning the attacks.54 The entire religious establishment as well as the

In November and December 2003, Ali al‐Khudayr, Nasir al‐Fahd and Ahmad al‐Khalidi were shown
repenting on television (Adnan Malik, ʺSaudi TV Shows Cleric Recanting Edictsʺ, Associated Press, 18
November 2003; Adnan Malik, ʺSecond Saudi Cleric Renounces Militancyʺ, Associated Press, 22
November 2003; Adnan Malik, ʺThird Saudi Cleric Renounces Militancyʺ, Associated Press, 14 December
2003In January 2003 came the first in a series of programs entitled Inside the Cell in which captured QAP
militants spoke of their experiences in the underground (Dominic Evans, ʺSaudi Militants Shown
Repenting on State TVʺ, Reuters, 12 January 2004). In July, a militant named Sa’ban al‐Shihri came on TV
to explain why he had surrendered (Asma Al‐Muhammad, ʺMan Killed in Shootout Wasnʹt Rashoudʺ,
Arab News, 2 July 2004). In September 2004 came a second episode of Inside the Cell (Rawya Rageh, ʺEx‐
Militants: al‐Qaida Preys on Young Menʺ, Associated Press, 22 September 2004). The third episode was
shown in December 2005 (Sebastian Usher, ʺSaudi Militants Repent ʹErrorsʹʺ, BBC News Online, 6
December 2005).
54 See for example ʺThe Enemy Within [Editorial]ʺ, Arab News, 14 May 2003 and Raid Qusti, ʺCleaning
Up Our Own Backyardʺ, Arab News, 21 May 2003.
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heavyweight Sahwist clerics decried the bombings.55 Those who did not condemn it
cited conspiracy theories exonerating the jihadist community. However, all such
doubts disappeared with the Muhayya bombing in November 2003. The grim
pictures of wounded Muslim children on the front pages of Saudi newspapers
turned the domestic public opinion decisively against the militants. Even militant
Islamist organisations abroad – including Hamas and the Egyptian al‐Jamaa al‐
Islamiyya – criticized the violence.56 From then on, the broad consensus in the
Kingdom was that the militants were “terrorists” who posed a great threat to Saudi
society. This tendency was only exacerbated by the QAP’s increasing use of violence
against security forces from December 2003 onward.
The chronic legitimacy deficit constituted a huge strategic disadvantage for
the QAP. For a start, it made the QAP’s operational environment very hostile. The
number of sympathisers prepared to extend assistance to militants decreased while
the number of people willing to report suspicious behaviour to the police increased.57
With eyes and ears everywhere around them, the militants’ mobility was restricted
and their access to crucial resources such as money and hideouts was limited.
Moreover, the legitimacy deficit caused substantial recruitment problems. The
collection of biographies of QAP militants studied in Chapter 12 showed that few
competent fighters joined after 2003.
The QAP’s own publications also clearly suggest that the organisation was
struggling to draw recruits. Sawt al‐Jihad contained numerous articles lamenting the
lack of a response to the call for jihad and calling on former acquaintances of the
militants to join. For example, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin appealed to those who trained
with him in Afghanistan, while Isa al‐Awshan called on his old friends from the

See for example Salman al‐Awda, ʺal‐tafjirat wa tadaʹiyatuhu [The Bombing and its Falterings]ʺ
(www.islamtoday.net, 15 May 2003).
56 See ʺHamas Condemns Riyadh Bombing as Harmful to Islamʺ, Reuters, 13 November 2003 and Karam
Zuhdi, ed., tafjirat al‐riyadh: al‐ahkam waʹl‐athar [The Riyadh Bombings: Rulings and Effects] (Cairo:
Maktabat al‐Turath al‐Islami, 2003).
57 Already in October 2003, a Sawt al‐Jihad editorial noted that ”the number of those who give good
advice has become smaller, and the mujahidin have become strangers among the family, relatives, and
friends; the mujahidin can rarely find helpers in doing good, and do not find support along the path
except those whom God have spared.” Sawt al‐Jihad, no 1 (2003).
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religious summer camps.58 Others hoped to mobilise their local communities with
articles entitled “To the People of Zulfi” and the like.59 Yet others travelled around
leaving QAP propaganda at the doorstep of former friends.60 The QAP’s propaganda
efforts to enlist the support of women – a relatively unusual initiative for a jihadist
group – also reflected the organisation’s mobilisation problems.61
Another symptom of the QAP’s legitimacy deficit was their constant attempts
to engage in debate with more mainstream Islamist figures. The mid‐2003
imprisonment of the sheikhs of the al‐Shu’aybi School had deprived the QAP of a
crucial legitimising resource. The people who served as QAP ideologues during the
campaign, such as Faris al‐Zahrani and Abdallah al‐Rushud, were obscure and
intellectually mediocre figures who commanded minimal respect and influence in
the wider Islamist community. This was a serious disadvantage in the Saudi arena
where, as we noted in Chapter 1, political legitimacy is intimately tied to scholarly
credibility. Realising that they would need the support of more influential clerics, al‐
Zahrani and the other QAP ideologues wrote a number of open letters to the ulama
as well as personal letters to figures such as Safar al‐Hawali.62 These initiatives failed,
because it was inconceivable for mainstream Islamists to support the QAP.63 The old

ʺliqaʹ maʹ ahad al‐matlubin al‐19 (2)ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 2 (2003): 27; Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺrisala
maftuha ila shabab al‐marakiz al‐sayfiyya [Open Letter to the Youth of the Summer Camps]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad,
no. 19 (2004).
59 See for example Fahd bin Farraj al‐Juwayr al‐Farraj, ʺya ahl al‐zulfiʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 18 (2004); Raʹid
bin Abdallah al‐Bahlal, ʺya ahl al‐zulfi...ayna ghayratukum? [Oh people of Zulfi... Where are the Rest of
You?]ʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 27 (2004); Muhammad al‐Salim, ʺya ahl kuwayt!ʺ Sawt al‐Jihad, no. 13 (2004).
60 See for example Isa bin Saʹd Al ʹAwshan, ʺkhalid bin abdallah al‐sabit: fidaʹ wa tadhhiyyaʺ, Sawt al‐Jihad,
no. 15 (2004).
61 See for example Muna bint Salih al‐Sharqawi, ʺya nisaʹ dawrukun ‐ fa‐qad nama al‐rijal [Women, itʹs
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launching a jihadist magazine for women, al‐Khansa, but for unknown reasons it only appeared in one
issue..
62 See for example Abdallah al‐Najdi, ʺrisala ila al‐ʹulama waʹl‐duʹa [Letter to the Scholars and the
Preachers]ʺ (www.qa3edoon.com, 7 June 2004); Abdallah al‐Rushud, ʺtalab munazara maʹ al‐shaykh nasir
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al‐Zahrani, ʺtalab munazara maʹ safar al‐hawali [Request for Debate with Safar al‐Hawali]ʺ
(www.qa3edoon.com, June 2004).
63 In June 2004, Faris al‐Zahrani invited Safar al‐Hawali to a theological debate. When al‐Zahrani
realised that al‐Hawali’s only motivation for speaking to him was to negotiate a surrender, he reacted
with anger; see Faris al‐Zahrani, ʺbayan hawla al‐daʹawa al‐kadhiba min safar al‐hawali wa ashbahihi
[Statement Regarding the False Claims by Safar al‐Hawali and his Ilk]ʺ (www.tawhid.ws, 6 July 2004).
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Sahwist figures had never espoused violent methods and had moved closer to the
regime after their release in the late 1990s.64
As often happens in clandestine organisations, QAP responded to political
adversity with denial and introversion. The militants dismissed all news reports that
contradicted their worldview – such as reports of Muslim casualties – as fabrications.
Their own accounts of attacks and shootouts became increasingly exaggerated and
unrealistic. The failure of the people to respond to the call for jihad was blamed on
government manipulation. To maintain the purity of this ideological universe, QAP
call leaders actively prevented their followers from accessing mainstream media or
contacting friends and family.65 The militants drifted out of touch with reality and
into an increasingly delusional ideological universe. As a result, QAP cells became
completely disconnected from the social and political setting in which they operated.
Unable to understand the political repercussions of their violence, they undertook
operations which further isolated them. They thus became caught in a vicious circle
which drove them deeper and deeper underground.
Iraq and the Split between Classical and Global Jihadists
The third key reason for the failure of the QAP campaign was the jihad in Iraq.66 It
may seem paradoxical that the invasion of Iraq – America’s most explicit act of
aggression in the Muslim world ever – should undermine a global jihadist enterprise.
What happened was that the jihad in Iraq became “too legitimate” a cause – so much
so that it undermined support for more controversial projects such as the QAP’s
campaign in Saudi Arabia.67 On the Saudi Islamist scene, the Iraqi jihad accentuated
the split – known since the Khattab‐Bin Ladin rivalry in the 1990s – between the
classical and the global branches of the Saudi jihadist movement.

For more on the cooptation of the Sahwa, see for example Madawi al‐Rasheed, Contesting the Saudi
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Clerics, the Sahwa and the Saudi Stateʺ, Strategic Insights 4, no. 3 (2005).
65 P. K. Abdul Ghafour, ʺAl‐Qaeda Controls Young Operatives by Torture Threatsʺ, Arab News, 23
September 2004.
66 For more on the jihad in Iraq, see Ahmed S. Hashim, Insurgency and Counter‐Insurgency in Iraq (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 2006); Jean‐Pierre Filiu, Les frontières du jihad (Paris: Fayard, 2006) and
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Post‐2003 Iraq attracted classical jihadists from Saudi Arabia and elsewhere
because it was a textbook case of defensive jihad. Foreign military forces occupied
Muslim territory after what was widely perceived as an unjustified act of aggression.
The Iraqi insurgency thus enjoyed considerable support in pan‐Islamic nationalist
Saudi Arabia. The mainstream Saudi Islamist position – articulated by old Sahwists
as well as some establishment clerics – was that the jihad in Iraq constituted a
collective obligation [fard kifaya], i.e. a duty for Iraqis but optional for Saudis.68
Classical jihadists went a step further and viewed the jihad as an individual
obligation [fard ayn] for all Muslims including Saudis. For the classical jihadists, there
was no jihad more important than Iraq. In addition to being a theologically clear‐cut
case, Iraq was also much closer to Saudi Arabia, both geographically and culturally,
than previous jihad zones such as Afghanistan, Bosnia or Chechnya. Thus from early
2003 onward, classical jihadists worked hard to mobilise young Muslims to fight in
Iraq. Thousands of foreign fighters, including over 1000 Saudis, travelled to Iraq
between 2003 and 2006.69 Many commentators rightly described Iraq as the “new
Afghanistan” for the jihadist movement.70

68 In November 2004, a group of prominent Saudi religious scholars released a statement saying armed
resistance against the US occupation was legitimate for the Iraqi people (It did not encourage Saudis to go
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However, the global jihadists such as the QAP had a slightly different view
on the jihad in Iraq. While they considered Iraq an extremely important cause, they
saw it as only one of several legitimate battlegrounds in the overall jihad against the
Crusaders. Because resources for violent Islamist activism were scarce in Saudi
Arabia after 9/11 and May 2003, classical and global jihadists quickly found
themselves in a state of competition over recruits and money. This drove the two
camps engaged in a heated ideological debate over whether it was best for Saudis to
fight in Iraq or in Saudi Arabia.71
The controversy emerged almost immediately after the May 2003 bombings
when critics suggested that the QAP go to Iraq if they really wanted to fight the
Crusaders.72 The disagreement was visible on jihadist internet forums throughout the
summer of 2003.73 In the first issue of Sawt al‐Jihad in October, Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin
felt obliged to explain why he had not gone to Iraq.74 The controversy escalated
significantly in December 2003, when the Chechnya‐based Saudi classical jihadist
ideologue Abu Umar al‐Sayf released an audio recording in which he publicly
criticized the QAP and called on Saudis to fight in Iraq instead.75 Al‐Sayf and other
classical jihadists argued that the violence in Saudi Arabia diverted attention and
resources away from the jihad in Iraq. The QAP countered with articles in Sawt al‐
Jihad arguing that the jihad in Saudi Arabia was not at all incompatible with the jihad
in Iraq and that Saudis should fight the crusaders close to home, where they could
have a stronger impact.76 The QAP was clearly struggling to counter the forceful
arguments of the classical jihadists, for in the spring of 2004 they published a series
of articles addressing common “misconceptions” and “doubts” about the jihad in
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Saudi Arabia, foremost of which was the “Iraq argument”.77 However, in mid‐2004
the debate seemed to settle firmly in favour of the classical jihadist position.
The ideological conflict between classical and global jihadists manifested
itself in a de facto organisational separation between the two parts of the Saudi
jihadist community. People involved in recruitment and fundraising to Iraq seem to
have held the QAP at arm’s length for fear of attracting police attention. The QAP
had little to gain from interacting with activists who were sending recruits and
money out of the country. This is not to say that the two networks were completely
isolated. There were personal contacts and declarations of mutual support between
the QAP and al‐Qaida in Iraq.78 A certain number (at least 13 ‐ see Appendix 5) of
QAP‐associated fighters also left Saudi Arabia for Iraq as the situation in the
Kingdom became more difficult.79 Nevertheless, the examples of interaction are very
few considering the size of the two networks. By all accounts, the QAP and the Saudi
Iraq network were relatively independent entities.
The split in the Saudi jihadist movement greatly undermined support for and
recruitment to the QAP. Aspiring Saudi jihadists keen on fighting in defence of the
Islamic nation saw Iraq as a vastly more attractive battleground than the streets of
Riyadh and Mecca. No Saudi donor would fund weapons that would be used
literally outside their doorstep when he or she could support the mujahidin in Iraq

See for example ʺtasaʹulat hawla al‐jihad didd al‐salibiin fi jazirat al‐arab [Questions about the Jihad
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instead.80 The political victory of the “Khattabists” over the “Bin Ladinists”
manifested itself very clearly in the outcome of their recruitment efforts. While the
QAP only recruited a small number of relatives and acquaintances, the classical
jihadists mobilised an entire new generation of Saudis to Iraq.
In a previous study of 240 biographies of Saudis in Iraq, this author showed
that most Saudi volunteers to Iraq had no previous jihad experience; they were in
other words the new Saudi jihadists which the QAP had hoped to recruit.81 The flow
of Saudi recruits to Iraq increased considerably over the summer of 2004, peaking
around the time of the second siege on Falluja in November 2004, and decreased
gradually in 2005 and 2006.82 The data in this biographical sample also showed that
the recruitment base of the Saudis in Iraq was broader, in both geographical and
socio‐economic terms, than that of the QAP members. This difference suggests that
the Iraqi jihad enjoyed more popular legitimacy in Saudi Arabia than the QAP
campaign. The profiles of Saudis in Iraq were generally more similar to those of the
Saudis in the early jihad zones (see Chapter 5) than those of the QAP militants (see
Chapter 12). This suggests that the analytical difference between classical and global
jihadists is indeed operational. It is worth mentioning that the Iraqi sample had one
specificity, namely a somewhat higher proportion of people from the Northern
regions than the previous samples; a tendency which is probably explained by
geographical proximity to the battlefront and the existence of cross‐border tribal
allegiances.
Iraq was not the only battlefront which attracted Saudi classical jihadists in
this period. In early 2006 there were several indications of a renewed flow of Saudi
fighters (although very few, most likely in the tens) to Afghanistan.83 In April 2006 a
Saudi citizen tried to infiltrate the Jordanian‐Israeli border to fight for the
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Palestinians.84 In the summer of 2006 came reports of Saudi money and fighters
(allegedly some 30‐40 individuals) reaching Somalia to support the struggle against
the US‐backed Ethiopia.85 During the violence in Lebanon in spring of 2007, there
were reports of Saudis fighting alongside the jihadist group Fatah al‐Islam.86 This
continued flow of Saudis to foreign jihad zones suggested that the classical jihadist
movement was still very much alive in the Kingdom, despite the weakening of the
QAP.
The victory of the classical jihadists supports the argument made earlier in
this thesis, namely that Bin Ladin’s global jihadism has been far more controversial
in Saudi Arabia than often assumed, and that the mainstream of the militant Islamist
community in Saudi Arabia has been driven by the slightly more moderate classical
jihadist ideology. The global jihadist QAP tried to challenge these historical trends,
but as we have seen, their experiment failed because they underestimated three
crucial dynamics: the improvement potential of the Saudi security establishment, the
Saudi popular aversion to socio‐revolutionary activism, and the ideological
differences between classical and global jihadists.
Conclusions
This final chapter traced the evolution of the QAP campaign and explained why it
failed. The analysis of the evolution of the campaign revealed a number of important
findings. First, I established that the campaign did indeed fail. Although the level of
violence oscillated, the overall frequency and quality of operations decreased
significantly. from 2003 to 2006. The QAP organisation was dismantled, leaving only
scattered cells of unexperienced activists. Second, I showed that the QAP never
reached a particularly high degree of formal organisation, and that much of its
behaviour, even in the early part of the campaign, was in fact improvised. Third, I
demonstrated that there was not always a correlation between the perceived and the
real strength of the organisation. The QAP’s professional media apparatus made the
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organisation look much bigger than it really was. Moreover, waves of high‐
frequency, low‐quality attacks were wrongly interpreted by observers as signs of
strength, when in fact they signalled structural weakness. Fourth, we saw how the
QAP became drawn into a confrontation with the Saudi security forces and how it
initially tried to deny responsibility for attacks on police targets for fear of being
perceived by the public as socio‐revolutionaries.
The campaign failed for three principal reasons. First was the power of the
State. There really was no way the QAP could face up militarily to the State with its
unlimited resources and access to Western intelligence expertise. The authorities
eventually controlled the roads, the mobile network and the Internet, making
coordinated countrywide activism extremely difficult. The QAP was also powerless
in the face of the highly effective government information campaign which presented
the militants as revolutionaries, an image bringing instant political death in the Saudi
context. The second main reason was the QAP’s chronic legitimacy deficit. The QAP,
which consisted mainly of Arab Afghans, represented an alien element on the Saudi
Islamist scene. Public support for the QAP campaign was extremely low from the
beginning, and it decreased by the day. The third cause of the QAP’s failure was the
jihad in Iraq, which accentuated the split between classical and global jihadists and
greatly favoured the former. The highly legitimate and relatively accessible jihad in
Iraq sucked money and new recruits out of the Saudi Islamist arena and left the QAP
weak and largely unable to recruit new members.
The chapter served its main purpose, which was to verify key findings and
arguments presented in previous chapters. The analysis notably confirmed parts of
the argument about the QAP’s mobilisation in 2002. The al‐Ayiri network had
exploited weak policing; so when the security services improved, the QAP struggled.
The proto‐QAP recruited from a closed network of Arab Afghans; this was a security
advantage in the beginning, but a mortal weakness when the same network was
identified and hunted down. The QAP campaign was launched because Bin Ladin
ordered it, not because there was mass discontent; the militants therefore had
minimal support in the population and enormous recruitment problems once the
campaign started.
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The analysis also confirmed key arguments concerning the ideological
dynamics on the Saudi Islamist scene. It notably showed how difficult it is to be, or
even appear as, a socio‐revolutionary activist in Saudi Arabia; the QAP tried very
hard to avoid being perceived as such, but eventually succumbed to its own desire
for vengeance and to the media machinery of the state. I also demonstrated that the
analytical distinction between global and classical jihadists was highly operational
and that al‐Qaida’s global jihadism was much more controversial in the Kingdom
than is commonly acknowledged.
The QAP experiment was a disaster for al‐Qaida. Not only did it fail by a
wide margin, it also provoked state countermeasures which destroyed Saudi Arabia
as a source of money, recruits and ideology. As al‐Sharq al‐Awsat editor Abd al‐
Rahman al‐Rashid accurately and eloquently predicted in May 2003:
“If they say that by targeting New York on September 11th, the extremists
have shot themselves in the foot, in the Riyadh bombings the same extremists
have shot themselves in the head. Simply put, Saudi Arabia is almost the only
country in the world that they could live with, one way or another. By
targeting it, they shot their own sources of popular support, exhausted their
sources of funding, and made the political regime think seriously of how to
protect itself and the society in a way that it was reluctant to do in the past.”87

87 Abd al‐Rahman al‐Rashid, ʺbayna nyu yurk wa al‐riyadh [Between New York and Riyadh]ʺ, al‐Sharq al‐
Awsat, 26 May 2003.
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Conclusion

In the morning on 13 May 2003, forensic experts began trawling the blast sites of the
Riyadh bombing for body parts. In the Vinnel compound lay the scattered remains of
Khalid al‐Juhani, a suicide bomber whose biography encapsulated the story behind
the QAP campaign. In 1992, at age 18, Khalid had travelled to Bosnia to become a
mujahid, inspired by the constant calls from the Saudi government and the religious
scholars for the Saudi people to help their suffering Muslim brothers in Bosnia.
When Khalid returned to the Kingdom a couple of years later, his sacrifice for the
Muslim nation was no longer recognised by the state. In 1996, perhaps to escape the
arrest and torture which befell jihad veterans after the bombings in Riyadh and
Khobar, Khalid travelled to Afghanistan, at a time when Usama Bin Ladin began
rebuilding the al‐Qaida organisation to wage a global jihad against America. Khalid
became a prominent al‐Qaida member and recorded a martyrdom video in 2001 in
the hope of one day taking part in an operation against the Crusaders. However,
when al‐Qaida unexpectedly found itself evicted from Afghanistan in early 2002, Bin
Ladin decided to open a new battlefront in Saudi Arabia. Khalid was given a new
task: go home and prepare for jihad on the Arabian Peninsula. A year later came the
order to strike, and on 12 May 2003, Khalid led one of the attack teams.
While the task of the blast investigators finished long ago, this study has
attempted to piece together another puzzle, that of why the QAP campaign
happened in 2003 and not before. In the introduction I raised four specific research
questions which can now be answered with some accuracy.
First, why and how did the QAP emerge when it did? The QAP was the result of
an organisation‐building effort undertaken in 2002 and early 2003 by Yusuf al‐Ayiri
on the orders of Usama bin Ladin. Al‐Ayiri built on structures in place since the late
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1990s, but the bulk of the organisation consisted of people who had returned from
Afghanistan in early 2002 following the US‐led invasion. Al‐Ayiri’s remarkable
mobilisation was possible because the Saudi security apparatus was incapable of
handling the sudden and massive influx of highly trained and motivated militants.
The high capability of the militants and the low capability of the security services
created a window of opportunity which Yusuf al‐Ayiri was able to exploit through
expert social movement entrepreneurship. He was helped in the process by Bin
Ladin’s two‐track strategy for the Saudi jihad, which diverted police attention to the
hyperactive al‐Nashiri network so al‐Ayiri could mobilise in tranquillity. Domestic
and international political developments helped al‐Ayiri’s recruitment efforts, but a
campaign would probably have taken place anyway because there was already a
core of very determined fighters. The fact that the QAP was made up primarily of
jihad veterans and their acquaintances is key to understanding both the rise and fall
of the organisation. In the short term it helped the mobilisation because the Afghan
Arab community was tight‐knit and motivated. However, their extremism made
them an alien element on the Saudi Islamist scene and the QAP ultimately proved
unable to recruit outside the community of jihad veterans.
The primacy of organisational factors in the creation of the QAP is an
important finding because it implies that the timing of the campaign was above all
linked to the post‐9/11 decentralisation of al‐Qaida and not to some acute socio‐
economic or political crisis in Saudi Arabia, nor to an international controversy like
the Iraq war. The intention of the core QAP militants to launch the campaign was so
high in 2002 that the form and size of the QAP campaign was essentially a question
of military and organisational capability. Moreover, the QAP’s long‐term recruitment
problems meant that the group could not grow once the campaign had started, in
other words its resources were finite. In contrast, the state had unlimited resources
and an enormous improvement potential in its counterterrorism capability. It was a
battle the QAP could not win.
Second, why were so many Saudis engaged in militancy abroad in the 1980s and
1990s? The fact that there were so many Saudis in Afghanistan in 2001 has two
explanations, one relating to Saudi jihadism in general and the other to al‐Qaida in
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particular. In the mid‐1980s, a Saudi jihadist movement emerged as a result of the
Muslim Brotherhood‐driven mobilisation of Arabs to Afghanistan and the Saudi
state’s promotion of pan‐Islamic nationalism for domestic legitimacy purposes. In
early 1990s Saudi Arabia, pan‐Islamic nationalism spun out of control as the regime
and the Sahwa engaged in a game of one‐upmanship of declared solidarity with
oppressed Muslims abroad, creating broad social acceptance for classical jihadist
activism. Only after the Islamist opposition had been silenced in 1994 did the regime
take serious steps to stem the flow of Saudis to conflict zones, which it now realised
might backfire. However, by then pan‐Islamic nationalism had been cemented as an
important factor in Saudi politics and the Saudi jihadist movement had gained a
momentum of its own. Large constituencies in Saudi Arabia continued to view
classical jihadism – i.e. conventional warfare in local struggles of national liberation
involving Muslims – as entirely legitimate. Usama bin Ladin’s global jihadist project,
which was launched in 1996, enjoyed considerably less support in Saudi Arabia
because it involved extreme tactics as well as violence inside the Kingdom. However,
because the global jihadist discourse was also rooted in pan‐Islamic nationalism, Bin
Ladin could easily exploit the widespread Saudi support for classical jihadism for his
own purposes. Al‐Qaida’s recruitment strategy between 1996 and 2001 relied on
presenting the training camps as a station on the way to a classical jihad, notably in
Chechnya. Once in the camps, recruits were socialised into and indoctrinated with
global jihadism. The flow of Saudis to the al‐Qaida camps increased exponentially
from 1999 onward as a result of four crucial and near‐simultaneous developments:
the pan‐Islamic nationalist renaissance caused by the Chechen war and the
Palestinian intifada; the rise of al‐Shu’aybi school of radical clerics; the introduction
of the Internet; and the release of Yusuf al‐Ayiri from prison.
The identification of the role of pan‐Islamic nationalism in Saudi politics and
of the 1999 quantum leap in al‐Qaida recruitment is very significant, because it
means that the large Saudi presence in the early jihad zones and in al‐Qaida’s camps
was the product of temporary political developments and not of some essential and
timeless Saudi radicalism. Moreover, it allows for a better understanding of the
dynamic and dialectic relationship between factors on the domestic Saudi level and
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factors on the international level. This, in turn, helps us transcend the politicised and
fruitless debate over whether Saudi jihadism is an indigenous or an imported
problem.
Third, why was there relatively little Islamist violence in Saudi Arabia prior to
2003? The Saudi jihadist movement did not produce significant violence in Saudi
Arabia before 2003 because, simply put, the classical jihadists did not have the
intention and the global jihadists did not have the capability. Classical jihadism was
about fighting outside enemies in conflicts that were sanctioned as jihad by senior
Saudi religious scholars. Classical jihadists such as Khattab disliked the U.S. military
presence in the Kingdom, but they did not consider it legitimate to fight in Saudi
Arabia because the government and the senior scholars had not sanctioned it. The
global jihadists, on the other hand, wanted to fight the Americans on Saudi soil,
because it saw the U.S. presence as unacceptable and because it viewed the Saudi
government and its scholars as illegitimate and thus not in a position to decide on
the question of jihad. However, Bin Ladin initially did not have many Saudi
followers and the al‐Qaida infrastructure in the Kingdom prior to 1999 was actually
very weak. After a series of failed operations in Saudi Arabia in 1998 which proved
counterproductive to his effort, Bin Ladin decided to indefinitely postpone the jihad
on the Arabian Peninsula. Instead he began to cultivate it as a recruitment and
fundraising ground, a strategy which proved very successful.
The distinction between classical and global jihadists is an important finding
because it highlights a very significant and highly operational difference in political
priorities which is often lost in the “war on terrorism.” There were degrees of
radicalism in the Saudi jihadist movement, and the global jihadists were in a
minority. The evidence of al‐Qaida’s early mobilisation problems in Saudi Arabia is
significant because it modifies the widespread perception of Saudi Arabia as “al‐
Qaida country.” It also suggests that before 9/11, Bin Ladin’s project was more
marginal and controversial in the world of radical Islamism than much of the
literature on al‐Qaida suggests. My findings are thus more in line with those of
Fawaz Gerges, who showed that global jihadism was minority view in the militant
Egyptian community, and those of Brynjar Lia, whose biography of Abu Musab al‐
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Suri showed that the Arab community in post‐1996 Afghanistan included many
more players than just Bin Ladin and al‐Zawahiri.88
Fourth, to what extent do the dynamics of Islamist militancy in Saudi Arabia differ
from those in other countries? The militant Islamist community in Saudi Arabia seems
to have been considerably more outward‐oriented than those of most other Muslim
countries. The violence in Saudi Arabia prior to 2003 was of two kinds: attacks
against Westerners and attacks on symbols of moral corruption. The first tended to
be perpetrated by amateur global jihadists, the latter by extreme rejectionists. The
QAP campaign was also directed primarily against the outside enemy. The
leadership may have secretly wanted regime change, but it mobilised followers with
a declared global jihadist agenda and it never attacked government figures or
buildings outside of the security establishment. What is conspicuously absent from
modern Saudi history is direct anti‐regime violence. It would seem that Saudi Arabia
has never actually had a strong socio‐revolutionary movement of the Egyptian or
Algerian kind. There are several possible explanations for this highly interesting
tendency. First, the main drivers of socio‐revolutionary Islamism, namely violent
regime oppression and socio‐economic problems, have been less pronounced, in
objective terms, in Saudi Arabia than in the Arab republics. Second is the role of
religion in Saudi state and society, which means the regime can less easily be accused
of apostasy, and may use religious networks to promote obedience to the ruler. Third
is the fact that the Saudi state has used the populist tool of pan‐Islamic nationalism to
boost its domestic political legitimacy and to deflect substantial criticism of local
governance. Fourth is the inverse process of politicisation of the Saudi jihadist
movement, i.e. that unlike their Egyptian or Syrian comrades, Saudi jihadists
politicised on international issues (in 1980s Afghanistan) before they politicised on
domestic issues.
Some of the anti‐Western Saudi militancy is no doubt socio‐revolutionary
activism in disguise. The Saudi state is authoritarian and does have socio‐economic
problems. The widespread use of torture in Saudi prisons in the mid‐1990s pushed
88 See Fawaz Gerges, The Far Enemy: Why Jihad Went Global (New York: Cambridge University Press:
2006) and Brynjar Lia, Architect of Global Jihad: The Life of Al‐Qaeda Strategist Abu Musʹab Al‐Suri (London:
Hurst, 2007).
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many classical jihadists into al‐Qaida’s arms. Unemployment was also a factor in
recruitment to post‐1996 Afghanistan. However, even if we assume that Bin Ladin
and the QAP leaders wanted regime change, the fact remains that they chose to
articulate their agenda in pan‐Islamic nationalist terms and attack primarily Western
targets. This is because they realised that explicit socio‐revolutionary discourse and
violence had very limited mobilising power in Saudi Arabia. Indeed, one of the main
reasons why the QAP failed to recruit outside of the Arab Afghan community after
2003 was that State media succeeded in portraying the militants as revolutionaries.
The absence of a strong Saudi socio‐revolutionary movement has deep
implications for how we understand the underlying causes of Saudi Islamist
violence. Essentially it means that Saudi militants are driven more by ideology than
by socio‐economic grievances, and that symbols of Muslim suffering are more
important for recruitment than domestic malgovernance or the “democracy deficit.”
This hypothesis is further strengthened by the socio‐economic diversity of Saudi
jihadists, which suggests that recruitment is not linked to a specific socio‐economic
grievance such as social mobility closure, which shaped the recruitment base of 1970s
Egyptian socio‐revolutionaries.
The outward orientation of Saudi jihadism also raises the question of whether
there is something in the Wahhabi religious tradition, in Saudi society or in the Saudi
education system which make Saudi Islamists more hostile to non‐Muslims than
Islamists from other countries. It is possible that the Wahhabi emphasis on doctrinal
purity, symbolised by the notion of “loyalty and disassociation,” leads to a
particularly strong emphasis on the distinction between Muslims and non‐Muslims.
However, critics may object that the Wahhabi concern for purity is directed more at
sinful Muslims than at outsiders. Another hypothesis is that the lack of exposure to
non‐Muslims and non‐Muslim cultures produces hostility and propensity to
dehumanise the “infidels.” Critics may again object that proportionately more Saudis
than Egyptians or Algerians study abroad, and that several Saudis went from
America to Afghanistan. A third and related hypothesis is that the Saudi education
system has emphasised the superiority of Muslims over non‐Muslims and provided
Saudi pupils with an ethnocentric understanding of history and limited knowledge
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about other cultures. Sceptics will retort that all education systems are ethnocentric
and that the number of Saudi militants is too small to blame the education system as
a whole. Nevertheless, this author believes that lack of exposure to and objective
knowledge about foreign cultures is a fundamental cause of the outward‐oriented
nature of Saudi militant Islamism. My collection of nearly 800 biographies of Saudi
jihadists shows only a tiny minority had studied in the West, and most of those who
had became classical, not global jihadists. The vast majority seem to have had little or
no personal contact with Westerners in their lives. The Saudi jihadist hostility to non‐
Muslims seems to conform to theories on the link between “social distance” and
violence, which suggest that long cultural and relational distance between two
collectivities increases the likelihood of inter‐group violence.89
As mentioned in the introduction, these core research questions are rooted in
three broader and semi‐independent academic fields of study, namely those of Saudi
politics and society, political Islam, and political violence. The analysis has generated a
number of findings with broader implications in each of these areas.
Those interested in Saudi politics and society will note at least three insights
gained from this inquiry. The first concerns the way in which the Saudi state
manages political opposition. The absence of a strong socio‐revolutionary movement
and of large‐scale violence prior to 2003 suggests that the modern Saudi state has
been relatively successful in pre‐empting and handling Islamist contestation. A case
in point is the successful silencing and cooptation of the Sahwa, which was the
strongest state‐oriented Islamist movement Saudi Arabia has seen. What is
interesting is that the regime has succeeded in making mass mobilisation very
difficult without resorting to the same level of violent repression as many of its
neighbours in the region (see Chapter 7). As we have seen, Saudi policing of the
Islamist community prior to 2003 was relatively soft and non‐confrontational, with
the exception of the 1996‐1998 crackdown. Instead, the state has perfectioned a
complex formula of social control based on the use of rent, tribes and religion to co‐
opt opponents, to undermine class formation and to prevent politicisation. However,

See notably Roberta Senechal de la Roche, ʺCollective Violence as Social Controlʺ, Sociological Forum
11, no. 1 (1996): 106 and Donald Black, ʺThe Geometry of Terrorismʺ, Sociological Theory 22, no. 1 (2004).
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this delicately balanced political ecosystem worked only so long as it remained
relatively isolated from the rest of the world. Globalisation broke the state monopoly
of information, enabled opposition groups to grow strong in exile and empowered
small domestic actors. The QAP campaign was to some extent a consequence of the
Saudi state’s failure to realise the full implications of these changes.
A second and related point concerns the role of religion in Saudi society. My
analysis suggests that Islamist militancy has been widespread in Saudi Arabia, not
because of religiosity per se, but because the religious sphere offers considerable
opportunities for political mobilisation. The ideological nature of the Saudi State
means there is a large social space for religious activity, and the oil rent enables the
State to afford the “luxury” of a massive unproductive religious sector. In its ideal,
isolated form, the Saudi religious sphere is self‐regulating and keeps citizens
apolitical and obedient. For this reason, and for the reasons mentioned above, the
religious sector has not been subject to direct, intrusive control by the State. Jihadist
entrepreneurs therefore found in the religious sphere a vast range of arenas and tools
(local mosques, private lessons, summer camps, charities, etc) which they could use
more or less freely for political mobilisation (see Chapters 4, 8 and 11). The state
continued to tolerate even these activities so long as their violent activism took place
abroad. However, it was relatively easy for the global jihadist entrepreneurs to use
the same arenas and tools to mobilise for violence at home when they so decided.
The third set of observations relates to the political geography of Saudi
Arabia.

It is often assumed that political opposition, and by extension jihadist

activism, is stronger in certain parts of the country than others, particularly in
“neglected peripheries”, “tribal areas” and “hotbeds of religious extremism.” My
review of nearly 800 biographies of Saudi jihadists (see Chapters 5, 9 and 12) shows
that many of these assumptions are incorrect. The South – seen after 9/11 as a major
al‐Qaida recruitment ground – was in fact the most underrepresented region in the
Saudi jihadist movement. Southerners were so rare in al‐Qaida that the 9/11 hijackers
must have been picked for very specific reasons, one of which may have been a
desire to cover up the recruitment problems in the South. Similarly, the socially
conservative region of Qasim is not overrepresented. Most Saudi jihadists, in both
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absolute and relative terms, were from Riyadh, Khobar and the Mecca‐Medina‐Jidda
triangle, i.e. the Kingdom’s big urban conglomerates. A handful of medium‐sized
cities such as al‐Zulfi and big city neighbourhoods such as al‐Thuqba in Dammam
provided disproportionately many Saudi militants, often as a result of the “social
network effect”. Interestingly, my data very clearly shows that the geographical
centre of gravity of the Saudi jihadist movement shifted over time from the Hijaz –
where the Muslim Brotherhood‐driven mobilisation to the Afghan jihad started – to
the Najd, where the main al‐Qaida clerics and recruiters operated from the late 1990s
onward.
This thesis has also generated at least two important findings with broader
relevance to the study of political Islam. First is the usefulness of analytical concepts
grounded in political behaviour as opposed to concepts grounded in theology. By
avoiding essentialist terms such as “salafi”, “salafi jihadi” and “takfiri,” and relying
instead on categories reflecting immediate political preferences such as “pietistic”,
“socio‐revolutionary” and “pan‐Islamic nationalist”, I was able to distinguish
between previously conflated phenomena and provide more powerful causal
explanations than those hitherto available. In Chapter 1, I outlined a typology of
Islamist actors based on five key rationales for political action, which I argued could
be used to distinguish between five types of activism, each with a violent and a non‐
violent manifestation (see Table 1 in Chapter 1). Each dominant rationale was
associated with a particular pattern of behaviour and with a particular type of
discourse. I then used this typology to identify the three main Islamist movements in
Saudi Arabia: the state‐oriented “Sahwa”, the pan‐Islamic “jihadists”, and the
morality‐oriented “rejectionists.” I was then able to show empirically in Chapter 2
that the violence committed by Saudi Islamists was nearly always of the pan‐Islamic
kind, sometimes of the morality‐oriented kind, but hardly ever of the state‐oriented
kind. Moreover, the subsequent analysis confirmed that militants were usually
linked, sociologically, discursively or both, to the less violent actors sharing the same
dominant rationale. Most global jihadists came from a classical jihadist background,
and the early classical jihadists had strong links to the international Islamic
organisations. Similarly, Juhayman al‐Utaybi came from a pietistic background.
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People could switch dominant rationale, but only after passing through the violent
manifestation of their original dominant rationale. Few if any switched “diagonally”
from for example the Sahwa to Juhayman’s Ikhwan, or from the JSM to the Afghan
jihad (see Table 6).

RATIONALE

State‐oriented

NON‐VIOLENT FORM

VIOLENT FORM

Manifestation

Examples

Manifestation

Examples

Reformism

Sahwa

Socio‐revolutionary

n/a

Islamism
Nation‐oriented

Irredentism

n/a

Nationalist‐Separatism

n/a

Umma‐oriented

Pan‐Islamism

International
Islamic
organisations

Jihadism

Saudis in
al‐Qaida
Afghanistan,
QAP
Chechnya,
Bosnia, Iraq
Juhayman’s Ikhwan,
Barrak Group

Morality‐oriented

Pietism

Classical

Global

JSM

Vigilantism

n/a

Violent sectarianism

(Rejectionism)
Sectarian

Sectarianism

n/a

Table 6 A Rationale‐Based Typology of Saudi Islamism

Although further research is required to test this typology in other contexts, it seems
intuitively relevant; socio‐revolutionary militants in Egypt and Algeria emerged
from non‐violent state‐oriented movements (Muslim Brotherhood and the FIS), not
from pietistic local “salafi” communities. In Pakistan, militant sectarian groups
(Lashkar e Janghvi) emerged from more moderate sectarian interest groups (Sipah e
Sahaba), not from state‐oriented groups like Jamaat e Islami.
It would seem that in the analysis of political behaviour such as collective
violence, the rationale‐based approach can reveal more than the theological
approach, which tends to search in vain for an “ideological DNA” of violence (most
often “salafism”). I am not saying that ideology and discourse is unimportant – it is
extremely important, as my analysis shows – but ideology does not have to be
synonymous with theology. To analyse an ideology or a discourse using “regular
language” is no less scientific an approach than to rely exclusively on concepts from
Islamic theology. This is not to say that theological concepts should be scrapped,
only that we should be careful about using theological categories to analyse political
behaviour.
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A second and related key finding of this study is the utility of the concept of
pan‐Islamic nationalism in the analysis of transnational Islamist militancy. In
Chapter 1, I defined pan‐Islamic nationalism as a macro‐nationalism centred on the
umma, and argued that classical and global jihadism should be considered as extreme
manifestations of pan‐Islamic nationalism. I further argued that there was an
essential distinction to be drawn between inward‐oriented socio‐revolutionary
ideologies on the one hand and outward‐oriented nationalist ideologies on the other.
In my analysis I showed that both the discourse and action of Saudi jihadists was
consistently focused on the outside enemy, and that violence was nearly always
rationalised an act of solidarity toward Muslims oppressed by non‐Muslims, not as
an effort to correct the malgovernance or corruption of Muslim rulers. In Chapters 1
and 6 I showed how the pan‐Islamic nationalist discourse was constructed, notably
how it relied on symbols of Muslim suffering at the hands of non‐Muslims. In
Chapters 7 and 10 I showed that mobilisation to Saudi jihadism was considerably
easier when there were more available symbols of Muslim suffering.
The view of classical and global jihadism as expressions of extreme pan‐
Islamic nationalism has many implications, most importantly for perspectives on
causality, and by extension for counterterrorism policy. Put very simply, it means
that symbols of Muslim suffering – especially nationalist‐separatist conflicts such as
Palestine and Chechnya, but also captivity symbols such as Guantanamo and Abu
Ghraib – play a much more important role in recruitment to classical and global
jihadism than do domestic socio‐economic problems. Taken to its ultimate
conclusion, it means addressing the symbols of Muslim suffering is more important
than political and economic reform in the Arab world. This is not to say that the
latter should be dropped, only that the former should not be ignored. The standard
response to this argument is to point to the Western intervention in defence of the
Bosnian and Kosovar Muslims, to Bin Ladin’s alleged ignorance of Palestine, or to
Ayman al‐Zawahiri’s hostility to the Egyptian regime. None of these arguments hold
water. Bosnia and Kosovo are exceptions to the rule of Western military activity in
the Muslim world, and most Muslims saw the Western intervention in Bosnia as
slow and half‐hearted. Bin Ladin has talked about Palestine in practically all his
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statements since the 1980s (see chapter 6), and the reason al‐Qaida did not attack
Israel was lack of capability, not intention. The presence of a minority of socio‐
revolutionaries in al‐Qaida does not change the fact that the organisation mobilised
followers with pan‐Islamic nationalist rhetoric. Solving the Palestinian and Chechen
conflicts will obviously not make al‐Qaida militants put down their arms, but
addressing them more seriously than today will reduce the resonance of Bin Ladin’s
discourse in the broader Muslim population and thus narrow al‐Qaida’s recruitment
base. Of course, jihadism is not a linear expression of the objective level of suffering
in Muslim countries, particularly since new technology and media enable jihadist
propagandists to produce symbols of Muslim suffering from small and seemingly
innocuous events. Nevertheless, the concept of pan‐Islamic nationalism at least helps
us identify the language and rhetorical mechanisms with which al‐Qaida fights for
the hearts and minds of the Muslim population.
More research is needed to explore the causes and implications of the rise in
transnational Islamist militancy and the shift from socio‐revolutionary to pan‐Islamic
nationalist discourse in the Islamist movement in the 1990s. Inquiries into the impact
of globalisation on Islamism, such as those undertaken by scholars such as Olivier
Roy and Peter Mandaville, should be continued.90 As this study has shown, there are
useful perspectives and findings to be borrowed from academic traditions outside of
the Middle Eastern Studies field, especially from the literature on nationalism as well
as social movement theory. For example, in a study of transnational protest, Sidney
Tarrow and Donnatella Della Porta identified a “wave of transnational protest which
began to explode in 1999.”91 While this may be a coincidence, it is interesting because
the year 1999 was also the tipping point for recruitment to al‐Qaida. More
comparative and “cross‐breed” research may reveal previously ignored factors and
mechanisms.
The third thematic field for which this analysis has generated findings
worthy of notice is the study of political violence. For a start, my analysis has

Peter Mandaville, Transnational Muslim Politics: Reimagining the Umma (London: Routledge, 2001)
Olivier Roy, Globalised Islam (London: C. Hurst & Co., 2004).
91 Donatella Della Porta and Sidney Tarrow, eds., Transnational Protest and Global Activism (Lanham:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), 233.
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confirmed the assumptions in Chapter 1 about the contingency of small‐scale
violence and the limits of macro‐level structuralist theories in explaining the
behaviour of terrorist groups. While we can identify certain necessary socio‐
economic causes behind, for example, the Saudi regime’s decision to promote pan‐
Islamic nationalism in the 1980s or behind the flow of Saudis to al‐Qaida and the
QAP in the late 1990s, these factors are not sufficient to explain the mobilisation to
Afghanistan in those periods, much less the outbreak of the 2003 violence. Instead,
the analysis has shown that individual entrepreneurs (such as Yusuf al‐Ayiri) and
coincidences (such as Azzam’s chance encounter with Kamal al‐Sananiri) may play a
crucial role in shaping the course of events. For political actors the size of the QAP or
the Saudi jihadist movement, the key to explaining timing and variations in the level
and form of the violence is located most often at the organisational level and in the
ability of agents to mobilise resources in given political circumstances. Our study has
therefore illustrated the usefulness of social movement theory perspectives in general
and of Della Porta’s dynamic tri‐level framework in particular. This framework
enabled me to identify constellations of factors at different levels at particular points
in time, such as the 1999 turning point (see Chapters 7 and 8), which was crucial for
understanding the rise of the QAP. It also enabled us to see how the interplay
between the Saudi state and the classical jihadists stimulated the growth of global
jihadism. Of particular interest was the radicalising effect of the state’s oscillation
between repression and leniency.
A second important implication of my study is that the distinction between
nationalist and socio‐revolutionary ideologies, known from other (non‐Islamist)
forms of militancy, seems to be operational also in the world of militant Islamism.
This suggests that there is an essential and culturally unspecific difference between
conflict dynamics based on religion and ethnicity on the one hand and those based
on socio‐economic cleavages on the other. We already know from the European
context that nationalist‐type militant groups such as IRA and ETA were usually
larger in size, more embedded in the population, and have a broader recruitment
base (in socio‐economic terms) than did socio‐revolutionary groups such as Rote
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Armé Fraktion or Brigate Rosse.92 Studies of nationalist‐type Islamist groups such as
Hamas and Hizbollah seem to confirm this tendency. My study has shown that pan‐
Islamic nationalist groups also seem to have a broader recruitment base than socio‐
revolutionary ones. This would suggest that nationalist‐type ideologies generally
have greater mobilising power than do utopian or socio‐revolutionary ideologies.
This hypothesis is strengthened by research into suicide terrorism. Robert Pape has
shown that suicide terrorism is nearly always used by groups fighting for territory,
i.e. nationalist‐type groups.93 There are indeed extremely few historical examples of
socio‐revolutionary Islamist groups such as EIJ and GIA using suicide bombings. It
would seem that the threshold of self‐sacrifice is lower in groups driven by
nationalist‐type ideologies. Put bluntly, it seems men will die for their people but not
necessarily for an idea of a state system.
Another finding with implications for the study of political violence is that
despite the many apparent idiosyncrasies of Saudi society, the meso and micro‐level
social dynamics were largely the same in the Saudi jihadist groups as in other
militant groups, both Islamist and secular. Saudi jihadism was an urban
phenomenon attracting young males. Group dynamics such as in‐group loyalty and
bidding games were extremely important for individual recruitment, often more so
than ideological ones, a tendency which echoes Marc Sageman’s observations on
small‐group radicalisation. Exposure to violence through training and combat was
crucial to individual radicalisation; it increased the likelihood of subsequent
militancy more than any other factor. The core of the QAP represented the remains
of a gradually thinned down and radicalised community of jihadists. The QAP also
shared the tendency for isolated clandestine groups to go “deeper and deeper
underground” and to get caught in cycles of revenge with the police to the point of
losing sight of their alleged constituencies and declared grievances, as was the case
with the leftist extremists studied by Della Porta.

92 Peter Waldmann, ʺEthnic and Sociorevolutionary Terrorism: A Comparison of Structuresʺ in Social
Movements and Violence: Participation in Underground Organisations, ed. Donatella. Della Porta
(Greenwich: JAI, 1992).
93 Robert Pape, Dying to Win: The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism, 1st ed. (New York: Random House,
2005).
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However, the implications of this study should not be exaggerated. Several
interesting subquestions were not answered by my inquiry and many important
theoretical avenues were left unpursued. I was notably unable to adequately assess
the role of the tribal dimension in Saudi jihadism, partly for lack of data in the
biographies and partly for lack of absolute figures on the size of tribes (see Chapters
5, 9 and 12). The qualitative data contained very few indications of a tribal factor,
which leaves me sceptical about its importance in Saudi Islamist militancy, although
more research on this topic is most certainly required. It is also possible that I could
have uncovered more Saudi cultural specificities in the Saudi jihadist movement if I
had focused more on the micro‐level social dynamics within the QAP during the
actual campaign. The documentation on the QAP is sufficiently rich to study the
campaign in considerably more detail. Critics may also argue that my analysis goes
too far in downplaying the importance of religion and theology and fails to shed
light on the impact of Wahhabi doctrine on the evolution of the Saudi jihadist
movement. This is partly true, but it stems from my focus on violent behaviour as
opposed to radical ideology per se. More text‐focused research is welcome, and the
sheer size of the production of Saudi ideologues should leave considerable scope for
more research into the ideological dimension of Saudi jihadism. On the theoretical
side, my study may not have made sufficient use of theories of nationalism to
explore the dynamics of pan‐Islamic nationalism. Moreover, as noted above, the
rationale‐based typology presented in chapter 1 is also underdeveloped and will
require considerably more testing and refinement.
The bombing on 12 May 2003 has been called “the mother of all wake‐up
calls” for the Saudi regime about the dangers of leaving the jihadist community
unchecked.94 Since 2003, there has been a general realisation in the Saudi
Government and the security establishment that the QAP campaign does represent a
form of ”blowback” from the state’s promotion and acceptance of private military
participation in foreign conflicts. The culture change and the capability increase in
the police and the intelligence services have been remarkable, and Saudi Arabia is
now a country where violent mobilisation is considerably more difficult than in 2002.

94
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What is perhaps even more remarkable is the fact that this change was not
accompanied by an overreaction by the State. Unlike the brutal repression of the
Islamist opposition in early 1990s Algeria and Egypt, the Saudi crackdown on the
QAP was relatively measured and targeted. This policy is not only commendable
from a human rights perspective, it also constituted effective counterterrorism. At
the current time of writing, the QAP is rightly considered defunct as an organisation,
although continued arrests suggest there are still communities bent on launching
operations in the Kingdom. In the medium term, most questions evolve around the
Saudis in Iraq, who are expected to constitute a security threat upon their return.95
The big question in the long term is whether Saudi Arabia is able and willing to curb
the strong pan‐Islamic nationalist sentiment in Saudi society, something which will
require bold anti‐populist stances on key international issues as well as a systematic
promotion of local Saudi nationalism. It will not be an easy task. As a Saudi
intelligence official observed in 2005:
“We encouraged our young men to fight for Islam in Afghanistan. We
encouraged our young men to fight for Islam in Bosnia and Chechnya. We
encouraged our young men to fight for Islam in Palestine. Now we are telling
them you are forbidden to fight for Islam in Iraq, and they are confused.”96
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Mafhum (www.mafhoum.com)
Markaz al‐Dirasat wa’l‐Buhuth al‐Islamiyya (www.alneda.com; www.drasat.com)
Minbar al‐Tawhid wa’l‐Jihad (www.tawhed.ws)
al‐Mourabitoune (www.ribaat.org)
Nasir al‐Fahd Website (www.al‐fhd.com)
al‐Qa’idun (www.qa3edoon.com)
al‐Qal’a (www.qal3ah.org)
Risalat al‐Umma (www.al‐ommh.net)
Sada al‐Jihad (www.sadaaljiad.net)
Safar al‐Hawali website (www.alhawali.com
al‐Sahat (alsaha.fares.net)
al‐Salafiyoon (alsalafyoon.com)
al‐Saqifa (www.alsakifa.org)
Sawt al‐Jihad website (www.hostinganime.com/sout)
Sawt al‐Qawqaz (www.qoqaz.com)
Sayyid al‐Fawa’id (www.saaid.net)
Shabakat Hadramawt al‐Arabiyya (www.hdrmut.net)
al‐Tajdid (www.tajdeed.org.uk)
Tibyan Publications (tibyaan.atspace.com)
World News Network / Shabakat al‐Akhbar al‐Alamiyya (www.w‐n‐n.com)
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Video Material
al‐Qaida
tadmir al‐mudammira al‐amrikiyya kul [Destruction of the American Destroyer Cole], 2001
[The Nineteen Martyrs], 2002
Various video clips featuring 9/11 hijackers, 2002‐2006
Various statements and interviews with Usama Bin Ladin, 2001‐2005
Various statements and interviews with other al‐Qaida spokesmen (Ayman al‐Zawahiri,
Sulayman Abu Ghayth, Adam Gadahn), 2002‐2006
QAP
wasaya al‐abtal [Wills of the Martyrs], 2003
shuhada’ al‐muwajahat [Martyrs of the Confrontations], 2003
badr al‐riyadh [Badr of Riyadh], 2004
sada al‐jihad [Echo of Jihad], 2004
Untitled [Al‐Muqrin Announcement on Paul Johnston], 2004
Untitled [Decapitation of Paul Johnston], 2004
Untitled [Burial of Rakan al‐Saikhan], 2004
Untitled [Killing of Robert Jacob], 2004
jahim al‐amrikan fi ard al‐hijaz [The Hell of Americans in the Hijaz], 2005
wa harridu al‐mu’minin [And Incite the Believers], 2005
sariyat al‐quds [The Quds Brigade], 2006
ghazwat falluja [The Falluja Raid], 2006
dima’ lan tadhi [Blood not Spilt in Vain] (part 1 and 2), 2006
kasr al‐asr [Breaking Captivity], 2006
Untitled [Interview with 2 Chadian QAP fugitives in Iraq], 2006
muhammad shadhdhaf al‐shihri [Tribute video], 2006
shuhada’ al‐jawf [The Martyrs of Jawf], 2006
salih al‐‘awfi [Tribute video] 2006
Various short video clips, 2004‐2006
Miscellaneous
Saudi TV recording of captured Juhayman Rebels, 1979
al‐ansar al‐‘arab fi Afghanistan [Arab Followers in Afghanistan], 1988
Various lectures by Abdallah Azzam, 1985‐1989
Various video clips from Bosnia, 1992‐1995
Various video clips from Chechnya, 1999‐2007
Various video clips from post‐2001 Afghanistan, 2002‐2007
Various video clips from Iraq, 2002‐2007

Audio Material
Various recordings of QAP operations
Various recorded statements and lectures by:
Abdallah Azzam
Umar Abd al‐Rahman
Usama bin Ladin
Ayman al‐Zawahiri
Jamal Khalifa
Abu Umar al‐Sayf
Khattab

Hamud al‐Shuaybi
Ali al‐Khudayr
Sulayman al‐Ulwan
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Jarbu
Said bin Zuayr
Abdallah al‐Sa’d
Hamad al‐Humaydi

Yusuf al‐Ayiri
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Muqrin
Isa al‐Awshan
Salih al‐Awfi
Faysal al‐Dukhayyil
Faris al‐Zahrani
Abd al‐Majid al‐Muni’
Abdallah al‐Rushud
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Interviews
First‐hand sources
Abdallah Anas
Muhsin al‐Awaji
Hudhayfa Azzam
Nasir al‐Barrak
Muhammad al‐Dawsary
Yusuf al‐Dayni
Mishari al‐Dhaydi
Sulayman al‐Duwaysh
Frank Gardner
Muhammad al‐Hudhayf

Nasir al‐Huzaymi
Abd al‐Rahman al‐Lahim
Hasan al‐Maliki
Khalid al‐Mushawwah
Mansur al‐Nuqaydan
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Qasim
Muhammad al‐Rashid
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Rubaysh
Ibrahim al‐Sakran

Saud al‐Sarhan
Fahd al‐Shafi
Abd al‐Aziz al‐Subayyil
Abdallah al‐Thabit
Adil al‐Turayfi
Mansur al‐Turki
Abdallah Bijad al‐Utaybi
Fahd al‐Utaybi
Abdallah al‐Yahya

Mohammed Hafez
Abd al‐Rahman al‐Hakimi
Andrew Hammond
Bernard Haykel
Steffen Hertog
Andrew Higgins
Sean Keeling
Gilles Kepel
Michael Knights
Evan Kohlmann
Robert Lacey
Stephane Lacroix
Clyde Leamaster
Amelie Le Renard
Brynjar Lia
Will McCants
Pascal Ménoret
Nabil Mouline
Abdallah al‐Mu‘jil
Petter Nesser
Tim Niblock

Nawaf Obaid
Reuven Paz
Thomas Pierret
Magnus Ranstorp
Bernard Rougier
Omar Saghi
Muhammad al‐Sayf
Muhammad al‐Shafi’i
Katib al‐Shammari
Guido Steinberg
Stig Stenslie
Camille Tawil
Dominique Thomas
Ali al‐Umaym
Turki al‐Utaybi
Arne Walther
Christoph Wilcke
Lawrence Wright
May Yamani
Muhammad al‐Zulfa

Second‐hand sources
Mariam Abou Zahab
Faiza Salih Ambah
Camille Ammoun
AbdurRahmaan Anderson
Awadh al‐Badi
Khalid Batarfi
Peter Bergen
Faris Bin Huzzam
Mike Boettcher
Christopher Boucek
Douglas Brown
James Buchan
Asiem al‐Difraoui
Benjamin Dyal
Dominic Evans
Sian Evans
Scott Fagan
Mamoun Fandy
Ibrahim al‐Gharaybeh
Kim Ghattas
Alain Gresh

Interviews conducted in Riyadh, Jidda, Dammam, Abha, Dubai, Kuwait, Amman, Paris,
London, Exeter, St Andrews, Oslo, New York, Washington, Princeton and West Point
Some security officials and Islamist sources have been anonymized
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Judicial and Government Documents
ʺAlmrei v. Canada (2005 FC 1645).ʺ Federal Court of Canada, Ottawa, 2005.
ʺBin Laden/Ibn Khattab Threat Reporting.ʺ Defendantʹs exhibit 792 ‐ US vs Moussaoui
(http://www.rcfp.org/moussaoui/pdf/DX‐0792.pdf) (2001).
ʺBiographies of High Value Terrorist Detainees Transferred to the US Naval Base at
Guantanamo Bayʺ, Press Release, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 6
September 2006.
Harmony Database, Various documents (http://www.ctc.usma.edu/harmony_docs.asp)
National Security Archive, Various documents (http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/index.html)
ʺSubstitution for the Testimony of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed.ʺ Defendantʹs exhibit 941 ‐ US vs
Moussaoui (http://www.rcfp.org/moussaoui/pdf/DX‐0941.pdf).
ʺSummary of Interviews with Muhammad al‐Awhali.ʺ Defendantʹs exhibit 767 ‐ US vs
Moussaoui (http://www.rcfp.org/moussaoui/pdf/DX‐0767.pdf) (1998).
ʺSubstitution for the Testimony of Muhammad Manea Ahmad al‐Qahtani (Phase 2).ʺ
Defendantʹs exhibit ST001 ‐ US vs Moussaoui (http://www.rcfp.org/moussaoui/pdf/DX‐
ST001.pdf).
ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Administrative Review Board.ʺ United States Department
of Defence (http://www.dod.mil/pubs/foi/detainees/csrt/index.html), March/April
2006.
ʺTestimony of Detainees Before the Combatant Status Review Tribunal.ʺ United States
Department of Defense (http://www.dod.mil/pubs/foi/detainees/csrt/index.html),
March/April 2006.
USA vs Ahmed al‐Mughassil et al, Eastern District of Virginia (2001).
USA vs al‐Badawi ‐ Indictment, Southern District of New York (2003).
USA vs Enaam Arnaout ‐ Governmentʹs Evidentiary Proffer, Northern District of Illinois (2003).
USA vs Haouari, Southern District of New York (2001).
USA vs Usama bin Ladin et al, District Court of Southern New York (2001).
ʺVerbatim Transcript of Combatant Status Review Tribunal Hearing for ISN 10011.ʺ
www.defenselink.mil, 2007
ʺVerbatim Transcript of Combatant Status Review Tribunal Hearing for ISN 10015.ʺ
www.defenselink.mil, 2007.

Unpublished Master’s and Doctoral Theses
al‐Harthi, Mohammad A. ʺThe Political Economy of Labour in Saudi Arabia: The Causes of
Labour Shortage.ʺ PhD thesis, State University of New York, 2000.
al‐Juwayer, Ibrahim Ibn Mubarak. ʺDevelopment and Family in Saudi Arabia: An Exploration
of the Views of University Students in Riyadh.ʺ PhD thesis, University of Florida,
1984.
Al‐Osaimi, Muhammed Abd al‐Mohsen. ʺThe Persuasion of King Faisal Ibn Abd al‐Aziz: A
Case Study in Contemporary Islamic Oratory.ʺ PhD thesis, Indiana University, 1990.
al‐Zahrani, Abdul Razagg. ʺSaudi Arabia: Development of Sociologyʹs Relation to Islam and
its Impact on Society.ʺ PhD thesis, Washington State University, 1986.
Alfaleh, Matrook. ʺThe Impact of the Processes of Modernization and Social Mobilization on
the Social and Political Structures of the Arab Countries With Special Emphasis on
Saudi Arabia.ʺ PhD thesis, University of Kansas, 1987.
Basha, Bakri Mohammed. ʺThe Significant Influences of Islamic Law on Decreasing Crime
Rate in Saudi Arabian Society: Attitudinal Comparative Study.ʺ PhD thesis, United
States International University, 1979.
Engene, Jan Oskar. ʺPatterns of Terrorism in Western Europe, 1950‐95.ʺ PhD thesis,
University of Bergen, 1998.
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Hertog, Steffen. ʺSegmented Clientelism: The Politics of Economic Reform in Saudi Arabia.ʺ
DPhil thesis, Oxford University, 2006.
Lacroix, Stéphane. ʺLe champ politico‐religieux en Arabie Saoudite après le 11 septembre.ʺ
Masterʹs thesis (mémoire de DEA), Institut dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris 2003.
Lacroix, Stéphane. ʺUne sociologie politique de lʹislamisme en Arabie Saoudite.ʺ PhD thesis,
Institut dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris 2007.
Le Moulec, Jean‐Baptiste. ʺʹUtayba: Tribu Rebelle?ʺ Masterʹs thesis (mémoire de DEA), Institut
dʹEtudes Politiques de Paris 2004.
Madani, Nizar Obaid. ʺThe Islamic Content of the Foreign Policy of Saudi Arabia; King
Kaisalʹs Call for Islamic Solidarity 1965‐1975.ʺ PhD thesis, American University, 1978.
Mouline, Nabil. ʺUlama al‐Sultan: Parcours et évolution dans le champ politico‐religieux
saoudien des membres du comité des grands oulémas (1971‐2005).ʺ Master’s thesis,
Institut dʹEtudes Politiques, 2005.
Sindi, Abdullah M. ʺThe Muslim World and its Efforts in Pan‐Islamism.ʺ PhD thesis,
University of Southern California, 1978.

Media Sources
ABC News Online
Agence France Presse
Alarabyia.net
Al‐Ahram Weekly
ArabicNews.com
Arab News
Associated Press
Ausaf (Pakistan)
BBC News Online
Boston Globe
Chicago Tribune
Christian Science Monitor
CNN.com
Dawn (Pakistan)
Elaph.com
FoxNews.com
Guardian
Gulf News

Al‐Hayat
Inbaa.com
Independent
al‐Ittihad (Dubai)
al‐Jazira Newspaper (Riyadh)
Aljazeera.net (Qatar)
Jordan Times
Le Monde
Los Angeles Times
al‐Majalla (London)
al‐Medina (Medina)
NBC News
Newsweek
New York Times
Observer (London)
Pakistan
PBS
al‐Quds al‐Arabi (London)

Reuters
al‐Riyadh (Riyadh)
Saudi Gazette
Saudi Press Agency
al‐Sharq al‐Awsat (London)
St Petersburg Times
TIME
The Times (London)
al‐Ukaz (Riyadh)
United Press International
Wall Street Journal
al‐Wasat (Bahrain)
Washington Post
Washington Times
al‐Watan (Abha)
Weekly Standard
Wired.com

Databases and Search Engines
EBSCO Host (web.ebscohost.com)
Encyclopaedia Britannica (www.eb.com)
Google (www.google.com)
Google Scholar (scholar.google.com)
ISI Web of Knowledge (portal.isiknowledge.com)
Lexis‐Nexis (www.lexisnexis.com)
Library of Congress Online Catalog (catalog.loc.gov)
Terrorism Knowledge Base (www.tkb.com)
USC‐MSA Compendium of Muslim Texts (www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran)
Waybackmachine (www.archive.org)
Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.com)
World News Connection (wnc.dialog.com)
Yahoo (www.yahoo.com)
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Miscellaneous Internet Resources
9/11 Commission (www.9‐11commission.gov)
Ansab Online (www.ansab‐online.com)
Cageprisoners (www.cageprisoners.com)
CIA World Factbook (www.cia.gov)
Cryptome (www.cryptome.org)
Dar al‐Nadwa (www.daralnadwa.com)
Findlaw (www.findlaw.com)
Global Security www.globalsecurity.org
Globalterroralert (www.globalterroralert.com)
Gulf 2000 Project (gulf2000.columbia.edu)
al‐Haramain Islamic Information Center (www.alhramain.com)
Jadal (www.jadal.org)
Jihad Unspun (www.jihadunspun.com)
Ogrish (www.ogrish.com)
PRISM Project (www.e‐prism.org)
Publiceye.org (www.publiceye.org)
Saudi Arabia US‐Relations Information Page (www.saudi‐us‐relations.org)
Saudi Ministry of Planning (www.planning.gov.sa)
SITE Institute (www.siteinstitute.org)
Terror Exposed (www.terrorexposed.net)
The Smoking Gun (www.thesmokinggun.com)
Tracking the Threat (www.trackingthethreat.com)
MEMRI (www.memri.org)

Libraries consulted
King Saud University Library, Riyadh
King Faisal Centre for Research and Islamic Studies Library , Riyadh
Imam Muhammad bin Saud University Library, Riyadh
King Abdul Aziz Public Library, Riyadh
The British Library
King’s College London Library
Exeter University Library / Arab World Documentation Unit
Sciences‐Po Paris Library
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Appendix 1: Security Incidents in Saudi Arabia, 20002006

17 March 2000: Shots were fired from a moving car at the Russian consulate in Jidda, wounding a
guard.1
9 August 2000: A lone gunman wounded a Briton near Khamis Mushayt air base.2
14 October 2000: Two Saudis (Faisal Naji al-Balwi and Ayesh Ali al-Freidi) hijacked a plane and took it
to Baghdad. In a press conference they held at Baghdad's airport that they “wanted to restore justice
and equality to the Kingdom.” One of the hijackers said “we sought through our initiative to call for the
freedom of expression in Saudi Arabia." He blamed the Saudi authorities for wasting the public funds
and criticized the presence of American and British armies in Saudi Arabia. They were detained in Iraq
and were still awaiting extradition in October 2002.3
17 November 2000: A Briton was killed and his wife wounded in car bomb in Riyadh.4
22 November 2000: Three Britons were injured by a car bomb in Riyadh.

5

16 December 2000: A Briton was injured by booby trap on his car in Khobar.6
14 January 2001: A car bomb was defused in Riyadh.7
15 March 2001: A bomb explodes in front of al-Jarir bookstore in Riyadh.8
16 March 2001: Three Chechens hijacked a plane from Istanbul to Moscow and diverted it to Medina.9
18 April 2001: Home-made bomb discovered outside Jordanian embassy in Riyadh.10
2 May 2001: The American doctor Gary Hatch who worked at the Saad specialist hospital in Khobar
was gravely injured by a video-shaped parcel bomb.11
24 June 2001: A border clash between Saudi and Iraqi guards ended with the death of an Iraqi
12
soldier.
6 October 2001: Two Americans were killed and five were wounded in what may have been a suicide
bombing in Khobar.13
14

15 November 2001: An acid-filled bottle was hurled at the car of a German family in Riyadh.

Early may 2002: An empty SAM-7 missile tube was discovered outside Prince Sultan Airbase. 13 men
were arrested a few weeks later.15

1
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5 June 2002: An Australian BAE employee was targeted by a sniper in Tabuk.16
20 June 2002: A British banker was killed by a car bomb in Riyadh.

17

29 June 2002: A bomb was found under the car of US hospital employee in Riyadh.18
11 July 2002: A Saudi man was detained after entering the Qatari consulate in Jidda with a loaded gun.
The circumstances and motivation were unclear.19
20

Late summer: There were reports of arrests in connection with planned attack on Ras Tanura.
September 2002: A judge was shot and killed in Sakaka.
29 September 2002: A German was killed by car bomb in Riyadh.21

16 November 2002: A shootout in Riyadh between militants and police ended with the arrest of wanted
Islamist militant Muhammad al-Sahim.22
20 November 2002: A man fired shots and threw a molotov cocktail in an American fastfood restaurant
in al-Kharj.23
24

30 November 2002: A crude bomb exploded under car of a Dutch family, but nobody was hurt.

24 January 2003: A shootout between security forces and militants at a checkpoint in Riyadh left a
Kuwaiti bystander dead, and another bystander and two police wounded.25
Early February 2003: An Australian expatriate was fired at while jogging near his compound in Khamis
Mushayt.26
6 February 2003: Gunmen opened fire at the car of a Briton in Riyadh, but he escaped with minor
27
injuries.
7 February 2003: Eight militants were arrested in connection with the 24 January shootout.28
17 February 2003: The Deputy Governor of al-Jawf was killed by a gunman in Sakaka.
20 February 2003: A Briton was shot dead in his car in Riyadh. The perpetrator, Saud Ali Nasir, was
arrested shortly afterwards.29
25 February 2003: Seven armed militants were arrested in Mecca.30
26 February 2003: A man was arrested after trying to firebomb a McDonald’s restaurant in Dammam.

31

18 March 2003: Police discovered a bomb-making factory in Riyadh after a bomb went off
prematurely.32
22 March 2003: The US embassy and consulates close for a day for security reasons.

33

25 March 2003: A gunman killed a policeman and wounded another at a traffic light in Sakaka.
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21 April 2003: A police chief in Jawf was shot dead in his car.
1 May 2003: An American was shot in an attack by a lone gunman on a marine base in al-Jubayl. The
victim later died from his wounds.34
6 May 2003: A major gun battle in Riyadh lead to the publication of the list of 19 wanted militants two
35
days later.
12 May 2003: The East Riyadh bombing. Car bombs devastated three residential compounds for
expatriate workers in Riyadh, killing up to 43 people (number disputed) and wounding almost 200. A
total of five vehicles and twelve militants targeted the Vinnell, Jedawal and al-Hamra Oasis Village
compounds.36
18 May 2003: Four people were arrested on suspicion of having advance knowledge of the 12 May
37
bombing.
19 May 2003: The US consulate in Dhahran closed after a threatening gunman was observed outside
the gate.38
19 May 2003: Two Moroccans (Talib Karim and Muhammad Karam) were arrested in Jidda. Initial
reports said they were suspected of plotting to hijack an airplane and crash it, but this was later denied
by Saudi officials.39
20 May 2003: A wanted militant and three women were arrested in Jidda. The detainees (Abd al-Mun’im
al-Ghamidi, his Syrian wife Ghayda al-Ahmad, in addition to Ayyida al-Sayyad and Hanan Abdallah, the
Moroccan wives of wanted militants) were trying to flee from the police crackdown on Medina.40
22 May 2003: Four terrorist suspects were arrested.

41

26-27 May 2003: Security forces arrested eleven suspects in Medina after raids in the neighborhoods of
Al-Iskan, Al-Azhari, Al-Nasim, and others. An additional four people were arrested in Riyadh. Among the
people arrested in Medina were sheikhs Nasir al-Fahd, Ali al-Khudayr and Ahmad al-Khalidi. The
sheikhs were allegedly arrested at an Internet café. High-level Saudi sources said some of the suspects
were staying at a house in the Khalidiya district of Medina. Other sources added that five people were
arrested in al-Hindiyya village west of Medina.42
28 May – 1 June: On 28 May, authorities said they had arrested a total of around 100 people since the
43
12 May bombings. On 1 June other official sources said they had detained a total of 21 people.
31 May 2003: Yusuf al-Ayiri was killed and his companion Abdallah al-Shabrami was arrested in a
shootout with police at a checkpoint in Turbah, 200km from Hail. Police said the two had thrown a hand
44
grenade on a police patrol a day earlier, killing two policemen and wounding two others.
14 June 2003: Police raided an apartment in the al-Attas building in the Khalidiyya district in Mecca at
2130 in the evening, killing five militants and arresting 12. Two policemen died. Five policemen and four
bystanders were injured. Seven of those arrested were Saudis. Three others were from Chad and one
was Egyptian (the 12th person was not identified). The apartment was allegedly booby-trapped and the
police said they found 72 bombs of various kinds in addition to several automatic rifles, guns,
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ammunition, communication devices, chemicals for manufacturing bombs and masks. Event wdescribed
45
in Sawt al-Jihad.
15 June 2003: Three, Four or seven (number not clear) escapees from the Khalidiyya battle were
arrested in Mecca (Umm al-Jud or Shumaysi district, conflicting reports). Reports said at least 30
militants were hiding in the area; one of the men was killed, three were arrested and the rest fled.46
18 June: Prince Nayif said a total of 45 people had been arrested in connection with the 12 May
attacks.47
21 June 2003: Security forces arrested four Saudi women during raid on flat rented by a militant. Two
48
men were also arrested in another raid in Burayda.
24 June 2003: Security forces arrested six suspects, three of them carrying maps of “vital government
installations.” Four of the men were arrested in Mecca (three of which at a checkpoint on Mecca-Jidda
road) and the other two in Abha, Ukaz newspaper quoted security sources as saying.49
26 June 2003: Ali Abd al-Rahman Sa‘id al-Faq‘asi al-Ghamidi surrendered to police.50
1 July 2003: Police arrested Zafer Abdul Rahman Al-Shihri in an abandoned house in the southern
province of Al-Namas. He was allegedly found with 50 automatic rifles, ammunition, a personal
computer and fake identification papers. Police and tribal leader of Al-Namas area searched for the
suspect for three days and became suspicious of someone who had taken up residence in an
abandoned house in a village called Al-Khaderah, according to the head of the police Brig. Gen. Ali AlHazmi. Al-Shihri had evaded police three days previously when they tried to arrest him at work. He
allegedly shot and wounded a police officer, SPA reported. A police helicopter crashed while chasing AlShihri, wounding 10 soldiers on board.51
1 July: Prince Nayif said a total of 124 people had been arrested since the 12 May attacks.

52

3 July 2003: Turki al-Dandani and three other militants (Rajih al-Ajami, Abd al-Rahman al-Jubara and
Amash al-Subay‘i) were killed in a shootout with police near the village of Zuhayr in Jawf. The militants
were killed at 5 am after a long siege. Two policemen were also wounded. The militants had barricaded
themselves at the home of Musad al-Ruwaily, the imam of the local mosque.53
21 July 2003: Saudi authorities arrested 16 militants after a series of raids on farms and rest houses
around Riyadh, in Qasim and in the Eastern Province. The police allegedly uncovered very large
quantities of weapons and explosives in the raids.54
23 July 2003: Prince Nayif said a total of 240 people had been arrested since the 12 May attacks.

55

25 July 2003: A Saudi, a Moroccan and an Algerian were arrested at a checkpoint in the al-Ka’akia
district of Mecca after jihadist publications were discovered in their car.56
28 July 2003: Six militants and two policemen were killed in a shootout at farm in Uyun al-Jawa in
Qasim. One militant and eight policemen were wounded. The dead militants (Ahmad al-Dukhayyil,
Karim al-Harbi, Saud al-Qurashi, Muhammad al-Harbi, and the Chadians Isa Khatir and Isa Ahmad) had
fled from the Khalidiyya shootout in Mecca on 15 June.57
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3 August 2003: Three militants were arrested in Qasim.58
10 August 2003: Police arrested ten militants after a car chase and a shootout in Riyadh. A man failed
to stop his car at a police checkpoint and opened fire when police came after him. After a protracted car
chase, the fugitive stopped at a rest house near the Saudi German Hospital in the al-Amana district in
the north of the city. The safe house may have been the building referred to as Istirahat al-Amana in the
QAP literature. There were no casualties. A Saudi security source in London said the cell may have
been planning attacks against British targets, possibly a British plane. Prince Nayif later denied this
59
claim.
12 August 2003: Three policemen and one militant were killed in a shootout following police raids on
several (ca 5) villas in the Suwaydi district of Riyadh. A militant and two policemen were wounded. An
unclear number of militants (ca 5) were arrested, but seven escaped.60
15 August 2003: A large raid on a building in village in the Jizan province led to the arrest of 21
suspected militants.61
62

7 September 2003 (approx): Yemen arrested suspected militant Bandar al-Ghamdi.

23 September 2003: One police officer and three militants (Sultan al-Qahtani, Turki al-Qahtani and
Khalid al-Shihri) were killed in a shootout in Jizan. Security forces raided a farm near Jizan where a
group of suspected militants were hiding. The gunmen subsequently fled the village, locaded in the
northeast of the province on the road to Abu Arish town, and entered the local hospital compound,
where they were besieged by police in the early morning hours. In addition to the deaths, four policemen
were wounded and two or three militants arrested.63
5 October 2003: Police arrested three suspects during a raid in the desert east of Riyadh.64
8 October 2003: Security forces raid a farm in the northern Muleda area of Qasim and arrest a suspect.
Three other suspects flee. Two security officers suffer injuries. Large quantities of bomb-making material
65
and light weaponry are found on the farm.
12 October 2003: An unknown number of militants arrested during police raids on farms in Qasim. Two
days later, Prince Nayif spoke of “the arrest of two terror suspects in Riyadh and Qasim recently”.66
14 October 2003: Four militants were arrested in Arar on the Iraqi border as they attempted to enter
67
Iraq.
20 October 2003: Security forces raided alleged terrorist cells in various parts of the country, including
Riyadh, al-Majma, Mecca, Jidda and Qasim. Plastic explosives, homemade bombs, gas masks and
large quantities of assault rifles and ammunition were seized.68
69

22 October 2003: Prince Turki al-Faisal said nearly 600 people had been arrested since 12 May 2003.

3 November 2003: Police raided two buildings in Mecca, killing two militants. Six militants were
arrested, one of whom was wounded. Four were Saudis, one was Nigerian and one was Pakistani.
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Another militant got away but was arrested the next day. One of the buildings allegedly contained an
70
explosives factory.
6 November 2003: A fierce gunbattle erupted in Riyadh’s Suwaydi district at 4 a.m. as police tried to
raid a safe-house for militants. One militant was killed and eight policemen were wounded. Witnesses
said between 12 and 17 militants were involved in the shootout. Several militants escaped.71
6 November 2003: In Mecca’s al-Sharaie district, two prominent QAP militants (Mit’ib al-Muhayyani and
Sami al-Luhaybi) were cornered by police and allegedly detonated explosives (probably handgrenades)
killing themselves in the blast.72
9 November 2003: Muhayya bombing. A suicide car bomb struck the Muhayya compound, killing 17
people and wounding over 120. Most of the casualties were Arab and many were Muslim. The bombing
was carried out by Ali al-Harbi and Nasir al-Khalidi.73
20 November 2003: Wanted militant Abdallah al-Sulami surrendered to authorities.74
24 November 2003: Police arrested 10 militants in various raids across the Kingdom.75
25 November 2003: Police killed two militants (Abd al-Muhsin al-Shabanat and Musa‘id al-Subay‘i) in
north-east Riyadh and seized a car rigged with almost a ton of explosives. The car contained video
76
footage of the Seder Village compound in Riyadh.
26 November 2003: Police arrested an unidentified suspected militant. He was captured with a large
weapon cache which included a SAM-7 surface-to-air missile, 20 high explosive hand grenades, 89
electrical detonators, blocks of explosives and six booby-trapped mobile phones.77
4 December 2003: Gunmen wounded Maj.-Gen. Abd al-Aziz al-Huwayrini. The al-Haramain brigades
78
claimed responsibility.
8 December 2003: Security forces killed prominent QAP member Ibrahim al-Rayis in a shootout at a
79
petrol station in Suwaydi in Riyadh.
11 December 2003: A foreign national was arrested in Raniya for carrying cassettes with jihadist
propaganda as well as forged official documents.80
12 December 2003: A man was arrested in Medina for accessing al-Qaida websites in an Internet
cafe81
Early December 2003: Unconfirmed reports spoke of a failed attempt to assassinate Muhammad bin
82
Nayif.
24 December 2003: Police arrested five people in connection with a raid on four computer shops the
Jizan province. The police found CDs containing detailed descriptions on how to make bombs and
83
explosives. Three of the shops were located in Abu Aris Province and the fourth in a nearby village.
29 December 2003: A vehicle exploded while parked in front of a building in the Salam residential
district in eastern Riyadh. The site was quickly surrounded by the police, the reports said, and security
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officials confirmed that the car belonged to a major from the Interior Ministry. Three men arrested shortly
84
afterwards. Al.Haramayn brigades claimed responsibility two days later.
30 December 2003: Wanted militant Mansur Faqih turned himself in.85
5 January 2004: Police defused a “bomb or bomb training device” in a telephone booth in Riyadh.86
9 January 2004: Swiss police arrested 8 foreigners in connection with the 12 May 2003 attacks. Very
few details on the detainees were released, except that they were foreigners, not all were Muslims, and
87
that they were suspected of providing logistical support to the attackers.
18 January 2004: A shootout in the Nasim area of Riyadh ended with no casualties. Three militants
escaped.88
29 January 2004: A police unit came under fire as they searched a suspected miltant hideout in the
area of Riyadh. Six policemen and a civilian died. The dead civilian was Hamud al-Farraj (father of
militant Khalid al-Farraj), who accompanied police to show them the house. The subsequent manhunt,
which included raids on two safe houses in the nearby area, led to the capture of seven militants,
including Khalid al-Farraj. The police also discovered large quantities of weapons, as well as a car
89
rigged with explosives.
4 February 2004: A suspected militant was arrested in eastern Riyadh after a car chase.90
12 February 2004: A wanted militant named Majid al-Rushudi who had recently escaped from prison
was arrested by security forces in Burayda after trying to hide in a toilet.91
13 February 2004: Authorities warned the public that a vehicle packed with explosives might be on the
92
loose in the Riyadh area. The vehicle in question was found in April.
93

17 February 2004: Wanted militant Fahd al-Farraj was arrested.

18 February 2004: Security forces killed a suspected militant in Riyadh (Aziziyya).94
22 February 2004: A suspected militant was arrested in Burayda.

95

10 March 2004: Gunmen attacked police chief in al-Aflaj, Mish‘al al-Matari, when he dropped his
daughter off to school. He was wounded in the legs.96
15 March 2004: QAP leader Khalid al-Hajj and his companion Ibrahim al-Mazayni, were killed by police
in the Nasim area of Riyadh.97
5 April 2004: Saudi security forces shot dead a suspected militant (Abd al-Rahman al-Harbi) after a car
chase in the Rawda area of Riyadh. The dead militant’s companion (Abdallah al-Harbi) sought refuge in
98
a nearby house and was wounded and arrested after a seven-hour siege.
5 April 2004: A police officer was shot dead at point blank range during questioning of a suspect in
Jidda. Police identified two suspected liquor dealers outside a small cafeteria in Al-Bawadi district. As
one of the suspects went inside the shop, police moved in to arrest the man who remained behind. As a
result, a brief struggle ensued that resulted in one officer being bitten in the hand. According to
witnesses, the man, after biting the officer, yelled that he had a bomb and would blow himself and his
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car up. At that moment, the other suspect came out of the cafeteria, pulled out a gun and fired several
shots at close range into police officer Ahmad Al-Thubyani’s chest and shoulders. As the other officer,
Ahmad Al-Rehaily, attempted to help Al-Thubyani, the suspects escaped. It was not clear whether the
99
perpetrators were criminals or militants.
9 April 2004: A policeman was killed in Jidda’s Macarana street by gunmen in a car, which he had
stopped to inspect. The militants escaped.100
12 April 2004: A policeman and a militant were killed in a shootout in the Faiha area of Riyadh. Four
policemen were wounded. Three militants fled. "Patrol police identified a car carrying two terror suspects
and tracked it down to the Al-Faiha neighborhood, and the two opened fire on security officers as they
stopped in front of a villa they were using as a hide-out," an official said. "Meanwhile a group of militants
came out and started firing arms including rocket propelled grenades." Eyewitnesses said the terrorists
fled into a villa after being chased by security officials, leaving their jeep in front. "The terrorists blew up
the vehicle and took cover," they said.101
13 April 2004: Four policemen were killed in two separate attacks by militants on police on the RiyadhQasim highway. At the Umm Sedrah checkpoint, two policemen, who were in a car, were attacked by
two occupants of a van near a mosque and a petrol station, the source said. It was not clear if this was
the same van which three militants commandeered after the Fayha shootout. The assailants drove on
until they came upon another police car, 20 km further north, which they attacked, killing the two
occupants, policemen Turki Ghuraf Al-Otaibi and Salman Rashid Al-Moussa, of Unaizah police station.
The ministry spokesman said the two policemen came under gunfire from militants who acted like
pedestrians looking for help. “When the policemen stopped their vehicle, the militants showered them
with gunfire,” he added.102
13 April 2004: Police discovered three car bombs at dawn in the desert region of Al-Shamasiya, nine
kilometers north of Umm Sedrah checkpoint on the road between Riyadh and Qasim. On combing the
region, security authorities “seized two truck bombs ready to be used as well as a third car containing
arms,” a ministry spokesman said. A security source said the car bombs were ready for attacks in
Riyadh. The police later said the 1991 GMC Suburban (the vehicle wanted since 13 February) had been
rigged with 1.3 tons of explosives. The two other cars were packed with a total of 2.8 tons of highly
explosive material, the official said.103
14 April 2004: Policeman Naif Al-Otaibi of the Mujahedeen unit was shot dead by a group of five
militants in Shoaib Al-Haysa, near the entrance to Wadi Hanifa on the outskirts of Al-Uyaynah, 45 km
northwest of Riyadh. Bujaid Al-Otaibi, Naif’s colleague, was shot in the left leg but managed to drive the
Mujahedeen patrol car back to base where he called for support. The suspects were sighted in a white
Mitsubishi truck, which they later abandoned, continuing their escape on foot. The militants were still
104
being hunted in the hills two weeks later.
18 April 2004: Police announced the arrest of eight militants in connection with recent clashes.
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19 April 2004: Police found another two cars packed with explosives on Ramah highway outside
Riyadh. “The discovery of the two vehicles, which were found at Shuaib Juraidal in Rumhiyah village, 90
km east of Riyadh, brought to five the number of car bombs seized in the Kingdom in the past week.”
The two vehicles contained more than 2,800 kilograms of explosives.106
20 April 2004: Two Qasim police officers were shot and wounded when they stopped a suspect Toyota
truck in a street in Burayda. Witnesses said a militant got out of his pickup and started firing with his
machine gun at police. The truck was later found in a militant hideout on 20 May.107
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21 April 2004: Al-Washm Bombing. A suicide car bomb targeted general security building in Riyadh.
Five people were killed and 145 were wounded.108
22 April 2004: Police arrested six men after surrounding a building in the Al-Samar neighborhood, east
of the Makkah Expressway in Jidda.109
22 April 2004: Shootout at a militant hideout in a Jidda flat left three militants dead. A policeman was
wounded. At around 9.30 p.m., police chased a car containing six suspects in the northeast of the city.
The chase ended in Umm Al-Qura Street in the Al-Safa neighborhood, not far from the Makkah
Expressway. The six ran into a building in an area of mostly furnished apartments and started firing on
the police, who returned fire. The ensuing siege lasted long into the night.110
111

1 May 2004: Yanbu’ attack. Four militants went on a shooting spree in Yanbu.

17 May 2004: A senior police officer was wounded by gunmen during an arrest.[TBC]
20 May 2004: Four militants and a policeman were killed in a shootout at a rest house in the Khudayra
area of Burayda. Two policemen were injured.112
21 May 2004: Police raided a house in the Nasim area of Burayda and found two pick-up trucks, one of
which was used in an April 20 shooting in Buraidah in which a security man was critically wounded.113
22 May 2004: German citizen Jonathan Hermann Bengler was killed by unidentified gunmen in Riyadh
at 6.15 pm local time. A witness said a car pulled up next to him as he left a supermarket, and shot him
in the head and body before escaping. According to witnesses, a 1999 Honda was parked near the bank
and moved off as Bengler was coming out. Two people in the car opened fire at him, hitting him once in
the head and four times in the chest with an automatic weapon before driving off. The scene of the
shooting was the Jarir Shopping Complex on the south side of the Riyadh-Dammam highway, at
Junction 10 on the Oqbah Bin Nafie Road, in the Al-Hamra district. Bengler worked for Saudia Airlines
114
Catering.
23 May 2004: Police arrested three militants at a hideout in Burayda.115
24 May 2004: Security forces stormed a house in Burayda allegedly belonging to Bandar al-Dakhil. No
arrests or casualties.116
29-30 May 2004: Khobar attack. Four militants went on a shooting spree at several locations in Khobar.
Many casualties.
1 June 2004: Two militants opened fire at police at a checkpoint on the Mecca-Taif highway. They were
117
killed 12 hours later after fleeing and hiding in a nearby mountainous area.
2 June 2004: Gunmen fired on two Americans in separate cars leaving a compound in Riyadh. One of
the Americans and a Saudi bystander were wounded. When the two US nationals were driving their
vehicles from their housing compound, they were approached by a GMC Yukon with two unidentified
persons inside. The men then opened fire on the vehicles of the two who were driving on the Riyadh-
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Alkharj Highway at 8 a.m. Sources told Arab News that Naif Al-Harbi, a Saudi from Saudi Aramco, was
118
caught in the line of fire when his car was sprayed with bullets.
5 June 2004: A shootout in Jidda ended with no casualties; militants escaped.
6 June 2004: BBC correspondent Frank Gardner is wounded and his Irish cameraman was killed in an
attack by gunmen in the al-Suwaydi neighbourhood in Riyadh.119
8 June 2004: US citizen Robert Jacobs was killed in his house in Riyadh (al-Khalij neighbourhood).
10 June 2004: Four Saudi teenagers were arrested after two incidents in Taif. An American was
threatened with a knife by three people in a restaurant. Another American was rammed in his car by
another person.
10 June 2004: A chadian national was arrested in Jidda where he had been hiding after his involvement
in a Mecca firefight on 15 June 2003
12 June 2004: US citizen Kenneth Scroggs was shot and killed as he parked his car by his house in
Riyadh (al-Malazz neighbourhood).
12 June 2004: Police discovered a car filled with explosives in Riyadh.
12 June 2004: US citizen Paul Marshall Johnson was kidnapped in Riyadh. He was decapitated on 18
June.
15 June 2004: Two militants were arrested north of Riyadh.
18 June 2004: Security forces killed Abd al-Aziz al-Muqrin and three other militants in Riyadh.
27 June 2004: Uthman al-Amri turned himself in under the amnesty (which had been declared on 23
June)
30 June 2004: A militant was killed in a shootout in Riyadh. Several militants escaped.The dead militant
was Ali bin Dakhil al-Ghabalan, first mistaken for Abdallah al-Rushud. Two policemen were killed and
nine others wounded
1 July 2004: A siege and shootout in Riyadh (Nakhil) resulted in the death of one militant and the
wounding of another. One policeman was killed and two others were wounded.
13 July 2004: Khaled Harbi (aka Abu Sulayman al-Makki), who surrendered under the amnesty, was
shown on Saudi television arriving at Riyadh airport. In a statement, the Interior Ministry said Harbi had
contacted the Saudi Embassy in Tehran from the Iranian-Afghan border, where he was stranded. alHarbi had appeared on the videotape released in November 2001 in which bin Laden described the
planning of the Sept. 11 attacks on the United States.120
16 July 2004: A fourth suspect, Ibrahim al-Qaidi, accepted the amnesty and surrendered to authorities.
20 July 2004: Saudi security forces killed two militants, wounded three others, and arrested at least two
in a raid on the residence of Salih al-Awfi. The two men killed were Issa bin Saad al-Oshan, and Mujab
Abu Ras al-Dosari. A subsequent statement in Sawt al-Jihad said one of the three injured, Mashaal bin
al-Sheik Hamoud al-Faraj, later died from his wounds. Police held al-Awfi’s wife and three children. The
fate of al-Awfi himself was unclear. Three members of the security forces were wounded in the gunbattle
which erupted when security forces came under "heavy fire" from hand and rocket-propelled grenades
while inspecting a residence suspected of being used by militants. Security forces returned fire, killing
two militants and wounding three, said the official. Another group of militants fired on policemen
engaging the first group of militants in an attempt to distract members of the security forces, the Interior
Ministry official said. In the house, police found the frozen head of Paul M. Johnson, as well as a huge
weapons cache, including a surface-to-air missile, a variety of bombs, 22 machine guns, 11 pistols and
121
more than 30,000 bullets.
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22 July 2004: Fawzan al-Fawzan surrendered at the Saudi embassy in Damascus, Fayiz al-Dusary
surrendered in Taif, bringing the total number of people having accepted the amnesty to six.
26 July 2004: A militant was arrested in Qasim
31 July 2004: Police arrested a militant with a cache of weapons at his house in Riyadh
31 July 2004: The wife of Isa al-Awshan surrendered to police after three months in hiding with her
husband
3 August 2004: Irish natinal Anthony Christopher Higgins, 63, was shot dead by militants who stormed
122
into his Riyadh office firing machine guns. The killing was later claimed by the QAP in Sawt al-Jihad.
5 August 2004: Faris al-Zahrani and a second unidentified suspect were captured in Abha. The two
were detained "swiftly and efficiently," and were not able to use the weapons they were carrying, an
official said.123
11 August 2004: A suspected militant was shot dead by Saudi security forces in Mecca. The man was
killed after throwing a grenade at security forces. He was initially identified as Saleh al-Badrani, but later
as Abdul Rahman bin Obaidullah al-Harbi. His activities included preparing bombs and rigging cars with
explosives, and he was among two gunmen who opened fire on guards at a residential compound in
Riyadh before it was bombed last November. A policeman was lightly wounded in the clash.124
15 August 2004: Two militants were arrested in Tabuk.
17 August 2004: Four militants were arrested in Medina and Buraida, and another group of militants
was arrested in Ha’il. Al-Watan newspaper said one suspect was arrested in Medina, while another
three were detained in Buraidah, 340 kilometers north of Riyadh. Some 500 police officers and
members of the special forces surrounded the Khalediya neighborhood south of Madinah on Monday
after receiving information that weapons including explosives were found in three cars in the area. The
special forces immediately surrounded the neighborhood while the police combed the area for weapons.
The siege lasted for more than four hours but no weapons were recovered. One suspect was arrested.
Al-Jazirah newspaper reported on Monday that security forces in the northern city of Hail have arrested
a group of suspected terrorists during a raid. The gunmen, who were constantly moving between the
regions of Hail and Tabuk, were detained when a security force burst into their hideout in the eastern
125
sector of Hail. The suspects surrendered without resistance, the newspaper said.
19 August 2004: 14 people were arrested in Taif
30 August 2004: Shots were fired at a U.S. diplomatic car near the U.S. consulate in Jeddah. "There
was a Jeddah consulate vehicle that was fired on this morning. There was very minor damage and no
one was hurt," the US official said, declining to give any details on the occupants of the car or how many
people it was carrying. Security sources told Reuters that an unidentified gunman opened fire at the car
carrying one passenger plus the driver, both of whom escaped unhurt. An Interior Ministry official said in
a statement that the car -- transporting an American resident -- had been pulling out from a bank near
the consulate when it was shot at by a small pistol, which damaged the rear window. It was not clear
who carried out the attack or what the motive was.126
31 August 2004: A militant was killed and three militants were wounded in shootout at checkpoint in alAhsa in the Eastern Province
2 September 2004: The Interior Ministry announced that Abdullah al-Muqrin, a relative of QAP leader
127
Abd al-Aziz, turned himself in.
3 September 2004: One policeman was killed and three were wounded in a clash with militants in
Buraida. Two police patrols checking a report that militants were in a house were fired on as they
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approached the house. The Saudi official said arrests were made and weapons found in the house. He
said that a search of the house had uncovered large amounts of explosives and weapons. Hours later,
security forces gunned down a suspected militant and arrested another in a car chase.128
5 September 2004: Three Saudi security officers were killed when their patrol car caught fire after being
hit by gunfire while chasing suspected extremists in Buraidah. A suspect who had been in the car being
chased was arrested, but it was "not clear as yet if he fired at the patrol vehicle, or if the bullet came
from another source." Earlier in the day, seven suspected extremists were arrested in a dawn sweep by
security forces of southern neighborhoods of Buraidah.129
11 September 2004: An explosion, apparently from inside a moving taxi, went off near a branch of the
Saudi-American bank in the al-Bawady district of Jidda, at around 9 a.m., wounding one attacker.
Several other militants fled the scene in a stolen vehicle to Al-Rueis district, some four kilometres (2.5
miles) away. They took shelter in an uninhabited house about 700 yards from the consulate. Police
sealed off the area, and the consulate closed for the day. Several bank officials, all speaking on
condition of anonymity, said a "small explosion" took place in a car in the neighborhood at about 9 a.m.,
and nobody in the bank was hurt. In what appeared to be a report on the same explosion, the official
Saudi Press Agency quoted an Interior Ministry statement saying an explosion took place inside a
moving taxi in Jiddah, injuring the driver in the hand. The report gave no other details, and only said the
driver had a criminal record of drug offenses. Al-Arabiya said in a further report that an attacker was
wounded and taken to hospital where he was under guard.130
15 September 2004: British national Edward Muirhead-Smith was killed and shot in the parking lot of
the Max shopping center in eastern Riyadh. Muirhead-Smith, 55, worked for the British
telecommunications corporation Marconi as a training manager. Al-Qaida claimed responsibility for the
incident in Sawt al-Jihad.131
20 September 2004: A shootout in Tabuk left a militant and three security personnel wounded.
21 September 2004: Arrested QAP militants Khaled al-Juwaiser al-Farraj and Abdul Rahman al132
Roshoud appeared on Saudi television, repenting and describing life among the terrorists.
26 September 2004: French engineer Laurent Barbot was shot in his car and killed near Giant Stores in
the Al-Zahra district in Jidda early in the morning. Three people, closely related to one another, were
arrested in Bahra, a suburb some 25 kilometers east of Jeddah. The suburb is home to a mixture of
middle and low-income Saudis and is notorious for large numbers of illegal immigrants, many of whom
work on nearby farms and in factories and shops. Hamad al-Sa‘di, captured in Jidda in November, later
confessed to the killing.133
1 October 2004: Gun shots were fired from a moving car at Seder village compound in Riyadh.
Authorities disclose that video footage of the compound was found in the car seized 25 November 2003.
7 October 2004: Authorities announced the arrest of cleric Muhanna a-Hubayl (leader of “Islamic
National Forum”) for inciting hatred against Shiites in al-Ahsa.
12 October 2004: Three suspected militants were killed in a clash with security forces in the eastern
Nahda district of Riyadh after security forces stormed a building in Riyadh at around 2:30 a.m. Seven
police officers were wounded in the confrontation with the militants, who were hiding on the second floor
of a house in eastern Riyadh, according to an Interior Ministry statement. Two militants (including
Maneea) were killed by police and the third blew himself up. Officials identified one of the militants as
Abdul-Majeed Mohammed Abdullah al-Moneea, No. 18 on Saudi Arabia's list of 26 most-wanted terror
suspects. "He belonged to the legislative committee that issued fatwas sanctioning the killing of people,"
al-Turki said. "Investigative authorities have proved his participation in assassinations and his insistent
pursuit to recruit operatives who would serve his deviant thoughts." Al-Moneea's killing was a major
coup for Saudi authorities, who have launched an aggressive crackdown on al-Qaida-affiliated militants.
His death leaves 10 of the list's 26 on the run. Also killed in the raid was Abdul-Hamid al-Yehya, who alTurki said provided safehouses for suspected militants. "He used women and children in those houses
to mislead authorities," al-Turki said. "He also forged many documents to cover up the criminal activities
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of those people." The third militant was Issam al-Otaibi, who al-Turki said was extradited a few weeks
ago for "carrying out unacceptable activities abroad." He did not say from which country al-Otaibi was
extradited or elaborate on the charges. He said that after the extradition, al-Otaibi signed an affidavit
saying he did not belong to any militant group and pledging to abide by the country's regulations. "But
then authorities found out he had reneged on his promise and had turned his home into a den for
criminal activities for the (militants)," al-Turki said. It said security forces surrounded the house after
suspecting that "men belonging to the misguided group" - a phrase used to describe militants - were in
the house. "When they began searching the house, they came under heavy machine gun fire," said the
statement, adding that the attackers also used hand grenades. Security forces found weapons and
134
documents in the house, the statement said.
16 October 2004: Four militants were arrested before dawn in two separate raids. In the city of Temair
(85km northwest of Riyadh), two men were captured. "The men did not resist arrest," Mansur al-Turki
said of those two, adding they were arrested at different locations in the village. Al-Turki refused to
identify the men. However, local newspapers gave their names as Mohammed al-Abdullah and Rayess
al-Rayess. Okaz daily newspaper, which is close to the Interior Ministry, said al-Abdullah worked as a
teacher and was arrested in a mountainous area. The paper said al-Rayess was fleeing in a red car
when he was caught. In Riyadh, two other men were arrested in the Khaleej neighborhood. Those two
men opened fire at security officers, he said, and one of the officers returned fire, slightly wounding one
135
of the suspects.
19 October 2004: Police arrest militant (dressed as woman) in Hawtha south of Riyadh.
26 October 2004: Belgian authorities announce arrest of Husayn Muhammad al-Haski, a Moroccan on
list of 26.
31 October 2004: A terrorist suspect’s house was stormed in a residential neighborhood in Riyadh,
revealing huge quantities of weapons and explosives. The source from the Interior ministry said that the
Saudi security forces were able to arrest another suspect in another place in the city and seized
weapons, a machine-gun, and ammunition, in addition to communications equipment, documents, and
various currencies. The next day the ministry announced that they had arrested three persons.136
3 November 2004: Saudi security forces arrested a wanted militant in Burayda after a shootout in which
two police officers and the militant were injured, the interior ministry announced. "A wanted member of
the deviant group opened fire leading police to return fire," in a public square in Buraydah, a ministry
spokesman was quoted as saying. The lightly injured officers were hit before overcoming the gunman
137
and seizing a revolver and a hand grenade, he added.
5 November 2004: raid on flat in Jidda (Jami‘) ends with death of one militant and arrest of three others.
Three police are wounded. One of detainees confesses to murder of Laurent Barbot.
9 November 2004: One militant was killed and three others were detained in a gun battle with police
early in the morning in the al-Jamia district of Jidda. Security forces had laid a two-hour siege to a house
where suspected terrorists were hiding out. Shortly after 3 am, “the militants opened fire at the security
squad, which returned fire, eventually killing one militant as well as wounding another, while two others
surrendered,” the official said. According to Al-Turki, the location had been under surveillance as a result
of information and reports given to the Interior Ministry. One of the three captured was a foreign
national, the Interior Ministry said. According to Brig. Gen. Mansour Al-Turki, a ministry spokesman, two
security officers were injured in the operation that resulted in the confiscation of eight Kalashnikovs, 100
locally made bombs, machine guns, hand-grenades and live ammunition.138
11 November 2004: The Interior Ministry said King Fahd had ordered the release of all 31 Islamic
militants who surrendered to security authorities under the June amnesty. "The concerned authorities
were assured that the deviants have already rectified their ideology and attitudes toward their nation and
society," said the ministry's statement.139
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12 November 2004: Saudi Arabia detained five people suspected of spreading Islamic militant ideology.
Three men were arrested shortly before Friday's midday prayers in Zulfi, north-west of Riyadh. Two
others were detained later Friday in separate raids in the capital. None of the five was believed to be
involved directly in violence.140
16 November 2004: A Saudi security officer was killed in a shoot-out Tuesday evening when gunmen
opened fire at security forces searching a house in Unayzah, killing one policeman and wounding eight
others. Five men were later arrested after a car chase, two of whom were wanted militants. Police
seized automatic rifles, pistols, pipe bombs, ammunition, computers, communications equipment and
38,000 riyals (US$10,000) in the operation. The men fled the house in a car but were chased by security
forces to an unnamed desert location where they were detained. One of them was seriously injured. It
141
was not immediately clear whether those arrested Wednesday were part the list of 26.
27 November 2004: Saudi security forces shot dead a suspected militant in a clash in Jeddah.
Witnesses said two people escaped, leaving rifles and ammunition in a car in the Jamia district of
Jeddah. Dead man identified as Isam Qasim Mubaraki, took part in Muhayya.142
6 December 2004: Gunmen stormed the U.S. consulate in Jeddah (located in the al-Hamra
neighborhood near the seafront), triggering a bloody three-hour siege in which five non-American
staffers and four attackers were killed. Later there were unconfirmed reports from Saudi officials that
four members of the security forces also died. Three gunmen were killed and two were wounded in the
operation, but one of the wounded later died. No US citizens at the consulate were hurt. Four local
staffers were wounded. The five slain consulate employees were from Yemen, Sudan, the Philippines,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka. 143
10 December 2004: Saudi security forces arrested a militant in the al-Azhari neighbourhood of Medina.
The arrested man surrendered without resistance. He was said to be 38 years old. He was accused of
holding suspicious contacts with foreign elements and trying to recruit people to militancy. Sources said
there was no direct link between the arrested person and members of the group who attacked on
144
Monday the US consulate in Jeddah. Another militant is arrested in Burayda.
16 December 2004: Saudi police arrested three terror suspects in Ta'if. Police patrols stopped two cars
overnight at a city checkpoint and rounded up the suspects, who showed no resistance, a security
source told reporters Friday. Detainees were described as “very important.”145
17 December 2004: Police in Medina arrested three individuals of Arab origin who were frequenting an
Internet cafe. Al-Madinah newspaper said the security bodies browsed the websites viewed by the three
146
suspects who are between 25 and 28 years of age and arrested the three without any resistance.
18 December 2004: Saudi security forces arrested two suspects in Medina.147
18 December 2004: A security officer was shot and wounded by a gunman in a car near Jidda.148
25 December 2004: Saudi security forces arrested a wanted person without resistance in his house in
the al-Shifaa district in Buraida. In the meantime, security forces in Medina apprehended another
wanted without resistance after imposing a security cordon around his house in Al Dowaima district.149
28 December 2004: A firefight broke out between militants and police in Riyadh. One suspect was killed
and another was captured. Early the next morning, another militant was killed as police investigated the
earlier clash.150
29 December 2004: Militants directed suicide car bomb attacks at two security targets in Riyadh,
sparking violence that left 10 militants and one bystander dead. Attacks began at 8.35 pm when a car
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bomb detonated in a traffic tunnel near the Interior ministry. Saudi TV said a bystander, a limousine
driver, was killed. However, the Interior ministry reported no deaths but said five security agents and a
few bystanders were injured, none seriously. A half hour after the first blast and five miles away, a
second explosion went off at a center for recruiting security troops on King Fahd Street. Police said two
suicide bombers tried to storm the center but blew up their car prematurely after police fired on them.
The Interior Ministry said 12 security officers and an unspecified number of bystanders were slightly
injured. Three attackers were killed at the sites of the two blasts, according to media reports. An hour
after the car bombings, a car chase ended in a shootout ts in which seven militants were killed, including
Yemeni national Ibrahim Ahmad Abdel Majid al-Rimy, Sultan Bejaad al-Oteibi, Bandar Abdulrahman
Dakheel,and Badr Mansour al-Subeiei. Exactly how the ensuing car chase was related remained murky,
but local news reports and officials said the police surrounded the occupants of the car in a house in a
residential area toward the airport. In Jidda the same day, a suspected militant was arrested by police.
The man was wounded “while resisting security forces and attempting to flee,” the ministry said.151
9 January 2005: Saudi security forces killed four wanted terrorists in a shootout in a remote desert area
90 km north of Al-Zulfi. The men were killed as they fled their desert tent Sunday while throwing hand
grenades at surrounding forces, the Interior Ministry said. Authorities asked the militants to surrender
after surrounding their tent in Nafoud Thoweirat, a remote town north of Zilfi province. But the militants
refused and tried to flee in a car while hurling hand grenades, a statement from the interior ministry said.
The four were killed by the police at about 7:30 a.m. A ministry statement said the dead included
Mohammed Abdul-Rahman al-Farraj, Meshal Ubaid al-Haseri and Omar Abdullah al-Qahtani.Three
Saudi security personnel were slightly injured. Weapons, explosives, ammunition and documents were
152
found in the tent, the statement said without identifying the militants.
15 January 2005: A militant was arrested in Baqa‘ on suspicion of links with violence in Kuwait.153
17 January 2005: Police discovered the source of the explosives used in the 29 December operation.
19 January 2005: Three suspicious men were intercepted on Riyadh-Taif road, but they escaped154
3-5 April 2005: A extremely violent 3-day gunbattle took place in al-Ras, leaving 14 militants dead. Over
100 security forces were wounded.
21 April 2005: Two wanted Al-Qaeda militants and two members of the Saudi security forces were killed
in clashes in Mecca. The two suspects were killed and a third was wounded and arrested during a
gunbattle after the trio sped away from a security checkpoint on a road leading to the city from Medina,
security sources at the scene said. State television said four members of the security forces were lightly
wounded. The driver of the car which tried to overrun the checkpoint was arrested, and the three other
gunmen in the vehicle, who were disguised as women, were chased by security forces to a mountainous
region of Mecca and besieged. Up to 15 security vehicles were burned during the clash, sending plumes
of smoke into the sky before the gunbattle, which lasted more than two hours, ended on Thursday
evening, the security sources said. It later emerged that the militants were involved in recruitment of
fighters to Zarqawi’s group in Iraq.155
End of May 2005: A statement claimed QAP burned three Cougar helicopters at the regional airport of
Al-Qasim. It claimed "that elements disguised in airport workers uniforms entered the airport on two
bicycles, went towards the location of the helicopters, opened the aircrafts, placed flammable liquid
material inside and outside the aircrafts, and then set the three aircraft on fire." The statement added
that the action followed complaints of the Saudi security forces' successive raids and pursuits, the
aircrafts' harassment of the organization's elements, and their success in improving the competence of
the pursuit and encirclement of its members.156
8 June 2005: A terrorist suspect was arrested in the north.
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15 June 2005: Five chadians were arrested by police in unknown circumstances. 158
19 June 2005: Lt. Col. Mubarak Al-Sawat, one of the most reputed interrogators in the security services,
was shot dead in front of his house while leaving for work. Militants were hiding on the the roof of his
house, waiting for him to come out. Their plan was allegedly to attack and overpower him, tie him up,
tape his mouth shut and then film scenes of slow torture and finally of the officer's slaughter. Their plan
was then allegedly to post the film on their websites and distribute it throughout their network. Their
plans, however, went awry and they ended up shooting and killing Al-Sawat and immediately leaving the
scene. When they realized their victim's skill and strength, Mohammed (Mubarak’s uncle) said, "They
ran down the stairs and simply opened fire at him while their camera was running the whole time." His
wife heard the shots and called the police. The militants ran off, leaving knives, tape and the camera
with a recording of the incident (all had fingerprints).159
160

1 July 2005: A person on the most wanted list turned himself in in Beirut.

3 July 2005: A shootout at dawn between militants and police at a villa in the Al-Rawdah neighborhood
in Riyadh killed Yunus al-Hayeri. One of the other militants surrendered and two were slightly wounded
161
and transferred to hospital. Six police officers were wounded.
10 July 2005: Saudi security forces arrested eight terror suspects during a raid in the northern Saudi
162
area of Arar.
12 July 2005: Saudi police conducted a massive sweep operation in the Al-Murooj, King Fahd and AlKhaleej districts in Riyadh. The operation was the first in a series of combing operations the same week.
Twenty-five units from the security police, 10 units from the Special Forces Unit and 15 units from
Riyadh Police Patrol Unit participated.163
13 July 2005: Two separate police raids led to the arrest of seven militants. In the Al-Nasim
neighborhood east of Riyadh, Police raided a house, and the three suspects surrendered without
resisting. On the road between Riyadh and Al-Ta'if, police stoped a Ford car carrying four persons. One
of them was wanted in connection with terrorist activity, the other three were unknown but were detained
164
as suspects.
165
Saudi security forces discovered big quantities of chemicals and other bomb making
19 July 2005:
materials in a hideout in al-Kharj. The materials included 1,900 kilograms of fertilizers, 125 kilograms of
ammonium nitrate, a mixture of potassium nitrate, aluminum powder, phosphates, other chemicals in
liquid shape, tube launchers and hand-grenades. The catch also contained electric, mechanical and
laboratory equipment.
166
Saudi police discovered a cache of weapons in a house in the Al-Sa'udiyah district in
23 July 2005:
the city of Al-Kharj south of Riyadh. An official source in the Saudi Interior Ministry said that 96 bags of
ammonium nitrate have been found close to the depot that was uncovered 19 July.

25 July 2005:167 A police raid on Medina led to the arrest of Mohammed Saeed Mohammed al-Sayam
al-Umari
168
Police seized weapons and explosives during a raid in Kuraidah, an area south of
3 August 2005:
Medina. The weapons were found inside an abandoned well. They said that there was a strong link
between the discovery of the weapons and the investigation of Muhammad Al-Amri, another wanted
suspect, who was arrested two weeks ago in Medina.
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18 August 2005169: Two simultaneous police raids in Riyadh and Medina led to the death of three
militants and the arrest of 13 individuals. One security officer was wounded. In Medina, police killed
QAP leader Salih al-Awfi and Mohammed bin Abdullah Awaidhah in an exchange of gunfire. According
to a government statement, police raided six al-Qaida hideouts in the al-Bahr district in Medina, near the
Prophet’s mosque, before coming across a seventh house where Awfi and two others were holed up.
(10 people arrested). The raid in Medina came just hours before a visit by newly crowned King Abdullah.
In Riyadh, police raided a flat in al-Massef district early in the morning. The ensuing shootout ended in
an explosion which killed Majed Hamed Abdullah al-Hasiri. There were initial rumours of up to four killed
militants in the Riyadh episode. In the flat, the police found weapons, explosives and various
documents. Information gathered from the raids enabled the police to make a series of other raids
between 18 and 26 August, in which security forces arrested an additional 23 militants in Medina, two in
the town of Arar, and one in the capital, Riyadh.
29 August 2005: There were unconfirmed reports of a shootout between security forces and militants,
believed to be Iraqis, in Jubayl.170
171
Saudi security forces battled heavily armed militants holed up in a sea-front
4-6 September 2005:
villa in Prince Muhammad Bin-Fahd Street in the al-Hamra street of Al-Dammam. Five militants killed,
including Zaid Saad Zaid al-Samari, Saleh Mansour Mohsen al-Fereidi al-Harbi; Sultan Saleh Hussan
al-Haseri; Naif Farhan Jalal al-Jehaishi al-Shammari; and Mohammed Abdel-Rahman Mohammed alSuwailmi. Four policemen were killed and ten were wounded. Medical sources said more than 50
people, including security officers, were wounded in the operation.
Sources added that some members of the terrorist group arrived very recently from outside AlDammam. Several members of the group were connected with the arms caches that were discovered in
Al-Kharj town where they were hiding and their discovery made them flee leaving behind them a number
of explosives and materials for making them. The reports also indicated that the terrorists might have
run away from Madinah after their commander Saleh Al-Oufi was gunned down by security forces last
month. There were unconfirmed reports that terrorists had killed one of their own colleagues when he
tried to surrender to security officers. The terrorists had turned the building into a hide-out and a base for
making weapons. They rented it two months ago through a real estate office for an annual rent of
SR40,000. Arab News learned that the building, which the terrorists rented for SR40,000 belonged to a
security officer working at the Interior Ministry. Explaining why it took security forces a long time to storm
the "den" they had been besieging since Sunday, the interior ministry said the militants had filled the
site, located inside a crowded residential neighborhood, with explosives. Security forces had defused
more than 60 hand grenades and pipe bombs in one location alone. Security forces also arrested 11
suspects of various nationalities and seized large amounts of weapons, explosives and "forged
documents (meant to be used) to enter (public) installations," it said. The militants were apparently
planning a major terrorist attack in the city. Prince Nayef later said the militants were targeting key
installations, including oil facilities. The statement said that during the three-day battle, security forces
found and dismantled booby-traps in six neighborhoods of Dammam. The American Consulate in
Dhahran closed 5 september and opened again on 7 September. The violence came as President
Bush's Homeland Security adviser, Frances Townsend, met top Saudi officials, including King Abdullah,
in Riyadh. The deputy commander of the U.S. Central Command, Air Force Lt. Gen. Lance Smith, also
met Saudi deputy defense minister, Prince Khalid Bin Sultan.

24 October 2005: 13 people were arrested in a police raid on a house in the Nasim district of Riyadh.
One of those arrested was the brother of one of the people on the list of 36. The building was used for
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storing arms. Security forces tracked down a suspect on the Riyadh-Makkah highway near the village of
Ruwaida and arrested him. He eventually gave the address of the building where the suspects were
arrested. The detainees were very young; Most were under 16 and one was only 13.172
30 October 2005: Policeman Muhammad al-Zahrani was shot and killed in Mecca by two militants. He
had flagged down their car for a routine check. The incident occurred in Um Al-Joud on the old MakkahJeddah road about 7 km from the Haram Mosque.173
2 November 2005: Two militants were arrested in raids on houses near Zulfi and Medina. The detainee
in Zulfi was in his early 30s and allegedly “one of the most important supporters of the regional branch of
Al-Qaeda”. Pamphlets supporting Al-Qaeda were found in his possession. He lived in the village of
174
Samnan south of Zulfi. The other suspect was arrested in the Masanie district of Medina.
8 November 2005: The Interior Ministry announced that Adnan ibn Abdullah ibn Fares Al-Amri, one of
175
the people on the list of 36, had been repatriated from abroad.
24 November 2005: Three people of Asian descent were arrested with pro-Bin Ladin literature in their
car in Taif. One of the three works in a computer store.176
3 December 2005: Dawn raids on 12 houses in different locations led to the arrest of 17 people. 13
people were arrested in Riyadh, Kharj, and Majma‘, while the remaining four were arrested in
undisclosed locations. “No injuries or damage were sustained during the raids,” an official said. Security
forces also seized weapons and ammunition in the raids.177
14 December 2005: Security forces seized large quantities of explosives in a two-floor villa located on
Shakir ibn Abubakar Street in King Faisal District. “It seems some of the deviants have been using the
villa as their hideout for about five months,” said Al-Turki. Home-made bombs, weapons, chemical
products, computers and leaflets inciting violence were among the items seized. Police also found
materials used for making explosives as well as computers, another report said. A Saudi citizen
informed police about the villa.178
27 December 2005: Five Saudi police were killed and a most wanted Islamist militant captured after two
shootouts outside Burayda. Two police were killed by gunfire from a car to the east of Buraida. Three
more police died when the car's driver opened fire on a roadblock near Al-Midhnab, to the south of
Buraida. The security forces then gave chase to the car, damaging the vehicle and wounding and
arresting the driver. The driver was identified by security sources on the scene as Mohammed Abdul
Rahman al-Suwailmi. He later died from his wounds.179
28 December 2005: Saudi security forces killed Abd al-Rahman al-Mut‘ib, who evaded capture on 27
December after the shooting incidents in which five policemen died. Mutib evaded capture by hijacking
another car. Security forces besieged Mut‘ib in the desert area of Nofooth Umm Khashabah, east of AlMidhnab. After an exchange of fire, he was killed. A machine gun, ammunition and a hand grenade
were found in his possession.180
17 January 2006: Saudi police arrested five suspected terrorists - four Saudis and one foreigner - in
raids on different houses in the northeast Riyadh neighborhood of Al-Fahs Al-Dawry and seized large
quantities of explosives and money. There was an improvised bomb-factory inside the hide-out. “During
a search of their hide-out, the (security forces) confiscated... explosive materials in addition to electronic
CDs and documents which prove that they are members of the deviant group,” the Ministry said..
Informed sources said police also confiscated more than SR1 million and 12 hand grenades.181
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23 February 2006: Police arrested three suspects in the al-Ammariyya area, 30 km northwest of
Riyadh, after security authorities received a report on four people in Pakistani dress. Four submachine
guns, two pistols and two hunting rifles were also seized
24 February 2006: Abqaya operation. Two militants (Muhammad al-Ghayth and Abdallah al-Tuwayjiri)
in two explosives-laden cars tried to enter the Abqaiq oil facility through a side gate. The attack was
foiled and the cars exploded by the gate. Two security guards were critically wounded and later died.182
25 February 2006: Police arrested 12 people at a farm in the Daghareer village of southern Samita
district in Jizan. Two of the suspects were injured in the gunfight. Mansour Al-Turki told The Saudi
Gazette that the arrested people were found to be Iqama violators.183
27 February 2006: A misunderstanding at a checkpoint led to the police opening fire on a vehicle, killing
184
three people and injuring another three of South Asian and Southeast Asian descent.
27 February 2006: Saudi police killed 5 militants linked to the Abqaiq attack in a dawn raid on a villa in
the al-Yarmuk quarter in East Riyadh (Fahd al-Juweir, Jaffal al-Shammari, Ibrahim al-Muteir, Abdullah
al-Shammari, and Sulayman al-Talaq). Three people had allegedly fled Abqaiq in a Toyota Land
Cruiser. Security sources said police had tracked down the militants after pursuing two vehicles that
appeared on the surveillance video of the Abqaiq facility shortly before it was attacked. One source said
185
the men were also traced through Internet monitoring.
18 March 2006: 5 people were arrested in two raids in Dammam. Security authorities surrounded a
residential building located on the Makkah Commercial Road in Thaqba in Al-Khobar and arrested a
man and two women. In another raid, security authorities cordoned off plot number 8 in Dammam and
sealed all exit points for four hours. Two suspects were arrested. Mohammad Al-Hajri, a resident of the
area, said the suspects used to play football with their colleagues but for the last six months they had
cut themselves off with the neighbors.186
29 March 2006: Saudi Interior Ministry announced that they had arrested 40 suspected militants “over
the past week or so”. Security forces carried out simultaneous operations in the holy cities of Mecca and
Medina, and Qassim in the north and Asir in the south. They also seized a large cache of weapons and
explosives. Saudi television aired footage of the cache showing hand grenades, AK-47 assault rifles,
and various firearms. In one operation, Saudi security forces tracked 19 suspects who were eventually
arrested. The suspects were arrested for “adopting the perverted ideology and spreading it through the
Internet plus executing criminal acts along with providing financial support for those activities,”
In another operation, security forces arrested eight suspects linked to the perpetrators of the
failed Al-Abqaiq oil refinery attack. The suspects allegedly provided members of the cell involved in the
attack with shelter, funds and propaganda that had been posted on the Internet. Security forces
confiscated weapons, documents, electronic devices and other items. In a third operation, 13 suspects
were rounded up in the city of Al-Abqaiq. In one of their hide-outs authorities discovered 99 Russianmade grenades, 22 tear gas grenades, 18 Kalashnikovs, four flares, 131 machine-gun magazines and
two hunting rifles and a metal detector. Saudi security forces also discovered and disarmed explosive
devices planted in two separate vehicles near the country’s largest oil refinery at Al-Abqaiq, an Arabic
local daily newspaper reported yesterday. The paper said security forces broke into a house Tuesday in
the town of Al-Muntaar where Saudi Arabian Oil Company employees live to find two booby-trapped
cars with the company’s logo on them. The daily said several bombs, machine guns and explosive
materials were found, adding that the owner of the house was arrested and was being interrogated. One
of the people, who was detained at his house at the New Airport residential area in Abqaiq, was
identified only by his initials N.G. He was about 50 years old and an employee of Saudi Aramco. He
worked at the Abqaiq Plant for years, and lately transferred to Haradh s gas and oil separation plant
187
(GOSP), reliable sources said.
13 April 2006: Police arrested five people in Riyadh on suspicion of involvement in the Abqaiq attack.
The arrest came during a raid on a ware house and explosives store. State television aired a video
seized by police showing militants preparing the two vehicles used in the Abqaiq attack. It said the tape
and explosives were found in a warehouse outside the capital Riyadh. The footage identified some of
the militants who prepared the attack, including an al Qaeda leader, Fahd al-Juweir, who was killed days
after the attack. It showed another militant it identified as Abdullah al-Tuwaijri sitting behind the steering
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wheel of a pick up truck holding an assault rifle. "This is in case security forces are present there and
this is the safety button and this is the trigger," added the man dressed in black with a ski mask rolled up
to expose his face. The tape also showed men preparing what appeared to be explosives using a
cement mixer. The television identified other masked men as Jaffal al-Shammari -- one of the Abqaiq
assailants -- and Abdullah al-Shammari, who was killed in a shootout in Riyadh along with Tuweijri, and
188
Ibrahim al-Muteir, the man the television said was behind the camera.
21 April 2006: Security forces in Dammam seized a car full of weapons and maps of several locations
and buildings in the area. The car, a green Nissan SUV with tinted windows, had false number plates.
The chassis VIN number was filed off. A hand grenade was hidden in a sock inside the car. There were
live ammunition and maps for several vital sites in the Eastern Province, and a number of forged car
registration papers.189
11 May 2006: A man (believed to be Mohammed Abdurrazzaq Saad Faidhi Al-Ghamdi) opened fire on
two separate National Guard brigades in Taif.190
12 May 2006: A man – the same person who was behind the Taif shooting the previous day - opened
fire on guards at the U.S. consulate in Jeddah as he drove past at 5:30pm local time but no one was hit.
The man fled from the scene in his car, but chased wounded and arrested by police. Sources close to
the investigation told Asharq Al-Awsat that the armed man appeared confused and unstable during
questioning, and was arrested in the past for numerous offences.191
192

13 June 2006: The UK embassy in Riyadh issued a terrorism warning

23 June 2006: After a 3-hour shootout, Saudi security forces stormed a suspected al-Qaida hideout in
the al-Nakhil district of Riyadh, killing six militants and wounding and arresting one in a gun battle. A
Police officer was also killed and 17 were wounded. The group had been plotting a suicide bombing
against a security target in Riyadh, according to policemen at the scene. Policemen at the scene later
said they had seized a videotape showing that the group had been plotting to carry out a suicide
bombing against a security target in Riyadh within the next two days. The footage showed the group
members making their "will" before the attack, one policeman said. The group may have been behind
the diffusion of jihadist videos on the Internet in March and June 2006. An Islamist group (basha’ir)
vowed vengeance for the deaths of the six men in a posting on a popular militant Web site on 24 June.
The Interior ministry later identified the six dead militants as Muhammad bin Rashid al-Julaydan, Sami
bin Saud al-Mutayri, Mish‘al bin Abdullah al-Rashud, Hamud bin Muqbil al-Utaybi, Sa‘d bin Abdallah alMuathir and Ghazi bin Salim al-Utaibi.193
24 June 2006: Saudi Interior Ministry announced that 42 people had been arrested in raids across the
kingdom in the course of the preceding month. An Interior Ministry statement said 2 of the suspects
were arrested after the clash early on 23 June. State television said that four men wanted by security
forces, including an Iraqi, were arrested in a raid on 17 June at a desert hideout in the northeastern town
of Hafr al-Baten. The raid led to the arrest of nine other Saudis "involved in terrorism" who were part of
the same group, it said adding that weapons and documents were seized during the operation. The
statement also said that 27 Islamists had been arrested May 9-23 in the capital Riyadh, the Muslim holy
city of Mecca, the Eastern Province and the northern border region, including 24 Saudis, two Somalis
and an Ethiopian. It said the 27 men were involved in "suspicious activities" connected to radical Islamist
groups. A security source told Reuters the arrested men and the six killed on Friday were part of a wider
militant cell, numbering around 50 people, that had been broken up.194
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8 July 2006: The Interior Ministry announced that six Saudis and a Yemeni escaped from al-Malaz
prison in Riyadh “a few days ago”. The seven fugitives were identified as Abd al-Aziz Abdallah
Sulayman al-Mas‘ud, Usama Abd al-Rahman Sulayman al-Wihabi, Turki Hilal Sanad al-Mutayri, Ghazi
Muhasan al-Usami al-Utaybi, Abd al-Aziz Muhammad Salih al-Falaj, Muhammad Abd al-Aziz al-Qahtani
and the Yemeni Abd al-Rahman Ta’ha Al-Hatar. They were between 16 and 26 years old. The Ministry
described the fugitives as religious extremists and said they had been arrested in separate incidents
during the past year. "They are extremists, they believe in the takfiri thoughts," spokesman Mansour alTurki told The Associated Press. One of the escapees had been detained for giving shelter to a wanted
Moroccan militant, who was later killed in a firefight with Saudi forces, a security official said on condition
of anonymity.195
20 August 2006: Seven militants, including one Yemeni, were arrested in a villa in the Ajwad area in the
eastern part of Jidda.196
21 August 2006: Four militants surrendered to police after a shootout and a 17-hour siege at a house in
the Jamia district in Jidda. Two or three of them were wounded. Initial reports said two or three had died,
but this was later denied. Two of the arrested (Ghazi al-Utaybi and Turki al-Mutayri) were from the group
197
of seven jailbreakers from 8 July.
26 August 2006: The Interior Minitry said 34 people had been arrested in raids across the kingdom in
the previous week. This included the abovementioned 11 people arrested in Jidda on 20 and 21 August.
The 34 people of different nationalities had been detained in Mecca, Medina, Riyadh and Jeddah and
allegedly had links to inmates who escaped from Malaz prison on 8 July.198
3 September 2006: Four militants (three Saudis and a Yemeni) were arrested in a remote village in the
Baha region.199
10 September 2006: Border guards clashed with weapons smugglers in the Jizan province. The
smugglers were able to escape to the Yemeni side of the border, leaving RPGs and high explosives
behind.200
26 October 2006: Two suspects were arrested in the town of Sajir. One of those held had just finished
his studies at King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals in Dhahran. His elder brother was also
201
held on suspicion of belonging to the “deviant sect".
November 2006: Vigilantist activists stormed a theatre in Riyadh.
14 November 2006: A rubbish collector discovered eight machine guns and ammunition in a bin near
the US consulate in Jidda.202
20 November 2006: A British man was stabbed while shopping in a petrol station in Jubayl in the
eastern province. He was wounded in the neck, but survived. The attacker was caught. The motive
203
behind the attack was not clear.
2 December 2006: Saudi authorities announced that they had arrested 136 militants in several cities
over a period of two months. 115 were Saudi while 21 were foreigners. The detainees had belonged to
eight different cells. Prince Nayif later spoke of seven cells. A spokesman said the authorities had
withheld the announcement of the arrests until all the suspects had been rounded up. Some of those
arrested were allegedly recruiting others to fight in "unstable countries". Others were allegedly recruiting
militants to be trained abroad and then sent back to Saudi Arabia to carry out attacks. One of the
detainees was a would-be suicide bomber who had prepared a will.
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It included a cell which had been plotting a suicide bombing, abductions and killings, the ministry said in
a statement carried by the official SPA news agency. That cell consisted of 31 suspects, including four
foreign residents, who were detained during a "preemptive" security operation in Riyadh on September
12, the ministry said. The cell was allegedly “closely linked with seven top Al-Qaeda militants.” The cell
had been "on the verge of acting, after issuing fatwas (religious edicts) legitimizing the abduction of
innocent people, bargaining over them, killing them, and raiding (shops) and banks", the ministry said.
"They included one (suspect) who wrote his will, to be publicized after he has carried out a suicide
operation targeting innocent people and the nation's resources," it said. “It appeared that the 31-member
cell was awaiting orders to carry out crimes such as kidnapping innocent people, demanding ransom
and killing some of them. They also planned to carry out attacks on businesses and banks,” the Saudi
Press Agency quoted the official as saying. Another 44 Saudis were detained on October 26 in a series
of simultaneous security operations in Riyadh, the oil-rich Eastern Province and the northern regions of
Al-Qassim and Hail, the ministry said. They were linked to the "deviant group" -- official term for AlQaeda suspects -- and formed a series of "financial, religious and information committees" to carry out
unspecified plans inside the country and facilitate the travel of militants to "trouble spots" -- an apparent
reference to Iraq, where Saudis are among foreign insurgents fighting US-led forces. Six more Saudis
had been detained earlier in October in the northern Al-Jawf region, near the borders with Iraq and
Jordan, for forming a cell which "used their families to hide wanted (militants) and smuggle them
outside" the country, the ministry said. Other swoops netted a group of 16 suspects, including two
foreigners, who were linked to outside "go-betweens" with the purpose of training militants abroad and
sending them back to operate inside the kingdom, the statement said. The 16 were rounded up in
Riyadh, the Muslim holy city of Mecca, Jazan in the south, and Al-Jawf in the north. The source also
pointed out that the arrested suspects had links with foreign groups. “They exploited the Umrah traffic to
smuggle in people who were trained abroad.” The Saudi interior ministry said security forces seized
"weapons, money in various currencies, documents," and communications and electronic equipment
during the raids. It did not specify the nationalities of the foreigners detained.204
7 December 2006: Gunmen firing from a nearby building killed two security guards outside the alRuways prison in Jidda at around 4 in the afternoon. There were conflicting reports on whether the
gunmen were arrested. Arab News said the shootout was followed by a car chase after which the four
205
militants were arrested. Al-Ikhbariyya said the gunmen escaped.
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